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The Vanderburgh County Drainage Board held a special Drainage Board
meeting on Monday,
January 8,
at 7:08 p.m.
in the
1996

Commissioner's Hearing Room.
RE:

CALL TO ORDER

President

January 8.

Tuley:

This

is

a

special

Drainage

We will call the meeting to order.

Board meeting

for

The purpose of the

meeting tonight is to continue the discussion with regard to the
drainage plans for Eagle Crossing Subdivision.

That is the sole

purpose that we are here for tonight and that's the only thing that
will be heard.
If any of you are here for any other reason, the
regular Drainage Board meeting will be conducted two weeks from
tonight.
Looking around and seeing the familiar faces, we're all
here for the same reason, I believe.
RE:

EAGLE CROSSING SUBDIVISION

Jeffers:
On December
26, 1995 the Surveyor's Office
recommended approval of the final drainage plan for Eagle Crossing
Subdivision based on thirteen conditions that, due to a failure of
my word processor at the time, were handwritten. I got it up again
and I have typewritten those thirteen conditions and presented them
to you at this time. In all caps, is the original handwriting that
was given to your secretary on 12/26/95 and then today I added in
lower case words for clarification or subsequent comments. I also
received today a letter from Morley & Associates addressing each
Bill

one of the thirteen conditions.

1.

Starting with number one:

THE 12' PUBLIC UTILITY EASEMENT ALONG THE WEST LINE
OF LOT 16 WILL BE REMOVED AND BE REPLACED WITH A
DRAINAGE EASEMENT.

That

is to prevent

damage to

the fragile topsoil along the rock ledge of the
creek bank by utility installations.

They agree to

that.

2.

REMOVE THE 12' PUBLIC UTILITY EASEMENT ALONG THE
SOUTH LINE OF LOT 16 EXCEPT FOR THE EASTMOST 50' OF
IT.

That's to prevent public utilities access to

that drainage easement along the west line of lot
16, but it would allow sufficient public utilities

to be extended from the southeast corner of lot 16

to service the house on that lot.

They agree to

that.

3.

REPLACE BOTH THOSE PUBLIC UTILITY EASEMENTS WITH
"DRAINAGE EASEMENTS" ONLY SO THAT NO PUBLIC UTILITY

INSTALLATIONS WOULD BE ALLOWED PAST 50' WEST OF THE
SOUTHEAST CORNER OF LOT 16.
The reason I'm so hard on this public utility installation is that

there's a rock ledge there along the creek bank that's got a very
shallow dirt cover on top of it and if the public utilities trench
along there with sewer or electric lines, etc., they would cause

that to just fall off in the creek.
So that's why I'm being real
hard on that.
In item three, Morley adds, well, first of all I'm
correcting it.
He says, along the east property line and I meant
the west,

so I've scratched that out on his copy.

However,

Also,

he added:

if it is determined that these easements

are not necessary, they will be deleted from the
final plat prior to recording.
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I've scratched that out because Area Plan Commission likes to have

a drainage easement around the entire subdivision if a condition
arises where water needs to be caught before it leaves the

subdivision and crosses on to someone else's property.
will remain. Also on item three, Morley's reply says:

So that

No public utility installations will be allowed on

lot 16 anywhere beyond a point 50' west of the
southeast corner of the lot.
That's what I was after to begin with.
So that properly addresses
that third condition. Under number four, I had made reference to

another

subdivision

and

I'm

asking

for

that

scratched and replaced with:
4.

reference

to

be

It's my understanding that the developer does not

wish to form a homeowner's association for this

subdivision.
When
this fourth condition was
written, I was operating under the assumption that

he was going to have a homeowner's association.
They have decided they're going to go with Plan B

of your drainage ordinance under which they submit
$2.00 per lineal foot of all storm water pipe and
connections that exist outside of county accepted
right-of-way and that $2.00 per lineal foot goes
into the special account for the repair or the
replacement of storm water pipe in the event of the
complete failure of that pipe.
That's in accordance with your ordinance and going on int6 Mr.
Morley's page 2 of Mr. Morley's reply, he gives the notice that

should appear on the plat detailing what the individual lot owners
are responsible for and there are seven paragraphs there out of the
drainage ordinance that tell -Commissioner Borries:
Bill

Jeffers:

Actually eight,

Right,

the

eighth

Bill,

one

is

That's not out of the drainage ordinance.
eighth one is Mr. Morley's notice that:
8.

if you flip.

added

by

Mr.

Morley.

The first seven are; the

The foregoing obligation for drainage maintenance
is a requirement of Vanderburgh County and is
enforceable by Vanderburgh County.

I think he's placing that there to let the reader know that comes

out of the county drainage ordinance.

Commissioner Borries: Bill, are these items that we have referred
to as Plan B, essentially what you referred to when you talked
about this Keystone Subdivision?
Bill

Jeffers:

No,

Keystone

is

using

Plan

They're

A.

using

a

homeowner's association and I thought at the time I wrote these
conditions last month that Eagle Crossing would use Plan A, a
homeowner's association.
They have decided to use Plan B;

individual lot owners are responsible for that part of the storm
water system that lies on their lot.
Commissioner

Mourdock:

Bill,

is

the

paragraph

eight,

or

the

sentence 8, that Morley has inserted, key words being, and is
enforceable by Vanderburgh County, are we empowered to do that
under the drainage ordinance? In other words, if somebody violates

number seven, which says:
Any

pipe,

planting,

fence,

wall,

building,

stored material,

pool,

excavation,

patio,

fill,

or

other construction improvement, addition to, or
alteration of the land within a drainage easement
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in this subdivision requires the prior written
approval of the county Drainage Board.
Well, let's say they go ahead and do it, paragraph eights implies

that we have the right to go out there and enforce it or forcibly
remove it and obviously that -Bill

Jeffers:

The

drainage

ordinance

does

allow

you

to

take

certain actions to notify the person to remove it, and after a
certain period of time, if it's not removed, the Drainage Board can

hire a contractor to remove it and bill the property owner.
Commissioner Mourdock:

So the same thing would be true even with

number one.
Bill Jeffers:

Yes sir.

Commissioner Mourdock:
Bill

Jeffers:

Yes,

Grass maintenance, whatever.

sir.

If

it

violates

your

weed

control

ordinance or any part of your drainage ordinance, you can go out
and do the same thing.
President Tuley: Bill, also would it be correct to say that'11 be
treated like any other special assessment then,
that will be

treated just like any other tax lien against their property?
Bill

Jeffers:

Correct,

it

will

be

attached to the tax bill of
That's just a sentence
know that it's necessary, but it

their property owner if it went unpaid.
added

by Mr.

Morley.

I

don't

appears to be an accurate statement.
President Tuley:

I don't think it should be on there,

do you?

Commissioner Borries: I don't have any problem. I think Richard's
comment got the heart of it.
If it is enforceable, and Bill

Jeffers has outlined how it can be, then it's okay.
Daryl Helfert:

Bill Jeffers:

It is on Keystone.

Daryl Helfert said that particular sentence appears

on the Keystone plat which was recently recorded last week.

SO

we're withdrawing the condition number four and substituting the
use of Plan B rather than Plan A.

5.

Same with condition number five:

Since a homeowner's association is not going to be
formed, Morley proposes that BSH Development attach

the financial obligation for the maintenance of the
storm water retention basin and the easement around

it to the adjacent lots 26 through 31.
In the
event of a failure by BSH Development Company, LLC,

or their successors to maintain the easement that
the lot owners of lots 26 through 31 will assume
that financial obligation.

The only thing I don't like in Mr. Morley's paragraph five is that

he says:

-- to maintain the easement to control storm water
runoff.
That should read:

-- to maintain the easement in accordance with the
drainage ordinance.
So that there's no question about the duties that implies.

The

drainage ordinance specifies duties and Mr. Morley's statement is

very general, to control storm water runoff from the subdivision.

~
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Commissioner Borries:

So do you want to change that and initial as

you've done on some of these others?

Bill Jeffers: Right. Anywhere where in number four or number five
where the statement appears that BSH or its successors should

maintain the easement to control storm water runoff, which he may
be using as a definition.

But

I

say that's

accordance with the drainage ordinance.
Commissioner Mourdock:

way you want it to read.

to maintain

it

Say again what you said a moment ago ,

in

the

Bill Jeffers : To maintain the easement and the basin in accordance
with the drainage ordinance in the event that BSH or its successor

fails to do so, that obligation will go to the adjacent property

owners.

That would be in accordance with Plan B of your ordinance.

Commissioner Borries:

Okay, I will initial here and this will say:

--or their successors to maintain said basin in
accordance

with

the Vanderburgh

County

ordinance.

drainage

Bill Jeffers:
Right, said basin and easement in accordance with
the Vanderburgh County drainage ordinance, correct.
You may wish

to take a close look at this because back in paragraph four,
continuing to the top of page two, it starts at the very last
sentence of page one and then goes on to page two:
The storm water retention and maintenance easement

is hereby dedicated to the owners of lots
through 31 in six equal but undivided parts.

26

I don't have any problem with that so long as there's not a legal
problem with that or so long as that meets your intent. You asked
that be attached to the subdivision. What he's doing there, he's

attaching it as one big lot, one big easement, across which no
individual lot lines are extended.

Commissioner

Mourdock:

That

was

the

item

last

time,

we

had

a

choice and we were expected to choose A or B.

Bill Jeffers:
Right.
Number seven down through thirteen,
basically, they're agreeing to do all that.
They guarantee the

maintenance and repair of all the drainage facilities until they're
turned over to the individual lot owners.

They agree to provide

drawings showing how to grade the lots.
They have given us, over
on that desk I have a copy of it and a copy was given to Mike
Wathen,

the

erosion

control

plan.

Mr.

Wathen

has

faxed

you

a

notice saying that he reviewed it and recommends approval of it.

They agree to construct section one to include all the drainage
facilities and the basin.
I'm asking that be done before they

build the houses, get all that stuff in place with the erosion
control plan before they build the houses.

Number eleven, they are

recognizing that there are some existing waterways in that farm
field, soft material, vegetation, etc., wet soil, will have to be
removed from those and replaced with acceptable engineered fill,
compacted and graded and tested in accordance with applicable
building codes, etc., so that we don't have a problem where an old
channel is pointed towards or adversely affects a house foundation.
They agree in number twelve to give drawings depicting proper lot
grading.
I've attached those to the back of our thirteen
conditions.
Only one was attached to Morley's reply, but here's
all

of

them from USDA Soil

particular attention to C-4

&

Conservation Service.

I'm drawing

that shows how the back yards are

graded to go into an open channel because that's...that addresses
our condition number twelve.

There's some open channels they are

building out there that I want to make sure all the water from the

lots goes directly into that open channel, does not go cross-

1
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country across someone else's lot.

We're having a little problem

with one subdivision where they did not do that here recently,
under our new ordinance.
They didn't get it directly into the
adjacent channel.
It's going through people's yards.
And then
number thirteen is addressed correctly by Mr. Morley.

So, in other

~

put it on the plat before recording. The last item is, this fence
detail that was submitted by Mr. Morley was put into the covenants
and restrictions of Keystone Subdivision, but it won't apply to
this one, so I'm removing it because on this one, since they do not

~

words, other than the homeowner's association, they're agreeing to
every condition and, either are showing it to us now or agree to

have a homeowner's association and ultimately, the county may be
responsible for going into those easements and enforcing our
ordinance, I would prefer that the individual lot owners come in to

you, individually, according to item number seven under the notice
in paragraph four, that any fence, etc., within a drainage easement
of this subdivision requires prior written approval of the county

drainage board.

at this time.

I don't want to give that prior written approval

Commissioner Borries:
Bill

Jeffers:

So take this off?

Take that

off.

They're

going with Plan

B which

would require you to send people in to enforce this ordinance,
therefore, they don't need to have fences in those easements.

That's why I was pushing the homeowner's association to begin with
because I thought they would want to use that method to avoid this
problem here.
However, if an individual wants to put a fence or

yard barn or something in an easement, they're going to have to
come in individually and show you a plan.

So with that and the

inclusion of all these words and diagrams into the permanent record
and that they make these drawings a part of their covenants and
restrictions, we still would recommend approval of the final
drainage plan for Eagle Crossing Subdivision.
President Tuley:

We have several interested parties here.

Lee

I'm

McClellan:

Lee

McClellan

with

Morley

&

Associates.

Probably in answer to the first question about the elimination of
the

homeowner's

association

in

particular

with

Keystone.

At

Keystone, the homeowner's association was set up because there were

large common areas of the large retention basins and therefore,
they wanted to use that as a means to be able to maintain those
common areas.

On the BSH Development, there basically is no common

area other than the retention basin, and by attaching the easement
to those six property owners there along the Eagle Crossing Drive,
then, therefore, there is basically no common area. So that is the

main reason for the elimination of the homeowner's association.

Because once that is attached, once the storm drainage improvements

and the roads are installed in accordance with county standards and
the plans and specifications that have been approved, then those
would be requested of the boards to accept for maintenance and
then, like Bill said, the storm sewers that would be outside of the

right-of-way would then also be asked to be maintained by the
county and set up at the $2.00 per lineal foot to set up the funds

for the maintenance fund.
On January
3,
we met with the
homeowner's and adjacent land owners to discuss three things. We

discussed the drainage plan as presented along with the thirteen
conditions, we discussed traffic, the accel/decel lanes that were
not installed on Seib Road and Petersburg Road, and we also talked

about the special use permit that has been filed for the golf

course that will be heard at the BZA meeting on the 18th of
January.
So they did have a good representation at that meeting,
that evening. We, hopefully, addressed all their concerns. There
was a couple of things that I think Bill had brought up and Mr.
Miller brought up and Ms. Seib brought up, and they may want to
address them in front of the Board this evening.

But I thought I

would at least lay the groundwork of what we've done since we met
the last time.

Are there any questions?
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Commissioner Mourdock: Just one, the comment that Mr. Jeffers made
and the one Rick made the note about, I presume you do concur with
that slight change in the wording.
Rick, you might want to read

1

Lee

~

that.

McClellan:

The

one

where

it

says

in

accordance

with

the

drainage ordinance in lieu of -- sure, there's no problem with that
at all.
Commissioner Mourdock:

okay, just wanted that in the record.

Any

other questions?
Commissioner Borries:

and this would go to

I guess just one item,

Bill Jeffers as well as to Mr. McClellan.

Bill, you can refresh my

memory on this, this is not going to be the end of this particular
subdivision and we get confused a lot.
Do we need, at this time,
to say this is part A, or phase A, or something like that just to
delineate that -- I mean, this isn't going to end because if you're

going to have another phase, we're going to be looking at it
because it's going to have to carry its own weight over on the
other side.

I guess that's my point.

Lee McClellan:
Crossing.
Okay,

Right,

Commissioner Borries:

Unidentified:

what

you're

looking

at

there

is

Eagle

and it is going to be recorded in two sections.

Is this section one?

(Inaudible - comments not made from the microphone)

Commissioner Borries:

I

just want to make sure that this

is

we're dealing with something that is a separate drainage plan.
Bill Jeffers: Originally, this was submitted as Eagle Valley Two,
which indicated that there was an Eagle Valley One on the west side
of

Petersburg

Road

and

it

was

much

The

bigger.

Area

Plan

Commission did not want to record Eagle Valley Two prior to looking
at and recording Eagle Valley One so they -- yes, it is two large
subdivisions. One on the east side of Petersburg Road which is now
called Eagle Crossing it is on the desk in front of you.

Another

one we don't have any idea what it looks like at this time -Lee Mcelellan:

This is called Eagle Valley,

but what will happen

as far as in accordance with the APC regulations,

is that Eagle

Crossing Subdivision will be recorded in two sections.

What you

see here outlined in the pink is what is known as section one. It
encloses the drainage easement right here.
So they will be going
to APC requesting to record this section one and then they will, at

a late date, record section two, but it will still be known as
Eagle Crossing Subdivision.

The other side of the road is Eagle

Valley and it will go through its own procedures.

Commissioner Borries:
going to record that?
Bill Jeffers:

Are

you

alright

Yeah, that's okay,

Commissioner Borries:

in

terms

of

how

they're

I was

Your drainage plan is also located on part

of, what you're saying is part two.
Lee McClellan:
Bill Jeffers:

that

exits

Section two.

Actually,

onto

I'm happier to see them go with the part

Petersburg

Road

as

section

one

because

that

includes the trickier parts of the drainage plan and if they build
those first, that just tickles me to death.
going to go to Seib Road first.

But no,

I thought they were
yeah, everybody is doing

this, showing us a large plan for eighty or ninety lots and then
coming back and doing it in phases.
go out onto Petersburg Road.

So their phase one is going to
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President Tuley:

The most crucial part if I heard you right is in

phase one and that's what they're going to do first anyway.
Bill Jeffers:

That's

what

they're

which...we're approving the
Crossing, phases one and two.
Commissioner Borries:

going

entire

Alright,

to

drainage

that clarified

do

first,

plan

right,

for

everything,

Eagle
then.

That's good.
President Tuley:

Okay,

some of you others,

I'm sure you didn't
You must

just come here because you've got nothing else to do.

have some comments.
Bill

Jeffers:

But

there

is

still

another

subdivision

to

come

completely on the other side of Petersburg.

William

McCutchan:
For the record,
my name is William L.
McCutchan.
I own the property at 11201 Petersburg Road which is

just to the north of the Eagle Crossing subdivision. Initially, I
some
concerns about the formation of the homeowner's
association.
I understand now there will not be a homeowner's
association. Apparently, there will either be an escrow deposit or
a bond of $2.00 per lineal foot, is that correct? Okay, I have a
couple of questions about that because I plan to own that property
for many, many years to come and I'm curious as to who or what body
had

would inspect the drainage system periodically, how long must the
bond be maintained, how is the bond replenished if it's used to do
repair work on the drainage plan. At this point, those are my only
concerns

because

I

was

at

McCutchanville Methodist Church.

the

meeting

last

week

at

the

I think most of the folks there,

the homeowners, were satisfied that their questions were answered,
the developers were there,

Morley

& Associates were there.

I

appreciated that and I guess my only concern now is, over the
years, how is this going to be maintained and how do I know that

this bond or the escrow account won't be depleted.
Bill Jeffers:

What we're referring to as the escrow account would

be the $2.00 per lineal foot that would be put up by the developer
and go into a special account in the Auditor's Office, specifically

for the repair of pipes in this subdivision should there be a
failure, a pipe cracks, collapses or is destroyed in some way.
Between 1986 and 1994, the county collected $.50 a lineal foot for
the same purpose on the subdivisions that were built under plan B
and is holding that money in the Auditor's Office, and to this

point, has never drawn any money out of those accounts which
indicates, under the old ordinance, the concrete pipes were being
put in sufficiently not to require any repair that we know of to
date. We upped it to $2.00 a foot and, obviously, the developers
still think that's a bargain because they're putting it up.
We

made the guidelines and requirements for installing pipe very
strict in the new ordinance.
They
have to
follow the
manufacturer's
of
recommendations
or
Indiana
Department
Transportation specifications to bed those pipes, so we don't
anticipate any failure.
While they're bedding the pipes, the

county inspectors can go out and watch them bed it at any time , bed
the pipes at any time.
We have total access to the site for
inspection purposes.
If we hear any complaints or receive any

requests for inspections after everything has been covered up, we

will go out and make those inspections.

If we see something that

we think requires occasional monitoring, we will go out and do
that, we have the right to do that under the new ordinance.

The

bottom line is that those pipes are put in place according to the

manufacturer's recommendations, etc.
You should expect them to
last at least twenty years without any problems. In that time, the

escrow account increases by investments and interest put back into
the same account.

We would hope that any time there was a failure

of a pipe, we would have sufficient funds to go in and replace it
with those funds.
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William McCutchan:

Is this escrow account,

is this a common fund

or is there a separate fund for each subdivision, or is it just
like an insurance pool?
•
Bill Jeffers:
It's designated as to which subdivision the money
came from.
It all goes into one account that gains interest, but

it shows how many lineal feet of pipe went in from this subdivision
and others.
William McCutchan:

How long is that account maintained?

Is

it

maintained for one year, ten years, twenty years?
Bill Jeffers:

I think it's a perpetual account.

William McCutchan:

Bill

Jeffers:

So it's forever.

Right.

For

as

long

as

the

county

operates,

the

Drainage Board. I would say the only time it would change would be
if you had a unigov form of government and the Board of Public
Works took over the Drainage Board's responsibilities, that money

may be transferred to the consolidated government, to an account
that is consolidated government.

As

long

as

there

is

a

county

government, there will be that account.
William McCutchan:

Do you have any idea,

any estimate how much

money will be deposited in that account at $2.00 per lineal foot?
Bill Jeffers:

No.

William McCutchan:

President Tuley:
Sally Seib:

Thank you.
Anybody else?

Good evening,

I'm Sally Seib.

Our family has owned

130 acres directly east of there since 1880, so we have been there

for a long time. We're looking to see something good go in there
and it looks like Mr. Jeffers, and I want to thank him for being on

top of it and making sure that the drainage was put in properly and

will be put in properly.
The only question that I have,
concern, is mosquitoes, the mosquito problem in the summer.
will that be taken care of? Do you have any ideas?

one
How

Bill Jeffers: There are many other lakes in the vicinity and this
lake is immediately adjacent to six lot owners and I would assume

that if there is a mosquito problem, they'll suffer from it first
and will do something about it. If I lived there, I'd make sure to
do something about that.
But as far as the county government is

concerned, we would look at this as any other lake in the area, it
is susceptible to mosquito infestation and we would hope that the
property owners would take care of that.
Sally Seib:

Thank you.

I also want to say that we will be glad to

welcome our new neighbors.
Commissioner Borries:

Kent Burress:

That was a particularly nice statement.

Good evening.

My name is Kent Burress and I live on

11210 Petersburg Road.
I'm afraid Mrs. Seib has got our farm beat
by four years. We've had the farm in the family for 111 years or
so, so she's got us beat. But the only question I had is, I think

Mr. Jeffers answered some of the questions,

construction while

it's

is that who inspects

going on when they

lay

streets

and

drainage, I guess your office does that, I assume?
Bill Jeffers:

Somebody from the County Engineer's Office who has
We have three or four people who are

three or four inspectors.

available to inspect also.
Kent

Burress:

My

notice

on

Keystone,

on

Oak

Hill

Road,

that
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they've already worked this fall and they've got quite a bit of
black plastic that helps keep the dirt from washing and several
mounds that they've moved around, that's all according to the plan
that they've done on their subdivision,

so I assume that each

subdivision has to do that type of thing to control erosion.

about the streets?

What

The streets are laid by the developer and once

the county inspects them, they accept them to be a county road, is
that the plan?

I know the streets have curbs and sidewalks.

Bill Jeffers: Right, while the streets are being constructed , the
County Engineer's Office is on-site from time to time to inspect

them and then if they're constructed properly, they do accept them
for county maintenance.

They have rolled curbs and I believe that

subdivision has sidewalks.
President Tuley:

I know it does.

Bill Jeffers: And the erosion control fences that you see in place
at Keystone are the same type of erosion control devices that will
be used on Eagle Crossing. By the way, they have video taped that

development and the video tape is available for other people to

use, I believe --

Commissioner Borries:
Bill

Jeffers:

Keystone,

Keystone

has

you mean?

some

video

tapes

of

their

erosion

control and I believe they're going to make those available to
other people through the Soil Conservation Service.

a real good job.
President Tuley:

Kent Burress:

They're doing

That's my understanding.

Thank you -- the only other question I thought of is

that, being from a farm background, does the drainage plan take
into account winter springs?

Bill Jeffers:

Those are just like --

It's based on annual rainfall and there are times

that the conditions, like right now, if you started to have a thaw,

you'd have some real sloppy conditions.

plan,

according to

conditions.

rule

five,

But the erosion control

must be maintained under

There's no leeway given under rule five,

all

they must

maintain their erosion and sedimentation control at all times,
during every month of the year.
Kent Burress:

There weren't any wetlands in that area, were there,

that are wet 9/10 of the year, whatever, so to speak?
Bill Jeffers:

I'm not aware of any.

A wetland requires a certain
I think

type of forested cover to be considered a wooded wetland.

that was on (inaudible - comments not made from microphone).
Kent Burress:

Thank you.

Lee McClellan:

I wanted to make sure that Mr. Burress and Bill are

aware of it, that out at Keystone the developer did use the silt

fence, the black silt fence that you saw, and it is placed back of

the curb.

According to the

Soil

Conservation

Service

and rule

five, there are two methods to control silt from the street and
one is the silt fence and the other is straw bales.
SO,
just
because you see the black silt fence at Keystone, I don't want to

leave the impression that the developer is limited to putting in
the silt fence, he has the option to use straw bales if he feels
that's a more effective way to do it.

practice of rule five -President Tuley:

That is allowed under the

But I think along those lines,

because I think

what I hear is, don't be alarmed if we put those up, but you will

submit a plan for approval and will have to follow that plan,
whatever it is --
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Lee McClellan:

Right,

President Tuley:

that plan has already been filed.

And will be monitored,

and even though they may

not see the black silt fences, if they see straw, that is under an
approved method and will be monitored by Soil Conservation and

everybody else.
Lee McClellan:

Right,

and also on the erosion control plan that

has been filed with IDEM and the Soil Conservation Service and
along with Bill's office, there is a statement on that plan that
has been added on every erosion control plan that Morley &
Associates does that states that just because a practice has been
approved by the Soil Conservation Service and DNR, that if it does

not work, the developer is required to take whatever action he has
to,

to control erosion because we're afraid,

and Mr.

Wathen is

aware of it, that sometimes people are shown something and it has
not worked, and the developer says, well, I'did what was on the
plan. That just doesn't cut it as far as IDEM is concerned and DNR

is concerned, you have to take whatever action is necessary.
President Tuley:
Lee McClellan:

And that's standard verbiage on your plans?
Yes,

President Tuley:
Bill

Jeffers:

- So

sir.

Okay.
to

take

that

a

step

farther,

if

any

of

the

neighbors notice any silt or erosion leaving the site and coming on
to their property, they should alert first the developer so he can
correct it, and if it's not corrected over a period of time, they
might alert the Soil Conservation Service that rule five is not
being enforced. But I would urge you to alert the developer first

because he's the guy that can go out and get something done that
day.
President

Tuley:

Any other

comments?

Before we

put this

to

a

vote, I'd like to thank the developers, Morley & Associates, the
neighbors and Bill Jeffers for your willingness and your spirit of

cooperation to get together and try to work this out and move this
thing forward in a positive manner. I appreciate your patience and
your understanding and your willingness to work together.
Do we

have a motion?
Commissioner Mourdock:

Let me add one thing before you say that.

Mrs. Seib's comment, particularly about welcoming the neighbors is

something we don't hear in here very often and we appreciated that
comment, because all too often, this room and these meetings get
very adversarial and that type of sentiment is a long way from this
type of typical public meeting.
Having
So, we appreciate that.
said that, a couple of weeks ago I said there were two parts this
process, one being the physical, the drainage, and I felt
comfortable then with it. The other part was the legal, and I feel
comfortable with that now,
so having said that, I'll move
acceptance of the Eagle Crossing Subdivision drainage plan.
Commissioner Borries:
Commissioner Mourdock:

Bill Jeffers :
Commissioner

For phases one and two?

For phases one and two.

Final ?
Mourdock:

The

final

Eagle

Crossing

Subdivision

drainage plan, phases one and two.
Commissioner Borries:

I will second, along with saying that these

processes have been,

indeed,

careful in their approach,

much more exhaustive and I think

so we do appreciate the positive

attitude of everyone involved in this process. I will second.

SPECIAL DRAINAGE BOARD MEETING
JANUARY 8, 1996
President Tuley:

I will so order.

Meeting adjourned at 7:50.
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THOSE IN ATTENDANCE:
Patrick Tuley
Richard J. Borries
Richard E. Mourdock
Alan Kissinger
Suzanne Crouch

Teri Lukeman
Bill Jeffers
Daryl Helfert
Lee Mcelellan
William McCutchan
Sally Seib
Kent Burress

VANDERBURGH COUNTY DRAINAGE BOARD

Q APatrick T63:69,

«che{rd J.
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Borrie~, *)fo~ fresident

Richard E. Mourdock, Member

VANDERBURGH COUNTY

SPECIAL DRAINAGE BOARD MEETING
JANUARY 8, 1996

1.

Call to order

2.

Old business:

A.
3.

Eagle Crossing Subdivision

Adjournment

EAGLE CROSSING SUBDIVISION

CONDITIONS OF DRAINAGE PLAN APPROVAL
FROM DECEMBER 26, 1995 MEETING

WORDING OF HANDWRITTEN COPY OF CONDITIONS SUBMITTED
ON 12/26/95 ARE IN ALL CAPS; CLARIFICATION
SUBSEQUENT COMMENTS ARE IN LOWER CASE:

AND/OR

1. REMOVE 12' P.U. EASEMENT FROM WEST LINE LOT 16. (along

creek bordering lot. This is to prevent damage to fragile topsoil covering
rock ledge along creek bank.)

2. REMOVE 12' P.U. EASEMENT FROM SOUTH LINE OF LOT 16

EXCEPT for the EASTMOST 50' (the FIRST 50' WEST OF THE S.E.
CORNER LOT 16 IS O.K. FOR P.U.) This is to prevent public utilities
access to drainage easement along west line Lot 16, but allows sufficient p.u.
easement from s.e. corner Lot 16 to serve the house on that lot.
REPLACE (p.u.easements noted above) WITH -DRAINAGE
3.
EASEMENT" ONLY; NO P.U. INSTALLATIONS ALLOWED PAST 50'
WEST OF S.E. CORNER OF LOT 16. (The plat should carry a notice to
the installers of public utilities that no trenching, etc. shall be allowed within
the "Drainage Only" easements.

4. NOTICES REGARDING DRAINAGE FACILITY MAINTENANCE ON
PLAT MUST BE SAME OR EQUAL TO KEYSTONE (Keystone
Subdivision was used only as a reference due to it being the only subdivision
for which such refined maintenance notices exist since new drainage
ordinance.) We are withdrawing this condition as the developers' engineer
has notified us that they do not wish to use Plan -'A" per Drainage
Ordinance. Therefore. developer must use Plan 13" and the maintenance

methods and notices required by Ordinance per Plan "B."
In addition. all drainage easements must be full width in accordance with
Ordinance requirements if developer uses Plan -13"; and no fences: etc. will
be altowed within drainage easements.

5. HUMEOWNEKS' ASSOCLATION MUST BE VOKMEL) Wl 1 kilN ONE

YEAR OF RECORDING FINAL PLAT. This condition is withdrawn due to
developers' wish to use Plan -13."

6.
HOMEOWNERS' ASSOCIATION MUST OPERATING TO
MAINTAIN ALL DRAINAGE FACILITIES WITHIN 18 MONTHS OF
RECORDING. This condition is withdrawn due to developers' wish to use
Plan "B."

7.

DEVELOPER MUST GUARANTEE/REPAIR/MAINTAIN ALL

(drainage) FACILITIES UNTIL HOMEOWNERS' ASSOCIATION TAKES
OVER MAINTENANCE/REPAIR RESPONSIBILITIES. This condition is
withdrawn and replaced with "Use Drainage Ordinance requirements per
construction, inspection, approval, enforcement, maintenance, and repair of
drainage facilities when developer chooses Plan 'B."'

8. DRAWINGS (are required) SHOWING LOT GRADING AND FENCE
LOCATION (with regard to drainage channels, easements, etc.) EQUAL TO
OR BETTER THAN KEYSTONE. Scratch reference to Keystone
Subdivision and refer to "U.S.D.A: drawings showing proper lot grading
submitted by Surveyofs office at Special Drainage Board meeting 1/8/95.
Note that fences will not be allowed within drainage easements for
D where county is responsible for enforcement of
subdivisions using Plan .'D'.
Drainage Ordinance and for making:paying for repairs and replacements to
storm drainage pipes, etc.

-

9. An EROSION CONTROL PLAN (ECP) AND IMPLEMENTATION
AND MAINTENANCE OF ECP EQUAL TO KEYSTONE OR EQUAL TO
IDEM REQUIREMENTS. (Scratch reference to Keystone Subdivision. and
note that an ECP has been submitted to the Natural Resources Conservation
District which declares that the ECP is in compliance with Rule 5.)

PHASE ONE MUS]- INCLUDE ALL DRAINAGE FACILITY
10.
CONSTRUCTION OUTLINED (on reference map) BY BLUE DASHED
LINES: THAT IS LOTS 26 -- 84 PLUS LAKE AND LAKE OUTLETS.
This condition implies. and should include that, all drainage facilities serving
Lot 26 through Lot 84 should be constructed together with the
implementation of the ECP prior to construction ol the houses on said lots.

11. LOTS 30, 31, 48, 39, 58 (OUTLINED IN ORANGE on the reference
map), AND OTHERS DISCOVERED TO HAVE EXISTING CHANNELS
(waterways of any kind or size) UNDER OR NEAR NEW HOUSE
FOUNDATIONS MUST BE FILLED, COMPACTED, AND GRADED
SUFFICIENTLY TO PROTECT FOUNDATIONS FROM WATER
DAMAGE AND SETTLING IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE STRICTEST

APPLICABLE BUILDING CODES.
Actually. it is the intent of the Surveyor's Office simply to say that the
developer clearly intends to build houses over or very near existing

waterways in the farm fields of this subdivision; and that very careful filling
and grading will be necessary in order to protect the houses against possible
damages. And that neither the drainage board nor the county surveyor want
to hear from homeowners years from now if such precautions are not taken.
12. LOTS 38 -- 49 AND 57, 58 (OUTLINED IN PINK on the reference
map) MUST HAVE DETAILED FILL AND GRADING PLANS THAT
SHOW EACH LOT FILLED AND GRADED SO THAT ALL SURFACE
WATER IS DIRECTED INTO THE OPEN CHANNEL OR INLET
ADJACENT TO OR THROUGH EACH LOT; AND ALL SURFACE
DRAINAGE FROM THE BACK YARDS MUST SHEET DIRECTLY INTO
THE NEWLY CONSTRUCTED OPEN CHANNELS THAT PASS

THROUGH THESE LOTS.
Refer to -'U.S.D.A." drawings submitted 1/8/95, in
Simply stated:
particular Exhibit C-4 because sheet drainage shall not be allowed to travel
overland across adjacent lots; but must be directed into the channel

immediately adjacent to the lot.
13. THREE LOCATIONS SHOWN (on the reference map) ON LOTS
57/58. 44,47. AND LOT 39 ARE SPOTS WHERE OLD EXISTING

WATERWAYS CROSS PERPENDICULAR TO NEW PLANNED

WATERWAYS AND THIS FILL MUST BE ENGINEERED AND PUT IN

PLACE VERY CAREFULLY SO AS TO AVOID ANY POSSIBILITY OF
THE NEW C}IANNEL CUTTING DOWN INTO THE FILL AND
EXPOSING THE OLD FILLED-IN CHANNEL. Again. this is just iair
warning that a condition has be noted by the Surve>or, and that the
developers- engineer should provide details and directions sufficient ior the

dirt contractor to address the condition properly.
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ASSOCIATES

kissociates

James Q. Morley, RE., L.S.

Lee A McCIellan , RE .
Danny K. Leek, L.S.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS/LAND SURVEYORS/ARCHITECTS

January 8, 1996
Vanderburgh County Drainage Board
c/o Vanderburgh County Surveyor
Civic Center Complex, Room 325
Evansville, Indiana 47708

RE: EAGLE CROSSING SUBDIVISION
FINAL DRAINAGE PLAN

CONDITIONS FOR APPROVAL
OUR PROJECT NO. 95-3194-1
Dear Board Members:
This letter is being submitted to you to explain how BSH Development
Co., L.L.C. intends to comply with the thirteen conditions put forth at
the Drainage Board meeting of December 26, 1995 as part of the
Each condition
information required to obtain final drainage approval.

will be addressed separately below in the order in which they were
presented at the meeting of December 26th by Mr. Bill Jeffers of the
Vanderburgh County Surveyors' office. All revisions or additions to the

subdivision plat will be made before recording of the final plat occurs.
1.. The 12 foot Public Utility Easement shown on the west property line
of Lot 16 will be eliminated.
No utilities will be allowed along

this property line .
2.. The 12 foot Public Utility Easement shown on the south property
line of Lot 16 will be revised so that it only extends west 50 feet

from the southeast corner of the lot.
1. A 12 foot Drainage Easement will be added to the ~25'C property
line of Lot 16.

Also,

a 12 foot Drainage Easement will be added to

the south property line of the lot.

Lba-€*SglaL#ee-tr~rd~r
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No public utility installations will be allowed on Lot 16 anywhere

beyond a point 50 feet west of the southeast corner of the lot.
4.- Notices on the plat regarding drainage facility maintenance shall

be as follows:
Lake Maintenance:

The owners of lots 26 thru 31 shall assume thed 1\Abl'JEA

.e 'p
96

Ai.ip\9*
x,al//2/1,tiLE

financial obligation to maintain the 2.61 acre storm water
retention easement adjacent to the west side of their lots in the
event of any failure of BSH Development Co., L.L.C. or their
successors (to_maintala. said easement to control storm wat,pr runoft_, 000
from this subdivision.
The storm water retention and maintenance
~.,3/9'<
easement is hereby dedicated to the owners of lots 26 thru 31 in
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six equal but undivided parts.
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The freedom of use of this easement

by these six lot owners shall not occur until such time as they
assume the maintenance responsibilities of BSH Development Co.,
L.L.C. or their successors.

Storm Drainage Maintenance: Each Lot Owner within this subdivision

shall be financially responsible for grass cover, mowing and
cleaning of any part of the storm water drainage system including
inlets, banks and preservation of the design flow line elevations
lying within their respective lot.

Lot owners shall not construct

or place any obstruction within drainage easements which will
interfere with the flow of surface water along drainage easements.
The individual lot owners shall be responsible,

including

financially, for maintaining that part of the storm water drainage
system and its easements which exist on his or her property in
proper working order including:
(1) Mowing grass, controlling weeds, and maintaining the designed

cover of the waterways, storage basins, and easements in
accordance with applicable ordinances.

(2) Keeping all parts of the storm water drainage system operating

as designed and constructed; and free of all trash, debris, and
obstructions to the flow of water.

(3) Keeping the channels, embankments, shorelines, and bottoms of

waterways and basins free of all erosion and sedimentation.
(4) Maintaining that part of the storm water drainage system which

lies on his or her property in accordance with the conditions
described on the approved street and/or drainage plans on file
in the County Surveyor's Office, and/or in the County
Engineer's Office, and in compliance with the County Drainage
Ordinance.
(5) Preventing all persons or parties from causing any unauthorized

alterations, obstructions, or detrimental actions from
occurring to any part of the storm water drainage system and
easement which lies on his or her property.
(6) The Repair Fund established for this Project will pay the costs

of repairing the structural failures in the storm sewer pipes,
pipe collars, drop boxes, aprons, inlets, manholes, junction
boxes, and the piped or paved outlet structures of the storm
water control basins all of which are parts of the approved and
constructed storm water drainage system shown on the as-built
plans for this Subdivision; and which are in drainage easements

and outside of the county accepted road rights-of-way as shown
on the plat of this subdivision.
(7) Any pipe, fence, wall, building, pool, patio, planting, stored

material, excavation, fill, or other construction, improvement,
addition to, or alteration of the land within a drainage
easement in this subdivision requires the prior written
approval of the County Drainage Board.
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(8) The foregoing obligation for Drainage maintenance is a
requirement of Vanderburgh County and is enforceable by
Vanderburgh County.

5. BSH Development Co., L.L.C. does not intend to form a Homeowner's
Association for this subdivision. As was outlined in Item 4.
above, the financial obligation for maintenance of the Storm Water
Retention and Maintenance Easement adjacent to lots 26 thru 31
shall pass to the owners of said lots in the event of failure by
BSH Development Co.,

L.L.C.

* 3-0 MAIN,n#I

or their successors to maintain said

easement to control storm water runoff from the 'subdivision.

1,·1 lk:Cotu»142

Kiso,Le Orn* -r«Ha-

BSH Development Co., L.L.C.- has elected to pay to the County
Commissioners a fee in the amount equal to two dollars ($2.00)

Coevt'r'-C

per

lineal foot of storm sewer pipe located outside of dedicated road

rights-of-way as shown on the plans for the subdivision. This
money is intended to be used to create a Repair Fund for the county

DRA-,tj/4&

De-d>,· p.44

for the purpose of paying the cost of repairing structural failures
as outlined in Item 4.-

(6)

above.

6. Same as 5. above.
-

1.- BSH Development Co.,

L.L.C.

hereby guarantees that the maintenance

and repair of all constructed facilities shall remain their
responsibility, or the responsibility of their successors, until
such time as the County and/or individual lot owners are able to

assume such responsibility.
L Drawings showing lot grading and fence locations within drainage

easements, as relating to the establishment and maintenance proper
drainage, have been provided to the County Surveyor's Office.

All

such drawings shall become a part of the conditions and covenants

attached to this subdivision.
9. A copy of the completed Erosion/Sediment Control Plan for Eagle
Crossing Subdivision has been submitted to the County Surveyor's
Office and to the local office of the Natural Resources
Conservation Service.

The plan outlines the measures to be

implemented prior to and during construction of the subdivision to
ensure compliance with the requirements of state, county, and local
standards for control of erosion during construction activities.
10. Construction of Section 1 of the Eagle Crossing Subdivision shall

include all drainage structures within the proposed boundary of
said section, as well as all drainage structures outside the
boundary which are necessary for the proper operation of the storm
water drainage system for Section 1 as approved by the Drainage
Board.

This shall include,

but is not limited to;

the retention

basin, storm sewer pipes, channels, swales, embankments, pipe
collars, aprons, inlets, manholes, junction boxes, and outlet
structures of the retention basin. Easements shall be provided
where necessary for drainage structures not within the Section 1

boundary.

nd
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11· Existing channels which are to be abandoned and are located under
or near potential sites for new house foundations shall be filled
in a manner to ensure protection against water damage and settling
This shall

in accordance with all applicable building codes.

include removal of all vegetation, soft and yielding materials, or
wet soils, and any other unacceptable materials.

Acceptable

engineered fill shall then be placed, compacted, graded and tested
in accordance with applicable building codes and other accepted
standards.

Notes shall be added to the drainage plan and other

drawings needed for construction to alert the developer and his
contractors to the necessity for properly filling existing channels
wherever this situation occurs.

These notes will specifically

address lots 30, 31, 39, 48, 58, and other lots which may be
affected.
12. Drawings depicting proper lot grading will be included as part of
the conditions and covenants of this subdivision. Also, the

following note will be added to the final plat:
Lot Grading: All lots shall be filled and graded so that all

surface water is directed into the open channel or inlet adjacent
to or passing thru each lot.

Surface drainage from the back yards

of lots must drain directly into the open channels passing thru
each lot. No surface water shall be allowed to flow overland
across adjacent lots or to otherwise cross adjacent lots unless
contained within a dedicated drainage easement.
13. Wherever planned new channels will cross perpendicular to existing

channels and require fill, all unacceptable material such as
vegetation, soft and yielding materials, or wet soils shall be
removed from the area of the existing channel and properly
engineered fill shall be placed to construct the new channel.
Notes shall be added to the appropriate construction drawings

directing the developer and/or the contractor(s) to treat such
situations accordingly.

This will be addressed to three specific

locations, which are as follows: the new channel at the south
property line of lot 39; the new channel passing between lots 44
and 47; and, the new channel behind lots 57 and 58.

Other

locations where this situation may occur shall be treated in a like
manner by the developer and/or the contractor(s).
We trust that the information contained in this document addresses the
thirteen conditions to your satisfaction. We therefore request that

final approval be granted for the Drainage Plan for Eagle Crossing
Subdivision, which was previously submitted to your office.

Sincerely,

09 4, ill+

Daryl J. Helfert, P.E.
Project Manager
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TO; The Vanderburgh County Drainage Board

FROM: Mike Wathen, Soil & Wator Conservation

DATE: January 8, 1996

RE: Eagle Crossings Subdivision
I

have reviewed

the

Erosion Control

Plan

on Eagle

Crossings

Subdivision and found it to be in compliance with Rule 5; based
on this, I would recommend approval at this time.

JAN-08-1996

09:10

812 867 0619

99%

TOTAL P.01

P.01
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MINUTES

VANDERBURGH COUNTY DRAINAGE BOARD
JANUARY 22, 1996
The Vanderburgh County Drainage Board met in session on January 22,
1996 at 7:00 p.m., in the Commissioners' Hearing Room.
RE:

REORGANIZATION OF THE BOARD

President Tuley:

I'm sorry,

let's open the meeting with the mike

on as well. It appears to me that the first item on the agenda is
the reorganization of the board. Whereas I have enjoyed serving as
President, I would nominate Commissioner Borries at this time, to
-

serve as_the next year's President.

Commissioner Mourdock:
President Tuley:

I'll second.

So ordered.

Commissioner Mourdock:

I'll move the installation of Pat Tuley as

Vice President of the Drainage Board for 1996.

Commissioner Borries:
President Tuley:

I will second.

So ordered then,

by somebody.

President Borries: We will certainly recognize our distinguished
member here, Commissioner Mourdock, our staff, and our steady
technical advisor here, who is already at the podium, Mr. Bill

Jeffers.
RE:

APPROVE RESOLUTION ESTABLISHING MEETING DATES FOR 1996

President

Borries:

We

a

approve

should

resolution

which

establishes the meeting dates for this board, which meets monthly
on the fourth Monday of the month, immediately following the
adjournment of the Vanderburgh County Commissioners' meeting.
Commissioner Tuley:

I'll so move at this time.

Commissioner Mourdock:

President Borries:

Second.

So ordered.

We will sign that and get to the

business at hand.
RE:

APPROVAL OF THE DRAINAGE BOARD MINUTES.

President Borries: The next item, approval of the Drainage Board
minutes of our regular meeting which was held on December 26, and

a special meeting that was advertised and held on January 8, 1996.
Commissioner

Tuley:

Mr.

President,

I

move

at

this

time

the

approval of the minutes of the Drainage Board special meeting of
January 8th and December 26 regular meeting, as submitted by the
Auditor.
Commissioner Mourdock:
-

President Borries:

RE:

I'll second.

So ordered.

REQUEST APPROVAL FOR FINAL DRAINAGE PLANS

A.
President

approval
Estates.

BROWNWOOD ESTATES
Borries:

for

final

Bill Jeffers:

Mr. Mike Wathen.

Okay,

now we

drainage

turn

plans.

to Bill Jeffers, request
First we have Brownwood

You have another technical

advisor here tonight,
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President Borries:

Mr.

Oh,

Mike Wathen,

yes,

from the...I keep

wanting to say from the Soil and Conservation Service, but it's now
called the Soil and Water Conservation District. Yes, Mr. Wathen

is here with us and we appreciate him being here this evening.
Bill Jeffers:
The drainage plan is for the replat of Lot Ten in
Brownwood Estates.
It has the
This was originally a 12 acre lot.

one existing home still on what is now going to be called Lot
Three. Lot Three is four and a half acres and then they've divided
the remainder up into three, two and a half acre lots. Because they

do not have sanitary sewer, they're two and a half acre lots.

I

believe there will be sanitary sewer across from Schlensker Creek
in the -next couple of years, and then they can hook up to that.

That is why there is a 12 foot P. U. easement along the east line.
It's a real straightforward set of calculations: large lots, 1
house on each lot, no additional runoff.
The Vanderburgh County
Surveyors' Office recommends approval of the submitted final
drainage plan for the replat of Lot Ten, Brownwood Estates.
Commissioner Tuley:
President Borries:

Bill Jeffers:

Any questions for Bill?
Motion to approve?

Any comments at all?

The developer's engineer, Daryl Helfert, is here in

the audience to represent the claim.
President Borries:

Okay.

Any questions for Mr.

Helfert?

Commissioner Mourdock: I'll move acceptance of the final drainage
plan for Lot Ten for Brownwood Estates.
Commissioner Tuley:
President Borries:

B.

I will second.
So ordered.

SYCAMORE HILLS PHASE IV

President Borries:

Next is Sycamore Hills Phase IV.

Commissioner Mourdock:

Excuse me, Rick,

before we do that,

do we

need to sign this, Bill?

Bill Jeffers:

It looks like it's Daryl that would be a

Commissioner Tuley:

I didn't see any signature--

Bill Jeffers:
There's no mylar to sign.
You can sign that
contract if you wish, but I think the minutes will reflect that it
was approved. I'll go over to Area Plan tomorrow and tell them they

should record the plat.
Commissioner Mourdock:
Bill Jeffers:

-

Okay.

Sycamore Hills Section IV is outlined on the map on

your desk with a pink highlighter. This subdivision is Phase IV of
the Sycamore Hills development on Schlensker Road between Browning
Road and McCutchan Road. It is made up of eight large lots ranging
in size from three and a quarter acres to 7 acres in size.
Since

each lot has only one house, and a lawn will replace what is now
rough pasture, the amount of storm water runoff after development
will not increase significantly. Several years ago, Bill Nicholson
of Veach Nicholson Associates submitted a drainage plan for the
entire Sycamore Hills Development which your board approved on the
County Surveyor's recommendation. Since then, the developer, Gary
Williams, has chosen to construct several lakes that were not a
part of the original plan. He now has five permanent lakes within
the boundary of the original plan and one dry basin on Lot Seven.
Because Mr. Williams designed some of these lakes and basins as he

constructed them, they do not meet all the requirements of the

DRAINAGE BOARD
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drainage ordinances and board meetings under which they were

reviewed.

In

addition,

Mr.

Williams

has

not

requested

final

inspection of any of his drainage facilities, nor has he set up a

homeowners association to maintain the drainage facilities down the
road. There is no record that any of the drainage facilities have

been approved, and we are not recommending the approval of any
facilities at this time, or until a final inspection is requested
and made.

Therefore,

we ask Mr.

Williams to provide an overall

scheme or a plan to show how he intends to:
1.

Meet the storm water detention requirements for Sycamore Hills

using the existing lakes and basins, or constructing new ones.
2.

Establish

maintenance

easements

around

those

drainage

facilities that act to accomplish the necessary detention and
conveyance of storm water through his development.
3.

Provide perpetual maintenance of the

storm water drainage

system and its easements.
Mr. Williams had Bill Nicholson submit a plan to our office that
shows how the required storm water detention for Sycamore Hills
Development can be accomplished by making the following minor

modifications:
1.

Build a concrete flume to bring storm water into the dry basin
on Lot Seven, which is able to store a huge volume of water
before discharging into the north branch of Schlensker Ditch

at the southeast corner of Lot Seven.
2.

Install an eight inch restricter plate in the thirty inch pipe
discharging from Lake 04 on Lot Sixteen.

3.

Repair some minor damage to the spillway of Lake 05 so that

the discharge from that lake is controlled.
Mr. Nicholson has provided accurate calculations that show this

plan will work, and he has drawn up some construction details for
Mr. Williams to follow.
drop box from Lake 04,
discharge pipe from the
also construct adequate

The details include a safety grate for the
and show riprap required to protect the
dry basin on Lot Seven. Mr. Williams must
emergency overflows from Lake 04 and the

dry basin to prevent possible structural damage to nearby houses.
In order for this plan to work, and in order to get a positive
recommendation from the Vanderburgh County Surveyor for his plan,
Mr. Williams must commit to:
1.
2.

Exactly follow
Nicholson.

the

details

of

the

plan

provided

by

Mr.

Guarantee the finished work and maintain the drainage system

until a homeowners' association takes over the maintenance of
it.
3.

Form a homeowners' association as soon as possible.

4.

Request a final inspection of his finished work.

5.

Get an erosion control plan approved for Phase IV prior to

starting construction.
The Drainage Board also needs to relinquish two easements. One is
on Lot Six where there was supposed to be, but is no pipe leaving
Lake 02; and one is on Lot Ten where there is no longer a need to
build a dry basin.
Then the Drainage Board needs to acknowledge

two new easements.

One shall be twenty feet wide across the north

end of Lot Six where Mr. Williams actually placed the pipe from
Lake Two; and the other shall be twenty feet wide across the middle
of the abandoned dry basin on Lot Ten in order to extend the
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existing drainage easement for a waterway to Lot Ten's west line.
The Board must also waive the requirement for bridge plans to cross
Schlensker ditch, due to Indiana Department of Natural Resources
review of those plans, and the County Engineers' approval of the
street and bridge plans. The County Surveyor recommends the Board
The County
approve a motion incorporating the above verbiage.
Surveyor wishes to make it a matter of record that:
1.

No final inspection of any drainage facilities in any part of
Sycamore Hills _Development has taken place at this time.

2.

Our recommendations are only recommendations of the drainage

plan in front of you and not recommendations to accept or
approve anything that has been constructed at Sycamore Hills

to date.
3.

in

That,

at this time, we are only addressing the drainage plan

front of you, the easements mentioned above and the means of
guaranteeing and maintaining the drainage system which is a
part of the plan before you.

Mr. Nicholson is here. He did provide us with a very sufficient
plan to accomplish this. Mr. Williams is here and what I'm asking

is, for him to commit to follow the plan and go forward with
forming a homeowners' association, finish the work, ask us to come
inspect it. John Stoll or our office will inspect it. And to get
an erosion control plan together and take it to Soil and Water
Conservation District and have it approved prior to starting
construction. With that, we will recommend approval of his plan.

President Borries:

This would be a preliminary approval?

Bill Jeffers: No, this is final. What I'm saying back here, that
I want to make a matter of record, is there is a lot of work that
Mr. Williams has done out there for beautification reasons that

shouldn't be confused with drainage, lakes and so forth, and we're
not asking you to approve anything other than the plan that
If Mr.
modifies Lake #4, Lake 05, and a dry basin on Lot Seven.
Williams
he Will meet the
explicitly follows that plan,

requirements of the drainage ordinance to detain the amount of
water necessary to keep from flooding Schlensker Creek, or to do

his part.
President Borries:
Bill Jeffers:

Okay,

thank you,

Bill.

Yes sir.

President Borries: It sure is another one of those multi-colored,
rather detailed plans here. Any questions from our Board here?

Commissioner Mourdock:

Just point

out

for me,

Bill,

where the

second easement is.
I understand the first one that was supposed
to acquire in green, and I was looking for another one in green.
Bill Jeffers:

This here,

Commissioner Mourdock:

Bill Jeffers:

I did it in orange

Okay.

We're going to remove this from that lot because it

is not needed, but then you have to extend this over to that line,
it's real simple.
This basin is already in place, but the water
bypasses it so we're asking to go in through the pipe. This lake

is in place, but it has too big of a pipe leaving it, so we're
asking him to restrict it down. This spillway has some real minor

leaking around the concrete and if he fixes that it will be a real
good job.

That's a huge lake right over there.

That will offset

all the drainage that would come from everywhere else plus this.
This bridge crosses a stream that has one mile or greater upstream
water shed, so DNR has to approve that.

DRAINAGE BOARD
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Commissioner Tuley:
Bill

Jeffers:

As

As opposed to

opposed to us

saying

it's

okay and then John

Stoll looking at it as far as street plans, first DNR has to say
it's okay.
So I didn't want to hold them up until,...DNR could

take six months.
Commissioner

Tuley:

Right.

Did

Williams

either Mr.

or

Mr.

Nicholson have a chance to see these comments?

Bill Nicholson:

Yes, we meet with Bill the other day and went over

everything with him as far as me writing this up-Commissioner Tuley:
Bill Nicholson:

Agreed to those

(Inaudible - comments not made from microphone) --

in agreement.
As far the homeowners association, I think Mr.
Williams would say, we've already said that after sixty percent of

the houses are constructed in the area, the homeowners' association
will perform-Commissioner Mourdock:

Excuse me, Bill, would you please move to

the microphone?
Bill Nicholson:

letter

a

We have

states that

file that

in the

after sixty percent of the houses are built in the subdivision,
there will be a homeowners' association formed.
Meanwhile, Mr.
Williams has agreed to maintain and take care of everything up

until that point in time.
Commissioner Mourdock: Okay. Just for the record, he was off mike
a moment ago, but when Commissioner Tuley, asked Mr. Williams if

these conditions met his approval, and don't let me put words in
your mouth Gary, but I think you said "yes"?
Gary Williams:

Yes, no problem.

Commissioner Mourdock:
President Borries:

Okay.

from Mr.

Comments

Mike Wathen from Soil and

Conservation District.
Mike

Wathen:

Soil

comments would be,

and

Water

Conservation

District.

Our only

is that we're going to require an erosion

control plan because of the amount of acreage involved.
We need
that plan before any construction whatsoever is done. I've talked

with

Bill

and

also

I ' ve

talked with Gary ,

understanding that they are

in the process

and it is my
of putting that

together. We have got to have that in the office, and we've got to
have it approved by IDNR before they can begin construction.
So

there is a little bit of a timetable there, but other than that, we
would recommend approval.
Commissioner

Tuley:

Does

that

need

to

be

made

a

part

of

the

motion?
Commissioner Mourdock:

I don't think so because it's already in

there.
President Borries:

Commissioner Tuley:

It's erosion control plan is all -Oh,

okay,

I'm sorry.

It is in there.

Bill Nicholson:
I would like to state, too, that the erosion
control plan is complete and ready to turn over to them. The only

thing we would like to do is to wait until the drainage plan is
approved, if there's no changes then we can go ahead with it.
There is no point in sending that off if there are changes, then we

would have to come back and change that, so it's all ready to go.
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President Borries:

Further questions or comments on this?

Commissioner Mourdock:
Commissioner Tuley:

Commissioner

Okay,

do you want to take a shot at this?

Doesn't make me any difference.

Mourdock:

the

to

Pursuant

recommendation

of

the

County Surveyor, I will move approval of the final drainage plan
for Sycamore Hills.

Commissioner Tuley:

Do you want to do it one at a time?

No, I think if you just want to start and read

them right in as part of your motion.
President Borries: Could we maybe have that motion to reflect that
we would approve the Surveyors' report and recommendations for
Sycamore Hills for final approval?
Commissioner Tuley:

a part of the record.
Bill Jeffers:

That works for me and then we can submit this

Can you say,

as shown on Exhibit A and then submit

Exhibit A with the minutes.
Commissioner Tuley:

I'd rather do that--

President Borries:

Is that everything that you did?

Bill Jeffers:

right.

Yes,

Commissioner Mourdock:

In that case,

I'll amend my motion to say

that I move for approval of the Sycamore Hills Estates Section IV

final drainage plan with the specific details of the requirements
that are included in Exhibit A, as submitted by Mr. Jeffers.
Commissioner Tuley:

President Borries:

I will second.
So ordered.

Commissioner Mourdock:

Bill

Jeffers:

No.

Do we need to sign this map, Bill?
Gary

is

selling

those

half

a

million

and

million dollar houses out there, and every time someone comes out
there, they want another lake somewhere.
President

Borries:

I

guess

the

only

question

I

had

was,

this

bridge-Bill Jeffers:

Yes?

President Borries:

or--

Is this bridge going to be privately maintained

Bill Jeffers:
No, see that's the hang-up, first he wanted to
build...I'll tell you the honest truth.
First he came into the

office and said, "Do you think there is any way I can build a
bridge without going through the county?" I said, "Gary, no. No,

-

there isn't, because you've got a bigger hurdle to jump, you're
going across a DNR stream, and that's a bigger hurdle, so you need
to go get a good set of bridge plans." He is wanting to build a
gravel road, remember, and then the A. P. C. said it has to be a
paved road.
So then it's a road without curbing that he wants to
build, and Bill Nicholson is trying to talk him into, no go ahead
and do the rolled curb just like the rest of the subdivision. It
has just been one of those things. Here recently, he's back on the
bridge again.
He said, "Do you think I can put a wooden bridge
across there?" I said "I'm sure that if you call American Timber
Bridges that they have a bridge that has gone over a stream that
was approved by DNR, somewhere in this state, and that they have a

package that will meet those requirements."

So now he has called
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them and got a catalog.
I think between them and Bill Nicholson
and us, and John Stoll, we're going to coax him along to actually

getting a full-fledged county road 'over that stream sooner or
later.

But that shouldn't be the hang-up because he's got,

if he

made some minor modifications to every lake out there, he'd have
enough storage for three subdivisions.
RE:

SIGN COVER SHEET FOR EAGLE CROSSING DRAINAGE PLAN

Bill Jeffers:

Here is -a cover sheet· for Eagle Crossing Subdivision

which you approved at the special meeting at the first of the year.
Morley is asking you to sign that cover sheet to put into their
files. -- Commissioner Tuley:

That was only the roadway plan, we didn't sign

a drainage.
Bill Jeffers:

I just didn't bring that down with me at the last

meeting.
RE:

BLUE CLAIMS

Bill Jeffers:
Blue claims are in this folder, all of them have
been signed by Mr. Brenner.
They have the attached required
paperwork. The Surveyor recommends that you approve those.
Commissioner Tuley:
Bill

Jeffers:

So moved.

brings

That

you

up

to

we've

everything,

paid

everything except the 15 percent retainage that we are required to
hold for up to sixty days.
Commissioner

Mourdock:

Before

I

second

that,

and

I

think

I'm

inclined to, there is not anything in there to Koester is there?
I just want to be sure.
President Tuley:

Bill Jeffers:

Yeah.

I don't think we had any work with Koester

Commissioner Mourdock:

No,

I wouldn't have thought so,

I don't

recall anything-Bill Jeffers:

--or North American Green.

I don't think there's

anything in there--

Commissioner Mourdock: That wouldn't matter, I don't have anything
to do with North American Green.
Bill Jeffers: I know for a fact that there is nothing in there for
Koester Contracting.
Commissioner Mourdock:

Taking that statement there, I will second

the motion for the blue claims.
President Borries:
RE:

So ordered.

CORRESPONDENCE/NEW BUSINESS/OLD BUSINESS

Bill Jeffers:

I have no new business.

Commissioner Tuley:
Bill Jeffers:

No correspondence?

No correspondence.

I did send the letters that you

signed to Mr. Garrett and to the persons
addressed. And I have no old business.
President Borries:

Board?

to

whom

they

were

Any further matters then to come before this

L Xhibit-

M

SYCAMORE HELS ESTATES SECTION IV
This subdivision is Phase IV of the Sycamore Hills Development on Schlensker Road between
Browning Road and McCutchan Road.

It is made up of eight (8) large lots ranging in size from three and a quarter (3-1/4) to seven (7)
acres in size. Since each lot has only one house, and the lawn will replace what is now rough

pasture, the amount of storm water runoff after development will not increase significantly.
Several years ago, Bill Nicholson of Veach Nicholson Associates submitted a drainage plan for
the entire Sycamore Hills Development which your board approved on the county surveyor's
recommendation.
Since then the developer, Gary Williams, has chosen to construct several lakes that were not a
part of the original plan. He now has five (5) permanent lakes within the boundary of the original
plan and one dry basin on Lot Seven.
Because Mr. Williams designed some of these lakes and basins as he constructed them, they do

not all meet the requirements of the drainage ordinances and board meetings under which they
were reviewed.

In addition, Mr, Williams has not requested final inspection of any of his

drainage facilities, nor has he set up a homeowners' association to maintain the drainage facilities

down the road.

i HER-6

Pr€ is no record that any drainage facilities have been approved, and we are not recommending
approval of any facilities at this time, or until a final inspection is requested and made.
Therefore, we asked Mr. Williams to provide an overall scheme or plan to show how he intends

to:
1. Meet the storm water detention requirements for Sycamore Hills using the existing lakes and
basins, or constructing new ones.

2. Establish maintenance easements around those drainage facilities that act to accomplish the
necessary detention and conveyance of storm water through his development.
3. Provide perpetual maintenance of the storm drainage system and its easements.

Mr. Williams had Bill Nicholson submit a plan to our office that shows how the required storm
water detention for the Sycamore Hills Development can be accomplished by making the
following minor modifications:
1. Build a concrete flume to bring storm water into the dry basin on Lot Seven which is able to
store a huge volume of water before discharging into the north branch of Schlensker Creek at the
southeast comer of Lot Seven.

2. Install an eight (8) inch restricter plate in the thirty (30) inch pipe discharging from Lake #4
on Lot Sixteen.
3. Repair some minor damage to the spillway of Lake #5 so that the discharge from that lake is
controlled.

Mr. Nicholson has provided accurate calculations that show this plan will work, and he has
drawn up construction details for Mr. Williams to follow. The details include a safety grate for
the drop box from Lake 4 and show rip rap required to protect the discharge pipe from the dry
basin on Lot Seven.

Mr. Williams also must construct adequate emergency overflows from Lake 4 and the dry basin
to prevent possible structural damage to nearby houses.

In order for the plan to work, and in order to get a positive recommendation from the
Vanderburgh County Surveyor for his plan, Mr. Williams must commit to:

1. Exactly follow the details of the plan provided by Bill Nicholson.
2.

Guarantee the finished work and maintain the drainage system until a homeowners'

association takes over the maintenance of it.
3. Form a homeowners' association as soon as possible.
4. Request a final inspection of his finished work.

5. Get an erosion control plan approved for Phase IV prior to starting construction.

The Drainage Board also needs to relinquish two easements. One is on Lot Six where there was
supposed to be but is no pipe leaving Lake Two; and one is on Lot Ten where there is no longer a
need to build a dry basin.

Then the Drainage Board needs to acknowledge two new easements. One shall be twenty GO)
feet wide across the north end of Lot Six where Mr. Williams actually placed the pipe from Lake
Two; and the other shall be twenty GO) feet wide across the middle of the abandoned dry basin
on Lot Ten in order to extend the existing drainage easement for a waterway to Lot Ten's west
line.
The County Drainage Board also needs to waive the requirement for complete bridge plans for
the planned structure over Schlensker Ditch as those plans must be appoved by the Indiana
Department of Natural Resources and then the County Engineer.

The County Surveyor recommends the Board approve a motion incorporating the above verbage.

The County Surveyor wishes to make it a matter of record that:
-

1. No final inspection of any drainage facilities in any part of Sycamore Hill Development has

taken place at this time.
2. That our recommendations are only recommendations of the drainage plan in front of you and
not recommendations to accept or approve anything that has been constructed at Sycamore Hills

to date.
3. That at this time we are only addressing the drainage plan in front of you, the easements

mentioned above, and the means of guaranteeing and maintaining the drainage system which is a
part of the plan before you.
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DRAINAGE BOARD
JANUARY 22, 1996

Bill Jeffers:

See how easy it is when football season is over?

Commissioner Tuley:

Move for adjournment.

Commissioner Mourdock:

President Borries:
Meeting adjourned

I'll second.

So ordered.

7:24 p.m.

We're done.

DRAINAGE BOARD
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JANUARY 22, 1996
THOSE IN ATTENDANCE:
Richard J. Borries
Patrick Tuley

Richard E. Mourdock
Alan Kissinger
Suzanne Crouch
Teri Lukeman
Bill Jeffers
Daryl J. Helfert
Bill Nicholson
Gary Williams
VANDERBU«GH COUNTY DRAINAGE BOARD

3-9
Etichard J.

Bor~fes,

President

Patrick hi'ille y,~gi~S) President

Michard E. Mourdock, Member

VANDERBURGH COUNTY
DRAINAGE BOARD MEETING
AGENDA
JANUARY 22, 1996
1.

Meeting opened

2.

Reorganization of Board

3.

Approve resblution establishing meeting dates for 1996

4.

Approval of transcribed Drainage Board minutes from regular
meeting on December 26, 1995 and special meeting January 8,

1996.
5.

Request approval for final drainage plans

A.

Brownwood Estates

B.

Sycamore Hills Phase IV

6.

Sign cover sheet for Eagle Crossing drainage plan

7.

Blue claims

8.

Correspondence

9.

New business

10. Old business

11. Adjournment

RESOLUTION

IN ACCORDANCE with Indiana Code 36-9-27-8, the Vanderburgh
County Drainage Board shall hold a regular meeting at least once a

month and at other times as needed to conduct all necessary
business and dates of regular meetings shall be established by
resolution at the first meeting in January of each year.
NOW THEREFORE let it be known that the meetings of the
Vanderburgh County Drainage Board shall be held on the fourth (4)
Monday of each month immediately following the regularly scheduled
meeting of the Board of Commissioners.
If a holiday falls on Monday, then the meeting will be held on
the following business day unless otherwise stated by the Drainage
Board in an open meeting.
APPROVED this

0 2 '19

day of
VANDERB
OF C
IS

, 1996
COUNTY BOARD
ONERS

PRESIDENT
I

'j (S« /»,1~

(S_) vi(LE ?RESIDGT

.C+9
MEMB«

ATTEST:

1«»,4 _SK-Buz*nne M.

CrouBh>.Auditor

Var@erburgh County
APPROVED AS TO FORM:

477*324
-

*lan 8/-7Kissinge,~
County Attorney

NOTICE RE MEETING DATES
DRAINAGE BOARD OF
VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Drainage Board of Vanderburgh
County, Indiana did on the 22nd day of January, 1996 adopt the

following resolution with regard to meeting dates during the 1996
calendar year.
(INSERT ATTACHED RESOLUTION HERE)

SITIVELY & ASSOCIATES
Attorneys at Law
915 MAIN

LESLIE C. SHIVELY
DAVID W. KENT
ROBERT A. FAULKNER

P. 0. BOX 3117

TELEPHONE 812 425-4555

EVANSVILLE, INDIANA 47730

FAX 812 464-1007

November 27, 1995

Billy T. Nicholson
1830-A West Franklin
Evansville, Indiana 47712
Re:

Section IV,

Sycamore Hills,

Drainage Plan

Dear Mr. Nicholson:
You have asked me to submit to you this letter with regard to the
formation of the Homeowners Association in reference to the

maintenance of the areas of the above referenced plat that are
dedicated for drainage facilities.
The Homeowners Association will have responsibility for maintaining

these areas upon its formation, which will occur after two-thirds
of all lots within the entire project are sold.

Each lot owner

will be assessed their pro-rated share for said maintenance cost.
Until such time as the Homeowners Association is properly formed,

the developer will have responsibility for maintenance of the
drainage facilities.
If it is necessary to make this letter a part of the record of the
November 27, 1995, Drainage Board Meeting of Vanderburgh County,

please feel free to do so.
Thank

*u in advance f

Very truly y urs,
H

LY

SOC A

£.LD
Shi ly
LCS/mas

YO

ooperation and assistance.

Veach, Nicholson, Assoc.
Consulting Engineers & Land Surrevors
1830-A

W

FRANKLIN

ST.· EVANSVI.LE. IN

47712 ·(812; 424-2936

DARRELL A VEACH. RE.. L.S.

BILLY 1 NICHOLSON. L.S

January 19, 1996

Drainage Board of Vanderburgh County
Attn:

Bill Jeffers

RE: Drainage Plan
Sycamore Hills Estates IV

Gentlemen:
On behalf of our client, Gary Williams, we are hereby requesting that
Item 708.05 material, elevation, waterway opening, etc. for the proposed
bridge across Schlensker Ditch be waived on the final drainage plan

layout.

We will be submitting all information as required to the DNR for their
approval and to John Stoll, County Engineer, for final approval.

Yours truly,
VEACH, NICHOLSON ASSOC,

Billj(T. Nicholson

BTN:bar

SHIVELY & ASSOCIATES
Attorneys at Law
915 MAIN

P. 0. BOX 3117

LESLIE C. SHIVELY
DAVID W. KENT
ROBERT R. FAULKNER

TELEPHONE 812 425·4555

EVANSVILLE, INDIANA 47730

FAX 812 464-1007

November 27, 1995

Billy T. Nicholson
1830-A West Franklin
Evansville,

Re:

Indiana

47712

Sycamore Hills,

Section IV,

Drainage Plan

Dear Mr. Nicholson:
You have asked me to submit to you this letter with regard to the
formation of the Homeowners Association in reference to the

maintenance of the areas of the above referenced plat that are
dedicated for drainage facilities.
The Homeowners Association will have responsibility for maintaining

these areas upon its formation, which will occur after two-thirds
of all lots within the entire project are sold.

Each lot owner

will be assessed their pro-rated share for said maintenance cost.
Until such time as the Homeowners Association is properly formed,

the developer will have responsibility for maintenance of the
drainage facilities.
If it is necessary to make this letter a part of the record of the
November 27, 1995, Drainage Board Meeting of Vanderburgh County,

please feel free to do so.
Thank

qu in advance f

Very truly y urs,

H

f

LY

SOC A

Shi

LCS/mas

ly

YO

ooperation and assistance.

SYCAMORE HILLS ESTATES SECTION IV
This subdivision is Phase IV of the Sycamore Hills Development on
Schlensker Road between Browning Road and McCutchan Road.

It is made up of eight (8) large lots ranging in size from three and a
quarter (3-1/4) to seven (7) acres in size. Since each lot has only
one house, and the lawn will replace what is now rough pasture, the
amount of storm water runoff after development will not increase
M-*
significantly if at all.
Several years ago, Bill Nicholson of Veach Nicholson Associates
submitted a drainage plan for the entire Sycamore ]Hills
Development which your board approved on the county surveyor' s
recommendation.
Since then the developer, Gary Williams, has chosen to construct
several lakes that were not a part of the original plan. He now has
five (5) permanent lakes within the boundary of the original plan
and one dry basin on Lot Seven.
Because Mr. Williams designed some of these lakes and basins as
he constructed them, they_.®~~21=all-meet_the requirements of the
drainage ordinances and board meetings under which they were
reviewed. In addition, Mr. Williams has not requested final
inspection of any of his drainage facilities, nor has he set up a
homeowners' association to maintain the drainage facilities down
the road.

The is no record that any of the drainage facilities have been
approved, and we are not recommending approval of any facilities
at this time, or until a final inspection is requested and made.

Therefore, we asked Mr. Williams to provide an overall scheme or
plan to show how he intends to:

1. Meet the storm water detention requirements for Sycamore Hills
using the existing lakes and basins, or constructing new ones.

2. Establish maintenance easements around those drainage
facilities that act to accomplish the necessary detention and
conveyance of storm water through his development.
3. Provide perpetual maintenance of the storm drainage system and
its easements.

Mr. Williams had Bill Nicholson submit a plan to our office that
shows how the required storm water detention for the Sycamore
Hills Development can be accomplished by making the following
minor modifications:

1. Build a concrete fliime to bring storm water into the dry basin on
Lot Seven which is able to store a huge volume of water before
discharging into the north branch of Schlensker Creek at the
southeast corner of Lot Seven.

2. Install an eight (8) inch restricter plate in the thirty (30) inch
pipe discharging from Lake #4 on Lot Sixteen.
3. Repair some minor damage to the spillway of Lake #5 so that
the discharge from that lake is controlled.
Mr. Nicholson has provided accurate calculations that show this
plan will work, and he has drawn up construction details for Mr.
Williams to follow. The details include a safety grate for the drop

box from Lake 4 and show rip rap required to protect the discharge
pipe from the dry basin on Lot Seven.
Mr. Williams also must construct adequate emergency overflows
from Lake 4 and the dry basin to prevent possible structural damage
to nearby houses.

In order for the plan to work, and in order to get a positive
recommendation from the Vanderburgh County Surveyor for his
plan, Mr. Williams must commit to:

1. Exactly follow the details of the plan provided by Bill Nicholson.
2. Guarantee the finished work and maintain the drainage system

until a homeowners' association takes over the maintenance of it.
3. Form a homeowners' association as soon as possible.

4. Request a final inspection ofhis finished work.
5. Get an erosion control plan approved for Phase IV prior to
starting construction.

The Drainage Board also needs to relinquish two easements. One is
on Lot Six where there was supposed to be but is no pipe leaving
Lake Two; and one is on Lot Ten w-here there is no longer a need to
build a dry basin.
Then the Drainage Board needs to acknowledge two new
easements. One shall be twenty (20) feet wide across the north end
of Lot Six where Mr. Williams actually placed the pipe from Lake
Two; and the other shall be twenty (20) feet wide across the middle
-2)OAMB
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of the abandoned dry basin on Lot Ten in order to extend the
existing drainage easement for a waterway to Lot Ten's west line.
The County Surveyor recommends the Board approve a motion
incorporating the above verbage.
The County Surveyor wishes to make it a matter of record that:

1. No final inspection of any drainage facilities in any part of
Sycamore Hill Development has taken place at this time.
2. That our recommendations are only recommendations of
the drainage plan in front ofyou and not recommendations
to accept or approve anything that has been constructed
at Sycamore Hills to date.

3. That at this time we are only addressing the drainage plan in
front of you, the easements mentioned above, and the means of
guaranteeing and maintaining the drainage system which is a part
of the plan before you.
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VANDERBURGH COUNTY DRAINAGE BOARD MEETING
JANUARY 22, 1996
Please sign in below:
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A claim to be properly itemized, must show: Kind of service, where performed, dates service rendered,

by whom, rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per hundred, per pound,
per ton, etc.
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FOR MAINTENANCE TO A REGULATED DRAIN
By this Instrument, I
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the Vanderburgh County Drainage Board
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Robert W. Brenner, Vande:burgh County Surveyor
VANDERBURGH
SURVEYOR'S

COUNTY

OFFICE

Room 325 Civic Center Complex

One Northwest Martin Luther King, Jr, Boulevard
Evansville, Indiana 47708-1833

(812) 435-5210
SURVEYOR'S

To:

REPORT

The Vanderburgh County Drainage

Board

This report shall serve as notification to the Vanderburgh
County Drainage Board that the work required by a certain
contract

between

the

Board and :

4550< .
for

[3¥]

annual

--

[

po#o A-,41 Al,AiM.
in Vanderburgh County,
JAk! i(r
our staff on
[,<1

appraved

]

[

-,4..

additional maintenance

I

to

Ditch , a legal drain
Indiana, was completed on

,

JArj in.
--

RiL. CRA,K h2Aip,AL-6

1

19~7

,

and was

,

disapproved

for

inspected by
19 *

payment

,

per

and is
the

contracted price indicated on the claim herewith attached.

Respectfully submitted by:

Robert

W.

Brenner,

Vanderburgh

Additional Comments:
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Date
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A claim to be properly itemized, must show: Kind of service, where performed, dates service rendered,

by whom, rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per hundred, per pound,
per ton, etc.
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,

.

I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due, after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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Robert W. Brenaer, Vanderb,irgh Count? Surveyor
VANDERBURGH

COUNTY

SURVEYOR'S

OFFICE

Room 325 Civic Center Complex

One Northwest Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard
Evansville, Indiana 47708-1833

(812) 435-5210
SURVEYOR'S

TO:

REPORT

The Vanderburgh County Drainage

Board

This report shall serve as notification to the Vanderburgh
County Drainage Board that the work required by a certain

contract between the Board and :
for

[X]

annual

--

[

]

Blc

CUSK.

nRAINAGp

additional maintenance

to

Ditch, a legal drain
in Vanderburgh County,

,|41'y/. iG
our staff on
I><1

approved

Indiana, was completed on

JAk1, 11
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1

,

19fs , and was inspected by
and is

disapproved

for payment

per

the

contracted price indicated on the claim herewith attached.

Respectfully submitted by:

(*f--UJ 4.-

Robert

W.

Brenner,

Vanderburgh

Additional Comments:
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A claim to be properly itemized, must show: Kind of service, where performed, dates service rendered,

by whom, rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per hundred, per pound,
per ton, etc.
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,
I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due, after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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I hereby certify that the within bill is true and correct; that the supplies and materials therein itemized and

for which charge is made were ordered by me and were necessary to the public business; that each and
every item has been delivered to me at prices mentioned, and was in accordance with contract, except
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Robert 11. Brenner, Vanderburgh County Surveyor

VANDERBURGH COUNTY
SURVEYOR'S

OFFICE

Room 325 Civic Center Complex
One Northwest Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard
Evansville, Indiana 47708-1833

(812) 435-5210
SURVEYOR'S

To:

The

REPORT

Vanderburgh County Drainage

Board

This report shall serve as notification to the Vanderburgh
County Drainage Board that the work required by a certain

814 6/1#EK. DFA,9 n.q. Also/.

contract between the Board and :
for
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in Vanderburgh County, Indiana, was completed on
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] disapproved for payment per the
contracted price indicated on the claim herewith attached.

Respectfully submitted by:
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<1(4)*4!) /~ 12)

Robert

W.

Brenner,

Vanderburgh County

Additional Comments:

Surveyor

Date

Form Prescribed by the

Revised County
Form No. 17

1245

State Board of Accounts

A claim to be properly itemized, must show: Kind of service, where performed, dates service rendered,

by whom, rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per hundred, per pound,
per ton, etc.
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,
.

I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due, after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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hereby certify that the within bill is true and correct; that the supplies and m terials therein itemized and
charge is made were ordered by me and were necessary to the pu lic business; that each and
every item has been delivered to me at prices mentioned, and was in accordance with contract, except
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Robert W, Brenner, Vanderburgh County Surveyor

VANDERBURGH

COUNTY

SURVEYOR'S OFFICE
Room 325 Civic Center Complex
One Northwest Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard
Evansville, Indiana 47708-1833

(812) 435-5210
SURVEYOR'S

To:

REPORT

The Vanderburgh County Drainage

Board

This report shall serve as notification to the Vanderburgh
County Drainage Board that the work required by a certain
contract between the Board and :

A550<

for [,>r 1
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[

]
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additional maintenance to
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and was

./ALL 747--
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,
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19 ~ ,

disapproved for payment

per

and

is

the

contracted price indicated on the claim herewith attached,

Respectfully submitted by:

47&94 /1-- -

f C *to\
Robert' W.

Br~enner,

Vaniderburgh

Additional Comments:

County Surveyor
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State Board of Accounts

Revised County
Form No. 17
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A claim to be properly itemized, must show: Kind of service, where performed, dates service rendered,

by whom, rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per hundred, per pound,
per ton, etc.
VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA
VENDOR NAME ~13 Ce < el~< BAa , haoff /2) 55' co .
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,
I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due, after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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Claim No.

I hereby certify that the within bill is true and correct; that the supplies and materials therein itemized and

for which charge is made were ordered by me and were necessary to the public business; that each and
every item has been delivered to me at prices mentioned, and was in accordance with contract, except
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Robert Y. Brenner, Vande:burgh County Surve?or

VANDERBURGH

COUNTY

SURVEYOR'S

OFFICE

Room 325 Civic Center Complex
One Northwest Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard
Evansville, Indiana 47708-1833

(812) 435-5210
SURVEYOR'S
To:

REPORT

The Vanderburgh County Drainage

Board

This report shall serve as notification to the Vanderburgh

County Drainage Board that the work required by a certain
contract between the Board and :

for

[5<]

annual

--

[

]

(7/4

Cap£~ pet\.! u,AGL

additional maintenance

2,;<uot

to

Ditch , a legal drain

..,/1 .

in Vanderburgh County, Indiana, was completed on
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our staff on
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inspected by

and was
,

1991- ,

and

is

[3<1 approved

-- [
] disapproved for payment per the
contracted price indicated on the claim herewith attached.

Respectful,8

submitted

by:

f*ij/~ _ - / --27.-94

Robert#W.

Brenn;r,

Vanderburgh County

Additional Comments:

Surveyor

Date

Jth
Form Prescribed by the
State Board of Accounts

Revised County
Form No. 17
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A claim to be properly itemized, must show: Kind of service, where performed, dates service rendered,

by whom, rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per hundred, per pound,
per ton, etc.
VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,
I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due, after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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hereby certify that the within bill is true and correct; thai the supplies and materials therein itemized and
or which charge is made were ordered by me and were necessary to the public business; that each and
every item has been delivered to me a prices mentioned, and was in accordance with contract, except
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CERTIFICATION OF PAYMENT
FOR MAINTENANCE TO A REGULATED DRAIN

4*92 01-

By this Instrument , I

1,

~(Sign~ure in Ink)

representing

, and presently

under cantract with

the Vanderburgh County Drainage Board

certain maintenance an
drain in Vanderburgh County, Indiana,

to perform

. 5:-:41<-TALC. frrcupll
,
do certify that

firm I represent, have/has

paid in full

all

expenses

a regulated

I, and/or the
incurred for

labor, supplies, and subcantracts except for any unpaid costs as
specified herein under:

Afo;.if.
and further, that neither I,

nor the firm I represent,

Vanderburgh County Drai nage Board

responsible

will hold the

for any costs,

or any

claims arising fram such expenses, except for the fifteen (15) percent
of

the

total

retainage

cantract

pending

NAME OF DRAIN :

the

price
receipt

which
of

the Board
this

Certificatian
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Form Prescribed by the
State Board of Accounts

Revised County
Form No. 17
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A claim to be properly itemized, must show: Kind of service, where performed, dates service rendered,

by whom, rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per hundred, per pound,
per ton, etc.
VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA
VENDOR NAME
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,
I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due, after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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every item has been delivered to me at prices mentioned, and was in accordance with contract, except
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CERTIFICATION OF PAYMENT
FOR MAINTENANCE TO A REGULATED DRAIN
By this Instrument. I
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{~Signature in Ink)-

, and presently
under contract wfth

the Vanderburgh Co.)8</-Drainage Board

ceitain
rraintenance an Per,1 n C, AT LAT 4.
drain in Vanderburgh County, Indiana,

do certify that

firm I represent, have/has

paid in full

labor, supplies, and subcantracts
specified herein under:

all

expenses

,

to perfom

a regulated

I, and/or the
incurred

for

except for any unpaid costs as

410Klf
and further, that neither I,

nor the firm I repres€nt,

will hold the

Vanderburgh County Drainage Board respansible for any costs, or any
clairrs arising fram such expenses, except for the fifteen (15) percent
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A claim to be properly itemized, must show: Kind of service, where performed, dates service rendered,

by whom, rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per hundred, per pound,
per ton, etc.
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,
I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due, after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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every item as been delivered to me at prices mentioned, and was in a
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CERTIFICATION OF PAYMENT
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drain in Vanderburgh County, Indiana,
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KJAMP P IT<tido certify that I,, a and/or
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firm I represent, have/has paid in full all expenses incurred for
labor, supplies, and subcantracts except for any unpaid costs as

specified herein under:

ble,/pand further, that neither I,

nor the firm I represent,

will hold the

Vanderburgh County Drainage Board responsible for any costs, or any
claims arising fram such expenses, except for the fifteen (15) percent
of the total cantract price which the Board presently holds in
retainage pending the receipt of this Certi ficatian of Payment.
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by whom, rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per hundred, per pound,
per ton, etc.
VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,
I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due. after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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incurred for

labor, supplies, and subcantracts
specified herein under:

except for any unpaid costs as

and further, that neither I, nor the firm I represent, will hold the
Vanderburgh County Drainage Board responsible for any costs, or any
clairrs arising fram such expenses, except for the fifteen (15) percent
of the total cantract price which the Board presently holds in
retainage pending _ t~ ._receipt -of _this Certificatis _of_ Payfent. _
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A claim to be properly itemized, must show: Kind of service, where performed, dates service rendered,

by whom, rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per hundred, per pound,
per ton, etc.
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,

I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due, after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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hereby certify that the within bill is true and correct; that the supplies and materials therein itemized
and
or which charge is made were ordered by me and were necessary to the public business; that
each and
every item has been delivered to me at prices mentioned, and was in accordance with contract,
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CERTIFICATION OF PAYMENT
FOR MAINTENANCE TO A REGULATED DRAIN
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representing

, and presently
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the Vanderburgh County Drainage Board
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drain in Vanderburgh County, Indiana,
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I, and/or the

firm I represent, have/has

incurred

do certify that
paid in full all expenses

for

labor, supplies, and subcantracts except for any unpaid costs as
specified herein under:

491.E.
and further, that neither I, nor the firm I represent, will hold the
Vanderburgh County Drainage Board responsible for any costs, or any
claims arising fram such expenses, except for the fifteen (15) percent
of the total cantract price which the Board presently holds in
retainage pending the receipt of this Certification of Payment.
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,

I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due, after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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Robert W. Brenner, Vanderburgh County Surveyor
VANDERBURGH

COUNTY

SURVEYOR'S

OFFICE

Room 325 Civic Center Complex
One Northwest Martin Luther King, Jr, Boulevard
Evansville, Indiana 47708-1833

(812) 435-5210
SURVEYOR'S
To:

The

REPORT

Vanderburgh County Drainage

Board

This report shall serve as notification to the Vanderburgh
County Drainage Board that the work required by a certain

contract between the Board and: Ed!* '7921~9*
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A claim to be properly itemized, must show: Kind of service, where performed, dates service rendered,

by whom, rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per hundred, per pound,
per ton, etc.
VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,

I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due, after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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CERTIFICATION OF PAYMENT
FOR MAINTENANCE TO A REGULATED DRAIN
By this Instrunent, I
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under contract with

the Vanderburgh County Drainage Board

certain maintenance an
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drain in

Vanderburgh County, Indiana, do certi fy that
firm I represent, have/has paid in full all expenses

,

to perform

a regulated

I, and/or the
incurred for

labor, supplies, and subcantracts except for any unpaid costs as
specified herein under:

1401*
and further, that neither I, nor the firm I represent, will hold the
Vanderburgh County Drainage Board responsible for any costs, or any
claims arising fram such expenses, except for the fifteen (15) percent
of the total cantract price which the Board presently holds in
retainage

pending
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by whom, rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per hundred, per pound,
per ton, etc.
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,
-

I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due, after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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every item has been delivered to me at prices mentioned, and was in accordance with contract, except
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CERTIFICATION OF PAYMENT
FOR MAINTENANCE TO A REGULATED DRAIN

By this Instrunent, I ~-~ /~- j~-·2-.~2.
representing

(Signature in Ink)
)(28 625-c:*~ *fl-<-i:.<---r., ..651+r,- - 27.£3nd presently

under contract with

the Vanderburgh Co~ty Drainage Board

BOF, .HE U, R.c.

certain rraintenance an
drain in Vanderburgh County, Indiana,

to perform

,

do certify that

a regulated

I, and/or the

firm I represent, have/has paid in full all expenses incurred for
labor, supplies, and subcontracts except for any unpaid costs as
specified herein under:

5 10,1f'·
and further, that neither I, nor the firm I represent. will hold the
Vanderburgh County Drainage Board responsible for any costs, or any
clairrs arising fram such expenses, except for the fifteen (15) percent
of the total cantract price which the Board presently holds in
retainage

pending
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this

Certi fication
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A claim to be properly itemized, must show: Kind of service, where performed, dates service rendered,

by whom, rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per hundred, per pound,
per ton, etc.
VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,
I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due, after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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I hereby certify that the within bill is true and correct; that the supplies and materials therein itemized and

for which charge is made were ordered by me and were necessary to the public business; that each and
every item has been delivered to me at prices mentioned, and was in accordance with contract, except
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CERTIFICATION OF PAYMENT
FOR MAINTENANCE TO A REGULATED DRAIN
By this Instnxcent. I

representing _

~r fIA,~ ~ ~. Q<~7- «;7
1 - /
IL / 1 ..
C signatuE*Eff Ink)

r

under contract witk

:

-

-

-t.-

-

,

, and presently

the vanderburgh County Drainage Board

to perform

certain maintenance an Po AA /6 2/%/. L /0 0.
drain in Vanderburgh County, Indiana, do certify that

, a regulated
I, and/or the

firm I represent, have/has

incurred

paid in full

labor, supplies, and subcantracts
specified herein under:

all

expenses

for

except for any unpaid costs as

40./.lf
,

and further, that neither I, nor the firm I represent, will hold the
Vanderburgh County Drainage Board responsible for any costs, or any
clairrs arising fram such expenses, except for the fifteen (15) percent
of the total cantract price which the Board presently holds in
retainage

perrling

NAME OF DRAIN :

the

receipt

of

this

Certificatian
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Revised County
Form No. 17
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A claim to be properly itemized, must show: Kind of service, where performed, dates service rendered,

by whom, rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per hundred, per pound,
per ton, etc.
VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,
-

I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due, after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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hin bill is true and correct; that the supplies and m teri als therein itemized and
were ordered by me and were necessary to the pu ic business; that each and
em has been delivered to me at prices mentioned , and was in accor an ce with contract, except
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Robert W. Brenner, Vanderburgh County Surveyor
VANDERBURGH

COUNTY

SURVEYOR'S

OFFICE

Room 325 Civic Center Complex
One Northwest Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard
Evansville, Indiana 47708-1833

(812) 435-5210
SURVEYOR'S
To:

The

Vanderburgh

REPORT

County Drainage

Board

This report shall serve as notification to the Vanderburgh
County Drainage Board that the work required by a certain

contract between the Board and :
for

[)<]

annual

--

[

]

FLDO'J &44N.8,2,13

additional maintenance to

AA.# A LOG /1/

Ditch , a legal drain

1 . i IM#+1-.H# 47

in Vanderburgh County,

J,.Ati 'ili

Indiana,

our staff on

JAA/ 13

,{,><f approved

--

contracted price

[

1

,

was

19€F-

completed on

,

and was

,

inspected by

1976

, and is

disapproved for payment per

indicated on

the

the claim herewith attached.

Respectfully submitted by:

92-~-)tt -

Robert

W.

Brenner,

Vanderburgh County

Additional Comments:

1 -1-Lu*0
Surveyor

Date

r 'Ck 5\ 6
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Revised County
Form No. 17
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State Board of Accounts

A claim to be properly itemized, must show: Kind of service, where performed, dates service rendered,

by whom, rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per hundred, per pound,
per ton, etc.
VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,
I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due, after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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I hereby certify that the within bill is true and correct; that the supplies and materials therein ite
zed and
for which charge is made were ordered by me and were necessary to the public business; that ach
and
every item has been delivered to me at prices mentioned, and was in accordance with contract, except
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CERTIFICATION OF PAYMENT
FOR MAINTENANCE TO A REGULATED DRAIN
By this Instrument, I

(Signd~ure in Ink)

representing /(,- ,

, and presently

urxier contract with/'the Vand~burgh County Drainage Board

FAST 1« 1)MAH 4 1,11.,

certain Traintenance an
drain in Vanderburgh County, Indiana, do certify that
firm I represent, have/has paid in full all expenses

to perfom

regulated
,I, aand/or
the
incurred

for

labor, supplies, and subcantracts except for any unpaid costs as
specified herein under:

ACtd 9
and further, that neither I, nor the firm I represent, will hold the
Vanderburgh County Drainage Board responsible for any costs, or any
clairrs arising fram such expenses, except for the fifteen (15) percent
of the total cantract price which the Board presently holds in
retainage pending the receipt of this Certi ficatian of Payrnent.
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I hereby certify that the within bill is true and correct; that the supplies and materials therein itemized and

for w ic charge is made were ordered by me and were necessary to the public business; thal e: ch and
every item has been delivered to me at prices mentioned, and was in accordance with contract, except
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is duly authenticated as required by law; that is based upon contract / statutory
authority; 1 at it is apparently correct / incorrect.
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I have examined the within claim and hereby certify as follows:
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Form No. 17

A claim to be properly itemized, must show: Kind of service, where performed, dates service rendered,

by whom, rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per hundred, per pound,
per ton, etc.
VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA
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On Account of Appropriation for
Invoice No.
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D, te_A

Itemized Claim

1419 3

234 - old
Amount
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,
I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due, after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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CERTIFICATION OF PAYMENT
FOR MAINTENANCE TO A REGULATED DRAIN
By this In.strunent, I

1(

Ch,VA.<-

4vv

,1**//3/

(Signature in Ink)

representing

, and presently

under contract with

the Vanderburgh County Drainage Board

D, t. I

No e -9 1 / no

certain maintenance an
drain in

,

Vanderburgh County, Indiana, J do certify that

firm I represent, have/has

paid in full

all

expenses

to perform

, a regulated
I, and/or the

incurred

for

labor, supplies, and subcantracts except for any unpaid costs as
specified herein under:

AlT>lif,

and further, that neither I, nor the firm I represent, will hold the
Vanderburgh County Drainage Board responsible for any costs, or any
cl aims arising fram such expenses, except for the fifteen (15) percent
of the total cantract price which the Board presently holds in
retainage

pere i ng

the

receipt

this

Certi ficatian
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A claim to be properly itemized, must show: Kind of service, where performed, dates service rendered,

by whom, rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per hundred, per pound,
per ton, etc.
VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,

I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due, after
allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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CERTIFICATION OF PAYMENT
FOR MAINTENANCE TO A REGULATED DRAIN

Bi

tris Instn:cer&, I ~~~4 j. 4,~~~ ~\» Okl/rx~Y-

0 ~s,I,fj,r€-«Il Ink)

representing

., /-

under cantract with

, and presently

the Vanderburgh County Drainage Board

A /7

certain maintenance an A«/
drain in Vanderburgh County, Indiana,

FLAT L4:r D
do certify

firm I represerit, have/has

paid in full

labor, supplies, and subcantracts
specified herein under:

all

that

expenses

to perform

regulated
,I, aand/or
the
incurred

for

except for any unpaid costs as

4/7, ACE
and further, that neither I,

nor the firm I represent,

will hold the

Vanderburgh County Drainage Board responsible for any costs, or any
clairrs arising fram such expenses, except for the fifteen (15) percent
of the total cantract price which the Board presently holds in

retainage pending the receipt of

this Certificatian of Payment.
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0(] AtibTAL MAIrENANCE

CCMPLETICN DATE

[

] ADDITIONAL MAINTENANCE
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WORK IS APPROVED
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/- 1-Z_ - 94
VANDEREURGI CCUNTY SURVEYCR

DATE

MINUTES
VANDERBURGH COUNTY DRAINAGE BOARD
FEBRUARY 26, 1996

Call to order.......................

1

Approval of transcribed minutes . ....

1

Request special meeting on March 4, 1996 to
discuss Lloyd Crossing Shopping Center........

1

Presentation of Surveyor's annual ditch report.....

2

Presentation of specs for annual ditch maintenance.

2

Request to advertise for bids on ditch maintenance.

2

Request approval to pay blue claims.................

3

Correspondence:

Letter from town of Darmstadt deferred............

3

New Business:
Drainage at J. H. Rudolph's Stockwell Rd.

asphalt plant......................................

4

Discussion of urban drain and agricultural

assessment rates...........................

.

4

Adjournment..

6

Attendance & Signature Sheet..
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MINUTES
DRAINAGE BOARD MEETING
FEBRUARY 26, 1996
The Vanderburgh County Drainage Board met in session on February
26, 1996 at 8:00 p.m. in the Commissioner's Hearing Room 307 with
President Richard Borries presiding.
RE:

APPROVAL OF TRANSCRIBED DRAINAGE BOARD MINUTES

President Borries:
I hope we are going to have a speedy meeting
here, posthaste. Approval of transcribed minutes for January 22.
Commissioner Mourdock:
President Borries:

Do we have a second?

Commissioner Tuley:

Second.

So ordered.

President Borries:

RE:

So moved.

REQUEST FOR SPECIAL MEETING - LLOYD CROSSING SHOPPING CENTER

Bill Jeffers:

Can we go to number four?

President Borries:

Yeah, we sure can.

Bill Jeffers:
We have a request for a special meeting, Drainage
Board Meeting, Monday, March 4.
The subject being Lloyd Crossing
Shopping Center drainage plan.
Mr. Dave Schminke is here from

Morley and Associates to make the request.
Commissioner Tuley:

I'm always ready to have two Drainage Board
I'll move for approval.

meetings in one month.
Suzanne

Crouch:

Excuse me,

I

have

a

question.

Do

we

need

to

advertise?
President Borries:
Alan Kissinger:

Yeah, you do.

No,

Commissioner Tuley:

President Borries:

you don't.

No,

you don't have to advertise.

Oh no,

I guess--

Alan Kissinger: Special meetings of the Board may be called by the
chairman, any two members or the County Surveyor by mailing written
notice, etc. A member may waive the mailing of notice of a special

meeting by filing a written waiver with the secretary or by his
presence at the meeting. What that says in so many words, if you
want to have a special Drainage Board meeting, you can announce it

tonight and the members can waive the formal notice by mail and you
can schedule your meeting if you choose to waive notice.
Bill Jeffers:

You can also take

it a step further by recessing

this meeting and reconvening it next Monday.
Alan Kissinger:

In consideration of the suspicion that we came

under by certain people tonight, I would say that our motives might

be questioned if we do that.
Bill Jeffers: The reason that the request is being made is because
Mr. Schminke presented me with a substantial pile of documents to
review, and he came in just after the deadline and I had all this
to prepare for you tonight to turn in.
I told him I could not get

it done by tonight, and this is on a groundbreaking deadline.
Alan

Kissinger:

Understood,

and

I

think

this

special

meeting

procedure will certainly suffice, is what I'm saying, Bill.
Commissioner Mourdock:

To clarify one thing,

procedurally,

at a
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special meeting, I presume the only topic that can be discussed is

the subject that was called for.
Alan Kissinger:

That is correct.

At a continued meeting it's an

open agenda.
Commissioner Tuley:
Bill Jeffers:

Oh,

It's open

I gotcha.

this was for Lloyd Crossing

Well,

Shopping Center only, and the only reason I'm asking for it is I

did

not

have

time

to

complete

my

review

of

the

drainage

calculations that were turned in by Mr. Schminke.
Commissioner Tuley:

Motion still stands.

Commissioner Mourdock:

Commissioner Tuley:

I made a motion.

Commissioner Mourdock:
President Borries:

Alan

Kissinger:

Was there a motion?

Okay,

I'll second.

So ordered.

I

would

also

recommend

that

the

Commissioners

waive the mailing of the formal notice.
Commissioner Tuley:

So moved.

Commissioner Mourdock:

President Borries:
RE:

Second.

So ordered.

PRESENTATION - SURVEYOR'S ANNUAL DITCH REPORT

Bill Jeffers:

Back under number three,

I have your annual report

from the Vanderburgh County Surveyor to the Drainage Board on the
condition of all the regulated drains in Vanderburgh County.
I
would like to present that at this time and have you receive it. I

suppose that should be entered into the record and stored in the
permanent record at the Auditor's Office,

as it is a statutory

requirement to file.
Commissioner Tuley:

So moved.

Commissioner Mourdock:

President Borries:
RE:

Bill

Second.

So ordered.

PRESENTATION - SPECS FOR ANNUAL DITCH MAINTENANCE

Jeffers:

I

the

have

ditch

specifications

prepared

for

maintenance of regulated drains in Vanderburgh County for the year

of 1996, and it contains the general specifications and the special
provisions for the special work we do like on East Side Urban.

I

would like for you to receive these at this time, and approve the
specifications for maintenance to regulated drains for 1996, and
the County Surveyor does recommend that you do that.
Commissioner Tuley:

So moved.

Commissioner Mourdock:

President Borries:
RE:

Bill

Second.

So ordered.

REQUEST TO ADVERTISE FOR BIDDERS TO PERFORM DITCH MAINTENANCE

Jeffers:

In

order

that

the

specifications

come

to

the

attention of the contractors and the bidders who are interested in
the work, I have prepared a Notice to Bidders to be published in
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the newspaper as soon as possible, announcing that bids will be
received on Monday, March 25, 1996, so the final day or the second
publication has to take place a full ten days before March 25th,

and there has to be a week between them, or ten days, two weeks?
Alan Kissinger:

The first publication has to be ten days before

the meeting, the next publication not less than three days before.
Bill Jeffers: I would like to get it in as quick as possible and
I will work with Teri to figure out a newspaper schedule on that
to make sure we hit the deadline.
If you don't mind, sign about
three copies, one for the Auditor, one for the Surveyor.

Commissioner Mourdock:

move

I'll

approval

of

the

request

to

advertise.
Commissioner Tuley:

Second.

President Borries:

So ordered.

Bill Jeffers: One copy that they sign should go into the minutes,
I need one copy back to put with the specifications and then one

signed copy goes to the newspaper.
Commissioner Mourdock:
RE:

So you need three.

REQUEST PAYMENT OF BLUE CLAIMS

Bill Jeffers:

I have, what I hope are, the last blue claims that

have been straggling around our office for work done in 1995.
Commissioner Mourdock:
Commissioner Tuley:

I'll move approval of the blue claims.

Second.

Bill Jeffers: I'm checking to make sure that the County Surveyor
signed all of them.
They have all been signed by the County
Surveyor, indicating that he recommends approval of them and the

necessary paperwork is attached.
President Borries:

It's been moved and seconded,

and I'll say so

ordered.
RE:

CORRESPONDENCE

Bill

Jeffers:

Under correspondence,

Ms.

Sunny Titzer gave me a

letter that was addressed to the board members from the Town of
Darmstadt, and I would just like to...do you all have a copy of
this, has anyone seen this?
Just enter it into the record, and

give you guys a chance to see it and we can discuss it at a
different meeting,

myself.

I suppose.

I haven't had time to digest it all

That concludes any business I have to present to the Board

at this time.
Commissioner Mourdock:

President Borries:
Commissioner Tuley:
RE:

Hallelujah!

Great!
Move to adjourn.

NEW BUSINESS

President Borries:

I just have a real quick question.

Commissioner Mourdock:

President Borries:
Commissioner Tuley:

I have one quick one.

Okay, go ahead.
Man,

we'll be here for three hours.

4
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Bill Jeffers:

Don't get me talking!

Commissioner Mourdock:
President Borries:

We'll get up and leave.

Commissioner Mourdock.

Go ahead,

Commissioner Mourdock:

in 15 seconds or less,

My quick question,

Bill, whatever happened to the problem with the drainage out there
where Rudolph's property is, along...what is that?
Suzanne Crouch:

Knob Hill?

President Borries:

Stockwell Road.

Commissioner Mourdock:
Commissioner Tuley:

Stockwell Road?

Knob Hill--

Commissioner Mourdock:

no,

No,

I'm not bringing that

not that.

UP-Commissioner Tuley:

Oh, Rudolph, wrong Stockwell.

Commissioner Mourdock:

but I meant Rudolph's,

That's Rudolph's,

isn't that Rudolph's property?
President Borries:

Bill Jeffers:

Stockwell Asphalt Plant.

President Borries:

Bill Jeffers:

Yeah, their business location.

Yeah.

It is on Wabash-Erie, and the problem is the erosion

of the south bank.
Commissioner Mourdock:

That's the problem.

Bill Jeffers: Right, and it's getting into their driveway entrance
and could damage their access.
We have prepared a plan that we
feel will remedy that,

and we showed it to Mr.

He made

Morley.

some modifications to it and is going to give us an engineer's
estimate on it, but I will caution you that the engineer's estimate
is going to exceed our available funds.
I have talked to Herb
Butler about it and he said, well, let's see the plan and see if we

have any funds to participate with you.
Commissioner Mourdock:

Bill Jeffers:

Okay, very good.

Thank you.

That was 23 seconds I spent--

Commissioner Mourdock:

President Borries:

Forty-four,

but that's okay.

The question that I had, real quickly, is that

we had a question earlier tonight concerning the formation of a
legal drain for Pigeon Creek in Vanderburgh County.

There was a

farmer...what was his name?
Commissioner Tuley:

He was on the--

Commissioner Mourdock:
President Borries:
have...I
know we

Stahl?

Manfred

have

an

Manfred Stahl?

Stahl.

urban

He

asked whether

drain

assessment

or

not we

and

agricultural, don't we?
Bill Jeffers:

Right.

President Borries:

Is the agricultural all the same per foot?

an
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Bill

Jeffers:

Agricultural

is usually somewhere around

$1.50 per acre, and urban is around $22.50 per acre.

$.50 to

President Borries: I knew that was why they weren't happy when we
did the other thing. The City of Evansville is who it was, wasn't
really happy when we -- or the Levee Authority on that, because we

changed it to a legal drain.

-

Commissioner Tuley:

Don't you set that rate by the amount of bids

that you receive for maintenance?
Bill Jeffers:

It's been a standard rate for about 20 years.

Commissioner Tuley:
Bill Jeffers:

Okay.

I'm not sure exactly how it was set.

Commissioner Tuley:

But,

bill somebody?
Bill Jeffers:

Okay,

why is it some years then that we don't

we haven't billed Keil ditch,

for example,

because it's at the urban rate, and we haven't billed Sonntag for
awhile. The reason is, you bill them once or twice and the amount

that you collect exceeds the maintenance cost for that year by
three times

You cannot assess any more until you deplete the fund

down to less than three times.
Commissioner Tuley:

I knew it was something.

Commissioner Mourdock:

But,

I

heard you

say,

for

agricultural

ground it can vary as much as from $.50 to $1.50 an acre.
Bill

Jeffers:

Right,

well,

that's

because,

for

example,

Henry

Ditch you will see in the report has a real high assessment, like

$2.50 an acre--

Commissioner Mourdock:

Bill Jeffers:

Oh,

okay.

--and that's because there are so few acres of land

in the watershed that their equal proportion is high, so anytime we
do a major project out there, everybody out there has to kick in
their inheritance to get it done.

of projects and small watersheds.
Commissioner Mourdock:

Bill Jeffers:

So we steer away from those kind

Okay.

Where a large watershed like Big Creek drainage area

is so large, that might only be $.80 an acre to take care of that

ditch.

The only way to go with Pigeon Creek would be if you went

with a county wide nickel on each $100 valuation of property, the
same as the bridge fund gets $.15, that is allowable by state
drainage statue.

You're going to get a lot of political resistance

from agricultural people on that, because they'll perceive it as,
all our money now is going to be spent on bike paths, greenways,
etc.

you.

We're happy with the system we have now, is what they'll tell

President Borries:

Yeah,

but what it really needs to go for,

as

you know, there has to be some kind of easement so that you can get
in there and get out the log jams.
Bill Jeffers:

Right.

President Borries:
Bill Jeffers:

At the mouth of the creek there is a

You might be able to establish a drainage district

independent of the rest of this.

I mean, you would still adminis-

trate it, but it would be called a drainage district, and it
wouldn't be exactly the same as we are doing with the rest of these
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ditches.
President Borries:

Well, that came up tonight and we will probably

hear more about it.
Bill Jeffers:

You're going to hear a lot more about it.

President Borries:

So, we'll need to have your thoughts as we move

forward on it.
Commissioner Mourdock:
Commissioner Tuley:

President Borries:

I move for adjournment.

Second.
So ordered.

Meeting adjourned at 8:15 p.m.
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THOSE IN ATTENDANCE:
Richard J. Borries
Patrick Tuley

Richard E. Mourdock
Alan Kissinger
Suzanne Crouch

Charlene Timmons
Bill Jeffers

VANDERBURGH COUNTY DRAINAGE BOARD
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President
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Pdtrick Tul;y, Vice President

Richard E. Mourdock, Member

VANDERBURGH COUNTY SURVEYOR'S
ANNUAL DITCH REPORT

1996

Robert W. Brenner
Vanderburgh County Surveyor

February 26, 1996

TO: THE VANDERBURGH COUNTY DRAINAGE BOARD

RE: CONDITION OF COUNTY'S REGULATED DRAINS
FR: THE VANDERBURGH COUNTY SURVEYOR
The overall condition of the regulated drains in Vanderburgh County,
Indiana is very good. There are specific isolated problems in some of
the thirty individual ditches that make up Vanderburgh County's legal
drain system.

This report will note existing conditions that must be addressed in order
to correct those isolated problems.
The Special Provisions Sections of the ditch specifications that

accompany this report detail the work to be accomplished this year to
correct the majority of the problems identified in this report.
There are certain existing conditions that may not be corrected in 1996
due to either a lack of adequate funds, failure of qualified bidders to
respond to the invitation to accomplish the work, or as in the case of
Eagle Slough in 1995, extended periods of high water.
_

The remainder of this report will address the condition of the ditches

either individually by ditch, or grouped into systems of drains.

AIKEN DITCH:
Private drive culvert crossings into Pollack Avenue residences restrict
flow through ditch. Some residents do not keep culverts clear. Guard
rail restricts mowing operations. Side banks along Pollack Avenue very
steep. Remedies will require coordination between private property
owners, highway department, and surveyor's office.

BAEHL DITCH:
Very good condition due to excellent annual application of broadleaf
herbicide resulting in grassy cover stabilizing ditch banks.

BARNETT DITCH:
Accumulation of silt due to annual flooding by Ohio River requires silt

removal project 1996.
BARR'S CREEK:
Condition continues to improve as land owners work will Soil
Conservation District and Big Creek Drainage Association on a variety
of projects to repair and stabilize waterway. Projects to continue

current program depend upon annual availability of funds.
BUENTE UPPER BIG CREEK:
Condition remains stable with annual improvements made by individual
landowners and Big Creek Drainage Association. Annual application of
broadleaf herbicides has established beneficial grass cover along
majority of waterway. Isolated brush removal required. Some side

slope work may be necessary after examination of frost heave damage.

THE UNION TOWNSHIP DITCHES OTHER THAN BARNETT DITCH
1. CYPRESS DALE MADDOX;
2. EDMOND DITCH;
3. HELFRICH HAPPE;
4. KAMP DITCH
Very good shape. Continue to monitor for accumulation of silt due to
annual flooding by Ohio River to determine year of silt dipping project.
Kamp Ditch was dipped out in 1995. Inspection of all Union Township
ditches is required Spring 1996 to determine any effects of prolonged
standing flood water during January/February 1996.

EAGLE SLOUGH:
Declared Urban Drain beginning 1995. Projects not completed in 1995

due to absence of responding bidders, adverse weather, and river
flooding conditions include work that will have to be re-bid in 1996.
Work needed includes brush removal, tree removal, beaver dam
removal, waterway repairs near Waterworks Road, flood debris
removal, broadleaf and brush killing herbicide applications, and
embankment repairs.
Herbicide application and brush killer application was accomplished
from Weinbach Avenue to Green River Road in 1995 with good results.
The 1996 Special Provisions Section specifies projects to be bid March
1996. Subsequent specification will be produced to address work
required after additional inspections can be made.
High water
prevented inspections in January and February 1996; and may have
caused conditions Surveyor is not aware of at this report's publication.

EAST SIDE URBAN
East Side Urban Drain system continues to be in very good shape

generally due to tight control of commercial drainage planning and
quality ditch maintenance by spraying and mowing contractors.

(East Side Urban Continued:)

However, continued intense development pressure, poor maintenance

of private drain systems entering county ditches, high volume of loose
and blowing trash, construction and landscaping debris, pallets,
shopping carts, and other common junk increasingly cause
obstructjons at isolated locations.
The cost of regular annual maintenance may exceed annual income
from ditch assessments in 1996. No funds are available or projected to

be available in 1996 for special projects needed to correct specific
problems requiring immediate attention.
Such problems include obstructjon of the drain jn Hirsch Ditch through
and between the large culvert crossings at and on both sides of Oak
Grove Road and Morgan Avenue (in front of Kight and Complete,) and
an erosion of the south bank of Wabash Erie at Rudolph's Stockwell
Road facility. Both projects require substantial expenditures for which
funds are not available in county drainage accounts at this time.
The Special Provisions Section attempts to provide the Board with

enough bid options to reduce the 1996 costs for mowing, spraying, and

other regular maintenance. If bidders response allows, the Surveyor
will recommend a combination of treatments designed to address

regular maintenance needs at a cost that will leave funds for other
needed work.

Announced and anticipated commercial developments along the east
side of Burkhardt Road between Lincoln Avenue and Morgan Avenue
will have to be reviewed and monitored very closely to minimize their
adverse impact on Crawford Brandeis Ditch and downstream drains.

HARPER DITCH:
Very good shape from Lloyd Expressway north to Carriage House.
Some embankment stability through increased grass cover is needed
in the east/west portion approaching Eastland Place. Trash from

shopping centers continues to be a problem.

HENRY DITCH:
Average condition.

Improvements are projected to cost in excess of

benefits that would be derived from extensive work such as
straightening the waterway from Kansas Road to Bluegrass Creek.

HOEFLING DITCH:
Good condition.

Land owner cooperatjon needed to address some

needed minor embankment improvements along the upper end of ditch.
KEIL DITCH:
Very Good Condition.

KNEER DITCH

Very good condition.
KOLB DITCH:
Extensive improvements accomplished in 1995 include restoration of
flow line from Covert Avenue through the downstream subdivisions and
under Pollack Avenue to levee gate. Also all roadway pipes crossing
Kolb Ditch were cleared of accumulated silt in 1995.
Special Provisions Section details projects needed to maintain

improvements in 1996.
MASSBERG DITCH:
Good condition.

MAIDLOW DITCH:
Good condition.

An experimental project using automobile tires tied

into a mat and installed into the ditch banks has stabilized portions of
the bank very satisfactorily. This project may be viewed just west of
St. Joe Avenue at Hoffher's nursery.
Land owners viewing the project have expressed an interest in applying

the same treatment at isolated locations experiencing destabilization
due to the high velocity of water moving down Maidlow Ditch.
Approximately $2,000.00 is projected to be available in 1996 for small
projects.

The concrete bridge abutments on Bender Road over Maidlow Ditch

represent a restriction and should be replaced with a larger waterway
opening.
POND FLAT DITCH SYSTEM:
1.

POND FLAT MAIN:

Very good condition overall.

Some bank

slippage due to the weight of the accumulated spoil at the top of the
banks as well as natural movement caused by freezing, thawing, and
saturation during high water episodes will have to be dressed back on a
case by case basis as is done annually.
A new plan will have to be developed to address the area just
northwest of the Bixler Road. Department of Natural Resources
approval and permits are required to complete the work. The work also

requires extensive clearing and excavation, and depends on land
owners' cooperation on temporary rights-of-way and access points.
2. POND FLAT LATERALS "A" & UB": Very good condition. Recent
improvements to Lateral "A" just north of Boonville-New Harmony Road

were made in 1995 to facilitate the replacement of a county bridge and

the construction of Azteca's storm drainage system. Inspections will
be necessary to monitor the effects of Azteca and other nearby
commercial and industrial development on Lateral "A" and Lateral "B."

3. POND FLAT LATERAL UD" & RUSHER DITCH: Very good
condition. Inspections necessary to monitor effects of North 41
corridor development. Some maintenance access is restricted.
4. POND FLAT LATERAL "C": Very good condition. Some bank
slippage due to frost heave may need dressing back. Rip rap placed
under new county bridge on Outer Darmstadt Road (Mosquito Road)

needs to be redone so that water is not held in a pool above that bridge.
The pool has become so deep that the banks are saturated and in
danger of slumping into the ditch bottom.

5. POND FLAT LATERAL "E": Excellent condition.
6. SINGER DITCH: Very good condition

SONNTAG STEVENS DITCH:

-

Very good condition from Hitch Peters upstream to point of beginning.
Good condition from Lynch Road downstream to end of ditch.
Extensive repairs to Sonntag Stevens Ditch from Hitch Peters Road
upstream to Cloverlawn Subdivision were accomplished in 1995.
Additjonal projects to continue improving Sonntag Stevens Ditch will be
presented to the Board prior to the summer construction season.

WALLENMEYER DITCH:
Very good condition except for isolated areas of light brush to be

removed, and some slight embankment instability to be monitored until
determined to be in need of repair.

SPECIFICATIONS

for the
MAINTENANCE OF REGULATED DRAINS

in
VANDERBURGH COUNTY INDIANA

Prepared by
Robert W. Brenner
Vanderburgh County Surveyor

Adopted by
Vanderburgh County Drainage Board
Richard J. Borries, President
Patrick Tuley, Vice President
Richard E. Mourdock, Member

NOTICE TO BIDDERS

This Instrument shall serve as Public Notice that Sealed Proposals for the
maintenance of Regulated Drains in Vanderburgh County, Indiana by mowing,
herbicide application, excavation, brush cutting and chipping, and other related
activities shall be received by the Vanderburgh County Auditor until 4:30 P.M.
local time on Monday March 25, 1996, at which time proposals received shall be
delivered to the Vanderburgh County Drainage Board, opened and read aloud in
the County Commissioners' Hearing Room. Any proposal received unsealed or

past the designated time shall be returned to the bidder unopened.

Proposals must be submitted on approved forms, properly executed, and
accompanied by a Certified Check, Cashier's Check, or other approved security in

the amount of five (5) percent of the total bid.

Proposals and securities shall be sealed together in an envelope bearing the

name and address of the bidder, and the title of the work: and all prepared
according to such particulars as shall be described in this document and in other

documents available from the Vanderburgh County Surveyor; Room 325 Civic
Center; #1 Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd.; Evansville, Indiana, 47708; or by calling

812-435-5210, or 435-5117
.

Improperly completed proposals may be disregarded by the Board. Successful
bidders shall sign contracts with the Board within five (5) days of the award. A
performance bond may be required of the Contractor by the Board. The bid

bonds of the unsuccessful bidders will be returned within thirty (30) days of the
awards.
APPROVED BY THE VANDERBURGH COUNTY DRAINAGE BOARD:

Richard J. Borries, President

Patrick Tuley, Vice President

Richard E. Mourdock, Member

ATTEST:

SUZANNE M. CROUCH, AUDITOR

(DATE)

CERTIFIED:

ROBERT W. BRENNER, SURVEYOR

(DATE)

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
100.00 PURPOSE:
To remove all undesirable vegetation and loose debris from the Regulated Drains in
Vanderburgh County as directed and determined by the Vanderburgh County
Surveyor to facilitate proper drainage.

200.00 SPECIFICATIONS:

201.00 CLEAN, CLEAR, STERILE DITCH BOTTOMS:
The Contractor shall remove, or shall cause to be removed, all vegetation, loose
debris, and brush from the ditch bottom. When using ground sterilants the
Contractor shall spray only the ditch bottom. No sterilants shall be sprayed,
spilled, or drifted onto the sjde slopes ofthe ditch, nor outside ofthe ditch banks.

202.00 CLEAN, CLEAR CHANNEL WITH CONTROLLED GRASS COVER:
The Contractor shall remove, or shall cause to be removed, all undesirable
vegetation and loose debris as directed by the Vanderburgh County Surveyor
within the area of the ditch banks and within an area five (5) feet outside the tops
ofthe ditch banks.

The contractor shall maintain these areas in such a manner as to promote the
growth of desirable cover grasses.
When using herbicides or growth regulators, the Contractor shall apply all
chemicals in such a manner as to spray only within the ditch banks, and to a
distance of flve (5) feet outside the tops of the banks (see Special Provisions for
any increased pathway maintenance requirements.)
The Contractor shall take care not to allow spray to drift or spill on crops, lawns,
or other ground cover outside the five (5) foot limit at the top of the banks.

203.00 REMOVAL OFNOXIOUS WEEDS:
The following prohibited noxious weeds must be controlled by the Contractor jf
they are found within the ditch banks, or within the areas up.to five (5) feet from
the tops ofthe ditch banks.

Canada thistle
Field bindweed
Hoary cress
Johnson grass
Perennial sowthistle

204.00 SELECTING, HANDLING, APPLYING CHEMICALS:
The Contractor shall be responsible for selecting, purchasing, shipping, storing
handling, mixing, and applying all materials required to complete the Work.

205.00 OBTAINING NECESSARY LICENSES AND PERMITS:
The Contractor shall obtnin all required permits and/or licenses for applying
herbicides, burning debris, or other activities requiring licenses and permits.

206.00 LIABILITY INSURANCE REQUIRED:
The Contractor shall carry adequate liability insurance to protect the County
against any and all claims that may arise as a result of the Contractor's operations.

207.00 CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE REQUIRED:
The Contractor shall provide the Vanderburgh County Surveyor with a Certificate
of Insurance naming the Vanderburgh County Surveyor, and the Vanderburgh
County Drainage Board as co-insured by the Contractor's liability policy.

208.00 STATE PESTICIDE APPLICATORS LICENSE REQUIRED:
When submitting a bid for work including the application of herbicides, the
Contractor shall provide the Surveyor with a copy of the Contractor's valid Indiana
State Pesticide Applicators License for working in regulated drain right-of-way.

209.00 LABEL SPECIMENS REQUIRED:
The Contractor shall submit the names of all chemicals to be used, with label
specimens, no less than fourteen (14) days prior to any chemical application.

210.00 WORK LOG REQUIRED:
The Contractor shall maintain a log of spraying activity containing the following
information:

210.01 Ditch name

210.05 Start and Stop Work Times

210.02 Spray Date

210.06 Begin and End Work Locations

210.03 Wind speed and direction

210.07 Applicator's Name(s)

210.04 Temperature(s)

210.08 Operator's Name(s)

The Work Log shall be surrendered to the Vanderburgh County Surveyor upon
completion the Work; and shall be available for inspection by the Surveyor at all
times during the Contract Period.

211.00 SPRAYING PROHIBITED ON WINDY DAYS:

No spraying shall be done when the wind speed is in excess of eight
miles per hour (8 m.p.h.)

212.00 CUTTING WEEDS TO ACHIEVE KTI.L PERCENTAGE:
If the Vanderburgh County Sun'eyor determines that chemical control of
vegetation is not sufficient to achieve the required weed kill percentage, the
Contractor shall cut the vegetation and remove the clippings and debris to achieve
the required kill.

213.00 LIMITED CONTROLLED BURNING:
Controlled burning may be used for removal and disposal of clippings after
obtaining proper permits, variances, and permissions, including those from the
Environmental Protection Agency, Room 207 Civic Center.

213.01 The EPA will not issue variances for Sonntag-Stevens and Keil ditches.

214.00 CLIPPING AND DEBRIS REMOVAL REQUIRED:
The Contractor shall remove all clippings and loose debris in a timely fashion to
avoid material washing downstream.

214.01 All loose debris which can be lifted out of the ditch using on-site
manpower and equipment shall be removed as a part ofthe Work.

214.02
For debris to large to be removed by on-site manpower, tools, and
equipment, the Contractor shall notify the Surveyor immediately to arrange
additional work.
214.03 All loose material generated by work of the Contractor that later
accumulates and blocks the flow of the ditch will be removed by the Contractor at
the Contractor's expense.

Debris that has been chipped and evenly spread outside the channel is exempted
from. 214.03.

214.00 CHEMICAL APPLICATION DATES:

The Contractor shall make all chemical applications between April 15th
and June 15th, unless product labeling requires otherwise (applications of
Rodeo for bottom sterilization may begin July 1 st.)
Any chemical applications not falling within the above dates should be discussed
with and agreed upon by the Vanderburgh County Surveyor when submitting
labeling and chemical information.

216.00 MOWING, AND DEBRIS REMOVAL DATES:
216.01 The Contractor shall complete all mowing, cutting, burning and loose
debris removal between August 15th and November 15th on ditches that require
only one Summer/Fall mowing.

216.02 Ditches that require an additional Spring mowing shall be mowed after
sufficient growth of twelve inches height or greater has occured, and be completed
by July 15th.

216.03

The Contractor shall contact the Vanderburgh County Surveyor prior to

any mowing activity.

217.00 LIMITED TIME EXTENSION ALLOWED:

Extensions beyond the time schedules outlined above will be granted by the
Vanderburgh County Surveyor only for unusual weather conditions, product
labeling requirements, or special circumstances.

218.00 FINAL ACCEPTABILITY DETERMINED BY SURVEYOR:
The final determination of the acceptability of the Contractor's· work shall be made
by the Vanderburgh County Surveyor; and:
No payments will be made to the Contractor until the Vanderburgh County
Surveyor approves the work.

219.00 PAYMENTS FOR APPROVED WORK:
All payment for approved work shall be made by warrants approved by the County
Auditor subsequent to the Contractor's submittal of claims to the Drainage Board
made through the Surveyor on prescribed forms available from the Auditor or the
Surveyor.

300.00 DEFINITIONS:
301.00 VEGETATION: shall mean all plant life or total plant cover found within
the work area.

302.00 DITCH BOTTOM: the area from the toe of one ditch bank across the
flow line to the toe of the opposite ditch bank; or that area which is generally
submerged, wet, or damp dunng low water conditions.

303.00 DESIRABLE COVER GRASSES: shall include, but are not limited to,
all Fescue, Perennial Rye Wheat Timothy, Bluegrass; or other vegetation
designated as desirable by the Vanderburgh County Surveyor.

304.00 UNDESIRABLE VEGETATION: shall include, but is not limited to,
broadleaf weeds, noxious weeds, cattails, reeds, tree sprouts, bushes, bamboo,
cane, vines or, other vegetation designated as undesirable by the Vanderburgh
County Surveyor.

305.00 BRUSH: shall include all vegetation, other than "desirable cover grasses,
and less than eight (8) feet in height from the point of emergence.
306.00 LOOSE DEBRIS: shall include, but are not limited to, all clipping and
other waste generated by the Contractor along with any other loose matenals
encountered by the Contractor.

400.00 GENERAL NOTES:
* The Indiana Drainage Statutes provide a rioht of entry upon all land alongside
Regulated Drains for the purpose maintaining file drains.
* The statute provides that the landowner may use the land so long as such use
does not interfere with the purposes ofthe drain.
* The county does not own the land alongside the regulated drain, nor the
regulated drain itself.
* The rights-of-entry for legal drains in Vanderburgh County are:

1. Urban drains minimum twenty-five (25) feet from the top of each bank.
2. Rural drains maximum seventy-five (75) feet from the top ofeach bank.
* If any of the Work will damaoe crops, gardens, trees, or other property, the
Contractor must notify the Vande&urgh County Surveyor quickly enough that the
property owner can be notified no less than twenty-one (21) days pnor to the
contemplated damage.

* The Contractor shall determine immediately after the Contract is awarded how
much distance from the top of the ditch bank is needed to accomplish the Work
and notify the property owner and the Vanderburgh County Sun'eyor of this
measurement. l he property owner may then set back his crops to avoid damage
by equipment.

Special Provisions Section

Drains to be Maintained Under the Special Provisions Section in 1996 are:

Aiken Ditch
Barnett Ditch
Eagle Slough
East Side Urban South Half
East Side Urban North Half

Harper Ditch
Keit Ditch
Kolb Ditch
Sonntag Stevens Ditch

Drains not listed above will be maintained under General Specifications in 1996.

Persons interested in bidding any ditch listed above are advised that all work

performed on these ditches will be described, performed, inspected, and
approved only in accordance with the conditions and requirements set out in the
Special Provisions Section, unless otherwise specified in Section SP-200.

SP - 100.00 Purpose:
The purpose of the Special Provisions Section is to detail needed maintenance
activities additional to those described in the Standard Specifications for
Regulated Drains either affected by intense urban development or in need of

specific attention and/or corrections.

SP-101.00: "SPECIAL PROVISIONS PROJECTS" MUST BE BID ACCORDING
TO CONDITIONS AND REQUIREMENTS OF THIS "SP" SECTION:
For all drains and the individual ditches that comprise the drains listed to be
maintained under Special Provisions in 1996, the Bidder must submit bids in

accordance with conditions, requirements, and other information contained in the
Special Provisions Section and on the Bid Schedules attached in Section SP-200.
Only those bids submitted in accordance with the Special Provisions Section will
be considered for awards of contracts for work on Special Provisions Projects.

SP-102.00 SINGLE DRAINS SEPARATED INTO MULTIPLE WORK AREAS:
Individual drains will be separated into multiple work areas in order that each area

or section of ditch can receive specific treatments that address specific needs.
For example, a single ditch may need brush removal by mowing and chipping

only along half its length; and the same ditch may require only broadleaf herbicide
treatment with no mowing needed at all along the other half of its length.
The separation of drains into work areas will be at the direction and discretion of
the Surveyor who shall determine the treatment needed to address specific

existing conditions.

Separate work areas where applicable are specified and described here within the
Special Provisions Section, and their footage along with the category of treatment
is specified again on the separate Bid Schedules attached in Section SP-200.

SP-103.00 MULTIPLE AWARDS ON SINGLE DRAINS:
Wherever single drains are separated into multiple work areas or sections as
described above, the Board may award the work on a single drain to one

individual bidder, or to a combination of bidders as recommended by the

Surveyor.

The bidders selected for contract awards will be determined based upon their

qualifications to perform the work and their appropriate response(s) to the
invitation to bid in accordance with the applicable specifications and statutes.
SP-103.99 BIDS MAY BE ACCEPTED, BE SET ASIDE, OR BE DISREGARDED:
The Board, at its discretion or upon the recommendation of the Surveyor, may

accept a bid and award a contract based upon the bid; may set the bid aside for
thirty (30) days or longer if agreeable with the bidder; or may disregard or reject
the bid for any legitimate reason including lack of available funds to pay for all the
work for which bids are received.

SP-104.00 WORK DIVIDED INTO CATEGORIES OF TREATMENT:
The work on the drains shall be divided into several categories of treatment to
address the specific needs of the drains listed under the Special Provisions
Section for this year.
The Bidder is advised to read each category closely to determine the exact nature

of the work required, and to calculate and submit the bid(s) accordingly.

The Bidder also is advised to visit each work site prior to bidding to determine if

there are any existing conditions, materials, obstructions, etc. within the ditch or
along the work area that will prevent the bidder from accomplishing the work
exactly as described herein; or to determine if manpower or special equipment not
normally employed by the bidder will be needed to complete the work.
SP-104.01 CATEGORY ONE - STERILIZING DITCH BOTTOMS:
Sterilizing the ditch bottom by spraying approved herbicides in an appropriate and

effective manner resulting in the eradication of all vegetation as described under

the General Specifications with regard to herbicide applications.

The bidder must read, make the bid, and accomplish the work in accordance with

all of the conditions and requirements pertaining to herbicide handling, licensing,

permitting, insuring, recording in the log, and application dates as directed in the
General Specifications with regard to sterilizing ditch bottoms with herbicides.
if standing water, weather conditions, or other factors prevent the application of the

herbicide in a significant portion of the ditch designated to be sterilized, the

Contractor shall have the choice of:

1. Returning to the untreated site(s) at a later time and completing the work.
2. Leaving the work unfinished and reducing the amount of the claim for payment

by an amount equal to the number of untreated feet times the amount bid per

foot to complete the treatment in accordance with the formula below:

"A significant portion of the ditch" shall be defined a continuous stretch of ditch
greater than two hundred (200.0) feet in length. Untreated "significant portions"

shall be measured, totaled, rounded-off downward to the closest multiple of fifty
(50) feet, and the resulting distance shall be multiplied times the price bid per foot
to determine the deduction for unfinished work that will be subtracted from the
payment otherwise due the Contractor.

The method and formula given above for deducting untreated footage from the

total bill for a drain shall be employed only in cases where the remainder of a drain
was treated with ground sterilants, but a "significant portion" was left untreated
due to standing water, for instance.

In cases where the entire drain was not

treated, no payment what-so-ever shall be considered due nor shall be paid.

Any application of herbicide not in accordance with any above said or referenced
specifications must receive approval of the Surveyor prior to the application.
Payment for work described in Category One shall be only for the footage of the

drain verified as treated in accordance with the specifications, conditions, and
requirements described and/or referenced above, and only at the rate per foot as
shown on the Bid Form(s) of the successful bidder (Contractor.)

The Invitation to Submit Bids to Perform Work Described as Category One Under
the Special Provisions Section is Extended for the Following Regulated Drains:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

EAST SIDE URBAN SOUTH HALF;
EAST SIDE URBAN NORTH HALF;
HARPER DITCH;
KEIL DITCH;
KOLB DITCH;
SONNTAG STEVENS DITCH

See Section SP-200 for details of Work Areas, Bid Schedules, and other bidding

information related to drains to be bottom sterilized.
SP-104.02 CATEGORY TWO - APPLYING BROADLEAF HERBICIDE:
Applying approved broadleaf herbicide, growth retarding chemicals, and/or

approved brush killer to the side banks and top banks of the drain in an
appropriate and effective manner resulting in the eradication of all broadleaf
and/or undesirable vegetation, and/or the retardation of grass growth all as
described under the General Specifications with regard to herbicide applications.
The bidder must read, make the bid, and accomplish the work in accordance with

all of the conditions and requirements pertaining to herbicide handling, licensing,

permitting, insuring, recording in the log, and application dates as directed in the
General Specification for herbicide (spraying) applications.
There will be no allowances made for adverse weather and ditch conditions as in
ditch bottom sterilization; rather the determination of finished work under Category
Two shall be according to the required kill rate of ninety (90) percent as described
in the Standard Specifications, unless otherwise provided for in the Special
Provisions Section, or by prior arrangement such as a bid statement attached to
the Bid Form(s) with the authorization of the Surveyor and approval by the Board.

The only allowance which may be made, and then only by prior agreement
authorized by the Surveyor, is that if the kill rate is achieved on one bank of the

ditch but cannot be achieved on the opposite bank due to conditions beyond the
control of the Contractor, the Surveyor may recommend payment of no less than

forty (40) percent nor more than fifty (50) percent of the total payment that
otherwise would have been due for that particular stretch (footage) of ditch.

Payment for work described in Category Two shall be only for the footage of the

drain actually physically treated in accordance with the specifications, conditions,
and requirements described and/or referenced above, and only at the rate per foot

as shown on the Bid Form(s) of the successful bidder (Contractor.)

The Invitation to Submit Bids to Perform Work Described as Category Two under
the Special Provisions Section is Extended for the Following Regulated Drains:

1. EAST SIDE URBAN SOUTH HALF; OR DESIGNATED PORTIONS THEREOF
2. EAST SIDE URBAN NORTH HALF; OR DESIGNATED PORTIONS THEREOF
3. EAGLE SLOUGH; OR DESIGNATED PORTIONS THEREOF
4. SONNTAG STEVENS DITCH; OR DESIGNATED PORTIONS THEREOF
5. KEIL DITCH
See SP-200 for details of Work Areas, Bid Schedules, and other bidding

information relative to application of broadleaf herbicides and/or growth retardants.

SP-104.03: CATEGORY THREE: MOWING WATERWAYS
Mowing the entire waterway channel and to a distance of five (5) feet outside the
top edges of the ditch banks as specified in the General Specifications, or mowing

the waterway more particularly as specified for an individual drain within the
Special Provisions Sections, including SP-200.

For all drains listed for maintenance under the Special Provisions Section except
Barnett Ditch and Eagle Slough, the bidder shall enter a "per foot" price under the
heading of "Category Three Waterway Mowing" for which price the bidder is

willing to complete the contracted mowing(s) of the waterway(s) in accordance
with all requirements and conditions of the General Specifications and applicable
Special Provisions, as well as in accordance with the following conditions:
.03a. The Contractor shall «Fall Mow" all of the drain(s) contracted or designated
portions thereof, once between August 19, 1996, and November 15, 1996,
unless otherwise ordered or authorized by the Surveyor to begin and/or

complete mowing(s) outside said fall mowing dates.
.03b. The Contractor shall "Spring Mow designated portions of the drain(s)
contracted once between May 20, 1996, and July 5, 1996, unless
otherwise ordered or authorized by the Surveyor to begin/complete
Spring Mowing" outside said spring mowing dates.
.03c. The Contractor shall "Special Mow" designated portions of the drain(s)
contracted within thirty (30) days when notified the Surveyor of the need

to mow designated portions of the drain(s.)

.03d. "Special Mowing' notices will be given by the Surveyor only in cases

where the mowing is needed to comply with weed control ordinances, to
promote public health or safety, or to address a serious drainage problem.
.03e. The Contractor shall commence the first mowing of the year only after at

least fifty (50) percent of the total vegetation in the waterway has attained a
height of twelve (12) inches, or until ordered or authorized by the Surveyor.
.03f. The Contractor shall commence the second or additional mowing(s) of

a ditch only after:
1. At least forty-four (44) days have passed since the day that the "Spring
Mowing" of the same ditch was completed; or:

2. At least fifty (50) percent of the total vegetation within the first five (5)

feet outside the top edge of each bank of the ditch has exceeded the
height of twelve (12) inches; or:
3. Until ordered or authorized by the Surveyor to commence mowing.

.03g. The Contractor shall begin mowing only after giving the Surveyor or his

designated representative a notice twenty-four (24) hours prior to the
commencement of mowing activities on an individual ditch or drain.
.03h. The Contractor shall give a verbal progress report to the Surveyor or his

designated representative at least once every working day during the
course of the Contractor's mowing activity, including "rain daysi"

.03i. The Contractor shall notify the Surveyor or his designated representative
within twenty-four (24) hours of completion of mowing of an individual

drain or ditch.

.03j. The Bidder will notice and take into account prior to submitting a bid or
entering into a contract to mow ditches listed under the Special Provisions
Section that Section 216 of the General Specifications gives mowing dates
different than mowing dates given above in the Special Provisions Section.
The mowing dates given in the Special Provisions Section shall prevail over
the dates given in General Specifications Section 216 only for those ditches
and drains listed in the Special Provisions Section.

.03k. Unless otherwise specifically described and/or defined, all "Spring
Mowing," "Fall Mowing," 'Special Mowing," and general ditch mowing

shall be defined as the removal of all standing vegetation by cutting with
mechanically driven or hand held blades from such vegetation's standing
height down to a height of no more than four (4) inches nor less than one (1)
inch as measured from the average top remaining level of the vegetation to
the ground from which it stands and over the entire area of the waterway and

to a distance of five (5) feet outside the top edges of both banks of the
waterway measured at right angles to the top of the banks.
The Invitation to Submit Bids to Perform Work Described as Category Three
Under the Special Provisions Section is Extended for the Following Regulated
Drains:

1. AIKIN DITCH; OR DESIGNATED PORTIONS THEREOF
2. EAST SIDE URBAN SOUTH HALF; OR DESIGNATED PORTIONS THEREOF
3. EAST SIDE URBAN NORTH HALF; OR DESIGNATED PORTIONS THEREOF
4. SONNTAG STEVENS DITCH; OR DESIGNATED PORTIONS THEREOF
5. HARPER DITCH;
6. KEIL DITCH;
7. KOLB DITCH;
See SP-200 for details of Work Areas, Bid Schedules, and other bidding

information related to ditch mowing.

SP-104.04: CATEGORY FOUR: BRUSH AND TREE REMOVAL:

Removing standing and/or living vegetation general classified as or commonly

called brush, brambles, vines, saplings, tree sprouts, briars, etc. from an area
within and alongside the waterway as specifically described for certain individual
drains listed within the Special Provisions.
When removing "brush" the Work Area will be described by exact location and

dimensions such as:

"The entire waterway of Eagle Slough from Waterworks Road thence East to
Weinbach Avenue and the tops of the ditch banks to a distance of twenty-five (25)
feet outside of both ditch banks as measured at right angles from the tops of the

banks of the ditch at all places along the length of the work area, or as determined
and directed by the Surveyor:
The removal of"brush" within the defined and described Work Area shall include:

All standing and/or living vegetation with a primary stalk, primary stem, or trunk

diameter up to twelve (12) inches when measured at a vertical distance of three
(3) feet above the plant's emergence from the ground:

EXCEPT FOR: agricultural crops and gardens, bald cypress trees of any size,

and desirable grass cover where it can be avoided.

The removal of the "brush' shall be complete to the extent that no remains of the

primary stem, primary stalk, or trunk shall protrude upward from the ground
greater than (4) inches within the waterway nor greater than two (2) inches within

the twenty-five (25) foot wide areas outside of either bank

The removal of the brush shall be accomplished by mechanical or hand held

bladed equipment or machinery together with other necessary ancillaries.
All cuttings from the brush removal operation shall be removed from the site or

shall be chipped and spread on site within the work area so long as the chipping
and spreading results in a mat of chips no deeper than six (6) inches anywhere
within the work area or on private or public property adjacent to the work area.
The Contractor shall leave the work area free of all other waste generated by his

workmen, equipment, visitors, service persons, and other parties associated with
the work.
The Invitation to Submit Bids to Perform Work Described as Category Four Under
the Special Provisions Section is Extended for the Following Regulated Drains:

1. EAGLE SLOUGH; OR DESIGNATED PORTIONS THEREOF
See SP-200 for details of Work Areas, Bid Schedules, other bidding information.

SP-104.05: CATEGORY FIVE: SILT DIPPING:
Removing and disposing of accumulated silt, sediment, earth, along with

associated organic material within such accumulated sediment all from the bottom

of the waterway, and/or from the side banks if specified, and all as specifically
described for certain drains listed within the Special Provisions.
The Contractor shall use excavation machinery and equipment outfitted with a

blade-edged bucket (without teeth) to reach into the waterway and remove all
accumulated soil, silt, and associated sediment from the ditch bottom in a manner
that will restore the originally planned or previously constructed flow line and ditch
bottom configuration.
The dirt spoil and organic waste removed from the ditch bottom by the silt dipping
operation shall be removed from the site, or shall be spread evenly across the

land laying on either bank of the ditch and to a distance of up to seventy-five (75)
feet outward from the top of either bank unless otherwise specified or directed by
the Surveyor.

The spoil, if spread, shall be spread as thinly and evenly as possible, and in no

case shall the spreading of the spoil redirect or obstruct the previously existing

surface water drainage pattern whether overland or through channels, nor cause

the pooling of storm runoff.

The spoil may be placed to fill voids or cavities in the land only if directed by the
Surveyor or the landowner(s) of the real estate over which the seventy-five foot

wide drain "easements exists.

The ditch bottom shall be defined as the area from the toe of one ditch bank

across the flow line to the toe of the opposite ditch bank; or that area which is
generally submerged, wet or damp during low water conditions.
When silt or accumulated material is removed from the side banks of the drain

either in association with the bottom dipping operation, due to the necessity to
stabilize the side bank or toe, or at the direction of the Surveyor, such removal

shall result only in the restoration of the originally designed or previously existing
side bank slope, or shall conform generally to the existing upstream and/or
downstream stable portions of the ditch banks.
"Over-excavation" of the ditch bottom or excavation which extends below the

normal, pre-existing, or planned flow line shall be only for the installation of "silt

traps" at the direction or determination of the Surveyor; and in no case shall such

"silt traps" be excavated greater than two (2) feet deeper than the normal flow line.

The Invitation to Submit Bids to Perform Work Described as Category Five Under
the Special Provisions Section is Extended for the Following Regulated Drains:
1. Barnett Ditch
See SP-200 for details of Work Areas, Bid Schedules, and other bidding
information related to dipping silt from Barnett Ditch.

SP-104.06: CATEGORY SIX: OBSTRUCTION REMOVAL:

Removing specific obstructions such as beaver dams, large fallen trees, waste

concrete and/or other improperly discarded construction materials, old pipes,

bridges, or other ditch crossings, log jams, flood debris, or any of several other
items which may be designated as "obstructions" either specifically listed by drain
in the Special Provisions or as determined and designated by the Surveyor during

the course of the work.

This category also allows the Bidder to designate certain work which obviously
needs to be done, but for which work the Bidder either was not asked to bid, does

not normally accomplish, does not have the equipment to accomplish, etc.; but

which work the Bidder decides to offer a bid price, or the Surveyor decides to ask

for a bid price because the need for the work was discovered during an inspection
of the work site.

Work found to be needed after a wind storm, beaver invasion, flood, or other
natural or man made causes are examples of Category Six work.

All bids submitted for Category Six work must be very specific as to how the work

will be accomplished, what equipment will be used, how and where the debris and
waste material will be disposed, how the work site will be left, etc., and the names
of subcontractor, if any, must be listed with the bid.

SP-104.07: CATEGORY"X': EXTRA OR ADDITIONAL WORK:
Category "X' covers very specific additional maintenance as described per
individual drain within the Special Provisions.
Most of Category T work is specialized work which may be needed only once in

a great while; or special projects which require extensive additional specification.
SP-105.00: PAYMENT FOR COMPLETED WORK:
All payments to Contractors shall be made only for approved completed work and

only in accordance with all applicable statutes, as well as with the following:
SP-105.01: CATEGORIES 1,2,3,4, & 5 SHALL BE "PER FOOT BIDS":
All work specified in Category One through Category Five shall be bid on a "per

foof basis.
That is, the Bidder shall submit a Bid for the work described at the per foot rate for
which the Bidder is willing to perform the work no matter how few or how many

feet of the drain are completed during the course of the work.
In every case there is a designated minimum footage given in Section 200 for
each drain or part thereof for which a contract is anticipated to be let in 1996. No
Contractor will be obligated to mobilize to treat less than the minimum footage
shown for each drain or part of a drain as specified in SP-200.

After determining the per foot bid price, the Bidder must enter that price in the
appropriate blank on the Bid Schedule and on Bid Form 96.

The Bidder then must multiply that per foot price times the number of feet
specified to be treated under that category to determine the Total Sum of the Bid
for that category of work. The sum(s) must be shown on the Bid Schedule(s) and
on Bid Form(s) 96
Example:
Blackwater Ditch: Category Two: 1000 L.F. Broadleaf Herbicide Application

$0.749 per foot X 1,000.00 feet = $749.00 Total Bid

P-105.02: CATEGORY SIX BIDS SHALL BE A LUMP SUM:

All Bids submitted for Category Six shall be given as a "Lump Sum" reflecting the
total amount for which the Bidder is willing to accomplish the work described.

Example:
Hawk Slough: Category Six: Remove Beaver Dam 1320' west of Vicks Road:
$250.00 Lump Sum

SP-105.03: CATEGORY "X" BIDS SHALL BE PER SPECIFICATION:
Due to the special nature of the work designated under Category "X" the Bids shall

be submitted exactly as specified by the description of the work and exactly as
called for on the designated Bid Schedule attached for use by the Bidder.

SP-106.00: SUCCESSFUL BIDDER DETERMINED BY THE BOARD:
The Board shall determine the successful Bidder after opening and examining the
bids, hearing the advise of the Board's council, and receiving the recommendation
of the Surveyor with regard to the Bids.

Awards of contracts for the completion of work may be make to one or more
Bidders or Contractors on a single drain based upon the specifications and
descriptions of work herein, the recommendation of the Surveyor with regard to

bid price(s), qualifications of the bidder(s), and other criteria and considerations
as allowed by statute.
For example, the Surveyor may recommend that on a single drain there be one

mowing contractor, and a different contractor to spray herbicides.

Or the Surveyor may determine that all the bids submitted on a particular drain

exceed the available funds; and that only half the drain will be treated in a given
year; or that it will be mowed only once; or that it will be sprayed but not mowed; or
any other appropriate decision based upon funds, needs, and other criteria.
In all cases, the determinations and decisions of the Surveyor will be made based

upon sound judgment in accordance with needs and funds and shall be reported
to the Board whenever and however is appropriate.

SP-107.00 PAYMENT OF CLAIMS:
All payments of all claims for work shall be made in accordance with the prices
shown on the successful Bid and in the awarded Contract, in accordance with
applicable statutes of the State of Indiana, and in accordance with the following:
SP-107.01: Payment of claims shall be made only for services rendered and/or

work completed.
No payment shall be made for footage not treated nor for unfinished
work of any kind regardless of the reason that the work was not

accomplished, except that:
Partial payment for partially completed work whether bid per foot or

bid as a lump sum may be paid only if determined appropriate by the
Surveyor and the Board; and only in an amount equal to the

percentage of work completed or the actual footage completed.
SP-107.02: Payment of claims will be made only after the Surveyor or his

designated representative(s) has/have visited and inspected the work
site, approved the work, and reported approval to the Board.

SP-108.00 BIDDER MUST BE QUALIFIED:
The Bidder must be qualified to perform the work on which the Bidder submits a
Bid; and the qualification of the Bidder shall be by virtue of licensing, experience,

equipment ownership or leasing, and other specifics either given herein,
appended hereto, or generally understood and accepted by the industry of which
the work is a part.
If the Bidder does not enter a Bid under a particular category listed on the Bid
Schedule for a drain listed in the Special Provisions, the lack of an entry in that
category shall indicate that the Bidder either is not interested in that particular
category of work, or that the Bidder is not qualified to perform that category of

work.
If the Bidder enters a Bid under a particular category listed on the Bid Schedule
for a drain, the entry of a Bid in that category shall indicate that the Bidder is

qualified to perform the work described by virtue of licensing, experience,
equipment ownership or lease, skill or the Bidder's work force, and other

qualifications necessary to perform the work adequately.
A bidder who is discovered or determined to be not qualified to perform work for

which the bidder submitted a bid shall be subject to be disregarded for all work
specified under these General Specifications and Special Provisions in 1996.

Any Bidder who specifies a subcontractor who is discovered or determined to be

not qualified to perform the work also shall be subject to be disregarded for work

specified under these General Specifications and Special Provisions in 1996.

SP-109.00: 90% KILL RATE FOR HERBICIDE APPLICATIONS:
The Surveyor requires and the Spraying Contractors shall guarantee a kill

percentage on ninety (90) percent of targeted vegetation unless otherwise

specified in these Special Provisions or as specifically noted in the Contract.

SP-110.00: REPEAT SPRAYING TO ACHIEVE KILL RATE:
The responsibility and the costs of any additional applications (re-spraying) of
herbicides required to achieve the designa,ed kill rate shall be the Contractor's
responsibility and at the Contractor's cost; and such additional applications shall

continue until the designated kill rate is achieved.

SP-111.00: ALL CONDITIONS AND REQUIREMENTS OF THE GENERAL
SPECIFICATIONS APPLY TO THE SPECIAL PROVISIONS:
The General Specifications hereby are made a part of the Special Provisions, and
the Special Provisions are made a part of the General Specifications.
The conditions and the requirements of the General Specifications must be met
by the Contractors performing work on drains covered by the Special Provisions

except where such conditions and requirements are in direct conflict, in which

case the decision and determination of the Surveyor shall prevail

The conditions and requirements of the Special Provisions are additional to the
General Specifications.
Any questions or corrections the Bidder may have or may offer regarding the
General Specifications, Special Provisions, or material and attachments thereto
must be made prior to submitting a bid, or the Board and the Surveyor shall
assume that the Bid is made with the understanding that the Bidder shall abide
solely according the General Specifications, Special Provisions, and the
determinations of the Surveyor and the Board.

~

SP-112.00: SURVEYOR'S INTERPRETATION OF SPECIFICATIONS SHALL

BE THE PREVAILING INTERPRETATION:
If there is a question by the Bidder or the Contractor as to the intended
interpretations or expressed requirements of the General Specifications, Special
Provisions, State Statutes, or any other written or verbal directives, the Bidder
must ask the Surveyor prior to submitting a Bid, and the Contractor must ask prior
to performing the Work.
The Surveyor's interpretation of the conditions and requirements of the General
Specifications and Special Provisions shall be the prevailing interpretation unless
otherwise countermanded by the Board or other higher legal authority.

SP-113.00: SURVEYOR AVAILABLE TO CONSULT WITH BIDDER:
The County Surveyor and staff are available to discuss and interpret the

specifications and other particulars of the bidding instructions.
The Surveyor and staff are available to direct the Bidder with regard to the various

work area locations, conditions, histories, and other attributes of the work sites.
SP-114.00: DITCH DESCRIPTIONS AND MAPS AVAILABLE:
Maps and written descriptions detailing the location of the various drains and work
areas are available from the County Surveyor; and the Surveyor and staff are
available to field locate sites upon the request of the Bidders and Contractors.

SP-115.00: BID SCHEDULES PROVIDED FOR SP DRAIN PROJECTS:
Please find in the following Section SP-200 individual descriptions of the
location, nature, and specific instructions for work on drains listed for Special

Provisions; as well as individual Bid Schedules for each SP Proiect.

The individual Bid Schedule for each SP Proiect must be completed in
accordance with the instructions given herein, signed, notarized, attached to the
required Bid Form 96, sealed in an envelope and delivered to the Vanderburgh

12*X
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County Auditor, Roor,~~tivic Center, 1 N.W. Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd.,
Evansville, Indiana, 47708 before 4:30 P.M. local time Monday, March 25,1996.

Each Bid on each drain requires an individual Form 96, because each Bid
is for work on an individual SP Project or job.

SP-116.00: BIDDER ADVISED TO INSPECT WORK SITES BEFORE BIDDING:
The Bidder's lack of awareness of existing or potential conditions at a work site

shall not be cause to default on a submitted bid nor cause to request additional
compensation nor cause to request or be granted special consideration.

The Bidder may visit any work site prior to bidding to discover the existence of
and/or potential for conditions requiring attention by the Bidder prior to submitting
a Bid; and the Bidder may attach written conditions to the Bid so long as such

conditions are reasonable and legal.

The recommendations of the Surveyor to the Board, and the determinations of the
Board with regard to submitted bids and contract awards are totally at the
discretion and pleasure of the Surveyor and the Board as regulated by Indiana
Drainage Statutes.

PLEASE CONTINUE TO SECTION SP-200 FOR INDMDUAL BID SCHEDULES

NOTICE TO BIDDERS

This Instrument shall serve as Public Notice that Sealed Proposals for the
maintenance of Regulated Drains in Vanderburgh County, Indiana by mowing,

herbicide application, excavation, brush cutting and chipping, and other related
activities shall be received by the Vanderburgh County Auditor until 4:30 P.M.
local time on Monday March 25,1996, at which time proposals received shall be
delivered to the Vanderburgh County Drainage Board, opened and read aloud in
the County Commissioners' Hearing Room. Any proposal received unsealed or

past the designated time shall be returned to the bidder unopened.
Proposals must be submitted on approved forms, properly executed, and
accompanied by a Certified Check, Cashier's Check, or other approved security in

the amount of five (5) percent of the total bid.
Proposals and securities shall be sealed together in an envelope bearing the

name and address of the bidder, and the title of the work; and all prepared
according to such particulars as shall be descMbed in this document and in other
documents available from the Vanderburgh County Surveyor; Room 325 Civic
Center; #1 Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd., Evansville, indiana, 47708; or by calling

812-435-5210, or 435-5117
.

Improperly completed proposals may be disregarded by the Board. Successful
bidders shall sign contracts with the Board within five (5) days of the award. A
performance bond may be required of the Contractor by the Board. The bid

bonds of the unsuccessful bidders will be returned within thirty (30) days of the
awards.

<

---APPROVED ~ THE V~NDERBURGH COUNTY DRAINAGE BOARD:
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,15,UY i ~i*---

1 1~chard J~offies, President/bn

1r

Patrick 1-Giey, Viq~~9Aident

Richarcf E. Mourdock, Member

ATTEST:

1

LAv4#L-.218/uL4-6_~ ~16
SUZANNE[ M. CROUCH, AUDITOA-

(DkrE)

CERTIfIED:

ROBERT W. BRENNER, SURVEYOR/1~t~
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Form Prescribed by the
State Board of Accounts

Revised County
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Form No. 17

A claim to be properly itemized, must show: Kind of service, where performed, dates service rendered,

by whom, rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per hundred, per pound,
per ton, etc.
VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA

VENDOR NAME //h ,oh 04an 4~ , n '2), le ~ /9 5504 .
On Account of Appropriation for

1 2 1- 9

Cy pbess Dale - Maljoi 1114- ott

Invoice No.

Itemized Claim

95 *A (L XM,But
r
o. 0 6

23 9 9- iz LF.
95- FAA. il-iS

#

Amount

5 /,43
J ' -3, 2'1.-

P,RE,1 ANT @ 25°6 :* i '113.9.4

PAy /54 ,12*%41.r/AL£(5/ 1 ./4 93 -4,

*7. iz)

99

Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,
I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due, after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.

90
#2@*
91*.«- -L€U ctif a.£~
Name

Title

Date A/0 u. Z 3

, 19,9/

CERTIFICATION OF PAYMENT
FOR MAINTENANCE TO A REGULATED DRAIN
By this Instrument , I

k

'3..E, 0/

Fluv*01

0 0 6 -tri~CCUE

,

(Signature in Ink)

dll . ~ ,0
representing #,t,rf rk
and presently
under cantract with the Vanderburgh County Drainage Board to perfonm

(ila,~

,

certain waintenance on Cy,DAffs £),Al.,f. ,AADD
drain in Vanderburgh County, Indiana, do certify that
firm I represent, have/has paid in full all expenses

regulated
ny, 1)IT/.4 I,' aand/or
the
incurred

for

labor, supplies, and subcantracts except for any unpaid costs as
specified herein under:

i.16 61 0
,

and further, that neither I, nor the firm I represent, will hold the
Vanderburgh County Dr~i nage Board responsible for any costs, or any
claims arising from such expenses, except for the fifteen (15) percent
of the total cantract price which the Board presently holds in
retainage pending the receipt of this Certification of Payment.

NAME OF DRAIN :

(24hfc«
~17.1< Mul]ol
11

#

23 4- o f k

cxxrrRACICR: Uh,DA-Lou-; n 54/3 'j),-ic l Aff oc. VEND~, t 12 3-9
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AND/OR ACCOUNT #
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[)( ] ANNUAL MAI~ENANCE

CCMPLETICN DATE

[

] ADDITIONAL NAINTENANCE
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[

] EMERGENCY }OlINTE~NCE

»P, zi riqf1..

DATE ,AkA'-1-?i ~45

[X] WORK IS APPROVED
[

1 Ncr APPROVED: CCM{ENI'S:

-An, :1~
VANDERBURGI CaJNTY SURVEYER

-2- -2,6 -9Q
DATE
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Form Prescribed by the
State Board of Accounts

Revised County
Form No. 17

1245

A claim to be properly itemized, must show: Kind of service, where performed, dates service rendered,

by whom, rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per hundred, per pound,
per ton, etc.
VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA
VENDOR NAME

UNER-Eot-OhSk,r D, ick /1 51 46.# i 1 0-1
Ncifi,ck 1-lanne

On Account of Appropriation for

Invoice No.

134 - 0 ( 9

Itemized Claim

Amount
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,
I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due, after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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Name

(F~ _L_TKL 1Title

Date

44 L, · 7.~-

,

1991-

V

CERTIFICATION OF PAYMENT
FOR MAINTENANCE TO A REGULATED DRAIN
By this Instrument, I

Y

representing 14 Avif
under contract with

012 a duet<-

1\ //if . A
1

-

-

(Signature in Ink)

A

l-

, and presently

the Vanderburgh County Drainage Board

to perfonm

certain maintenance an
(-le IftIc. 1 [46 0 ,9 < D, 64, a reguiated
drain in Vanderburgh County, Indiana, do certify that I, and/or the
firm I represent, have/has

labor,

supplies,

paid in full

all

expenses

incurred

for

and subcantracts except for any unpaid costs as

specified herein under:

46,4S.
and further, that neither I,

nor the firm I represent,

Vanderburgh County Drainage Board

respansibl e

will hold the

for any costs,

or any

claims arising fram such expenses, except for the fifteen (15) percent
of the total cantract price which the Board presently holds in
retainage pending the receipt of this Certification of Payment.
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[
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VANDERBURGH COUNTY SURVEYCR
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DATE
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Form Prescribed by the
State Board of Accounts

Revised County
Form No. 17

1245

A claim to be properly itemized, must show: Kind of service, where performed, dates service rendered,

by whom, rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per hundred, per pound,
per ton, etc.
VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA

Al]10
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,

I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due, after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.

«7 b11 L2R*1 + 1,0,£>fTitle

Date

66 </4

, 19 9~-

CERTIFICATION

OF PAYMENT

FOR MAINTENANCE TO A REGULATED DRAIN
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f

By thjs Instrixrenk-, 1 \f /1 A Ail . ~L~ T»~20. 1 7 *2 _-

,

(Sig~.5

6:ri~ In
],~and

representing
under contract with

the Vanderburgh County Drainage Board

Ah J Fh t L a t. 8

presentl

y

to perform

,

certain maintenance an
drain in Vanderburgh County, Indiana,

a regulated
I, and/or the

firm I represent, have/has

incurred

do certify that
paid in full all expenses

for

labor, supplies, and subcontracts except for any unpaid costs as
specified herein under:

AlarlFand further, that neither I, nor the firm I represent, will hold the
Vanderburgh County Drainage Board respansible for any costs, or any
clairrs arising fram such expenses, except for the fifteen (15) percent
of the total cantract price which the Board presently holds in
retainage

pending

the

receipt

of

this

Certi ficatian

of

Payment.

--
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State Board of Accounts

Revised County
Form No. 17

1245

A claim to be properly itemized, must show: Kind of service, where performed, dates service rendered,

by whom, rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per hundred, per pound,
per ton, etc.
VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA

VENDOR NAME 44, nn 20~A54 , go Al(4 0410£

61 ~14j D,ic.1

On Account of Appropriation for
Invoice No.

#

/ 15-9
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,

I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due, after
allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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CERTIFICATION OF PAYMENT
FOR MAINTENANCE TO A REGULATED DRAIN
By this Instrument, I

U.- 0 0*

,

r(Signature in Ink)

representing %1-,4 ~o,i
rb-£!1 liu..._
. and present ly
under cantract with the Vanderburgh County Drainage Board to perform

certain maintenance an 7 zE€*fo,*./0

, a regulated

drain in Vanderburgh County, Indiana, do certify that
firm I represent, have/has paid in full all expenses

I, and/or the
incurred for

labor, supplies, and subcantracts except for any unpaid costs as
specified herein under:

and further, that neither I,

nor the firm I represent,

1Landerburgh County Drainage Board

respansibl e

will hold the

f or any costs,

or any

clairrs arising fram such expenses, except for the fifteen (15) percent
of the total cantract price which the Board presently holds in
retainage perwli ng the receipt of this Certi ficatian of Payment.
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[
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DATE
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State Board of Accounts
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1245

Form No. 17

A claim to be properly itemized, must show: Kind of service, where performed, dates
service rendered,

by whom, rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per hundred, per
pound,
per ton, etc.
VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA
VENDOR NAME
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On Account of Appropriation for

#
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,
I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due, after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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CERTIFICATION OF PAYMENT
FOR MAINTENANCE TO A REGULATED DRAIN

,/i, , 2· ZOct.-

By this Instrument , I

1

~ (Sigjtzire in Ink)

representing

, and presently

under cantract with

the Vanderburgh County Drainage Board

to perform

certain Keintenarice an /EArr $,0,0> Ukf>,14 6/ '/1-

, a regulated

drain in

I, and/or the

Vanderburgh County, Indiana,

firm I represent, have/has

do certify that

paid in full

all

expenses

incurred

for

labor, supplies, and subcantracts except for any unpaid costs as
specified herein under:

Knes.r.
,

and further, that neither I, nor the firm I represent, will hold the
Vanderburgh County Drainage Board responsible for any costs, or any

Claims arising fram such expenses, except for the fifteen (15) percent
of

the

total

retainage

pending
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MINUTES OF THE
VANDERBURGH COUNTY DRAINAGE BOARD

SPECIAL CALLED MEETING
MARCH 4, 1996

Call to order ................................

1

Lloyd Crossing Shopping Center ..............
Adjournment ......................

1
4

Attendance & Signature sheet ......

.5

MINUTES

VANDERBURGH COUNTY DRAINAGE BOARD
SPECIAL MEETING
MARCH 4, 1996
The Vanderburgh County Drainage Board held a special Drainage Board
meeting on Monday, March 4, 1996 at 7:27 p.m. in the Commissioner's

Hearing Room.
RE:

CALL TO ORDER

President Borries:
March

4.-

We

This is a special Drainage Board meeting for
call the meeting to order.
I will turn the

will

meeting over to Mr. Bill Jeffers at this time for explanation of
the drainage plan submitted by Morley and Associates regarding. . . is

this the Lloyd Crossing drainage plan?
RE:

LLOYD CROSSING SHOPPING CENTER

Bill Jeffers:
Associates of

Yes, sir.
Indianapolis.

The developer is Gershman-Brown and
The drawing in front of you is the

site drawing showing the entire purposed shopping center at the
northeast

corner

Burkhardt Road.

of

the

intersection

of

Lloyd

Expressway

and

I have shaded in green a 60 foot strip and there

is a note down near the corner where Mr. Mourdock indicated, saying

that the 60 foot strip is to be dedicated as right-of-way for the
Burkhardt Road expansion, which I assume needs another two or three
lanes for traffic.
Our legal drain, Crawford-Brandeis Ditch, is

approximately 35 to 40 feet wide depending on where you measure it

up through there.

If the ditch, ultimately,

is moved over to the

east, that will leave us 20 feet of green space in which to operate
our mowing machines, spraying rigs and that type of thing, plus the
required green space by the Area Plan Commission is ten feet for
the part that will be used by Wal-Mart, and five feet for other
parts that are designated side yards, rather than front yards. In

other words, if the ditch is 40 feet wide, we will have up to 30
feet of green grass on which to operate our maintenance rigs and no
less that 25 feet before you hit a concrete curb and a parking lot.
As long as that area is kept, at least within the right-of-way is

kept green grass lawn and not planted with shrubbery or ornamental
trees, etc., we will have ample room to operate maintenance rigs.
The only problem that would arise would be if we didn't have the

full 25 feet of maintenance pathway required by the state drainage
statute, we would have to grant a special relaxation as we have
done some other places.

We can't do that at this time because we

haven't seen the road plans.
Commissioner Mourdock:

That was about to be my question,

Bill.

There has been some discussion, and I don't know where, in fact, I

don't know if you were in here a moment ago, we just voted for the
funding for United Consulting for that design work.
Bill Jeffers:

Right.

Commissioner Mourdock:

At one point there was discussion about

relocating the drainage between the north and southbound lanes on
Burkhardt.
Bill Jeffers:

Right.

Commissioner Mourdock:

How does all that play into this?

I guess

you've just said that you really don't know because you haven't
seen those plans.
Bill Jeffers:

What

I

am trying to do

is

give you the

absolute

worst case, wherein it would remain an open ditch and the ditch

would be moved over to the east and the old ditch filled in.
Commissioner Mourdock:

So, what you're really specifying here, in
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practical terms, isn't so much the drainage as it is the easement?

Bill Jeffers :

Right , I ' m just trying to make sure that this plan

does not hem us in to where we will not have enough maintenance
room to get the ditches moved over. Of course, if the ditch were
piped under the roadway...
President Borries:
Bill Jeffers:

And there is some talk about that, too.

Right.

If the ditch ends up being a huge concrete

pipe underneath the roadway, and that has been done on the Lynch
Road expansion, the county could not acquire sufficient right-ofway to do everything and move the ditch over. Sonntag-Stevens was
piped through a huge pipe underneath Lynch Road and that was in
1981.

As of today there are no problems with that and that was a

corrugated metal pipe, bituminous coated, all built to Indiana
State Department of Transportation specifications and we haven't

had any problem with that yet. That takes the maintenance easement
down to 25 feet on either side of the centerline of the pipe,
rather than 25 feet from the top of the bank, so you even use less

right-of-way for a pipe installation.
I'm just bringing up the
problems first because I don't have any problems with Morley and

Associates'

calculations.

They have submitted several different

pond routings for the various ponds. They are also picking up the
drainage from what previously was called Cross Roads--

Commissioner Mourdock:
Bill

Jeffers:

Cross Pointe.

--Cross

Pointe,

Section

E,

which

is

a

Regency

development immediately to the east of there. They have reached an
agreement with Mr. McKinney to take his drainage from Cross Pointe
E and route it through these ponds.

All that matches up with our

ordinance; I'm using the data from our ordinance. Here are the two
ponds up here and Cross Pointe E comes through this pond, and
through this pond, and then out into the ditch.
So, in other

words, the volume that they are going to store and all the figures

used to calculate the storm runoff are fine.
I'm just trying to
address the problems.
I think they have addressed the problems
sufficiently here with this 60 foot strip. I thought that might be
one of the questions the Commissioners would ask first, how is this
affected by the Burkhardt Road widening, the tentative Burkhardt

Road widening?

because

when

Their discharge point

we

get

into

the

is

design

a temporary

for

the

structure,

Burkhardt

Road

widening, that most likely will connect to some sort of underground
pipe.

They're building a structure that would be serviceable for

25 or 30 years, but it is still considered a temporary structure,
because when the road is widened, we will probably have to connect
that to an underground pipe and we are working out the final

details on that.
What they did submit would have worked as a
temporary structure, but I'm asking for something just a little bit

better and they have two details, either one of which would be
sufficient for 20 or 25 years of service.

Since this isn't a

subdivision, it doesn't require preliminary, final, etc., we're
just asking you to approve this drainage plan and we do recommend
approval of it.

There are a couple of things that I'm apprehensive

about, and I want the Board to state in their motion that it was

brought to your attention, and so forth, or however you want to do
it, it was brought to your attention and you don't want to assume

any liability on that. That is, that the developer does not want
to fence those two ponds on his property. This is not a decision
that was made by Morley and Associates or their representatives who
are here tonight.
This was a decision made by the developer.
Suggestions have been made to the developer to either put guardrail

around the portions of the pond that are adjacent to traveled ways
throughout the parking lot where cars would be in close proximity
to the pond.

suggestion.

I

don't

know

if

they

are

going

to

accept

that

The reason that we asked Kmart to fence their pond,

and other people to fence their ponds is basically for two reasons:
safety, people wandering into the pond area whether they are
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children or adults; and blowing trash. There is a lot of blowing
trash associated with commercial developments such as these. The

trash it collects on the outside of the fence can be picked up by
the maintenance people before it gets into the pond and causes a
stoppage problem.

At this time,

all

I can tell you is that the

developer has nixed the fence and has not yet responded to the

-

guardrail idea. Therefore, we are still recommending approval of
this drainage plan because it does work, however, I want the Board
to be aware of those statements I just made and, somehow in your

motion absolve yourself from any responsibility for any liability
in that regard.
President Borries:

What was done down at the development,

don't know if this group didn't on that one,

and I

but O'Charleys,

can't remember, is there a fence around that?
Bill

Jeffers:

O'Charleys

No,

and

there

actually

is

not.

There

O'Charleys

is

came

a

not

back

fence

and

I

around

asked

for

permission to build a deck out into that area.
President Borries:

Right.

Bill Jeffers: But the deck has a guardrail, it has a safety rail,
a decorative safety rail around it. I'm not saying that every lake

or every pond is a magnet for people to go jump in and drown
themselves, it's just that-President Borries:

--this particular...they are going to take quite

bit of dirt out of these two lakes to use for fill on the site.

rs H

Bill Jeffers:

I understand.

would just like to see the Board protect themselves in some way,

and just notify the owner that he's responsible for all liability
associated with open standing bodies of water and encourage him to
listen to his consultants with regard to guardrail and fencing and

that type of thing.
That's a decision that ought to be made
between the developer and the consultant. There are no places in

the parking lot that get greater than six inches deep in storm
water without the emergency spillway engaging.

elevations
consulting

are

in

accordance with

engineer by Roger

The finished floor

information

Lehman.

In

given

other words,

to

the
feet

388

above sea level is the 100 year flood elevation and the other
elevations are set from that.

Those areas that get six inches deep

in water before the emergency spillway engage are just the low
areas over the drains where the parking lot is pitched to drain.
We have suggested that they put signs up out in the areas like that

to let people know that those areas may be subject to flood during
a heavy rain.

We

wouldn't

want

those

at

the

entrance

to

the

parking lot, more out in the areas where they would be affected.
They

are talking to the

developer about that,

too.

But,

as

it

stands, it is a very good plan and I think it takes into account

sufficient right-of-way to be dedicated for either moving the ditch
over and building two additional travel lanes of traffic for
Burkhardt Road or piping the ditch, or using the ditch as a median,
depending on how your Board, or the County Commissioners decide.

President Borries:

There has been some discussion about piping the

ditch, but, again, the expense...we would have to study carefully
to see if there is enough revenue to generate out of this TIF to

get that done.
Bill Jeffers:

It would be extremely expensive.

President Borriel:
Bill Jeffers:

That is the most expensive option.

It would be very expensive.

The reason they did it

on Lynch Road is that there were federal funds available for that
and the federal government paid 80 percent of that project, and I

think this is a local project, isn't it?
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President Borries:

Yep.

Commissioner Mourdock:

That's what we hear.
I understand that
One is to put it out there on the east

there are three options.

side of the road; one is to put it between the lanes; and one is to

put it all underground.
I realize that going underground is the
most expensive option. Personally, and obviously, this goes beyond
the scope of what we are discussing right here, I happen to think
that you get what you pay for. This time, if at all possible, I

would like to see us do that.

Bill Jeffers: If it were underground it would represent the least
amount of maintenance necessary in the future. If it were left in

the median,

it would create a traffic hazard whenever we are

maintaining the ditch, mowing or whatever.

Moving it to the east

side would be a substantial expense, but it would...we could
maintain it as we do from one side without getting into the travel
lane.
Commissioner Mourdock:

As you said a minute ago, there is always

lots of blowing trash around this kind of commercial development,
and those ditches, if they are open, are going to get every bit of
it. It's going to go to the bottom, get wet and that's where it is
going to stay. It is going to be major league ugly out there.

Bill Jeffers :

It is today .

Commissioner Mourdock:

That's right.

Bill Jeffers: That ditch today has a lot of blowing trash in it.
Unfortunately, our concern as the Drainage Board is maintenance of

proper drainage, and until that trash gathers up into one big clog,
we just let it lay.
Commissioner Mourdock:
Bill Jeffers:

Right.

It's very unsightly,

but it's also blowing across

this entire field, it's just that the ditch catches a lot of it.
We don't pick it up until it gets into a big clog of debris.
Commissioner Mourdock:

I would move that we accept the drainage

plan for Lloyd Crossing as recommended by the County Surveyor.
President Borries:

Commissioner Tuley:

I will second.
I will second and you so order,

president of this meeting.
President

seconded.

Borries:
Oh yeah,
Further discussion?

Bill Jeffers:

I

forgot.

It's

been

you're the
moved

and

So ordered.

Thank you.

President Borries:

Thank you.

Since this was a special

called

meeting for this particular purpose, this meeting is adjourned.
Meeting adjourned at 7:45 p.m.
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The Vanderburgh County Drainage Board met in session on March 25,
1996 at 6:58 p.m. in the Commissioner's Hearing Room 307 with
President Richard Borries presiding.
RE:

APPROVAL OF MINUTES

President Borries:

We have the minutes from two previous Drainage

Board meetings available for your review and approval this evening
.

Those are a Drainage Board meeting from February 26, that was a
regular meeting, and one that we called as a special Drainage Board
meeting which was held on March 4, 1996.
Commissioner Mourdock:

I'll move approval of the minutes of the

February 26 and March 4 meetings.
Commissioner Tuley:

President Borries:

Second.
So ordered.

We have an agenda that should be

available for your review this evening and we have with us our

technical advisor from the County Surveyor's Office, Mr. William

Jeffers, and at this time I will turn the meeting over to him.
RE:

RECEIVE AND OPEN DITCH MAINTENANCE BIDS

Bill Jeffers:

Under item 3 you have,

receive and open the ditch

maintenance bids that were received by the Auditor in response to

our invitation to bid.

President

Borries:

Okay,

may

I

have

approval

attorney to open those bids at this time?
Commissioner Tuley:

authorize

the

So moved.

Commissioner Mourdock:
President Borries:

to

Second.

And those are for ditch maintenance bids for

certain legal drains throughout Vanderburgh County.

Bill Jeffers:

Right, work to be done in 1996.

While he's opening

that, with your permission, we'll go ahead and review the three
drainage plans we have for this evening.
Commissioner Tuley:

Bill Jeffers:

I

Are we down to three?

don't have one for Browning Road Estates.

apparently did not come into the office.
RE:

It

REVIEW OF DRAINAGE PLANS

A.

KEYSTONE SUBDIVISION - SECTION TWO

Bill Jeffers:

The first one is Keystone Subdivision - Section Two.

Section two is the one street that runs down between the lots
highlighted in pink.
Nearly all of the drainage is accomplished
through underground pipes, which are highlighted in green.
The
preliminary plan for the entire development has been approved. The
final plan for section one has been approved. They are out there

currently constructing homes and they are asking for the final plan
for section two to be approved tonight. The Surveyor's Office has
reviewed the calculations and the drawn plan that's lying on the
desk before you and recommends approval of the final drainage plan
for Keystone - Section Two.
The only notes you'll find-on there
refer to the easements needed for the two pipes, and those will be
checked

off

when

the

plat

comes

to

Area

Plan

Commission

recording prior to the issuance of building permits.

for

Our office

will go over and check the plat to make sure there are sufficient
easements.

The only other comment I have is that I would ask the

~
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developer to file all the paperwork with regard to the homeowner's
association and the lot grading diagrams that were also filed with
section one. Of course, he's agreed to do that; I just wanted that
in the record. With those comments, we recommend approval of the
final drainage plan for Keystone Subdivision - Section Two.
President Borries:

Commissioner Tuley:

Questions of Mr.

Jeffers?

Motion?

I'll so move that final approval for Section

Two of Keystone Subdivision be granted.
Commissioner Mourdock:

President Borries:

B.

I'll second.

So ordered.

SEASONS SUBDIVISION

Bill Jeffers:

The second subdivision is the Seasons.

It is a very

densely, or will be a very densely developed subdivision with very

small lots.
The south end of it on the right-hand side of your
page exits onto Pollack Avenue and the north end of it lies just a

few hundred feet south of Covert Avenue.

The land north of the

subdivision was, I believe, purchased by Aztar for a city park to

replace Riverfront Park.

There is one main thoroughfare running

through the subdivision with cul-de-sacs branching off from that to
serve the individual lots. I've attached the staff field report to
show you that, when it arrives at Area Plan Commission, there will

be some discussion about fifteen lots that need to be enlarged
somewhat and some other discussion that may slightly modify the

plan in front of you.
However, the developer, at this time, is
only asking for preliminary approval.
They have presented the
Surveyor's Office with old plans and documents showing that this

entire area previously was planned to drain into the detention

ponds

in Indian Woods Subdivision.
One of those ponds is up
against Hoosier Avenue, across the street from where Mr. Borries
once lived, so he's familiar with that pond. The other one is in

the interior of the Indian Woods Subdivision.

This is maybe just

a little bit over a quarter mile east of Shoshoni Drive. I'd like
to enter into the record a letter that I sent to Mr. Herb Butler,
the City Engineer, informing him that this subdivision would drain

through existing pipes, some of them in the city, all of them
ultimately in the city, draining into that detention area that's
maintained by the city, and asking him for any comment on that
since he'll have to maintain those pipes, and a letter of reply
from Mr.

Butler saying that he has no objection to the drainage

being handled as proposed with respect to its impact on facilities
in the city of Evansville.

President Borries:
Bill, apparently, this was not part
original PUD in that particular area.
Is that correct?

Bill

Jeffers:

No.

The

PUD

was

funded

by

housing

and

of

the

urban

development funds and that's why it was annexed into the city, but
this section remained in the county and is not a PUD, it's just a
densely developed -President Borries:

Zero lot line

Bill Jeffers:
No, this one is not zero lot lined.
The one in
Windsong is, the one right adjacent to it.
That's all zero lot

lined and even more densely developed than this.

President Borries:

Bill Jeffers:

These will be single dwelling units?_

Yes, Sir, single family dwellings.

We would like to

reserve our final review and recommendation for the final drainage

plan until after Area Plan Commission makes their modifications to
it. Having said all that, the Surveyor's Office has reviewed the

calculations and the drawings and recommends approval of the
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preliminary drainage plan for the Seasons.
President Borries:

Questions?

Commissioner Mourdock:

Motion?

I'll move

acceptance

drainage plans for the Seasons development.
Commissioner Tuley:

Second.

President Borries:
C.

of the preliminary

So ordered.

BURKHARDT CROSSINGS

Bill Jeffers:

The third subdivision is Burkhardt Crossings.

is a commercial subdivision.
President Borries:

We're not going to hear item C,

Road Estates?
Bill Jeffers:

No,

Sir,

This

the Browning

that one did not arrive at the office for

review, so I'm holding it until next month.

President Borries:
Jeffers:

Bill

Okay.
Burkhardt

Crossing

is

about

90-5

acres

of

agricultural land at the southeast corner of the intersection of

Morgan Avenue and Burkhardt Road.

It's bordered on the south by

Oak Grove Road; it's bordered on the north by the Kelly Ditch,
which runs just south of Morgan Avenue; it's bordered on the east
by I-164; and on the west by Burkhardt Road.
It is zoned M-2, so
it's already been zoned for heavy use. I believe the use probably

runs up around C-4 or so, that they propose, so it's a lighter use
than it's zoned for.
The proposed use is commercial and retail
development. A large portion of it is within the flood plain and

will have to be raised, so the minimum finished floors are above
the hundred year flood.
There are other comments on the staff
field report with regard to Cross Pointe Boulevard crossing the
railroad tracks and hooking up to Morgan Avenue, etc.
Our review

basically examined the detention of the excess storm water that
would be generated by approximately 75 to 80% hard surface coverage
of agricultural field and the calculations that were submitted by
Daryl

Helfert

of

Morley

&

Associates

have

been

reviewed.

The

proposal is to put a detention lake at the northwest corner of the
project up near the intersection of Burkhardt and Morgan. The plan
does show the 75 foot legal drain right-of-way for maintenance

along Burkhardt and the plan shows a portion of the lake crossing
into that legal drain maintenance right-of-way.
That may be
possible when we review the final plan.
Basically, our review

focused on the workability of building the lake and discharging the

water into Crawford-Brandeis Ditch and we're ready to approve that
as a preliminary plan, but I want to make it clear that our

recommendation to approve the drainage plan that's been submitted
and is in front of you as a preliminary plan, that recommendation
does not include, at this time, the relaxation of the 75 foot

right-of-way until we hear from the Area Plan Commission and others

such as yourselves,

what the plans are for the widening of

Burkhardt Road, whether that ditch is going to be piped or moved to
the east and left an open drain. Likewise, it doesn't include the
recommendation to relax the easement along Kelly Ditch until we
have a chance to look at the final drainage plan.
However, the

lake is there and it will work and minor adjustments would put it
just outside of that 75 foot right-of-way, so we're not concerned

that it's depicted that way on this sheet.

The Surveyor's Office

for

those

is willing to recommend approval of the preliminary drainage plan
Burkhardt

Road

as

submitted

and

with

comments.

The

developer and his engineer are both in the audience if you have any
questions.
President Borries:

Did either of you gentlemen, I think there were
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some other folks here in the audience, have a comment at this time?
If

you

do,

we'd

like

to

get

it

in

If

record.

you

could

come

forward, please, and give your name and address for the record.
Norman Douglas:

My name is Norman Douglas,

I own the property at

1804 Burkhardt, which is right across the street.

My question is,

from what the gentleman said, it hasn't been noted whether it's
going to be a field with a sewer down through there or whether it's
going to be left open and that was my main concern.
President Borries: Well, the answer is, maybe. It may be piped or
it may be open.
It's strictly a matter of numbers and costs, and
what Mr. Jeffers is here for and what we do on this Drainage Board

here for our other wages here that are kind of beyond belief, given
the number of hours we spend on these drainage programs, but we are
looking at what's called for on those legal drains, those options
just to see if, hopefully, I think the preferable part would be to
try to pipe the ditch. But we don't know if we're going to be able

to generate enough money and if we can't generate enough money,
then the ditch is going to have to be moved, so that will come

about probably through our Commissioner's meeting. The reason why
Mr. Jeffers and why we're fighting all this is, and we get an idea
that it will work if we pipe the ditch or not pipe the ditch.
It

definitely is a legal drain, we know what we hope we can do, but
there's a lot of money involved in this thing and we're not at all
for sure at this point that we're going to be able to pipe it.
Norman Douglas:

The gentleman that I have the building leased to,

they have a lot of tractor and trailers coming in there, which when
the come in south by going north, they can make the swing in there

without any problem.

But

if

they

come

in

from the

north going

south, then they've got to block the whole road to make that turn

in there.
This was just my question and I got my letter, so I
thought I'd come up and see what has developed and that would give

me some kind of an idea.
President Borries:

We'd be able to make a wider intersection and

it would be preferable for everyone if we can afford to get that

ditch piped.

I don't want to sound like a broken record,

but we

have no money, the county has no money to do this and we've created

what's

called

a

TIF

Zone,

Tax

Increment

Financing

Zone.

We're

trying to get the money out of all these improvements to use back
then to build the road right now.

If the accountants tell us that

we can generate enough money, we're going to pipe it.
Norman Douglas:

I understand.

President Borries:

Norman Douglas:

gentlemen.
President

That should help you.

That answers part of my questions and I thank you

Borries:

We're

going

to

know

that

very,

very

soon

because we know that we're trying to move forward, there's a lot of
interested people and development and it will all be good for the
county, but again, what we can do, we're just simply limited.

We're putting every federal and state dollar we have on a project
called Lynch Road, which is up to the north, and we just don't have

any more money.

Norman Douglas:

Okay, thank you.

President Borries:
Thank you.
Mr. Jeffers, any questions of him,
then?
He's given us some options.
Bill, I guess that kind of

answers your question in a half sort of way here.
Bill Jeffers:

It would be preferable to pipe it because then we

could get the easement on the east side to be 15 feet from the
center line of the pipe, rather than 25 to 30 or 40 feet from the
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edge of the ditch.

The gentleman that just spoke,

when they had

the hearing on the road improvements, you always have a hearing
before the plans are finally approved, he might point out to the
planners at the transit study down the hall, that he needs a wider
turning radius and possibly needs a larger curb cut out of that new
street when it's built, to get those semis in there without
obstructing traffic.
President

Borries:

Yeah,

it's really going to be

an expensive

project and we want to try to work it out any way we possibly can.
If, again, we can get the right numbers, we're going to pipe it.
Bill Jeffers:

But you can't generate the funds out of TIF unless

you have commercial development such as this.
President Borries:

Exactly right,

so it's a real catch-22.

Bill Jeffers: But I don't see any problem with this drainage plan.
As a preliminary plan it will work and there are still some other

options that the developer is examining, and we may come back in a
month or so with a final plan that looks even better than this one.
I mean, he has some other options that he can use with this much

land available.

Commissioner

Mourdock:

I'll

move

approval

of

the

preliminary

drainage plan for Burkhardt Crossing.
Commissioner Tuley:

President Borries:
RE:

Second.
So ordered.

Motion is approved.

CLAIM FROM GIBSON COUNTY SURVEYOR

(DISCUSSION CONTINUES ON

PAGE 10)

Bill Jeffers:

We have a claim from the Gibson County Surveyor who

somehow discovered after nine years or so, that he hadn't been
submitting claims for the upper Pigeon Creek drainage system under

your joint drainage board, so he's going back to 1983 and asking
for $327.74 a year up to 1995, which we have collected, not in that
exact amount, but we have collected in excess of that over those

years.
His total claim is $4,260.62.
That's from Harry G.
Morrison, Gibson County Surveyor, for maintenance to upper Pigeon
Creek drainage system.
The money was collected from lands in
Vanderburgh County that drain back into Gibson.
It was collected

through your Board's authorization and the County Surveyor's
authorization and held in an account down in the County Auditor's
Office.

The account number is 234-039.

Commissioner Tuley:

Bill

Jeffers:

Yes,

Do you recommend approval?

we

do.

The

claim

is

signed

by

Robert

W.

Brenner and the request is signed by Harry G. Morrison.
Commissioner Tuley:

So moved.

Commissioner Mourdock:

President Borries:
RE:

Second.

So ordered.

BLUE CLAIMS

Bill Jeffers:

I do have some other claims that I was unaware of at

the time I made the agenda; all of them are for maintenance done in
1995 and all of them are signed by the Surveyor with the proper
paperwork attached. All of them are recommended to be paid by the
Vanderburgh County Surveyor.
Commissioner Tuley:

So moved.
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Commissioner Mourdock:

President Borries:

RE:

Second.

So ordered.

ENCROACH INTO DRAINAGE EASEMENT - STEAK

'N SHAKE RESTAURANT

Bill Jeffers:
Back on September 13, I wrote this letter to Tom
Keith of Easley Engineering.
He requested on behalf of Steak 'N
Shake, which is located on the Lloyd Expressway out at the Cross
Roads

Subdivision,

just

east

of

the

new

Ford

They

dealership.

asked us if they could encroach into a drainage easement with a

small portion of their parking lot, which I've shaded in pink. I'm
showing the easement line as a green line and I showed the pond

over there to show you that the parking lot does not encroach into

the wet area of the pond.

Those little triangles are riprap shoots

coming out of the parking lot to direct the water into the ditch

that goes down into the pond. Back at that time, on September 13,
I told Mr. Keith that I would bring this to you on September 24.
But due to a hearing on Willow Creek, I postponed presenting it and

it was brought to my attention that this was languishing around.

I ask you to approve that at this time.

Here is the paperwork on

it where I simply say that the parking surfaces have to be outside

of the normally wet or pool portion of the basin, which they are,
and that any part of the parking lot that is liable to be covered
by greater than six inches of water be painted so that people

parking there would know that.

I

don't

think

any

part

of

the

parking lot is going to be covered by six inches of water, and that
the property owner or the leaser assume all responsibility for any
damage to personal, private property parked or otherwise stored on
the parking lot whether it's caused by water or whatever.

They

have all agreed to that, their lawyer just wants the official
action taken.
Commissioner Mourdock:
Bill Jeffers:

Yes,

Sir.

Commissioner Mourdock:

Is it a paved parking lot,

Bill?

It's asphalt with concrete curb.
And it's existing now?

Did I understand

you, it's existing now or they're looking to do this?
Bill Jeffers:

They've already built it on the assumption that I

presented that September 24, and now their lawyer wants proof.

yes, I signed off on it and never brought it to you until now.
Commissioner Tuley:

Go take it up.

President Borries:

You say it is working?

Bill Jeffers:

Sir.

Yes,

So

I've been out there to inspect it last

week. Everything is according to the plan as far as they've gone.
There is still some landscaping to do and they're in operation.
They are serving food.

Commissioner Mourdock: I would probably be somewhat contentious
about this doing it ex post facto, had you not mentioned that it

was

the

night

of

the

Willow

Creek

understood, I'll move approval.
Commissioner Tuley:

President Borries:
Bill Jeffers:

time!

meeting.

SO

with

that

I'll second.
So ordered.

I'll know what apron

strings to hide behind next

DRAINAGE BOARD
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RE:

REQUEST SPECIAL DRAINAGE BOARD MEETING TO AWARD

DITCH MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS
President Borries:

Attorney Kissinger still has a ways to go , are

there other things here that we can take care of to get finished
with everything so that all we'd have left to do is to simply read
these into the record?

Could we change the time?

Let's say we're

going to go by item 7, and we certainly want you to take these
under advisement since you are our technical advisor, to give us

your recommendation.

We need to call a special meeting to award
those contracts for ditch maintenance for 1996.
It's hard to judge

if this road hearing would be lengthy on April 1.

I think Commis-

sioner Mourdock will be -Commissioner Tuley:

President Borries:

The road hearing is on the 8th.
Oh,

Commissioner Mourdock:
President Borries:

want to...

We rescheduled that.

Okay.

Commissioner Mourdock:
President Borries:

the road hearing is on the 8th?

Do you wish to be here then?

For the awarding of the contracts?

Yeah.

Commissioner Mourdock:

I'll forego that.

Bill

awarding

Jeffers:

On

I don't

the

of

It isn't that critical.

the , contracts,

you' 11

have

a

recommendation from the Surveyor on every one of them that's going

to be awarded and the length of the meeting is determined simply by
how long it takes to read them into the minutes.
President Borries:
Bill Jeffers:

Okay.

There won't be any other business at that time.

President Borries: Right, that's as you've correctly pointed out.
That's the whole purpose of the meeting, so is the first okay with

everyone?

Commissioner Tuley:

President Borries:

It will work for me.
So for the record, we'll state that we're going

to have a special board meeting immediately following the regular
County Commission meeting on April 1 to consider awarding
contracts.
Commissioner Tuley:

So moved.

Commissioner Mourdock:
President Borries:

Bill Jeffers:

So ordered.

April 1 is okay,

President Borries :
too.

Second.

then?

I ' m going to have a major problem that day ,

We have these Japanese students coming in.

It's going to be

real interesting with them sitting in the audience here.
I don't
know if they understand any English, but hey, welcome to America.
We're going to have some Japanese guests in -Bill Jeffers:

They probably understand it better than us

President Borries:

-- our exchange group, one teacher and one
other young man, one Japanese teacher is going to be with me on

that Monday that Commissioner Mourdock won't be here and they're
going to be sitting out in the audience.
We'll work that out,
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that's fine.
Commissioner Mourdock:
RE:

I regret that I'll miss that.

DARMSTADT HEIGHTS SUBDIVISION DRAINAGE PLAN

Bill Jeffers:

You've approved the blue claims and I don't have any

correspondence, although there is a piece or two floating around.
As long as he is opening those,

that one particular piece of

correspondence sent to you by the Darmstadt Town Board is the
result of a board member discovering that a lot in Darmstadt

Heights was supposed to have a detention basin constructed on it as
a

part

of

the

street

and

drainage

improvements.

Either

an

acquaintance or a relative of his went out and looked at that lot

and discovered that the detention basin had not been constructed

and then I believe the gist of the letter is that either someone on
the Town Board or some members of the Town Board may think that the
County Commissioners should enforce the construction of that
detention basin. Nothing I said in my 45 minute conversation with

the board member could convince him otherwise and so the letter was
sent

to

you.

What

we

failed

to

realize

under

the

previous

ordinance passed in 1986 was that all the inspections of the
facilities to be constructed as a part of the street and drainage

improvements were to be inspected by the County Engineer. We went
ahead and reviewed the subdivision because the Area Plan Commission

asked that all subdivisions in Vanderburgh County outside the city

limits be reviewed by us and brought to your board by the Surveyor.
We failed to realize that after we recommended approval of it and
you approved it, that John Stoll, -- or not John, in this case, it

would have been the previous engineer, was not going to go out and
inspect the construction because all streets built in Darmstadt are
inspected and accepted by the Darmstadt Town Board.

So we have a

problem we need to correct and I tried to convince the Town Board

representative that came to our office that all municipalities,
whether they be a city or a town, when they annex or incorporate

land, their executive board becomes the replacement for the County
Commissioners, such as in the city of Evansville, the Drainage

Board is the Board of Works.
the Town Board of
Darmstadt or start
street and drainage
interpretation. So

I was trying to suggest to him that

Darmstadt start being the Drainage Board for
being the executive board that would enforce
improvements, but I guess they have a different
it would be my suggestion at this time that we

look into it and possibly stop reviewing drainage plans from within

the town of Darmstadt until an answer can be arrived at, because
the only reason we are reviewing them is because Area Plan
Commission won't hear a subdivision until there is Drainage Board
approval. In the city, that's the Board of Works. In the county,
that's this board. In the town of Darmstadt, I feel it ought to be
the Town Board since they ultimately maintain the streets and the

drainage improvements in their municipality.

President Borries:
I agree.
Let me just read it into the record
It's not a long letter, but it says:

here.

"It has been brought to the attention of the Darmstadt
Town Council that the drainage plan for the Darmstadt
Heights subdivision has not been completed as required.
Although Darmstadt Heights lies totally within the town
limits, it is our understanding that the Drainage Board

is responsible for approving and enforcing drainage
plans.

The plan which was approved by you calls for a retention
pond to be constructed at the southwest corner of - the
property on Lot #10 to collect the additional and

accelerated runoff caused by the construction of roads

and homes in the subdivisions; this has not* been done.
A number of homes have already been built and additional
lots have been sold.
The property is currently being
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offered

for

sale

by

Tucker

description map does not show
easement or the retention pond.

Realty,

either

whose

the

sales

drainage

By this letter, the Darmstadt Town Council requests the

Vanderburgh County Drainage Board to enforce the drainage

plan for the Darmstadt Heights subdivision to protect

adjacent property owners as well as the future buyer of

Lot 010.

Thanks for your cooperation."
Bill Jeffers:

Is that signed by the entire town board?

President Borries:
No, it's only signed by the Clerk-Treasurer,
Gene Koch.
I agree with what you say.
I think that if it's a

municipality,

and

it

clearly

states

here

settled

in

1822,

incorporated in 1973, they are an incorporated town and there are

only two incorporated areas in Vanderburgh County:
the city of
Evansville and the town of Darmstadt.
So why we would want to

treat one differently than the other, I don't think we can do that.
As you say, I don't know if this reflects the majority opinion of
the Town Council or whether or not this is one individual here.

Bill Jeffers:

I'm not sure either, but I do believe that the

President Borries:
Bill Jeffers:

Were you contacted by one individual or --

I was

contacted by Mr.

Koch.

The Town Board

is

represented by attorneys and the Town Board, I believe, uses the
services of a civil engineer, so I don't see why they can't handle

their own drainage affairs until they need us for some help on a
bridge or something major like that where they pay bridge funds as
well as anyone else.
President Borries:

Bill Jeffers:

Well,

Right,

President Borries:

we --

you already do that.

--in the city limits as well as...

Bill Jeffers: I think you replaced two bridges and one culvert for
the town of Darmstadt already.
Commissioner Mourdock:

Just, I guess, being consistent, I find no
fault with your reasoning at all, Bill.
I think I would suggest,

and I'll tell you as a resident of dynamic Darmstadt, this is such
a hot issue, the first I've heard of it is to find the letter in
the packet.
I haven't heard anything from the Town Board as a
group or any individual on it, but I would suggest that the
Surveyor's Office draft a letter basically saying what you just
said here.
You said you had a 30 minute phone conversation with
them -Bill Jeffers:

Commissioner

No,

he came into the office.

Mourdock:

Sometimes

people

will

see

black and white and it sinks in what you're saying.
Bill Jeffers:

something

in

I'll give it a shot.

Commissioner Mourdock:

Commissioner Tuley:

I just offer that as a suggestion.

If that's a motion,

Commissioner Mourdock:

I'll second it.-

That's a motion.

President Borries:
So ordered.
Well, this is a real unusual
occurrence in our Drainage Board meeting.
Most of the time they
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are filled with such acrimonious testimony and hostile feelings,
that it's all we can do to turn off the...
RE:

CLAIM FROM GIBSON COUNTY SURVEYOR

David Ellison:

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5)

I'm David Ellison, I'm here representing Big Creek

Drainage Association at

2040 West Baseline Road.

Item 5 really

disturbs me. There is a surveyor up in Gibson County that I'm not
really fond of and I don't understand, we have a joint drainage
board with them? How often do you guys meet with Gibson County?
President Borries:

Bill Jeffers:

It's only for matters concerning upper Pigeon Creek.

David Ellison:
for?
'

Bill Jeffers:

Creek.

We've never met according to --

I guess my question is,

what

is this money used

Repairs that he says he has made to upper Pigeon

David Ellison:

Is

there,

and

here

again,

I'm not

--

I'm

just

suggesting -- he's really given us some static on Pond Flat, okay,
that our water that drains into Gibson County, he thinks we ought
to pay for 60 to 70% of the bills in Gibson County that are on Pond
Flat that are going to Gibson County. We were just speaking to the
Drainage Board up there about three weeks ago and I made a

suggestion saying, well, that's an option, maybe you need to pay

60% of Pigeon Creek down in Vanderburgh County since all your water
flows down in Vanderburgh County. And, oh no, we don't want to do
that. In the meantime, Bill gets this bill and it's dated back to
1983, correct? Why hasn't he submitted anything in twelve years or
did we just stir up or open a can of worms? I don't know, but I

guess my question is, what is he using this money for and do we
need to really pay him this money? or is this just a smart-alecky
way to get back at part of your constituents on the Drainage Board,
that's me.
President Borries: Well, you have a valid point. We act upon the
recommendation of the Surveyor and that's what we did in this

particular instance -David Ellison:
President

Right, I have no problem with that.

Borries:

However,

you're

exactly

right.

Of

course,

Pigeon Creek is a legal drain in Gibson County. Parts of ours, we
continually battle, particularly the lower end of Pigeon Creek and
I think that if you would suggest and if this Board agrees, we

certainly will need to get this gentleman's name, say that,
although we've approved this, we would want some verification as to

exactly how this money has been used in Gibson County.

David Ellison:
I'd sure like to see
Drainage Board doing that.
Thank you.
President Borries:

pursue with this?
David Ellison:

Maybe down the road,

Borries:

I'd recommend the

Are there other matters that you'd want us to

US.

President

that.

Is that...

Sure,

you're

if you'd be willing to help

a Vanderburgh

County

resident.

You're certainly, as you know, a member of the Drainage Board and

so you've always helped us.
We'd be glad to do this.
May I have
a motion, then, to ask the Gibson County Surveyor for an itemized
record of how this money was spent in Gibson County?
Bill Jeffers:

Do you want that before you send the money?

DRAINAGE BOARD
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Commissioner Tuley:
Oh yeah. I was just going to so move as long
as you'd hold the check until you received that letter. Then once

you receive it, if you're...
Bill Jeffers:

The reason we recommended approval, before you make

your motion, the reason we recommended approval is you formed a
joint
drainage board back around '78 or so, I believe.

Pres ident Borries:
Bill Jeffers:

I was going to say...I've never met.

Yeah,

it's long,

long ago.

He filed some claims

yearly and we sent him about, I think it was $289.00 a year for a
while.
Then he stopped filing claims so we stopped mailing the
checks.

Then,

this year,

he called and asked why we hadn't been

sending those checks since 1983 and I said, because we don't cut

checks until we approve a claim, and we don't approve a claim until

one is submitted.

Now,

Commissioner Mourdock:
Commissioner Tuley:
Alan Kissinger:
Bill Jeffers:

the money, you know...

Is there a statute of limitations?

That's what I was wondering.

Six years on a contract.
It may be three years on claims,

I don't know.

I

probably should have brought that up before I recommended it, but

yes, if you want us to hold the check until we receive an itemized
account or check into the legality of mailing out a claim for nine
or however many years it is...
President Borries:

Yeah,

to look into that,

contract, we'd -Bill

Jeffers:

Or

board.

I think you're right.

I think you need

and Attorney Kissinger said six years on a
you may

Commissioner Tuley:

want

to

dissolve

the

joint

drainage

What was the purpose?

Bill Jeffers: It was something that, back then, they were going to
work toward cleaning up Pigeon Creek.
Commissioner Mourdock: Have we been kind of taking this...looking
at the fact that the drainage goes both ways as Dave was saying,

are we receiving any or are we sending any requests to them for any
of the drainage that goes the other way?
Bill Jeffers:

No, we're not.

Commissioner Mourdock:

drainage agreement?
Bill Jeffers:

Should we be under the

auspices

of that

I don't think it applies to...their drainage that

comes into our county comes through Pond Flat Lateral E, up near
Busler's under I-164, along the Illinois Central line, or is that

the

CSX

line?

It

comes

across

from

an

area

kind

of

east

of

Owensville Road, it comes under Interstate 64, maybe two or three
hundred acres drains into our county. We've never billed them.
Commissioner Tuley:
President Borries:

Why don't we send them a bill for $4,260.62?

I always understood that a part of the creeks

west of Highway 41 drained into the Wabash River.

that?

Bill Jeffers:

Am I correct on

Right.

President Borries:

So I'm not

into the Ohio River...

sure that

if Pigeon Creek drains
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TAPE CHANGE

David Ellison:

(Inaudible - comments not made from the microphone)

Just one more thing, he also thinks that our drainage organization
is illegal and that you guys, everything that you approve for us is

illegal and we're all crooks down here.
We're not doing things
according to Hoyle, so this is what you're dealing with and this is
who you're playing with.
Okay? This boy, you know, sometimes I

don't think he has all his oars in the water.

President Borries:

David Ellison:

Has he been the Surveyor there for a lengthy

Forever.

just never been replaced.

Commissioner Tuley:
President

His dad was Surveyor before him.

He's

Let's go back and revisit this.

Borries:

I

think

people

who

live

in

glass

houses

shouldn't throw stones and, I mean, if it's taken him since 1983 to
file this claim, then we can all get our stones here to throw. So,
maybe we just need at this point to ask this Board to rescind that

motion pending verification of an itemized description of the money
spent on Pigeon Creek by the -- is it a drainage board or the
Gibson County Surveyor?

David Ellison:

Yeah,

it's the drainage board.

Bill

Yeah,

Gibson County Drainage Board,

Jeffers:

activities in upper Pigeon Creek,
called upper Pigeon Creek.
Commissioner Tuley:

their

legal

their annual

drain,

which

is

I'll so move to ask for proof of claim.

Commissioner Mourdock:

President Borries:

I will second.

So ordered.

Commissioner Tuley:

This could get lost for about twelve years.

President Borries:

It could get lost for another twelve years, but

if he ' s been waiting that long ... but I think that Mr . Jeffers knows

that he has some research to do and if you could write that letter
or if you could just draft the letter, we'll be glad to sign it and
I think -Bill Jeffers: This was another fellow I talked to on the phone for
about 45 minutes or about an hour, but I did most of the listening
and very little of the talking, which was a real switch for me. He

said a lot of things that I didn't take as close to my heart as

Dave did, because I feel that the Big Creek Drainage Association is
probably the best thing that ever happened to Vanderburgh County
drainage.
The way that they do their work up there is the only
reason our ditches look as great as they do in that area.
Yes,
they do from time to time use subcontractors, which Mr. Morrison
said was one of his points. Every time they've used a contractor,

we've come to you as the drainage statute requires and told you who
that subcontractor was and you approved the subcontractor that was
working for Big Creek Drainage Association.
You can't expect a
group of farmers to go out there with tractors and combines and
excavate a ditch.

of work.

They have to hire subcontractors for that type

President Borries:
Bill Jeffers:

Well,

He doesn't do that up there?
he doesn't have a drainage organization such

as Big Creek bidding on the work.

The benefit of having Big Creek

bid on the work is that after their subcontractor finishes what
he's hired to do in a very rapid time and at a very low cost, then
the members go in with their disks and their backhoes, and so
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forth, and spread the spoil and disk it up and plant their crops on
it which saves...We

assessed these people,

these

farmers.
It's
So if we

their money and we just hold it here and administer it.

directly hired a contractor to do all that work, it would cost
three times that much money because we would have to have him
spread the spoil, disk it up, plant grass seed on it, blah, blah,
blah.
These fellows do all that themselves. They only pay the
subcontractor just what it costs to get the silt out and repair the

banks and spread the spoil, I mean, not spread the spoil at all.
I don't know where the hang-up is with Mr. Morrison. Like I said,
I did most of the listening and I think I reviewed at least one

drainage plan while he was talking, so...but I've learned to say
uh-huh and uh-uh at the appropriate pauses. I don't know, I didn't

take it to heart quite as much as Dave did.

I think Dave went up

there and met the man personally and came away with a different
viewpoint.
Commissioner

business?

Tuley:

Bill,

do you have

any new business

We're just waiting on this?

Bill Jeffers:

or

old

I don't have anything else.

Commissioner Mourdock:

Let the record show that Commissioner Tuley

has left the room.
President Borries:

If Commissioner Mourdock agrees here,

I guess

we could ask Charlene to -- what we are doing, there is a lapse of

time on this tape because we are waiting for the attorney to open
a rather lengthy group of bids on legal drains in Vanderburgh
County, and so we really can't proceed and do anything else until

he is finished examining those bids to see if they are in order.
So, if we direct, we could temporarily adjourn and shut off the
tape.
Commissioner Mourdock:

President Borries:

So moved.

I will second.

MEETING TEMPORARILY ADJOURNED AT 7:45 P.M.
MEETING RESUMED AT 8:00 P.M.
President Borries:
show that

record

approximately 8:00.
RE:

I'm going to reconvene the meeting.
we

have

reconvened

the

Drainage

Let the
Board

at

READING OF DITCH MAINTENANCE BIDS

President Borries:

We will now hear the report of Attorney Alan

Kissinger regarding his review of the bids for ditch maintenance
for 1996 in Vanderburgh County.
Alan Kissinger:

First,

I'll name the ditch or the drain and then

I'll name the bidder and the amount bid.

in any particular order.

First is Baehl Ditch:
the bid is $861.25.

These are not necessarily

The bidder is John F. Maurer,

the amount of

Once again, Baehl Ditch, the bidder is Eldon Maasberg; the amount

of the bid is $1,033.50.

Barnett Ditch:

Maddox Ditch:

Union Township Ditch Association,
Union Township Ditch Association,

$2,758.14.
$716.61:

Eagle Slough - A:

Scott Boiler & Construction,

Inc.,

$24,727.50.

Eagle Slough - B:

Scott Boiler & Construction,

Inc.,

$16,719.30.
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Eagle Slough

A:

Henry Bigge Excavating,

$13,387.50.

Eagle Slough

B:

Henry Bigge Excavating,

$5,716.00.

Eagle

Obstruction

Slough

$1,000.00.
Edmond Ditch:

Henry

Bigge

Union Township Ditch Association,

Happe-Helfrich Ditch:
Hoefling Ditch:

Kamp Ditch:

Removal:

Kolb Ditch:

John F. Maurer,

Eldon Maasberg,
Jim Axton,

Maasberg Ditch:

$153.95.

Union Township Ditch Association,

$126.98.

$557.10.

Union Township Ditch Association,

Kneer Ditch:

Excavating,

$334.80.

$303.60.

$4,306.62.

Eldon Maasberg,

$154.42.

Pond Flat,

Lateral A:

Ralph Rexing,

$743.54.

Pond Flat,

Lateral B:

Ralph Rexing,

$391.58.

Pond Flat,

Lateral D:

Ralph Rexing,

$641.06.

Singer Ditch: Rexing Enterprises, Inc., $294.00.
Sonntag-Stevens Ditch:

Pond Flat Main:
Buente Ditch:

Barr Creek:

Jim Axton,

$1,763.30.

Big Creek Drainage Association,
Big Creek Drainage Association,

Big Creek Drainage Association,

Maidlow Ditch:

$4,053.72.

$3,433.15.

$4,133.60.

Big Creek Drainage Association,

$2,241.00.

Pond Flat,

Lateral C:

Big Creek Drainage Association,

$1,084.00.

Pond Flat,

Lateral E:

Big Creek Drainage Association,

$433.92.

Rusher Ditch:
Henry Ditch:

East

Side

$12,293.80.
East

Side

Big Creek Drainage Association,
Terry R.

Johnson Construction,

$533.28.

$1,786.28.

Urban

North

1/2:

Terry

R.

Johnson

Construction,

Urban

South

1/2:

Terry

R.

Johnson

Construction,

$24,325.15.

Sonntag-Stevens Ditch:

Terry R.

Johnson Construction,

Kolb Ditch:

Terry R.

Johnson Construction,

$3,198.64.

Keil Ditch:

Terry R. Johnson Construction,

$1,662.32.

Harper Ditch:
Aiken Ditch:

Terry R.

Terry R.

Johnson Construction,

Johnson Construction,

$1,628.11.

$2,873.80.

Wallenmeyer Ditch:

Eldon Maasberg,

$1,253.25.

Wallenmeyer Ditch:

Daniel J.

$1,236.54.

Paul,

$6,122.19.

These are all Shidelar Spray and I believe these are for spraying

and sterilization services.
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East Side Urban South 1/2:

Shidelar Spray Services,

Sonntag-Stevens:

Shidelar Spray Services,

Sonntag-Stevens:

Shidelar Spray Service,

Keil Ditch:
Harper Ditch:
Kolb Ditch:

Shidelar Spray Service,

$340.00.
$1,391.65.

$391.56.

Shidelar Spray Service,
Shidelar Spray Service,

$3,800.52.

$383.50.

$727.09.

East Side Urban South 1/2:

Shidelar Spray Service,

East Side Urban South 1/2:

Shidelar Spray Service, $2,235.60.

Eagle Slough:

Shidelar Spray Service,

$2,372.50.

$1,186.67.

That's all I have to report.
Commissioner Tuley:

I move the bids be given to the Surveyor to

take under advisement for one week.
Commissioner Mourdock:

I'll second.

President Borries: So ordered.
this time, we stand adjourned.
Meeting adjourned at 8:05 p.m.

If there's no further business at
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VANDERBURGH COUNTY

DRAINAGE BOARD MEETING
AGENDA
MARCH 25, 1996
1.

Meeting opened.

2.

Approval of transcribed Drainage Board Minutes:
A.
B.

Regular Drainage Board meeting (2/26/96)
Special Drainage Board meeting (3/4/96)

3.

Receive and open ditch maintenance bids.

4.

Review and act on the following drainage plans:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Keystone Subdivision, Section 2
The Season Subdivision
Browning Road Estates
Burkhardt Crossings

5.

Receive claim and Surveyor's recommendation to pay claim
in favor of Gibson County Treasurer in the amount of
$4260.62 for maintenance to Upper Pigeon Creek.

6.

Receive Surveyor's recommendation to grant permission to

encroach into drainage easement with parking lot for

Steak 'n Shake restaurant in Cross Roads Subdivision.

7.

Read ditch maintenance bids into record.

8.

Take ditch maintenance bids under advisement for one week.

9.

Call a Special Drainage Board meeting on April 1, 1996.
Purpose:

Awarding contracts for ditch maintenance

10.

Approval of Blue Claims.

11.

Correspondence.

12.

New Business.

13.

Old Business.

14.

Meeting adjourned.

VANDERBURGH COUNTY
DRAINAGE BOARD MEETING
MARCH 25, 1996
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A claim to be properly itemized, must show: Kind of service, where performed, dates service rendered,

by whom, rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per hundred, per pound,
per ton, etc. VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,
I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due, after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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A claim to be properly itemized, must show: Kind of service, where performed, dates service rendered,

by whom, rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per hundred, per pound,
per ton, etc.
VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,
I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due, after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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CERTIFICATION OF PAYMENT
FOR MAINTENANCE TO A REGULATED DRAIN
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Vanderburgh County Drainage Board respansible for any costs, or
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claims arising fram such expenses, except for the fifteen (15) percent

of the total cantract price which the Board presently holds
in
retainage pending the receipt of this Certification of
Payment.
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A claim to be properly itemized, must show: Kind of service, where performed, dates service rendered,

by whom, rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per hundred, per pound,
per ton, etc. VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,
I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due, after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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and further, that neither I, nor the firm I represent, will hold
the
Vanderburgh County Drainage Board respansible for any costs,
or any
clairrs arising fram such expenses, except for the fifteen (15)
percent
of the total cantract price which the Board presently holds
in
retainage pending the receipt of this Certificatian of
Payment.
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A claim to be properly itemized, must show: Kind of service, where performed, dates service rendered,

by whom, rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per hundred, per pound,
per ton, etc.
VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,

I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due, after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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and further, that neither I, nor the firm I represent, will hold the
Vanderburgh County Drainage Board responsible for any costs, or any

claims arising fram such expenses, except for the fifteen (15) percent
of the total cantract price which the Board presently holds in
retainage pending the receipt of this Certificatian of Payment
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A claim to be properly itemized, must show: Kind of service, where performed, dates service rendered,

by whom, rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per hundred, per pound,
per ton, etc. VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,
I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due, after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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of the total contract price which the Board presently holds in
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Form Prescribed by the
State Board of Accounts

Revised County
Form No. 17

1245

A claim to be

properly itemized, must show: Kind of service, where performed, dates
service rendered,
by whom, rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per
hundred
, per pound,
per ton, etc.

VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA

VENDOR NAME

'81# ceeet-< '~)Fain a 4e (2155co.
-

I

Ma, 1 1,) 1 TD: Vic L

On Account of Appropriation for
Invoice No.

134 -619

Itemized Claim

Amount

/99€ FALL. AA,ij,·,rr
1 9; 4:* I i.p 2 0, /1. 2 2-1 244 SL

PRed. F/114.% 31902 1904=,4-t
9<. 2; A.19-1 1
R .

PA\/ 1404 00-rAN A<,2,40 33(1.,~09 + ~ 314
1 1.
J
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,

I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally
due, after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.

0 40 ---070 ' 0
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CERTIFICATION OF PAYMENT
FOR MAINTENANCE TO A REGULATED DRAIN
By this Instrument, I

~

« ~ irt-*Sla

-(bignature in Ink)
representing /5-4 6<-2-e/4 ·K--£<frz<---«z--,2, Et--*rt. 37'(i and presen
tly
\J-

under contract with

the vanderburg*~County Drainage Board

certain rraintenance an
drain in Vanderburgh County, Indiana, do certify that
firm I represent, have/has paid in full all expenses

4rDA, r-,l,

P.' Tt,q

,

to perform

a regulated

I, and/or the
incurred for

labor, supplies, and subcantracts except for any unpaid costs as
specified herein under:

NOhly-,
and further, that neither I, nor the firm I represent, will hold
the
Vanderburgh County Drainage Board responsible for any costs,
or any
clairrs arising from such expenses, except for the fifteen (15)
percent

of the total

retainage

cantract price which the Board presently holds in

pending

receipt

of

this

Certificatian

A/18 i cllou) 11tc A

NAME OF DRAIN:
CI*TTRACTOR:

the

:

RI~CC;,cl< of-ACRa~e 014< c o,

CONTRACT #

of

134- D K-

VENI7JR 1

AND/CiR ACCG]trr #

Payment.
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134 - 019

[ >(] A~IJAL MAINTRG8,G

CIMPLETION DATE

[

] ADDITIONAL MAINTENANCE

[

] EMERGENCY ~IHIENANCE

INSPECTION

DATE

34,1. 1 6 ' 1994
*,t. 24 /9<K
, 4,7

[3 ] WORK IS APPROVED
[

1 NCI' APPROVED: 0(}*ENTS:
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V

VANDERBORGE COUNTY SURVEYOR
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Form Prescribed by the
State Board of Accounts

Revised County
Form No. 17

1245

A claim to be properly itemized, must show: Kind of service, where performed, dates service rendered,

by whom, rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per hundred, per pound,
per ton, etc.
VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA

VENDOR NAME

Ri~, df-e< * D,a,haw < Assco- #

On Account of Appropriation for

~OK J

Invoice No.

0934

134 - 029

F /2 1, ~/'|~ atb

Itemized Claim

Amount

1999 CAL i * ,AAl >i -·
,

34*952 LF. 2 0,/f

24 09 3.72

pAG,1. PMT), €' 350/- ·f3 447,. 64
9 5 -FM- *1 - /1

PA\,

15'*

RPTAt>1*44. *15 4(*.r>61

4 4-CVR

(34

-

Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,
I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due, after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.

8-j. 04 :f). .«S- 64- I-1/(rName

-

Date

JAN. 17-

, 1996 _

/i]*2-4 3

CERTIFICATION OF PAYMENT
FOR MAINTENANCE TO A REGULATED DRAIN
By this Instn.xnent. I

1.%.~~

1 ,2-*24> %7-Asignature in Ink)

repreSESNLD.% ~* ~29-- 8 4/14 <-,36 akl*L
under contract with

,

and presently

the vanderburgk~County Drainage Board

certain rraintenance on

&3.«'3 /5/-'lr,/1///1/,Y

fi

to perform

, a regulated

drain in Vanderburgh County, Indiana, do certify that
firm I represent, have/has paid in full all expenses

I, and/or the
incurred for

labor, supplies, and subcontracts except for any unpaid costs as
specified herein under:

Afe,4 P .
and further, that neither I, nor the firm I represent, will hold the
Vanderburgh County Drainage Board respcnsible for any costs, or any
clairrs arising fram such expenses, except for the fifteen (15) percent
of the total cantract price which the Board presently holds in
retainage pending the receipt of this Certificaticn of Payment.
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Pr>rio FL. A-r MA 1 4
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CC}{PLETICN DATE
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] ADDITICNAL MAINTENANCE
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[

] EXERGENCY MAINrENANCE

DATE

LS* 1 WCRK IS APPROVED
[

] Ncr APPROVED: 00*EXTS:

V~NE't

CCUHIY SJRVEYCR

3.zy .gL
DATE

Vanderburgh County Surveyor's MEMO

March 19, 1996

TO: Mr. Herb Butler, City Engineer n «9./Y
FR: Mr. Bill Jeffers, Deputy Survey6rt, Of//«0+~,
RE : The Seasons Subdivision

V 7 uu 3/19(96

Jagoe Homes is proposing a 30 acre subdivision immediately east of

Indian Woods Subdivision and Lincoln Pointe Subdivision north of

Pollack Avenue.

The plan proposes to drain about 1 /3 of its storm water into an existing
system located immediately south of Indian Woods and inside the City
of Evansville. The system empties into the retention lake east of
Shoshoni Lane. This 36 inch concrete line is the source of a complaint

due to sink holes caused by faulty joints near an area drain.

Approximately 2/3 of the storm water from the proposed subdivision is

planned to be routed through an existing 48 inch concrete line in

Windsong Subdivision thence into the 84 inch line on the west side of
Shoshoni Lane. The 84 inch line empties into the large retention lake
located on the east side of Hoosier Avenue.
Morley and Associates, representing Jagoe, has submitted plans

showing that the interconnection of the systems either was planned as
a part of the East Side drainage projects which constructed the existing

lines and lakes; or that the lines and the lakes can handle the volumes
calculated to pass through them from the Seasons' storm system.

Our office is asking for your review and approval of the drainage plan
for the Seasons at least with regard to its connection to an existing

storm water drainage system which we assume is maintained by the
City of Evansville. Please respond in writing.
The Seasons' drainage plan is on the county drainage board's March

25, 1996 agenda.

CITY OF EVANSVILLE

Engineering
CIVIC CENTER COMPLEX, ROOM 321
1 N.W. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. BLVD.
EVANSVILLE, INDIANA 47708-1875

(812) 426-5458

FRANK F. McDONALD II
MAYOR

MEMO TO:

TDD/Hearing Impaired (812) 426-5483

Bill

Jeffers

Deputy Surveyor

FROM :

41#44

Herb Butler

City Engineer

~

DATE:

March 22,

SUBJECT:

Drainage Plan,

You

requested

that

1996

I

The Seasons Subdivision

review

the drainage

plan

for

the

above

referenced subdivision due to the fact that the plan calls for the
drainage

to

be

discharged

to

the

City's

East

Side

drainage

facility.
Although I cannot find any reports or calculations verifying that

the retention ponds are designed to handle this additional runoff,

it appears that this is the case.

The 36 inch storm sewer that a

portion of the site will drain through is adequately sized to

handle the additional flow.
The existing system appears that it
was extended to the site of the proposed Seasons subdivision in

anticipation of its future development.
For

these

reasons,

I

have no

objection

to

the

drainage being

handled as proposed, with respect to its impact on the facilities
of the City of Evansville.

TOWN OF
DARMSTADT, INDIANA
SETTLED 1822

INCORPORATED 1973

TOWN COUNCIL:
Roger Steinkuhl, President
William Smith, Councilman
Teena Preske, Councilwoman

CLERK-TREASURER:
Gene Koch
1821 W. Bnvl New Har Road
Evansville, IN
47711

Brad Korff, Councilman
February 14, 1996
Vanderburgh County Drainage Board
Rick Borries, President
Civic Center Room 305
1 N.W. MLK Blvd
Evansville,

Re:

IN

47708

Darmstadt Heights Subdivision Drainage Plan

Dear Rick,
It has been brought to the attention of the Darmstadt Town Council that
the drainage plan for the Darmstadt Heights subdivision has not been
completed as required.

Although Darmstadt

Heights

lies

totally within

the Town limits, it is our understanding that the Drainage Board is
responsible for approving and enforcing drainage plans.
The plan which was approved by you calls for a retention pond to be
constructed at the southwest corner of

the property on Lot #10 to

collect the additional and accelerated runoff caused by the
construction of roads and homes in the subdivision; this has not been
done.
A number of homes have already been built and additional lots
have been sold.
The property is currently being offered for sale by

Tucker Realty, whose sales description map does not show either the

drainage easement or the retention pond.
By this letter, the Darmstadt Town Council requests the Vanderburgh
County Drainage Board to enforce the draind-26 plan for the Darmstadt

Heights subdivision to protect adjacent property o#ners as well as the
future buyer of Lot # 10.

Thanks for your cooperation.

Sincerely, ,
-

Gene Koch
Clerk-Treasurer

cc:

F.C. Tucker/Huber REALTORS

MAR-14-96

THU

03:09

PM

8124225386

STUDIOGRAPHICS

P.01

Vanderburgh County Surveyor
Room 325 Civic Center
Evansville, Indiana

435-5210
September 13, 1995

Mr. Tom Keith
@ Easley Engineeling
Mill Road Office Building
Evansville, Indiana 47710

RE: Steak & Shake Parking Lot
Encroachment into Detention Easement
Lot 3 of Crossroads Commercial Sub.
Sir:

At your request the undersigned deputy surveyor initiated your
sits plan during the Site
Review Committee meeting, Tuesday, September 5, 1995, to appro
ving your request for
the parking lot of Steal< & Shake to encroach within the deten
tion area along the south
boun

daty of abovesaid Lot 3 with the understanding that:

1. That the parking surface and appurtenant paiing ourbing,
and ~ be totally outside the
normally wet or pool portion of the basin.
2. That any part of the parking area liable to be covered by
greater than six (6) inches of
stored

water during the design storm be painted or otherwise signed
to indicate potential
flooding of cars.
3. That the property owner or leased assume all responsibil
ity for any damage to any
personal or private properly parked or oth*wise stored on the
parking surface whether

such damage be caused by water or other causes what-so-e

ver.

The undersigned deputy surveyor will take your site plan with
a positive recommendation
of approval to the county drainage board meeting on Septe
mber 25, 1993.

Bill Jeffers, Cl

D

urv©yor

91 (31 9S
Post-It' Fax Note

7671

Date 3'-/4-96 A&:' LL
From

IT° 72*y'*- L UKEMAA-) Auoy EAsLEY
ComFLAUO/7761 OFFirt# EA~*/AJEEC/&)(2
t~1 9 - 5-460 Phone #4-14-149 1
Fax #
Phone
Fax #

+ 35- 5-34- 4-

411- 5384

T.

~

1 , 1 H K - 14 - 96

1 HU

03 : 11

PM

STUDIOGRAPHICS

8124225356

VINES, FRANKEL, RUBIN, BOND
& DUBAN, RC.

P . 04

231 SOUTH BEMisroN AvENUE, SUITE 1111

ST, Louis (CLAToN), Mnsoum 83105=1914

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

TEctruc:,E: (5 14) 725-8000

FACHM[LE: (514) 726-5837
STEVEN M. LAIDERMAN
OF COUNSEL

LICENSED IN

January 29, 1996

MIS:oum, ILLINOIS
& FLoRIDA

Mr. Ralph A. Easley, Jr.
Andy Easley Engineering
1133 West Mill Road
Evansville, IN 47710
Re:

Steak N Shake Site Development Plan

Detention Easement Encroachment

Your Project:
701
My File No.:
1002-0

Dear Mr. Easley;
Back on September 21, 1995

, you sent me a letter reviewing the
history of the detention easement
encr
client was purchasing on East Division oachment for the property my
in Evansville, Indiana. In
the end of your letter you advised me that
you would send a copy of
the minutes from the Sept

ember 25th drainage board meeting wher
e
the site would receive drainage approval
. I do not have a copy of
such

minutes in my file.

Please obtain a copy of such minutes,
pursuant to your letter
and send them to me at your ear
liest convenience.
If you have any questions, please con
tact me.
Very truly yours,

,3
Steven M. Laiderman

SML:kck
CC:

Mr.

David Freese

MAR-14-96

THU

03:10

PM

STUDIOGRAPHICS

8124225386

P.03

A E2

L/,

ANDY

EASLEY

CIVIL ENGINEERS
LAND SURVEYORS

ENGINEERING

,172 W. M!6-LAQAO

EVANSVILLE,INDIANA 47710

9Eita¥CREO IN
INHANA , ICENTVCKY · ILL'%019

RALPH A.EASLEY. JR. P.2.

TELE©HONE (812) 434-242 1

February 19, 1996

Mr. Bill Jeffers
Deputy County Surveyor

Civic Center Complex
1 N.W. ML King Jr. Boulevard
Evansville, IN 47708
Re:

Steak 'N Shake Site Development Plan

Detention Easement Encroachment

East Lloyd Expressway Site
Dear Bill:

Enclosed is a copy of a letter we have rece
ived from the attorney
representing the

owners of subject property.

It would be

appreciated if you would furn
our office with a copy
of the minutes or of at least a letter to ish
docu
approval for the slight encroachment involved ment that the owners had
.
If you need any additional informat
ion, please call me.

Very sincerely,

ANDY EASLEY ENGINEERING

ndrew
Presiden
jW

Enclosure

ley , jr ., 7 .

MAR-14-96

THU

03:10

PM

STUDIOGRAPHICS

8124225386

VINES, FRANKEL, RUBIN, BOND & DUBIN, P.C
.

P.02

251 Sorni BEMISTON AVENUE, SUITE 1111

ST. LOUIS (Ct.ArroN), MissouRI 63105-1914
TELEPHONE: (314) 725-8000

A't-TORNEYS AT LAw

FiaLMILE: (314) 726-5837

STEVEN M. LAIDERMAN
LICENSED IN

OF COUNSEL.

MISSOURI, ILUNOIS
& FLORIDA

March 12, 1996
Mr. Ralph A. Easley, Jr.
Andy Easley Engineering

REeEIVEDHAR 14 1936

1133 West Mill Road

Evansville, IN
Re:

47710

Steak N Shake Site Development Plan

Detention Easement Encroachment

Your Project:
701
My File No.:
1002-0

Dear Mr. Easley:

On January 29,

1996, I sent you a reminder

obtain a copy of the minutes from the September 25, asking you to
1995 drainage
board meeting regarding my client's site in Evansville
, Indiana.
Enclosed please find a copy of my letter.

Please obtain a copy of the minut
If you cannot obtain the
minutes or have any questions, pleasees.
contact me.

very truly yours,
Ij .
!1+

-·>641/l*u.(- 1 11(/~tru/u/*ia«-)
Steven M. Laiderman
SML:kck

Enclosure
CC:

Mr. David Freese

MINUTES OF THE
VANDERBURGH COUNTY DRAINAGE BOARD
SPECIAL CALLED MEETING

APRIL 1, 1996
Call to order...........

1

Award contracts for maintenance to regulated drains
1*:

1

Adj ournment . . . . . . .

1

Attendance & signature sheet ...... ..................

2

MINUTES
SPECIAL DRAINAGE BOARD MEETING
APRIL 1, 1996
The Vanderburgh County Drainage Board met in session on April 1,
1996 at 6:33 p.m. in the Commissioner's Hearing Room 307 with
President Richard Borries presiding.
RE:

CALL TO ORDER

President Borries:

This

is

a

special Drainage Board meeting of

April 1, 1996 to consider the following:

the awarding of contracts

to the successful bidders for maintenance to regulated drains in
Vanderburgh County.
RE:

AWARDING OF CONTRACTS TO SUCCESSFUL BIDDERS FOR MAINTENANCE

TO REGULATED DRAINS IN VANDERBURGH COUNTY
President

Borries:

Mr.

Bill

Jeffers

of

the

Vanderburgh

County

Surveyor's office is here and he has submitted a list that I think

we can enter into the record, which suffices that if the secretary
prints this as part of the official record, we can dispense with
the reading, if I am correct about this.
Bill

Jeffers:

Right,

all

of

the

bids

were

duly

read

into

the

record on March 25, 1996.
President Borries:
Bill Jeffers:

We

That's right.
checked those figures and the correct figures
We only found two minor discrepancies

were read into the record.

that amounted to 40 cents and 60 cents which was the failure of

someone to use the floating decimal on their calculator. We have
made note of that and corrected those. We ask the Drainage Board

at this time to waive those small minor discrepancies and
irregularities and award the bids for the contracts for maintenance
to our ditches in the year 1996 and in all cases, the bids we are
recommending are either the lowest bid we received for that project
or the only bid we received for the project.

Each one is broken

down in the following sheets and the last three sheets are a
synopsis. We ask that the Auditor engross those into the minutes
and the Board approve our going forward with getting the contracts

signed.

Borries:
Okay, thank you for your report.
With the
exceptions that you noticed or have noted here, I would ask for
President

approval of your recommendations and that they be submitted to the

Auditor to compile in the official record.
Commissioner Tuley:

President Borries:

I will so move.

I will second and so order.

Because this is a

special Drainage Board meeting called for only one purpose which
was advertised, we have conducted our business and so I'll

entertain a motion to adjourn.
Commissioner Tuley:

President Borries:

So moved.
I will second and so order.

Meeting adjourned at 6:37 p.m.

1

2

DRAINAGE BOARD MEETING
APRIL 1, 1996

THOSE IN ATTENDANCE:
Richard J. Borries
Patrick Tuley
Alan Kissinger

Suzanne Crouch

1

Charlene Timmons
Bill Jeffers
Members of media
Others unidentified

»*ju COUNTY ~RAINAGE BOARD

74f n41]-44 .
Aidhard J. Bor iesS Presiddnt
// r-7/

U (rL_»_6-></

Patrick Tuley,

Recorded and transcribed by Charlene Timmons

V.11:g.nP'resident

APRIL 1, 1996

TO: THE VANDERBURGH COUNTY DRAINAGE BOARD
FR: THE VANDERBURGH COUNTY SURVEYOR
RE: BIDS FOR DITCH MAINTENANCE RECEIVED ON MARCH 25, 1996, AND
TAKEN UNDER ADVISEMENT FOR SURVEYOR'S RECOMMENDATION.
SIRS:

THE VANDERBURGH COUNTY SURVEYOR RECOMMENDS THAT THE
VANDERBURGH COUNTY DRAINAGE BOARD WAIVE ANY MINOR
DISCREPANCIES AND IRREGULARITIES OF THE BIDS RECEIVED (AS
NOTED IN THE FOLLOWING RECOMMENDATIONS) AND AWARD
CONTRACTS FOR THE MAINTENANCE IN THE YEAR 1996, OF VARIOUS
REGULATED DRAINS IN VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA, AS FOLLOWS
HEREIN.

IN ALL CASES, THE BIDS RECOMMENDED BY THE SURVEYOR FOR THE

BOARD'S ACCEPTANCE ARE EITHER THE LOWEST BIDS OR THE ONLY
BIDS RECEIVED.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED,

QO bQU-C&148**A4:k.4)

ROBERT *. BRENNdlk,
VANDERBURGH COUNTY SURVEY

41'196

1996 DITCH MAINTENANCE RECOMMENDATIONS
AIKEN DITCH
SPRING MOWING

ACCT # 234-006

2,450 lineal feet to be mowed as described in specifications
TO: TERRY R. JOHNSON CONSTRUCTION (only bidder)
AT: $0.5719 Per Lineal Foot
For a Total of $1,401.16

AIKEN DITCH
FALL MOWING

5,025 lineal feet to be mowed as described in specifications
TO: TERRY R. JOHNSON CONSTRUCTION (only bidder)
AT: $0.5719 Per Lineal Foot
For a Total of $2,873.80

TOTAL MOWING COSTS AIKEN DITCH (234-006) $4,274.96

TOTAL ESTIMATED AVAILABLE FUNDS IN 234-006,1996: $ 7,700.00

BAEHL DITCH
ANNUAL MAINTENANCE
6,890 Lineal Feet per specifications

ACCT #234-007

TO: JOHN MAURER (low bidder)
AT: $0.125 Per Lineal Foot
For a Total of $861.25

TOTAL FUNDS ESTIMATED AVAILABLE IN 234-007,1996: $1,400.00

1996 DITCH MAINTENANCE BID RECOMMENDATIONS

BARNETT DITCH
SILT DIPPING

ACCT #234-008

8,358 Lineal Feet to be completed as described in specifications

TO: UNION TVVP DITCH ASSOCIATION (only bidder)
AT: $0.33 Per Lineal Foot
For a Total of $2,758.14

TOTAL FUNDS ESTIMATED AVAILABLE 234-008, 1996: $ 2,300.00
WILL HAVE TO BILL AS USUAL AND PAY OVER THREE (3) YEARS

BARR CREEK
ANNUAL MAINTENANCE
20,668 Lineal Feet per specifications

ACCT #234-009

TO: BIG CREEK DRAINAGE ASSOCIATION (only bidder)
AT: $0.20 Per Lineal Foot
For a Total of $4,133.60

TOTAL FUNDS ESTIMATED AVAILABLE IN 234-009,1996: $ 4,850.00

BUENTE UPPER BIG CREEK
ANNUAL MAINTENANCE
20,195 Lineal Feet per specifications

ACCT #234-010

TO: BIG CREEK DRAINAGE ASSOCIATION (only bidder)
AT: $0.17 Per Lineal Foot

For a Total of $3,433.15

TOTAL FUNDS ESTIMATED AVAILABLE IN 234-010, 1996: $ 7,850.00

1996 DITCH MAINTENANCE BID RECOMMENDATIONS

CYPRESS DALE / MADDOX DITCH

ACCT #234-012

ANNUAL MAINTENANCE
23,887 Lineal Feet per specifications

TO: UNION TWP DITCH ASSOCIATION (only bidder)
AT: $0.03 Per Lineal Foot
For a Total of $716.61

TOTAL ESTIMATED FUNDS AVAILABLE IN 234-012,1996: $ 2,150.00

EAGLE SLOUGH

EAGLE SLOUGH BROADLEAF HERBICIDE APPLICATION
14,290 Lineal Feet per specifications
TO: SHIDELER SPRAY SERVICE COMPANY (only bidder)
AT: $0.223 Per Lineal Foot

For a Total of $3,186.67

EAGLE SLOUGH BRUSH REMOVAL -- WORK AREA"A"
15,750 Lineal Feet per specifications
TO: HENRY BIGGE EXCAVATION (low bidder)
AT: $0.85 Per Lineal Foot

For a Total of $13,387.50

EAGLE SLOUGH BRUSH REMOVAL -- WORK AREA"B"
14,290 Lineal Feet per specifications
TO: HENRY BIGGE EXCAVATION: (low bidder)
AT: $0.40 Per Lineal Foot

For a Total of $5,716.00

ACCT #234-013

1996 DITCH MAINTENANCE BID RECOMMENDATIONS
EAGLE SLOUGH (CONTINUED)

~

ACCT #234-013

EAGLE SLOUGH OBSTRUCTION REMOVAL
Complete all work as described in specifications

~

TO: HENRY BIGGE EXCAVATING (only bidder)
AT: $1,000.00 Lump Sum
For a Total of $1,000.00

TOTAL 1996 CONTRACT RECOMMENDATIONS EAGLE SLOUGH: $23,290.17

TOTAL ESTIMATED AVAILABLE FUNDS 234-013,1996: $ 47,750.00

EDMOND DITCH
ANNUAL MAINTENANCE
15,395 Lineal Feet per specifications

ACCT #234-016

TO: UNION TWP DITCH ASSOCIATION (only bidder)
AT: $0.01 Per Lineal Foot

For a Total of $153.95

TOTAL ESTIMATED FUNDS AVAILABLE IN 234-016, 1996: $ 800.00

HARPER DITCH

HARPER DITCH BOTTOM STERILIZATION
2,950 Lineal Feet per specifications
TO: SHIDELER SPRAY SERVICE COMPANY (only bidder)
AT: $0.13 Per Lineal Foot

For a Total of $383.50

ACCT #234-017

1996 DITCH MAINTENANCE BID RECOMMENDATIONS
HARPER DITCH (CONTINUED)

ACCT #234-017

HARPER DITCH SPRING MOWING
2,950 Lineal Feet to be mowed per specifications
TO: TERRY R. JOHNSON CONSTRUCTION (only bidder)
AT: $0.5519 Per Lineal Foot
For a Total of $1,628.11

HARPER DITCH FALL MOWING
2950 Lineal Feet to be mowed per specifications
TO: TERRY R. JOHNSON CONSTRUCTION (only bidder)
AT: $0.5519 Per Lineal Foot
Fora Total of $1,628.11

TOTAL CONTRACT RECOMMENDATIONS 234-017, 1996: $3,639.72
TOTAL ESTIMATED AVAILABLE FUNDS IN 234-017, 1996: $28,250.00

HELFRICH HAPPE DITCH
ANNUAL MAINTENANCE
12,698 Lineal Feet per specifications

ACCT #234-018

TO: UNION TWP DITCH ASSOCIATION (only bidder)
AT: $0.01 Per Lineal Foot

For a Total of $126.98
TOTAL ESTIMATED FUNDS AVAILABLE IN 234-018,1996: $ 1,000.00

1996 DITCH MAINTENANCE BID RECOMMENDATIONS
HENRY DITCH
FALL MOWING
3,179 Lineal Feet per specifications

ACCT #234-019

TO: TERRY R. JOHNSON CONSTRUCTION (only bidder)
AT: $0.5619 Per Lineal Foot
For a Total of $1,786.28

TOTAL ESTIMATED FUNDS AVAILABLE IN 234-019,1996: $ 900.00

HOEFLING DITCH
ANNUAL MAINTENANCE
5,571 Lineal Feet per specifications

ACCT #234-020

TO: JOHN MAURER (only bidder)
AT: $0.10 Per Lineal Foot
For a Total of $557.10

TOTAL ESTIMATED FUNDS AVAILABLE IN 234-020,1996: $ 750.00

KAMP DITCH
ANNUAL MAINTENANCE
11,160 Ljneal Feet per specifications

ACCT #234-021

TO: UNION TWP DITCH ASSOCIATION (only bidder)
AT: $0.03 Per Lineal Foot

For a Total of $334.80

TOTAL ESTIMATED FUNDS AVAILABLE IN 234-021,1996: $ 1,600.00

I

1996 DITCH MAINTENANCE BID RECOMMENDATIONS
KEIL DITCH

ACCT #234-022

KEIL DITCH SPRING MOWING
3,012 Lineal Feet to be mowed as described in specifications for spring mowing
TO: TERRY R. JOHNSON CONSTRUCTION (only bidder)
AT: $0.5519 Per Lineal Foot = $1,662.32

KEIL DITCH FALL MOWING
3,012 Lineal Feet to be mowed as described in specifications for fall mowing
TO: TERRY R. JOHNSON CONSTRUCTION (only bidder)
AT: $0.5519 Per Lineal Foot = $1662.32
For a Total of $3,324.64

KEIL DITCH BOTTOM STERILIZATION
3,012 Lineal Feet to be treated per specifications
TO: SHIDELER SPRAY SERVICE COMPANY (only bidder)
AT: $0.13 Per Lineal Foot
For a Total of $391.56

TOTAL CONTRACT RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 234-022 IN 1996: $3,716.20
TOTAL ESTIMATED AVAILABLE FUNDS IN 234-022,1996: $ 8,650.00

KNEER DITCH

ACCT #234-024

ANNUAL MAINTENANCE
3,036 Lineal Feet to be maintained per specification

TO: ELDON MAASBERG (only bidder)
AT: $0.10 Per Lineal Foot

For a Total of $303.60

TOTAL ESTIMATED AVAILABLE FUNDS IN 234-024,1996: $ 1,250.00

1996 DITCH MAINTENANCE BID RECOMMENDATIONS

KOLB DITCH

ACCT #234-025

KOLB DITCH SPRING MOWING
5,593 Lineal Feet to be mowed per specifications for spring mowing
TO: JIM AXTON (If Mr. Axton presents a certificate of insurance by 4/8/96)
AT: $0.3850 Per Lineal Foot (low bidder)
For a Total of $2,153.30

KOLB DITCH FALL MOWING
5,593 Lineal Feet to be mowed per specification for fall mowing
TO: JIM AXTON (If Mr. Ao(ton presents a certificate of insurance by 4/8/96)
AT: $0.3850 Per Lineal Foot (low bidder)
For a Total of $2,153.30

KOLB DITCH BOTTOM STERILIZATION
5,593 Lineal Feet to be treated per specifications
TO: SHIDELER SPRAY SERVICE COMPANY (only bidder)
AT: $0.13 Per Lineal Foot
For a Total of $727.09

TOTAL CONTRACT RECOMMENDATIONS 234-025,1996: $5,033.69
TOTAL ESTIMATED AVAILABLE FUNDS IN 234-025,1996: $12,500.00

MAASBERG DITCH
ANNUAL DITCH MAINTENANCE
2,206 Lineal Feet per specification

ACCT #234-027

TO: ELDON MAASBERG (only bidder)
AT: $0.07 Per Lineal Foot
For a Total of $154.42

TOTAL ESTIMATED AVAILABLE FUNDS IN 234-027,1996: $800.00

1996 DITCH MAINTENANCE BID RECOMMENDATIONS
MAIDLOW DITCH
ANNUAL MAINTENANCE
18,671 Lineal Feet per specifications

ACCT #234-028

TO: BIG CREEK DRAINAGE ASSOCIATION (only bidder)
AT: $0.12 Per Lineal Feet
For a Total of $2,240.52 (not withstanding erroneous amt. $2,241.00 on bid form)

TOTAL ESTIMATED AVAILABLE FUNDS IN 234-028,1996: $9,250.00

POND FLAT MAIN DITCH
ANNUAL MAINTENANCE
36,852 Lineal Feet per specifications

ACCT #234-029

TO: BIG CREEK DRAINAGE ASSOCIATION (only bidder)
AT: $0.11 Per Lineal Foot

For a Total of $4,053.72

TOTAL ESTIMATED AVAILABLE FUNDS IN 234-029,1996: $10,250.00

POND FLAT LATERAL "A"

ACCT #234-030

ANNUAL MAINTENANCE
5,311 Lineal Feet per specifications
TO: RALPH REXING (only bidder)
AT: $0.14 Per Lineal Foot
For a Total of $743.54

TOTAL ESTIMATED AVAILABLE FUNDS IN 234-030,1996: $2,300.00

1

1996 DITCH MAINTENANCE BID RECOMMENDATIONS
POND FLAT LATERAL 'C"
ANNUAL MAINTENANCE
9,036 Lineal Feet per specifications

ACCT #234-032

TO: BIG CREEK DRAINAGE ASSOCIATION (only bidder)
AT: $0.12 Per Lineal Foot

For a Total of $1,084.32 (not withstanding erroneous $1,084.00 on bid form)

TOTAL ESTIMATED AVAILABLE FUNDS IN 234-032,1996: $1,850.00

POND FLAT LATERAL"D"
ANNUAL MAINTENANCE
4,579 Lineal Feet per specifications

ACCT #234-033

TO: RALPH REXING (only bidder)
AT: $0.14 Per Lineal Foot
For a Total of $641.06

TOTAL ESTIMATED FUNDS IN 234-033,1996: $2,150.00

POND FLAT LATERAL"E"
ANNUAL MAINTENANCE
3,616 Lineal Feet per specifications
TO: BIG CREEK DRAINAGE ASSOCIATION (only bidder)
AT: $0.12 Per Lineal Foot

For a Total of $433.92

TOTAL ESTIMATED FUNDS IN 234-034,1996: $790.00

ACCT #234-034

RUSHER DITCH
ANNUAL MAINTENANCE
4,444 Lineal Feet per specifications

ACCT #234-035

TO: BIG CREEK DRAINAGE ASSOCIATION (only bidder)
AT: $0.12 Per Lineal Foot
For a Total of $533.28

TOTAL ESTIMATED AVAILABLE FUNDS IN 234-035,1996: $1,450.00

SINGER DITCH
ANNUAL MAINTENANCE
2,450 Lineal Feet per specifications

ACCT #234-037

TO: REXING ENTERPRISES, INC. (only bidder)
AT: $0.12 Per Lineal Foot

For a Total of $$294.00

TOTAL ESTIMATED AVAILABLE FUNDS IN 234-037,1996: $1,100.00

WALLENMEYER DITCH
ANNUAL MAINTENANCE
8,355 Lineal Feet per specifications

ACCT #234-040

TO: DANIEL PAUL (low bidder)
AT: $0.148 Per Lineal Foot

For a Total of $1,236.54

TOTAL ESTIMATED AVAILABLE FUNDS IN 234-040,1996: $1,900.00

1996 DITCH MAINTENANCE BID RECOMMENDATIONS
SONNTAG STEVENS DITCH

ACCT #234-038

SONNTAG STEVENS SPRING MOWING
4,580 Lineal Feet as specified for spring mowing
TO: JIM AXTON (if Mr. Axton provides insurance certificate by 4/8/96)
AT: $0.3850 Per Lineal Foot (low bidder)
For a Total of $1,763.30

SONNTAG STEVENS FALL MOWING
10,705 Lineal Feet as specified for fall mowing
TO: TERRY R. JOHNSON CONSTRUCTION (only bidder)
AT: $0.5719 Per Lineal Foot (only bidder)
For a Total of $6,122.19

SONNTAG STEVENS BOTTOM STERILIZATION
10,705 Lineal Feet per specifications
TO: SHIDELER SPRAY SERVICE COMPANY (only bidder)
AT: $0.13 Per Lineal Foot
For a Total of $1,391.65

SONNTAG STEVENS HERBICIDE APPLICATION
3,400 Lineal Feet per specifications
TO: SHIDELER SPRAY SERVICE COMPANY (only bidder)
AT: $0.10 Per Lineal Foot
For a Total of $340.00

TOTAL RECOMMENDED CONTRACTS FOR 234-038,1996: $9,617.14
TOTAL ESTIMATED AVAILABLE FUNDS IN 234-038,1996: $27,000.00

1996 DITCH MAINTENANCE BID RECOMMENDATIONS
EAST SIDE URBAN SOUTH HALF
SPRING MOWING

~

To begin no sooner than:
To be completed no later than:

1

May 20,1996
July 5,1996

16,883 Lineal Feet as follows:

Bonnie View Ditch:
Bonnie View Extension
Crawford Brandeis Ditch
Hirsch Ditch
Wabash Erie Portion

1,458 L.F.
623 L.F.
10,025 L.F.
3,392 L.F.
1,385 L.F.
16,883 L.F.

TO: TERRY R. JOHNSON CONSTRUCTION (only bidder)

AT: $0.6095 Per Lineal Foot
For a Total of $10,290.19

EAST SIDE URBAN SOUTH HALF
FALL MOWING
To begin no sooner than:
To be completed no later than:

August 19,1996
November 15, 1996

23,027 Lineal Feet as follows:

Bonnie View Ditch
Bonnie View Extension
Crawford Brandeis Ditch
Stockfleth Ditch
Hirsch Ditch
Wabash Erie Portion

1,458 L.F.
623 L.F.
10,025 L.F.
6,144 L.F.
3,392 L.F.
1,385 L.F.
23,027 L.F.

TO: TERRY R. JOHNSON CONSTRUCTION (only bidder)
AT: $0.6095 Per Lineal Foot

For a Total of $14,034.96

(TOTAL MOWING ESU S 1/2: $24,325.15)

1

1996 DiTCH MAINTENANCE BID RECOMMENDATIONS
EAST SIDE URBAN NORTH HALF
FALL MOWING
To begin no sooner than
To be completed no later than

August 19, 1996
November 15, 1996

21,127 Lineal Feet asfollows:
Crawford Brandeis Extension

14,102 L.F.
7,025 L.F.
21,127 L.F.

Boesche Ditch

TO: TERRY R. JOHNSON CONSTRUCTION (only bidder)

AT: $0.5819 Per Lineal Foot

For a Total of $12,293.80

EAST SIDE URBAN SOUTH HALF
DITCH BOTTOM STERILIZATION
To be applied per manufacturer's recommendations

35,857 Lineal Feet as follows:
Bonnie View Ditch

Bonnie View Extension
Crawford Brandeis Ditch
Stockfleth Ditch
Nurrenbern Ditch
Kelly Ditch
Wabash Erie Portion

1,458 L.F.
623 L.F.
10,025 L.F.
6,144 L.F.
8,612 L.F.
7,600 L.F.
1,385 L.F.
35,847 L.F.

TO: SHIDELER SPRAY SERVICE COMPANY (only bidder)

AT: $0.13 Per Lineal Foot
For a Total of $4,660.11

1996 DITCH MAINTENANCE BID RECOMMENDATIONS

EAST SIDE URBAN SOUTH HALF

BROADLEAF HERBICIDE AND GRASS GROWTH INHIBITOR APPLICATION
To be applied per manufacturer's recommendations

22,356 Lineal Feet as follows:
Stockfleth Ditch
6,144
Nurrenbern Ditch
8,612
Kelly Ditch
7,600
22,356

L.F.
L.F.

L.F.
L.F.

TO: SHIDELER SPRAY SERVICE COMPANY (only bidder)
AT: $0.17 Per Lineal Foot
For a Total of $3,800.52

EAST SIDE URBAN SOUTH HALF
SPECIAL MOWINGS
When ordered by Surveyor
No More Than 11,500 lineal feet nor Less Than 2,500 lineal Feet
TO: TERRY R. JOHNSON CONSTRUCTION (only bidder)

AT: $0.6095 Per Lineal Foot
For a Total of:

No Less Than
Nor more than

$1,523.75
$7,009.25

TOTAL MAXIMUM CONTRACTS COMMITTED TO EAST SIDE URBAN 234-

015:

$52,088.83
TOTAL ESTIMATED FUNDS AVAILABLE IN 234-015,1996: $55,275.00

No 5% check enclos'd for spring mow
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MINUTES
VANDERBURGH COUNTY DRAINAGE BOARD
APRIL 22, 1996
Call to order

..

Approval of minutes

1
1

Review and approval of preliminary drainage plans:
Browning Road Estates West, Section 3 ...... .......

1

Cross Pointe, Section 4 .... ..................

2

Willow Creek Subdivision, Section D ...........

3

Recommendation for maintenance contract:
Pond Flat B

7

Signing of ditch bid maintenance contracts ..... ....

7

Blue Claims (none) . ................................

7

Correspondence:
Letter to Mr. Harry G. Morrison, Gibson County
Surveyor re: claim in the amount of $4,260.62

8

Request from Morley & Associates on behalf of
Ruby Tuesdays to relinquish drainage easement

8

New Business:
Senate Bill #336

9

Adjournment ................. ......

10

Attendance and signature sheet

10

MINUTES
DRAINAGE BOARD MEETING
APRIL 22, 1996
The Vanderburgh County Drainage Board met in session on April 22,
1996 at 6:50 p.m. in the Commissioner's Hearing Room 307 with
President Richard Borries presiding.
RE:

APPROVAL OF MINUTES

President Borries:

Good evening,

everyone.

I would like to call

the meeting of April 22, 1996 Drainage Board meeting to order. We
have the approval of two sets of minutes this evening.
One is a
regular Drainage Board meeting, the last held on March 25, 1996.

Commissioner Tuley: Mr. President, I move that the Drainage Board
minutes from March 25, 1996 be approved.
Commissioner Mourdock:

President Borries:

I will second.

So

ordered.

The

second

one,

Commissioner

Mourdock, I believe will not be able to...he was out of town on
that particular meeting and it was held on April 1, 1996.
Commissioner Tuley:

I'll move for approval.

President Borries:

from

the

I will second and so order.

Vanderburgh

County

Surveyor's

Mr.

Office

is

Bill Jeffers

here

as

our

technical advisor and at this time I will turn the agenda over to

him where there are certain preliminary drainage plans that he will
be presenting for our consideration this evening.
RE:

Bill

BROWNING ROAD ESTATES WEST,

Jeffers:

The

first

SECTION 3

drainage

plan

that

we

have

is

the

preliminary drainage plan for Browning Road Estates West, Section
3. The reason that the lots are numbered in the sequence that they
are numbered in is because this is an extension of Browning Road
Estates West,

Section 2.

Harvest Gate Road extends down from the

north from Section 2 which was just recently developed with new
rolled curb and gutter streets, etc.
The detention basin for
Browning Road Estates, Section 2 lies down in Lot 42 and I have

outlined that in yellow so that you can see that location at the
end of the cul-de-sac and it will also serve as the detention basin
for Browning Road Estates West, Section 3.

Water from Harvest Gate

Road will be routed through that basin.

The reason some of the

drainage easements pass through lots rather than along lot lines is
because this entire project has been developed in a near natural
state with the existing creeks and rivulets left as natural as

possible.

Mr.

Bill Wittekindt who is here in the audience if you

have any questions of him, the developer, goes in and cleans up
those waterways, but leaves them in a relatively natural state so

that they look like creeks. It/s a very beautiful area and that is
the way the property owners want to maintain it.
I have reviewed

the drainage calculations and the plans that have been prepared by
audience and our office recommends approval of the preliminary plan

Mr. Fred Kuester, registered land surveyor, who is also here in the
for Browning Road Estates West,

Section

3.

There will

be

a

few

additional details on the final plan that is submitted along with
the street plans.
President Borries:

this time?

Questions of Mr.

Commissioner Mourdock:

I

have

none,

Jeffers or Mr.

but

I'll

Wittekindt at

note

that

on

the

that

part

of

the

plans that all lots will have Evansville water and all will have
sanitary sewers.

county.
Bill Jeffers:

That's

a

good

As you'll note up

thing

out

in

in the upper right-hand corner,

the responsibility for maintenance of the drainage facilities , the
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developer has taken that responsibility.
Commissioner

Tuley:

Mr.

President,

I

move

for

the

approval

of

Browning Road Estates West, Section 3, preliminary drainage plans.
Commissioner Mourdock:

President Borries:
RE:

CROSS POINTE,

Bill

Jeffers:

I will second.

So ordered.
SECTION 4

The

next

development

is

Cross

Pointe,

Section

4

which is an extension of Cross Pointe Subdivision immediately to
the north behind Builders Square which is also a part of Cross

Pointe.
I'm sure all of you have had the opportunity to visit
Cross Pointe at one time or another. Builders Square is out there,
O'Charley's, El Chico's--

President Borries:

I ate there the other night.

Bill Jeffers:
--Outback Steakhouse...ate in everyone of them, I
have anyway, as you can see.
You know that some of the basins in

that development are dry basins that drain completely dry after a
rainstorm such as the ones in Builders Square.

Some of the basins

are standing bodies of water that remain wet year round and the one

for Cross Pointe, Section 4, the proposed basin is a wet basin from

which they will take a substantial amount of dirt fill to elevate
the building pads for each of the lots.

It does have a cul-de-sac
Street.
It has a system of pipes
which are those dark blue lines. AD means area drain and it shows
coming

south

off

of Virginia

the area drains, the elevation of those drains and each of those
laterals picks up water on the individual lots, which you can
anticipate to be totally paved commercial lots, and routes that
water down to this wet retention basin which is adjacent to...the
reason Pond A is on there is that's one of Builders Square's three

ponds and it shows you the relationship between these two ponds.

On the right-hand side of the plan the east boundary of Cross
Pointe, Section 4 is Nurrenbern Ditch, a regulated drain in

Vanderburgh County, and they show the 75 foot right-of-way measured

off the top of that bank.
They will come back with their final
plan and ask for a relaxation of that right-of-way down to, I think

probably, around 50 or 55 feet.
President Borries:
Doesn't it?
Bill Jeffers:

The one that I have has 75.

President Borries:

Bill Jeffers:

I think you've got 55 foot on there, I believe.

Oh,

okay.

I thought I saw 55 somewhere.

They are wanting to reduce it to 55 , but they are

not asking that at this time.
I'm just telling you that they are
going to because I think you saw that on Builders Square-President Borries:
Bill Jeffers:

Gotcha,

down here?

Right.

President Borries:

Gotcha.

Bill Jeffers: The portion on Builders Square...yeah, there it is.
The portion shown on this plan, Builders Square has been relaxed to

55, but that's just an indication that's what they are going to

come back and ask for which is going to be okay with us.

I've

reviewed the calculations for this plan and the detention basin
which is always of a concern to the Board when it's a wet detention

basin as shown here.
It will a be minimum of four feet deep to
prevent cattail growth, etc.
You can probably anticipate that it

will be greater than four feet because dirt out there is valuable.

DRAINAGE BOARD
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Then the maximum amount of storage in there is four feet.

When it

hits four feet of storage it will go over into an emergency
spillway. Like I said, I have reviewed the plans and find them to
be in compliance for preliminary drainage plan and the Surveyor's
Office recommends approval of Cross Pointe, Section 4 preliminary

drainage plan at this time.
President

Borries:

I'll

questions?
Commissioner Tuley:

President Borries:

Bill

motion

or,

I'm

sorry,

any

Second.

So ordered.

WILLOW CREEK SUBDIVISION,

Jeffers:

a

So moved.

Commissioner Mourdock:

RE:

entertain

The

next

plan

SECTION D

for

our

review

is

Willow

Creek

Subdivision, Section D which is an extension to the north of
Section C
which you are familiar with.

This is a 16 lot addition

to Willow Creek. The lots are just slightly smaller than the ones
that have been built up to now. On your plan that I have shown you
are a few marked up comments on items that I am going to be asking
for in their final plan. He does have all this information, or he
has a majority of the information that I'm asking for in the
report, the printed report, but I'm asking for it to be put onto
the blueprint, like pipe sizes and stuff. He has them over here,
but it would be nice to be able to read them right on there.
My

main concern is Lot 72.

There will be a graded swell across the

backyard of this lot that will carry water which naturally runs off

now over onto property owned by Southern Indiana Higher Education
Foundation and he has a riprap mat that takes the drainage from the

end of this cul-de-sac and discharges it down into that natural
area that flows across there.

I

just want some more very exact

details of how that riprap will blend into the flow line of that
natural swell and how all that will be graded and left finished.

I want real exact details so that the contractor who goes out and

puts that in place puts it in exactly according to that detail.
Now that can come with the final drainage plan.

President Borries:

I have a question on that,

Bill Jeffers:

sir?

Yes,

President Borries:

--and

for Mr.

Hatfield

Bill

here,

I'm

sure

that

since you work with this every day, that you will be able to
provide me with an example, but as someone who has sat here over
the years and seen this whole aspect grow in complexity, one rule
of thumb that I have always had that helped me understand a little

of this complicated decision making where we are looking at what
water will do on a flat map-Bill Jeffers:

Right.

President Borries: --when we are envisioning hills and everything
else, the one rule of thumb that I have always had has been that

developers are, or whatever we want to call them, homebuilders,
persons who provide these drainage plans, surveyors, engineers,
generally have a plan to keep the water or take care of the water

on his or her particular plan. So, does this address that to some
extent? What is your thinking on that?

Bill Jeffers:

President

Well

Borries:

that?
Bill Jeffers:

Do you understand where

Right.

I

I

am coming from on

intend to hand this to Mr.

Rodney Young

~
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who is here with Mr. Hatfield.
designing

this

drainage

plan

Rodney Young is the engineer who is

for

Mr.

Hatfield.

These

are

the
handouts that we have been giving to developers who have small lots
on rolling ground to show them several different ways to grade the
yards so that water will be properly conveyed around the house and
either into the street drainage system or into the backyard

drainage system and carried in an orderly fashion off-site. These
are the kind of details that I want to be incorporated into his

final drainage plan.

President Borries:

remember

one

Okay,

let me carry that a little further.

in the northern part of the

county,

and

I

I

can't

remember our final determination on this, but it had to do with a
lake that was on someone else's property. This particular drainage
plan, the plan was to drain into this other lake on someone else's
property.
Bill Jeffers:

Into the other person's lake?

President Borries:
Yeah.
I guess that's where I am headed with
it.
I would commend you and agree that there has to be a proper

fill and landscape on this one, but I guess I'm concerned about the
adjoining property.
You have expressed some concern, but are
we...what is this, strictly undeveloped on the part of SIHEF
at
this point,

the area where it would drain over to?

Bill Jeffers: Yes, it's very wild and woolly and left in a natura
l
state. I would not anticipate that the area would be developed
for
building by the Southern Indiana Higher Education Foundation,
but

it may be used as a part of their landscape campus at some time.

President Borries:

Yeah.

Commissioner Mourdock:

How about these other adjacent proper

that are in the other part of the subdivision? Lots 50 throu ties
is the grade such that drainage is coming back on those, or gh 55,
as Lots
61 through 63 and Lots 74 through 76 are developed, will
there be

drainage from those coming back onto these existing lots where

there are already homes?
Bill Jeffers:

We just have a plan view.

On the previous sheet you have the contour lines on

sheet number two, I guess it would be. The next one.
Commissioner Mourdock:
Bill

Jeffers:

Oh,

okay.

You can see most of the natural draina

from 64
across 63, 62 and 61 ends up, basically, at the southeastgecorne
r of
61 and should be conveyed directly into the street drainage syste
m
at that point. That would just be a natural sheet flow there.
The
area across 75, there is some flowing across the corner of 54 from
75 across the northwest corner of 54 and there is an area drain
that

this plan installs on Lot 53, if you look at the plan sheet
that I had marked up.
Commissioner Mourdock:

Bill

Jeffers:

These

I can see it on here.
low

spots

are

indicated

so

that

would come across this way, and on this sheet there isthean water
area
drain at that point to pick that water up.

President Borries: Bill, I don't want
want to sound like a broken record.
Bill Jeffers:

to belabor this,

I don't

It is hard to see.

President Borries:

Do we want...I defer a little bit to you with

Commissioner Mourdock's question, but getting back to this other,

are we,

on Lot 72,

basically,

are we saying here that this drainage plan,

is emptying some surface drainage on someone else's
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property?
Bill Jeffers:
President

Yes.

Borries:

Do

we

want

alternative to that?

to

say

that?

Is

there

Bill Jeffers :

is your only other alternative and there is as much as a ten foot

drop there.
There is a ten to twelve foot drop from one side of
Lot 72 to the east side where it would discharge onto Southern
Indiana Higher Education Council or Foundation. It's quite a drop

down through there.
Commissioner

Mourdock:

Yeah,

it would

appear

on

this

that the

grade is so steep that it would be very hard to develop anything in
that immediate area anyway across the line.
Bill Jeffers :

If you look at this grade , this water is 12 feet

from this point to where it discharges. He is bringing a pipe off
the end of the street and discharging it down there, too.
Where

they meet, where the discharge from the pipe comes out onto that
riprap mat and meets the natural discharge across the back of those
lots

is

the point

at which you

can anticipate erosion.

That

erosion, if it is not managed properly, will extend over onto
someone else's property and that's what your concern is and that's

a legitimate concern. That's what I'm addressing by saying that I
want exact details of how that land is going to be graded and I

want those details to be so exact that they could be handed to a
person who has never seen that land, a dirt contractor, and he
could go out there and implement that amount of protection and do
it properly.
The only other thing that I can say is that this
comes under Rule 5 and any off-site erosion and sedimentation may
also be dealt with by those persons who enforce Rule 5.
President

Borries:

I

will

defer

to

your preliminary

recommen-

dation, but I want to be very careful on this one before we give
final approval,

as I am sure that you will.

undeveloped land, but-Bill Jeffers:

I realize that it is

It's someone else's land.

President Borries:

--yeah.

I

just

have

a

problem

with

that

because our rule of thumb has always been you take care of your

water. Your drainage plan has to meet and contain what you see on
that plot.
It may be a little simple, but it sure helps me

understand--

Bill Jeffers :

It ' s nothing different than what you ' ve asked from

William Wortman Sub or any other sub that discharged into a natural

waterway or watercourse that belongs to someone else and that is

something that has to be done.
The farther we get into this, the
more exact details we ask for and I don't think there is anything

wrong with that.

Commissioner Mourdock: One question, Bill, going along with Rick's
question.
This is not a suggestion and it's certainly not even a

recommendation, but just a question as to whether or not this would
be consistent with the way this has been handled in the past and

might be a possible alternative.

If that Lot 72 were used as an

impoundment so that we then had an overflow to maintain the water

since you've got drainage going that way anyhow, is that consistent

with what has been done other places?
In other words, you're
handling the water...if we do nothing and if Mr. Hatfield never

does anything, this water is still going to run out here.
Have
impoundments like that been typically used to resolve the "handling

of water" before it runs on someone else?

I

1

~
~
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Bill Jeffers:

If the amount of water were greater,

an ideal spot for a detention basin, Lot 72 is it?
Commissioner Mourdock:

Bill Jeffers:

that would be

Yes.

Lot 72 would be an ideal spot for a detention basin

if the volume of water that arrives there were greater, but it's a

very small volume of water and he has done...Mr. Young has designed

this in such a way that he catches as much other water as he can
and routes it down through those pipes to his existing detention

basin in Section B.

That corner over there with that 12 foot drop,

without bringing in several hundred cubic yards of dirt, he can't
do anything to lift that street up.

That's

a

small

amount

of

water...a small impoundment might be appropriate, but for the
amount of water that you're dealing with, it might be an excessive
hardship on the owner of that one lot.
Commissioner Mourdock:
suggestion.
My other

Okay, and that's not a recommendation or
comment would be, and I will use Rick's

language here, since this is a preliminary plan, I'll go along with
this also, but the one concern that I have in addition to that
which Rick has addressed, looking at Lots 50, 51, and perhaps to a

lesser extent 52, although it looks pretty neutral, there certainly

would be some flow from those new lots onto 50 and 51.

During any

construction an erosion control plan has to absolutely make sure
that we don't have any sediment from the building and construction

going back into those lots.

We know this area too well to want to

hear about this kind of thing again.
Bill

Jeffers:

There

is

some

wordage

floating

around

in

this

building that was going to be applied to a subdivision, but action
on it has been suspended because the developer became ill, but it
was a piece of ground similar to this, a little bit more radical in
its terrain.

The language had to do with each lot.

The developer

and owner of each lot shall be responsible to see to it that all

erosion and sedimentation is controlled within the boundaries of

that lot and that language was formulated by the Building
Commissioner and it was forwarded to the Area Plan Commission.
Someone in the Area Plan Commission has that all typed out and
ready to go on a plat.
If anybody, whether that body be the
Subdivision Review Committee, this body or the Area Plan Commission

itself, feels it's appropriate to put on a plat, and if you feel

strongly enough that erosion and sedimentation should be controlled

within the boundaries lot by lot, that notice is available to put
on a final drainage plan if you would like for me to bring that the
next time this comes up.
Commissioner Mourdock:

I think that's a little strong,

premature perhaps.
Bill Jeffers:

a little

It's very strong.

Commissioner Mourdock:

I think what they are trying to do is make

a point from the drainage control aspect,
construction.

If

you

are

going

to

have,

particularly during
again,

as

that

when

I

used

the

phrase a moment ago, if we do nothing, that water is still going to
run

across

those

lots.

My

concern

is

there

is

construction and there is not vegetative cover out there, that a
sediment load gets carried onto people's lawns.
Bill

Jeffers:

What

we

could

do

is

look

through

these

U.

S.

Department of Agriculture guidelines and try to find the one that

most closely matches, as you point out, Lot 63, 62 and 61 and see

if we can have the engineer incorporate these grading plans into

the final drainage plan for Willow Creek, Section D, if you would

like to do that?

Commissioner Mourdock:

That would be fine.

I'll move preliminary

approval for the plan for Willow Creek, Section D.

DRAINAGE BOARD
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Commissioner Tuley:

Second.

President

May

Borries:

I

assume

that

my

colleagues'

approval

include, at this point, the written comments on the preliminary

plot by Mr. Jeffers?

Commissioner Mourdock:

President Borries:
Bill Jeffers:

those are included.

Okay, so ordered.

I've lost my agenda again.

Commissioner Tuley:
Bill Jeffers:

RE:

Absolutely,

You can have mine.

Thanks.

RECOMMENDATION FOR MAINTENANCE CONTRACT - POND FLAT B

Commissioner Mourdock:

Pond Flat B.

Bill Jeffers:
Last month at your March meeting I had 29 of these
and I should of had 30.
This is the 30th one here.
I left it out

of the typed recommendations, but it's in the breakdown sheet at
the back which was filed with all the other recommendations, but

the individual sheet was left out.

It is for Pond Flat B annual

maintenance to award it to Ralph Rexing, the only bidder at $0.14
per lineal foot for a total of $391.58, one payment. The estimated

funds in that account are $1,355.00.

Commissioner Tuley:

So moved.

Commissioner Mourdock:
President Borries:

Bill

Jeffers:

Bill

So ordered.

That would go

records.
RE:

Second.

in the back

of the

last meeting's

SIGNING OF DITCH BID MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS

Jeffers:

Then

we

have

all

of

your

contracts

with

the
individual vendors to whom you awarded the bids for all the various
maintenance that was recommended last month and you accepted. All
of them have been signed and notarized in accordance with...
Commissioner

Mourdock:

I'll move acceptance for signing of the

ditch bid maintenance contracts as recommended by the Surveyor's
Office.
Commissioner Tuley:

President Borries:
Bill Jeffers:

Second.

So ordered.

You can sign them or stamp them,

President Borries:
Suzanne Crouch:

I...can we stamp them?

Uh huh.

Commissioner Tuley:

I'll move to stamp.

Commissioner Mourdock:

President Borries:
RE:

I'll second.

So ordered.

BLUE CLAIMS

Bill Jeffers:

Under correspondence--

either way.
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Commissioner Mourdock:
Bill

Jeffers:

Did we skip the Blue Claims,

Bill?

Charlene put that in there in case we had a Blue

Claim to bring, but we don't.
RE:

CORRESPONDENCE

Bill Jeffers:

Under correspondence,

I have a letter to Mr.

Harry

would like to enter that into the record and you can read that at

your leisure. I'll get the original back from Charlene sometime in
the future and mail that to them.
There is no big rush on that.
I have a request from Morley and Associates on behalf of Ruby
Tuesdays who would like to locate in Expressway Commercial
Subdivision on Red Bank Road at Lloyd Expressway. The subdivision

the drainage system is in place and it's

directly on the corner, so actually it will face Lloyd Expressway.
Commissioner

Mourdock:

What

formally

is

obviously isn't a preliminary drainage plan.
Bill Jeffers:

this,

Bill?

This

No, it's a request to relinquish the yellow shaded

drainage easement so that they can pave their parking lot across

it.
I went out and looked at the site today and all the drainage
is being handled within the state right-of-way on Lloyd Expressway,
or what is that, Indiana 62?
Commissioner Mourdock:

Bill

Jeffers:

There

It's 62.

is

no

drainage

structure

through

the

north/south easement and the other utilities are abandoning their

unused portion of that easement as well. I have prepared a letter
simply saying that the County Surveyor recommends that the Drainage
Board abandon, relinquish and vacate all the drainage easement

shown
on the site plan and that this abandonment will become
effective when the Board receives

another site plan that clearly

depicts the means by which all storm water will be conveyed away
from the buildings and other improvements to the lots and so forth,
across and off the site into existing or planned storm water
conveyance facilities.

Then another plat drawn on a mylar that can

be recorded that clearly depicts that the drainage easements were

vacated and also a letter addressed to the County Drainage Board
that the client, which is Morrison's, Inc. or Ruby Tuesdays, with

the understanding that the Board relinquishes all rights and
responsibilities associated with the drainage easement.
In other

words, you're done with it, you will not enforce maintenance of it.
They have to give you a site plan that shows how they're going to
get that water back over to the detention basin through the
existing street drainage system.
It will all work, I just don't
ever want to go out there with anybody's problem. If they agree to

that,

then at your next board you will be relinquishing or

abandoning that drainage easement altogether.

Of course, I want a

plat that can be recorded to show that so that there is no question
in the future.
Commissioner Mourdock:

So really it's premature for us to take any

action until they agree to that.
Bill Jeffers:

Just wanted to show you what was going on.

under correspondence.

Commissioner Mourdock:

~

I

G. Morrison, Gibson County Surveyor, basically, asking for some
specific information to substantiate the claim of $4,260.62 and I

has been approved,

~

This is

Okay.

Bill Jeffers: Then I'll bring you the final probably in a month.
Actually, that is because the letter I got from them was kind of

gobbledygook. They wanted you to relinquish it, but still maintain
it, or something.
I couldn't understand what they meant by that.
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RE:

NEW BUSINESS

Bill Jeffers: The only other thing that I have to give you is some
copies of Senate Bill 336, and I'm sorry I didn't bring a bottle of
Maalox for each of you to go along with this because you are going

to need it.

President Borries:

Boy, you got that right.

Bill

if

Jeffers:

As

you

have

nothing

else

to

do,

a

natural

watercourse has been defined by the Senate as an area of the
surface of the ground over which water from falling rain or melting
snow occasionally and temporarily flows in a definable direction.

So if someone's backyard looks like this, that's a natural
watercourse.
If his neighbor's backyard looks like that, doesn't

like the water coming across it and blocks it, the applicant can

come up here.
Then you guys send us out, specifically, us being
the County Surveyor's Office, and we determine whether it was
placed there intentionally and you order it removed. If the owner

of the property doesn't remove it, you take funds out of the
general drainage account-President Borries:

Bill Jeffers:

That's interesting,

too,

general?

--which hasn't got any funds in it unless you go to

the County Council and ask for funds.

Then if you want to recoup

your money that you spent removing it, you have to take them to

Superior Court or Circuit Court to get your money back. Or, in the
case where...do you remember the folks in Petersburg Place that
wanted to turn a ditch into a natural drain? You don't have to do
that anymore. All they have to say is there is an obstruction out

there, we go out there and find it, give you an estimate on how
much it is going to cost to clear it and then bill it out according
to how it benefits all the. . .because those are natural obstructions
out there.
In other words, that farmer didn't throw those trees
into the creek, the wind blew them in there.
To give you an idea
of how this may affect you, I took off a day or so and went to
Indianapolis two weeks ago, and last week I took off a half a day
and I was sick one day, so that leaves about five or six days that
I was here in two weeks and I got four telephone calls of people

wanting us to come out and look at obstructions that their
neighbors had placed in the natural watercourse.
I asked them if
they were aware of Senate Bill 336 and they said no, we just called

downtown and told them we had a drainage problem and they routed us
to your office.
So without anyone knowing anything about this
bill, we have four potential petitioners in two weeks.
I guess

when word of this bill gets out, which thank goodness those boys

are gone,
were--

beginning July

President Borries:

Bill Jeffers:

1st,

I

don't know.

The

bill

sponsors

Why would somebody pass something like this?

Well, the bill sponsors were a well driller, who is

also a farmer, and the other guy is a...I don't know what he was.
You know, they curse lawyers, there are too many lawyers in the

legislature.

Alan Kissinger:

We'll fix them,

we'll just get more.

Bill Jeffers:
I wish there were two more to take these two guys
I just thought I would drop that on you, ruin your night

place.

and tell you that's all I have.
Commissioner Tuley:

Alan Kissinger:

Jeffers!
Bill Jeffers:

Thank you,

You know,

Bill.

sometimes the messenger is killed,

They used to do that in Roman days didn't they?

Mr.
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Alan Kissinger:

Yes,

they did.

Bill Jeffers: Anyhow, I thought that you ought to be aware that is
coming because I didn't want you to get hit from behind by the

first person who brings that in to you.

President Borries:

evening?

Thank you,

Commissioner Mourdock:

Commissioner Tuley:
President Borries:

I think.

Any further business this

I'll move for adjournment.

Second.

So ordered.

We're adjourned.

Meeting was adjourned at 7:30 p.m.
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THOSE IN ATTENDANCE:
Richard J. Borries
Pat Tuley
Richard E. Mourdock
Alan Kissinger
Suzanne Crouch

Charlene Timmons

Bill Jeffers

Others unidentified

VA~BERBUR.pH COUNTY DRAINAGE BOARD

Kicklapi J.-80*i.¤s, President

/"14-6{d-«//...'

Pat 1§81%

Vi

P eside

Richard E. Mourdock, Member

Recorded and transcribed by Charlene Timmons

AGENDA
VANDERBURGH COUNTY
DRAINAGE BOARD MEETING

APRIL 22, 1996
1.

Meeting opened.

2.

Approval of transcribed Drainage Board minutes:
A.
B.

3.

Regular Drainage Board meeting (3/25/96)
Special Drainage Board meeting (4/1/96)

Review and accept for approval preliminary drainage plans

for the following subdivisions:
A.
B.
C.

4.

Browning Road Estates West, Section 3
Cross Pointe, Section 4
Willow Creek, Section D

Recommendation for maintenance contract:
Pond Flat B

5. Signing of Ditch Bid Maintenance contracts.
6.

Approval of Blue Claims.

7.

Correspondence.

8.

New business.

9.

Old business.

10.

Meeting adjourned.

AREA PLAN COMMISSION
El,ANSVILLE-VAM)ERBURGH COUNTY
Room 312 Civic Center Complex
1 N. W. Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd.
Evansville, IN 47708
Phone (812) 435-5226

TO:

Bob Brenner

FROM:

Barbara L.

DATE:

April 2,

RE:

Drainage Board

Cunningham

1996

We are requesting the following subdivisions be put on the Drainage
Board agenda for consideration.

MAJOR SUBDIVISION
1-S-96

Willow

Creek

Section

D

Part

of

the

east

half

of

the

of

the

southwest quarter of section 31, township 6 south, range 11 west,
located on McDowell Road north of Strueh-Hendricks Road.

6-S-96

Browning

Road

Estates

West

(Section

3)

Part

northwest quarter of the northwest quarter of section 16, township

5 south, range 10 west, located south of Boonville New Harmony
Road, west of Browning Road.
10-S-96

Ashwood

Subdivision

Part

of

the

northeast

section 11, township 6 south, range 10 west,
Iroquois north of Proposed Lynch Road.

quarter

of

located east of

11-S-96 Garvin Industrial Subdivision A replat of blocks 5 and 8
in Manufacturers Addition, also a part of Blocks 7, 8, 9, 14, and
15 in William W. Morgans plat of lots 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 in
Maxwell's Subdivision, located on Morgan Avenue west of Read

Street.

12-S-96

Cross

Pointe

Section

4

Part of

the

east half

of

the

southwest quarter of section 19, township 6 south, range 9 west,
located at Cross Pointe Blvd. and Virginia Street.
Cc:

Patrick Tuley

Richard Borries
Richard Mourdock

Vanderburgh County Drainage Board
c/o Vanderburgh County Surveyor
Room 325 Civic Center
Evansville, Indiana 47708
April 22, 1996

Harry G. Morrison
Gibson County Surveyor
Courthouse 101 N. Main
Princeton, Indiana 47670
RE: Claim for Upper Pigeon Creek

Sir:
The Vanderburgh County Drainage Board has directed the
Vanderburgh County Surveyor to obtain certain information prior to
forwarding the payment of $4,260.62 you claim is due for Vanderburgh
County's share of ditch maintenance costs to Upper Pigeon Creek in
Gibson County.
Among the information requested is:
1. A watershed map of that land in Gibson County immediately
adjacent to the area(s) of Vanderburgh County assessed for Upper
Pigeon Creek with the tax codes of the Gibson County parcels
draining into Upper Pigeon Creek.
If the parcels in Gibson County are separated from private lands in
Vanderburgh County by 1-164, please consider that to be within the

definition of "adjacent."
2. A printout df the parcels mentioned above showing the per acre

drainage assessment levied annually for each parcel immediately
adjacent to land in Vanderburgh County, (or land adjacent to 1-64

where applicable by definition above.)

3. A year by year accounting of the funds spent on maintenance to
Upper Pigeon Creek for each of the years beginning 1983, and

ending 1995; along with a brief but itemized description of the
maintenance performed and the name(s) of the contractor(s) to
whom the funds were paid.
In addition if you have any knowledge of a county drainage board's
authorization or ability to pay claims or acknowledge contracts six (6)
years past the date of the work for which the claims are made, please
forward that information to the undersigned representative of the Board.

4)-ELI .>6

Bill jeff*s, 10*utirt~unty Surveyor

APRIL 22, 1996

TO: THE VANDERBURGH COUNTY DRAINAGE BOARD

FR: THE VANDERBURGH COUNTY SURVEYOR
RE: BIDS FOR DITCH MAINTENANCE RECEIVED ON MARCH 25, 1996 AND TAKEN
UNDER
ADVISEMENT FOR SURVEYOR' S RECOMMENDATION.
1996 DITCH MAINTENANCE RECOMMENDATIONS (AMENDMENT)

POND FLAT LATERAL"B"
ANNUAL MAINTENANCE
9,036 Lineal Feet per specifications

ACCT #234-031

TO: RALPH REXING (only bidder)
AT: $0.14 Per Lineal Feet
For a Total of $391.58

TOTAL ESTIMATED AVAILABLE FUNDS IN 234-031,1996: $1,355.00
This bid was inadvertently left out of the original recommendations submitted to the
Vanderburgh County Drainage Board on April 1,1996.
Please add this to the original recommendations submitted on April 1, 1996.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED,

t»LAit(»i-g,=~~

ROBERT W. BRENNER
VANDERBURGH COUNTY SURVEYOR

April 22, 1996
TO: The Vanderburgh County Drainage Board
FR: The Vanderburgh County Surveyor~,

RE: Senate Bill No. 336
Sirs:
On January 30, 1996 the Indiana Senate passed Bill No. 336 which the
Indiana House ordered engrossed on February 15, 1996. The bill is

effective July 1,1996.
We are entering this report on Senate Bill 336 into your record because

the bill provides an avenue for property owners to petition your board to
intervene into drainage matters that previously were civil matters settled
outside your board meetings.
The bill allows a person who seeks the removal of an obstruction in a

private drain or natural watercourse to file a petition asking the drainage
board to remove, authorize or order the removal of the obstruction.
The bill defines a natural watercourse loosely as "an area of the surface

of the ground over which water from falling rain or melting snow
occasionally and temporarily flows in a definable direction."
The bill requires the county surveyor to investigate the allegations of the

petitioner and report his findings to the drainage board.
The bill requires the board to respond to the petition by holding a

hearing on the obstruction of a private drain or natural watercourse.
If at the hearing the drainage board determines that the obstruction was
created intentionally by the ~'respondent" (the person upon whose tract

of land the obstruction exists) the board must order the respondent to
remove the obstruction at his expense, or must order the county
surveyor to remove the obstruction at the expense of the respondent.
The bill allows the drainage board to draw money from the general

drainage improvement fund to pay the costs of removing the

obstructions determined to be in need of removal.

The bill allows the county council to appropriate money from the

county's general fund into the general drainage improvement fund for
the purpose of removing obstructions from private drains and natural
watercourses as required by Senate Bill No. 336.
If general drainage improvement funds are expended to remove

obstructions determined to have been caused intentionally by a
property owner, the bill allows the drainage board to recover the costs
from the property owner in a court having jurisdiction in the same
manner that a creditor may recover an amount owed under a contract.
The bill allows a property owner who has been ordered to remove an

obstruction or to pay for the removal an avenue to appeal the order
through the circuit or superior court.
The bill allows the drainage board to place the costs of removal of an
obstruction upon the person(s) who brought the complaint if the

obstruction is determined not to have been caused intentionally by the
owner of the property upon which the obstruction exists.
Placing the costs of removal upon the petitioner(s) would seem to be a

deterrent against frivolous or malicious complaints.
The bill allows the drainage board to authorize the removal of an

obstruction in a natural watercourse or private drain if the removal
would benefit the lands drained by the ditch or watercourse; and to bill
the costs of removal against all of the lands benefited by the work.
The formula given for determining the percentage of total costs that
each tract of land owes seems to authorize the collection of costs only

from tracts along which or through which the drain runs.
There are many particulars of SB 336 which will be researched and

reported to your board by our office; but we felt you needed this
information prior to private property owners using SB 336 to petition
your board.
Attached is a copy of Senate Bill No. 336; and the same information

has been forwarded to your legal council for his file.

March 4, 1996
February 29, 1996

ENGROSSED
SENATE BILL No. 336
DIGEST OF INTRODUCED BILL
Citations Affected: IC 36-9-27-73; IC 36-9-27.4.
Synopsis: Removal of obstructions in drains. Allows a person who
seeks the removal of an obstruction in a regulated drain, private
drain, or natural watercourse to file a petition asking the drainage

board in the county in which the obstruction is allegedly located to

remove or authorize or order the removal of the obstruction.

Requires the county surveyor to promptly investigate whether the
obstruction exists and if the surveyor finds an obstruction in a
regulated drain, to promptly remove the obstruction, or if the county
(Continued next page)
Effective: July 1, 1996.

Wheeler, Meeks
(HOUSE SPONSORS - MANGUS, LEUCK)

January 8, 1996, read first time and referred to Committee on Natural Resources.
January 19,1996, reported favorably - Do Pass.

January 26, 1996, read second time, amended, ordered engrossed.
January 29, 1996, engrossed.
January 30, 1996, read third time, passed. Yeas 48, nays 2.

HOUSE ACTION

February 1,1996. read first time and referred to Committee on Natural Resources.
February 12, 1996, reported - Do Pass.
February 15, 1996, read second time, amended, ordered engrossed.
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Digest Continued

surveyor finds an obstruction in a private drain or natural

watercourse, to report the existence of the obstruction to the drainage

board. Requires the drainage board to hold a hearing on an
obstruction in a private drain or natural watercourse. Requires the

drainage board to determine whether the obstruction of the private
drain or natural watercourse was created intentionally, and
establishes the burden of proof and remedies. Authorizes a drainage

board to withdraw money from the general drain improvement fund
to finance the removal of certain drain obstructions. Protects a
county surveyor from liability for criminal or tortious trespass for
entering private property to enforce the statutes concerning drains.

SEA 336-Concur

Second Regular Session 109th General Assembly (1996)
PRINTING CODE. Amendments: Whenever an existing statute (or a section of the Indiana
Constitution) is being amended, the text of the existing provision will appear in this style
type, additions will appear in this style type, and deletions will appear in th# 4% Mpe.
Additions: Whenever a new statutory provision is being enacted (or a new constitutional

provision adopted), the text of the new provision will appear in this style type. Also, the
word NEW will appear in that style type in the introductory clause of each SECTION that
adds a new provision to the Indiana Code or the Indiana Constitution.
Conflict reconciliation : Text in a statute in this style type or *hiG #916 *91,6 reconciles
conflicts between statutes enacted by the 1995 General Assembly.

SENATE ENROLLED ACT No. 336
AN ACT to amend the Indiana Code concerning local government.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Indiana:

SECTION 1. IC 36-9-27-73 IS AMENDED TO READ AS
FOLLOWS [EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 1996]: Sec. 73. (a) There is
established in each county a general drain improvement fund, which

shall be used to pay the cost of:
(1) constructing or reconstructing a regulated drain under this
chapter; and
(2) removing obstructions from drains under IC 36-9-27.4.

In addition, if a maintenance fund has not been established for a
drain, or if a maintenance fund has been established and it is
insufficient, the general drain improvement fund shall be used to pay
the deficiency.
(b) The general drain improvement fund consists of:

(1) all money in any ditch or drainage fund that was not
otherwise allocated by January 1, 1966, which money the
county treasurer shall transfer to the general drain
improvement fund by January 1, 1985;
(2) proceeds from the sale of bonds issued to pay the costs of
SEA 336-Concur
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constructing or reconstructing a drain;
(3) costs collected from petitioners in a drainage proceeding;
(4) appropriations made from the general fund of the county,
or taxes levied by the county fiscal body for drainage

purposes;
(5) money received from assessments upon land benefited for
construction or reconstruction of a regulated drain;
(6) interest and penalties received on collection of delinquent
drain assessments and interest received for deferred payment
of drain assessment;
(7) money repaid to the general drain improvement fund out
of a maintenance fund; and
(8) money received from loans under section 97.5 of this
chapter.
(c) The county fiscal body, at the request of the board and on
estimates prepared by the board, shall from time to time appropriate
enough money for transfer to the general drain improvement fund to

maintain the fund at a level sufficient to meet the costs and
expenditures to be charged against it, after allowing credit to the
fund for assessments paid into it.
(d) There is no limit to the amount that the county fiscal body
may appropriate and levy for the use of the general drain
improvement fund in any one (1) year. However, the aggregate

amount appropriated and levied for the use of the fund may not
exceed the equivalent of fifty cents ($.50) on each one hundred
dollars ($100) of net taxable valuation on the real and personal
property in the county.
(e) Whenever:

(1) the board finds that the amount of money in the general
drain improvement fund exceeds the amount necessary to meet
the expenses likely to be paid from the fund; and
(2) the money was raised by taxation under this section;
the board shall issue an order specifying the excess amount and
directing that it shall be transferred to the general fund of the county.
The board shall serve the order on the county auditor, who shall

transfer the excess amount to the general fund of the county.

SECTION 2. IC 36-9-27.4 IS ADDED TO THE INDIANA
CODE AS A NEW CHAPTER TO READ AS FOLLOWS
[EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 1996]:
Chapter 27.4. Removal of Obstructions in Mutual Drains
and Natural Surface Watercourses
Sec. 1. As used in this chapter, "drain" refers to a mutual
SEA 336-Concur
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drain (as defined in IC 36-9-27-2).
Sec. 2. As used in this chapter, "drainage board" means the
following:
(1) Except as provided in subdivision (2):
(A) the county board of commissioners, as provided in
IC 36-9-27-5(a)(1); or
(B) the drainage board appointed by the board of
commissioners under IC 36-9-27-5(a)(2).
(2) In a county having a consolidated city, the board of
public works of the consolidated city, as provided in
IC 36-9-27-5(b).
Sec. 3. As used in this chapter, "natural surface
watercourse" means an area of the surface of the ground over

which water from falling rain or melting snow occasionally and
temporarily flows in a definable direction.
Sec. 4. (a) As used in this chapter, "obstruction" means a
condition that:
(1) exists within or near a drain; and
(2) prevents or significantly impedes the flow of water
through the drain.
(b) The term includes the following:
(1) The presence of:
(A) one (1) or more objects inside or near a drain;
(B) a quantity of materials inside or near a drain; or
(C) damage to a drain;

that prevents or significantly impedes the flow of water
through the drain.
(2) Obstructions that:
(A) are created intentionally; and
(B) occur naturally or are created unintentionally.
Sec. 5. As used in this chapter, "owner" means a person who

holds a possessory legal interest in land.
Sec. 6. As used in this chapter, "person" means an

individual, a corporation, a limited liability company, a
partnership, or any other legal entity.
Sec. 7. As used in this chapter, "respondent" means an
owner of the tract of land that is the subject of a petition seeking
the removal of an obstruction under this chapter.
Sec. 8. As used in this chapter, "tract" means an area of
land that is:
(1) under common fee simple ownership;
(2) contained within a continuous border; and
SEA 336-Concur
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(3) a separately identified parcel for property tax purposes.
Sec. 9. If:
(1) a person who owns a tract of land seeks the removal of

an obstruction from a drain or natural surface watercourse
located outside the person's tract in order to promote
better drainage of the person's tract; and
(2) the owner of the land on which the obstruction is
located, upon request, does not remove the obstruction;
the person seeking the removal of the obstruction may file a
petition under this chapter asking the drainage board in the
county in which the obstruction is located to remove, or
authorize or order the removal of the obstruction under this
chapter.
Sec. 10. A petition filed by a person described in section 9(1)
of this chapter must include the following:
(1) A general description of the tract of land owned by the

petitioner.
(2) A general explanation of the need for the removal of the

obstruction.
(3) A general description of the site of the obstruction.
Sec. 11. The drainage board may require, as a condition of

filing a petition under this chapter, the payment of a filing fee.
The drainage board may not set the filing fee at an amount

greater than is reasonably necessary to defray the expenses
incurred by the board in processing a petition.
Sec. 12. (a) If a petition filed under this chapter alleges tile

obstruction of:
(1) a drain; or
(2) a natural surface watercourse;
the county surveyor of the county in which the obstruction is
alleged to exist shall promptly investigate whether the obstruction
exists.
(b) If the county surveyor, upon investigation, finds an
existing obstruction in a drain or natural surface watercourse in
the location alleged in the petition, the county surveyor shall
report the existence of the obstruction to the drainage board.
(c) Upon receiving a report from the county surveyor under
subsection (b), the drainage board shall:
(1) set a date for a hearing on the petition; and
(2) serve notice of the hearing on each owner of the land on

which the obstruction exists who can be identified in the
records of the county recorder.
SEA 336-Concur
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(d) The hearing must be held at least thirty (30) days but less
than ninety (90) days after the date of the filing of the petition.
(e) Notice of a hearing must be served on each respondent in
the manner prescribed in:
(1) Rule 4.1 of the Indiana Rules of Trial Procedure, in the
case of a respondent who is an individual; or
(2) Rule 4.6 of the Indiana Rules of Trial Procedure, in the
case of a respondent that is an organization.
Sec. 13. Before or on the date of a hearing held under this
chapter, the drainage board may postpone and reschedule the
hearing if:
(1) it appears that a respondent has not been served with
notice; or
(2) the interests of fairness otherwise compel a
postponement.
Sec. 14. (a) If, after a hearing held under this chapter, the
drainage board finds that:
(1) the obstruction of a drain or a natural surface
watercourse that is alleged in the petition exists; and
(2) the removal of the obstruction will:
(A) promote better drainage of the petitioner's land;

and
(B) not cause unreasonable damage to the land of the

respondents;
the drainage board shall find for the petitioner.
(b) If, after a hearing held under this chapter, the drainage

board is unable to make the findings described in subsection (a),
the drainage board shall deny the petition.
Sec. 15. If the drainage board finds for the petitioner under
section 14(a) of this chapter, the board shall determine, based
upon a preponderance of the evidence, whether the obstruction
of the drain or natural surface watercourse was created
intentionally by any of the respondents.
Sec. 16. (a) If the drainage board finds:
(1) for the petitioner under section 14(a) of this chapter;

and
(2) under section 15 of this chapter that the obstruction of
the drain or natural surface watercourse was created
intentionally by at least one (1) of the respondents;
the drainage board shall enter an order directing the respondents
to remove the obstruction at their own expense, or directing the
county surveyor to remove the obstruction at the expense of the
SEA 336-Concur
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respondents.
(b) A respondent against whom an order is entered under

subsection (a) is subj ect to an action under section 22 of this
chapter if the respondent fail< to pay the amount for which the
respondent is responsible under the order.
Sec. 17. If the drainage board:
(1) finds for the petitioner under section 14(a) of this
chapter; and
(2) does not find under section 15 of this chapter that the
obstruction of the drain or a natural surface watercourse
was created intentionally by any of the respondents;
the drainage board shall enter an order under section 18 or 19 of
this chapter concerning the removal of the obstruction.
Sec. 18. (a) If:
(1) a petition filed under this chapter concerns a natural
surface watercourse; and
(2) the drainage board:
(A) finds for the petitioner under section 14(a) of this

chapter; and
(B) does not find under section 15 of this chapter that
the obstruction of the natural surface watercourse was
created intentionally by any of the respondents;
the drainage board shall enter an order under subsection (b).
(b) Upon a determination made under subsection (a), the
drainage board shall enter an order:
(1) authorizing the petitioner to remove the obstruction; or
(2) directing the county surveyor to remove the obstruction
at the expense of the petitioner.
(c) The drainage board shall consult with the:
(1) petitioner;
(2) respondents; and

(3) county surveyor;
before deciding whether to enter an order under subsection (b)(1)
or (b)(2).
(d) If the drainage board enters an order under subsection
(b), the order may require the petitioner to bear the expenses of
removing the obstruction, including the monetary value of the
harm and inconvenience that the respondents will incur as a
result of the removal of the obstruction.
Sec. 19. (a) If:
(1) a petition filed under this chapter concerns a drain; and
(2) the drainage board:
SEA 336--Concur
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(A) finds for the petitioner under section 14(a) of this
chapter; but
(B) does not find under section 15 of this chapter that
the obstruction of the drain was created intentionally
by any of the respondents;
the drainage board shall enter an order under subsection (b).
(b) Upon a determination made under subsection (a), the
drainage board shall enter an order:
(1) authorizing the petitioner to remove the obstruction;
(2) authorizing the respondents to remove the obstruction;
(3) directing the county surveyor to remove the obstruction;

or
(4) directing that the obstruction be removed through the
joint efforts of at least two (2) of the persons referred to in
this subsection.
(c) If an order is issued under subsection (b), the costs of

removing the obstruction must be borne by the owners of all the
tracts of land that are benefited by the drain. The order of the

board must do the following:
(1) Identify all tracts of land that are benefited by the
drain.
(2) Identify the owners of the tracts of land referred to in
subdivision (1):
(A) who are known to the drainage board; or
(B) whose identity can be determined through the

records of the county recorder.
(3) Apportion the costs of removing the obstruction among

the tracts of land that are benefited by the drain, assigning
to each tract a certain percentage of the total costs.
(4) Order the owners of each tract of land referred to in
subdivision (1) to pay an amount equal to the product of
the total costs of removing the obstruction multiplied by the
percentage assigned to the tract under subdivision (3).
(d) The percentage of the total costs assigned to a tract under

subsection (c)(3) must correspond to the ratio of the total length
of the drain to the length of the particular segment of the drain
that benefits the tract.
Sec. 20. (a) All the owners of a tract that is the subject of an

order issued under section 19 of this chapter are jointly and
severally responsible for the payment of the amount determined
under section 19(c)(4) of this chapter.
(b) An owner of a tract who pays all of or a portion of the
SEA 336-Concur
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amount may bring an action to obtain contribution from an
owner of the tract who did not pay an equal or a greater portion

of the amount.
(c) An owner of a tract that is the subject of an order issued

under section 19 of this chapter is subject to an action under
section 22 of this chapter if the owner fails to pay the amount for
which the owner is responsible under the order.
Sec. 21. In entering an order concerning the removal of an
obstruction under this chapter, a drainage board may:
(1) provide for the costs of the removal work to be paid
directly by one (1) or more of the persons subject to the
order; or
(2) authorize an advance on the general drain improvement
fund established in the county under IC 36-9-27-73 for the
payment of the costs of the removal work and provide for
the amount advanced to be reimbursed by one (1) or more
of the persons subject to the order.
Sec. 22. (a) If a person who is required by an order of a
drainage board under this chapter to pay an amount or bear an
expense does not comply with the requirement, the amount for
which the person is responsible may be recovered by:
(1) the drainage board, as custodian of the general drain
improvement fund, if the amount was advanced from the
general drain improvement fund; or
(2) another person subject to the order who has paid the
amount and is entitled to reimbursement.
(b) An amount may be recovered from a person under

subsection (a) through an action in a court having jurisdiction in
the same manner that a creditor may recover an amount owed
under a contract. In an action brought under this subsection, the

plaintiff may also be awarded costs and reasonable attorney's
fees.
Sec. 23. (a) If the drainage board finds for a petitioner after

a hearing held under this chapter, a respondent may file an
action in the circuit or superior court of the county in which the
alleged obstruction exists seeking to have the order entered by
the drainage board vacated.
(b) An action filed under subsection (a) must be based on at
least one (1) of the following assertions by the respondent:
(1) The drainage board lacked authority to act under this
chapter.
(2) The drainage board erred in making the findings
SEA 336-Concur
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described in section 14(a) of this chapter.
(3) The respondent should have been awarded
compensation for harm and inconvenience, or the amount
awarded to the respondent for harm and inconvenience is
insufficient.
(4) The drainage board did not follow the procedure
required by this chapter.
Sec. 24. (a) In an action filed under section 23 of this
chapter, the court:
(1) shall enter an order vacating the order of the drainage
board directing the county surveyor to remove the
obstruction; and
(2) may issue an injunction against the removal of the
obstruction;
if the court makes a finding under subsection (b).
(b) The court is required or authorized to act under
subsection (a) if the court finds that the drainage board:
(1) was clearly in error in making its findings under section
14(a) of this chapter with respect to the alleged obstruction;

or
(2) exceeded its authority or discretion under the law in
authorizing the removal of the obstruction.
Sec. 25. (a) For the purposes of this chapter:
(1) a county surveyor;
(2) a member of a drainage board; or
(3) an authorized representative of a county surveyor or
drainage board;
has a right of entry over and upon a tract of land containing a
drain or natural surface watercourse that is the subject of a
petition filed under this chapter.
(b) The right of entry granted by this section is limited to the
land lying within seventy-five (75) feet of the drain or natural
surface watercourse. The seventy-five (75) feet must be measured
at right angles to:
(1) the center line of any tiled drain;
(2) the top edge of each bank of an open drain; and
(3) the edge of any natural surface watercourse;
as determined by the county surveyor.
(c) A person exercising a right of entry under this section

shall, to the extent possible, use due care to avoid damage to:
(1) crops, fences, buildings, and other structures located
outside the right-of-way; and
SEA 336-Concur
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(2) crops and approved structures located inside the
right-of-way.
(d) Before exercising a right of entry under this section, an
individual must give oral or written notice of the entry on the
land to the property owner of record. The notice must state the

purpose for the entry.
(e) A right of entry under this section is not criminal trespass
under IC 35-43-2-2, and an individual exercising a right of entry

under this section may not be arrested or prosecuted for criminal
trespass under IC 35-43-2-2.
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MINUTES
DRAINAGE BOARD MEETING

MAY 28, 1996
The Vanderburgh County Drainage Board met in session on May 28,
1996 at 6:46 p.m. in the Commissioner's Hearing Room 307 with
President Richard Borries presiding.
RE:

OPENING OF DRAINAGE BOARD MEETING

President Borries:
I would like to call
Vanderburgh County Drainage Board to order.

evening.

the meeting of the
I wish you a good

Let me introduce our Board for you and tell you a little

bit about what we do here and how this works.
Hopefully, Mr.
Jeffers will have made it down by that time. There should be
agendas available to you near the door and if not, we'll certaisome
nly

try to make

some available to you.
I'm the President of the
Drainage Board this year.
All of the Board of Commissioners, all
three of us, sit on the Drainage Board.
We could probably give

this task to someone else, but frankly, it would end up back to us
anyway so

we serve as the Drainage Board as well as, again, having
our duties as Vanderburgh County Commissioners. I'm Rick Borrie
s;
to my immediate left is Pat Tuley; to his immediate left is Richar
d
Mourdock; our Deputy County Auditor is Mr. Bill Fluty, Jr.; and
our
official Recording Secretary is Charlene Timmons. That's our Board
that you will be working with this evening.
Again, the gentleman
who sets the table for us, so to speak, is Mr. Bill Jeffers,
he
the Deputy County Surveyor and serves as our technical adviso is
r.
Our County Attorney should also be here shortly, his name
is Alan
Kiss
inger.

I think that is about all of our staff that you will
What we do as a County Drainage Board is

hear from this evening.

to handle,

and we are directly responsible,

for legal drains

.
Those are drains that basically affect all of us in the county
. I
think all of the legal drains, if I'm correct on this, are west
of
Pigeon Creek. We do not have any legal drains on the west side
at
this time. It's a very long and involved process where people
pay

fees into a watershed area and then monies are spent to mainta

in
them.
Part of the duties of this Board are also that we approv
e
drainage plans.
In this process, we have made the proces

more difficult than it was, I would
We passed a drainage ordinance that
exact page numbers, but we went from
many pages in our new Drainage Board
Bill Jeffers:
President

s much

say, two or three years ago.
Bill Jeffers can give me the
about what? Six pages to how
Ordinance?

There are 96.

Borries:

Yes,

96.

One

of

the

reasons

like
everything else, things have changed and, obviously, thereis,
is
a
of growth, development and building that goes on. The process lot
is
indeed one that causes us to study and look at these very carefully
in relation to what went on 20 or 30 years ago in this county.
What happens, and most of you are here tonight over one partic
development, will be that we will look at plans this evening ular
and

they could or could not be accepted.

If it involves a subdivi

and if it's accepted, basically, what it is it's a formality sion
that
moves it to the Area Plan Commission.
The Area Plan Commission has
the final say in subdivisions, so that's where, should your
particular matter be approved or not approved, but particularly
if
it's approved, you should make sure you are aware of when this
matter will be heard by what is called the Subdivision Review
Committee of the Area Plan Commission. They will have the final
say.

Now,

it

will

also

be

at

that meeting

that

such

things

as
roads, such things as the size of the, for example, the units that
are planned for this particular project that most of you are here
for, will all be discussed in detail.
Getting back to what
mission is here this evening, we look at drainage plans that our
are

sent to us by a developer.
They are reviewed by our technical
staff, which in this case is Mr. Bill Jeffers and he will give a,
probably in this case,
he has written down a preliminary

recommendation.

If he gives a positive recommendation, again, then

~
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it still goes to the Area Plan Commission and would probably have
to come back to this Board for a final drainage commission. If you

are concerned about roads this evening, if you're concerned about

the size of houses, ,if you're concerned about this subdivision for

matters other than drainage, we can not take any action on that
this evening.
So, again, I would advise you if you have interest
in, particularly, the proposal on this Clear Creek Village, that

you should make plans to attend the Area Plan

Commission.

Now,

Commissioner Mourdock is our representative on the Area Plan
Commission and I don't know if this is going to be heard tomorrow

night or not?

Commissioner Mourdock:

President Borries:

We don't meet tomorrow night.

You don't meet tomorrow night?

Commissioner Mourdock:

President Borries:

No.

Oh yeah,

Our next meeting is June 5.

that's right.

I'm off because of the

holiday.
June the 5th would be the time that you would want to
attend the Area Plan Commission meeting and, generally, if I'm

correct on this,

subdivision reviews

are heard right at the

beginning of the Area Plan Commission before the rezonings.
Commissioner Mourdock:

President Borries:

Right.

Have I left anything out?

Again, we appreciate

you attending and we'll hear from you after we, at this point,
begin to proceed through our agenda which, again, should be
available to you over near the desk.
Commissioner Tuley:
President Borries:

I was worried here.

No,

Did Mr. Jeffers leave again?

he's over there.

Oh, there he is, good.
I saw him come in and
Again, he is a pretty valuable person for us

since he is, again, he really sets the table for us and is our
technical advisor.

RE:

We rely heavily on his recommendation.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES

President Borries:

We've opened the meeting,

welcomed you and at

this time I would like to ask for approval of the minutes from our
last meeting which was held on April 22, 1996.
Commissioner Tuley:

Mr.

the meeting of April 22,
Commissioner Mourdock:

President Borries:

preliminary

President,

from

I will second.

So ordered.

drainage

I move that the minutes

1996 be approved.

plans

We have proposals or requests for

for the following subdivisions:
Windemere Farms - North Ridge, Shadow Bluff Estates and Clear Creek

Village , so at this time I would like to ask Mr . Bill Jeffers ,
Deputy County Surveyor here, our technical advisor, to conduct the

meeting.
RE:

WINDEMERE FARMS - NORTH RIDGE

Bill Jeffers:

Is there anyone in the audience here on account of

Windemere Farms - North Ridge?
Unidentified from audience:

Yeah.

Bill Jeffers:
Windemere Farms
proposed to contain 55 lots.

- North Ridge is a development
It is located just west of the
It is located on
That would also be west of Seib

intersection of State Road 57 and Kansas Road.

the south side of Kansas Road.

Road going up toward McCutchanville on Kansas Road. The plan that
you have in front of you has an entrance drive, Cayman Drive, and
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then two long streets ending in cul-de-sacs with a connecting
street,
Stonewick,

between

the

two

long

streets.

The

County
Surveyor's Office is going to recommend approval of the
preliminary
drainage plan for Windemere Farms - North Ridge. We do
have some

apprehensions, however, about some of the detail shown on
the
preliminary plan and we will require some exact detai
ls
to
be
shown
on the final plan relative to those apprehensions.
The cause of
our apprehensions is the existing path of the 100
year flood that
is mapped out on the FEMA Panel, which is being

ally filled
and rerouted through pipes, ditches and along the parti
street shown on

the highlighted copy of the drainage plan that I put on
The yellow shaded area is zone A from the FEMA Floodplainyour desk.
Panel and

the red line route shows the path that the 100 year flood will take
after the constructi

on of the streets and houses. Please use that
highlighted plan for reference to the following discu
ssion.
The

required additional details that we will be asking for are
as
follows, but not limited to:
1.
The exact design of the improved open channel
entering the project from county bridge on Kansas Road.

2.
The exact design for a headwall and wingwall
structure which may be needed at the entrance to the pipe
replacing the open channel at the same location.
The new plan requires that they pipe this water

off-site
through an underground storm drainage channel systemfrom
of
pipes
and
we feel it may need a headwall and wingwall to funnel that flow
directly into the pipe and force a head of water sufficient to

carry it through the pipe. The ground is not flat on each
side of
this floodplain, it slopes down into this floodplain
.
3.

Details

for an emergency overflow channel

be
constructed on top of this pipe system noted intoitem

number 2. The overflow channel should be straight graded
downhill from Kansas Road between Lot 11 and Lot 12 to
Windemere Drive.

What we are anticipating is if an event occurs such
as what
happened on May 5 and again the following week, that
the quantity

of flow that will arrive at this pipe will exceed the capacity of
the pipe to carry it because the pipe is designed for
storm
flow and we want this excess to be channeled through25anyear
overflow
channel between the two lots and into the street calle
d Windemere

Drive.

If possible, the channel should be capable of carry
ing all
The reason

flow from a hundred year storm with the pipe blocked.

for that is that's what caused the damage we viewed after the
Most of these pipes were blocked with forest litter
,
cornstalks and other organic debris from off-site and that
cause
d
the water to go over the top of the road. What we are
doing here,
with these requested details, is trying to establish
this flow
will be carried through the streets in such a way that
that it won't
damage the houses. Although what we are asking for is in exces
s of
ordinance requirements, it is caused by our viewing of damag
es
caused by recent floods at similar sites.
storm.

4.

An easement between Lot 11 and Lot 12 should be of a

sufficient width to house and maintain the channel noted
above, the
overflow channel.

Which means that it is going to have to be wider than the
ten feet

that is shown.
5.

Finished floor elevations of two feet above whatever

the elevation of the centerline of Kansas Road is at a
point due north of the northwest corner of Lot 12 for the
house on Lot 12, and due north of the northeast corner of
Lot 11 for the house on Lot 11.

~
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That's to make sure that if the water crosses Kansas Road, it won't

proceed down into those yards and into the patio entrance at the
back of those houses.

We want the houses higher than Kansas Road.

6.
Exact details of protective dirt grading for Lot 11
and Lot 12 which demonstrate that all storm water carried

through the emergency overflow easement between the two
lots can be conveyed to the street without flooding the

dwellings and that all the water shed off the houses on

those two lots will be carried away from the dwellings.
7.

Details and language on the plat and in the covenants

and restrictions which prohibit a driveway entrance onto

Lot 28 from Windemere Drive.

You can see from that drawing that if a driveway existed directly

across from that emergency overflow, it would be possible for that
high flow of water to travel up the driveway and into the garage,

as has happened at several locations in the last flood.
8.

Exact

details

of

protective

dirt

grading

which

clearly show that the dwelling on Lot 28 will not be

damaged by storm flow from a hundred year event.

9.
Details that show that all the flow can be carried
within the right-of-way for Windemere Drive from the

emergency overflow channel noted above in item number

three, due east and along
retention lake on Outlot A.

Windemere

Drive

to

the

In other words, that's the direction in which the water naturally

goes down through this open creek now, but when they build houses
and streets, they're partially blocking that path.

We want to make

sure that the water will take the same path down the street and
into the retention lake without flooding the houses along the way.

That's in the case of an extreme event that seems to occur about

once every 18 years.
10.

Exact details

of dirt

grading and

finished

floor

elevation for all lots within or touching Zone A, which
is a 100 year floodplain. These details will be used to

determine potential flood hazard to the houses prior to
approval of the final drainage plan.
11.

near

Details

the

of

a

sag

southwest

inlet

corner

at

structure

of

Lot

29

612

along

which

with

is

a

depressed sidewalk to allow the overflow from flooded
streets to pass into the drainage easement along the
south line of Lot 29.

What we saw in some subdivisions this month was that the 100 year

floodplain was there and the streets weren't elevated enough to

prevent being flooded by backwater from Little Pigeon Creek.

The

emergency overflow from the streets was lower than the elevation of

the water in the creek so the water just stacked up in the streets.

In this case, he is already showing that the gutter line of this
street is higher than the 100 year flood elevation at the point I
just mentioned.
No, it's five feet lower.
What we are trying to

do
is force the water to drain out of that street and down into the
detention basins
during a high flood.

12. Details of an emergency overflow from the sag inlet
straight graded downhill along the south line of Lot 29

to the outlet of the pipe in that easement.
13.

Details of the end of the pipe in the run noted in

item 12.

To show that the water is properly controlled on it's way into the
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ditch.
14.

Details

of the open

channel

from the end

pipe all the way to the retention lake.

of that

The reason we want details is once they are established, we want it
constructed that way.
Once it is constructed that way, we don't

want any alteration of it by landscape timbers, retention walls and
all the homemade stuff that fell in these creeks during the last
flood and clogged them up.
15. Details showing the feasibility of covering the storm

drain manholes with graded lids along the pipe run to
catch some of the emergency overflow before it passes
into the flooded street.
16.

Details the same as noted above for Lot 12 and Lot

11, we want those same kind of details for Lot 40 and Lot

39 because there is a pick up point for some off-site
drainage at that point which needs to be controlled in
the same way.
(17 was skipped)
18. A prohibition for a driveway along the west half of
Lot 54.
We

don't want

the water hopping

flooding a garage.
19.

across

into

that

driveway and

Details of a sag inlet with depressed sidewalks at

the east end of the cul-de-sac of Waterstone Drive with

an emergency overflow swale to carry the water between

Lot 33 and Lot 34 into the retention basins.

20.

More exact details of the discharge structures from

the retention basin onto the neighboring property.

Other items may include the need for larger drainage easements.

We
are asking for that to be incorporated into the final drainage plan
that

will be presented to our office, probably, within a month. If
this proposed development passes through Area Plan Commission, as
Mr. Borries described earlier, they will be back to us in about a
month with a final drainage plan.
As Mr. Borries explained, I
believe, until the final drainage plan is approved by this Board,
there will be no houses built.
There will be no building permits

issued.

President Borries:

Questions of Bill Jeffers regarding Windemere

Farms - North Ridge preliminary drainage plan?

Commissioner Mourdock:
Bill, have you had a chance to talk with
the engineer, who is with Sitecon, regarding your proposals?
Bill Jeffers:

half ago.

Yes,

we went over them together about an hour and a

Commissioner Mourdock:

Bill Jeffers:

Okay.

The two engineers are here with us tonight.

Commissioner Mourdock:

Is

there

anything

that

you

see

in

this

preliminary plan and the suggestions made by Mr. Jeffers that you

see as an insurmountable object to successfully implementing the
plan?
Weil:
My name is Chris Weil and I'm with Sitecon,
Incorporated and I'm representing the developer.
I don't see any

Chris

problem with these requests and most of the items that Bill wants
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to see more detail on are going to be accommodated with the

construction plans themselves. We've been over these with Bill and
I can understand in view of the recent rains that we've had that we

are trying to make some accommodations for these events, emergency

wise.

I don't really see a problem with any of this.

Commissioner Mourdock:
President Borries:

Okay, thank you.

Can we have a motion then to approve

Commissioner Tuley:

Anybody else?

President

Yeah,

Borries:

is

there

anyone

else?

There

is

one

gentleman in the back or does anyone else have any comments at this
time?
Unidentified from audience:

President Borries:
identify yourself.

I was privy to a map

Would you want to come forward, sir, and please
Everyone can request copies of the minutes and

we do this verbatim, but we've got to have people up at our mike.

Glen Schlensker:
Not having a map, I wasn't aware of which lots
would be higher than Kansas Road.
I want to, as Fire Chief of the

area out there, I'm Glen Schlensker, I want to say that I have no
opposition to this.
First off, I wanted you to know that, but I

want the people that are developing this to know that it is very
difficult to put out homes or to take somebody to the hospital when
the street is under water.
We have had plenty of that and there
are things that we have to look at. The Engineer said completely

in every statement was that we were going to run the water down the

street. Kind of watch, fellows. That's all I'm asking. Also, as
we build in Vanderburgh County, Center Township specifically is my

concern, let's be awful careful of what we do to landowners and

property owners farther downstream. We are increasing the runoff
every time we put in a subdivision.
It will happen.
We have

retention ponds, but in extreme situations like we just had and

went through, the retention basins are full.

Every drop of rain

that falls on a full retention basin runs out of it immediately.

It is slicker than any other surface.
Water to water is slick.
So, let's watch these plans and watch them closely.
If we can do

anything to get the homes and the streets as highly elevated as
possible, we will, as will our children, be much happier.
Commissioner Mourdock:

name?

Glen Schlensker:

For the record,

sir,

would you state your

I'm Glen Schlensker and I am actually the Fire

Chief of the McCutchanville Fire Department which would service
this area and it's all of Center Township outside of the city.
President Borries:

Bill Jeffers:

Thank you,

Mr.

Everything that Mr.

Schlensker,

Chief.

Schlensker said

is absolutely

true and I believe it was he and his wife...I met his wife while we

were all out taking or establishing high water marks during that
flood and they have pictures.

Glen Schlensker:
Bill Jeffers:

~

Was that your wife?

That would have been my brother and his wife.

They were from the same

fire department and they

said that they were taking pictures for the Chief. They have a lot
of pictures of that plus the 1983 flood of the same area.
We are

attempting to get all of the developers to raise their streets out

of or at least to the 100 year flood elevation or above.

On this

particular subdivision there are areas of the street that will be
below the 100 year flood elevation simply because we are actually
passing a 100 year event down that street as an emergency overflow
rather than through the houses.

The only way to avoid that would

~
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be not to build on Lots...either to enlarge the lots or not build
on Lots 11, 12, most of 20, all of 29, and enlarge some of the

other lots and build a straight pass through drainage structure.
Commissioner

Mourdock:

Bill,

on

your

map

you

have

the

Zone

A

boundary and you said that referred to the FEMA map. What is that
equivalent to on the FEMA map? Is that 25 year, 50 year?

Bill Jeffers: A 100 year storm. It's approximately 410 feet above
sea level at that point.
I'm not being quite as strict in my
review of this subdivision because when I went out immediately
after the storm and viewed some of the high water, I did not find
any evidence that the water crossed Kansas Road at this location.
If there is any evidence to the contrary, I would appreciate it

being brought to us.

Commissioner Mourdock:

I think you're about to have some.

Bill Jeffers: I didn't see any debris or high water on the road at
this location.
I did see it down towards Seib Road a little bit

farther, not too far from this location.

Glen Schlensker:

I have been actively involved in the high water,
Being that I live there, I can guarantee you
that the water did cross Kansas Road west of the bridge
.
It was

as many of you know.

approximately two inches deep.

If you find a low point in the road

there, it did cross about two inches at that point.
Bill Jeffers:

Not at the road,

Glen Schlensker:

but a little bit west?

Not at the bridge, it crossed west of the

at the low point in the road it was about two inches deep. bridge;
Bill Jeffers:

I'm glad to know that because there was not nearly

the amount of debris at that location as other locations because
the field on the north side is plowed very clean and it didn't have
any cornstalk or stubble left in the field.
Commissioner Mourdock:

Which may be why

it drained better,

Didn't have all the stubble plugging pipes somewhere.
Bill Jeffers:

Right,

too.

but I'm glad to know it did cross the road

there and I'm happy to hear it was only two inches deep.
President

Borries:

If

there

are

no

other

questions

regarding

Windemere Farms - North Ridge preliminary plan drainage plan, then
I'll entertain a motion at this time.
Commissioner Mourdock:

Based on the recommendation of the County

Surveyor, I would move acceptance of the preliminary drainage plan
for Windemere Farms - North Ridge.
Commissioner Tuley:

President Borries:
RE:

I will second.
So ordered.

SHADOW BLUFF ESTATES

President Borries:

Next we have Shadow Bluff Estates.

Bill Jeffers:
Shadow Bluff Estates is located on Boonville New
Harmony Road approximately midway between Martin Road and
Darmstadt
Road.
Of course, the intersection of Darmstadt and Boonville New

Harmony is the center of the metropolis of Darmstadt and Martin
Road would be right at the entrance to the

4-H Center.
So that
It is within the town
Therefore, the developer's

gives you an idea of where that is located.

boundaries of the Town of Darmstadt.

engineer, who also is Mr. Weil and Mr. Poff from Sitecon, submitted

a complete set of street and drainage plans rather than just a
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preliminary drainage plan.
What we have here is a complete final
set of street and drainage plans.
However, because the street

plans are currently being reviewed by another engineer who was

hired by the Town of Darmstadt to review those plans, and because
we still have an issue to resolve with regard to the Drainage
Board's ability to enforce the terms and requirements of a drainage
plan within the municipality of Darmstadt, our recommendation at

this time is approve the preliminary plan so that this project can

advance to the Area Plan Commission the first Wednesday of June.
This is the overall plan and we have marked up, on that particular

sheet, four areas that attracted our attention and we are asking
for more detail before we give final approval. The reason for the
one at the south entrance to Boonville New Harmony is that we want

all water coming down that street captured before it enters onto

Boonville New Harmony because it is directly across the entrance of
Tiberan Drive that is already established there. We don't want any
water crossing that road. The other three areas we just need some

more detail to show how the water leaving the detention basins is
being discharged onto adjoining private property.

We want to make

sure that the discharge pipes from the end of those detention
basins does not cause off-site erosion or other problems associated

with pipe flow onto individuals.

What the

velocity of the water.

the plan is quite complete and

engineer

is

going to

have to do is come back with some details to show how he is going
to spread that flow out across an apron that will reduce the
Otherwise,

does show all the construction details necessary to put the plan in

the ground. The calculations were made based on 25 year storms as
required and, as I said, we are waiting to hear from the Town Board

as to whether the street plans are approved by their consulting
engineer and just how we are going to handle the enforcement , the
inspection and enforcement, of the drainage plan.

anything in the statute that I thought was there.

misread the statute.

I couldn't find
I had actually

I thought it said that the fiscal body of the

municipality would act as the Board of Works or the Drainage Board,

but what it actually said was only in cases of them being the owner
of the land affected would they do that.

Commissioner Mourdock: But the city of Evansville does not look to
this Board for guidance within it's jurisdictions.

Bill Jeffers:

We

have

an

agreement

with

the

city

whereby

we

maintain all the legal drains that existed in the areas that were
annexed.
We send the assessment for all those lands that are
benefitted by us maintaining those legal drains, we send those
assessments to the city.

They pay those assessments in a lump sum

from drainage money that they collect.
Commissioner Mourdock:

If I may,

let me break this down into two

parts because with Alan back in with a book in his hand, I have a

hunch he's about to give us some insight.
Bill

Jeffers:

But

the

Board

of

Works

does

act

as

the

Drainage

Board inside the city and their engineer reviews all the street and

drainage plans,
limits.

period,

for every development inside the city

They chose to operate that way.

Commissioner Mourdock: But you prefaced all that by saying that we
have an agreement with the city of Evansville to do that.

Bill Jeffers:

Right.

I believe there was an ordinance passed to

put all of that into motion, or a series of ordinances.
The city
also, I think, by state law can go out into unincorporated areas

and let bond issues to make certain drainage improvements that
would service an area that would later be incorporated, and they
did that on the east side with East Side Urban Drainage.

They let

bonds in certain areas, made the improvements with that bond money
and

then

turned

jurisdiction.

around

and

annexed

that

area

into

their
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Commissioner Mourdock:
Let me break this
Leave the jurisdictional part out.

into

second.

two

parts

for

a

Just to hear you say

it clearly, based on several recommendations you have on the four
spots on this map, you would recommend this for preliminary
approval and that it does meet the 25 year events per the existing

ordinance?

Bill Jeffers:

Commissioner

Yes sir.
Mourdock:

So

then

the

other

question

is

the

one

regarding jurisdiction and I would turn to the County Attorney who
is quickly scanning some pages. Perhaps you could give us a little

insight.

Alan Kissinger:

There are

specific circumstances under here

which a Board of Public Works can function as a Drainage Board.

in

In

those circumstances, there are situations in which the Drainage

Board or the Board of Public Works has been designated as the body

that has the responsibility for regulated drains and drainage and
also there has to be some agreement or some authority by ordinance
that the County Surveyor's duties will also be carried out by the

Board of Public Works.

There is specific statutory authority for

counties having a consolidated city and as everyone knows, that is
code
for Marion County.

That's exactly the way they have done it

there. The Town of Darmstadt...I don't see any method for the Town
of Darmstadt unless they pass an ordinance and have a Board of
Public Works and some body that can act and carry out the statutory

duties

of

the

County

Surveyor.

I

don't

see

how

the

Town

of

Darmstadt can object or indicate that the Drainage Board of
Vanderburgh County, which is established by statute, can not

function within that town unless they make provisions to do it
themselves with specific statutory authority by adopting ordinan
ces

and
establishing
a
Board
of
Public
Works,
etc.,
then the
Vanderburgh County Drainage Board still has jurisdiction in that

area even though it is an incorporated area.

President Borries:

For the benefit of the folks here to keep you

tuned in, the area you see on the map here of Vanderburgh County,
the city of Evansville and the Town of Darmstadt are the only two
incorporated communities in Vanderburgh County. So, in effect, we

are

responsible

jurisdictions.

for
I

all

that

other

area

guess

what

this

comes

outside
down

those

to,

two

without

nitpicking, is that if you get into a gentle person's agreement or
a gentlmen's agreement, everybody gets amnesia and no one knows who

is supposed to do what, it gets a little confusing.
There is an
interlocal governmental agreement with the Town of Darmstadt to
provide law enforcement services with the Sheriff of Vanderburgh
County.

They did away with the Constable and used that money and

I would agree with the county attorney.
I'm not an attorney, but
with a little experience in this, I guess, my feeling is that we
should still pursue some interlocal governmental agreement in order
to assure that someone in the Town of Darmstadt at some point
doesn't come back and say to Bill Jeffers or to this Board, yeah,

you did this, but now this happened and we don't like what you did.
I

don't have any problem if we want to make a preliminary approval
at this point.
Obviously, they wanted us to do something or they
wouldn't have sent it, but I just have some problems setting some
precedents here. There aren't a lot of developments that have gone
in the Town of Darmstadt, but apparently there may be more, and who
knows, the Town of Darmstadt may annex themselves. They could have

the power to do that.
Commissioner

Mourdock:

We've

thought

before, but we decided against it!
President Borries:

about

annexing

Evansville

So, perhaps we ought to direct our attorney to

set up some kind of interlocal governmental agreement extending
some of the drainage and engineering services here.
I feel a
little more comfortable having something on paper in the future on

~
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this.
Commissioner Mourdock:

Are you suggesting with that,

Rick,

that

step by step, that if we choose to approve this preliminarily
before we act on a final plan, that we would have an interlocal
agreement in place if the city of Darmstadt chose to do that?
President Borries:

Yes.

Commissioner Mourdock:

I think there are some folks here to speak

on this one way or the other.

TAPE CHANGE
Commissioner Mourdock:

Before that happens,

I'll ask Chris Weil

again, the same question that I asked with the previous plan.
Based on your conversations with Mr. Jeffers, are you comfortable

with the recommendations that he is making for preliminary plans?
Chris Weil:

We haven't have a great opportunity to review these

recommendations, but this site was a fairly simple site and Bill
doesn't really make any undue requests.
I don't foresee any

problems with that, but we will certainly work with him to meet his
requirements.
President

Borries:

Any

comments

from

any

of

folks

the

Darmstadt?

in

Peggy Bauer: My name is Peggy Bauer and I'm an adjacent landowner
to the property being proposed as a subdivision.
If I am hearing

you gentlemen correctly that to really be legal and to do it the
right way,

Darmstadt

this

agreement that

should

and this Board should be done

be

between

first.

the

You did

Town

of

it first

with the city of Evansville before you did any other step and I
think that the Town Board of Darmstadt probably did not consider

all of the repercussions of the first really true subdivision that

has gone into the Town of Darmstadt.

There are problems with the

sewage, which is not of your concern, but there are tremendous

problems. I feel that the Town Board needs to hear all of this and
think it out. I think they reacted very quickly on this because it
was a first and they weren't prepared for it.
I'm asking you to
table any kind of approval. I would not like to see you even do a
preliminary until the Town of Darmstadt has come to some kind of an
agreement.
Whether they are going to create their own drainage

board because we are a separate corporation or whether they are
going to do an agreement with, but I feel like it is wrong for you

to make a step of preliminary approval when you are not even sure
yet whether you have any kind of an agreement with the Town of
Darmstadt.
President Borries:

Point well taken.

Bill

Jeffers:
Ms. Bauer has some good points.
However, the
Surveyor's Office has reviewed to my knowledge at least two major
subdivisions.
One of them is Darmstadt Heights and the other is

the subdivision directly east of and adjacent to this one.

I can't

remember the name, but we reviewed both of them, basically, under
the same guidelines.

Not as

strict of guidelines

as

this,

but,

basically, with the same idea in mind to prevent the flooding of
other private and public property.

We were

very

careful

in

our

review of them because both of the other subdivisions drained into
the 4-H Center and we have a stake in that.

One subdivision went

without a hitch, the one immediately adjacent and to the east of
this

one

and

the

other

subdivision,

Darmstadt

Heights,

unfortunately is the source of the apprehensions that have popped
up about this one in that the detention basin for that subdivision
was not put in place.
The reason that we are even a little
skittish on anything inside of Darmstadt, since that point is that

under the previous ordinance all street and drainage improvements
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were to be inspected by the county engineer.
Since the county
engineer is prohibited by the Town Board of Darmstadt from
making

his street inspections because they make them and they accept the
streets, and because the Town Board overlooked that
of the
street and drainage plans which required the detention part
basins
, the
detention basin was not built and there is no way for us to enforc
e
that five years after the fact. The Town Board is saying that
you
have to enforce that, you approved it, you have to enforce it and

that's where the issue pops up.
It has nothing to do with the
review. The review was carried out properly and without the review
and the recommendation from the Surveyor, your Board would not have
passed the drainage plan for Darmstadt Heights and, therefore,
Darmstadt Heights would have not had the opportunity to go to
the
Area Plan Commission and get a full review of all issues other than
drainage.
Traffic, density, sewers, and what have you.
If you

don't give this at least preliminary approval, then this one will
not

have the opportunity to go before the Area Plan Commission and
get full scrutiny.
Like I said on the previous one, Windemere,
nothing will be built out there...well, I think you can build one

house on five acres because you are automatically entitled to that
with or without a subdivision, but there will not be multip
le
dwellings built here, there will not be one building permit issued

until it has final drainage approval. It's just the rule that Area
Plan goes by. They will not hear this until it passes preliminary

approval here.

President Borries: What you are saying is, in effect, this become
s
a formality. You have reviewed it initially. There is still
time
for give and take.
It is a formality much like where you have a
first reading, then it's forwarded to Area Plan and then it
comes
back on a third reading.
Is that my understanding?
Bill Jeffers:

That's

correct,

Mr.

Borries.

But also above and

beyond that I'm saying that although Ms. Bauers' comments are well
founded, well intended and I agree with her 100 percent, well
99
percent.
The one percent that I don't agree with her on is that

any project that has an investment by a developer in it should have
an opportunity for a full hearing and it will not get that until it
leaves here and goes to the Area Plan Commission. It still has
to
come back here for final drainage approval.

President Borries:

Bill Jeffers:

final approval.

Or the Town Board if that's...

Or the Town Board

Commissioner Tuley:

if they

choose to do their own

The only problem that I've got with

it,

is

there any reason to believe that the Town Board is not going
to
gran

t us the authority?

Commissioner Mourdock:

I don't know.
Bill Jeffers:

I don't have the answer to that question.

I don't have the answer to that.

President Borries:

Why would it be here?

doing an exercise in futility here.

I don't know if we are

Bill Jeffers: All the drainage plans will go down the same course.
They go to Subdivision Review Committee, they are passed to the
Surveyor's Office for review, they come to you for prelim
inary
approval, then to the Area Plan Commission to discuss all issues

other than drainage, then they come back to you for final street
and drainage approval. The only catch in Darmstadt is that
do
their own street work, but they apparently, up until now, they
didn't
realize that there are other things involved in a drainage plan
such as detention basins and they have to be built as well.
developer left town on them without building a detention basin.A

The developer of this subdivision, I dare say, will not be leavin
g
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town.

I just don't see it, he's an extremely reputable developer.

Commissioner Mourdock:

Let

me

go

backwards

for

a

couple

of

minutes, Bill. You used the precedent example and I try to be very
conscious, not just on this Board but on the Commission as well,
with what we do precedent wise and I heard you say that the two,

basically, adjacent to this were approved.
Bill Jeffers:

Correct.

Commissioner Mourdock:

Was one of those two the one that you just

referred to a moment ago that did not end up with a detention
basin?
Bill Jeffers:

Correct.

Darmstadt Heights

minus the detention basins.
Commissioner Mourdock:

Okay.

ended up

being

built

I'm not pointing a finger at you or

the County Engineer or anybody else, but how did that it happen
that it would fall through the cracks? Again, I'm not pointing a

finger here, but we had no enforcement authority.

Bill Jeffers:

Right.

The process of inspection while the streets

were being installed, the ditches, the pipes and everything, the

process was for the County Engineer to inspect all drainage
improvements along with street improvements and the Town Board of
Darmstadt says we don't need the County Engineer out here to tell

us how streets are to be built, we do that ourselves, we have our
own Works Board.

Commissioner Mourdock:

One other comment that I have,

I know you

didn't mean precisely what you said a moment ago and just want to
set

the

record

straight

for

the

reviewing the other two adjacent,

people

here.

You

said,

"In

that we reviewed the plans

critically adjacent to the 4-H Center because, after all, we have
a stake in that".
We don't look at plans any more critically

adjacent to county property than an individual property owner's

property and I just wanted to make sure everyone understands that.
I know that is not what you meant by the statement, but it might

have been otherwise misconstrued.
Bill Jeffers:

Apparently,

Commissioner Mourdock:

I didn't mean that.

Yeah,

hung in the air for a second.
Bill Jeffers:

I don't think you did.

It kind of

We had several people call us who have a public or

private interest in the 4-H Center and said to make sure that no
adverse effects are caused by these.

we would anywhere else.
Commissioner Mourdock:
Peggy Bauer:

And we said, yeah, just like

That's they key words,

yes.

A couple of comments to what he just said about the

other two subdivisions. Both of them were established and approved
by the Surveyor from the old statutes of about six pages, not the
96 pages. I think some of the problems were there, but I think it
still falls back and I don't want to say that the Town of Darmstadt

is good old country people, but in a sense, that is exactly what

they are. The Town Board has not ever been faced with a lot of the
legality of precedents on a lot of issues.
I feel like what has
happened with this subdivision is a first.
I do not want to see a

precedent started on this subdivision just to push it on through.
Even preliminary approval because you are setting a precedent for
other subdivisions. If you do it for one, you've got to do it for
others.
Now, you made mention about John Elpers.
I'm sure that

you are correct, but we thought probably the same of the other

builder at the time, that he would not leave town.
Gentlemen, we
have problems out there. We have a sewage problem that is already
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a problem and now we are looking at adding 27 more homes.

I know

that still does not fall under you guideline, but presently, if
this subdivision is approved, this builder doesn't have to do
anything about the sewage problem until after the fact if it

becomes a problem. By that time, the 27 homes, 26 homes, are going
to be there.
The Town Board has got to have a chance to really
think this out and it went through too fast. We talked to quite a
few of the Town Board members and they approved it because they
thought they had no choice.
A survey was done, which they paid

$25,000 for that said,

another 100 homes.

yes,

the sewage probably could accept

That is not 100 homes all in one location that

are on a low line that has to go all the way up the hill to hit the
Somewhere along the line we have
got to pull in the reins and say, wait a minute, we've got to check
drain down by Vanderburgh County.

it all out completely.
Now, the Town Board passed it on to you
because they didn't think they had any other choice.
I am simply

asking you to not start a precedent here that is going to affect
of Darmstadt in the future, because if we allow one
builder to come in and build 26 homes that only leaves 74 left and
the Town

they're all situated...I'm saying all this because I know you don't

have the legality of anything about that sewage problem, but
somewhere along the line somebody has got to help us make sure that

it is going to be done right. That's why I am asking you to table
this until the Town of Darmstadt has another meeting and has a

chance to meet with the people that could give them correct legal
advice on this.
President Borries:

Thank you.

Greg Cahrey: My name is Greg Cahrey and I'm here on behalf of John
Elpers as well as the landowner, Mrs. Ruth Dennis. Several things,
I think, need to be remarked on with regards to the development

here,

Shadow Bluff.

One is that we seem to be talking about the

setting of a precedent which I think has already occurred.

We are

not talking about two subdivisions, we're talking of at least three

subdivisions and maybe four with the disclosure that Mr. Jeffers
made about the one to the east of this particular subdivision. The
first one that we're aware of was German Pines, it was established
on Fleener Road.

The second one, I believe, was that of Darmstadt

Heights which is farther down the road on Boonville New Harmony and
the third one was Court Manor, all of which went through the same
procedure, apparently, that we are following now at this time. On

the plat there was an indication on each one of those plats that

the

streets

were

accepted

by

the

Town

of

Darmstadt.

I'm

not

certain at this point and I can't tell you for a fact that the Town
of Darmstadt and their Town Board realized what they were doing
when they went ahead and signed off on the plat. My impression is
that they thought that things had been approved by the County
Surveyor, the County Engineer, and the Drainage Board prior to
going to them for that final approval.
In any case, those three

subdivisions have been developed, those three major subdivisions.

If there are any precedents that have been established, it seems to
me that was doing it at that point.
I also would urge you before

you go into thinking about interlocal agreements or something like
that, that you review the records and see whether in fact the Town
of Darmstadt has adopted an ordinance to the effect of adopting the
county wide ordinance of subdivision, zoning, etc., and buying into

that.

My

limited

research

is

to

the

effect

ordinance that was adopted by the Town of

previous ordinance back in 1974,

I believe.

that

there

is

an

Darmstadt under the
After the adoption of

the newest ordinance, which I think was in 1987, I may be wrong,

but around that time period there were several amendments that were
submitted to the Town Board by the Area Planning Commission under
the statute that regulates them, and they asked for the approval
and adoption of, the ratification if you will, of those amendments

to the ordinance. Now that implies to me that there is no need to
go to the Town Board of Darmstadt to go ahead and be requesting

some amendments to an ordinance that you haven't already accepted
or adopted pursuant to the authority that the APC has under the

i

~
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statute.

I would urge you as a body and your attorney to perhaps

research whether, in fact, there is an ordinance that already is in
existence by the Town of Darmstadt.

I would also urge this body

not to be confused about what they have before them tonight. That
is the issue of drainage. We are not here with regards to sewage.
Some of the comments that were made by some of the remonstrators
are accurate.
There was an engineering firm from Indianapolis,
outside of this area, that was retained by the Town Board of
Darmstadt to go ahead and review the plans that they had with
regards to...I shouldn't say the plans, the status of their sewage
system that they have in the Town of Darmstadt.

Their advice back

to them was to the effect that there could be an additional 100
homes that could be attached to this sewage system.

The

reason

being that apparently in certain places there is a diminished flow
through that system that would be enhanced by the additional volume
that would come through.

Now,

the systems as I understand it,

I'm

not an engineer and I don't pretend to be, but the system is built

where you have an increasing or decreasing, depending on the point

where

you

are

in

Darmstadt,

line

capacity.

In

some

parts

of

Darmstadt you have only about a two inch or one inch line,
apparently, that services the sewers in that location. As you get
closer to Highway 41 it increases in capacity until you get almost
to a six inch, and I think it is a six inch main, along Boonville

New Harmony Road.

That has the capacity to go ahead and take the

additional flow from an additional 26 or 27 lots. That is why you
are not going to find a development, probably, west of Darmstadt

Road that is going to be able to go ahead and have the capacity to

go ahead to enter into and dump into the sewer system that they

have there.

At

least at this spot there

is that capacity to go

ahead and handle those 26 additional lots and that has been
attested to and has been accepted by the Town Board of Darmstadt.
There have been not less than three separate meetings since
February of this year that the Town Board as well as the citizens
of Darmstadt could come and hear the presentations that were being

made by Mr.

Elpers

in regards to this development.

It has been
It's not

that long in the making, so to speak, in the planning.

like this has been foisted on the Town Board of Darmstadt at the
last minute.

In fact,

we've had two or three meetings just with

regards to the issue of sewage, and once that obstacle was
overcome, we then went forward with the additional plans that you
see today.

I don't want the Board to have the impression as though

this was something that was done in a secret, smoke filled room or
something like that.

There has been ample opportunity of the last

almost six months for people to come and be heard with regards to
the plans that were being made, so I appreciate your understanding.
President Borries:

Commissioner Tuley:

Thank you,

Alan,

Mr.

Cahrey.

Okay.

did I hear you earlier say that unless

there is a specific agreement that they would handle their own and

that this Board has the authority to act on this?
Alan Kissinger:

Well, no.

Just as Mr. Cahrey suggested, there has

to be...they have to adopt the ordinances to authorize themselves
to do certain things under the statute that they're authorized to

do. Now, it has been suggested that I look into that and see what
the status of that is. I would suggest that the Town of Darmstadt

supply us with that information to assure us of their present
status and their ability to contract away that status, or in the
absence of them having taken the appropriate steps to show us why

our County Surveyor's Office does not have jurisdiction within
their town limits. I guess what I'm saying is that if you rule on

this tonight either way, you are ruling somewhat in the blind.
Commissioner Tuley:

I think that's called no-win!

Commissioner Mourdock:
President Borries:

That's right,

that's called no-win.

It's kind of like what Yogi Berra said,

"When
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you come to that fork in the road, you've got to take it".
Carol Schlumpf:

Carol Schlumpf,

I live adjacent to it.

Like you

all have been saying, from what I got from the Town Board of
Darmstadt it's like, well, things are growing out there in a hurry.
Like Ms. Bauer said, we are just basically country people and that.
Yeah, these other subdivisions have gone in, but it's like

everybody woke up now and we see there's a problem and like you all

have discussed here.
You know, it's like the Town Board thinks
that you all are supposed to do this and you's think that the Town

Board is supposed to take responsibility for that and I think

we need to get it out in black and white, who is responsible that
for

what before we go on and continue with any more problems. Hearin
g
from us, there are problems. It's like we woke up now, we see this
and we want to do something about it.
I mean, I think we need to

get things kind of lined out, basically, and decide who is
responsible for what before we add more to our problems out there.
Commissioner Mourdock:
several.

First

of

My final comments on the subject, there are

all,

as

Mr.

Cahrey

said,

this

is

not

about

anything other than drainage which is very important at this point.
The

sewer situation is important and I'm sure that the people on

the Area Planning Commission will be listening to that.

You may

have heard at the start of this meeting, Commissioner Borries say
that I was this Board's representative to the Area Planni
ng
Commission which means I'll get to vote again on this and that also

probably explains the little bit of delight and glee in his voice

when he

said

Commission.

that

I

was

the

representative

on

the

Area

Plan

The biggest concern that I have with proceeding with

this at this point is one that Mr. Jeffers made, in that the last,
and I believe it was the latest, of the subdivisions out there did

not put in the retention basin that our plan required and yet we
effectively had no enforcement power over them and that is
distur
in
it
be
or

bing to me. It's hard for me to want to rush to do this when
fact we can't back up what we say we are going to do.
I think
is fully appropriate, as County Attorney Kissinger was saying,
it from the city of Darmstadt to provide us with the information
for him to research it, whichever way we need to go, I think

anybody, be it this body or any legislative body of governm
ought to be able to have some authority behind it before it ent,
does
anyth

ing.
If it doesn't, I don't think it is serving the public
trust.
Let me add a footnote to that, those comments are simply

about the process here, not about this subdivision.

Commissioner Tuley:

I would tend to agree with you.

clear the air and get it resolved.

We need to

William Smith:
I'm William Smith and I am a member of the Town
Board in Darmstadt.
A lot of this, particularly this basin in

Darmstadt Heights, we were informed that the county would take care

of this basin when we called to their attention that it was not put
in.
We were informed that it wasn't our responsibility and they

would see to it that it was done. That was the information that
I
had. As far as...you know a little something about that too, don't
you, Mike?
Mike Roark:

I sure do.

William Smith:

You are more informed on that than I am because you

work with these guys.
Mike

Roark:

My

name

is Mike Roark

and

I

work

for

the Town

of

Darmstadt. All the subdivisions that Mr. Jeffers spoke of, none of
them were reviewed for drainage.
You reviewed them and no one
inspected nothing. That's the concern that these people have. We

are under the assumption that you take that over and I think that

you guys are under the assumption that we do that.
That is what
needs to be cleared up between the Town Council and the County
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Commissioners and I'm pretty sure that they are going to leave it
in your hands, or they would like to.
I'm not speaking for them,
but none of them...one of the subdivisions that Mr. Jeffers spoke

of that was developed just east of this property has never been

taken over for maintenance by the Town of Darmstadt drainage wise,
road wise.
The individuals in there even had to put their own
sewer in. So, we are under a false pretense. We don't know what's

going on and a lot of the people here don't know the proper

procedure to appeal or voice their opinion.

The Town Council,

I

believe, is under the opinion that if you pass it, then they have

to pass it and they don't have no control.
I really believe that
you men need to meet with our Council or vice versa and get some of
this ironed out because we all would like to know. I'm not for or
against Mr.
Elpers'
subdivision.
It looks like a beautiful

subdivision to me.

There is a lot of concern and we're assuming
We have no body to
If you request it, I'm sure that they will have to

that you are doing all the drainage concerns.

look at this.
hire their own engineer to review the drainage.

Right now we have

an engineering firm reviewing the roads, not the drainage because

we are still under the assumption that you will do that.
I don't
know if I'm clearing this up or making it worse, but that is about
where it stands.
I'll try to answer any questions if you need me

to.

President Borries:

Thank you,

Mike.

Mr.

Smith,

do you want to

come back up here?
I guess we feel a lot like, probably, what
you're feeling like when we talk with the State of Indiana.
Particularly, I do when they take down signs and put up stoplights
and do a whole bunch of things and don't consult us.
I guess this

conversation is going on with a lot of states in Washington, D.C.,
too. Everybody here is getting a little education of what some of

the confusion is that exists between governments.

Really, from my
You have
responsibility for your municipality just as the Mayor of the City
perspective,

I

regard

you

every

bit

of Evansville does for his at this time.

do?

as

an

equal.

What would you want us to

Doesn't it appear to be, at this point, to end some of this

confusion that we need to talk with you and your board members in
order to move forward?
William Smith:

I agree 100 percent.

President Borries:
William Smith:

Okay.

I'm sure you'd be welcome.

President Borries:

I think we need to have that as soon as we can

because you all shouldn't talk down on yourself at all in terms of

your values,

or you're country or whatever.

Things

change

and

that's why, again, unfortunately we've got a 96 page document here

when we used to have six.
That's why every decision we make gets
a little tougher because this isn't 1956 anymore.
If I'm hearing
what the Board says we are going to defer this one this evening and

we will set up a meeting as quickly as we can in order for our
legal departments, particularly, to kind of really get down on
paper exactly what is expected of the Town Board.
Frankly, Mr.
Smith, you need to have as much jurisdiction as you want.
There
should be no confusion on this.
We've resolved this very cleanly

with your former Constable and the Sheriff of Vanderburgh County
and it worked Out well.
I think we need to do that with,

particularly, with the drainage and the roads.

Commissioner

Mourdock:

Again,

I

want

to

make

sure

everyone

understands that my comments are not about the subdivision, per se,
but simply about the procedure that we have right here.

I think we

just need to clean that up and with that said would formally move

that we defer this for one month, and in the meantime ask the Town
Board of Darmstadt or their representative to make contact with us.
Commissioner Tuley:

Second.
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President Borries:

So ordered.

Perhaps we can come out and meet
Thank you.
Sorry for

with you out there if you prefer we do that.

all this jurisdictional problem here.

Bill

Jeffers:

The

people

from

folks, but they sure are shrewd.
Commissioner Mourdock:
Bill

Jeffers:

Darmstadt

may

be

simple

country

Thank you!

The Area

Plan

Commission

can

read

all

about

the

sewage problems right now, as soon as these minutes are published.
RE:

CLEAR CREEK VILLAGE

Bill

Jeffers:

The

last

major

subdivision

on

the

agenda

for

a

review of a preliminary drainage plan is Clear Creek Village which
is located just west of Little Pigeon Creek.
Commissioner Tuley:

Peggy Bauer:

Hang on a second,

Bill.

I take offense to his comment,

the shrewdness,

and I

would like that in the records.
I don't feel like the gentleman
has the right to make any opinion. All we did was try to come up
with some type of order to everything and I think he owes the

people here an apology.
Bill Jeffers:

If that was taken the wrong way...I always thought

of shrewdness as a compliment, but if you took it the wrong way, I

do apologize.
Clear Creek Village is located just west of Little
Pigeon Creek and just north of Mount Pleasant Road maybe a little
less than a quarter of a mile west of U.S.

41.

First of all,

I

would like to say that we are aware that there are many people left
here in this audience who are opposed to this development for one
reason or another.
Some of those people will be represented here
tonight by their legal counsel and others may wish to speak for

themselves.
We do understand the apprehension on the part of
nearby homeowners with regard to a large development. In fact, I'm

apprehensive about the affects this development will have on me.

Traffic on Old State Road is heavy. We have a miniature rush hour
from about 7:30 a.m. until about 8:00 a.m. every morning. Myself,
I can't get out onto Old State Road from the end of Kimball Drive

unless some nice person waves me out into the long line of traffic
waiting at the intersection of Old State and campground. Someti
mes

this traffic is backed up all the way to Caranza Drive. I know the
addition of 336 homes will greatly overload Old State Road, etc.,
etc., etc. We can go on just like the sewer discussion if we like.
The bottom line is that we are here to review drainage and I do
hope that the comments are limited to that. I know by now that the

remonstrators here in the audience understand that the function of

the County Surveyor is to review the drainage plans and make a
recommendation to the Board.

The function of the Board is to act

in accordance with the recommendation and their own good judgeme
on the drainage plans, so that this project can pass forward nt
to

Area Plan Commission for such items as traffic, density, the size,
the selling price of the houses, etc.
Now the reason that we put

the developer through paces this way is so that he can look at the
cost of what it's going to be to construct streets and drainage and
make sure he is not getting in way over his head before he has to
go in and draw the exact detailed plans.
If he doesn't get past
the Area Plan Commission for other reasons, he will never use those

plans.

Like I've said many times before, it is not unreasonable

to
assume that on a 363 lot subdivision that, in over his head, might
be $25,000 or $30,000 before he ever gets to Area Plan Commission
if we ask for every last detail answering every last question on a

preliminary plan.

So

the preliminary drainage

plan

that we

are

looking for, we want to assure ourselves that number one, a final
drainage plan can be developed from this that will satisfy all the
other requirements of the drainage ordinance. Number two, that the
developer is aware of what's expected of him and what he will be
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required

to

do

during

the

further

planning

construction of streets and drainage improvements.

stages

and

the

Three, that the

final plan will be one that will work to protect all the homes from

flood damage and serve that community well.
When the plan for
Clear Creek Village first came to our office, we had some, again,
apprehensions about the project, especially after the rain on May

5 which flooded this field, the lower areas of this field and it

flooded Mount Pleasant Road with swift running water.

flooding

that

occurred

in

homes

throughout

Some of the

Vanderburgh

County

occurred on homes that were built prior to the requirement to build
at or above the 100 year flood elevation.
Some of the flooding
occurred because drainage culverts were clogged with debris that

was washed out of the woods and stuck in the culverts.

When the

water went over thu top of the roads, it got up to such a height
going over the top of the roads that it went into garages and
dwellings that people built below the elevation of the road.
Sometimes you go out and look and you say how possibly could a

person build his house or his church, a church got flooded, or his
commercial establishment, how could they possibly build that so

that the floor elevation was below the road? In some cases, below
the top of the culvert that goes under the road. You can look out
and see the culvert. It's at eye level when you're standing on the
floor of the house.
How could this happen?
It did happen before
1979.

Some cases where houses or garages flooded

it was because

the drainage swales between the homes that were put there to carry
the overflow from streets were blocked by fences, air conditioners,
swimming pools, big huge mailbox pillars bigger than this podium.
They were stuck right there where the water was supposed to go.

It

was blocked by these fences and other obstructions and the water
went in through the crawlspaces of homes and into basement windows.
We viewed all this and we have notes on how it happened this past

May 5 and then again the following week.

TAPE CHANGE
Bill

Jeffers:

Even

when

homes

are

not

flooded,

prolonged

high

water in streets and yards can be real alarming to people that live
there. It can be inconvenient and it can be dangerous as the Fire
Chief from Darmstadt said, it's hard to get to people who are in

trouble.

We can no longer accept the excuse that these so called

100 year storms can't be planned for or that you shouldn't expect

another one for 50 or 100 years.
We are getting them every 18
years. We've seen them too frequently and we will see them again.
So, even though our drainage ordinance requires only the sizing of

drainage facilities to handle a 25 year storm, the ordinance also

empowers the Drainage Board to look at each project on a case by

case basis and the ordinance allows extra measures to be imposed on

projects

that

are

within

an

impacted

drainage

area.

Impact

drainage area could be defined as property that is hard to drain
due to its location of a floodplain or due to other topographic
features.
I want to assure the Board and the audience that the
Surveyor's Office took a hard look at the original plan that was

submitted

for

Clear

Creek

Village.

First

of

all,

we

took

into

account what happened at this site and downstream from this site
May 5,
1996.

We went through all the subdivisions south of this

site along Little Pigeon Creek. We established how high the water
got across Mount Pleasant Road and that is approximately 388.6 feet
above sea level.
We determined what elevation the Corps of
Engineers said that the 100 year flood would be at this same point
and that was 389 feet above sea level.
So based on their computer
program, the water should have got to 389.
It got to 388.6 so we

are only talking about a five inch difference between the computer

program and actual fact.
It's pretty close.
We determined what
elevation the Corps of Engineers assigned to the 100 year flood
elevation at the point where Little Pigeon Creek first comes into
this project, under the rail line west of U.S. 41. That elevation,
the Corps of Engineers says, is 390.5 and we accept that. We asked

to developer to set the lowest points in his streets so that the

streets would not be flooded by the backwater from Little Pigeon
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Creek during an event such as May 5,

1996.

This is the first time

to my knowledge that a developer has been required to set his

streets at or above the 100 year flood. I'm talking about streets
now, not houses.
We asked the developer to provide low pavement

street sags, which in layman terms that would be a gutter inlet
depressed down to the lowest point at that intersection, that
represents the lowest point in that street, and then set emergency
overflow swales from the curb behind that sag to carry street

flooding out and
are saying there
or above the 100
predicted by the

into the creek or the detention basin.
What we
is if you. set that lowest place in the street at
year flood elevation that occurred May 5, and was
Corps of Engineers, and the rest of the street is

above that point, then no backwater can get into that street during

what happened May 5.

Any water that is standing in the street can

run over the curb and downhill to the creek even though it might
only be that much difference in elevation, five or six inches, it
should run out and down into the creek.

Emergency overflow swales

are straight graded downhill from the sidewalk between the homes
and to the rear of the lots, and he shows that on the areas where

I have a solid orange line from the street back to the creek.

This

allows the water which cannot pass through the underground pipes
because they are below the 100 year flood or it cannot pass through
the drainage pipe during a 25 year rain because that is all they
can handle, or due to clogged inlets.

This allows that water to

drain out of the streets, through the sagged inlets and into Little
Pigeon Creek. On your copy of the drainage plan we outlined the 98
lots which the developer wants to start on his first phase. Those
are outlined in yellow. This is what the developer represented to
us as phase 1. It's 98 lots entering on to Mount Pleasant directly
across the street from Copperfield Drive. The location, as I said,
of the emergency overflows is marked by solid orange lines. There
are three of those in this phase. The elevation of the street sags
are

circled

in red.

The

letters

LP

means

low

pavement.

The

elevation assigned to the low pavement in the sags are all at or

above the 100 year flood as calculated by the Corps of Engineers.
As we said, we are a pretty close match on them and what actually
happened out there. We are also requiring the developer to notify

all property owners who will buy into this, notify them on the plat
and in their covenants and restrictions which he has to place in
their hands, or the bank, or whoever at the time of purchase, not
to place fences or other obstructions within the easements where
these emergency overflow swales as well as all other drainage
easements. No fences. We've identified fences as one of the main
culprits in obstructing water and collecting debris that causes the
water to stack up even higher.
In fact, we should prohibit

fencing, buildings and other materials, such as firewood, from
being placed within or near any open waterway, private drain,
mutual drain or natural watercourse as defined by >the new state

statute effective July 1, 1996. We also determined the approximate
location of the floodway for Little Pigeon Creek from the Corps of
Engineer study and the floodway is marked on your plan with a pink
highlighter.
That is the area that passes under the railroad

tracks and alongside his detention basin and then catches the east

parts of Lots 82 down through Lots 17.
It's partially impacted by
the floodway established by the Corps of Engineers.
The exact

limit of this floodway, the ability to operate equipment in the

floodway, the location of any possible wetland habitat and all the

various
permits required to conduct the activities associated with
constructing this project
will have to be determined by the Indiana

Department of Natural Resources.

All that business is outside the

jurisdiction of the Surveyor's Office and outside the jurisdiction

of this Drainage Board and will have to be conducted between the
developer and IDNR. In other words, there are permits required to

operate in the floodway and there are limitations to what can be

done in a floodway.

To be specific,

they can install this outlet

structure from the detention basins because that's a cut, but they

may not be able to...they cannot place any fill in a floodway. So,
the floodway has to be exactly determined by the DNR and then the
permits required to operate in that area. Like I said, this is an

I
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approximate limit of it.
The activities will have to be dictated
by DNR, not us. We've highlighted the proposed detention basin in

blue. It runs all along the east side of the proposed subdivision.
It's an incised basin with a permanent standing body of water. How

deep the basin will be dug depends on the quantity of dirt that's

to be taken out of it and used as fill for this project. I imagine
that will make the basin quite deep.
The depth of the water that

can be stored between low pool elevation and the spillway is four
feet.

That is the maximum allowed by our ordinance and the storage

capacity for this basin exceeds the required volume by nearly 50

percent.

What

he plans

to

do,

obviously,

is

to

dig

out

a

vast

quantity of dirt to use to fill the building sites and the streets
to get them up above flood elevation and then that quantity that he
anticipates digging out of those basins will provide a storage
capacity far in excess of what would be required by our ordinance
simply because he needs the dirt.
Commissioner Mourdock:

the four feet?
Bill Jeffers:

No,

about 50 percent.

Commissioner Mourdock:
Bill Jeffers:

That excess of over 50 percent is based on
Between 40 and 50 percent.

That's based on a four foot depth?

That is correct.

On a four foot...from the normal

pool stage when it's finished draining down to its standing level
which is 385.5 above...right under the words "retention basin"

you'll see the figures. The pool elevation is 385.5. During a 25
year event that elevation will go to 389.5.
Everything over that

elevation starts going through the emergency spillway, but yet
there is still another half a foot of storage space for the 100
year...actually seven tenths of a foot to 390.2 during a 100 year
event.

He gives the 25 year storage and cubic feet and the 100

year storage and cubic feet and those figures are about 40 to 50

percent over what is required.
Around 40 percent is probably
closer.
They took great care to follow the requirements of our
ordinance when they got my first letter. We are also requiring the

developer to install temporary orifice plates in the detention
basin discharge pipe phase by phase so that the required detention
for each phase is obtained no matter where he is in the development
of the whole project.

What I'm saying there

is that he

is only

going to go in here and do 98 lots at first so we want to make sure
that he achieves full detention for those 98 lots so that if he
changes plans right then and there and decides to go with larger
lots, a different layout, sell off part of the property and do
something different and replat, that even if he stops right then
and there, his storage will be sufficient and that the discharge
into Little Pigeon Creek will be limited only to what would be
allowed for that size development that he completes. His engineer
indicated that they were willing to do that. Back at the proposed
entrance to Clear Creek Drive onto Mount Pleasant Road, which is
located just west and across the street of Copperfield Drive,

during the rainstorms of May 5, 1996 we noticed several places
where the water crossed Mount Pleasant Road from the north side to

the south side because of inadequate ditches along the north side
of

the

road.
and

This

water,

in

fact,

overloaded

the

lakes

in

then drained down through
some property in
Copperfield in a very alarming volume. As a matter of fact, there
Deerfield

was a man who may be here tonight who I would not approach at that
time. He was in his rain suit and he had a pitchfork in his hand

and he was cleaning the debris off the inlet in his yard and I was
afraid to...I know what I would have done if a county employee

~

would have got out of his car at that time. It's not really funny.
The water coming through this man's yard looked like a water ride
at Six Flags.

It was unbelievable.

Some of this water is coming

across Mount Pleasant and overloading the facilities on the south
side. This is due to inadequate ditches on the north side of Mount

Pleasant which is because there is only 16 1/2 feet of right-of-way

over there and there is not enough room to maintain a proper side

~
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ditch. Along with the fact that some property owners on the north
side, and I'm not ready to say exactly which locations, but some

property owners have installed undersized driveway pipes which
cause the water to go over the pavement instead of through the pipe
and some property owners have filled in the ditches alongside the
county

roads

and

they

need

to

be

cleaned

back

out.

We

are

requiring the developer, because we know this, we are requiring the
developer to provide a drainage system which will catch all street
and yard drainage from Lots 1 through 6 and direct that drainage

through a small detention basin before discharging it back into the

north side ditch. At the rate at which it now is there or at the
same rate that now occurs during the same storms.
I'm not saying
that it's going to get any better.
I'm saying that we don't want

this development to cause any additional problems along the north
side ditch.

We are also requiring the developer to include details

of proper yard drainage and I have those here with me somewhere,

but they are the same details that we are asking everybody to put

in there to show exactly how to drain yards in accordance with HUD
and the Soil Conservation Service of Indiana. They originally came
from HUD and the Federal Housing Authority and they are distributed
by the Soil Conservation Service to show exactly how to grade small

yards,
narrow lots, so that water can drain around these houses.
Finally,

we're cautioning the developer to set the elevations for

all the dirt pads, which is where the houses will be set, we are
cautioning the developer to set the elevations for all the vents to
the crawlspaces, the sill plates and the finished floors of garages
and dwellings with the utmost care to ensure not only that the
houses are two feet above the 100 year flood, but also that storm
water being carried through all parts of this drainage system
cannot back up or overflow into any part of the dwelling. Again,
I say that all of this is based on what we viewed in the first two

weeks of May in other places.

mind that this

I want everyone, please, to keep in

is a preliminary drainage plan and that our

recommendations for the Board to approve this preliminary drainage

plan is made only because the developer has met or exceeded the
requirements of our ordinance for a preliminary drainage plan.

Please keep in mind that the approval by this Board only allows the

development
to advance to Area Plan Commission where other issues
can be addressed

. Also, before the developer can construct houses,
he must have this Board's approval of final street and drainage
plans. There will be more exact construction details on the final

plans and those plans will come under more scrutiny than the

preliminary plan.
Also, the developer has to post a bond to
guarantee proper construction of all streets and drainage
improvements. Every developer has to do that so he will be posting

a bond that if he fails to carry out the requirements of the
drainage plan that bond can be used to finish the project or to

prevent him from further development.
Also, the developer will
have to resolve certain issues with the Indiana Department of
Natural Resources as mentioned above.

the

audience

would

like

to

use

representative and comments came,

I have an extra map here if
I'll give it to their

that.

basically,

from that set of

notes. I won't say anything else about north siders being shrewd,
but I still say it's a compliment, though.
President Borries:

Thank you,

Bill.

Mr. Morley,

you are here to

represent the developer, is that correct? We'll take comments and
perhaps, again, we appreciate your patience here.
If you have a

spokesperson, after their comments we will certainly want to hear
from those...again, realizing full well that we're not here to talk
about traffic, the size of streets at this point, the size of lots

or zoning.
Morley.

That's

Jim Morley:

Thank you.

not what we

are

here

for

this

evening.

Mr.

The drainage plan that you have before you

is probably the comprehensive preliminary drainage plan that you

have ever received.

As Bill discussed with you earlier, there are

several things within.

Not only does this plan comply with every

part of your new 96 page ordinance,

but it goes beyond that

~
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ordinance to issues of elevation of streets and emergency overflow.
As this Board has heard me say before on drainage, surface water

routes are something that should always be looked at in a
subdivision because blockages do occur and this subdivision clearly
on the plan shows the location of the surface water emergency
overflow routes that would be utilized in the event of some
blockage to the sewer system or a storm that is in excess of the
design flow.
Daryl,

I would like the Board to receive, and I think,
you have it, a copy of the subdivision plat.
Mr. Jeffers

referred to the requirements of placing information about fences
and other such regulations on drainage easements and we have
included that in the subdivision documents.

The subdivision plat

is large and the wording is included within that so not only is it,
of course, recorded in the minutes of your meeting here tonight,
but we have that wording placed on the plat and those covenants.

Now, the details which we have used before, as you know, of the
house grading plan not only the one from HUD, but the house grading

plan that our office originated giving a little more information
about the 100 year flood level and about keeping crawlspace vents
above the earth grade around the house will have to be incorporated

within

covenants

of

the

subdivision.

covenants

The

of

the

subdivision will be available for recording before we bring in the
final drainage plan.

As you know,

the final drainage plan is the

one that shows the exact inlet elevations as we have reviewed the

road

grades with the County Engineer and of
course the
Commissioner's Board reviews those road plans.
That's the reason

that drainage approval is normally a two step process.

The first

to define that you have sized the pipes properly, that you have
located the lake properly and that you've defined all of the

drainage area coming to it.

The final drainage plan that shows the

exact elevation of the rim of the inlet and the model number and

all of those other details that are very involved and will be on a
set of subdivision plats containing many pages.

In

conclusion,

this subdivision meets every requirement and several that are not

there.

I

think that

it would

be

a

good

idea

for

the

Board to

examine further amendments to their drainage ordinance to take up
this issue of overland flow in the storms that exceed your normal
design as required by your ordinance.

President Borries:

Thank you.

Any questions of Mr. Morley?

Commissioner Mourdock:

Jim,

I just want to clarify something and

I think that I know the answer to this, but we've thrown several
terms around tonight and I just want to make sure that everybody is
following.
On May 5th or 6th or whatever it is, it is generally

referred to that we had a 100 year precipitation event, but correct

me

if

I'm wrong,

but a

100 year precipitation event does not

necessarily equate to a 100 year flood?

Jim Morley: It is a one percent chance and we may or may not have
had that.
That storm was not widespread in that some areas
received much more rain than other areas. If you go north of town

only six miles, there was much less rain than there was in this

area, so whether or not that was a 100 year event on the entire

Little Pigeon Creek Drainage Basin is perhaps open to question.

It

may have been under some localized conditions, it may not have been
under the entire basin.

As Mr.

Jeffers noted,

we took elevations

on the water level and we were not as high as...we were five inches
below what the Corps predicted would be the 100 year flood on the

~

President Borries:

~

Little Pigeon Creek.

Mr.

Jeffers

says,

In effect,

are you saying,

that you are designing this

approximately the 100 year event?
Jim Morley:

Yes,

that

is

correct.

and based on what

first phase for

Our ordinance,

as you know,

requires us to have all floor elevations two feet above, but we
have not mentioned in any part of our ordinance a required minimum
elevation that you do not want the streets to go below. Obviously,

~
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we can't raise them too high because the street itself can act as
a barrier to this surface water out of there, but certainly you
should give consideration to the thought of barring unusual
circumstances of having design grades within six inches of the 100

year flood level.

percent.

Six inches would appear to be a reasonable one

That is something for this body to give consideration to

because currently you are completely silent about what the minimum
grade on the street is allowed to be and I think it would be good,
not only is it being addressed here, but perhaps you would want to
formalize that.
Commissioner Mourdock:

Bill's comments about the retention basin

and the borrow material that will be coming out of there and,

again, I think this is restating the obvious, but I just want to be

sure I understand it.

Every home out here in Phase 1,

within the

yellow, since this plan that is submitted to us, is it only dealing

with the Phase 1 area and not the entire plan?
Jim Morley:

The preliminary drainage has been prepared for the

entire plan. The final details will come back before this body for
Phase 1. The entire area essentially drains to the east not to the
west, and as such, as I discussed with Mr. Stuchi early on, I

thought we ought to look at the overall potential of the entire
site for development. So, while he's really only looking at Phase
1, we're looking at the big picture. What could totally be there

and this is what you are looking at, is an overall concept of all
of the pipes in the entire subdivision have been sized and the
drainage basin for the entire development.
Commissioner

Mourdock:

Okay,

that's

what

was

confusing

to

me

because Mr. Stuchi's letter that I received prior to this meeting

said that the whole plan is being submitted so this that is
highlighted in yellow is simply highlighted to correlate back to
what Bill was telling us about the development of the retention
basins?
Jim Morley:

That is correct.

If you would come in with only the

first phase of streets, it might not be appropriate for the
overflow device, the pipe into the creek of 36 inches maybe at that
point in time. Given all the mathematical calculations, an orifice
plate should be placed in front of that pipe at 24 inches and those
will be detailed on your final plans once all the street grades are
established.
Commissioner Mourdock:

Okay

and

sufficient

borrow

will

be

used

from that retention basin to make sure that all the streets are
above the 100 year level and all of the homes are above that level
which is at least five inches higher than the event that we had on
May
5th.

Jim Morley:

That is correct and all of the homes and garages will

be at least two feet above the one percent storm or the 100 year
storm-

President

Borries:

others?
Tom Bodkin:

Thank you,

Mr.

Morley.

A

spokesperson

for

If it please the Commission, my name is Tom Bodkin and

I'm an attorney.

I represent three of the people here, but not all

of them, so I'll keep my remarks somewhat brief because I'm sure
others want to speak.
Commissioner Mourdock is correct and I hope
we all understand, at least I think I do, there is a difference
between a 100 year storm and a 100 year floodplain elevation.
It

is my understanding that this subdivision is being designed for all
the lots and the streets to be above the 100 year flood elevation.

I mean, a 100 year storm is the amount of water that falls once
every 100 years in the biggest quantity. The 100 year floodplain
is an entirely different issue.
If, in fact, the plan is not

calling for all the streets and all the lots to be above the 100

~
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year floodplain then you are with the first section being requested
to approve drainage in a subdivision below the 100 year floodplain
which is perhaps maybe not unique, but it strikes me as somewhat

unique.

I would

second the comments made by the

Fire Chief who

talked to you earlier about the difficulty of public safety people

getting in on streets that get flooded with water.
That is
something, obviously, that's of concern, I know, to you as
Commissioners and certainly is going to be a concern of the other
governmental units who have to deal with that problem.
You as
Commissioners should worry about your roads, too.
Obviously, as
you well know, your property taxes don't fix your roads.
The gas
tax does, the wheel tax and surtax does.
These are going to be

your roads and if they break up because of the water, then you have
got to fix them.

I do find it interesting,

though,

that the plat

in keeping with your ordinance places all the responsibility to

maintain the drainage structures on the property owners.
I found
it very interesting when the Deputy Surveyor asked how in the world
could somebody build below the roadway.
Well, there are a whole

lot of people in this county that are built below the 100 year

floodplain, too.

There will probably be more built below the 100

year floodplain in the future, and in part that is exactly where
your role comes into play as you review drainage plans on whether
or not you are going to guarantee that the people in this county
who ultimately have the responsibility to maintain drainage
structures that you approve are going to get a fair shake with
regards to those drainage structures.

Something that you have to

look at with this subdivision, seems to me, this strikes me as

being an extremely complicated drainage.

Mr. Morley just told you

it's the most complicated drainage plan that he has ever put

together. Now I'm just an old country boy from the next county to
the east, I don't happen to be a north sider, but if they're that
complicated I really wonder if it's too complicated. Be that as it
may, I was also happy to hear Mr. Jeffers' comments regarding what
we are not here for because I agree with that, but I am hoping that

he
is going to come to the Area Plan Commission when we talk about
streets next time.
Gentlemen, it has been my experience that we do

indeed have to deal with drainage here and here alone because the

Area Planning Commission will not address that issue at all.

All

they want to know is did you grant preliminary approval and if so,
what conditions did you put on and that ends that debate, so it is
relevant.

Technically, as I understand the map presented by the
Deputy Surveyor...may I step around?
The part colored in blue is
going to be dug out as a detention basin.
The part in pink is

where they think maybe the floodway is at.

He didn't comment, but

I think this map shows it, there is a dotted line here and on one

of the earlier plats that I saw it was marked at 400 feet msl.
In
fact, I think here it is right here.
That's the 100 year flood
zone.
Virtually almost all, if not all, of this entire first
section is below the 100 year flood elevation.
I also note from

the plat, and this may be a technical issue that I'm wrong about
and I'm sure Mr. Morley will correct me, I read this, that this was
scaled off of the FEMA maps as opposed to shot in the field as a

grade to show us exactly where the 100 year flood elevation is.

There may be a distinction with no difference, but it may well be

a distinction with a difference in terms so just exactly where the
elevation is for the 100 year floodplain.

You have an ordinance,

you have a couple of ordinances of relevance here, one is your
drainage ordinance, but there is another one that applies here,

too,

and that is your Flood Hazard Control Ordinance which you

adopted and probably are about to do again, if you haven't already,
so that the people in this county can buy flood insurance.

Flood

insurance for exactly the people who end up living in these kind of

subdivisions.

If I remember your ordinance,

because DNR tells you what they have to say,
that people can't build below the floodplain.

and I remember them

basically,

it says

They have to have

the top of the first inhabited floor two feet higher than the 100
year floodplain.

So,

just

exactly

what

the

flood

elevation

is

becomes very relevant to all these people who are not going to have
your guidance when they buy that lot as to how high, how low, how

~
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long and how wide it should be.

More importantly, IDNR once again,

as you know, imposes all these good rules on us that we have to
comply with states in 310 IAC 6-1-13 as it relates to this issue
before you,
"The Commission exercises primary jurisdiction in the

floodway"

and under 13-2-2:
"A

local

unit may not

authorize

any

obstructions

that

causes the excavation of a floodway until a permit is

issued by the Commission."

Commissioner Mourdock:
Excuse me, Tom, they're not getting your
You need to stand back here by the mike.

sound.

Tom Bodkin:

I'm sorry, I'll stand back here and I'll try to watch
the pink if I can from all the way up here.
I was just quoting
310, Indiana Administrative Code 6-1-13, I believe, with regards
to

you having no jurisdiction in the floodway.

only they do and only

they can authorize any action in the floodway.

Secondly,

IDNR is

going to decide where the floodway is, not us, and floodway, by the
way, in their rules is defined as, and this is in 310 6-1-3 number
15, floodway means the channel of a river or stream and those
portions of the floodplain adjoining the channel which are
reasonably required to efficiently carry and discharge the peak

flood flow of the regulatory flood of any river or stream. Now I
think that the Deputy Surveyor told you that this is a swag as to
where the floodway may be.
It may be bigger or lesser, we don't
know.
DNR is going to have to tell you that.
I found it very

interesting that the reason we are here for preliminary approval is
so the developer doesn't have to spend a whole lot of money before

he moves on to that great meeting next door at the Area Planning
Commission. I submit to you that the worst injustice you could do

to this developer is to grant preliminary approval to this plan
until we know precisely where the floodway is at and whether or not

DNR

is

going

to

let

him

do

anything

in

the

floodway.

If

you

approve preliminarily and he goes on to the Area Plan Commission,

and we'll fight over everything else over there, probably, and then
he finds out that, in fact, the floodway comes out much farther
than he and the Deputy Surveyor and Mr. Morley think it is, where
is he going to be on cost, gentlemen? Maybe at that point he will

decide that this isn't such a good deal and he'll eat the cost that

he's got in it now and take a hike.
Secondly, what about the
wetlands issue that exists here? The Deputy Surveyor mentioned it

ever so briefly. I think Mr. Mourdock has some personal experience
in that arena. If, in fact, there are wetlands here, that's going
to have to be dealt with by DNR and the developer is going to have

to decide at what cost.

In fact, he may have to find out whether

he can even deal in the wetlands or not with regard to his
retention basin, and with regard to piping going across the
floodplain and, again, are you doing him a favor going forward now
until he solves those issues with DNR?
I submit to you that you
are not, if in fact our purpose here is to make it cheaper for the

developers to move on to the Planning Commission. I also submit to
you that is not the purpose.
The purpose here is for you to

determine, for the people of this county, whether or not a
particular subdivision drainage plan is what is appropriate to
protect the taxpayers down the road and the people that are going
to live on those lots. One other item I would note for you, there
is a provision that the government giveth and the government taketh

away, especially at DNR as
because they're not here
provision, though that DNR
issues, again found at 310

you all know...I love to pick on DNR
to defend themselves.
There is a
says that when you have these kinds of
IAC 6-1-13,

"Local units may refer any permit applications for work
in a flood hazard area to the Department for advice and
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recommendations."
A flood hazard area, gentlemen,

is defined by DNR itself,

back in the definition area again, as:
"Those

floodplains

which

have

not

been

again,

adequately

protected from flooding by the regulatory flood by means
of dikes, levees, reservoirs or other works approved by
the Department."

This entire proposed first section of this subdivision is in the
flood hazard area by definition.
It's in the floodplain by
definition.
It may be in the floodway in part.
In fact, part of
it is.
Part of where they are proposing to put this retention
basin may also be in a floodway and I submit to you that at the
very least you, as the Drainage Board, should table this matter,
let the developer go to DNR and find out whether or not the

floodway is bigger than he thinks it is, or his engineers, or our
surveyor for that matter.

Find out whether that retention basin

can be built there or not before we move forward talking about

preliminary approval.

Gentlemen,

as sure as we're standing here

and it rained today, and it did just about 5:00 p.m., if we approve
it tonight it is going to go to the Planning Commission and this

will be the last visit that anybody has about these issues and
that's a fact. It's a fact because it's a fact of the way business
is done. You will at that point not have done anything in terms of

a favor to this developer and certainly would have not, in my view,
accomplished what the citizenry wants accomplished with regards to
the ordinance that you've adopted and the standards imposed by the

State of Indiana with regard to building in floodplains and in
floodways. My clients would like you to reject the plan completely

under your inherent power to decide this is simply not a place that
we want to have people living next to Little Pigeon Creek.

But in

lieu of that, absolutely, my people request that you table this

matter, refer it to IDNR for their advice and guidance and require

the developer to come back to you and establish, exactly as a part
of preliminary approval, where the floodway is and whether or not
he can build in the floodway, excavate in the floodway, fill in the
floodway and all of the things that only DNR can grant a permit

for.

Thank you very much.

President Borries:

Thank you, Mr. Bodkin.

TAPE CHANGE
Commissioner Mourdock:

Before you start, sir, I do want to set the
Mr. Bodkin quoted Jim Morley as

record straight on something.

saying it was the most complicated drainage plan and just for the

record the word wasn't complicated. Mr. Morley said the drainage
plan was the most comprehensive this Board has ever received.
Comprehensive can be complicated, but in this case I just wanted to

make sure the right word was quoted.
Tom Bodkin:

I stand corrected.

it wasn't complicated.
Jim

Phillips:

My

name

is

Knowing Mr. Morley,

Jim

Phillips

and

subdivision across from the one that is planned,
The storm that you are referring to I

I

I'm sure that

live

in

the

in Copperfield.

took pictures of.

When we

built our house last year we were told that we were below the 100

year floodplain.
We had to elevate our property to where it was
two feet above the 100 year floodplain. Mr. Morley and Associates
did a survey, both before and the final survey. I brought pictures
of what it looked like on May 5 when all of the rain came walking
out of the creek and up to my backyard and up to our house. Would

you like to see them?
President Borries:

Sure.
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Jim Phillips:

They were talking about the drainage system in the

subdivision over there.
Is there anything going to be done about
the drainage coming down into the subdivision? Like Mr. Jeffers

said, it was a combination of both the floodwaters coming across

Mount Pleasant and off of Mount Pleasant down through Deerfield and
that all met there together.
I was just wondering, is that all
going to be taken into consideration also?
If not, I'm just

wondering what is going to happen to the rest of us down there
below the hill on the other side of the road where the water is
backed up? If they build up two feet above the floodplain, is that
going to push the water down on top of us? That's all I have.
President Borries:
Diana Phillips:

Thank you,

Mr.

Phillips.

I'm Diana Phillips.

I just wanted to add that it

did not just happen on May 5th. That flood happened three times in
two weeks. May 5th and then two more times within two weeks after
that.
It was that same situation in our backyard we had water
everywhere. Along Southport Drive all the houses along that creek

were in the same shape.
Commissioner

Phillips?

Mourdock:

Did

the

water

get

into

I just got the pictures.

your

home,

Ms.

Diana Phillips: No, but as you can see on the water at the corner,
it was very close. The first time we were scared to death.
Jim Phillips:

It got kind of old hat afterwards.

second and
third times we got up...what did they have, three andThe
a half inches

in an hour or two?

Diana Phillips:

That morning we got up and here it is again.

It was like a week and a half later on a Wednesday

we had another downpour and it was very scary again then, and then
the
third time it was like, well, here it goes again. We are very
concerned about what is going to happen.
I'm not saying that I'm

for or against this subdivision, but we're just concerned about
what the drainage is going to do to make it worse.
Commissioner

Mourdock:
Mr.
Phillips,
your initial comment
regarding the survey there seems to raise the question that Mr.
Bodkin was raising as to exactly where is the 100 year flood
elevation, and I presume what you are saying is your home was built
in accordance with Mr. Morley's survey as far as what that

designation was.
Jim Phillips:

According

to

the

gentleman

that

built

his

house

across the street from us, when they did the initial survey, the
100 year floodplain was up to where his mailbox is into his front

yard.
That whole section where we
foot below the 100 year floodplain.

are at was like one tenth of a
We had to build our house

up
to where it was at least two feet above the 100 year floodplain.

Before they poured the garage floor and before they could do
anything else, they had to come out and do a survey.
Then after

they agreed that it was two feet above the 100 year floodplain,
they came in and finished our house.
Normally, you can look out
our backyard, it's flat as can be, and that's the way the whole
section was, but when you go to look at our house, it looks like
our house is up on a small hill. That's how high they had to build
it up.
He talking like it took about 11 truckloads of dirt to

build it up that high.
Commissioner Mourdock:

Jim Phillips:

Glen

At least it worked.

Yeah.

Schlensker:

I'm

Glen

Schlensker

represent anybody but myself this time.

and

I'm

First off,

not

going

to

I'm having a

lot of trouble with some of the professionals and their ideas of

dates.

Am I not wrong that the first major rainstorm was April 28?
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Is that not the correct date that we should be looking at.

was the second major rainstorm.

May 5

For the record, we better get that

kind of straight here, or we will all be wondering 50 years from
now when people are complaining about their houses being under
water what was wrong with this bunch of people that didn't know
what day it rained on!
The second thing, and I hate to take
people's time, but I have sat here myself and as many of you know,
I'm a self employed farmer.

That is actually what I do.

I do the

fire department as a vocation because it's something that needs to

be done.
I am concerned about the people of this community and
this county.
What we are looking and we continue to look at are
plot plans.
We look at the plot plan for Windemere at Kansas and
57.

We're

looking now

at

a

plot plan

north

of

Mount

Some years ago we reviewed one south of Mount Pleasant.

Pleasant.

We have

yet to address the total drainage of Vanderburgh County and until

that is done we are going to continue, and you people are going to
continue to sit here and every time you build a bigger lake to hold

the retention you are just going to have another problem. You have
got to start at the Ohio River and work yourself upstream. We have
some atrocious past history with drainage in this county.
It has

not been addressed,

not until recently have you enacted your

ordinance with your floodplain laws and DNR got involved.

We can

speak and we can say that this water runs into my yard and all
that, but until we get rid of the water and one issue that I think
needs to be addressed, these people and the water we're talking

about here drains
goes right through
county property is
restriction within

through county property.
Little Pigeon Creek
Hamilton Golf Course which is, as I understand,
it not? From my information there is a man-made
Little Pigeon Creek within the golf course. Are

any of you aware of it or have any of you walked the creek to look

to see what is holding the water back?
We have had the
intersection under water at the Windmill at 57 and Petersburg Road
a minimum of twice within the last 10 years.
This is the front
door to Evansville and do we want people to drive in the water?

Are we

going to

continue to

build?

Are

we

going

to

build the

entire county full of homes and industry and then have situations
where we can't provide emergency services because we've got water

in the streets or is the Drainage Board going to look at the
problem and quit applying Band-Aids? Thank you.
President Borries:

Thank you,

wishing to speak tonight?
Jimmy Barnett:

Mr.

Schlensker.

My name is Jimmy Barnett and

Other folks here

I'm directly across

the street from the new development on Lot 1 of Copperfield Drive.

If you look at the map there when that water runs off of the main
entrance of that subdivision, where is it going to run to? Is it
going to run off onto Mount Pleasant or is it going to run across
the street into my yard?
Previous experience shows that it runs
across the street into my yard.
The developer that I bought the
house from I had to dig a ditch in the back of my yard between the
neighbor's yard allowing the water to run down off my yard. I had
a problem. I have a sump pump in my crawlspace. I'd say out of 20
neighbors that I have talked to, probably 17 of them have sump
pumps in their crawlspace. The man that Mr. Jeffers was referring
to as being out there shoveling stuff out of the way is Mr. Greg
Shekell.

He was not very happy doing that,

so if you would have

got out of your truck you probably would have been in trouble.

He

told me that he even seen fish coming out of the lake and down the
street.

That's

how bad the water problem is

down there.

I

had

just got back from a fishing tournament that day and he said you
should have been here, you probably could have limited out. Just

to address the situation, right there across from Copperfield Drive

we had a big stand of water right there and people were hitting

that doing 40 miles per hour. The speed limit is 40 miles per hour
on Mount Pleasant Road right now, but people were hitting that and

it looked like some of them might have lost control for a brief

minute.

If that's the way the water drains are going to be,

then

that's the way it's going to be, but I just wanted to let you know
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my opinion of it.
It's not a very good system that we have out
there right now.
I don't know if he plans on putting bigger
ditches down the side of Mount Pleasant over there to haul the

water downstream, but if he does, then the people downstream are
going to get more of it.
The neighbors that are sitting at the
back of the room and are in the back of the subdivision, they are

going to get more of it.
President Borries:

Thank you,

Thank you,

Mr.

gentlemen.

Barnett.

Other comments?

hour is getting late so if we could limit our comments.

sir, we would like to hear from you at this time.

Sam Haddan:

My name

is

Sam Haddan and

I

live at

9201

The

Go ahead
Old

State

Road. I just want the Board to know that everybody in this room is
not opposed to this development. I, myself, am in favor of it and

the drainage plan that they have will be perfectly adequate for me.
President Borries:
Jim Morley:

Thank you, Mr.

Haddan.

Mr. Morley.

There were some questions raised by the remonstrators

that I would like to address.

I think I have answers for some of

them. First of all, the floodway, as you see, is not my guess nor
is it Mr. Jeffers' guess, it is the published floodway prepared by
the Army Corps of Engineers submitted to DNR for approval in

published documents of which you have in offices here in the county
for the Little Pigeon Creek/Locust Creek Study.
It defines
elevations and it also has the lines drawn on it that locates that

floodway and it is shown on an accepted public document. What you
see is a drawing of that floodway that I prepared by enlarging the
maps to exactly the same scale and placing it on there. It is not

a guess, it is the published data.
Commissioner

Mourdock:

Jim,

one

question

on

that

then.

I

understand perfectly everything that you just said. Has there been
any field check of this data as far as off the FEMA map?
Jim Morley:

The FEMA map does not address floodways.

Commissioner Mourdock:
Jim Morley:

Well,

the FERM map.

Or the FERM map.

That never,

or normally never,

in

Vanderburgh County's case at least does not show the floodway line.
You have to look to other sources for DNR flood studies.
Commissioner Mourdock:

Which map did you blow up?

Jim Morley: The diagram out of the published Little Pigeon Creek
Study from the...Daryl, do you happen to have a copy of it?

Bill Jeffers:
Jim Morley:
Bill Jeffers:

We've got it in the office.

You've got the whole study?
Yes,

I'll get it.

Commissioner Mourdock:

So we've got a 1/2000 scale map?

Jim Morley:

is correct.

Yes,

that

That

is

the published data.

Yes, and through the utilization of copiers we are able to blow it
It was, of course, originally drawn at a larger scale than
UP.
that and then blown down for publication. You would note that the

floodway, that area of conveying water, is most predominately on
there during the last flood probably noticed how much more water
flowed across and so there is an accurate field confirmation of the
the east side of Little Pigeon Creek and those people who were out

accuracy of the Corps of Engineers' study.
Commissioner

Mourdock:
Okay,
back to my question,
though.
Understanding what you just said, but was there a field check and
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do you have any field data verifying these elevations as off this

1/2000 map?

Jim Morley: Okay, the elevations...the floodway is a width not an
elevation. It is an established width, not an elevation. Now, the

floodplain
sections.

is

a

computation

of

elevations

On that study that you see,

at

various

cross

and Bill went to get you a

copy of the entire book, they have cross sections of the creek
field determinations of the Little Pigeon Creek Flood elevations

computed for that at each of the cross sections of the streams.
Commissioner Mourdock:

These cross sections fall within your

Jim Morley:

So the answer to your questions is yes, it has been a
It is not an estimate.
There is a detailed study
which Mr. Jeffers went to get.
The question about drainage across
Mount Pleasant Road,
as Mr.
Jeffers reported to you,
it is
completely accurate.
One homeowner completely filled the side

detailed study.

ditch all along the front of his home, buried plastic pipe and let
all of the surface water from his yard run directly out into Mount

Pleasant

Road.

All

of

the

other

homeowners

along

problems with maintenance of their driveway culverts.

there

have

Some of them

may very well be undersized, but others are completely blocked by
leaves or the ends of the culverts are crushed and they've been run
over. Then to compound all of these matters, the Evansville Water
and Sewer Utility did work on a water line almost two years ago now
in which they left the ditch on the north side of Mount Pleasant

Road in shambles.

It is filled in.

There is debris.

They simply

piled it up and left it. They left barricades out there for over
a year along that road.
They have now removed the barricades and
I know this Board has asked before for more cooperation between the

departments, but those ditches...you know, we've got problems with
the culverts, we've got problems with people who don't want ditches
in their front yard and they fill their ditches in without seeking
permission and then we've got the Evansville Water and Sewer
Utility laying a water line down a ditch and then not adequately
cleaning it out when it is finished.
Yes,
there are those
problems. We are, with this subdivision, intercepting all of the
water coming from this property towards Mount Pleasant.

We are

putting on the drainage plans the inlets showing before the street
intersects with Mount Pleasant Road,

which will

intercept that

water and take it to the east into a detention area before
releasing it so that
Barnett's yard.
have any other

it does not run across the road

I think those were the primary issues.
questions I'd be glad to answer them.

into Mr.
If you
I am

certainly fully aware of all of the DNR regulations regarding
filling in a floodway.
It is not our intention to fill in a

floodway.

Commissioner Mourdock:
One other question on the DNR issue and
maybe this is yours, Les, I don't know.
Good, Bill came back in.

First, on the DNR question, Bill, have you had any conversations
with DNR regarding this specific project?
Bill Jeffers:

The blue area is the floodway.

No,

I have not.

Commissioner Mourdock: Okay. Secondly, on the wetland issues that
Mr. Bodkin raised having commented about the determination of

wetland issues and particularly regarding the hydric soils through
this area?
Jim Morley:

We have taken an initial look at it.

I had previously

done a preliminary study in the area of Copperfield and from my
soil examinations soil probes determined that hydric soils were not
present.

There could be an area of trapped water up near the creek

and we can take a look at it, but in a sense, that area is all

outside the area that we intend to be working in.
None of our
homes will be there and, obviously, I am certainly fully aware of

that, and if there is a determination that any part of this could
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be
in a wetland, then those lots would have to be combined and that
shown on the final subdivision plat.
I am certainly aware of the

jurisdiction on wetlands.
President Borries:

Mr. Morley,

for the record,

as Mr.

Bodkin had

pointed out the difference between the 100 year floodplain and the
floodway, where does this first part...where have you designed your

proposed lots in Phase 1?
Jim Morley:

All

lots

are. located

outside

of

what you

see

heavy dashed line on your drawing that indicates the floodway.

as

a

The

area shaded in blue on that map indicates areas of overland

flooding. Those areas outside of the dashed line of the floodway
maybe filled without affecting the flood levels of Little Pigeon
Creek and it is those areas outside of the floodway that we would

propose to fill.

The lots will be filled by the developer prior to

the homes being built.
The streets will be installed, the lots
will be elevated and graded.
There will not be an issue where

private homeowners come in to buy a lot and then have to fill it
two and a half feet in order to be able to put their house at the

proper location.

That will all be done on the grading plans which

come along with the road plans, which will be reviewed by the
Commissioners before the final plat can be recorded.
In fact, all
of the dollars necessary to see that it's done on a phase by phase

basis are prepared and presented to your County Engineer for his

scrutiny to determine that they are adequate and then that letter
of credit is posted before that plat can be recorded.
President Borries:

Les

Shively:

Mr.

Mr.

Shively.

President

and

members

of

the

Drainage

Board.

Just to conclude, for the record my name is Les Shively and I'm the
attorney for the developer. I'm not an engineer and I'm not going

to pretend to be an engineer, but let me just kind of put this in
an overall

view very briefly. We are trying in this community to
encourage planning.
We are showing you what will basically be a

project that will be rolled out over a five to ten year period.
We're up front.
We're showing it to you.
There is a development
not too far from us which was in three or four different phases and
presented as three or four different primary plat approvals.

I'm

not going to go in to that, but we wanted to be up front and
present it to everyone and get all the comments from all the
various regulatory agencies. We should certainly not be penalized
for doing what I hope and I believe this Commission, this Drainage
Board, encourages. Number two, along with that, we voluntarily set

up a meeting with property owners that we knew had concerns,
property owners that we knew had to be notified for this meeting
and the Planning Commission meeting, to get their input.

That

occurred and we have tried to do that and incorporate this with has
the
plan.
I would also remind the Drainage Board that before we sell
one lot we will have to come back for approval of a final plan for
the first phase of this particular project. Mr. Bodkin's clients,
I believe, and I may stand corrected, are on Old State Road and I
have not seen anything discussed by Mr. Jeffers that shows that

this is going to have any potential impact on anyone drainage-wise
on Old State Road. Apparently, there are other issues that concern
those people and maybe other folks in this room and we are still

willing to sit down and talk about that.

We

cannot

get

to

the

point of discussing that if we do not at least complete this phase
of
Mr.

the analysis.
I participated along with two of you gentlemen,
Morley and Mr. Jeffers, and several other engineers and

contractors, to develop the first comprehensive drainage ordinance
that this county has ever had so that we have objective standards
when we come before you.
Your professional people can look at
those standards, look at those plans and see if they conform.

You've heard from Mr. Jeffers and he says that this conforms with
your ordinance and exceeds it in several respects. We respectfully

ask that you grant this preliminary approval so that we can go
forwar

d and I will submit to you that we will continue to develop
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a dialogue and be available to address other concerns that are not

within the jurisdiction of the Drainage Board.

We certainly would

encourage you to reward this developer for presenting the whole
plan and what he plans to do over ten years so that we can plan and
work with it, which, to me, is a step in the right direction in the
community. Something, quite frankly, I haven't seen in my 15 years
of doing this work.
He should be applauded and awarded, not
penalized.
Thank you.
President Borries: Thank you, Mr. Shively. Final comments for the
Commissioners at this time? What is the Board ready to do?
Commissioner

Tuley:

We've

said

over

and

over

that

we

have

to

I guess I have several points of view.

I

listen to our professionals, our advisors.
Our advisor in this
case happens to be the Deputy Surveyor. From what I understand and
from what I've been listening to, we are doing things that go
beyond what we, this Board, adopted as our drainage ordinance and
as a standard for development. If we are going to exceed those on
preliminary approval I would have a hard time voting it down.
Bearing in mind that this is still strictly a preliminary plan.
Commissioner Mourdock:

think that Mr. Bodkin's comments regarding the potential wetland,

exactly where the floodway is versus the floodplain out there, all

those are, obviously, valid issues.

We have been presented with

these specific cross sections and clearly there are several cross

sections that show the data does exist.
It's not a guess or a
swag, I think was your term, which makes me feel somewhat more
comfortable with this. I do have concerns based on my very initial

question about 100 year floods versus 100 year precipitation
events.

Mr.

Jeffers told me at some point prior to this meeting

that one of the biggest problems that we had and the reason that we
had the flooding was not so much because of the drainage way, but
it was because of artificial structures, pipes, culverts, what have
you, that plugged up with debris and that got to be a bigger
problem perhaps than what the amount of precipitation ought to have
led to. At any rate, that was a reality that says somewhat in line
with Mr. Schlensker's comments, we need to do a better job of

maintenance. I don't know if that's ever totally possible, but is
something that we need to consider.
I guess my last comment on
this...next to the last. Mr. and Mrs. Phillips and their comments
regarding the status of their house. I am disappointed, obviously,

that you have water surrounding your house, but in another sense
your house and your situation demonstrated that at least for what
the estimates were,

which I assume also came off this plan,

at

least by raising the floor elevation of your home to the code to
the ordinances required by the federal government and pursuant to

our Drainage Board, and it was before I came on board by the way,
but the Drainage Board did something right with that ordinance.
With that, the last thing I will say is that I get two more chances
to vote on this. One at Area Plan and back at this Board. My vote
tonight certainly does not mean that throughout the process I will
be consistent because throughout the process I receive more and
more information and I will always consider information when it is

provided beyond the realms of just the drainage issue.
President Borries:

Okay.

Commissioner Tuley:
It does sound like we have an obligation
about the comment made with regards to Hamilton Golf Course.
What

is restricting the flow of that water out of there?

Alan Kissinger:

If someone knows, then I would invite them to tell

us so that we can go into an enforcement phase.
Commissioner Tuley:

Alan Kissinger:

I think the Chief knows.

Well,

if he knows,

to it, please tell us what it is.

then instead of just alluding
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Glen Schlensker:

I personally have not witnessed it, but I do know

that there is a lot of water that stands in that creek at that
location.
Alan Kissinger:

Do you know of a man-made artificial restriction?

Glen Schlensker:

That is what my information was.

it personally.
Alan Kissinger:

I have not seen

Okay, so you don't know if there is one there or

not?
Glen Schlensker:

I am saying that when you gentlemen are out on

the golf course, look in the creek.

Alan Kissinger:
Do you know...we're
thing.
Do you know that one exists?
Glen Schlensker:
by it, but I am

to hone

in

on

this

I do not know that it exists.
I could not attest
asking you to check.
I have heard that it is

there.
Alan Kissinger:

trying

Thank you.

Glen Schlensker:

I do know that in the past there was a railroad
I could
see it from the bridge on Petersburg Road.
I don't know if it's

car that was in the floodway that was used as a bridge.

still there or not.
Alan Kissinger:

Thank you,

Bill Jeffers:

sir.

The Board can just send the Deputy Surveyor out to

see if the golf cart crossing is still there.
Alan Kissinger:

I thought I might

Jim Phillips:

(inaudible).

The obstruction that he is talking about where the

railroad car is they had poured concrete down in there and it was

built up like a mini dam, but I used to live out behind that and
I've

played

on

that

golf

course.

A

lot

of

the

kids

in

the

neighborhood were going over there getting golf balls and they were

telling me about it and I happened to go out there one day and see
it myself. It's in the water...the thing is about 4 foot above the

basin of the creek.

Unidentified from audience:
hole?
Alan Kissinger:

Yes,

None

about it.
President Borries:

for a motion?

Bill Jeffers:

like

to know the precise

sir.

Unidentified from audience:
Commissioner Tuley:

Would you

Number three on the white course.

of us play Hamilton

I play it,

so we didn't know

but I didn't know.

Are you ready

The one on the red course isn't still there?

Commissioner Mourdock:
Glen Schlensker:

At this point I will move for--

As you know,

I get quite tied up in this thing.

This is exactly, gentlemen, the type of thing...and we're all here

laughing, but everybody knows why the damn water won't get away

from these subdivisions.
We have all saw it and we sit here and
we...well, is it here or there, we see this.
We know what the
problem is.
Gentlemen,
lets
get the
courage to drain our
subdivisions.
Get the water through Evansville and in the Ohio
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River.
Commissioner Mourdock: At this point I will move the preliminary,
emphasizing preliminary, approval of the Clear Creek Village

drainage plan.

Commissioner Tuley:

Second.

President Borries:
call?

It's not an ordinance but do you want a roll
I don't think it's necessary at this time.
I would say, so

ordered.

We are going to move this particular plat forward,

this

plan forward to the Area Plan Commission where it will be heard.
I want to emphasize in my comments here to say that I appreciate,

frankly, your interest and behavior with this whole issue tonight

and the very eloquent remarks that were said and want to assure Mr.
Bodkin and all the others that before there will be a final
approval I have written down exactly what he said and only DNR will
give approval and we will have precise information before I would

vote for a final approval on this particular issue.

Commissioner Mourdock: If I may add something to that, I would ask
Mr. Morley if perhaps you and your staff can go out and field check
some of the locations along that cross section.
I think that
point, Rick, is very valid and I have worked off too many maps from

too large of a scale before and sometimes when you start looking at
detail, they don't fit quite the way they should.
President Borries:

I would assure you that I would just not vote

for approval unless we had the DNR signed off on it at that time.
Thank you all very much for attending this evening.

We have some

others who have sat through our lengthy meeting this evening and,

frankly, the hour is getting late. Mr. Garrett, we've heard from
you before.
Do you have new information this evening that you

would want to briefly share within just a few minutes?
Commissioner Tuley:

What about Lisa Heard here first?

President Borries:

Oh,

I'm sorry.

Item 4,

Heard to install a pipe in a drainage easement.
Commissioner Tuley:

Not here then,

a request from Lisa

Is Ms. Heard here?

I guess.

President Borries: Bill, do you know anything about item 4 on the
agenda? Lisa Heard to install a pipe in a drainage easement?

TAPE CHANGE

RE: LISA HEARD - REQUEST FOR PIPE INSTALLATION
Bill

Jeffers:

Okay,

on

Lisa

Heard,

she

is

in

trying to think of the name of that subdivision.

Lot 26 of...I'm
It escapes me.

She is on Churchill Road and she is in a subdivision that now has
goes into a detention basin behind her house and then back out into

an open swale that was part of the approved drainage plan and it
the ditch.

This has all been constructed and what she wants to do
is cover this ditch up and she wanted to use corrugated plastic

pipe and I told her that even though she was approved under a
previous ordinance, for any authorization by the Board that she

would have to do it in accordance with the new ordinance, show us
a plan.

She is located where the pipe is going to go and to do it

in accordance with the manufacturer's recommendations which she has
obtained and submitted. She is also showing us what type of pipe
she is going to use and Harvey Klenck is the contractor who will

install it and he has been instructed to install it according to

the manufacturer's recommendations.
I'm sorry, I have a mental
blank as to her subdivision name.
Her address is 1401 Churchill
Road, Edinborough Subdivision, that's it.
President Borries:

Your recommendation on this?
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Bill Jeffers:

Is to allow her to do this

so

long as Mr.

Klenck

follows the manufacturer's recommendations and I'm going to tell

her to notify us when he plans on installing it so that we can be
there to watch it.
President

Borries:

motion?
Commissioner Tuley:

Good,

that

was

my

question.

Do

we

have

a

I move that Lisa Heard be allowed to install

a pipe in the drainage easement with the understanding that it will

be overseen by the Surveyor's Office, the installation.
Commissioner Mourdock:

President Borries:
RE:

I'll second.

So ordered.

PUBLIC COMMENT

President Borries:

Okay,

we are at item 5 here.

you the spokesperson for the group here?
Dave Garrett:

Mr.

Garrett are

There are two subdivision here tonight and I think

we will start with Bob Bell.
President Borries:

Okay,

Mr.

Bell.

Robert Bell:
My name is Robert Bell and I live at 2500 Anthony
Drive.
On numerous occasions we have came to the meetings and

discussed our problem with our flooding situation with some bit of
input from you gentlemen that we would be looking at some possible

fix to our portion of the problem. Little were we aware that Mr.
Garrett and the gentleman down below us had also been coming to the

meetings citing the damage that they had through the last rains
that we've been experiencing, some being unusual, some not being
unusual. We got together and talked about it determining the fact
that we were initially here over a year or year and a half ago was
for basically the same problem that he is confronted with, which is

water running in the backside of his house, in my opinion. To get
to him, it has to come through my yard.
To get to him, it has to
go down my street. I must apologize to a few of the Commissioners.
My wife, this last time, totally lost it and had most of you folks

up at an unreasonable hour discussing the

situation on the

telephone. I apologize for that. Another thing is, where we have
purchased our home is in an area like Mr. Jeffers talks about, that

foolish people shouldn't buy, but we are not engineers and we don't
understand the fact that the top of a hill can slide down on top of
you and make a hell of a mess.

Going

back

to

our

request

of

getting our ditches cleaned up, getting our drainage put back in
the ditches where they belong.
It's the same thing that we have
sat here all evening and listened to from a lot of these people of
other problems around the county.

To get the water to flow in the

direction it's supposed to be...would probably take 65 or 75

percent of my problem away.
It's not a quick fix, but it would
take an awful lot of Mr. Garrett's and the gentleman down the hills

problems away, along with the rest of the neighborhood that chose
to
come tonight that is
sitting here.
We've
got more
representation tonight than we've ever had. Shy of taking entirely

too much time,

I want to show a few pictures to you fellows.

Mr.

Tuley, Mr. Jeffers and a few of the others have been out during

regular rains and in doing this, they understand more the problem

because they have had the opportunity to see it. I want this to be
understood that this has nothing to do with our big rain. This was
after the water was gone.
They were trying to save my basement,
again,

which I totally lost everything this time.

I almost lost

the backside of the house and this was while the people were there
doing that in the middle of the day when it come a rain like it did
at 5:00 p.m. this afternoon. This is the kind of water that comes
off the top of Ward Road. This is the small ditch behind my house

which is supposed to be there for sanitary reasons and not a
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waterway.
This is the top of a 14 inch drainpipe which was open
and was plum full and running.
This is my driveway.
That's
between my house and Mr.

the street,

Savage's house.

This all goes out in to

down the street with the provisions made by the

neighbors.
Mr. Tabor is the second door down, that's the last
clean-out and that's what it does. It blows up in our face. This
time it wiped out my total basement. We lost everything again. We

spent money to maybe hold the water back and stop it, besides it
got so bad this time that it's eroding the backside of my home.

The people will not take time and come down here to try to discuss

this issue with us, they're also starting to find that their
foundations, their homes, their streets, their driveways, their

curbs and their sidewalks are undermining. Only because the water
will not go down both sides of Ward Road, go out to St. George and
go into the creek like it is supposed to go. Here the water got so

high at one given time at the back of my house that it went in the
dryer duct and blew the dryer duct off and blew the ceiling out of

the basement. Up until this point I could have saved the ceiling.
I don't know what it's going to take to fix that problem that
exists on Ward Road when folks have filled the ditches up. Most of
those people are starting to see problems. With Mr. Garrett coming

down here with his problem and the water running in the backside of
their homes down there and through their yards, it's only because
it has to pass through us first.

I still maintain that if we can

get some kind of assurance and get somebody to come out there and
straighten those ditches up, we will stop the largest portion of my
problem, not all of it, but a large portion of it and probably
correct

Mr.

Garrett's.

SO

we

talking

subdivisions and an awful lot of area.

giving us time this evening, again.
really would like to have some help.

about

two

complete

I want to thank you for
I really, fellows, I really,

We are all losing areas.

One

neighbor up on the hill that don't choose to want to speak about
it, up on the side of the hill on the opposite side of Ward Road,

had construction going on this whole last week in their backyard
trying to put in some kind of pipe that they lost back there. Who
knows where that water goes to now that they've got it installed.
I'm sure that I'll see it at some given time.

Commissioner

Tuley:

Bob,

somehow

through

the

wisdom

of

the

legislature I think that you've got the help that you're seeking in

that bill right there which goes into effect on July 1, 1996 with
regards to the people up at the top of Ward Road.

It will give

this Board the authority to go out there and order them to remove,

correct
and fix those obstructions or we will do it and bill them
for it.

Robert Bell:

How do I handle this?

Commissioner Tuley:

need to.

I

don't

What do we need to do?

I started marking right here the part that we
know, Alan, if this can be construed as the

beginning of this says:

"Allows a person who seeks removal an obstruction to file

a petition."

Does
that mean that it has to be in written form or is this
conside
red a petition right here?

Alan Kissinger:

Well.

Commissioner Mourdock:

For the benefit of the other folks here let

me just read this real quickly into the record because I know there
are a lot of you here on this issue.
This is Senate Bill 336 on
Drainage and Water which has passed and been signed by the
Governor.
"Removal of obstructions in drains.

Makes it necessary

to provide a notice to each landowner to be assessed

under a schedule of regulated drain assessments if the
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hearing on the assessments will be held by a joint
drainage board that has jurisdiction over three or more
counties in a drainage basin that exceeds 80,000 acres."
President Borries:

That's really not germane to this,

it?

Commissioner Mourdock:

Right.

No,

though,

is

I don't think so.

"Allows a person who seeks the removal of an obstruction

in a regulated drain, private drain, or natural surface
watercourse to file a petition asking the Drainage Board
in the county in which the obstruction is allegedly
located to remove or authorize and order the removal of
the obstruction.
Requires the
County Surveyor to
investigate promptly whether the obstruction exists and;
(A) if the Surveyor finds an obstruction in a regulated
drain, to promptly remove the obstruction; or (B) if the
County Surveyor finds an obstruction in a private drain

or natural surface watercourse, to report the existence

of the obstruction to the Drainage Board.
Requires the
Drainage
Board
to hold
a hearing
concerning an

obstruction in
watercourse."

a

private

drain

or

natural

surface

Then, as Commissioner Tuley was saying, it either gets done or we

get it done and do the billing for it.

Robert Bell:
I would like to ask if I could, Mr. Jeffers, don't
you think this applies to what we have out there? As many times as

you've been out there and looked at the drain and ditch situation.

Alan Kissinger:

If I may before Mr. Jeffers answers, what we have

here are two apparent synopses of this bill.
I received the
advanced legislative service from West last week and I'm assuming

that the statutes as adopted by the legislature are going to be

there.

Mr.

Jeffers,

quite frankly,

it's not that it's a secret,

but Mr. Jeffers can't give you an intelligent answer to your
question because he has not had the opportunity, I don't believe,

to read the statutes.

Robert Bell: Well, okay. Maybe I wasn't...what I was wanting from
Mr. Jeffers is the fact that he has eyeballed our ditches and our

situation and whether this is a bill or not, do we have a problem.

Alan Kissinger:

The Board certainly understands that you have a

problem, but as to whether or not this will constitute a remedy I
think remains to be seen.
Mr. Jeffers is not quite prepared to
answer that question, but I will try to assist him in giving you

that answer.
Robert Bell:

Do I need to get back in contact with you in person?

Alan Kissinger:
Robert Bell:

I think Mr.

Yes,

Alan Kissinger:

but I don't know whether he likes it or not.

Oh no,

President Borries:

Jeffers knows you personally--

it's a part of his job.

Give your name,

sir,

for the record.

Myron Rucker: My name is Myron Rucker and I live at 5800 Oakridge
Drive.
We've been down here for the last year and a half
discussing this problem.
I've got some of the same concerns that
Bob has. His is at the final stage before his house falls in, mine
is just beginning and so is Mr. Garrett, who lives next door to me.
You can see that ditch there is not lined correctly.

The pipe is

undersized and you've got water running down both sides of Anthony
Drive, down into that little 12 inch ditch and then it jags along

~
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and meanders along my property and comes up in the yard.

Some of

that is at night time and some of it is after the rains just stops
and it's just standing there, but that ditch never empties out.
I'm not saying just a heavy rainfall like April 28 or the first

week

in May

or May

10

or

11,

whichever.

It

has

happened three

times. It's got up on my foundation and the last time it got in my
house.
I've been coming down here and trying to show people that
the ditch just doesn't work.
It doesn't work!
What I am

experiencing now is going to be what he is experiencing down the

line. That's all I can say other than the fact that the ditch is
undersized.
The water doesn't flow through fast enough to get
through there.
This house is built on the end of a creek bay and

it's low in the corner and to reroute the water, it has to go
behind my house.
Commissioner Mourdock:

The only comment that I think needs to be

made, Mr. Rucker and Mr. Bell too, I was checking my notes a minute
ago when you were here in May of

'95.

Two points.

Number one is

when you were here before it was largely regarding the proposed
subdivision at the top which understandably was a drainage issue
that affected you.
Number two,
and my notes are shy,
but
Commissioner Borries made the point at that meeting that we didn't

have the authority to do anything about that drainage because it
wasn't a legal drain, therefore we couldn't get in and clean it.

The most important thing that has happened is this
Commissioner Tuley brought out a minute ago that if
wording of the law is what the synopsis is, and I
Attorney Kissinger's caution there because sometimes

bill that
the final
understand
these are

written for those of us who aren't lawyers and maybe it misses a

little meaning, but I think clearly this law gives us the authority

now that we didn't have...in fact, we don't have yet and we won't

have it until July 1, 1996, but once that date comes I think that
we have the authority to begin to resolve this problem.
Until
then, and I understand...I won't say I'm in your shoes totally

because when the water is coming in, there is nothing worse than

that.

Myron Rucker:

Try calling home and checking with your neighbors

when you've abandoned your house because the water is coming in and
you've got to go to sleep.
Commissioner Mourdock:

I understand.

Myron Rucker:

try moving your dogs somewhere and trying

Alright,

to find some place for them and gathering your kids and your wife
and moving in the middle of the night.

Until you've been there,

you don't really know which shoes I'm wearing and which shoes

you're wearing.

Commissioner Mourdock:

That's exactly what I

said a moment ago.

I'm not trying to put myself in your position because I haven't

been there.

Myron Rucker:

I hope not because nobody wants to be there.

Mr.

Bell is the only one that I can think of who is in worse shoes than

I am.

Commissioner Mourdock:
I'm glad that the legislature acted on
this, and speaking for myself, and I think for Rick and Pat, all of

us do care about what happens in the neighborhoods of this city and
in this county and we have now the authority to do something.
Myron

Rucker:

As

a

taxpayer,

I

hope

that

you

mean

that.

But

you've got a 160 foot ditch that's not even properly installed,
that's not even straight, that's got a pipe at the beginning of it
that's too small and then it swells everywhere.

Within a matter of

minutes it's up in my yard I've got to watch the ditch.
You tell
me what I should do.
Pressure has been a big thing at my house.
Watching out the window.
I call home when I'm at work on second
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shift and ask my wife what is it doing?

I'm 20 miles away and I've

got to get home and do something, because of one ditch that was

improperly installed in the first place behind my home!
You tell
me what is important to me. I'm about to lose my house with every
rainfall and I don't mean just a heavy rainfall because it got up

to the middle of the fence which is a foot and a half from the door
on the back of my house and it didn't let off.

Commissioner Mourdock:

I've heard Commissioner Tuley say shortly
after I came on this Board. that the first thing you learn in this

job is that you are responsible for everything, but you are really
in charge of nothing. We have not been in charge simply because we
did not have the legal authority to be in charge of that drainage

problem because it's not a legal drain.
This law, when fully
promulgated, gives us the authority to deal with that.
I can say

that I appreciate your patience, but that's pretty shallow coming

from me because you're the one fighting the battle, not me.

Myron Rucker:

I'd say.

Steve Batthauer:

I hope you mean what you said.

My name is Steve Batthauer and in regards to this

issue that this gentleman has just discussed, say he's just brought
up this issue about the ditch and whether it's improper or proper,
who determines whether the ditch is proper and is it surveyed or

what?

You know what the problem is,

so how does the problem now

What's the next step?

That is what we are asking

get resolved?

you for.

Commissioner Tuley:
Steve

Batthauer:

type...well

Part of it...and I don't know where you live?
In

it's

another

another

subdivision,

subdivision with

but

a

it's

similar

a

similar

type

of

problem, though and we recognize it, but what do we do? What's the
next step?
You're saying that there is a law, but now do you

people come out, the county, do they come out and do a survey?
Alan Kissinger:

Number one, the law does not go into effect until

July, but when the law does go into effect there is a specific
procedure

that

is

followed.

considered by the Board.

A petition
is filed and it's
It is then turned over to the Surveyor's

Office and the Surveyor's office makes an investigation, gives the
information to the Commissioners, the Drainage Board, to assist

them in making a determination as to whether or not the obstruction

was intentionally made.
There is an appeal process for the
individual on whose property the obstruction may exist and I'm sure

if it was your property where the obstruction was found to exist

you would like that appeal process.

There is also a provision in

the statute that if an accusation is made and a petition is filed
alleging that a neighboring property owner has caused an
obstruction intentionally that is causing a problem on your
property and you were found to be wrong, you may have to pay the

costs of the petition, the appeal process, etc.
It's a very
complicated procedure and I'm not saying that the Drainage Board

members aren't capable of understanding it, it's merely that they
have not had the opportunity to completely review it.
For one
reason, it has not yet even gone into effect, but once I have had
the opportunity to completely review it, I will brief them on it

and, hopefully, at some future meeting they can answer all of your
questions.
President Borries:

You see there are certain words in here that

may be popular to certain parts of our legal community, or
whatever, but our attorney who is very capable would ask us, and

this is exactly what Commissioner Mourdock pointed out, when you
begin to use words like private drain or natural surface

watercourse was created intentionally, that is a buzz word.
Steve Batthauer:

Intentionally.

~
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President Borries: Because somebody can say, hey, I'm just trying
to help my property and I didn't this, that and the other. No one

is going to admit that they are going to cause the problems out

here intentionally. That is something that we are going to have to
get through right here.
If it was deliberate and intentional,
which is a very, very subjective gray word, I mean that's tough.
What it also says is what Mr. Kissinger points out, if it is found

that it was not intentional,

then the person who filed that

complaint is going to have to pay.
Plus the fact that it is
compounded that we regard this as...and, again, this Drainage Board
is a very simple thing.
We do legal drains.
When we get beyond

legal drains we are on someone's private property and that's when
it talks about private drains. So these swales and everything else
are ultimately dependent upon the first inspection and with the
Surveyor's Office that has I don't know how many square miles in

this county for jurisdiction and you have what, not counting the

people who are off the phone,

what four or five people?

It's

literally impossible for any given day to get out all over the

county so that is part of our problem as well.

every,

what is called,

We cannot inspect

a private drain and that is what is

happening in Mr. Bell's case.
Robert Bell:

Can I ask a question,

President Borries:
Robert Bell:

please?

Sure.

I'm trying to keep from dragging this on,

but first

of all the question that I have, and you've brought it up, of
private drains. What we are speaking of are ditches that rim the

side of roads originally that are in the easement that belongs to

the county.

President Borries: Right, if it's along the right-of-way that is
a clear focus, but, again, our main mission, what I'm trying to
tell you, is legal drains.
When we get on right-of-ways along

ditches along the county's right-of-way we have jurisdiction there,
but when you get back into the back of houses, one property going

to

another,

there

are

easements

there,

but

jurisdiction in that area.
Robert Bell:

This

is

being misunderstood.

we

do

not

have

something that I was very afraid that was

Mr. Jeffers knows and I think Mr. Tuley might

remember that our situation and the drain you saw behind my house
only exists because up on Ward Road where the county ditches are,

they have been filled in and a gentlemen put a wall there to divert
it which is on the county's property. That ditch that is behind my
house is there to run water. The water on Ward Road is to go down
both sides of Ward Road out to St.

George Road.

What he has done

has stopped it and actually diverted it down that little ditch
behind my home and then it goes between our houses.
Commissioner Tuley:
Robert Bell:

way

Yeah,

Is that pretty good,
pretty well.

from up when we

it's from memory?

What was supposed to be all the

first started

it was Mr.

Buck wanting to

develop the top of Knob Hill.
They were concerned up here.
It
starts all the way at the top of Knob Hill.
All of these ditches

have been eliminated, tiles put in or just filled up with dirt,
whatever, all of these and then when it gets down here to where it
goes behind my home, which that was a little sanitary ditch, the
gentleman has put a concrete block wall all the way out here.
In
fact, I've been told that he was asked by the county once to

eliminate part of it and he has no ditches in front of his house

whatsoever.
Needless to say, everybody up there that owns a home
has got water problems.
The water, when the kids are getting on

the bus in a normal rain, sheets off the top of the hill here,
comes out from behind these houses where their downspouts are just
dumping into the street, goes across the street and the gentleman
that's not here that built a big home right here on three lots, it
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hits the side of his house, and so I've been told, it blew the sump

pumps out of his basement floor this time.

It goes around behind

his house because it sheets across this and comes down and hits the

back side of my little ditch which goes down between my house. The
problem that I'm talking about has nothing to do with that ditch
behind my house and that directs the water flow down Anthony Drive

is where we have got to get it into the ditches and put it out

there to St.

George Road.

President Borries:

Those belong to the county.

Thank you, Mr. Bell.

Mr. Garrett, we're going

to have to really...it's getting late here and we're going to have

to really limit here.

Do you have new information,

sir?

Dave Garrett:
Dave Garrett, Oakridge Subdivision.
I talked to
Bill Jeffers on May 20th and he was going to have available tonight
a report which describes what he saw when he came out on April
28th. Do we have that report available? He came out on the Sunday

that we had the single biggest rain and was going to provide a
report to the Drainage Board.
Bill Jeffers:

Right,

Dave Garrett:

Are we going to have a presentation of that?

Bill Jeffers :

If the Board desires we will .

Dave Garrett:

That is certainly new information

you are asking.

President Borries:

it's available.

if that is what

Well

Dave Garrett: Let me give you an example of how this impacts. You
are right, we've been here twice before.
Just to give you an

example,

I called Bob Tackett who is with EMC.

He was the guy that
I'm

was going to try to get this road paved behind my house.

getting all this gravel in my yard, and you'll recall this from
earlier times, and he said, basically, after he talked to Jeffers
there was no sense in paving the road behind my house because it's

only going to get washed out. When I talked to Bill he said, "That
wasn't my exact quote". He said that after he seen the situation

during the storm he has a better idea where the water is coming
from. It's a huger volume coming down than what he knew about. He
said they could go ahead and pave it, but if the changes up on

Anthony Drive were made to address the greater volume of water, if

those changes are made, they might end up having to tear it out

again.
I guess what I am saying is that we have a long running
appeal already. Now we've got all these additional issues that may
or may not get addressed.
I guess the question is how is this
going to work out?
Who is going to work with us to try to get
something done here?
It's been seven months.
Nothing ever gets
done. We've got people from Roman Acres that have been here a year
and a half.
I came once before and the people from Willow Creek
said, geez, nothing gets done between meetings.
You go a whole

year, nothing happens and it's the same thing here.
It's been
seven months and nothing happened.
So, what's going to happen?
President

Borries:

here,

directly

to

Well,

I

talk with

would

Mr.

encourage

Jeffers

in

you,

at

order

some

to

point

get

the

information that he can give you and he can share that with us in

a written fashion.
If you're asking us to solve all of your
problems within the next few days, Mr. Garrett, I cannot do that

and I cannot guarantee that.

Dave Garrett:

I guess what I am saying is that I can already see

this happening and you've said many times that Bill is your
technical advisor and I think he does a pretty good job at that,

but the bottom line is that he doesn't have the time to follow up

on these things. It took us two months just to get a simple letter
out to Stacy Thomas, who was the owner of the driveway behind my
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house. Two months to get a letter out to Al Bauer, our developer,
and another two months to get out a letter to the Sewer and Water

Utility--

Bill Jeffers:

They all went out the same day,

Dave Garrett:

Two months,

Bill Jeffers:

Not another two months,

day.
Dave Garrett:

So

it's five months.

sir.

two months after our meeting.

they all went out the same

it's 60 days until a letter gets out and then
Five months and not a thing has happened.
Bill

has not even had the time to meet with Bob Tackett from EMC.

SO,

we've got the guys from water utility saying, geez, we'll come out
and meet with him, but he doesn't have time, he can't meet with us.

What is going to happen here on July 1?
You guys are probably
going to get some jurisdiction and I think that' s terrific, but you
don't have anybody to run the projects.
You may have a technical

advisor for these
enforcement work?

new

plans,

but

who

is

going

to

do

that

President Borries: Well, you have a very good point. Let's carry
that a step farther.
Where are we going to find the money to do

it?

Dave Garrett:

I assume that as County Commissioners you have the

authority to allocate the resources the way the citizenry needs it.

Are you saying that you have to live with the hand you're dealt?
Alan Kissinger:
Dave Garrett:

Yes.
You've got to be kidding me.

President Borries:

Yes,

we are not a taxing body.

Dave Garrett: So you are saying that you'll have jurisdiction, but
now you'll have no ability because you don't have time. You don't

have time to get out and enforce the-President Borries:
Alan Kissinger:

We've not said all that.

Sir,

the statute as

it has

been passed allows a

request to be made to the Vanderburgh County Council, not the Board
of

Commissioners.

strings.

It's

the

County

Council

who

holds

the

purse

If they say we'll give you a million dollars and they can

find it, then we'll have a million dollars for enforcement.

they say we'll give you a dollar,
enforcement.
Dave Garrett:

If

then we'll have dollar for

Who would make that request?

Alan

Kissinger:
The
request Will be made by the County
Commissioners and by the County Surveyor's Office and if you want
to go lobby the County Council at budget time you'll find out what

real fun is all about.
Dave Garrett:

I think the way I see this thing playing out is that

we have got to come back after this law is passed on July 1st and
say specifically the Drainage Board or County Commissioners now has

the authority to do enforcement work, something we haven't had
before, but then we turn the corner and if Bill doesn't have time

and he's the technical advisor, and, ostensibly, the guy that's
going to do this compliance work or enforcement work, then there is
a whole other round of work that has to happen to get funding to
get some kind of enforcement office or somebody who is going to
hold a stick and say, hey, utility company; hey, you homeowners,
you've got to do this.

We've got the stick now.
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Alan

Kissinger:

Sir,

basically

what

this

comes

down

to

is

an

unfunded mandate from the State of Indiana to the various counties.
They said do it, they did not give the counties the wherewithal as
far as money or personnel is concerned to do it.
It's going to

require significant changes in every county depending on each

county's problems, yes. The first thing that has to happen is that
this goes into effect in July, but the County Council does not even
meet to consider budgets until August and those budgets don't go
into effect until January of next year. So, realistically, no, you

can't expect any direct enforcement until at the very earliest next
That is the government process . We didn ' t make it , but we
just have to function somehow within it.

year .

Dave Garrett:

have

today?

How do we get this matter looked at with what you
If you get the law on July 1,
we've got all

these...we've got a long standing-President Borries :
Dave Garrett:

What if he doesn't have time to meet with us?

President Borries:
Dave Garrett:

You need to talk with Mr . Jeffers .

He'll find time.

We would like to request at this time that there be

a specific project manager assigned to this case to move it
forward.
We can't have seven month gaps between hearings.
Maybe
one of you gentlemen or one of your delegates can step up and say

that I'm going to personally take this on and make sure it has the

diligence that it needs to move the thing forward.
It's just not
going to happen. I'm telling you, and I'll come back in six months
and I'm going to read you the minutes and I'll be proved to be
right.
I'm asking you tonight to realize the fact that he's got
enough to do working these new subdivisions. He's not going to be
the guy that makes anything happen on this. He simply doesn't have

time.

President Borries :

You need to talk with Mr . Jeffers . You need to
set up a time to meet with him and go through the report that he's

done. I cannot tell you this evening that the scope of the project
is going to take seven months or not.
I don't know that, Mr.

Garrett.

I can't tell you that.

If it involves a whole bunch of

other homeowners and involves their property, then it's going to be
complicated, there's no question about it.
Then there is that
other thing called rain that sometime when it stops raining we can
actually do something.

Part of what you say, if it's in the winter

months or what seems to have come according to what some of the
Toyota folks refer to as the monsoon season that we've had the last
couple of years.
It's going to be very difficult for me to give

you an exact time period, but I will assure you that Mr. Jeffers

will work with you and we defer to his advice simply because by
statute he is our technical advisor.
Dave Garrett: Right, and I understand and I completely agree with
that, but I guess the point that I'm making, Mr. Borries, is that

we're not asking for technical advice, we're asking for somebody to
be a project manager to step up and say we have...for example, you

yourself signed this letter to Stacy Thomas, to Al Bauer, etc.
Somebody has got to work this plan.
We call up the developer and

he says

I

can't talk to you,

I've got to hear

it

from him.

He

doesn't have time.
Nothing has gotten done in seven months so
what's to lead us to believe that all of a sudden Bill is going to
have this newfound time?
With these three developments we've
just...there is no way.
It's just not going to happen.

President Borries:

There

is

no

project

manager,

Mr.

Garrett,

unless you can come up with some kind of magic to fund that person.
you're looking at the project manager.
Dave Garrett:

I'll echo what Mr. Schlensker said, we are going too
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fast to continue our process of trying to put Band-Aids on .

We ' 11 ,

possibly, and, hopefully, get a new law on July 1st, but nothing is
going to happen.

We are going to work with Mr.

Jeffers and do I

call you when he doesn't have time to give it his due diligence

because

he

is

working

on

these

new

subs?

I

who

mean,

do

we...what's our next...do we have to come back here every time
we're not getting any action?

President Borries:

Is that what you want?

No, we really want you to work with Mr. Jeffers

and to--

Commissioner Mourdock:

Mr.

Garrett,

I've heard you say,

and Mr. Rucker, too, and I'm just curious.

Mr.

Bell

This isn't meant to be

a snide question by any means, but you all seem to understand where

the problem is and Mr. Bell used the example a minute ago of the
concrete wall.
Again, I'm not speaking down to you in any way.
You all seem to understand where it is, and I think largely that
Bill has agreed with that in prior meetings, but have you ever in

your neighborhood gone to those people who have filled in their
drainage ways, who have put up the walls, who have done these
things and say, look what you are doing to me?

us to change it?
Dave Garrett:

I'll give you a couple of examples.

Commissioner Mourdock:
Dave Garrett:

Will you work with

Yes or no,

it's a simple question.

Yes.

Commissioner Mourdock:

What was the response?

Dave

Garrett:
Okay, I'll give you two examples.
On this last
series that we were here on October 23, 1995.
One of the things

that Mr. Jeffers put in his report was that the homeowner, Ms.
Stacy Thomas, was the primary cause of gravel that was coming into
my yard.
I've got literally a quarry in my yard, you should come
out and look at it. After he comes out this last time he basically
said I was wrong.

After I have now seen it and its full

force,

that is not the problem. The primary problem is really the water
running down the one side of Anthony Drive and it's really the
utility company. Now they're really the primary reason. So that's

now changed.

Commissioner

company?
Dave Garrett:

Mourdock:

Okay,

Yeah,

tried to.

I

have

you

As

I

talked

to

said earlier,

the

utility

they can't

meet with him.
Bill is never in the office. He is always out on
sites,
SO
Bob
Tackett
with EMC...you're free to call him
yourself...he wants to come Out with Karl Merbach and say

specifically,

do we have a role in trying to pave this road.

Bill's response to him on the phone was and I'll paraphrase, "Hey,

you can put a road

in

i f you want,

it' s going to wash out".

I

guess what I'm saying is that we're impacted by that, so now what

do we do?

Commissioner Mourdock:

That was a good answer,

but I don't know

that it matched the question.
Let me go backwards.
The question
is, did you talk to the people?
Forget the road, forget the
paving, I really don't care about that at a Drainage Board meeting,

not that it isn't important, but where this drainage is being
affected by whichever neighbor it happens to be, have you spoken

with that person or those groups of people?

Unidentified from audience:
Dave Garrett:

Unidentified

Pardon?

(comments not made from the mike)

That's in another subdivision.
from

audience:

(inaudible,

comments not made from
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mike) from a ditch down there-Commissioner Mourdock:

Well,

it's on somebody's

Unidentified from audience:
(inaudible, comments not made from
mike) that I got with the water running it cost me (inaudible).

President Borries :
Bill Jeffers:

Sir , would you come up and give your name?

I was kind of hoping these people wouldn't

yet.

leave

Unidentified from audience: Another thing is that I bought that
acre and a half and the back of my yard back by my house, and the
guy that built that house up there has got his pipe running down on

my property.
The county better move that pipe to keep it from
coming down on my property or I'll sue somebody.
Bill Jeffers:

I'm just going to try to make a few brief comments

before these people leave.
They're from Green River Estates, I
believe, Section C. I'll try to make these comments apply to them
as well as to Mr. Floyd and to the folks here from Anthony Acres,
Roman Acres and Oakridge. To show you the kind of frustration that
we are up against, Mr. Floyd back here called me and told me where
he lived and said that the water went through his garage.
I keep
saying May 5 and I am incorrect. It was April 28 and then again on

May 5.

Both days or once?

Robert Floyd:

April 28 and May 8.

Bill Jeffers: April 28th and May 8th in his situation is where he
had water go through his garage.
I dug down in the files and I
found

a

letter dated February

house, Mr. Floyd?
Robert Floyd:

11,

1988.

When

did

you

buy

your

January, 1989.

Bill Jeffers:

One year later he bought the house.
Eleven months
later he bought the house after the date of this letter I sent to

Mr. Jim Fuquay saying,
"During

several

conversations

in

1987

regarding

the

streets and drainage improvements constructed in Oak View

Place,

which

repeatedly

and

is

right
strongly

near

these

suggested

other
to

folks,

you

that

we
an

emergency overflow swale be installed in the drainage
easement between Lot 9 and Lot 10."

Mr. Floyd and his wife own the house on Lot 9.
"Our suggestion was made,

if you recall, because we did

not believe that the 12 inch corrugated plastic pipe that
you substituted for an open ditch designated by your
original drainage plan would handle all the storm runoff

that

is

now

channeled

into

that

alterations of your original plan.

pipe

by

various

In closing with this reminder are four pictures of the
end of the cul-de-sac at the west end of Oak View Court

taken at the tail end of a one and three quarter inch

rain."

We've been talking about eight inch rains, three and a half inch
rains, blah, blah, blah.
An inch and a quarter and the rain is

still falling in these pictures, sprinkling, the storm on January
19, 1988.

The photographs demonstrates the validity of our concern

if you wish copies.
TAPE CHANGE
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Bill Jeffers:

There is a mail truck driving through the water at

the end of the cul-de-sac to show you how deep it is. Here is the
water coming down out of Knob Hill, just like it comes down out of

Knob Hill on to them at the other end of the same area.

Here is

the water going back overland where there used to be an open ditch.

Where that red line...there was an open ditch there that your Board

approved a drainage plan that said there should be an open ditch

there.

Mr.

Fuquay

or others

during...and you'll

see

from these

other pictures that were also in the file there that I didn't send
copies of to Mr. Fuquay. this is the corner of Mr. Floyd's house as

it existed January 19, 1988 a whole year before he bought it.

Water right up almost to the garage door.
Another picture almost
up to the garage door. It was an inch and three quarter rain, not
three and a half inch rain. Here is the water running through a
vacant lot next door to him.
It looks like a cascade.
Another

picture of the same empty lot which now has a house three feet

higher than Mr. Floyd's house. Here is the entrance to the 12 inch
pipe that they stuck in this open ditch.
All this shows that all
that land back there a house hadn't been built on anything.
Mr.
Floyd's house is the last house on the back of that cul-de-sac.

Now there are homes all around there.

Like

I

said,

there

mailbox this big stuck right in the middle of the swale.

is

a

His

neighbor...his driveway is five feet out into the easement and his
neighbor's driveway is higher than his and out into the easement

and Mr. Floyd is innocent of knowing about this because he was not
aware of this.
He built a fence out from his garage across where
this water is and put a swimming pool back there. Of course, the

water that came up this last time filled his swimming pool with
mud.

Here in the file I dug out, and I vaguely remembered it, but

there it was, 1988, do something about it to the developer before

he

even sold the house to Mr.
Floyd.
There are also some
pictures...actually, I went out to take these pictures of St.
George Road to show the water going across from a recent waterworks
excavation and flooding Oakridge Place where these other folks
live.
I don't mind being the whipping boy up here for every
neighborhood group of people that come down here.
I've been
working for you guys since 1981 and it ain't changed yet.
I'm

calloused to that, but every time you get a complaint and you dig

down in the files or go through your Commissioner records and you
find all this.
This is actually in the Commissioners record, as
well, along with a whole lot of other comments. You guys would not
accept those plastic pipes in the right-of-way of Oak View Court,
if you remember. You guys were concerned about that, too and said,

yeah,

we'll take the street surface,

but we won't take those

homemade pipes.
In the case of the folks that are here to talk
about Green River Estates, Section C, I noticed that lady has a

plan.
We were sent out to inspect that, if I remember right, it
was Delbert Pinkston looking at the streets and the inlets and he

had many, many, many corrections that needed to be made for the
inlets of that subdivision and behind the curbs there was
subsidence and this, that and the other.
I had many comments to

make about it as well, but substantially in the area that they
live, and it was explained to me outside in the hallway, we found
that the dirt swales that were shown on this drainage plan that
this lady has, were put in place by the developer substantially in
compliance with the plan.
The only notes that I recall making,
although I'll have to dig those out of my file, too, because that

was like 1988 also, was that there were a few fences and yard barns
and firewood piles that had been placed in these drainage swales
and needed to be moved.

It was the responsibility of the property

owner to keep those swales operable and free of obstructions and

maintained at the correct grade.

One of the gentlemen here out in

the hallway informed me that some siltation has come across the

property line from some farm ground.

That is to be expected.

The

property owner is responsible for correcting anything that happens
to

that

after he

accepts

the

responsibility

for

it.

I

can't

remember if also that subdivision is one of the ones that was
supposed to have a homeowner's association formed that never was
formed.

That is the case with Oakridge Place.

I asked him when
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did you buy the house? Oh, three years ago. A lot of things can
happen between 1987 and 1988 up to 1994 or 1995. I would imagine
that if I went back out there today to these peoples houses that

the yards are going to be beautiful, their landscaping is going to

be beautiful, they maintain their houses well.
there since then to look at other sites.

I've driven through
Everything

looks

beautiful until it rains and then all the obstructions that have
occurred over the years come in to play and they've got some

serious problems. They've bought in to those problems not knowing
that they were there until you get a good wet season.
Yes, I
prepared a report after talking to Mr. Garrett and the Fire Chief
was correct.
The rain that I went out and looked at started late
Saturday,

April 27.

I have May 4th,

one week later.

The storms

ended late Sunday evening on April 28th, so I'm going to have to go
back through this report and correct those dates. Other than that,
I will stand by this report.

I do very much admire Mr.

that I observed.

I invited him to take a ride in the
Unfortunately, at the time

Bell and I

think very highly of him.
He did correctly tell you earlier
tonight exactly what is in this report with regard to Ward Road
Mr. Rucker,

car and we went up and looked at that.

we up there the storm had subsided to the point that there was not

as much water coming across Ward Road, but still you could see the
path that water was taking.
That water does not belong east of

Ward Road.

The water from the west side of Ward Road,

as all the

gentlemen here have told you, should be taken down to St. George
and then west and south through the ballpark.
There are going to

be some things that someone back there isn't going to say amen to.

A lot

of

the

obstructions...okay,

we'll

talk about Ward

Road.

Those have been placed intentionally by people wishing to fill the

ditch so they can grade their lawns right straight out to the
street

surface

and the water

comes

across

Ward Road.

The ditch

behind Mr. Rucker's house, the pipe behind Mr. Rucker's house and

the pipe passing through Oak View all the way east to west, or west

to east, was designed to carry a 25 year event for land on the east
side of Ward Road only,

not the west side

and that's what is

overloading it is the water coming across Ward Road.

Mr.

Rucker

and I were down there at the same time and watched that water from
the first series of storms on Sunday, April 28 come up to the top

of the pipe that was placed by the utility company to access their
pump stations and it topped over that pipe and started going around
the little entrance that they have to the pump stations and yet,
that big pipe that was sized for a 25 year storm was still taking
the water.
It was not topped over.
It still had air gaps in it.
I don't care what Mr. Bodkin has to say about the difference

between a 25 year rain fall and a 25 year floodplain, this, that
and the other. All I know is that if you go to the airport, which
is less than a mile away, they will give you the data of what kind
of storm that was, and it was in excess of a 25 year storm and that
pipe was still operating in spite of the fact it's partially
obstructed by trees and it doesn't have a proper headwall on it.

The pipe that was not taking water was the pipe installed by the
utility company to access the pump stations. What baffles me the

most is that all this was in place, the pipe that the utility
company put there to access their pump station was in place before

the builder of Mr. Rucker's house set the finished floor elevation.
He set the finished floor elevation below the roadway covering that
pipe.
So, when the water can't make it through that pipe it has

got to go to the lowest spot and that happens to be his patio door.
to the street and dump it and there is no emergency overflow swale

There are no protective grades between the houses to carry it out
along the top of that pipe.

us

hashing

out

with

the

That's what earlier tonight you heard
for Clear Creek.
The only

developer

solution is to go in, and unfortunately it's going to make a lot of
folks mad, take every obstruction or undersized pipe out of both

sides of Ward Road and both sides of Anthony Drive and replace

them. Either restore the open side ditches
or replace them with properly sized pipes
Tabor's clean out because you can see
obstruction between his clean out and the

that were there before
and that includes Mr.
there is an obvious
pipes on down Anthony

~
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Drive.

There

was

another

fellow...I

don't

know

if

he's

here

tonight, there he is. We went across the street from this fellow's

house and his dad is right across the street, but down in the catch
basin across the street there was water about that deep in an 18

inch pipe and yet up at Mr. Tabor's house you've seen the pictures.
That means that there is something not connected between Mr.
Tabor's house and this gentleman's house or else his...I mean, he's

got a beehive clean out sitting on top of there and there would be
water blowing out of it, too, so that forces all the water in the
street.
Unidentified from audience:

Bottom line is there is no money to

fix any of it and no jurisdiction.
Bill Jeffers:
I

have

not

I've been cautioned not to speak out of turn because

fully read

or analyzed this

bill.

However,

it does

speak of private drains which would be a drain that serves one

piece of property and is now private property.

There are mutual

drains which serve greater than one piece of property and owned by

private individuals. There are natural watercourses and that would

be the waterway between Mr. Bell's house and his neighbor's house.
That's just a natural watercourse by definition .
We need to be
able to determine, and that's what Mr. Kissinger wants me to wait

until we fully examine all the definitions and get the legal
definitions straight as to whether or not a ditch alongside of a
road is a mutual drain or whether it comes under roadway funds. In
your case I can guarantee you that everything out there is either

a mutual drain or a natural watercourse.

Unidentified form audience:
mike).

(Inaudible comments not made from the

Bill Jeffers: At this time it is a private concern. What we need
to analyze is this new bill.
I guarantee you, though, that the

bottom line in that new bill is that any funds that are expedited
through that bill will be recouped by the county from private
property owners.
Steve

Batthauer:

Second

question

is,

say

determine the grading.

Who should do that?

Commissioner Mourdock:

Excuse me,

microphone and identify yourself.
Bill Jeffers:

it
it
we
a

Steve,

we

are

trying

to

you need to come to the

The question, and I know what he is getting because

is a lot easier for the private property owner to take care of
directly than to go through the bureaucracy because anytime that
go through the drainage statute we are going to have to draw up
set of plans, have an engineer's estimate, advertise in the

newspaper twice, take bids, red tape, red tape, red tape.

So what

the gentleman's questions is, how to establish the correct grade so
if they wish to do it themselves they could hire a private
contractor themselves and accomplish it as a group.
Steve Batthauer:

Bill Jeffers:

Correct.

I will be happy to either dig through our files or

go back to the engineer who designed your drainage system and
acquire that data so that you can take it to a contractor similar
to the one that installed it in the first place.

Then, if you need

assistance in encouraging people to remove obstructions, there may
be the opportunity for us to help you encourage them.
Commissioner Mourdock:

Am I correct,

in your situation at Green

River Estates you feel, at this point, just from the way the water

has

pooled,

that

there

is

essentially

obstructing it and preventing the flow?
Steve Batthauer:

one

property

that

Is that too simple?

It's just not graded properly.

is
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Commissioner Mourdock:

Steve Batthauer:

No,

levels over the years.

But is it on just one property,

one lot?

I think people have gotten it to different
There is not an obstruction.
There is not

any wood or yard barns, it's just there have been different levelsCommissioner Mourdock:

Bill

Jeffers:

Where

Yeah,

they

it's a grading thing.

described to me exactly that it is
I remember that there were woods

happening in their situation.

north of their yards and it was at a two to four foot higher
elevation and there were a lot of pathways going back into the
woods that kids or other people that were enjoying nature were

taking back in there.

As they crossed the drainage area they were

creating footpaths where water could come down and bring silt with
it and fill those.
Steve Batthauer:

You've answered a lot of questions and we'll do

Bill Jeffers: Right, I did not have your phone number or your name
and if you would give it into the microphone I will get in contact

with your group, too.
Steve Batthauer:

We appreciate your comments.

Steve Batthauer,

and my phone number is 867-7079, Green River Estates, Section 3.
Thank you, Bill.
Commissioner Mourdock:

the way.
Bill Jeffers:
I did tell Mr.

Steve, here are your pictures back, too, by

Also, with regards to Mr. Garrett's comments.
Tackett basically what Mr.

Garrett said.

Yes,
If you

pave the road the volume of water that is coming down Anthony Drive

will wash out the pavement and it would be bad money thrown away.

When I made the comment about Stacy Thomas, basically, I had no
earthly idea that the volume of water coming down Anthony Drive was
what I saw on May 28th.

never fathomed--

President Borries:
Commissioner Tuley:

Bill Jeffers:

That took me totally by surprise.

I have

May 8th, you mean?
April 28th?

April 28th and May 5th.

I am pretty sure that Mr.

Rucker would be the one to ask because he saw me out there and when
I went to Florida the following week I forgot a lot of things.
Gladly.
Myron Rucker:

Bill Jeffers:

It got worse after you left.

Yes, I left around dark and of course Mr. Rucker had

no choice but to stay there and he saw the worst of it.

President Borries: Mr. Garrett, we need to...we have other people
here waiting to speak and other things. We are doing the best we
can.

Dave

Garrett:

I'll

try

to

wrap up

on

this.

I

think

what

Mr.

Jeffers has submitted is a report, it's not a plan.
I do think
what authority the Drainage Board does have with your existing
people would be to make a motion to authorize the County Engineer

or an outside consultant that might be paid through his office to
Jeffers' report and
says that here is a plan to remediate all of these matters and then
we are not going to be wasting this time between today and when

put together a remedial plan that takes Mr.

this later law might come down the pike.
I think that is well
within your jurisdiction to either authorize your County Engineer

through a motion or an outside consultant that he might employ to
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go ahead and put a plan together that supports this report.
President Borries:
Well,
Engineer to look into it.

we'll certainly authorize our County
There is no money to hire an outside

consultant, sir.
Dave Garrett:

Okay, can--

President Borries:

Dave Garrett:

We just don't do that.

Can we get a recommendation then to make a motion

that we put together a plan through your existing staff in the next
60 to 90 days to resolve these matters?
President Borries: We will...I don't make motions here, I'm trying
to chair what's left of this meeting, Mr. Garrett.
Alan Kissinger:

Mr.

Garrett,

what you have to understand is that

presently anything that is done can be done by the county only on
its right-of-ways.
Dave Garrett:
Alan Kissinger:

I understand.
That's to maintain its right-of-ways and that we

have to compensate property owners and we have to make sure that
they have a method of ingress and egress to their property.

There

may be some people in this very room who may be looking at your
suggestion saying what if the county tears out my drainpipe under
my driveway?
Dave Garrett:

I absolutely understand.

I guess we'll never know

that until we get a plan.
Alan Kissinger:

No,

even

if

you get

a plan you have to execute

that plan-Dave Garrett:
Alan Kissinger:

That's right.
--and I'm advising that a part of that plan is

going to include tearing out drainpipes under driveways and then we

get to the next problem.
The county must then have the money to
replace those driveways to guarantee ingress and egress. So we can

come up with a plan and still not have the money to implement it.
Dave Garrett: I guess that I'm saying that until we get a plan, we
don't really know a whole lot.
So where do we go from here if we
don't get an engineer's plan put together? Maybe I'm asking the
wrong person, I should be asking-Alan Kissinger:

I don't know.

What I am telling you is that the

plan will not get us to where you want to be.
Dave Garrett:
The plan will not get us funding.
We understand
that.
I guess what I am saying is that we have a report that we

would like to get a motion-Commissioner Tuley:

Mr.

Garrett,

I'll make your motion for you.

I agree there is no sense in sitting back for another year and a
half.

We've gone through this

for long enough.

It may not ever

come about, but if we ever have the funds and the law on our side,
we'll have the plan in place.
I would move at this time that the
County Engineer, working with the County Surveyor, review the

properties and the problems along Ward Road to come up with a plan
that, in a perfect world, if we have all the money and all the laws
on our side, what we need to do, and I don't mean this facetiously,
to correct the problem because I think if we correct the problem at

the top of the hill it's going to go a long way to correct the
problems all the way down the line.
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Dave Garrett:

Can we put a date on that?

President Borries:

Mr.

Garrett,

Let's put some goal.

we can't do anything here on a

date or a goal until we get the plan going.
as we can.

Mr.

We'll do it as quickly

Stoll?

John Stoll: A couple of things. Valerie Harry, in my office , has
already done some preliminary sizing on some pipes.
There are
plenty of obstacles to get those pipes installed, so I couldn't

give you any time frames on when that could happen if the money was
available.
With all the projects that-we've got going on this
summer, to finish out the design plus monitor those projects, just
standing here right now I couldn't give you a time frame other than

the fact that some of the sizing has been done at this point.
Commissioner Mourdock:

Commissioner Tuley:

Alright,

let me,

since we have a motion

Part of a motion.

C6mmissioner Mourdock:
Commissioner Tuley:

Go ahead and finish your motion.

No,

we're trying to

fill

in the

last part.

What is a reasonable...is there a reasonable time? I've been out
there and I've looked at their problems. I don't have the answers,
I really don't, but I've been there and I've seen...Mr. Rucker,
don't misunderstand because I have not had to face what you guys
have had to face, but I can try to anguish with you because I have
seen that water and that problem out there.
It's not in my
basement and I'm not trying to downplay that, but I know you've got

a problem and you've been patient for a year and a half trying to
We don't have the tools in place right now to
physically go out there legally or financially to resolve them, but
get it resolved.

I think that we should find a way to come up with some pipe sizing

that needs to be done, that on this property in a perfect world,

this is what we need to do to correct it.
On this property, this
property, this property, right on down the line.
I honestly
believe, and I'm not an engineer, I'm not a lawyer or anybody else

that's gone to all this extra schooling, but it sure seems to me

that water was intended, just like Dave said, to come straight down
both sides of Ward Road and to not go anywhere else but along St.

George.

We need to find out how we get that to happen.

all they're asking for at this point and time.
Commissioner Mourdock:

That is

I will second the call for the Engineer and

the
Surveyor to assemble the facts as we now know them and at the
same time remind them both,
and I doubt that I need to do this, but
that is private property. Obviously, we can't do anything off of
county easement, but with that bit of caution I will second it. I

would ask that since we've got July 1st coming, hopefully, with the
promulgation of this law, that no later than the end of July, we
have some summary report back to us.
President Borries:

So ordered.

Thank you all.

patience and fortitude here at 10:30.
Commissioner Tuley:

even spoke yet.
Robert

Floyd:

My

We still have somebody

name

is Robert

Floyd

and

We appreciate your

else here who hasn't

I

know we

have

been

sitting here four hours and we're tired, so I know you are and I'll
try to be real brief. My wife is here with me, Vickie. We bought
this property in January of '89.
Jim Fuquay was the builder and
the developer.
The property is located at 2833 Oak View Court in
Evansville.
If I may, I just want to pass around some pictures
from May 8th. As Bill pointed out, he determined in '88, about 11

months before we bought the house and we were the original owners,
but it had been built and was sitting in his pictures that he
showed you earlier.
He determined in 1988 that there was a

problem.

The developer, Jim Fuquay, had varied from the original
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plan that had been approved and we've got a tremendous problem now.

Since we have lived in the property we have, from one to two times
a year, had a flooding situation. On May 8th...we were flooded out
on April 28th and again on May 8th.

The flooding was so bad that

it was within two inches of coming in the house and the watermarks
in those pictures show that.

I'm not encouraged based upon what
I'm sure that this is a private drain and not

I've heard tonight.

a public drain, but I would just ask for this Board's assistance

and consideration in maybe granting again an issue or instructions

to the Surveyor's department to issue a report on how this can be
remedied.
I understand in talking with Bill on a couple of

occasions that he has an opinion as to how this can be addressed
and resolved.

Again,

we

would

certainly

consideration that you can give us on this.
President Borries:

ask

for

help

and

You would not want to see my backyard.

any

I am

very near one of the other developments so I understand what you

are saying--

Robert Floyd:

President

Okay.

Borries:

--on

that

particular

developer.

I

would

certainly want to defer to Mr. Jeffers here. We will take action.

I wish I could tell you exactly...Bill, what would be a time frame
here that we would be able to work with the Floyds?
Bill Jeffers:

of your Board.

I guess we might as well shoot for the July meeting

President Borries:

Okay,

is that possible for you to do?

Okay.

We'll have him work and come up with a report for July.
Robert Floyd:

That's great.

The last question that I have, and I

know this Board is not interested in answering a legal question,

but I'm somewhat confused.

If this body had the approval authority

of the original preliminary and final drainage lot plans and the
developer and builder and seller of my home varied those plans

causing this problem, at least, Bill, in your opinion and what we
can determine, is he liable? Who is liable for this?

President Borries: That's why we have
what you probably will want to do.
Robert Floyd:

courts, Mr.

Floyd.

That's

Okay.

President Borries:

We set standards

and review these

standards,

but it reaches a point because we do not have...if you have proof
and there is research and information that says that he did not do
what he said he could do, you would have to take some legal action.
Commissioner Mourdock:

Let me ask our counsel a question.

It is

not a "who" question, which he is obviously not in a position to

answer, but perhaps as generic legal question.
Is there,
that this home was built in 1988, is that what I heard?
Robert Floyd:

Yes.

Commissioner Mourdock:

Will?
Alan Kissinger:

when

they

given

first

Is there any statute of limitation,

if you

There is a statute of limitations, obviously, but

started noticing

the

triggered the running of the statute.

problem that
If you're

in a

may have
situation

where you don't know a problem exists, then obviously the statute
doesn't

run

against

you.

If

there

is

a

plan

submitted

to

a

governing body or a body of authority and that plan is approved
with the understanding or with the stipulation that the plan must
be followed and then someone varies from that plan and some third
party suffers damage as a result of that variance then, of course,
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that is how liability is established.
Robert Floyd:

Thank you.

President Borries:

Bill Jeffers:

Thank you for your patience this evening.

That's unbelievable.

President Borries:

Where

at

item

6.

We appreciate,

again,

folks who are here expressing their concerns this evening.
a final drainage plan for Cross Pointe, Section 4.
Commissioner Mourdock:

President Borries:

Bill Jeffers:

Mr.

Floyd,

Thank you,

Mr.

the

We have

here is your book.

Floyd, Mrs Floyd,

May I see a copy of the agenda?

for coming.

I'm sorry.

Cross

Pointe, Section 4 has been withdrawn until your special Drainage
Board meeting along with Burkhardt Crossings; The Seasons;
Keystone, Section 3; Browning Road Estates West, Section either 3
or 4,

I hope we have the right one down there.

Commissioner Tuley:

Bill,

office this afternoon, too-Bill Jeffers:

there was

a

letter

I had Section 4.

received

in this

From Dave Savage?

Commissioner Tuley:

Yes.

Bill Jeffers: Right, and he is asking for final drainage plans for
Malibu Park, Section 4, Phase B.
Commissioner

meeting?
Bill Jeffers:

Mourdock:

asking

for

that

for

the

special

Okay.

He wanted to bring it tonight and I said no way.

Commissioner Tuley:

Bill Jeffers:

is

Right.

Commissioner Mourdock:
Bill Jeffers:

He

Cross Pointe,

Cross

Pointe,

Section 4

Section 4

has

is deferred,

too?

agreed to go on hold

until the tenth.
Burkhardt Crossing; The Seasons;
Keystone,
Section 3; Browning Road Estates West, I'm going to say Section 4,
but this may be correct, Section 3.
Commissioner Tuley:

meeting--

Bill Jeffers:

Okay, then we need a motion to call a special

And Malibu Park,

Commissioner Mourdock:

Section 4,

Phase B.

I' 11 move we have a special meeting on June

10, 1996 of the Drainage Board for Cross Pointe, Section 4;
Burkhardt Crossings; The Seasons; Keystone, Section 3; Browning
Road Estates West, Section 3; and Malibu Estates.
Commissioner Tuley:

Second.

Commissioner Mourdock:
Commissioner Tuley:
Bill Jeffers:

That got them.

I have no other business.

President Borries:
Bill Jeffers:

Did that get them all?

There are no claims this evening?

No sir.
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Commissioner Tuley:

I move to adjourn.

Commissioner Mourdock:
David Ellison:

I second.

New business?

President Borries:

Yes,

sir.

David Ellison:
One more problem, okay.
tonight, but I've sat here a long time.
Commissioner Tuley:

I know you've had many

One more on the camels back.

come on, Dave.

That's alright,

David Ellison: David Ellison and I'm representing Big Creek Ditch
Association this evening and we are very concerned. Several of the

members of our association called us in recent months about the

Azteca Plant that sits on Baseline and 41.

They're concerned about

retention that was supposed to have been put in by this plant by
this time, and it has not been developed yet and we were wondering
why and when is it going to be implemented.

It was a major concern

because of all the vast amount of water that we had and the
flooding that we had and it really compounded the problem.
Commissioner

Mourdock:

Is

that

tracks?
David Ellison:

David Ellison:

east

or

west

of

the

Pardon me?

Commissioner Mourdock:
Bill Jeffers:

retention

Is it the retention east or west?

East.
Oh yeah,

right.

That would be right around the

utility itself. We hope that you will be able to implement that as
soon as possible.
President Borries:

If it was part of their plan we just need to

find out from them why they haven't done that.
Bill Jeffers:

Due to adverse weather conditions is the reply I got

back when I notified them that they were not in compliance.

We

were sent back a fax stating they would do so as soon as they could
get Blankberger Brothers back on the job.

It was due to adverse

weather conditions. I just wanted to go on record bringing that to
you.
Thank you very much.
President Borries:
Commissioner Tuley:

David Ellison:

Thank you, David.

Now may I make my motion?

I'm out of here!

Commissioner Mourdock:
President Borries:

Thanks for hanging in there.

Second.

So ordered.

Meeting adjourned at 10:43 p.m.
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AGENDA

~

VANDERBURGH COUNTY
DRAINAGE BOARD MEETING

~

MAY 28, 1996
1.

Meeting opened

2.

Approval of minutes from April 22,1996 meeting

3.

Review and accept for approval preliminary drainage plans for the following subdivisions:

A. Windemere Farms - North Ridge
B. Shadow Bluff Estates
C. Clear Creek Village
4.

Request from Lisa Heard to install a pipe in a drainage easement

5.

Public comments:

A. Dave Garrett, Myron Rucker and others
B. Bob Floyd
C. Others who may appear
6.

Final drainage plans for the following subdivisions:

A. Cross Pointe, Section 4

THE FOLLOWING WILL BEDEFERRED UNTIL A SPECIAL CALLED MEETING
ON JUNE 10, 1996:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Burkhardt Crossing
The Seasons
Keystone, Section 3
Browning Road Estates West - Section III

7.

Approval of Blue Claims

8.

New Business

9.

Old Business

10

Meeting adjourned

~

:br,tiv,gge/ 147,!tir, £Lutions

PAG E 2

filing (,{ separate motions :uid the issitance of sct,arate orders under these
circumstances. (9) Recit,ires the court to consider evidence of a pattern of

domestic violence hy eilher parent in determining custody of a child under the

of
dissolution of marriage and paternity slatittes. (10) Allows (lie recovery

SEA 199

Atithor(s): Sen·er, Simpson; Adlms

Sponsor(s): Becker, V.; Avery
Ptiblic tiw Number 78
Allowsan„tfor-prolitpublic sewerutilitytoreqi,ire
TIONS.
CONNEC
SEWAGE

re:Lsonal,le costs and attorney's fees in a protective order proceeding. (1 1)
Requires the clerk of the court to provide each person filing a petition for the

1.u,clowners to connect to its sewer system if an available sanitary sewer lies
within 300 feet of the Imidowner's property line. Allows a not-for-profit sewer

on how to obtain the order, when the order becomes effective, and procedures
to follow when a protective order is violated. Requires the attorney general to

systems, and similar structures. Provides that a not-for profit public sewer utility
may not require landowners to connect to its sewer system and discontinue tile

use by the clerk. (12) Provides for $35 of the $ too civil filing fee for a protective
order to prevent al,use to be collected initially from die perso,1 filing tile petition.
Allows the clerk to waive the fee. Provides for the remaining $65 to be assessed

{he waste is more than 500 feet from the point of connection to its sewer system.
EFI:ECTIVE: July 1, 1996. Status: Signed By Governor
A

pri,{ective order petition. Provides for reimbursement by the respondent to the

HEA 1193

issuance of a protective order without the asistance of an attorney information

develop an easily understandable form setting out the required information for

utility to require landowners to disconlintle the use of privies, cesspoots, septic

use of privies, cesspools, septic systems, and similar structures if the source of

against Ilic respondent or the person filing the petition upon disposition of the p®~ ELECTIONS
person filing the petition of the initial $35 fee. (13) Enhances the ogense of
battery from a Class B misdemeanor to a Class D felony if it results in bodily

injury, was related to domestic or family viole,ice, and the person committing
the o[Telise was previously convicted of a battery that was related to domestic or
fanilly violence. (14) Requires all municipal law enforcement agencies to enter
into the IDACS co,nputer the protective order information before Ju ly 30,1998.
EFFECrIVE. July 1,1996;July 1,1998 Status: Signed By Governor

Author(s): Richardson; Behning
Sponsor(s): Skillman; Thompson; Craycraft

Public Law Number 4
El.ECTIONS. Makes numerous changes in the election laws, including the
following: (1) Changes reference dates to federal laws relating to elections. (2)

lipdates references toscheduled electiondates. (3) Specilies (hatinternal political

party government is controlled by party rules rather than' by state statutes. (4)

Provides for a vice chair of the Indiana election commission and makes other

changes relating to administration of election law by the election commission,

AA DRAINAGE/ WATER

including milability of public records media watchers. (5) Requires the Indiana

Author(s). Leuck, Davis; Smith, M.; Uggett
Sponsor(s):.Wheeler; Meeks
Public Law Number 239,240
REMOVAL OF OBSTRUCHONS IN DRAINS. Makes it unnecessary lo provide

campaign contributions. Provides that money in the campaign finance

liliA 1277
SEA 336

election commission to store campaign finance reports on a computer system
that enables the commission to cross-check certain information regarding
enforcement account may be used for crealing and operating the computer

a m,lice to each landowner to be assessed under a schedule of regulated drain system. (6) Makes other changes relating to commission records. (7) Replaces

assessments if the hearing on the assessments will be held by a joint drainage
hoard that has jurisdiction over three or more counties in a drainage basin that
exceeds 80,000 acres. Allows a person who seeks the removal of an obstruction

in a regulated drain, private drain, or natural surface watercourse to file a petition
aski„g the dramage board in the county in which the obstruction is allegedly
located co remove or authorize or order the removal of the obstruction. Requires

the county surveyor to investigate promptly whether the obstniction exists and:

use of the National Change of Address Services with a program to eliminate
duplicate voter registrations. (8) Provides that an individual becomes registered

to vote when the individual receives the acknowledgment of the individtial's
application sent by the circuit court clerk orboardof registration. (9) Authorizes
additional procedures to remove from registration the names of deceased voters,
including Indiana voters who die outside of Indiana. (10) Authorizes a small

town to change the date of its municipal election to a general election year.

board.
a town ektion
ttee forandcontested
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of a townelections
e membershiforpholding
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move Spec|Oesl
n, toprompuyreprivate
rqulaiddru
onina
anobstructi
veyor8nds
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l
si
the
if
(A)
legislative bod
a
Provides
the obstruction; or (B) if the county surveyor finds an obstruction in a
drain or natural surface watercourse, to report the existence of the obstruction
1„ the drainage board. Requires the drainage board to hold a hearing concerning

an obstruction in a private drain or natural surface watercourse. Requires the

drainage board to find for the petitioner if it determines that the obstruction
exists and thal the removal of the obstruction will promote better drainageof the
petitioner's land and will not cause unreasonable damage to the land of the
respondents. Also requires the drainage board to determine whether the

01,struction of the private drain or natural surface watercourse was created
intention:dly by one of the respondents. Requires the respondents to remove an

(,listructic,11 in a private drain or natural surface watercourse if one of them is
f<,tind to have created it intentionally; oilienvise, requires the board to order the
removal of the obstniction at the expense of the petitioner (in the case of a
nommitital private drain or a natural surface watercourse) or at the expense of

(he o,niers of 111 tracts of land benefited by the drain (in the case of a muttial
d r:un). Ai, thorizes a dr:unage board to withdraw money from the general drain
i,i,prove,lient fund to Atiance the remod of certain drain obstniction.9. Makes a
party subjectic, suit to compel Lhe payment of money tli:it the party was ordered
by thedrainage board to pay. Protects a county surveyor from liahility for criminal

or tortic,lis trespass for entering private property to enforce the statutes

f1

concerning drains. EFFECTIVE: July 1, 1996. Status: Signed By Governor

seats for a municipality when all other oinces to be voted on by the voters of th

municipality are uncontested Makes other changes relating to municip:

elections. (11) Specifies how certain third party candidates are nominated for
certain federaland local offices. (12) Restricts the ability of certain contractors

with thestate lottery commission, permit holders under the part-mutuel wagering
statute, and holders of certain licenses under the riverboat gaming statute to
make political contributions. (13) Establishes the commission on campaign
finance to study campaigi, finance diring the 1996 interim. (14) Specifies how
candidates for certain offices and pt,hlic question statements must he listed (,n
the ballot. (15) increases the maximum allowable precinct size from 800 to
1,200 active voters. (16) Specifies the procedure for replacement of absentee
1,:illots. (17) Makes varic„is changes in election clay procedures. (18) Provides

tlt:it a witer may not initiate a recount or an election contest, reserving tlial right
1,1 canclidates in the first instance. Permits a county chairman or astate chairman

of a political party to initiate a recot,nt or contest procedure if canclidates do not
under specified coliditions. Requires a voter that requests the recoimt of the
votes on a public question must have actually voted at the election at wl,icli tlie
public question was on die ballot. ( 19) Provides ballot language for two slite,vic le
PI,hlic qi,estions in 1996 concerning amendment of the Indiana Constimtion.
(20) Authorizes a canclid:,te for state convention delegate or loal office in Marion
Cotinty to withdraw the cal,didate's cleclaration of candidacy at any time before
ti~x~n on the forty second day before the primary election in 1996. (21) Abolislies

WINDEMERE FARMS NORTH RIDGE
The County Surveyofs office will recommend approval of the
Preliminary Drainage Plan for Windemere Farms North Ridge.
We do have some serious apprehensions, however, about some of

the details shown on the preliminary plan; and we will require some
exact details to be shown on the final plan relative to those
apprehensions.
The cause of our apprehension is the existing path of the 100 year

flood is being partially filled and rerouted through pipes and along
streets as shown on the highlighted copy of the drainage plan.
The yellow shaded area is "Zone A" flood plain. The red lined route

shows the path the 100 year flow will take after construction.
Please use highlighted plan for reference to following discussion.

The required additional details include but are not limited to:
1. The exact design of the improved open channel entering the
project from the county bridge on Kansas Road.
2.

Design details for headwall/wingwall structure which may be

needed at the entrance to the pipe replacing the channel @ same
location.
3.

Design details for an emergency overflow channel to be

constructed atop the pipe noted in item #2, which channel should be
=straight graded" downhill between Lot 11 & Lot 12to Windemere Dr.
If possible, the channel should be capable of carrying all flow from a

hundred year storm with the pipe blocked.
Although this is excess of ordinance requirement, it is caused by our

viewing damage caused by recent flooding at similar sites.

4.

An easement between Lot 11 & Lot 12 of a width sufficient to

house and maintain the channel noted in item #3.
5. A finished floor elevation of at least two feet above whatever the
elevation of the centerline of Kansas Road is at a point due north of
the northwest corner of Lot 12 for the house on Lot 12, and due north
of the northeast corner of Lot 11 for the house on Lot 11.
6. Exact details of protective dirt grading for Lot 11 & Lot 12 which

demonstrate that all storm water carried in the easement between the
two lots can be conveyed to the street without flooding the dwellings
on those two lots, and:
That all storm water shed off those two lots can be carried away from

the dwellings on those two lots.
7. Details and language on the plat and in the covenants and
restrictions which will prohibit a driveway entrance from Lot 28 onto
Windemere Drive. (so that overflow will not enter garage)
8. Exact details of protective dirt grading which clearly show that the
dwelling on Lot 28 will not be damaged by any storm flow from a

hundred year event; and:
9. That all such flow can be carried within the right-of-way for
Windemere Drive from the emergency overflow channel noted above
in item #3 due east and along Windemere Drive to the retention lake
on Outlot A.

10. Exact details of protective dirt grading and finished floor elevation
for all lots within or touching UZone A." These details will be used to

determine potential flood hazard prior to approval of the final drainage
plan.
11. Details of a sag inlet at structure #612 near the southwest corner
of Lot 29 along with a depressed sidewalk to allow overflow from

flooded streets to pass into the drainage easement along the south
line of Lot 29.

12. Details of an emergency overflow from the sag inlet "straight
graded" downhill along the south line of Lot 29 to the outlet of the pipe

in that easement.
13. Details of the end of the pipe in the run noted in item #12.
14. Details of the open channel from the end of the pipe noted in item

#13, thence to the retention lake.
15.

Details showing the feasibility of covering the storm drain

manholes with grated lids or beehives along the pipe run noted in
items #11 through #13 to catch some of the emergency overflow from
flooded streets.
16. Details the same as required by items #1 through #6 for the pipe

run catching off-site storm drainage entering the project at the
southeast corner of Lot #40.
17. Details of a grated lid for manhole #605 to catch excess storm
flow at the north end of the emergency overflow between Lot 40 & Lot
39.
18. A prohibition similar to item #7 prohibiting a driveway on the west
half of Lot 54.

19. Details of sag inlet, depressed curb and sidewalk, and emergency

overflow swale from the east end of Waterstone Drive between Lot 33
and Lot 34.
20. More exact details of the discharge structures from the retention
lake.

Other items may include the need for larger utility/drainage

easements.

---

------------------------------------------------------

CLEAR CREEK VILLAGE

that there are many people
First of all let me say that we are aware
opposed to this development.
here tonight by their legal
Some of those people will be represented
es.
council. Others may wish to speak for themselv

of nearby homeowners with
We understand apprehension on the part
rehensive

I am very app
regard to such a large development. In fact,
about the affects this development will have on me.

State Road is so heavy
Traffic from all the new subdivisions along Old
y
iature rush hour from 7:30 to 8:00 every weekda

that we have a min
morning.

unless some nice person
I cannot get out the end of Kembell Drive
to pass through the
waves me into the long line of traffic waiting
Sometimes that traffic is
intersection of Old State and Campground.
backed up all the way north to Caranza Drive.
greatly overload Old State
I know the addition of 336 new homes will
erse impact on Mt Pleasant
Road. And it will have even more of an adv
Road especially at its intersection with U. S. 41.
development to know that the
I want the neighbors of this proposed
County Drainage Board are
County Surveyor and the members of the
alarm them.

es which
aware of current traffic limitations and other issu

project understand that the
But I hope the remonstrators against this
inage Board at this meeting
function of the County Surveyor and the Dra
e plans. Not traffic, not
is purely to review and act upon drainag

density, not size and selling price of houses.

addressed until after the
In fact, none of those other issues can be
ed development

the propos
preliminary drainage plan is approved and
advances to Area Plan Commission hearing.

so that
The reason we put the developer through the paces this way is

he can assess the costs of constructing the street and drainage
led
improvements before he gets in way over his budget paying for detai
development plans that he may never use.

of the
The preliminary drainage plan has sufficient details assure us

following:
all the
1. That a final drainage plan can be developed that will satisfy

requirements of the drainage ordinance.

required
2. That the developer is aware of what is expected and will be

age
of him during planning and construction of the streets and drain

facilities.
homes
3. That the final plan will be one that will work to protect the

from flood damage.
we had
When the plan for Clear Creek Village first came to our office
since
some very serious apprehensions about the project Especially
the first two weeks of May 1996 saw some intense rain storms which
resulted in flood damage to several dwellings in Vanderburgh County.
to the
Some of the flooding occurred in homes that were built prior

requirement to build at or above the protective flood grade.

me
Some of the flooding occurred because drainage culverts beca

at
clogged with debris and the houses near the culverts were not built

when
an elevation above the surface of the roads over the culverts. So
es
the water went over the road it either backed up into the lower hous
or ran down the drives and into garages.
s
In some cases the drainage between lhe homes was blocked by fence

and other obstuctions so that the water went into crawl space vents or
basement windows.

Even when homes are not flooded prolonged high water in residential

lots and streets can be very alarming and inconvenient.

We no longer can accept the excuse that so called "hundred year
rains" can't be planned for. Or that you shouldn't expect another rain

like that for fifty or a hundred years.
We've seen them all too frequently and we will see them again.
Developers and their engineers must realize that although our drainage

ordinance only requires sizing of the drainage facilities to handle a 25
year storm, the ordinance also empowers the drainage board to assess
each project on a case by case basis.
In addition the ordinance allows extra measures to be imposed on
projects within «impacted drainage areas." An impacted drainage area

includes property which will be hard to drain due to its location in a
floodplain or due to its topography.

I want to assure the Board the audience that the Surveyor's office took
a hard look at the drainage plan for Clear Creek Village.
First of all we took into account what happened both on the site and
downstream of the site on May 5,1996. We determined the elevation of
the flood water where Little Pigeon crossed Mt. Pleasant Road. That

elevation is approximately 388.65 feet above sea level.

We determined what elevation the Corps of Engineers assigned to the

hundred year flood at that same point which is 389.02 feet above sea
level.

We determined what elevation the Corps of Engineers assigned to the
hundred year flood at the point where Little Pigeon Creek comes into
the project under the rail line west of U. S. 41 which is 390.52 feet
above sea level.

We asked the developer to set the lowest points in his streets so that
the streets would not be flooded by back water from Little Pigeon Creek
at the elevations determined by the Corps of Engineers.

This is the first time to our knowledge that a developer has been

required to set his streets at or above the 100 year flood.

Then we asked the developer to provide low pavement street sags with

depressed sidewalks behind the sags, and emergency overflow swales
from the sags to carry over-the-curb flooding out of the streets and into
the creek or detention basin.
The emergency overflow swales are "straight graded" downhill from the
sidewalk, between the houses, and into the rear of the lots. This allows

the water which cannot pass through the underground drainage pipes

in storms heavier than a 25 year rain (or due to clogged inlets, etc.) to

drain out of the streets and into Little Pigeon Creek.

On your copy of the drainage plan we outlined the 98 lots which the

developer wants to start on in the first phase.

The locations of the emergency overflows are marked by solid orange
lines on your copy of the plan. The elevation of the street sags are
circled in red. «LP" means low pavement, and the elevations given for
the sags are at or above the 100 year flood.
We are requiring the developer to notify the property owners on the plat

and in the covenants and restrictions not to place fences or other
obstructions within the easements for these emergency overflow
swales as well as all other drainage easements.

In fact, we should prohibit fencing, buildings, or other material within or

near any open waterway, private drain, mutual drain or «natural

watercourse" as defined by the new state drainage statutes effective
July 1,1996.

~

We also determined the approximate locatjon of the floodway for Little
Pigeon Creek from the Corps of Engineers' study. The floodway is
marked on your plan in pink highlighter.
The exact limit of the floodway, the ability to operate equipment in the

floodway, the location of any potential wetland habitat, and the various
permits required to conduct all the activities associated with the project

will have to be determined by the Indiana Department of Natural
Resources.

All that business is outside the jurisdiction of the Surveyor and
Drainage Board and will have to be conducted between the developer
and IDNR.

We highlighted the proposed detention basin in blue. It is an incised
basin with a permanent pool of water. How deep the basin will be dug
depends upon the quantity of dirt taken from it as fill for the project I
imagine the basin will be quite deep.
The depth of water that can be stored between the low pool and the
spillway is four feet, the maximum allowed by ordinance. The storage

capacity of the basin exceeds the required volume.

We are requiring the developer to install temporary orifice plates in the

detention basin (lake) discharge pipe, phase by phase, so that the

required detention is obtained no mater where he is in the development

of the whole project That way even if the project never reaches 363
lots, the required rate of detention will be attained on the number of lots
completed.

0. K, back atthe proposed entrance of Clear Creek Drive. It's located
on Mt. Pleasant Road just west of Copperfield Drive.
During the rainstorms May 5,1996, we notices several places where
the water crossed Mt Pleasant from the north side to the south side

due to inadequate ditches alongside the road.

We are requiring the developer to provide a drainage system which will
catch all the street and yard drainage from lots 1 through 6, and direct
that drainage through a detention basin before discharging it into the
north side ditch.
We also are requiring the developer to include details of proper yard

grading in the covenants and restrictions.

We are cal.itioning the developer to set the elevations for dirt pads,

vents, sill plates, and finished floors of the garages and dwellings with
the utmost care to insure not only that the houses are 2 feet above the

hundred year flood for Little Pigeon Creek; but also so that storm water

conveyed though all parts of the drainage system cannot back up or
overflow into any part of the dwellings.
Everyone please keep in mind that this is a preliminary drainage plan.
That our recommendation for the Board to approve the preliminary plan

is made only because the developer has met or exceeded the
requirements for a preliminary drainage plan.
Keep in mind that the approval by the Board of a preliminary drainage
plan only allows the proposed development to advance to a full Area
Plan Commission hearing where all the other issues such as traffic,
density, etc. can be addressed.
Be aware also that before the developer can constuct houses he must
have Board approval of a final street and drainage plans. There will be
more exact construcbon details on the final plans, and those plans will

come under even more scrutiny than the preliminary drainage plan.

The developer w~11 have to post a bond to guarantee the proper

construction of all the street and drainage improvements.

Also the developer will have to resolve certain issues with IDN R as
mentioned above.
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MINUTES
SPECIAL DRAINAGE BOARD MEETING
JUNE 10, 1996
The Vanderburgh County Drainage Board met in session June 10, 1996
at 8:02 p.m. for a special called meeting in the Commissioner's
Hearing Room 307 with President Richard Borries presiding.

President Borries:
Special

Drainage

Thanks for coming.
I would like to call the
Board meeting to order.
Let me explain very

quickly here for the information of all of you and, again, we
appreciate you taking the time to come down here this evening.

We

know that many of you are experiencing water and drainage problems
and we also know that much of this...I have talked to a person

tonight and we are now over 15 inches above normal for this time of
year and 15 inches is a heck of a lot of rain.

We know that much

of this is directly related to this record rainfall that we have
been having. Let me explain quickly what we do here and how we are
going to have to proceed this evening. The Commissioners, as the
Drainage Board, meet once a month in a regularly advertised
meeting.
That is always on the last Monday of the month.
This

meeting was called and we have to legally advertise if we meet more
than once a month and we have to specifically put down on paper
what we do by law. That's why many of you who have called and have
either talked to our office or the County Assessor's Office don't

see your item on the agenda this evening simply because this is not

a regularly called meeting.
We, again, meet once a month as a
Drainage Board and that meeting will occur, our regularly scheduled
one,

on Monday,

June

24.

Any

other

time

that

we meet,

as

our

attorney will advise us, is to take action on what has been legally
advertised this evening.

Many

of

you have

come

down here

this

evening because, again, you have some needs and we will be happy to
listen, particularly if it will be new information and not
repetitious once we get going in this meeting.

We hope that we can

finish our regularly scheduled and specifically advertised meeting

in a very short time.
After that we would be happy to hear what
you have to say.
So, if you can be patient, again, we have to go
with what we have legally advertised at this time.
If we can't

resolve and we're not going to be able to talk official action on
your item this evening we can certainly get on tape what your
concerns are so that perhaps within a couple of weeks at our
regularly scheduled meeting we might be able to have some answers
for you. Unfortunately, unless the weather clears and we get some
hot and dry weather you and I both know that we are not going to be
able to have all the answers if these rains keep up. Let no one in
here do a rain dance this evening. Hopefully, we can begin to take
some action on your particular items this even.
Quickly, let me
call to order our meeting as I have done and turn the program over
of this special meeting to our technical advisor, who is Mr. Bill
Jeffers from the County Surveyor's Office.

proceed.

Bill,

CROSS POINTE, SECTION 4
Bill

Jeffers:

Section

4,

first

The

which

is

a

item

on

commercial

the

agenda

subdivision

is

Cross

directly

Pointe,

behind

Builders Square on Lloyd Expressway.
Cross Pointe 1, 2 and 3 have
been approved.
That's where O'Charley's,
Outback, El Chico

Restaurant, Builders Square and some other financial institutions
are.

Cross Pointe,

lots

over an

acre.

Section 4 is seven lots.
Six of them are large
long strip which
the
is
one
seventh
The

contains the detention basin and the small area that could be used
for parking or maybe a small retail or commercial shop.

It had

primary approval a month or two ago and they are asking for final
approval.
They have met all of the recommendations from the
Surveyor's Office. We've communicated on it several times with the
developer's engineer, Morley and Associates. Basically, what they

are doing is providing inlets, open ditch drainage and street
drainage with all of it carried to the detention basin which is a
long, oval shaped basin on the seventh lot with a very small amount
of the street drainage going out to Virginia St which couldn 't be
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captured and taken to the detention basin.

There are some notes

added to their notes by our office which will be added to the final
plat notifying all the property owners that this is a mutual
drainage system and no one lot can block another lot or fence
another lot out of the open drainage swales and area inlets that
At
are specifically designated for all the drainage to go into.
the Site Review Committee, each Monday morning, as the building

permits are applied for our staff will make sure that each of the
seven lots drains to the appropriate drainage structure.

With

those comments and the fact that those three items in the bottom
left-hand corner will be added to the final plat, the Surveyor's
Office recommends approval of the final drainage plan for Cross
Pointe, Section 4.

President Borries:

Questions of Bill?

Motion to approve at this

point?
Mr. President, I move the passage of the Cross

Commissioner Tuley:

Pointe, Section 4 on final approval as submitted and recommended by

the Surveyor's Office.
Commissioner Mourdock:

President Borries:

I will second.

So ordered.

BURKHARDT CROSSING
Bill Jeffers:

This

is Burkhardt Crossing which

commercial development to be
Burkhardt

Road

and

Morgan

located at the

Avenue.

is

It

on

a

is

very

large

intersection of
the

east

side

of

Burkhardt Road and the south line of this project will be Oak Grove
Road.

It has

several

smaller

lots

around

the periphery

project with one large lot, number 43, in the middle.

of the

The smaller

lots are for individual commercial and business developments,
office, retail or whatever a person would like to locate there.
The large lot, number 43, in the center is being reserved for some

type of anchor store or anchor development, maybe a large shopping
center. There is an out lot and the reason for out Lot A where the
red writing is, a little to the right of Mr. Tuley hand, that the

developer has not been able to finalize his option on that
particular parcel and until he negotiates his final purchase of
that parcel...at this time the drainage for parcel of Out Lot A is
assigned to the rest of Lot 43, but he can't show that on the plat

as part of his project because he has not yet either obtained an
option or bought the property outright.

That's why there

is an

ingress/egress easement to that out lot to the east because when he
does finalize his negotiations on that it will be the probable
entrance.
That is kind of a final work sheet that the engineer
from Morley and Associates and our office sat down and worked out

the very final details on, that is why there are some red marks on
it.

We

have

agreed

on

all

the

details.

The

only

unusual,

or

something that might appear to be out of the ordinary, but it
really isn't, is that the developer owns another parcel or has an
option on another parcel on the other side of I-164 in which he

proposes to locate one large detention basin with a capacity to
detain...it has a storage capacity in excess of the requirement for
detention on this parcel. What he wants to do is to draw off from
Nurrenbern Ditch a quantity in excess of the required detention
quantity for Burkhardt Crossing and store it upstream of the site.
This is at the end of the cul-de-sac which goes back to a borrow
pit owned by Koester Contracting. The borrow pit was excavated for
the

fill

of

I-164

over Morgan and Oak Grove Road.

That is this

area down here.
He is going to locate another borrow pit just
north of that and turn it into a detention basin. It is at the end

of a cul-de-sac which the state of Indiana built and has turned
over to Vanderburgh County as a county roadway and it's alongside
a legal drain know as Nurrenbern Ditch.

He has four pipes to draw
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in water from the ditch and store it in one...those are each 48

inches in diameter, and then he has one 30 inch concrete pipe as a
discharge which indicates that he'll be discharging a very small
amount back out.
Commissioner Mourdock:

Is that part, Bill, on the east side of I-

164 formally a part of this plan or is that a separate plan?
Bill Jeffers: All this property was formally one parcel and I-164
split it and made the part on the east side of I-164, basically,
useless for development.
Because the remaining parcel is so
valuable, and that's this parcel here on the west side of I-164 and
that is extremely valuable land. This here has been turned into,
basically, wasteland by I-164 and it's almost inaccessible.
Commissioner Mourdock:

Well,

that's

not

part

of

the

argument.

First of all, I think that it's arguable whether or not this is

virtually inaccessible since there is that cul-de-sac, but forget
that.
Bill Jeffers:
Commissioner

That's an agricultural entrance.
Mourdock:

I

understand,

changes things.

Bill Jeffers :

that's

today.

Time

Sure .

Commissioner Mourdock:

Since

this

actually part of this drainage plan?

Bill Jeffers:

but

Yes,

a

drainage

matter,

is

this

sir.

Commissioner Mourdock:

this formal plan?

In other words,

this retention is part of

Bill Jeffers: This retention basin is the retention basin for this
drainage plan. It will draw off water from Nurrenbern Ditch before
it arrives at Kelly and store it as a mitigating detention basin

for this plan which connects right here.

Commissioner Mourdock:

Does it make any practical sense...from the

engineering point of view does the existing borrow pit offer any
potential as far as being used as a retention basin?
Jim Morley:

Yes

it does

if that existing borrow pit,

which was

constructed during I-164, were to have the water level lowered by
some four feet to the bottom of Nurrenbern, then that existing
borrow pit could also provide additional storage.
That's
controlled by someone else you understand?
Relative to your
question, could it be used to advantage? Yes, it could. It would

take some pipe structures, but, yes, it could.
Commissioner Mourdock:

This Board and the Commissioners as a whole

has dealt with the issue of borrow pits several times and there are
borrow pits, then there are borrow pits.
President Borries:

This one works.

about--

Commissioner Mourdock:

President Borries:

The ones that we have talked

Exactly.

--don't.

Commissioner Mourdock:

My only thought is, and I realize that it's

a different owner and, you know, to put all the cards on the table
here, but I'm uncomfortable with that fact that the company that I
work for owns that property. It seems to me and I just wonder if

there is not a way to more conveniently, rather than using more
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ground for borrow pits, that we couldn't somehow incorporate this.

I don't know that there has ever been any discussions between this

I just hate to
developer and the real estate people here or not.
In this case a
see more borrow pits if we can at all avoid it.
retention basin. Do you know, Bill, was part of the soil that was

to be used from here going to be incorporated as borrow back here
onto this site.
Jim Morley:

Yes.

It's a necessity either way.

Commissioner Mourdock:

I see.

Bill Jeffers: The County Engineer and our office both agree that
the roadways in the new Burkhardt Crossing should be elevated

sufficiently so that there could be emergency travel, at least, in

and out of most of the lots in Burkhardt Crossing after they are
developed.
In order to do that they are going to have to acquire

a substantial amount of dirt and the acquisition of that dirt could

I
be very expensive if it were hauled from a long distance.
near
County
Warrick
in
is
borrow
available
closest
the
believe that
Epworth Road.

That's just about exhausted.

That borrow has just

about been exhausted so the developer would like to take borrow
from this pit and use it in the construction of Burkhardt Crossing
roadways. The borrow pit owned by Koester runs basically brim full
and what Mr. Morley, in answer to your initial question, was

explaining is that drain pipes would have to be added from that
borrow pit to draw it down approximately four feet in order for it

to have any storage capacity.

That is what they are going to do on

this new borrow pit is install the pipes as a part of the
construction of the borrow pit

itself.

They

are

necessary

to

develop the vertical four feet in which to store the excess storm

water.
President Borries:

Bill Jeffers:

How does the water get over here?

It's drawn off

of Nurrenbern Ditch as Nurrenbern

Ditch fills up. There are four 48 inch pipes from Nurrenbern that
will be placed from Nurrenbern into the borrow pit. As Nurrenbern

begins to fill up after a rainfall those four pipes draw off water
from the ditch and at the lake side of the borrow pits they have
flap gates so that the water can't go back out those 48 inch pipes.
Commissioner Tuley: So this is draining into Nurrenbern initially
and that retention pond is going to draw out of Nurrenbern?

Bill Jeffers: No, first this draws off the water before it arrives
at the site while the new development is draining into Kelly Ditch
As the new
which is a continuation of Nurrenbern Ditch.
the borrow
Ditch
Kelly
subdivision is discharging rainwater into
that or
displace
to
pit will be drawing the water off of Nurrenbern
the
but
l,
experimenta
compensate for it.
Because it's slightly
it
show
ns
calculations show it will work. In fact, the calculatio

will draw
require,
something
to append

off an additional amount above what we would normally
but because it is somewhat experimental and it is
that we do want to do, we have a stipulation that we want
final drainage approval of this plan with the provision

that the County Surveyor's Office monitor the storage capability of
the off-site basin and require additional storage within Burkhardt
Crossing itself if needed as site plans come into the Site Plan
Review Committee for individual projects within that subdivision.
What we would do there is just see how it is working and if it
If it looks like we need
looks like it is working okay, fine.
additional storage we will go into Lot 43 which is a huge lot and

require additional storage.
President Borries:

I still don't see where the water goes.

Come

here and show me.
Bill Jeffers:

Okay, the water is coming from Division Street north

~
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under I-164.

into the lake.
President

5

It gets to this site and these 48 inch tubes draw it

Borries:

Alright,

so

it

Grove would be?

Bill Jeffers:

side.
Commissioner

basically,

where

Oak

It comes from Cross Pointe, it doesn't come off this
Mourdock:

This

upstream of this.
Jim Morley:

comes,

This

is

is the water,

all

upstream

of

this.

This

is

this Nurrenbern and the draw in
This is right at the culI believe this is the

location.
This is south of the point.
de-sac, standing in the cul-de-sac.

crossover point into the borrow pit that you talked about, but it

is not quite and that's upstream of this.
You are all looking at
Nurrenbern now and then the concept is that we sequentially pull
this down and allow Nurrenbern to empty which was causing the

problem down

at Lloyd

Crossing and Builders

Square.

We

allow a

place for that to go easily.
This site far upstream hard surface
discharges fairly rapidly and this is all being held back. We are
sequencing the flood level in the Crawford-Brandeis.
Commissioner Mourdock:

here?

Jim Morley:

Yes,

You are reducing the size of the watershed

by doing this

and by doing the

sequencing we

achieve more than we would have the other way because the CrawfordBrandeis carries from East Cherry Street and if we retain our water
here the area down by Lant Manor...if we retain our water here,

build up our lake and are discharging heavy two hours later we have

probably done very little to help the people on East Cherry Street
in that area, so that's this concept. We are sequencing the flows.
This is up close to the upper end and it discharges rapidly. This

is used to suck our drawdown vat and when they get here an hour

later then this is now filling, but this is gone.
It's a process
of sequencing and, as Bill said, we will have to monitor.
Everything works on paper.
Commissioner Mourdock:

lower than it is now...?

Jim Morley:

You're saying that if this were four foot

If we had a drain pipe out to the ditch this

could serve the same kind of relief that this is going to do.

absolutely could be a relief basin.

Commissioner Mourdock:

Do you know,

and you probably don't,

were there ever any discussion with the real estate people?
Jim Morley:
Bill Jeffers:

also
It

but

I'm sure not.
It would be a simple matter just to connect these

two together with the channel, you wouldn't even need a pipe.
Jim Morley:

You're right.

I never thought about that,

but you

wouldn't have to pipe it over there you could actually tie the two
together.
Commissioner

Mourdock:

If

you

need

the

borrow,

you

need

borrow, but I just hate to see more borrow pits out there.
Jim Morley:

They need to borrow,

the

but when it comes to additional

storm, if nobody is going to do anything with that then you know it
might be something worth looking into.
Commissioner Tuley:

Is this preliminary tonight?
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Bill Jeffers:
Jim Morley:

No,
No,

this is final.

this is final.

Commissioner Tuley:

Bill Jeffers:

I don't remember seeing this before.

No, we had the Burkhardt Crossing that had the ponds

out front.

Commissioner Tuley:

Jim Morley:

That's why.

With them we had the basins, but they were within the

county drainage easement and on the development and then in further
refinement we have arrived at this proposal as being superior to
the previous proposal.
Commissioner Tuley:

So this is was initially going to drain over

here in Brandeis?
Jim Morley:

Yeah,

Bill Jeffers:

a big basin all along the ditch.

We didn't really like that.

Jim Morley:

It presented problems of maintenance because we were

left with a narrow island between your basin here and the ditch
that you have to maintain along the railroad.
Bill Jeffers:

On April 28th we saw the big flood where the water

came and ran right across the area where the basins where. It ran
across there three feet deep. It looked like to us that it wasn't

going to serve the purpose to have those basins out there.
Commissioner Mourdock:

Let me play "what if"

for a second,

Bill.

If this plan is approved as it is here this evening and there is a

significant change over here that they could somehow incorporate
that, would the plan be brought back to us?
Bill

Jeffers:

sir.

Yes,

All

modifications...under

the

new

ordinance any modification of the drainage plan has to come to the

Drainage Board first.

Commissioner

Any significant modification.

Mourdock:

Mr.

already?
Jim Morley:

owns

all

that

property

Yes.

Commissioner Mourdock:
Jim Morley:

Woodward

Over on the east side as well?

Yes.

Commissioner Mourdock:

I can not imagine why they would approach

it that way considering the value of that ground, but that's their

call.

Commissioner Tuley:

Like you said,

they need all that dirt and

borrow to build up their roads.
Jim

Morley:

Yeah,

part

of

it

is

the

accessibility

(inaudible), it's pretty out of the way over there.
Commissioner Mourdock:

But

"until"

happens, it will happen.
Bill

Jeffers:

Eventually,

yes.

will

happen.

Otherwise,

he

issue

"Until"

wouldn't

it

have

reserved 150 foot square here. He knows that something is going to
happen over here. I want to say that our recommendation of it does

contain the provision that we will have an ongoing monitoring of
this project and if we come to the conclusion that it needs
additional storage or refinements of the storage, then we have that

~
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power on a site plan by site plan basis requiring additional
storage.

We have asked for and have received the maximum amount of

discharge that each one of the individual lots can put into the
underground storm sewer system that discharges into Kelly Ditch.

If we find that they're exceeding that, we will ask for additional
storage. The other provision we have in there is that the street
plans have not yet been approved by the Board of Commissioners and
Mr. Stoll is continuing to submit his requests to the developer on
the street plan design.
We do concur with Mr. Stoll, the County
Engineer, that the streets should be as close or as accessible
during high water as possible. The only item that we are looking

at is that if you raise the streets too high all the way up to a
100 year flood elevation you may be blocking the cross-country flow
of some water and causing it to be diverted into directions that
would be more destructive than if you let it go over the top of the
streets in some instances.

We are looking at that very closely.

What we are really after the County Surveyor really wants, and Mr.
Stoll really wants and we are in total agreement with it, is that

the streets have as much capability for travel, especially by
emergency vehicles, in high water conditions without blocking the
overland flow.
Commissioner Mourdock:

I'll move approval of the final drainage

plan of Burkhardt Crossing as recommended by the County Surveyor's
Office.
Commissioner Tuley:

President Borries:

Second.

So ordered.

KEYSTONE ESTATES, SECTION 3
Bill

Jeffers:

The

last

item

on the

regular

agenda

is

Keystone

Subdivision, Section 3.

President Borries:
Commissioner Tuley:
Bill Jeffers:

For the record,

are you doing us a favor?

Are you going to bypass the Seasons.

That's the old agenda.

weren't prepared to present that.

I scratched the Seasons.
We
We needed some more study on

that one.
President Borries:

Alright.

Commissioner Mourdock:

Bill Jeffers:

Browning Road Estates was not ready to come in.

Commissioner Mourdock:

Bill Jeffers:

Browning Road Estates?

Malibu Park?

Malibu Park we are still trying to get the street

elevation raised a little bit higher.
Commissioner Tuley:

Might be out a little earlier than I thought.

Bill Jeffers: Keystone Estates is also a subdivision that is being
designed by Morley and Associates and the engineer on that project
is David Schminke, who is here in the audience also.
This is an
addition of several lots.
Keystone 1 is just about finished.
Keystone 2 is still under construction with new houses going in.
Keystone 3 is an expansion of it. We have approved the preliminary
plan for the entire 200 and some odd lots, I think it's 236 lots.
This will allow them to go forward and finish basin number 1. It's

a large lake along with the lots that you see in front of you and
some new streets.

Here is a markup of the plan that I sent back
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with a long letter asking them for several revisions.

They have

made all of the revisions and have given all the details that our
office has asked for.

You may hear later tonight about the Parade

of Homes on the north side and another one occurred out here and

the developer is very anxious to follow all the details of this
plan and get it in place especially with regard to emergency
overflows. He is doing a pretty good job on everything so far and
we recommend final approval of Keystone Subdivision, Section 3 with
no stipulations.
Everything has been added to the plat as

required.
They have already made these changes?

Commissioner Tuley:

Bill

Jeffers:

have

They

all

already made

the

changes

that

we

requested last week.
Commissioner Mourdock:

I will make the motion, but before I do so

I need to point out to you, Bill, and if you would pass it on also
to Mike Wathen that it seems at least once a week I have been

getting good comments about the erosion control plan and everything
else
work
ones
move

that they have been doing at this subdivision. What you all
with them on I think it is somewhat of a model for what future
need to be. They've done a super job. Having said that, I'll
approval of the final drainage plan for Keystone Subdivision,

Section 3.
Commissioner Tuley:
President Borries:

Bill

Jeffers:

Second.

So ordered.

They

did

all

experience

the

same

torrential

downpours that everyone else did and they were able to repair the
erosion control system quickly after each one of those events.
That is the end of our regular meeting as advertised.
President Borries:

Charlene,

do you want to change tapes?

TAPE CHANGE
PUBLIC COMMENTS
President

Borries:

I

would

like to

say that

this

is

a

Special

Drainage Board meeting for June 10 and acknowledge for the record

that we have completed the advertised approvals presented to us
this evening.
There are residents here for other areas of
Vanderburgh County this evening and at this time we would like to
hear from them.
Trying to, again, make our comments if we can
specific to other areas that were not advertised for this Special
Drainage Board meeting.

If any of you have a spokesperson or if

you could ask someone to maybe give his or her name and address for
the record.

We would like to hear from you and what your concerns

are now at this time.
Randy Chapman:

My name is Randy Chapman, I live at 314 Strawberry

Hill and it's in Old State Subdivision.

I talked to Mr.

Jeffers

today in reference to the culvert there overflowing each time we
have a storm.

This

is the third time that I have been flooded.

This is the second time that I've had about three to four feet of
water in my basement.

He has come up with a recommendation as we

have talked on the phone today in reference to taking this easement
or culvert and widening it or making it better. Whatever he wants
I
to do or whatever we can do just to eliminate this situation.

can't...you know it's not only affecting me, but it's effecting
everybody in the neighborhood. We have a video tape of yesterday's
incident. I know that we keep talking about these 100 year rains.
Well, anytime there is a downpour that drainage system is flooded.
Within 10 or 15 minutes it is already flooded.

I can understand as
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far as these heavy rains that we are having, but I also believe

that there is a problem here and it needs to be taken care of.
Commissioner Borries:

We understand that,

but

I

just wanted to

preface a remark that we...have you had difficulty before this

year?

Randy Chapman:

No.

Commissioner Borries:
Randy Chapman:

Okay.

There are people...some of the residents here can

tell you that they've lived there 10, 12, 18 years and they never
had this problem.

They're building a subdivision on Eissler Road.

I talked to Mr. Jeffers about it and I don't know if that's the

problem, but to me all of a sudden we are having these problems

here within the last month. There is a problem somewhere causing
this culvert to back up. I'll let one of these residents talk that
have lived there a long time.
I've just been there for a year.

Commissioner Borries:

Maybe I need more information because I'm

not really clear where you are talking.

Randy Chapman:
I'm at 314 Strawberry Hill,
it's Old State
Subdivision. You just take Strawberry Hill east and it' s basically
at the bottom of the hill. There is a culvert that runs across the

street and I think it's a 50 foot public utility drainage system.
Commissioner Borries:
Randy Chapman:

Bill Jeffers:

Okay,

so Bill has some information here.

Where this is flooding here...

This is Old State Road here and Evergreen is this

way.

Commissioner Borries:

Bill Jeffers:

Evergreen Acres?

Evergreen Road is down here.

You go north and the

next road that you come to is Eissler and then Mount Pleasant.
Strawberry is at the top of the hill and you go down the hill to

the culvert which is located right here.
Commissioner Borries:
Bill Jeffers:

Mr.

Randy Chapman:

Bill Jeffers :

Oh,

okay.

Chapman and his wife live here.

What it is doing is that I have a drain

That flows this way .

Randy Chapman:

--that comes back here behind my house.

It's a

concrete drainage system that comes back here and then it comes
into that culvert.

Well,

there is part of this culvert or creek,

whatever you want to call it, is getting T-boned right here like
this.
Well, when it overflows it is coming across the street and
then it is going down Strawberry Hill down this way and coming all
the way down to here.
All these houses back in here are being

affected, too.
Commissioner

Tuley:

This

culvert...I

saw

the

news

last

night.

This culvert, I mean, the water was, at that point in time-Randy Chapman:

Is over the road by then.

Commissioner Tuley:

Yeah, that's what you are saying is that there

is so much coming over the road down here that this culvert can not
begin to take it.
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Randy

Chapman:

Right,

that

I'm getting

is what

at.

Then it's

flooding all these houses back in here.
Right and it goes everywhere here.

Commissioner Tuley:

It backs

up on you and goes down around here.
Is this all piped here?

President Borries:

Yes.

Randy Chapman:

This is all piped here?

President Borries:

Under the roadway.

Randy Chapman:

Under the road it is piped,

Commissioner Tuley:

yeah.

It's got

concrete embankments and an open water drain.
President Borries:

What's this here then?

That is just an open...

Randy Chapman:

President Borries:

Bill Jeffers:

I'd say probably--

Oh,

Randy Chapman:

How deep is it?

Is it a swale?

The large creek?

Commissioner Tuley:

right beside his house.

Yeah,

Bill Jeffers:
Oh, right beside his house?
feet deep. The culvert is seven foot tall--

Under the street?

President Borries:

Bill

About eight or nine

--under the street and 11 feet wide.

Jeffers:

It

is

a

culvert that from the bottom of the ditch to the top of the culvert
is seven feet and then it's 11 feet wide.
The ditch isn't a legal drain is it?

President Borries:
Bill Jeffers:

it's a creek.

No,

Randy Chapman:

You know,

A natural creek.

I've offered to...they can have some of

my property because I can't live like this every time it rains.
Bill Jeffers:

We measured

it today

(inaudible comments not made

from microphone).
Unidentified from audience:

This ditch here zigzags around here.

What we need to do is get you...none of this is

President Borries:

going to get on tape, we're not going to get any of your comments
unless we can get both of you back to the mike. If you could give
your name for the record? Thank you, Mr. Chapman.
Cornelius Meyer,

Cornelius Meyer:

President Borries:

Okay,

Commissioner Tuley:

Cornelius Meyer:

ditch back here.

425 Strawberry Hill.

Mr. Meyer.

Yeah,

you can come up here.

We'll just turn the mike around for you.

These street drains here run into an easement
This ditch zigzags back

It runs into this ditch.

through the woods here.
Commissioner Tuley:

Drains this way?

Cornelius Meyer: Right, this one runs this way and this one comes
this way and there is another one that comes off Old State Road
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into this and then zigzags down and goes by Helfrich Golf Course
down there along 41. All this backs up. This water is supposed to

be draining this way and it turns around and comes back up this

way.

There are two 22 inch culverts coming in here to this ditch
that Guthrie May built to run into the big ditch.
There is one

right down here around the curve.

President Borries:

There isn't anything or any blockages back here

are there?
Cornelius Meyer:

No.

President Borries:

Anything that anybody has put back here?

Commissioner Tuley:
Cornelius Meyer:

It would have flushed out by now.

It comes back up this way.

President Borries:
Cornelius Meyer:

Okay.

It's still running that way and then it starts
For some reason down through here that

back in the big ditch.

thing has got to be...I moved out there in '77 and this was just a

little ditch, but it's a creek.
It keeps getting bigger, trees
keep washing out, but the water keeps getting worse.
It's coming

from upstream and we are getting a hell of a lot more somewhere

upstream.

Here or back over

in here.

build a river down there to carry it out.
President Borries:

Cornelius Meyer:

We are going to have to

Okay.

I don't know whose ditch this would be back here.

Commissioner Tuley:

Bill,

do you have

some

comments?

You have

obviously been talking to Mr. Chapman and I don't know who else.
Bill Jeffers:

These are plans that

I borrowed from Mr.

Morley.

Mr. Morley acquired these plans at an auction when Sam Biggerstaff
passed away.
His estate and all of his business assets were
auctioned off and in his files, were the plans for Old State
subdivision, the street plans and the drainage plans. The reason

they're not on file in the County Surveyor's Office is because they

were

brought

to

the

County

Commissioners

under

a

previous

administration and that administration did not turn over their

files to our administration when the current Surveyor took office
in 1977. I've looked through those plans briefly. The reason that
I said all that is not to point fingers but simply to say that we
have only had an hour or two to look them over. The plans show the
pipe in front of Mr. Chapman's house and, I'm trying to be careful

with these because they're old and crinkly, this subdivision was
approved in 1976.

These plans apparently were approved as street

construction plans by the County Commissioners either in 1976 or

early 1977.

The dates on the plans that I do have recorded range
from November 10, 1976 to April 14, 1977.
The pipe we're talking

about showing on these plans is an elliptical pipe under Strawberry
Hill...oh, almost immediately in front of Mr. Chapman's house and
it calls for a 108" X 63"...no, excuse me, then it says use 7'1" X
10'11" elliptical pipe.
That's what we assume is there.
The
County Engineer sent an inspector out and he measured it 7 X 11,
which is only an inch off each way. So we're assuming that pipe is
in there as it was shown on the plan.
It shows the top of the
roadway at that location to be 396.75 feet above sea level. I say

that because also in these plans are finished floor elevations that
were designated for each house in this subdivision, a grading plan
that showed that each and every house in this subdivision has an
assigned finished floor elevation that each and every house should
be built to, each individual house has its own finished floor
elevation.

In Mr. Chapman's case, the finished floor elevation was
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two feet above the middle of this road or 398.7.
Unidentified:

(Comments not made from the microphone)

Bill Jeffers: The records in the Building Commissioner's Office do
not reflect these approved plans.
I'm getting to that here in a
few minutes.
I didn't want to bring it up but it's back.
Also,

over here to the right it says culvert design date, a ten year
storm.

Now

please,

those

in

the

audience

realize

that

no

one

sitting in front of you, nor anyone working over here for Mr.
Morley or Mr. Morley himself was operating...you weren't operating

in this county in '77 were you?
Unidentified:

Bill

Jeffers:

Just started.
None

of

us had

anything to do with

either the formulation of it or the approval of it.
this wasn't even in our files,

I had to borrow it.

this design,
Like I said,
This culvert

design was approved as a ten-year storm and that would be something

that would happen, anymore, two or three times a year.
I'm not
trying to be funny, I mean, it does. We had two or three inches of
rain fall in an hour two or three times a year. That's what this
pipe will handle.
Also, since the drainage system was put »in

place, a lot of trees and brush and so forth has been allowed to

grow up. We've had wind storms that have taken old trees out and
today when I went out there at about 8:00 or 8:30 in the morning,

the county culvert crew was removing a large tree trunk from this
culvert that had blocked the culvert partially and so not only are
you dealing with a culvert that can't handle a storm that was twice
or three times as big as it's designed to handle, it also was
partially blocked.

So consequently,

the water,

rather than being

able to go through the culvert, goes over the top of the road,
which according to the approved plans is 396.75 feet above sea
level.

If the home on that lot is below that elevation, obviously
to be flooded.
In all fairness, the Chapmans bought
their house not knowing any of this. As I told you, I just found
out today. What happened to their house, basically, is that this
it'S

going

culvert will not handle the type of storms we've had this year, as
I've explained and when the water goes over the top of the road it

stacks up, it was over a foot above the top of the road last night
and that put it at say, 398.

It was running very slowly at 398 and

their basement is entered through the back, they have a stairwell
that goes down into their basement entry door and the water was
higher than the top step of their stairwell. So, it runs down into
their basement and, truly, it surprised me that it only got four

feet deep.
It could very well have filled their entire basement
right up to the floor joist of their floor upstairs. Apparently,

they had a good sump pump running or something if it only got four

feet deep.
This isn't a joking matter and I'm not trying to be
light about it.
It's very serious.
Their building permit shows

that a building permit was issued in 1987 for a house -'87 or '77?

Commissioner Mourdock:

Bill Jeffers:

1987.

President Borries:

I believe I have it here.
So

in other words,

they didn't build on this

lot until '87.
Bill Jeffers:

Not until 1987.

Commissioner Tuley:
I wonder how many people
since then? I bet they don't stay long.
Bill Jeffers:

this

is

from

And in the microfilm records,

the

Building

Commissioner's

have

lived

in

it

microfilm roll #59,

microfilm,

microfilm

record roll #59, exposure 0237, has a drainage check, they call it,
where the Building Commissioner goes out and checks the lot and
looks on these FERM panels, Federal Emergency Management panels to
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determine what the 100 year floor would be at that site and it
shows almost the entire lot to be within the 100 year flood.

On

that exposure in the microfilm, it said first finished floors
should be 397, which is lower than what the grading plan assigned
it.

However,

they assigned

it

397

feet above sea

level because

they determined that the 100 year flood would be 395, as Ms.
Chapman just said. So if the 100 year floor would come up to 395

on that lot, they should be two feet above that with their first
finished floor, which includes anything other than a crawlspace.
That includes the basement floor. Obviously, their basement floor
was constructed by whomever -- well, it was issued to Guthrie May,
the building permit was issued to Guthrie May Company in 1987.
Commissioner Mourdock:

But

are

you

saying with

that

Bill,

and

don't let me put words in your mouth here, that the building
permit,

given the FERM map,

the panel that was out there,

the

building permit should not have been issued for that specific house
based on those elevations.
Bill Jeffers:

The building permit was issued for a house with the

provision that the house first finished floor elevation would be at
397 or above.
Commissioner Mourdock:

Right,

and I think we're saying the same

thing, and then a house other than that plan was built?
Bill Jeffers:

Yes,

a house with a basement floor below 397 was

constructed and subsequently over a period of time sold to other
people and the Chapman's ended up buying it a year ago.

Now, there

is room for error in this because we had to blow the plan up almost

twice the size to be able to even read it, but from what I'm
looking at here on Lot 9, it says 398.7, the best I can read it, is

what it should have been built at according to the original
approved plans

and then like

I

say,

the Building Commissioner

assigned it 397, which was a foot and a half lower.
President Borries:

was like 395?
Bill

Jeffers:

And the actual, I thought Mrs. Chapman said it

We're going

to have to

run

a

level

circuit down

there from a known benchmark before we can determine exactly what
the finished floor elevation is, but I can say I am almost 100%

positive that it's two or three feet below that, the basement floor
is at least two or three feet below what it should be. Today, Mr.
Brenner, the County Surveyor, called the Soil & Water Conservation

service and strongly recommended to them that they continue to
monitor or begin monitoring very closely the closest upstream
development, which we believe to be the source of the silt that
created the mud in the streets and that would be The Villas at
Deerfield.

We believe that the erosion control plan is not being

maintained as stringently as it should be and that's the source of
the silt and the mud.

Mr. Brenner also called the sewer department

and strongly suggested they go out and look at every manhole along
the sanitary sewers serving this subdivision because there is
obviously infiltration of the system by storm water which is
causing floods.
There are several people who haven't got up to
speak yet, the Boyds in particular are in the process of selling

their home and are now putting in their second or third installment
of

carpet

since

April

negotiating a home sale.

28.

They're

right

in

the

middle

of

What's happening is either there are

illegal taps of the sewer by downspouts by individuals that's
putting stormwater into a sanitary sewer, which is illegal or else
there are loose manhole lids that are allowing surface water that
is stacking up three or four feet deep to force its way down into
the manholes and over burden the system and it's coming up through
shower drains and toilets and flooding these people's basements or
even low drains in their slab floors. That's totally unacceptable.
There are people who have check valves on their private sewer taps

~
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that are preventing that from happening, but to install a check
valve costs a couple $3,000 at this point in time, and they've
already suffered thousands of dollars worth of damage.

I did make

an inspection behind the previous gentleman who came up to speak,
not necessarily behind his particular house, but some of his
neighbor's houses, and the drainage system that was originally
installed with a paved ditch all along the back line of those
houses in a 30' easement, which indicates that the developer knew
there would be a substantial amount of room required to convey this
water, several homeowners have installed undersized pipes in the
ditches and covered them over with dirt so they can use their lawns
as badminton courts or picnic areas.
The water coming from the
to make it through these
able
not
is
Hill
east end of Strawberry

undersized obstructed pipes and it went up over the top of the
earth fill, let's say this high over the earth fill which put it
about six or eight feet deep in the ditch, rather than where it
should have been. That is why a lot of people may tell you, I've
lived out there eighteen years and I've never seen the water that
high in these streets. Well, the fact of the matter is, it hasn't
rained this hard since '82 and '83 when I saw water deeper in front
I saw water from Cold
of Lot 9, which is owned by the Chapmans.
Springs
intersection all the way to Rockcreek Lane
Lane

intersection when we had a hundred year storm in 1983, which was
thirteen years ago.
The reason there is more water down at the
east end of Strawberry Hill, I truly believe is because that ditch

behind several of those homes has been obstructed by private
property owners and it's holding water back in Strawberry Hill.
The other problem is that when that 30' easement had a large open

swale with a paved bottom in it, and the creek ran rapidly
downhill, it could run up through that easement backwards and store
some additional water in that easement.

It's no longer able to do

that because those pipes are about this big around and the dirt
fill over the top of them blocks the capability of that happening.
None of what I'm saying here is helping anybody other than to
identify the problem.
There is a lot of silt that's built up
especially on the Chapman's side of the road culvert because the

water is slowed down so slow that when it hits the road, it drops
all the silt out and has displaced a huge volume that the ditch
would otherwise be capable of holding.
Like I said before, the
pipe is way undersized and the County Surveyor would recommend to
the County Engineer that they study replacing this culvert with a

bridge, an open bridge, even one of those timber bridges would be
a vast improvement such as the one that's located down on
Petersburg Road.

I went down and inspected that this morning after

left here.
There was no accumulation of any debris on that
bridge.
It was constructed so that the wood pillars are outside
I

the major waterway.
Commissioner Mourdock:
President Borries:

Which bridge is that?

By Hamilton's?

Bill Jeffers:
By Hamilton's.
See, we've been told that a lot of
I went
things down that way are being obstructed at Hamilton's.

down and looked at it; there was no accumulation of debris on that
bridge.

A small bridge like that would be ideal at this location.

Commissioner Mourdock:

Just let me clarify something there.

Are

you saying with that statement that if such a bridge were in place
at this point, that Mr. Chapman wouldn't be here tonight?
Bill Jeffers:

I firmly believe that a bridge like that would have

passed a whole lot more water than the pipe that's presently there.
Another part of our recommendation is that the street surface be

lowered if a bridge is put in there, that the street surface be
lowered so that the highest point of that street is two feet below

the top step of his basement entrance.

Do you follow me there?

So

if there is any obstruction in there and the water continues to go
over the top of the road, it will not achieve enough height to go
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in his basement door.

I would also like to take a look at some of

the other homes in the immediate vicinity to make sure that

elevation is also two feet below their finished floor elevations.

You may hear tonight or at a later meeting that the water has no
place to go even after it gets over the top of Strawberry Hill
Road, but I can guarantee you that the water on the downhill side,

the south side of this culvert was substantially lower yesterday
than on the upstream side and all the evidence of that is there.

The water, after it went over Strawberry Hill, fell almost two
feet.
Immediately on the other side of the pipe, the water was

two feet lower.
President Borries:

Bill Jeffers:

So the pipe is actually acting as a

As a dam.

President Borries:

Well,

if it's designed for a ten year,

I mean,

we design now for twenty-five and in some cases, when we have dense
subdivisions, as you know, our ordinance calls for twenty-five but
we go for a hundred year.
Bill Jeffers:

Right.

The state rule is anything under one square

mile of drainage area is twenty-five and anything over one square
mile of drainage area is a fifty year storm, and this is
approximately a half a square mile of drainage area into this
culvert.
So twenty-five would be within statutory bounds, fifty
would be great, not required, but it would be wonderful. I'd like

to point out that the closest upstream structure is a small bridge

on Eissler Road, which has a twenty foot opening horizontally and
an average depth of five feet.
The deepest point, I believe, is

eight and a half feet from the flow line, but there is some silt
buildup there and when we measured it, the average depth is five
feet and the width is twenty, which is substantially larger than
this and does not take the water from the Villas or anything on

Eissler Road.

takes

It's like a hundred feet off of Old State and it
everything from the west side of Old State.
There is

probably a couple of hundred acres, well no, not that much.

There

is probably a hundred acres that does not go through the bridge

upstream that's larger than this opening.

That's a bridge that was

designed by the county; back in the late seventies it was replaced
and it has a hundred year design.

It was done by Dan Hartman.

I

had a letter, there were some other things that the County Surveyor

wanted to work on because we really haven't had time to go out and
investigate every lot, every inlet and all the ditches in this
subdivision, but we concentrated on the Chapman's situation because

it was located immediately upstream of this undersized culvert and
was the one affected first. There are several other people in the
audience who I'd like to get their names off of the sign in sheet
and I hope they included their addresses and we'll go out and look
at the rest of the subdivision.
All I can say is that I believe
that...well,

that's

all

unfortunate situation.

I have to say about it.
It's a really
I know that I probably would have already

committed suicide if it had been my house, three times in thirty
days, I'd have been out of here and moved into a Habitat house or
something.
I just wouldn't have been able to take it.
I admire
these people for their courage and I can't even possibly express

any idea of what their frustration is.
President Borries:

Thank you, Bill.

We'll try to wrap this up if

we can get some new information here if there is anyone else here
that would like to speak at this time so we can conclude here.
Brian Vaughan:

I'm Brian Vaughan and

I

live at

it'S about four lots down from...but anyhow,

7616 Rockcreek,

just you so gentlemen

know, I've lived here for twelve years, okay, and no water in the
basement, the culverts never overran.
But anyhow, we're used to

seeing mud because of the fact that it was a new subdivision when
I

moved

in.

The

streets

always

did

fill

up

so

as

far

as

the

~
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drainage plan, that went down the tubes right at the beginning.
Anyhow, this last rain and the ones previous, we've noticed this
mud coming down through the ditch behind the house. I've heard you

guys talking about these catch basins, well, if they're supposed to
catch something, they're also draining into the creek, that
drainage ditch behind us. The Villas at Deerfield, I went up there
and looked at them. The streets dump into the lake, the lake dumps

into that tributary behind our house, so it don't take a rocket
scientist to say that if you've got fifty houses that it's supposed
to control and you cram another subdivision that's supposed to have
a hundred, you've got too much water.

I'm not an engineer or a

surveyor or anything like that, but it is a real obvious thing.
When I walked down there I thought I can't believe that they're
overflowing into this.
You know, sort of like, handle your own.
That's just where I'm seeing it. The water is outrageous, like he

says, we're getting an intermingling...my personal problem is that
it starts coming up in my backyard and I'm getting sewage popping
up through the thing with a big force, too. It started coming out
the shower, and we stopped the shower.
It started coming out of
the toilet, we stopped the toilet and it came out the sink.
SO,
people talk about stand pipes, I lived on Joan Avenue and we didn't
have water backing up that fast.
All
This is hitting big time.
I'm

saying,

nothing

happened

in

the

past.

Rainfall,

whatever,

we've had the streets fill up, we've had the ditch take off and go
with us, but we've never had this much water as far as what you can
call...I mean, rain is one thing, but this ditch is flat moving.
It's getting some force from somewhere, which means that your

source has got to be a lot higher.
Commissioner Mourdock:

I would just add one thing.

I was telling

this to Pat earlier, Rick, that when I was out there last night

about 8:30 or 9:00, there is a steel plate about this thick as a
lid on one of the sanitary sewers and the water pressure was so
strong coming back that it had lifted that plate clear up and you
had raw sewage coming out into the surface drainage.

That takes a

lot of force to lift that steel plate.
Marianne Boyd:

I heard raw sewage and I had to speak up.

is Marianne Boyd. I live at 400 Gun Powder Lane.

My name

We've lived there

for thirteen years and we've never had an experience like what
we've had this past month and for the second time, the lower level
of my bi-level is full of not water, not runoff, nothing from a
ditch, sewage.
Up through the toilet, human feces floating
through my bedroom.
I am just begging you to look into this and
help us.
My insurance company paid once, they said they'll pay
twice, maybe.
You know, we're working on it.
I can't imagine a

third time.
President Borries:

Thank you, Mrs.

Boyd.

Robert Alka:
My name is Robert Alka, I live at 7600 Rockcreek
Lane.
I've only lived there for a few years, however, I've never

seen any rain create anything more than just a couple inches of
water in that concrete ditch behind my house.

I've got a tape here

with me that shows that six foot deep fifty yards across and this
just happened after the Villas were built.

I don't know if that

has anything to do with it or not, but it is a brand new
subdivision with catch basins for the rainwater.
Commissioner Mourdock:

Robert Alka:

How long did you say you had lived there?

I've only lived there for four years, but my neighbor

has lived there for years and usually it's a few inches deep in
that concrete ditch and now we're talking five or six feet deep.
It's happened two or three times.
Jim Hayden:
My name is Jim Hayden and I live at 7512 Rockcreek
Lane.
We live next door to Jim Alka.
I've lived there going on

eleven years and this is the highest, just like he said, its ever
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been.
It came all the way up to the back of our house.
We live
right behind the Chapmans off to the side of this drainage concrete

ditch that goes behind our house, then it turns and goes into this
creek and like he said, in this past month, this is the highest it

has ever been.
It's came into our garage and seeped into our
family room yesterday.
Like I said, it just almost floated us
away. The front of the house, it came all the way up to the middle
of the front yard, also.
It's muddy water, it's coming from the
Villas,

definitely is.

It's coming down,

because we've gone up

there and seen their little overflow ponds or whatever you call

them. They fill up real quick, there's mud and water coming over
Eissler Road, so it is coming from there and dumping into the, if
you want to call it our ditch, you can call it that.
Evidently

when they built that, all they did was build these little ponds and
it's not holding enough when we get these downpours, and we've had
some hard downpours before, I'm not saying, I think in the eleven
years we've been there, I think I've seen it come up one time a

little bit past our fence in the backyard, but this time it's come
another thirty or forty yards and it was about this deep in our

backyard, you know, all the way up to the back of the house.
SO,
it's definitely a problem that is something new and I'd hate to see

it happen again, and it's going to happen again soon if something

doesn't get done pretty quick.

I know you have to do studies and

all that stuff, but it's pretty simple to see that it's happening

two and three times just in the last month or so.

I think it's

something that needs to be studied pretty quick, please.

President Borries:

Thank you very much.

all have any final comments here.
Bill Jeffers:

If we could ask,

do you

I want to make sure that everyone understands when

I said the Villas at Deerfield is the source of the silt in the
water, that's what I meant, the silt.
Unidentified:

What is the silt?

Bill Jeffers:

That is the mud off the lots that is being carried
I did not mean that the Villas, and I

by this excessive rainfall.

am not ready to say that the villas are the cause of this excessive
runoff and the water is coming out of the sky at an intensity that

far exceeds anything that we've seen for thirteen years. There is
nothing to compare it to that we've seen in thirteen years and I

don't want to belittle or play down what these people are saying,

but I can take you and show you exactly the same situations that

are happening to these people in nearby subdivisions that have had

no development whatsoever upstream.

No

additional

houses,

no

additional subdivisions, no additional roadways, no additional
pavement, and exactly the same thing is happening and one of them
is Meadowview Court.

There are no new houses

on Bartels Road,

maybe one or two on Maple Lane, and exactly the same thing is
happening there.
There is a huge amount of forced litter being

washed out of the wooded areas by gullywashers that are eight
inches in twelve or fifteen hours, three and a half and four inches
in an hour, whatever.

These are unusually

intense storms.

The

ground is already saturated by not only these storms, but continual

smaller showers, rainstorms, cloudbursts, whatever.
There is no
where for this water to go down into the earth. It can only travel
across the top.
I'd say 80 to 90% of the water that's falling on
the ground today is running off.
Like I say, these people's
problems are extreme, and I'm not belittling that and I'm not
challenging the truthfulness of their statements, but I do know

that in the mid to late '80's, there were summers that were so dry
we walked the bottom of the ditches to inspect the mowing and
spraying jobs.

The memories that people have of the past several

years are of those years when we actually got down in the bottom of
Crawford-Brandeis extension at the Eagles and walked all the way to
Pigeon Creek, six miles in the bottom of a ditch, it was so dry.
We were working up in Armstrong Township, we were taking bulldozers
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down in the bottom of the ditch of flattening them out, that's how
dry it was.

We are in a very unusual period of rainfall right now

and some people will point to the ozone hole and some people are
going to point to rain forests, some people are going to point to
Sadam Hussein's burning of oil wells or volcanic eruptions,
whatever, it's not going to help anything. It's simply, we have to

understand when we start looking for the source of all this, we
can't just say, okay, this development is causing all my problems.
We can't say that.

That development has detention basins, the ones

below it don't.
TAPE CHANGE
Cornelius Meyer: I moved out there in September of 1977. The last
month, I've had sewage water in my basement three times, my lower
level.
This is the first time since September of 1977 and that

ditch that runs this way into the big ditch, it don't go that way.
If it's blocking water from going that way,

it's keeping it from

getting flooded downstream.
Bill Jeffers:

This man's dog house went that way.

Cornelius Meyer:

Yeah,

it went the wrong way.

there is intended to run east.

The water stream

When the big ditch gets stopped up

it runs west and the water gets five or six foot deep back there

and I've seen that before.

I've got pictures of my kids when they

were just out of high school or in high school out there in a
rowboat.
Bill Jeffers: I hate to challenge anyone's opinion, but I've seen
the water over Old State Road back in 1982.
Cornelius Meyer:

Bill Jeffers:

That's the first time I've seen it over.

Over the top of Old State Road in 1982.

Cornelius Meyer:

That's the first time I've seen water run down

Strawberry Hill and had it run down my driveway out to the back of
I hosed the
the lot.
That's the first time I've ever seen that.

mud off this morning.
President Borries:

Thank you, Mr. Meyer.

Okay, folks.

Stan Hollingsworth: My name is Stan Hollingsworth, 7016 Southport
Drive and I'm trying to represent the group out there on Bob Court,
Southport, Northfield and we experienced on April 27 heavy
This is
flooding, May 1 heavy flooding and June 9, the last one.
not the first time that we experienced the flooding back there. It
was back in 1992, July 10, 16 and the 27th after they extended Bob
Court to Old State. At that time, Don Hunter and Carol McClintock
came back and they surveyed it. Don, for what it's worth, made a

comment after they finished their survey, gee, it's going to cost

1993 we had ten
On March 1,
a lot of money to correct.
representatives from our area at the Drainage Board to protest the

approval of Jagoe, a new development, because we were in fear that
it was going to put more water down in our area than we had

Bob Brenner was at the meeting, Jim
experienced back in 1992.
Morley was there. Bob Brenner assured us, and I think Jim did too,

that the ditches which are not legal ditches on the north side of

Bob Court would get 1 0% less water because of the retaining basin
I can't argue
that Jagoe was going to put in. This is not true.

the percentage, but the water now that is coming down from the west
about three blocks up and it's coming out of the road that goes
into Jagoe.

The roads are all covered with mud.

Jim Pickerill had

to go back to work or he would have told you that about three weeks
ago the flood we had got into his house and damaged all the rugs in
that house.
He lives on the corner of Northfield and Bob Court.
Something has to be done to stop this runoff from Jagoe which the
County Commissioners approved and assured us we would have less
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runoff from there once that retaining basin was put in.
Commissioner Mourdock:

Bill,

Thank you.

are you familiar with the road that

Mr. Hollingsworth is referring to from Jagoe coming in? Would you
make a point to check that one. That was one that I was looking at

last night and it did seem to me that the water was short
circuiting the ditch and continuing on at that point.

So,

if you

would check that.
Bill Jeffers:

Short circuiting which ditch?

It crossed the ditch that runs along the

Commissioner Mourdock:

north side of Bob Court.

There is a pipe that goes underneath the

road and it certainly appeared that in the heavy rains coming out
of Jagoe from the north to the south, the water was, instead of
going in the drainage culvert or the scupper, instead of dropping
down in the creek, there was such a velocity of water, it rushed
right on past the creek and continued down to Bob Court and then
pooled at the east end of Bob Court.

Stan Hollingsworth: I forgot to add one other thing. In the past,
I blamed it on the illegal drainage ditches in the back not being
big enough to handle to water.
I don't think this is the problem
from what I've heard and what I've seen.

It starts down at Little

Pigeon Creek on Old Petersburg Road and 41. That's where the water
starts backing up and the Pigeon Creek will not handle it. I heard

a remark tonight that there might be some obstruction further south
on Pigeon Creek that would be obstructing the flow of water to it
and I think that should be looked into. I think probably David can
tell you a little more on that. Thank you.

Dennis Fowler:
My name is Dennis Fowler and I live at 6920
I
Northfield Drive, the same subdivision, Old Petersburg Place.

think it's probably the only other subdivision represented here.
Mr. Mourdock was kind enough to come visit us last night and, yeah,

it seems like the drainage ditch there, something has definitely
changed.

I've lived there since '87 and haven't seen anything like
This is the rain

that and I have some photographs we can show.

Keep in mind, this
before last; it did get into Mr. Pickerill's.
subdivision has no basements, this is crawlspace. Tonight I went
by and measured; there was mulch up in the Courier & Press box and
the mailbox closest and it was 38" above the street level. I have
never noticed Old Petersburg Road down there at the new bridge that
they were talking about.
It was spilling over and people were

having to go...just west of the bridge, that was under water there,
so perhaps this creek also takes cares of Old State Subdivision,

I'm sure that water will eventually run down through there.

President Borries:
Dennis Fowler:

Mr.

Fowler?

6920 Northfield.

Commissioner Tuley:

Dennis Fowler:

What was your address,

There is the mailbox right there,

Yes.

This is looking north.

isn't it?

This deadends into

Bob Court and the lowest point in the subdivision is northeast,

that's where it was 38".
Commissioner Tuley:

Back behind this house in that general area?

Dennis Fowler:

back in that area.

Yes,

Commissioner Mourdock:

That's the area that I was mentioning to

you earlier. It certainly looks like, while the drainage plans may
have been done correctly, I think there's been a lot of individual

landscaping out there, that once the road flooded, what used to be
the drainage way no longer allows water to get out because like the
gentleman was saying, people have nice yards and they've built --

1
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Dennis Fowler:

People have added large stones and such, lining of

the ditch back there in effort to make their yard more beautiful
and attractive.
President Borries:

I've got comments here that I'm

again,

Well,

going to give to Engineering from Cherry Lane/Heather Place, too.
I think we have
We've had a lot of different situations come up.
everyone on record. We will be asking the Surveyor, and I'm sure

he will be checking,

on those folks within the

for example,

we'll be

the Villas,

Strawberry Hill area in that subdivision,

looking at that drainage plan and the catch basins and coming up
Let me also temper

with a series of recommendations to doing that.

my remarks with telling you that if it has to do with many of these
drainage swales, there is no money to do anything.

We do not have

any tax base to go out and do things on anything other than a legal

drain. A legal drain is defined as Hirsch Ditch or Nurrenbern and
you heard others where we have been able to collect monies, Big
Creek Drainage Association in the northern part of the county and
there we are.

Any place that you

There we can spend tax money.

don't see that is colored on that map is private property and we
can send Mr. Jeffers, Mr. Spurling and others from our Engineering
and Surveying Departments and go out and look and check on these

things, but we cannot put money, essentially, in private property.
What we can do is review and come up with recommendations

and ask

for the cooperation of the number of homeowners out in some of
these areas, if there are obstructions, if there are trees, if
there are inadequately sized pipes and other things, to have these
things removed and to cooperate with their neighbors in that
Our

fashion and we will come up with a list of recommendations.

drainage ordinances are much tougher today than they were when you
are hearing about ten pipes that were sized for ten-year events.
We're now asking for twenty-five
drainage ordinance is now ninety
these things, I suppose, and
situation.
We will work with

and a hundred in many cases. Our
pages long. So, we are taking all
doing the best we can in this
try

you,

to

identify

what

these

problems are and take any steps possible within our legal authority
to resolve them, but I will tell you that if it's bridges, we have
to use Cumulative Bridge money. There is no, what you would call,
"County Drainage Fund" to take care of all these problems and,

frankly, when we're nearly fifteen inches above normal in rain with

the ground as saturated as it is now, I don't know what could be
done in many cases. But we will address these comments and try to
We share your
take as appropriate steps as we possibly can.
but there
rain,
this
all
for
apologize
frustration. I wish I could

is simply nothing that any of us can do until we can get a more
temperate weather pattern here to begin to address some of these
things.
Stan Hollingsworth:

Borries,

Mr.

if there

is

an obstruction

in

Pigeon Creek there, that's a legal drain, isn't it?
President Borries:

Yes,

sir.

Stan Hollingsworth: It's not?

Oh no,

it's not.

What about the new law that's going

through in the state to allow you to take action if there is
something that needs to be corrected and is causing a problem, not
a legal ditch?
President Borries:

Well,

there

is

a new

statute that

allows us

I
some latitude insofar as working with removal of obstructions.
know what you're talking about, yes. That law will take effect on

July 1 and we're asking our attorney, of course, to give us a legal

opinion.
We are aware, at least there is some discussion about
what Pigeon Creek and what was referred to as obstructions, but if

there is a possibility that we can work to get some of these things
removed, we'll do that.
Stan Hollingsworth:

Thank you.
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President Borries:
Thanks again, folks, for coming this evening.
We've got your information on record.
We will get out and observe

these things and put together a list of recommendations and urge
that you stay in contact with us on this.

We've

regularly advertised meeting and at this time -Commissioner Mourdock:

Commissioner Tuley:
President Borries:

I will move for adjournment.

Second.
I will say so ordered.

Meeting adjourned at 9:32 p.m.

completed

our
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VANDERBURGH COUNTY
DRAINAGE BOARD MEETING
JUNE 24, 1996

The Vanderburgh County Drainage Board met in session on June 24,
1996 at 7:21 p.m. in the Commissioner's Hearing Room 307 with
President Richard Borries presiding.

OPENING OF DRAINAGE BOARD MEETING
President Borries:

I would like to get started here this evening.

Let me explain to you a little bit about what we will be doing this
evening.
The Vanderburgh County Drainage Board consists of the
three Commissioners.

We have a pretty simple task.

We are asked

at times to approve subdivision drainage plans.
We are asked to
review and approve bids on legal drains.
That in many respects is
what we can do in a very limited way.
The ordinances read that
Bill Jeffers or the County Surveyor's Office is our technical
advisor.
They prepare an agenda and they have done so this
evening. We appreciate all of you being here and if you do not see

your item on the agenda we will certainly hear your comments and we

would like to hear from you after I have turned the official
meeting over to Mr. Jeffers who will follow an agenda that is
available for you.
I wish we had more seats for you.
If you do

not, again, see your item on the agenda then we would like to hear

from you after we've finished our Drainage Board meeting agenda.
Also, we would like to say that it would be helpful if you have a

spokesperson and that person be empowered to speak for the rest of

the group.

For those folks who wish to speak afterwards if they

could confine their comments to new information that perhaps your
spokesperson did not cover.

Now,

we have others as Bill Jeffers

has indicated...one of the problems with our agenda at this point
was that Mr. Jeffers has been working extensively preparing several
different drainage reports. As all of you are acutely aware we are

16 inches above normal in our rain this year and that, as you know,

has caused many of our problems in Vanderburgh County this year.
Mr. Jeffers has had, indeed, a plateful trying to get these reports
and reviews done. So, there will be reports as he has indicated to
me that will be added on Strawberry Hill Road and Old State
Subdivision, Browning Road Estates or what is also referred to here
as Hunters Ridge and also Willow Creek Subdivision where he may

have new information there.

Voight Road,

Others that he has written down are
Radio Road and Walnut Road.
We have a sizable agenda.

Let me again ask for your cooperation and you have given it greatly

thus far because it will be very difficult for us hear what folks

have to say and we have a very antiquated sound system.

If anyone

has not signed an agenda or any sign in sheet we have a lot of
people here this evening so, please, if you wish to speak give your
name and address very clearly into the microphone.
Again, thank
you for coming. I think at this time we are ready for our Drainage
Board meeting...it's open.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
President Borries:

At this time I would like to ask for approval

of the minutes of our last Drainage Board meetings which were held
May 28, 1996 and on June 10, 1996.

Commissioner Mourdock: Before I make that motion, as Commissioner
Borries was saying there is a lot of people in the room, seats are
few.

I know there are a lot of people here who want to speak and

I would just ask in consideration of those who are standing or who

are sitting on the air conditioning vents, because ic will gec warm

i
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in this room shortly, that when you do speak try to limit it to
three minutes because otherwise we will be here through a long
stuffy evening.
So, having said that I will move approval of the
Drainage Board minutes of May 28, 1996 and the Special Drainage
Board Meeting of June 10, 1996.
Commissioner Tuley:
President Borries:

I will second.

So ordered.

At this time I would like to turn

the program over to our technical advisor, Mr. Bill Jeffers, who is
the Deputy County Surveyor.

Bill Jeffers:

Thank you.

Welcome,

Bill.

As Mr. Borries said we had several items

that we were asked to go out in to the field and investigate along
with Mr. Mike Wathen.

I just got back into the office at 3:00 p.m.

and Mr. Wathen came in to his office even later than that so we are
somewhat at the audience's mercy because we'll just take the
reports after we do the subdivision drainage plan reviews.

We will

just take the reports under item 4, any person wishing to address
the Drainage Board.

We will take the reports that we have written

first and then as the number of people here indicates there may be
other concerns about which we don't have sufficient information,
but we will attempt to address them.
SHADOW BLUFF ESTATES
Bill Jeffers:

Under Shadow Bluff Estates,

which is located in the

Town of Darmstadt, it was discussed at the last Drainage Board
meeting with regard to whether this Board and the County Surveyor's
Office has the jurisdiction to review the plans in accordance with
the Drainage Ordinance passed by the County Commissioners and make
those recommendations to the Drainage Board to accept or reject the
drainage plan.
Our office has continued to operate under the
assumption that eventually someone Will have to make that
recommendation either to the Drainage Board or the Town of
Darmstadt
Board.
Therefore,
our
office has sent certain
recommendations back to the developer's engineer, who is Sitecon.
Sitecon has incorporated those recommendations into their plan,

most of which dealt with orderly discharge of storm water off of
the property to be developed so that it does not adversely effect
county roads such as Boonville New Harmony,

Tiberan Road and so

that it does not adversely effect the neighbors of the property to
be developed.

We

are

satisfied with

the modifications

that

the

engineer has made to the drainage plan and we stand ready to make
a recommendation for this Board to approve the drainage plan at
such time when you ask for that recommendation.
The developer's
engineer is here somewhere.
Mr. Keith Poff, from Sitecon, and I

believe that he has some displays to show how the developer plans
to build the drainage system so that it complies with the
Vanderburgh County Drainage Ordinance.
President Borries:
Thank you, Bill.
If Keith Poff wishes to come
forward. Keith, again, in the interest of time if we could ask you

to be brief,
guess,

but perhaps confine your comments

recommendations here that Mr.

to specific,

Jeffers has done.

I

Before you

do that, and I'm not going to go into a long dissertation here
folks about this, but I need to get a legal opinion from our County
Attorney.
Just real quickly,
there are two incorporated
communities within Vanderburgh County.
They are the City of
Evansville and the Town of Darmscadt.
However, there are legal

considerations here that the County Attorney has researched and
before we listen co cnis presentation and before we make a

recommendation or act on a recommendation from Mr. Jeffers I think
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it is important that County Attorney Alan Kissinger be heard from

at this time.
Alan

Kissinger:

Surveyor's

I

Office

have

and,

he

is

Jeffers

Bill

talked with Mr.

basically,

from

the

in agreement with the

opinion that I'm about to give you.
The question arose, perhaps at
the last Drainage Board meeting,
as to whether or not the

Vanderburgh County Drainage Board had jurisdiction to review
drainage plans in the Town of Darmstadt. The short answer to that
question is, yes.
It works in Darmstadt exactly as it works in
other places in Vanderburgh County with the exception of the city
of Evansville because there is an agreement for the relinquishment
to the City of Evansville Board of Public Works.
There has been no
such relinquishment of Vanderburgh County's Drainage Board
authority in reference to the Town of Darmstadt.
There has been no

request for the relinquishment of that authority.
The Town of
Darmstadt Town Board did meet to discuss this matter on the 20th of
this month, last Friday, and whether or not any final votes were
taken or any decisions were made I have not been advised. At least

formally,

there has been no requests for a relinquishment of

Vanderburgh County's jurisdiction.

Consequently,

the Vanderburgh

County Drainage Board is in a position tonight to consider this, I
believe it's the preliminary drainage plan.
This is not a final
drainage plan is it? The Vanderburgh County Drainage Board is the

government body with the statutory authority to consider these
matters at tonight's meeting.
President Borries:

Thank you,

Mr.

Kissinger.

Very briefly,

he

acknowledged the presence of at least two Board members, and that
does not count as a quorum, of the Darinstadt Town Board, but I feel
that it would be appropriate, if the other Commissioners do, to

hear from any of those maybe speaking as an individual or at least
acknowledging...in other words the crux of the matter here, as Mr.
Kissinger has pointed out, if the Darmstadt Town Board had asked
and said for the Vanderburgh County Drainage Board to relinquish
those duties, as the City of Evansville has to the Board of Public
Works,

then

they

are

relinquished.

If

they

are

not,

Mr.

Kissinger's opinion is that this Board may act to approve a
preliminary plan on this particular subdivision. At this time we
might hear some brief remarks from Mr. Roger Steinkuhl, who is a
member of the Darmstadt Town Board.
Alan Kissinger:

If I may briefly before Mr.

Steinkuhl addresses

the Board, most appropriately there would have to be a request from
the Town of Darmstadt that Vanderburgh County relinquish its

authority and then there would have to be a majority vote of the
Drainage Board after a public hearing to, in fact, relinquish that

authority.
Roger Steinkuhl:
I'm Roger Steinkuhl.
We had planned this meeting
for the 21st to meet with the County Commissioners.
I understand

that the County Commissioners said that they wouldn't meet that Mr.
Kissinger would be their representative and he knew exactly what

your desires were.
President Borries:

Roger Steinkuhl:
President Borries:

Do you know why?

You were out of town.
No,

that wasn't it though.

ihe meeting had not

been properly advertised and in a public meeting, frankly, also we
did not want to get into any kind of hostility here or needless
dispute if your Board had not resolved them.
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I'm not criticizing you for not being there, I'm
just telling you what happened.
I understand that Mr. Kissinger

Roger Steinkuhl:

said that he wasn't coming either, but he gave our attorney the
statement of the stand which is exactly what he said.

I canceled

the meeting because the purpose of the meeting was to talk to you
as Commissioners and your attorney to work the agreement.

Since

you had made the statement of your position and that's what we
wanted.

I polled the Town Council and it was unanimous.

All four

of us agree that we do not want it.
President Borries:

At this time you do not have anything written

to us to accept these duties that this Board would do?
The only thing that we have is the letter.

Roger Steinkuhl:

Mr.

Kissinger, I think you got a copy of the letter from our attorney.
I did receive the letter,. but Mr.

Alan Kissinger:

Steinkuhl what

Mr. Borries' question is, does the Town Board of Darmstadt at this
time requesting that the Vanderburgh County Drainage Board

relinquish its authority?
Roger Steinkuhl:

Absolutely not!

President Borries:

Thank you.

Steinkuhl, before you leave the
microphone did I hear you correctly say that the judgement that you
Commissioner

Mourdock:

Mr.

just gave on behalf of the Town Board members is not the result of

a public meeting that you had, but you just individually polled
them?
Roger Steinkuhl:

That is just a telephone poll.

When this came to

this point then I wanted to know what my fellow board members felt
and they all agreed that they didn't want it.
In fact, its been in
your jurisdiction all along.
I think that you realize that the
whole problem came about from some lack of communication. We did
some things that we shouldn't have done because we were
misinformed.
I promise you as President of the Council that we

will work together if at all possible.
Commissioner Mourdock:

Have all four of the Board Members seen the

letter that you referred to?
Roger Steinkuhl: Yes, they were all given that letter and after I
got the letter I called them and they had all received it and they
were all in agreement.
Is that satisfactory?
President Borries:

Roger Steinkuhl:

President Borries:

Thank you,

sir.

Thank you.
At this then,

will ask Mr.

Keith Poff to give

a brief presentation.
Keith

Poff:

My

name

is

Keith

Poff

and

I'm

with

Sitecon,

Incorporated and I am representing the developers for Shadow Bluff
If I can bring my plans to your
Estates who is John Elpers, Jr.
podium.
This is not the drainage plan per se, we have a set of
construction plans that constitute our drainage plan. What you are
looking at here is the subdivision plat and I do apologize because
I assumed chat Mr. Jeffers
this is not the final version of it.

would have some of those copies here, but...
Commissioner Mourdock:

He doesn't?

Where did he go?
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Keith Poff:
I don't believe that he has.
We can go through the
plans if you wish. The information on those plans is a little bit
out of date from what is currently been prepared.
I've submitted

those to the Town Council of Darmstadt.

This is mv office set.

Most importantly, this is a 26 lot subdivision, one acre minimum.
What is being proposed here will be a 50 foot road right-of-way

with a 29 foot street of asphalt construction, concrete roll curb

and gutter. There will be concrete pipes that will carry the storm
water from the collection points. Different locations throughout
the street bring those together. We have a detention basin that is
actually a retention basin planned for Lot 13. We have a smaller
detention basin planned

for

the

corner of Lot

The drainage

18.

plan is in accordance with the design criteria for the Vanderburgh
County Ordinance which is a 10 year predeveloped designed, 25 year

post developed and that would be the return period storm that it is
designed for.

Some of the comments that Bill was requesting was
relative to the entrance at Boonville New Harmony.
We provided an

additional inlet and we are to pick up the water prior to it
getting the opportunity to cross into the driving lanes of

Boonville New Harmony.

If you have any questions we would be happy

to answer them, but there are construction drawings in this set.
Commissioner Mourdock:

Bill,

do you have the drawings that Keith

referred to?
Keith

Poff:

The

last

set

of drawings

was

given

to

the

Town of

Darmstadt.
Commissioner Mourdock:
Keith Poff:
Bill

Has Bill seen those drawings?

I don't believe he has.

Jeffers:

He

showed me

the

revisions

in

our

office.

He

pointed out the revisions on the set of plans that we had from the
previous meeting that responded to our comments.
Commissioner Mourdock:

Okay,

that was my point.

The plan that

you've seen and commented about, Sitecon has seen those and made

the modifications?
Bill Jeffers:

That is correct.

Keith Poff:
Bill

has

really.

We've made the modifications, but I don't believe that
that set.
We weren't sure who was going to need them

President Borries:

Bill

Jeffers:

Is this preliminary?

Haven't

they

preliminary.
President Borries:

Bill Jeffers:

Keith

Poff:

been

Area

Plan?

This

is

That's what I mean.

You all haven't been to Area Plan yet?
You

can't

go

to

Area

approval from somebody.
President

to

Borries:

Plan

until

we

get

drainage

ir this Board,
subject to Mr. Jeffers, would approve then the olans move forward
co the Area Plan Commission Subdivision Review wnicn nas the final
say on subdivisions.

Here

is

However,

whac

will

happen.

--

you understand chaz in order to get

final approval here you must make the modifications that Mr.
Jeffers has suggested plus anv chat Sub Review suggests ac ,nac

1
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time.
Keith Poff:

I understand.

Commissioner Mourdock:

My only comment was

a question.

just

I

know the way a lot of this got stirred at the last meeting was
simply over number one,
over
jurisdiction and number two,
enforcement. Bill, I don't know if you would care to address that
or not.
I intended to pose that question to Alan, but I see he has

stepped out.
Bill Jeffers:

The County Surveyor and I both looked through the

drainage statutes of the State of Indiana and the only reference we

saw to the relinquishment of jurisdiction in these matters by the
Vanderburgh County Drainage Board would be either if it involved

property owned by the other municipality, if the other municipality
was the owner of the property that was subject to our review or if
there

was

a

Evansville

stated

that

agreement

their

Board

such

of

as

we

Works

have

with

handles

the

their

City of

drainage

problems and their drainage projects.
Commissioner Mourdock:

That's probably a good answer,

but I don't

know that it matched the questions because it was a poor question.
Given the question that came up regarding jurisdiction, my point is
that the County Drainage Board in having the authority to initiate
and permit this plan has a much authority in Darmstadt to enforce
the plan as it has anywhere else.
Is that correct? Anywhere else
within the county.
That was a question to you.
Bill Jeffers:

I assume so.

I'm not the legal authority on that,

but that is the way I read the statute.
Commissioner Mourdock:

Okay.

Jeffers:
The statutes are very involved.
The City of
Evansville can go out so many yards into the county however far
they can annex in the next ten years.
They can go that far out
Bill

into the county and initiate drainage projects to improve that part
of the county in preparation for annexation with bond issues.
There are all kinds of interlocking things, but I have never found
any part of the drainage statutes that prevented the Vanderburgh
County Drainage Board from exercising their duties.
President Borries:

Commissioner

Tuley:

May I have then a motion?
Do

you

want

to

see

if

there

are

any more

comments?
Other comments on this particular subdivision,
Shadow Bluff Estates?
President Borries:

Peggy Bauer:
My name is Peggy Bauer, 13435 Darmstadt Road in
Darmstadt.
Gentlemen, you're still leaving us, as property owners
that are connected to Shadow Bluff, in the dark.
We were present

at this meeting when you stated that you felt like you needed to
have something in writing from the Town of Darmstadt, per our
request, simply because the Town of Darmstadt has never really had

any major subdivisions of this size.

The potential is there with

6ne growth of Toyota and so forth and we wanted a precedent not to
be set without something firm so we all understood it.

You said

chat you needed, as you do with the Cicv of Evansville, to have a
After you zabled it for the month then the
Town of Darmstadt had a meetina. ic was aecl ded and passed at that
contract as to thac.

Town Board that thev would noc and chev were verv emohatic that
--
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they would not approve anything unless they knew exactly who was

responsible

for

after

the

fact.

We

have

one

subdivision

in

Darmstadt that was approved by you and was approved by the Deputy
Surveyor and yet no one followed through.

A retention pond was not

put in and other problems are in that subdivision and nothing was

done.

For the Town Board of Darmstadt to say that they would not

do it without knowing for sure that you were responsible if things

were not done then you would come back in.
I really feel like I'm
hearing a hem-hawing on the part of the Deputy Surveyor that he
doesn't

know and

I'm not

sure

that

any of

you do.

If

you

do,

please tell us, but for Mr. Steinkuhl, who is President of the Town
Board, then to come and stand in front of you and say that through
a telephone discussion the Town Board has said that this is alright
is contradictory to what they passed as a motion at the Town Board
meeting and I feel like before they can do it, thev should, in the
next Town Board meeting through public hearings express to us what
they exactly mean by this instead of just saying I don't want to
handle

it

because

I

really

don't

know.

Again,

I'm

asking

for

something in writing for all of us in Darmstadt to know exactly

what is going to take place, not only for this subdivision, but for
all future subdivisions.

President Borries:

Thank you.

a comment here.

Thank you, Ms. Bauer.
Mr. Steinkuhl might have
I'm sorry.
Yes, ma'am please come forward.

Roger Steinkuhl:

I just wanted to point out since Mr. Kissinger is

back now and here is the copy of the letter that our attorney sent
and it does specific that you will have jurisdiction to enforce and
it also mentions that Darmstadt Heights

made from microphone).

(inaudible comments not

Alan Kissinger:
If I didn't make myself clear previously, it is
not a matter of choice as far as Vanderburgh County Drainage Board
is concerned.
The Vanderburgh County Drainage Board has the

authority and the responsibility by state law to review these

drainage plans in the Town of Darmstadt unless the Vanderburgh
County Drainage Board by majority vote agrees to relinquish that
authority.
There is no request before the Vanderburgh County
Drainage Board to relinquish that authority therefore, we now have

a corresponding obligation by statute to act on this request for
consideration and approval or disapproval of this drainaga plan.
It is our statutory duty to do this and without legitimate reason

we cannot continue to defer it.
Commissioner Mourdock:

If I may ask,

Mr.

Steinkuhl how often does

your Town Board meet since this is a preliminary plan?
Roger Steinkuhl:

Once a month.

Commissioner Mourdock:
Roger Steinkuhl:

When will your next meeting be?

The second Tuesday of July.

the second Tuesday.

Commissioner Mourdock:
President Borries:

Yes,

Okay,

We always meet on

thank you.

ma'am.

Jessica Mezo:
My name is Jessica Mezo and I live at 12901 Pine
Valley Court which is between Boonville New Harmony Road and Hoing,
just west of Tiberan.

I apologize zor not coming with something

written, this is my zirst meeting and I didn't realize that we were
to do that.
I'll be brief.
I have a few pictures that show the
-.

water that we have had on Pine Vallev Court this vear.
-

There is a

~
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drainage ditch, I guess, that goes through part of our property and
anytime it rains a lot we get a lot of water. My concern is that
if this subdivision goes, it will get worse.
I would just like to,
if

I

could,

The gravel road right here

show you these pictures.

and this water goes...we have a garden over there that is under
water.

There are houses on down here.

That drainage ditch is in

some spot probably about two or three feet wide and as you can see
(inaudible comments not made rrom microphone).

the water is

You

may keep those.
President Borries: We probably need to identify them. You need to
put your...we will enter them for the record or defer them to Mr.

Jeffers.
Alan Kissinger:

Mark on them so that we'll know where the location

is.
President Borries:

Keith,

identify yourself again,

please,

and get

the mike, thanks.
Keith Poff: For your benefit I have prepared an exhibit that shows
the 1990 topographic map.
I've highlighted the boundary of the
subdivision in green and I've highlighted some of the natural
waterways in blue.
In this area you can see that color blue that
are below the proposed subdivision.
Would you be so kind as to

show us where your house is?

(inaudible comments not made from microphone
Jessica

Mezo:

That

would

be

yes.

west,

This

is

our

drive.

(inaudible comments not made from microphone)
Keith Poff:

I would like to make a couple of comments.

There were

concerns about the ditch that the west side of the subdivision will
eventually

drain

into.

The

natural

waterway

will

the

leave

property at this location here and you can see that it crosses
Boonville New Harmony and then continues and crosses all the way
down to Hoing Road.

I observed in this area here specifically that

there has basically been a lack of maintenance for some time on
that ditch.

standing

There
water.

are examples
Some
areas

of

erosion oroblems

including

driveways

as

well

that

as

are

immediately west of that ditch and there are railroad ties that are
in it, there is tree growth that are possibly two to three inches
in size growing in the ditch area itself.
I think that the area is
lacking the private attention and it is not a regulated drain. It
is just a private drain. I think that the classification may even
be that it is a mutual drain.
Several people drain into that
particular location.
When you go immediately south of Boonville
New Harmony there is quite a large ditch section that is available

to carry water, but as you proceed farther south to an area that is
approximatelv here to there it appears to have been altered
significantly and it may only go to about a foot or foot and a half
deep. There is standing water right now.
Farther below that there
is another serious problem. Specifically, the culvert crossing of
Hoing Road is approximately two feet lower than the next pipe

culvert under a private drive.
Peggy Bauer:
Gentlemen,
to say.
Are you going

that is exactly what we have been trying
Is
to come out and fix all of these?

Vanderburgh County going to fix all these?
This subdivision is
affecting a lot of people in Darmstadt, not just the immediate
ones.
There is a couple of other people here who are boundarv

touchers and they are being flooded out now on nacural land because
their

established

homes

are

Cr'---li t- s

few

feet

below

this
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subdivision.

Then when you

fill

that

subdivision or

that

land,

that 30 acres, with asphalt, concrete, homes and it all falls from
the roofs what does it do to everyone down below?
Bill Jeffers:

In that case who should be responsible?

Lets just

say theoretically if someone goes and paves a large parking lot and
adds

additional

rooftops,

it

whether

would

be

commercial

or

residential, who should go out if there is a problem off of that
property on an adjacent property?
Peggy Bauer:

first place.
Bill Jeffers:

Peggy Bauer:

Whoever gives the authority for it to be built in the

What if there was no authority given?

Then that is what you gentlemen need to decide.

If

you don't feel like you have the authority to go through and do all
these than the Town of Darmstadt better because we are going to

bury ourselves in water with these subalvisions.
President Borries:

Ms.

Bauer,

however,

to follow along with what

Bill Jeffers said and, again, that is why I briefly referred to
this at the beginning of the meeting.
If it is a private drain
this Board cannot order the Surveyor, any county official or any
county agency, be it the County Highway or whatever, to work on
private property.
We can not do that.
What we can do is ask the
technical advisor, the Surveyor, to ask, at this point, the

technical people for the developer to say this, and his question

and I'll ask him this because it is the question that I always ask
in my mind, but in your opinion then, and I'm talking to Bill

Jeffers, does the preliminary plan contain provisions to take care
of the water on their particular property and not impact negatively

in your opinion?

Bill Jeffers:

Yes it does.

President Borries:
Bill

Jeffers:

Okay.

That is the crux of what we hear.

I guess what my question was to Ms.

Bauer is that

this project has had the benefit of review where there are other
projects that have taken place recently in the Town of Darmstadt

where large amounts of paving and rooftop have been added to
properties that have not have the benefit of review that are
causing off-site damage to people.
Commissioner Mourdock:

Why is that,

Bill?

ordinance?
Bill

Jeffers:

I don't

know.

I was

Were those predrainage

asking,

maybe

she

that was done.
Commissioner Mourdock:

The question was made by someone a minute

ago, maybe it was Peggy Bauer I don't know,

about a subdivis»ion

that does not have a detention pond in it.
Bill Jeffers:

Peggy Buaer:
Bill

Jeffers:

owns thac now?

knows how

That was

Darmstadt Heights.
--Darmstad»

Heights.

What is his last name?

Commissioner Mourdock:

that done =reordinance?

Isn't

that Mr.

Hunter

that

I don't care.

Was

Harrv...

Whatever nis name is,

I
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Bill Jeffers:

That was done under the 1986 ordinance.

Commissioner Mourdock:

Bill Jeffers:

Where no such pond was required?

It was required.

It was not put in.

The developer

did not install the detention basin.
Peggy

Bauer:
You gentlemen approved it.
That is all we are
You are approving things, but after the fact the people

saying.

who live there have to live with it.
Alan Kissinger:

Ms. Bauer there is one other thing that you do
As the consultant has indicated, a part of the

need to consider.

drainage problem that you are experiencing is due to the fact that
the drains that were initially designed to take the water away have
tree growth in them and they have filled in etc.

They are all

private drains and those need to be attended to as'well.
Peggy Bauer:

Exactly,

and you gentlemen do not feel like you have

the authority to do that.
Alan Kissinger:

No.

Commissioner Tuley:

President Borries:

Peggy Bauer:

No one but the Town of Darmstadt would--

They can't either.

You can't go on private property.

But you are expecting that water even though it is on

private property to take the majority of the runoff from this
subdivision so all we are doing is compounding.
President

Borries:

No,

we're

not.

That

is

why

I

specifically

asked Mr. Jeffers that in his professional opinion and according to

the data submitted by these gentlemen right here, does this plan
keep the water and address the water needs of that particular plan
and he said yes.
Peggy Bauer:

Does it have a retention pond on the west side?

That

is where the water is coming from. The west side is going down the
drain and all the ditch along Yuray Drive completely flooding out
Yuray putting it under water, going underneath the pipes onto
Boonville New Harmony Road and flowing now into that private area
that is Pine Court.

Bill Jeffers:

Would

you

like

us

to

examine

the

feasibility of

putting a detention basin in that watershed in the final drainage
plan?
Peggy Bauer:

I would think that would definitely be...that would

help all of these people-Bill Jeffers:

We will examine that.

Would you like us

to examine

the possibility of putting a detention basin on your parking lot to
make sure it doesn't affect anyone off-site?
Peggy Bauer:

Bill Jeffers:

If that is what is needed.

Okay.

Commissioner Mourdock:

One cuestion along with that,

and Ms.

Bauer

orings up che issue, and I have a hunch chat it will pertain to
several of the different subdivisions who have folks here tonight.
I will, even as I lead into this subject, tell you chac it is going

co oe somewnat of a contenzious one in meetings Long, long after

,
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this one.

Alan,

would you update us a little bit as

far as where

the state legislature or the act that the state legislature passed
and the governor has signed regarding the maintenance of private
drains?
Alan

Kissinger:

I

can

update

you

a

little

bit.

There

is

a

provision in the new law allowing private property owners who
become aware of drainage problems existing on other private
property, not necessarily their own, to file a petition with the
Drainage

Board,

the

County Commissioners,

to

investigate

that

situation and make a determination as to whether or not there is an

obstruction to natural drainage or planned drainage.

If there is

an obstruction then the county can hold a hearing to make a

determination as to whether or not the property owner has
intentionally caused that obstruction. Ir the rinding iS made that
.

#.

I

.

the property owner intentionally caused the obstruction then the
County Commissioners can direct the property owner to pay for the
removal of the obstruction. If that is refused they can order the
County Surveyor's Office to arrange for the removal of the

obstruction at the owner's expense.
Commissioner Mourdock:
Alan

Kissinger:

What if it's an unintentional obstruction?

obstructions?

Unintentional

If

they

are

unintentional there is supposed to be a fund established by the

county. I have talked to Mr. Jeffers who has advised me that such
a fund does exist in Vanderburgh County, but it has no money in it.
That fund will not get any money in it unless the Vanderburgh
County Council, based on a request from the Surveyor's Office,
agrees to put money in that fund. As I have said in the Drainage
Board meeting before, this statute was designed to solve everyone's

water problems, but it was written by state legislators and those
state legislators didn't send any money down here for us to enforce
that

statute.

Another

element

of

that

legislation

is

that

if

someone reports an obstruction on someone elses property and it is
determined that the person who made the report and filed the
petition for removal...or if it is determined that the obstruction
was not intentionally caused by the property owner then the person
who filed the petition for the removal of che obstruction becomes
responsible for the expense of removing the obstruction from that
other person's property.
Peggy Bauer:

It all goes back to what we are trying to say.

This

is not Shadow Bluffs it is the fact that it is the first,

okay?

The

first of possibly many.

We just need to

get

exactly what

is

going to happen to us out there and as people all over Vanderburgh
County as all this growth is going on somebody has got to protect
the existing homeowners and that is only you. Your talking about
this drainage, you might say, assessment.
Currently, on mucn or
-

the property that we own we do pay a property tax drainage
assessment because much of our water runs into drain that goes into

a ditch that goes across northern Vanderburgh County and many
property owners have to pay into that.
I would assume that--

TAPE CHANGE
Alan Kissinger:

But do

you understand that what

you are paying

into that Ms. Bauer...the reason you are paying into that is to
provide funds for the purpose of keeping rhmr
r n p. i 1 pted drain open.
»--».- - -&
It has nothing to do with the drains that go from·your property.
Peggy Bauer:

I

underscand,

but

I

am saying

rh=*

maybe

thar

is

~

something that the Drainage Board or whomever needs to Dass wicn

all these subdivisions thac are coming in chae there be some kind

~

1
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of property tax that would cover keeping these drains open.

I know

that Rick shakes his head and that is a dirriculc problem.
Alan Kissinger:

Peggy Bauer:

No,
But

no--

the water

is

a difficult problem for

everyone

now.
.

Alan

Kissinger:

He is not shaking his head because it is a
He is shaking his head because there is no one

difficult problem.

in this county that has the authority to levee a tax that will be
taken from property taxes unless it is authorized by the Indiana
State Legislature.
Peggy Bauer:

We can't just pass a tax such as that.

Well maybe that is where we need to go.

Alan Kissinger:

Perhaps so.

Commissioner Mourdock: You know, that last point I think is valid
given a year that, what did you say Rick, was 16 inches above
normal. The legal drains that were just pointed out by Ms. Bauer's
question for all of Vanderburgh County, those that are colored are
the legal drains.
That's it.
There is a lot of land mass there
and very few drains.
That, officially, is what this Board has to
deal with is those colored lines on this map.
I appreciate, Alan,

your response to the on the spot thing there with the update of
that law.

I say it will be contentious in the future because it is

going to make the Drainage Board the judge and jury on some of
these things even more so than we are now and I guess that is why

they pay us the big bucks for these jobs.
Alan Kissinger:

but I went only to the

I don't mean to interrupt,

purpose of the determination made by the Drainage Board and the
County

Commissioners,

but

there

is

also,

in

that

statute,

a

provision for appealing the finding of this Board to the Circuit or
Superior Court.
What follows with that, also, is the right to
appeal to the Indiana Court of Appeals.
Whether the Commissioners

like it or not, you have become, in fact, judges by virtue of this
statute without the ability to mandate funds to carry out your
orders.
President Borries:

Elaine Effinger:
Harmony Road.

Yes, ma'am.

I'm Elaine Effinger,

881 West Boonville New

Our property meets Shadow Bluff Estates in the back

on the west side and that is our total...it's exactly what we are
thinking about is the drainage problem on the west side and if Mr.
Jeffers is interested in seeing it, I have video of the drainage
coming across my property which Shadow Bluff would effect.
If you

would like to see it you are welcome to it.
Commissioner Mourdock:
Elaine Effinger:

Keith Poff:

Yes,

Is that the video that I saw,

by chance?

it is.

I would really like to comment that the drainage plan

that we have prepared is according to the ordinance which only
handles and addressing a 10 year predevelopment and 25 year post
development return period storm.

I think thac everybody can agree

than the scorms that we've seen, and we've had at least four that
have exceeded 100 year evencs.
Again,
One final quescion here rip; I had.
depending on what happens here with chis Board's decision, this
President Borries:
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preliminary could go to the Area Plan Commissions meeting on July
3rd.
Am I correct on that, Commissioner Mourdock?
He is our
representative to that.
To get a final drainage plan approval,

should it be approved here this evening, it would have to come back
here to address some of the comments,
willing

to

study

with

Mr.

Jeffers,

to close this up, are you
as he was saying as a

recommendation, in terms of this retention if it is needed on there
for a final?
Keith Poff:

Yes,

I'm willing to study it.

I can tell you that the

calculations whenever the change in the ground surface is changed
from cultivated to lawn, that is for the portions of the lot that
is not improved with the roof, driveways, patios and things like
that, there is going to be a very small retention basin according
to a 10/25 calculation.
Commissioner Mourdock:

Keith Po=

So the answer to that was yes?

Yes.

Daniel Rohner:
My name is Dan Rohner and I live at 13355 Luray
Drive, which as the gentlemen noted, I live right here.
I'm going

to be getting natural flow from this subdivision and I'm getting it
from the other side which is the western part of my property.
I'm
going to get it here and I'm going to get it here.

I'm going to

get it on both sides of Boonville New Harmony Road which they don't
have marked for water.
I've lived there 20 years and 16 inches
over or whatever I have always had water problems because those are
natural water flows and I get quite of bit of water.

If you add

more here I won't be effected because I have my driveway lined up
because

I

live on a hill up here.
If you go down here they're
Thank you.

going to be paying for it.
President Borries:

Thank you, Mr. Rohner.

Yes,

sir.

We are going

to have to confine our comments here because, again, 1 Know thac we
-

have many other people who wish to be heard this evening.

Yes,

sir.

Nick Balbach:

My name is Nick Balbach and I live at 947 W.
Boonville New Harmony Road.
I live just west of the problem that
they are talking about.
I don't know if it shows it on here, but

anyway,

my property joins

Bauer's

Grove

on

two

I would

sides.

venture to say that at least 60 percent of the water that they are
talking about comes off of Bauer's Grove down through my property
and hits down there on Luray Drive.

My property is seeded down in

grass.
I've lived out there since
64 and the ditch along
Boonville New Harmony Road, at the end of my property, I have seen
it out once into my field other than twice this year.
Right now
down at the culvert, the pipe that goes under Boonville New Harmony
Road, there is debris that has washed out of Bauer's Grove down

into that ditch and at one time chere was a big log down there in
that pipe that came out of Bauer's Grove and washed down there into
the pipe. There is a problem with wacer and if we get rains like
we've had this past spring, then I don't know where in the world
you are going to design anything to handle that water.
That one

weekend we had nine inches of rain out there in two days, it was a
24

hour

period.

I

don't

know

where

something co handle that.
President Borries:

you are saying.
Bill

Jeffers:

address again?

I

agree with you.

you

are

going

to

design

understand exactly what

Could you have him =cell his name and give his

1
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Sir, could you...Mr. Jeffers was asking again

President Borries:

if you could spell your last name and give your aacress?
Nick Balbach:

Balbach,

B-a-1-b-a-c-h,

947 W.

Boonville New Harmony

Road.
What do you want to do? Okay, we
appreciate your
I
are ready for a motion at this time.
Thank you.
consideration so we can get this recorded.
Thank you.

President Borries:

Those of you who were here a month ago when

Commissioner Mourdock:

we talked about this will recall that I certainly wanted to defer

the preliminary judgement based on the questions of who had
jurisdiction and who didn't. As part of that, two things happened.
The Town of Darmstadt met and had some discussions and certainly
Mr. Kissinger did some research for us.

Based on what the report

of his research is we are, as we often are on this Board, between
a rock and a hard place.
I think the law clearly says that we have
to act on this and certainly the Town of Darmstadt has not acted in

anyway to cause us to want to relinquish our responsibilities here,
that are, in fact, our legal obligations. I guess that I would ask
the two members of the Board of Darmscadt at your next meeting
since, Mr. Steinkuhl, you said verbally here that you polled the
members and unanimously they did not choose to make these
decisions.
I would like to see that put in writing before we act

on this as a final plan or before it goes to...well, you won't meet
again before the next APC meeting, but certainly before I'm going
to approve this I think that it is only considerate of the Town of
Darmstadt that such feelings be put to us in writing.

The second

thing is, as Mr. Jeffers indicated his willingness to take another
look at the plan and Mr. Poff discussed that he is willing to sit
down and talk about that as well.
With the understanding that

those things all happen between now and whenever the final approval
comes in for this.
So, I will move the approval on a preliminary
plan for Shadow Bluff Estates drainage plan.
Commissioner Tuley:

I'll second.

Thank you.
So ordered. This matter will move
forward to the Area Plan Commission and Will be heard at
Subdivision Review on July 3, 1996 and I would certainly urge those

President Borries:

in attendance who have spoken on this particular matter to attend
the Area Plan Commission.
Commissioner Mourdock:

to get with Mr.

Bill,

could I ask you before that meeting

Poff and discuss that west side drainage basin,

also?
Bill Jeffers:

Yes,

I would like to meet with Mr.

--

Porr on the site

and also with Mr. Balbach and the gentleman...what was your name,

sir?
Commissioner Mourdock:
Bill Jeffers:

Rohner?

President Borries:
Bill

David Rohner.

Jeffers:

Thank you all very much.
Then

rhors
»I.--

»

was

another

lady

tna.

lived

on

that... what is your name ma'am?
Elaine

=fin~er:

Bill Jeffers:

Mrs.

1 ...... ..

---9*- ·

I'll take a look

.

water chat comes down across
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their properties with them.
President Borries:

Thank you.

1
SEASONS SUBDIVISION
President

Borries:

Okay,

next

we

have

drainage plan.

the

Seasons

Subdivision

Bill Jeffers:
The Seasons is a large subdivision made up of
smaller lots on the east side adjacent to Indian Woods PUD.
The
builder is Jagoe Land Corporation of Owensboro, Kentucky.
The

engineer is James Morley and Associates and his associate here
tonight is Ron London.
Commissioner Tuley:
Bill Jeffers:

Bill,

are these all preliminaries?

This one is a final.

This is your final drainage

plan and on the left-hand side of your page is north and the most
left-hand part of the drawing is Covert Avenue.

On the right-hand

side of the page is the south end of the subdivision and the most
southerly

boundary is Pollack Avenue.
Like I said,
this is
immediately east of Indian Woods PUD which is made up of some

various subdivisions also called Windsong and there is another one
in the middle and I think it is called Lincoln something.
Lincoln
It was all originally started as Indian Woods PUD.
Like
I said, these are smaller lots.
The type that Jagoe has built on
the east side and has proven to be quite marketable.
He goes in
and builds everything and then sells the units.
He does all the

Pointe.

land grading. We have a grading detail that we ask for that shows
each ditch, swale, pipe, everything and how he is going to drain
each lot into the drainage facilities.

At the northern end,

up by

Covert Avenue, that entrance road off of Covert into the north end
of the subdivision is going to be built by the Evansville Parks
Department as a part of the park which is the land area between the
northern most lots of this subdivision across Kolb Ditch and up to
Covert Avenue is going to be a city park which I believe was
bartered in exchange for the loss of Riverfront Park or the change
of use of Riverfront Park.
We have asked for a 75 foot setback
from the top of the bank of Kolb Ditch and thev show that on the

plan along with a note up in the left-hand corner that there will
be no above ground utilities, etc., within that regulated drain

right-of-way.
inere have been some complaints down at the very
southern end of this project in Indian Woods Subdivision in regards
to a large pipe structure. A 30 inch reinforced concrete pipe with

eventually becomes a 36 inch reinforced concrete pipe coming out of
sub basin number three, the big large dark three, that run of pipe
comes out through city owned property and goes into the detention
lakes in Indian Woods Subdivision and that is where all this water
is carried, by the way. All of this water goes over to those large
detention areas.
As we mentioned during the last review, the

preliminary review, those lakes were built with city bond money to
accommodate the dense development.

all apartments, I believe.
The complaints
that

Originally, it was going to be
It will accommodate this scorm runoff.

some

of

the

pipe

joints

have

become

separated and pulled big holes down in some peoples yards around

area drains. There are two or three of those and they are on city
property and Mr. Jagoe has agreed to repair those failures in the

pipelines along with the construction of the connection that he is
going to make to it.

That was something chac we had asked if he

was willing to do otherwise the city would of had co pay for that
and it wasn't in their budget

for this

vear.

We are going co

recommend approval of the final drainage plan for che Seasons with

I
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only one stipulation and that -is thmt the road crossing Kolb Ditch,
Mr. Stoll has not yet been able to review the streec Blans for that
-I.-

4

portion of the road that I mentioned was going to be built by the
Parks Department.

We have not had a chance to review that.

straight in off Covert Avenue across the ditch.
on here, but that is Kolb Ditch.

It is

It just says ditch

We don't feel as if we are going

to have any problem with it, but it is just that the Parks
Department had not understood the process whereby the Drainage
Board must also approve a crossing of a regulated drain, as well as
the Commissioners have to approve the street plans for any street
in the county.
So, when Mr. Stoll brings those to you in your
regular Commissioners meeting as street plans and gives his
recommendation, then the recommendation from the County Surveyor
will be incorporated into Mr. Stoll's recommendation at that time.

We will review that together and we will make our recommendation
together and it will be the same recommendation.
Commissioner Mourdock:

that

Did the pipes

Jagoe

is

agreeing to

replace, did they fail as a result of all this heavy rain or is
that something different?
Bill Jeffers:
No, that was early last winter that we were called
out.
That is just a situation where the pipe joints separated and

over the years earth was pulled down into the joint and washed
away.

That has happened over a period of years.
He is going to
That is a common thing that

dig those up and repair the joints.
happens to concrete pipe after a

number

of

years.

SO,

our

recommendation is to approve this as a final plan with the one
stipulation that the entrance road which is not really a part of
this subdivision, but it will come back in through the Parks
Department with the recommendation from your County Engineer and

our office

together with regard to

the pipe sizing and the

construction of that road. They can use the south entrance off of
Pollack Avenue to begin their construction and we will ask you to
grant them a temporary crossing of Kolb Ditch with a construction
crossing at this time so that thev can enter off of Covert Avenue
with a temporary construction crossing. With those statements, we
recommend approval of their final drainage plans. Mr. London is
here from Morley and Associates if you have any questions of him.

President Borries:

Are there other persons who wish to speak on
the Seasons Subdivision?
Questions from the Board at this time?

A motion from the Board at this time?
Commissioner Tuley:

So moved for the approval on the final reading

for the Seasons Subdivision for the drainage plans.
Commissioner Mourdock:
President Borries:

I will second.

So ordered.

RANDY CHAPMAN - PUBLIC COMMENT

Bill Jeffers: Before we go on to Malibu Park Subdivision, Section
4, Phases B and C, would you like to consider taking up another

,

subject where a person who would like to speak has to leave here by

1

9 p.m.?

The rest of us will be out by 9 a.m.!

President Borries:

Bill Jeffers:

Well, again, chere are folks...

He mav just wish co say someching.

President Borries:

--chat have .,

Vard

n;:-.sm-

would not

~
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be more than five minutes because all of us have to work tomorrow

and have other obligations.
Are you saying thac you think chis
will be a brief comment on another subject?
Bill

Jeffers:

Mr.

Chapman

has

to

report

to

the

Sheriff's

Substation and he has to leave here by 9 p.m. in order to do that
and I just wondered if you would want to take a... how many minutes

comment from him and then we'll go back.
President Borries:

Sure.

Mr. Chapman are you here in behalf or as

a spokesperson for the group?
Commissioner Tuley:

Strawberry Hill?

President Borries:

Randy Chapman:

Strawberry Hill?

Yeah,

I guess you could say that.

I know there are

other people here that are going to want to voice their opinion on

the situation. He has come up with recommendations on how to get
the problem that we have resolved. You haven't seen them, I don't
think yet.
I don't know if you have or hot so it is really kind of
premature that I am speaking now because you haven't seen it.
Basically, it says that he is wanting to put in a timber bridge,
but I don't think that is going to solve the problem.

I think it

is going to help it a lot, but when would this bridge be put in?
That would be one of my questions and another question is there any

way that we can get that ditch cleaned out as soon as possible

because any time it rains that is going to flood. There is so much
debris in that ditch and you know, I can't live like this. These
other people here in the subdivision can't either.
I'm just
getting the worst end of the deal.
As far as that ditch, whose
responsibility is that to clean that ditch out?
Is it the

homeowner's responsibility or is it the county's responsibility?
I thought that was a public easement that goes through there.
President Borries:

If it is a public easement and not a regulated,

legal drain then it is private property and therefore the county

cannot do it.
I would have to defer to Mr. Jeffers to describe
exactly what ditch we are referring to at this point.
There are

ditches and then there are, again, regulated drains which are legal

drains that we can work on.
Bill Jeffers:

Bill.

The County Subdivision Code requires all channels,

pipes and other drainage structures to be within, as they say, a
suitable public easement.

So whenever a developer says that we are

going to put a culvert in here and this channel that naturally
comes through this ground will be used as part of our drainage

system then an easement must be set aside.

That allows anyone who

has the authority, whether at the time of approval or in the
future, to have an access point from a public road through the
easement down in to the drainage structure itself or in to the
channel to perform work that is needed.
At the time that the
Subdivision Code was enacted, thev knew that those persons who

would perform that maintenance was the private property owners.
They contemplated that maybe

in the

future

there would be new

developments in state statutes or local ordinances that would give
that duty to other agencies or other persons or corporations, but
regardless of where the responsibility lies, the reason that it is
an easement is to give those who are responsible for the cleaning
access

to the waterway.

In

your case,

tnal
-

is not

a

regulated

drain and until July 1 the only person who has authoritv to go in
to that easement and perform maintenance as needed would be you

from your side and your neighbor across the ditch from the other
side. Or, for example if a tree or something fell from his side

'
I
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and

fell

across

over

to

your

side

then

the

have

would

he

opportunity to come around onto your property, within the easement,
and perform.maintenance on that as a good neighbor.
does not have that responsibility as of June 24, 1996.

The county
The county

has responsibility to Derform maintenance on the culvert itself,
which as you saw they came out the day after your great misfortune
and cleaned up some debris that was lodged in that culvert.

They

are using a portion of that easement within the right-of-way of
Strawberry Hill Road to do that.
They sawed up the logs and hauled
them off.
They are responsible for that, but they are only

responsible out to the right-of-way line of Strawberry Hill Road

which would be approximately 25 or 30 feet from the center line.
They are not authorized to go any further than that.
Randy

Chapman:

this

So

ditch,

or

it

call

I

a

creek,

is

that

running back behind my house, not the concrete drainage because you
know where that is at.
Bill Jeffers:

Randy Chapman:

Yes,

sir.

I'm talking about the ditch where it T-bones right

there.
Bill Jeffers:

Randy Chapman:

Right.

That is nothing but full of debris.

You mean to

tell me that I am responsible for that?
only on your property. North of you it gets worse.
It goes through the woods north of you and that is owned by another
person. That person is responsible for the condition of his or her
Bill Jeffers:

property.
Randy Chapman:

I can find out who owns that.

Commissioner Mourdock: Bill, there is one other option here and I
doubt that this Will come into play, but occasionally in

subdivisions there are...I lost the word...the associations?
Bill Jeffers:

Homeowner associations?

Commissioner Mourdock:

homeowner's

Yeah,

association.

Do

you

know, did that subdivision have a homeowner's association?
Bill

Jeffers:

I

don't

know whether

it did or it didn't,

but

I

assume that it did not, because those papers have not been found.
President Borries:

You're not aware of any homeowner's association

are you Mr. Chapman?
I know

~

that the other people here from the subdivision are going to voice

,

Randy Chapman:

No.

Basically,

that is all I have to say.

their opinion when it comes zime.

Like I said, Mr. Jeffers has the

i

recommendations on what he thinks will take care of it and it is

~

kind of premature for me to speak, but I would like to know when we

can get this stuff taken care of (inaudible comments not made from
mike).

It is just going to get worse.

Well, I can tell you that we will try to do so
as soon as possible. As Mr. Jeffers has eluded here, without going

Presidenc Borries:

into great detail, things could change after July 1, 1996 with this
revised orainance .
However , we have CO be very careful to
determine what we can do, again, on orivate property and I am going

to...our a.zorneys will have to be advising us along with that

~

I
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because we cannot go in and
certain and then we are going
back those property owners who
First and foremost,
-

15 a property issue.

do
to
are
the

work unless we are absolutely
be empowered zo be able to bill
not maintaining tneir parclcular
bottom line on this is that this
.

The county,

this Board,

right-of-ways and public legal trains.

can work on public

-,ine countv cannot work on

private property. Every homeowner, he or she, must help cooperate
because we con'c nave enforcement people like B 11- Jeffers on everv
corner telling people what to do and what not to do.

on the people to do these things themselves.
in what we can do.
Randy Chapman:

Okay,

President Bor-_ies:

We must rely

We are verv limited

well thanks.

Thank you.

Bill Jeffers,

if you would want to

return back to our agenda so we can here from chese other folks.
Bill Jeffers:

I just wanted to aive Mr. Chaoman that opportunity

and we will try to answer the questions that he left with us along
with the cuestions from the rest of the neighborhood later.
MALIBU PARK SUBDIVISION,

Bill Jeffers:

SECTION 4,

PHASES BCC

Malibu Park Subdivision, Seccion 4, Phases 3 and C

is here for final approval and it is represented by Mr.
Savage, -*.0 -is the design engineer.

Dave

I wiil say at this time that

he has complied with all of our suggestions and recorrendations and
ne nas come back with a drainage plan, as we asked, that will pick
.

up the drainage from Malibu Drive and Caribou Drive where there was
a problem with an unders zed pipe and undersized inlets. A 12 inch

pipe, zor example, and he has come back in with an 18 and a 21 incn
pipe and shown a proper way to drain that intersection and carrv it

down to the branch of Firlick Creek which drains ic and these are
actually street and drainage plans which I assume Mr. Stoll has

looked at and I don't know what the status is in his office. It

has been approved?

meeting.

Oh,

by the Countv Commissioners

in your last

They do conform to the drainage requirements that we had

placed on them.

President Borries:
--

Dill

Your recommendation,

thnn1
_.._...

again,

Is to pass this or asorove it as a final.

Je/Eers i

-

President Borries:

Are there other persons who wish to speak on
Malibu Park, Section 4, or also known as 3 and C, final drainage

plans?

--.

A motion from the Board or comments ac this time?

Commissioner Tulev:

I'll move that it be approved.

Commissioner Mourdock:

President Borries:

Will

1 . A

So ordered.

FAZOLI'S, EXPRESSWAY SUBDIVISION
=4 1 1

.Te==1-2 .

new

stuzz,

--

7#n

is

finAl

P..A--A

;-n-

Fazoli's which is

-4

- 1 -,= 1 7 4- 27 - of

locazed on che wesc

property being develooed by Jack Rozers and Lizerc
7

c f An

J - --4 ---

-r-2--

i r,

---

A-

T.he

address is 5232 Wescin Road. This is -neir olan.
You will no-ice chae chere is A -:-A,-=-A =A==-=-- -'. . 12-r
--

3

- - * I. --

-- In LE,

-'=

an exiscing pipe in iz. Zz is carc of che drainage p_ n -cr che
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entire subdivision which goes down to the north line and to a large
detention area. Everything is in place.
The only problem is that
Fazoli's needs to pave over the drainage easement with a travel

lane through their parking lot adjacent to their drive-thru window.
We've done this before with all of the restaurants such as the ones
on the east side. Outback has an agreement with us, O'Charley's,
El

Chico's,

etc.

When

they

pave

they

lots

their

give

us

this

letter right here that reads:
Fazoli's seeks approval from the Vanderburgh

"As tenants,

County Drainage Board to pave over an existing 15 inch

concrete

reinforced

pipe

within

platted

a

15

foot

drainage easement. The county shall retain all easement
rights as granted by this easement while Fazoli's shall

be responsible for maintaining and/or repairing the
existing storm system located within the leased premise.
That is what we ask for is that they still allow us access to the

easement, but yet if anything goes wrong they are responsible
totally to repair it and maintain it.

addition,

In

they have

agreed to store storm water because when this plan was passed by
your Board it was for a 25 year storm and now they are going to

store the 25 year storm and release it as a 10 year storm so that
is an improvement. We recommend that you allow them to go forward
with their development plans and I will go over to One Stop Permit

in the morning and sign this site plan so that they may proceed
with ground breaking tomorrow.
permanent record of your Board.

I' 11

enter

this

letter

into

the

President Borries: Are there any other persons who wish to speak

for or against the drainage plan submitted by the enterprise known
as Fazoli's in Expressway Subdivision?

Commissioner Mourdock: This is final, isn't it?
Bill Jeffers:

Right.

This is actually a site plan.

We bring all

the site plans through here that require a revision of anything.
Commissioner Mourdock: I'll move approval of the final site plan
for drainage for the Fazoli's Restaurant at 5232 Westin Road.
Commissioner Tuley:

President Borries:

Second.

So ordered.

In addition to these matters that

were on our original agenda, Mr. Jeffers has completed reports as
I had mentioned to you and some recommendations.

Bill,

how would

be the best way to proceed here?
Bill Jeffers:

I guess we started on Strawberry Hill so we might as

well finish.
President Borries:

Do you want to read your recommendations or do

we need to hear from the folks?

Maybe it would be helpful, do you

think, if you have something prepared?
Bill Jeffers:

I'll

go

ahead with

something

like

that

and

if

I

don't touch all the bases I guess they will let me Know.
TAPE CHANGE
STRAWBERRY HILL REPORT

Bill

Jeffers:

recort is that

The

reason the Board members

haven't

seen chis

finished ic between 3:30 and 5:30 chis afternoon.
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Basically, Strawberry Hill started as a flooded basement complaint

and rather than read every word of this I'm just going to touch on
it and ask that the rest of it be read into the record so that-President Borries:
It is submitted for the record so I think you
You may want to focus in on your recommendations.

can do that.
Bill

Jeffers:

Okay.

I believe that everyone out there realizes

that these were unusual rain events and that is explained in here.
I do say that we found a set of plans at Mr. Morley's Office that
he

had bought

at

an

auction

of Mr.

Biggerstaff's

Mr.

estate.

Biggerstaff was the Surveyor that planned this subdivision.
I do
say that the large culvert in front of 314 Strawberry Road, which
is the Chapman's residence,

was sized for a ten vear storm.

This

was done in 1976.
Ten year storm is like two inches in an hour.
We had three and three quarters the other day which is a 100 year
storm or better.
Actually, it is off the scale.
Mr. Chapman
touched on several items that he is concerned about, but the County
Surveyor's recommendation at this time is recognizing that this is

an undersized culvert which needs to be replaced with an open

bridge structure sized to handle a 100 year storm.

The opening

under the bridge should be sized to handle a 100 year storm .

Number two, lowering the elevation of the navement over the top of

the bridge by at least one foot below existing elevation to allow
any high water that does not make it through the culvert to pass
over the road without backing up into houses along the north side
of Strawberry Hill.

To our knowledge it actually backed up in Mr.

Chapman's house through the basement and it traveled through Jim
Hadden's house across his garage floor.

This should not happen and

it was basically the roadway acting as a dam, holding water back
and causing it to pass through those two houses that we know of.
I'm not talking just up through toilets, I'm talking across the
ground and through their house.
Number three, to discover and

prevent all sources of infiltration of sanitary sewer by surface
water.

That means that anywhere there is a manhole or someone's

downspout illegally hooked up to a sanitary sewer rather than a
storm sewer.

Find every way that storm water is getting into the

sanitary sewer and eliminate it so that the sanitary sewer system
won't become full of storm water as it did three times this spring
and

flood people's basement.

I

think

there

were

a

couple

of

toilets situation on slabs or shower stalls that backed up and this

should not happen. Number four, replacement of all loose manhole
castings. That is the iron piece that goes on top of the concrete
cone. To take all of those and have them machined, turned out with

a machine rather than just cast, have gaskets put on them and have
the manhole lids bolted down and have the rings anchored into the
concrete cone.
Commissioner Mourdock:
Bill Jeffers:

-

That is rererring to the sanitary sewer?

Sanitary sewers.

Most of the homes effected were

effected by back surges of sewage coming out of the sewage system
and up through the toilets and shower stalls and so forth.

Whether

they were in the basement or whether they were on the first floor,
that is how most of the homes were effecced. Some of them were

effected by overland flood water.

This

should

be

done

at

any

location within the creeks obvious floodplain and we are going to
call the floodplain what it did on June 9, 1996.

As far as we know

chat would be pretty much che excent you could expect of a flood
like that.
Anywhere within there, wichin that area that was
flooded on June 9th, those manholes should be fixed. The other day

wnen we were out there even afcer the sewer deparcment was there we
found another manhole where actuallv the force of che water coming
down thmt creek moved the entire cascing, and it's about 300 or 400
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pound piece of iron, it moved it off the concrete manhole cone by
about this much and that thing is still exposed.

If

they have

another heavy rain and the creek comes up over the bank it is going
to fill it right back up again and that is behind Heather Lane,
which we understood had some sewer back ups.
Number five, the
installation of check valves or any other device.
The County
Surveyor's office is not an expert on this sanitary sewer deal,
okay? I don't know if a check valve is the thing to do or whether

they need a pump to pump it up from the basement into the first
floor elevation and back down through their sewer tap that way, but
whatever it takes to prevent these back surges of sewage into the
homes where ever the finished floor elevation is lower than shown
on those grading plans over there.
In other words, those grading
plans from Sam Biggerstaff established a finished floor elevation

for every house in the subdivision in accordance with what he knew
would happen when a storm greater than a 10 year storm came through
that pipe.
I can tell from looking at those plans that he knew
that what happened on June 9th would happen.
That the water would
take a secondary route down Strawberry Hill and as it found its way

between each home trying to get back into the creek, that it jumped
out of, it would go between homes and those homes had to be built
up to a certain elevation to prevent the water going into the
living quarters.
In most cases those homes have met that elevation
and in some cases they have not.
In other cases, someone decided

to build a basement so it is going in basement window wells or
seeping down through various other...say a dryer vent, for example,
can take in a lot of water.

Apparently I have two number fives, I

didn't change that last one to number six.

Number six,

the regular

maintenance of the waterway by propertv owners as we spoke about
with Mr.

Chapman here.

Property owners,

please go out and remove

any brush, fallen trees, large trees that blocking the obvious flow
of water, silt accumulations that have somehow found a way to
accumulate in your ditches, and any other obstruction that blocks
or displaces water has got to go. You saw what happened out there
with that water and I'll tell you the truth, men, I did not believe
half of what I heard on the telephone.
I thought it was just folks

that were obviously emotionally distraught by having their homes
flooded for the third time in 30 days and like myself would just
fly off the handle and say all kinds of things.

After I went out

there and saw it, there are 20 to 30 people that never called or
said anything that had ungodly problems out there. As you can see,
when I say the water went down Strawberry Hill Road, or is this

Heather Lane?
Unidentified from audience: No, that is Strawberry Hill.

Bill Jeffers: This is an alternate waterway that was created by

that dam blocking the true waterway, the natural waterway being the
creek with that small pipe in it, and it took alternate route down
there approximate...we are talking about the street right-of-way is
50 feet and then you have a building line 25 feet and 25 fent

---».I

This was garage to garage, 100 feet wide.
I'll believe anything
that they tell me.
I've seen watermarks up on garage doors a foot
off the ground.
One thing that really strikes me that Sam knew

what he was designing there is that the water that is shown here in
this picture standing out in the street was a foot to a foot and a
half higher than the water in the backyards.

After the water found

its way between the houses the marks in zhe backyards are a foot to
a foot and a half lower.

Wacer just rushed becween the houses and

when it got back into chat creek's nacural floodway off it went
down to North Greens and down to Pe:ersburgh Place,

ecc.

1- u

1 L

•

15

an

unbelievable situation and the only thing that we can come up with
for a solution is to ask vou to seriously consider replacing the
corrugated culvert wich an open bridue structure and I hope the

I
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people in the audience understand that it takes a planning period
where the County Engineer has to have to bridge designed ana cnen
you have to go to the County Council, as has been explained on

other projects, to request the funds to be put into the budget for
1997 or 1998 and then you have to go through a bidding procedure to
find a contractor that is to be assigned that job.
It can't be
done next week.
Most likely can't be done before the end of the

year , however , hopefully , it could be done before events such as
these occur again.

President Borries: This report, I would suggest, needs also to be
forwarded to the Utility Department if you could do so.
Bill Jeffers:

Or some form of this report about the sewer.

President Borries: Because some of these things, I can see where we
can do some things and we are going to work on number one.
We can

look at number two as you've mentioned, but when you get into
sanitary sewers and surface water here the Utility Department would

definitely need to see your report.
Commissioner Mourdock:
April,

but

I

If I may suggest,

I was out there not in

think it was the 28th of May.

Was

that one of the

heavy precip nights? I was in the general area and I know out on
Bob Court and some places I saw where the sanitary sewer covers,

and as you say they are this big around and that thick, they are
cast iron and so much back pressure they had been lifted off and

just carried away.

I guess that I would suggest,

having seen that

firsthand, I would be willing to write a letter to the Utility
Board mentioning that and certainly the need that the sanitary

issue be addressed and then perhaps we could include this report.
President Borries: Sure.
Bill Jeffers: It is one thing to sweep water out of your garage and

clean mud up-Commissioner Mourdock: You are lucky if that is all.
Bill Jeffers:
--right, but it is quite another to have your living
quarters, including your bedroom, inundated with raw sewage.
The
situation is unacceptable, not to mention unbelievable.
You have

to see it to believe it.
Commissioner Mourdock: Last year at this week I was in Bolivia 40
miles from a power line and I thought I would see some rough

sanitary conditions, but as far as sewage and people having to put
up with what I saw in Old State Subdivision was worse than what I

saw a year ago.

Bill

Jeffers:

Before anyone else speaks,

I want to say that I

understand that people look at the closest thing to their backyard
and say that subdivision right up there and this never happened
before that subdivision up there came in and now we have this.

I

want to emphasize that the watershed above the pipe is 375 acres

according to the county topography maps. The watershed that comes
through that pipe in front of the Chapman's house is 375 acres.
It

has a reach of 6000 feet, a horizontal distance upstream of 6000
feet.

It falls 95 feet in char distance.

From cne nignest point

in che watershed to that pipe is 95 feet difference in elevations
so that water came screaming down from there.
President Borries: Powerful.
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Bill Jeffers: The subdivision that is just upstream from this on a
very much smaller branch, Villas at Deerrield, that used to be an
Presently
open farm field that was allowed to turn into pasture.
-

there is only a handful of houses there and maybe 1000 feet of
street on maybe 20 acres.

Water was already over Old State Road,

over the top of the bridge on Old State, over the top of the bridge
on Eissler,

which was

designed for a

100

Water was

year storm.

already out of the banks of this creek before it ever got down and
joined with the water from the Villas, so, please, I know that it
is an emotional issue, but keep that in mind.
The water coming

down out of that other 350 acres had already exceeded the capacity
of all drainage structures to carry it so when it arrived down
there and joined with what was coming out of the Villas it was
already out of its banks. The other thing to remember is that we

have the rainfall charts and it shows just continual precipitation
day after day after day after day.

Everything was saturated and it

was acting just like concrete, and it couldn't take anymore water.
We also have two fellows,

and I know one of them is here in the

audience and I think the other one is, too, who can tell you where
they were when the rain started on U.S. 41 and how long it took

them to get to their house and in that period of time which was
between 15 and 25 minutes the water was already up to their
doorsteps. That time of collection for 6000 feet of watershed is
just phenomenal. For that water to be able to collect in 20 or 25
That is
minutes is like running across the parking lot of Walmart.
a

15 minute travel time

from Walnut East.

From one

side of the

parking lot to the other is 15 minute travel time across concrete.
In the same period of time this water arrived down at that pipe and
it

was

up

in Mr.

Hadden's

garage

in

15

or

20 minutes.

It was

unbelievable, but it happened. There you have it. These folks can
tell you firsthand because I wasn't there until the day after.
President Borries: Folks, again,

it's five till nine,

if we have

anybody who could be a spokesperson we will try to hear what you
have to say and please try to confine your comments if you can to
some new information.
Monty Gross: I think our self appointed spokesperson had to leave

because he had three feet of water--.
President Borries: Mr. Chapman?
Monty Gross:

--in his basement.

I live pretty well at the other

end of the subdivision-President Borries:
Monty Gross:

Your name and your address?

Monty Gross,

428 Gun Powder Lane.

The thing that

I

have observed is the watershed. and I understand that we've had a
lot of rain and I understand that we've had a lot of it in
consecutive days, but there used to be maintenance on Eissler Road
of these ditches that took the watershed from the Villas at
Deerfield and would direct it away from the subdivision towards Old
State.

It is not doing that any longer because the ditches really
aren't ditches.
There are two and three
They are fully overgrown.

inch thick trees that are filling the middle of these ditches.

On

a very moderate rainy day, not a downpour, the little retention
pond that has a sprinkler in at the Villas at Deerfield will run
across Eissler Road long after che rain subsides.
We are talking
two and three inches of water.
Thac silt that you mentioned
earlier, Bill, that is where it is collecting rrom. You have lots

of hilly terrain out there that is continuing co wash down and
They
I have never seen any of chese retention ponds clear.
are always muaay which cells me unac Enere is a u.1 ab' s Silt carrving

fill.

-
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down.

Yes,

the private

individuals are responsible

for cleaning

what is in their area, but there is tons of debris being carried
down with silt that is clogging it that they have no control over.
Whenever these subdivisions are put in, granted that certain things

are approved, but do they ever go back and visit this to see if
what was approved is working?

That is where we are at now is that

it is clogging it to the point to where when you do get these
rainfalls there is just no way it can keep up with it.
continual maintenance of the ditch,

I would like to see.

Just the
I haven't

seen anything in three years out there on Eissler Road at all.
I've lived out there for 10 4 years and they used to maintain it

regularly.
Commissioner Mourdock: Is that ditch that you are referring to
along Eissler Road, to your knowledge, within the county right-of-

way?

Monty Gross:

I don't know.

Commissioner

Mourdock:

It is on the north side of Eissler.

Running

parallel

to

it,

right

next

to

Eissler?

President Borries: I'm sure it is.
Monty Gross: Yeah, it is.
Bill

Jeffers:

The

water

from

the Villas

crosses

Eissler

just

southwest of the pipes that come out of the basin that you are
talking about.
Monty Gross: Yes, there is a gravel access road there that is used

for construction.

Bill Jeffers: Right, and the water crosses Eissler right there in

a pipe until it goes over the top and comes over the road as you
described, but the design is for it to cross the road there and go

due south into Old State Sub.

the west to the creek.

It is not carried down Eissler to

Monty Gross: No.
Bill Jeffers: It goes right directly across the road along side the
first house that faces Eissler on the south side.

Monty Gross: Yes.

Bill Jeffers: There used to be an open ditch there where there is
a driveway now. Do you remember that?
Monty Gross: I don't know if there was an open ditch there or not.
Bill Jeffers: How long have you lived there?
Monty Gross: Ten years, but I don'c frequenc Eissler everyday.
come down Strawberry Hill the majority of the time.

of debris that covers that road after every rain.

a heavy rain, iE is every rain.

Bill Jeffers:
Monty Gross:

I

There is lots
It is not just

very rain this Spring?

Thn
not Just this Spring.
---- inci
---' - four years it
has been doing thac.
There is a loc of loose terrain chat
continues to wash down. You can go up to the Villas of Deerfield

No,

no,

and find that it is eroding at tremendous races right now.

I
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Bill Jeffers: Well, the erosion should be addressed, you're rirrht.
The erosion should be addressed and the ponds are continually silty

in appearance.
Commissioner Mourdock: Who has the maintenance of those ponds now,

do you know?
Bill Jeffers: Bauer Construction Company.
President Borries:

Thank you.

Do any other persons wish to speak

at this time in relation to this?
John Kessler: My name is John Kessler and I live at 600 Strawberry
Hill Road. I have lived there a little over 13 years and like the

rest of these folks said, we have never seen this much water come
down Strawberry Hill.

There was about 14 inches of water where the

barricade is at the end of Strawberry rushing out into the field.
In fact, doghouses floated out into the street and continued on out
into the open field out of sight during this flood.
I didn't have
damage in my house. The water was up in my yard about a foot deep,
but I'm pretty well elevated and my house didn't get flooded, but
we worry what might happen the next time. As we watched this water
come by our house, coming down Dry Branch the water was clear
pretty much like a stream, but down Strawberry there was mud. I'satisfied that was coming from the subdivision up across Eissler.
I feel that is a lot of our problem.

that with you.

I just thought I would share

I have pictures of the water and it looked kind of

like Niagara Falls going out into the field.
You could hear this
water rushing by from our front room.
I was talking to my friend
on the telephone and I held the telephone out the door.
I said,
"Bill, do you hear that?" and he said, "Yes.", so the water was
really coming down through there.
Like I said, I didn't come

prepared to speak, but I thought that since I was here I would like
to share that with you all. Thank you.
President Borries: Thank you, Mr. Kessler.

Bill Jeffers: We need to clarify, I'm not arguing the point that

one of the major sources of the silt was this subdivision that
people keep mentioning.
It's like when the Blue Nile joins the
other now, whatever, or when the Ohio joins the Mississippi, you
are going to see two different qualities of water.
The source of
the majority of the water was other than the Villas even though one
of the major sources of the silt may have been the Villas that is
just what stained the water.
It was joining with water down behind
Mr. Chapman's house that was probably a thousand times greater in
volume than what came out of the Villas.

Tim Bickel: My name is Tim Bickel and I live az 7401 Cold Spring
Lane and I just want for the record that creek that T-bones into
the Chapman's is that also our responsibility?

I want to know that

for the record that it is not another subsidiary creek that may be
part of the county's that they may clear out.

I live right...

Bill Jeffers: All the waterways in
Tim Bickel: In that area are...
Bill

Jeffers:

--than area are on private property and are the

responsibility of privace properry owners.
1im Bickel: Okay.
What happens after Julv 1sc?
I've heard this
kind of thrown around. Whac is the proposal or what is going on as

of July 1st?

j
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President Borries: I think, if you were here earlier, you probably
heard Mr. Kissinger explain a sic or cnac.

Tim Bickel: Is that where, basically, if you fink on your neighbor

you have to pay for it?
President Borries: If it's...yeah-Tim Bickel: I mean, let's come straight with that.
Alan Kissinger:

No it

isn't.

If you

No it isn't.

neighbor and you're right, then your neighbor pays.

fink on your

If you fink on

your neighbor and you're wrong, then you pay.
Tim Bickel: That's what I wanted to know.

Alan Kissinger:

I anticipate that once you fink on your neighbor

and he has been found to be wrong, then you can expect retaliation
in kind.
Tim Bickel: I know.
Alright.

I

just

I'm just making sure I get everything clear.

wanted to

show

you my pictures

as

to

what my

backyard looked liked and my neighbors pool.
I'll give you a copy
of my tape to add to your collection. We just bought the house so

this is always fun to have in your backyard.
Terry Zahn: My name is Terry Zahn and I live at 432 Strawberry
Hill.

We've had both problems.

Of course,

we've had the ground

water, but more importantly we have had the sewer backup.
Our
carpeting has now been replaced about three times. Ironically, the

first time it was replaced was two weeks after we moved into the
home and it was on a dry day.

The city came out to clean out the

sewers and put pressure on the sewers and blew it up into our
house.
So that was kind of frustrating, needless to say.
The
important thing to me is the sewer backup.
You can deal with the
brown water,

although,

I'm sure

it has been more

troublesome to

other people than for us, but to have raw sewage to come up into
your home. We were told to put in the traps and let me assure you
that they don't work.
We've had three or four neighbors in the
neighborhood, that I know of, that have put them in and they don't

work.
Commissioner Mourdock: Traps or check valves?

President Borries: Check valves.
Terry Zahn: Check valves, flapper valves or whatever.
I have them
in my home.
I dug it up and nothing appears to be wrong with it
except it just flat doesn't work. There has got to be some way...
you know we can' t even leave our homes .
I am able to- plug off

several drains, the shower drain in the utility and a floor drain,
but I also have a toilet in the lower level and while I had the
other two checked off I couldn't stop that.

loss right now.

I'm pretty well at a

There has got to be some way to stop this from

happening.
Alan Kissinger: Sir, the one thing that you need to understand is
LIla E as far as sewers are concerned, Vandprhurrth County has
absolutely no jurisdiction as far as sanitarv sewer-s are concerned.
That is all maintained by che cicv.

Terry Zahn: Okay, can anybody help me out?

recourse against th= cizv in this nature?

Do I have some kind of

~
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President Borries: Sure.
Bill Jeffers: Now, check valves are just
Cadillac
check valves and then there

There

like

cars.

are

Volkswagons,

are

but

thev all

regardless it you stick a potato in an exhaust pipe,
backfire, okay.
Terry Zahn: Sure.
Bill Jeffers:

If you follow what I mean by a potato.

Those check
The

valves do get things lodged in there and they do not work.

only thing that you can do is get your sewage up to the elevation
of the first floor so that it flows down into the sewer from the
first floor and it can't backup.

Check valves are okay as long as

they are not clogged up.
President Borries: What you do have, Mr. Zahn, we are going to send
a copy of the transcribed minutes that our Recording Secretary is
making of this meeting and Commissioner Mourdock has indicated that
You need
he is going to write a cover letter to the Utility Board.
of the
head
the
to talk to the Utility Board.
Jack Danks is

Evansville Vanderburgh...D-a-n-k-s...and we will also send a copy
of the Surveyor's recommendations on here and request that action
be taken by the Utility Board.

Yes,

sir.

Pat McComas: Yes, I'm Pat McComas and I just wanted to check with
Mr. Mourdock and Mr. Tuley.
They came out and looked at our
problem on Voight Road.
We've got a lot of neighbors here now and

see what we found out about any of the ditches that might be with
the county and all.
President Borries: Are you on a different...?

Commissioner Tuley: He's on a different one, yeah.
President Borries: You're on a different one?

Commissioner Tuley: I saw John Stoll here.
President Borries: Yeah, I'll tell you what we've got other folks

here that and we were going to try to finish up this issue on
Strawberry Hill,

if that is okay?

Pat McComas: Sure, you was off of them once and went back.
Bill Jeffers: The reason that we got off of it was because we had

a public safety officer that had to report to protect my home-Pat McComas: Thank you, Bill.

Bill Jeffers: --and yours.
President Borries: Yes, ma'am.
Jennifer Fuchs: I'm Jennifer Fuchs and I live at 420 Gun Powder
Lane and I would just like it noted that we had water and we have

a bi-level house and we have only been chere about eight months so
this is a new problem for us. We've had water...it sounds like the
Chapmans had a similar situacion where it rushes down the stairwell

and into our basement and then into the lower level or our bi-

level.

I know that the people down the street,

maybe four nouses

down, did have a problem with the sewage cominc in which I know
I have taken notes and we will write
that you have addressed.
letters and stuff like thac, buc I fuse wanc co make sure that the
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water problem is
Strawberry Hill.

an

issue

on

Gun

Powder

Lane

and

not

just

erosion.

Let

President Borries: Okay, thank you, Ms. tucns.
-

Mike

Wathen:

A couple

of

them have mentioned

the

me...it will not be tomorrow and it will probably be Wednesday
before I get to it,

sure

that

it

is

but I will go up and review the plan and make

being

implemented

which

I

think

will

help

considerably as far as the soil problem that they are talking
about.

I will report to you at the meeting next week.

President Borries: Okay, for the audience, real quickly, Mr. Wathen
is

our

Soil

and Water

Conservation

He

specialist.

handles

any

problems that have to do with erosion control and as this Board was
working very hard earlier today, we not only work with the Drainage
Ordinance on this, but this has to do with the Building Commission.
Mr. Wathen will be reporting back to us on the erosion control in
relation to the Villas at Deerfield.

Yes, ma'am.

Pat Lindauer: My name is Pat Lindauer and I live at 401 Eissler
Road and that is right across from the Villas.

I do have pictures

here of major problems with mud coming across the street and up my
driveway and it has flooded in our dr veway,

too.

Like

the man

said earlier, the ditch or the lake that has the little pretty
fountain in it, it overflows the banks and comes across the road so

we do have a major problem.
President Borries:

Okay,

Here is the major mud.

thank you.

Again,

we will be referring

these to Mr. Wathen as well as Mr. Jeffers to look at the erosion
control

on

the Villas.

Alright,

we

are

going to

at

this

point

leave the Strawberry Hill or Old State Subdivision matter at this
time and thank those folks for coming. Bill Jeffers would be able

to provide you with copies of what we intend to do, but, again,
from the county's immediate standpoint
replacement of this corrugated culvert

Will

with

an

look at the
open bridge

structure that, again, would handle a 100 year storm which is,
again, as you can imagine ten times better than what you have now
with a

ten year

event.

The

county

can

look

at

lowering

the

elevation of the pavement on this new structure in order to look.at
the water.

We will refer matters to the Sewer and Water Utility

and you should talk to them in relation to the manhole castings,
the check valves, the sanitary sewer system and the infiltration of
any surface water into that system.

We are going to have to call

upon you, as we have said this is a private property issue, to
contact your neighbors and fellow property owners in relation to
this creek back there because we cannot work on chat creek. That
is item number six that Mr. Jeffers has talked about on the regular
maintenance.
We cannot maintain that.
That is not public
property, it is private property and we cannot do work on that. We

will, after July 1 as someone made mentioned, be able to cite, we
hope after we have reviewed this ordinance, certain parts that may
require some property owners along creeks like chis to improve
their property. This is the snitch on your neighbor thing that we
were talking about.
If, in fact, there is clear-cuc proof and we

are able to prove or identify...our technical advisors...that there
are obstructions in inis private waterway, then tnis Board can
write letters and require them to do that at their expense.

If

i

chey do noc, there could be a fine imposed and I am saying may and
could because we don't have a complete outline of che ordinance yet

~

and need to see what we can do on chac.
sharing your problems here chis eveninc.

Thanks

for

coming and

i·ie will work on whac we

can and becin to do so as soon as possible and Frge you to

Stay In

touch, not onlv with us, but also the Uzility Denartment of the
--

I
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City of Evansville regarding the sewer problems.

Thank you.

BROWNING ROAD ESTATES - HUNTERS RIDGE
President Borries: We have some folks and Bill may have a report
prepared,

do you for Browning Road Estates Hunters Ridge?

record we have a report dated June 24th and,

For the

again, Bill Jeffers

has had a very busy time and in the interest of time we will allow
this

to be

submitted

for

the

official Recording Secretary,

Timmons,

our

to be entered into the record.

If

record to

Charlene

you could, perhaps, comment on what your recommendations would be
or

at

least

give

the

executive

here

summarv

on

what

your

recommendations would be and then we will hear from any of those
folks here. We heard from the Gannons, I believe, last week. We
have a letter on file. We have a letter on file from Mr. William
Wittekindt, Jr. from Browning Road Estates and he has indicated

that he will do his part to repair any damage that has occurred
from his end.
I'll turn it over to you then if you would like to
summarize your findings on Browning Road Estates.

Bill Jeffers: This is basically an erosion situation from Browning
Road Estates and parts of...excuse me.

The majority of the erosion

upstream of Red Gate Road came from Hunters Ridge and then there
was also some amount of erosion from Browning Road Estates where
they are building new houses. This was washed down onto people's
property along the creek from the Gannon' s property all the way
We, as you say, have a letter
through to the Vandeveer's propertv.

from Mr. Wittekindt,

who is here in the audience with us today,

agreeing to clean up his portion of the sediment on particular lots
that he has listed there. Attached to the report is a letter from
Mr. Fuquay, who was out of town and couldn't be here today,
agreeing to take actions that Mr. Mike Wathen and Mr. Hahn, who is
his earth contractor, myself and Mr. Fuquay met out there on the
site and Mr. Fuquay lists here several of the steps that he agrees
to take.

The only addition that

I have to that

is

that I would

like the Gannons to consider either moving their yard barn from its
present location at the dead end of Pine Gate Road or else raising

it so that if any subsequent floods come rushing downhill that the
water would pass underneath their yard barn. It might prevent some
damage to the contents.
It just happens to be located in a bad
place. I think we've made some progress here with the developers.
President Borries: This clearly seems to be a silt problem and both

developers have indicated in a positive way that they intend to
take care of those matters and as you say, you have indicated that
perhaps there may be a waterway there where the Gannons may want to

consider moving their barn.
Bill Jeffers: In fairness to the developers, because of the unusual

amount of rainfall there

were

some silt fences that they had in

place that were just washed out completely.

We just feel that they

ought to move very promptly to take these steps that they have
agreed to take.
President Borries: Any comments at this time?

TAPE CHANGE
This is great and
I just
really appreciate everything that you've done so far.

JoAnn Gannon:

JoAnn Gannon,

12701 Red Gate Road.

we
want some assurances.
There are three dicches there that need to
be cleaned and Mr. Fuquay...I can't tell from this whether or not
that covers all three. We had a call from Mr. Fuquay on Thursday

and we got the impression chat he was not willing to do all three
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and the ditch that drains that would impacc where our shed is
located is the one that is the worst offender and that is where it
is really coming through at, so is it my understanding that he is
going to take care of all three of the ditches or simply the one
that runs parallel to our little dead end road?
Bill Jeffers: Right now it is my impression that he is going to

clean the ditch including your driveway culvert that is clogged

with silt from his development.

He is going to clean that culvert

and then the ditch that leads from your culvert down to the
intersection of Red Gate and Pine Gate. He will clean that.
JoAnn Gannon: That is not the worst offender.

We have one that is

running in a wooded area behind us and right at the top of that

drainage ditch is where he is dumping all that dirt.

It is all

loose dirt and he has been dumping it regularly as a fill, and that

has

really created the problem.

There

is

another

one

that

is

coming onto our property and gets piped under property and that is
filling and that is also from Mr.

the one behind us in the wooded

The worst offender is
Fuquay's.
area. That needs to be cleaned.

He said that the rain broke down those silt fences, but I can show
you pictures from two months ago and I can show you something from

a year ago where he never maintained those silt fences at all,
period.
Bill Jeffers: I think he understands if those silt...first of all,

the area that he is dumping construction fill, concrete, dirt,
sand, gravel, etc., he is preparing a building site there and we
have given him some suggestions and he has agreed to put that in a
more orderly fashion and maintain the silt fences as needed.

I

think that he understands that anv violation of that will result in
a violation of Rule 5 which might result in a financial penalty.
I think he is going to do that and if he doesn't then I think there
are steps that we can take. The waterway leading down through the

woods there, he originally improved that and sowed in with grass
seed and we are taking a look at that to see whether or not it
needs to be cleaned out, but a lot of times you go in there and
disturb that and you do more damage than good because you are just
starting from scratch again.
JoAnn Gannon: With any rain,

water is coming from.
Bill

Jeffers:

That

is

where

downhill that way.

that is where the majority of our
it

comes

from,

right.

t

comes

JoAnn Gannon: It comes across our property where the shed is before

it ever reaches the other ditch that runs parallel to the road.
Bill

Jeffers:

Your shed is

watercourse.

located in what we call

a natural

JoAnn Gannon: Yes, but that ditch that he is talking about-Bill Jeffers: It is near enough to the watercourse chat it may be

damaged by high water.

JoAnn Gannon:
--at one time, was two feet wide an about two or
three feec deep.
Ic is maybe three inches deep at chis point. The
only way that could have silted in is
from Mr.
Fuquay's
subdivision. We want that silt out of there and we want that ditch
returned secause those sile rences un above in unar vegecated area

-

th,» hAS
fill=A
in -=-And thahs sowed with crass have been oroken
I --»- --.
--..-

down for more than a vear co two years .
-

The damace is done and him
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putting up silt fences now does not remedy our flooding problem and
that is how that water got in to that culvert that runs under our
driveway is from that ditch that runs in the woods.
Bill Jeffers: I guess the last question would be do you actually

want him on your property.
JoAnn Gannon: If it would clean out the...yeah.
Bill Jeffers: I mean up there where that plastic pipe is that you
put through your yard. Do you want any of that area cleaned out?

JoAnn Gannon: Yes, where it comes into that pipe it has filled in

considerably and it is running over all the time there also.
Again,

if Mr.

had

Fuquay

followed

the

erosion

plan

and

had

maintained his silt fences we wouldn't be in front of you today and
this is the second time that we've been in front of the Board for

Mr. Fuquay's failure to maintain proper drainage.
Bill Jeffers:

Proper silt fences,

that is not the drainage.

Let's

separate that.
JoAnn Gannon: The last time it was the drainage thing.

Bill Jeffers: But this time it is silt.
JoAnn Gannon:
within it.

Because he

filed his plan and he failed to stay
I know that you have taken

Do I have any assurances?

a lot of time so I want to finish up, but do I have any assurance

that the other ditch that runs through the woods will be taken care
of because we have not had any luck working with Mr. Fuquay on a

personal basis.
Commissioner Mourdock:

I'll say what I said last week.

Was it last

week that you were here or two weeks ago?
JoAnn Gannon: Yes, you are tired of me, I'm sorry.

Commissioner Mourdock: No.
JoAnn Gannon: I didn't bring any pictures this time.

President Borries: We may be tired, but we're not tired of you.
Bill Jeffers: We are tired of the problem and we are just trying to

get an exact concise...
Commissioner Mourdock: My comment of last week is, I think, still
pertinent tonight. The drainage plan, the erosion control plan for
that subdivision if it is one ditch, two ditches or twenty eight
I think that is was
ditches, whatever it is that is what it is.
the consensus of this Board last week that the drainage plan and

that erosion plan be followed and that is the message that we sent
to Mr. Fuquav.
President Borries: We will follow through.

We can ask him and we

may be able to cite him in terms of building permits, which is what
The final analysis may have to
be yours, in court, is whac i am saying. We don'c know what we are
I think, as
going to be able to do, again, under this new law.
Commissioner Mourdock reflected here, iI this is a problem then we

we were able to do the last time.

-

will call this to his attencion and say that this is parn or wnac
we asked vou to do.

cake other steps.

If he refuses co do it chen we will have to
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JoAnn Gannon: I think he is responsible because didn't do what he

said he would do and now we would like for him to clean it up.

appreciate your help.

We

Thank you.

Mike Wathen: In regard to erosion control on this, Bill and I met
with him and I also met with his contractor.

If he does all the

items that we discussed I think it will help the situation from

this point forward considerably and he has expressed to me that he
is willing to start on that as soon as possible.
Commissioner Mourdock: Does that mean to prevent future erosion,

that is all that you are speaking of?

Mike Wathen: To prevent future erosion, yes.

Bill Wittekindt:

Again,

my name is Bill Wittekindt and I'm the
L cannot comment on Mr.

developer for Browning Road Estates Wesc.

-

Jeffers ' report yet because I haven ' t read it , but I can say one

thing that the letter that I mailed to and a copy to Mr. Wathen
will be taken care of as soon as possible.
I have talked to one
contractor already and I am going to talk to another one tomorrow
to get bids on cleaning part of that lot up.
Second thing, you
mentioned, Mr. Jeffers, that there were some problems on Section 2.
The fences on one and as of 4 D.m. today one lot owner has his

erosion control fence up and another lot owner has erosion fence up
and there is another house going up in that section and I notified

the owner to have his contractor to straighten the bales of hay or
Straw and he indicated that he will do that and he has already done

that, but as of today it hadn't been done yet.
will be done. Any questions?
Commissioner Mourdock:

I am sure that it

Thank you for sitting through all of this to

deliver some good news.

President Borries: Appreciate it, Bill.

Thank you very much for

coming and your good faith efforts.
Mike Wathen: I went out there today and everything that Bill just

told you has been done and it is to the satisfaction of our office
on the items that he mentioned.
President

Borries:

Thank

you.

Other

comments

on

Browning

Road

Estates, Hunters Ridge at this time? Okay, we thank you ror coming
and we will ask Mr. Fuquay co do as he has been told. We have duly
recorded the fine efforts here of Mr. Wittekindt and we appreciate
you all coming in telling us on Browning Road Estates what needs to

be done.
WILLOW CREEK ESTATES
President Borries:

Next we have Willow Creek.
We have a report,
again, dated June 24, 1996 regarding Willow Creek, Section D, final

drainage plan.

If you would like to summarize chis,

this will be

entered into the official record which will be available to che

public.

Bill Jeffers,

if vou would like co summerize at this time

we would appreciate that.

Bill Jeffers: We had a plan nresenced to our office and we are not
able to bring it to vou with a positive recommendation as a final
drainage

plan for Section D.
Basicallv,
because your Board
exoressed some concern about any warer from Secrion D crossing the
line into Section C and causing the tvoe of problems that occurred

lower

down

-:=

--

The plan showed some grading co be
accomplished that we chouchu was nearlv imoossible and thac it
hill

-
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would have been much more feasible to do it a different way. While
we're out there I might mention that 1Z you remember when the
building permits were reinstated for the developer of Willow Creek,
basically, what I felt was being said was, okay, go out and show us
-

that you can build a house that doesn't have water standing under
the crawlspace, etc., and the first house that was built and
entered into the Parade of Homes had eight inches of water under
crawlspace.
I wish I was Pontius Pilate and could stand here and
I've got to keep
this, but I can't, okay.
plugging away at it.
It is just one of those situations that I
just don't understand. You go out there and the very first house
he builds, same old story.
I hope that there comes a day when this

wash

my

hands

of

comes to an end, but I don't see it.
President Borries: Okay.

Alright,

so your recommendations we need

to forward to the developer?
Bill Jeffers: Come up with a plan that will work.
President Borries: We will do that.

Folks,

do you have someone who

would like to summerize your remarks at this time?
Dan Swidron:

Dan Swidron,

9200 Hannah Court in Willow Creek.

As

you know, we have already sent some letters to the License Board to
revoke Mr. Hatfield's license due to many infractions and
I
violations in our development. This is a continuous operation.
talked to Mike and Bill several times.

When they did go out there

to make the report they are constantly out there telling him that
he is in violation.

We've got...take a look at these streets.

That was two weeks, and two weeks prior to that Mr. Hatfield was
told to put up his erosion fences and he called Mike Wathen and he
lied

to

intact.

It wasn't
Mike and said that everything was intact.
It was the day after the Parade of Homes that he uncovered

a beehive and he finally put some embankment rock around it and put
up some fences.

He didn't want the new people who were buying the

It
parade of homes to see that the beehive was covered with mud.
was totally covered so he had to unbury that. He has got drainage

pipes now going through and he is adding some more drain pipes
through storm water pipes.
It looks like he is going to make
He
another beehive somewhere in the middle of the development.

didn't have any fences around there either and it was just going
into the ponds.

We appreciate you gentlemen and that you really

look over his record and the last three and a half years...you
know,

we've been here for 12 meetings already.

Either fine this

man and have him correct all of the violations and don't let him
build anymore streets, roads, sewers.

Mr. Stoll already said that

he can't build anymore roads until B and C is taken over.

I hope

for the record that is true because B and C are still cracked and
they are not all corrected.
I'm saying he can't build any sewers
I just hope that
until the sewers are taken over in B and C again.

you gentlemen will take this in consideration once again and
rectify some of the problems thac we have out chere.
President Borries:

One comment,

Mr.

Swidron.

Thank you.

Thank you for your

fine remarks here.
We are not, and I want to make it very clear,
we will not correct these.
It is up to the developer to correct
these, okay.
It is his propertv, at this point if the county has
not accepted these. We will not...we, meaning the county, cannot

work on private property. We just cannot work on private pronertv.
.
We will Drovide you with Mr. Jeffer= remarks he is not satisfied
with, at this time, a positive recommendation. He has said that he
not able to give that.

-arrow and so

his.

We are forwarding chis to the developer

developer will be cut on notice as a result of

|
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Dan Swidron : As far as the creek that goes through our area , some
of that goes through private property and this goes to the
homeowners association common area---

i.

President Borries: There aren't any creeks west of Pigeon Creek or

any legal drains.

Dan Swidron: Well, it is a five foot wide creek that has fish in it
so it has to be some kind of creek.

President Borries: No, and it is not a legal drain west of Pigeon
Creek.

Dan Swidron: So it is not a legal drain so it is the homeowners'

responsibility--

President Borries: Yes, sir.

Commissioner Mourdock: You said homeowners and I'm not sure that is

technically--

President Borries: Property owners.
Dan Swidron:

We will be property owners.

association to be eventuallv formed.

There

is

a homeowners

Bill Jeffers: You say that part of it goes through the common area

that they use as a common area for their picnic area or whatever
for homeowners.

President Borries: Yeah, yeah, they would have to take care of that

part.

Bill Jeffers: Another point of clarification, the beehives that he

is talking about they are a style of casting that goes on top of an
inlet.

It is not like a hornets nest,

it's a--

Commissioner Mourdock: Sometimes it is!
Bill Jeffers: It's a drainage struccure that he was talking about

that was covered previously and then opened again.

Dan Swidron: Supposedly, he also flushed out the inlets, at least
that is what I hear that he did.

No one saw it,

however,

I've got

pictures of my sewer cover, a storm water sewer that blew off, and

boards came out of it so if he flushed out the sewers there are
still boards and cans inside the inlets.

Who do we contact to haul

away all the trees that the county chopped down and put on our
common area when they corrected the two bridges out there?

is a bridge that goes over that little creek?

There

President Borries: Mr. Morphew.

Dan Swidron: Okay, thank you.
President Borries: Thank you.

Dan Swidron: The front culvert, is that also taken care of by the

county or is that taken care of bv che homeowners?

Cortunissioner Mourdock:

T*

i r

tinr-lor

Dan Swidron: Ic is richt nexc to

councv road?
VU g 4. _ v

rn A H

-J -# .
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Alan Kissinger: If it is in the subdivision then it gets taken care

of by the subdivision.
Dan Swidron: Because Mr. Higgins says that it is part of the County
Engineer's and they are supposed to cut down the trees that are

growing out of the culvert.
Bill Jeffers: That might the side ditch along Streuh-Hendricks.
Dan Swidron: As a matter of fact, it is dangerous because we can't

even see outside when we pull out.
President Borries: If it is along the county right-of-way, sir, we
will certainly address this. Mr. Jeffers indicates that it may be
We will certainly take
along a ditch on Streuh-Hendricks Road.

that under consideration and see if we can do something on that.
Thank you.

evening.

Thanks, folks, we appreciate your comments here this
We Will
Please get a copy of Bill Jeffers' report.

forwarding these-Bernadette Swidron: Bernadette Swidron,

Willow Creek.

You've said

that you are going to send him a letter and he has to address it.
How much time does he have and what happens when you send a letter?
President Borries: Well, we will send him a letter.

Bill Jeffers: He can't build any houses until Section D until he

has a final drainage plan because he can't record the plat until he
has a final drainage plan approved by this Board for Section D.
Bernadette Swidron: I've heard that he has been preapproved.
Bill Jeffers: Preapproved?

Bernadette Swidron: They told me it was preapproved and that he has
already received a letter of credit for Section D.
Alan Kissinger: He may be preapproved for credit, but he is not

preapproved for building.

Bill Jeffers: This Board told him at their last review of his
preliminary drainage plan that they wanted to see a final drainage
plan with specific things on it.

The

Board

asked

for

specific

things to be shown on there and he has not brought that back yet to
our satisfaction.
Until he gets final approval he cannot record
the plat. Or, if the plat is recorded by Area Plan Commission it
is in violation of the Drainage Ordinance.
Bernadette Swidron: Okay, thank you.

Bill Jeffers: You might want to stay on top of that, you know, if

you hear it is going to be recorded.
Bernadette Swidron: Another question. As far as if he has followed
I have many
the plat because he has changed them manv times.
different plats handed to me. As far as the drainage who would we

go to and make sure that he followed the proper drainage in A, 3
and C on the plats?

Who could tell us

this?

No one can tell us.

In 1990 it was changed, this has been changed, which plan can has
How would we find out which plat did he
Mr. Hatfield followed.
follow?

Was

it

1990,

Commissioner Mourdock:

1992 or

1996,

which one?

You are saying specificallv to drainage?
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Bernadette Swidron:

I

would like

to

know the

drainage,

yes.

We

have so much...well, you know the problems so we won't go in to
that again.

I wanted to know which plan or plat?

Bill Jeffers: You might have to go to someone less confused than I
because I'm having a much trouble following it as you are.

Bernadette Swidron: But we are suffering for this. At this time, I
know this becomes a joke, but we are suffering. So, if he hasn't
followed the plat what do we do? Do we kick him out? What can we

do if he hasn't followed the plat which he has to follow legally?
President Borries: You can seek legal action against him.
Bernadette Swidron: But how do we find out if he followed the plat?
Who, Area Planning?

Who would be the one to say that this is the

one?

President Borries: Mr. Jeffers would be
Bill Jeffers: We have most of his drainage plans of file.
Bernadette Swidron:

the plat?

Has he followed the proper ones?

Did he follow

Bill Jeffers: So far substantially, yes.

Bernadette Swidron: It sounds like a no in there, Bill.

Alan Kissinger: If you can be specific as to where you think there
may be a departure from the plan then I believe it could be more

easily addressed.

Dan Swidron: Here is an evaluation done bv Lvn Miller that says he
doesn't even have the location of storms and water systems.
He
-

shows no location of specific points where storm water discharge

will leave the site.

He has no construction details of dissipaters

or storm outlets.
President Borries:

That may be grounds,

Mr.

Swidron,

action.
Dan Swidron:

I mean,

he hasn't

answered half of

these

for legal
questions

that IDEM requires so how can he be filing anything if he doesn't

show it?

Bill Jeffers: Is that on his erosion control plan?
Dan Swidron: Yes.

This was given to Don Hunter.

Bill Jeffers: That is his erosion control plan.

Dan Swidron: This is for Section C which he is still building in

and it is still a mess.

Alan Kissinger:

Mr.

Swidron,

that

s erosion concrol though and I

know you don' t like to hear it, but cnis board doesn' t do anything
with erosion control.
Dan Swidron: I know, buc we were asking aboo- storm water and
He is preplanning fo_ plans an- he hasn't fulfilled
Section C vec.
drainage.

Bill Jeffers: Call Lk-

'f

ana asK Lyn Mill__ ir he olans on
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taking any action because oz tnose violations.
,

Dan Swidron: I called him three times this week and no answer.

Bill Jeffers: Okay.
Bart Gander: I'll be brief, I promise.
Bart Gander, 9209 Marfield
Court.
Just the fact that he has been told over, and over, and

over, and over again by Bill, by you guys, you guys wouldn't issue

any new permits so for him to start this house, the parade house
that Bill referred to,

he had to do all these things.

He did them

and your description to him as to what he needed to have done was
100 percent.

I am

One violation and he was out of compliance.

assuming that he got it between 99 and 100 percent because you let
If
him begin building this house and then he didn't do it right.
That
is
you take a look at the street this is what it looks like.

what it looks like right in front of the new house that he had in
the Parade of Homes.
That is the erosion control methods he uses.
He
He does it makeshift to satisfy the inspectors for the moment.

is being allowed to continue with these practices and we don't
understand why he is allowed to continue to build houses when the
first one that he builds in out of compliance with the building
code?
Bill Jeffers: It is suspected to be out of compliance or alleged to
be out of compliance.
The building inspector has not made that

determination yet.
Bart Gander: Okay, I was in the Building Commissioner's Office and
we discussed that briefly. We are having ours reinspected again by
an independent inspector. Roger is sending somebody out. We are
getting our things taken care of outside of this Commission, but

there are big things with the development that we've tried to
address. We took his permits awav and we are right back to wherd
we were a year or year and a half ago with this man. We hear talk

of these developers promising to do things and we can just laugh
because we know what we've been through.
We've seen what some
other people can do and it is really silly.
I guess what we can

all do is just quit buying from them.
President Borries: That is a big option.

I'm not kidding,

you say

that in jest, but that is a big option.
Commissioner

Mourdock:

That -1-s

a

option

big

and

I'm

not

a

developer, but I want to take exception to something that you just
said.

I've been on this Board since the

first of January of

and we have revoked the permit of one builder.
Commissioner Tuley:

"95

One builder.

Two since I've been nere.

Commissioner Mourdock:

Okay,

two since you've been here.

I just

want...again, I'm not a developer and I've got no interest there
whatsoever, but I heard one developer come to the microphone not

ten minutes before you walked to it to say that he was going to
correct his problem so don't chastise developers too broadly when
you say that you hear them m, king promises and then you assume they
don't deliver.
Bart

Gander:

I

have

some

knowledne

of

chat

sicuation.

I' m no t

going to get into accusing people of things.
I have some knowledge
of that situation to lead me to believe rhaz it may be similar. I

am just presenting personal experiences and observations of what
I've seen compared to what I've had to live through.
that I'm doing.
I'm not accusing him of anything.

That is all

~
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Bill Jeffers: We have builders in this county that when they tell

you something you can carve it in stone.
Commissioner Mourdock: Exactiv.
Bill Jeffers: One hundred years from now their heirs will come back

and complete it if it needs to be and then there are others at the
opposite end of the spectrum and all in between.

I'm serious.
There are people that vou can count on every word they say.
Good,

reputable builders.
Bart Gander: Do you consider Bruce Hatfield one of those men?

Alan Kissinger: This is not really the forum for that.
Tina Gander: Tina Gander,

i guess what we are
asking is that Bruce is up to his old tricks again so are you going
9209 Marfield Courn.

-

to come back out and reevaluate the situation, look at it again and
then maybe revoke his permits again?
Alan Kissinger: Ma'am, the only thing
President Borries: That is exactly what Mr. Jeffers'

letter will

address.
Alan Kissinger: We are doing that and we can only do that, once
again for the 27th time tonight, as the Drainage Board in reference

to drainage.
Tina Gander: Yeah, we understand that.
Alan Kissinger: That is what this document addresses.

Tina Gander: We are asking what time rrame we are working in?

Alan Kissinger: The time frame is his choice, really, because he is
not budging out there until this Board approves it.

Tina Gander: He has plenty of lots in the other sections that he is
in violation of to build in. We are asking you to come out and
reevaluate the sections. You think he is done in those sections
and he is not.

There is a lot right next to me that he can build

in and as you can see he is in clear violation so come out and
reevaluate in that section that he is allowed to build in. Find
out that,

yes,

you're

in violation again Bruce.

Everything that

you promised us three months down the road, you know, and lec's
revoke his permits again.

Eventually we will decour him from even

building a home so that you never have to look at another Bruce
Hatfield homeowner again.
President Borries: We are going to certainly notify him of your
concerns.
We will notify him of this letter and action may take

place very soon.
Tina Gander: What we are trying to ger at is chat last time you
gave him a time frame to work in and now this r i...; .I mean, he can

go tomorrow and build on the lot right next door to me if he so
chooses.
Clearly, he is in violation all around me, but yet you
are allowing him to build another monster home nexc to me. Yoll are
nr»,mic=ri US Dezore.
just totally going back on everything char 1.JU•· 2-'-4.....,--h-0-4
-

Presidenc Borries: Ms. Gander,

we are crying very hard zo work wich

you on every aspect of this -nd we are not going back on anything.
We will, I'm sure, because we know that we are very familiar with
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your concerns

and the

concerns

of your

fellow residents

and I'm

sure by a month from now that we will have further information
about Mr. Hatfield's intentions.

Tina Gander: So you are asking us to...and another thing, just a
suggestion. I think if you could ever enforce this, but if you had
a builder come every time someone was to complain against him, I

really bet that the complaints and the builder's actions would sort
of become in line.
President Borries:

We

can't do

that,

but

you can.

You can walk

right over here to that court and you could sue Mr. Hatfield.

I

would venture to say that he would probably appear.
Tina Gander: Do you think?
I don't know,
attorney, I'm sure you guys kno'w him.

President Borries:

he's got a really good

I'm sure that if it's a legal matter that it

will be-Tina Gander: Anyway,

I guess I'm just confused why this time is

different from last time.
President Borries: Nothing is different.

Tina Gander: Last time he had to be 100 percent and now we brought

you documents proving that he is not 100 percent and now we are
just going to let it go and tomorrow he could start building on the
lot next to me and create a bigger problem for everybody else.

I

just don't get it.
President Borries: Nothing is different.

Tina Gander: So he could build tomorrow on the lot next to me even
though tonight we've shown you pictures that he's in violation. He

wouldn't allow him to build in the next section, but he can build
next door to me?
Dan Swidron: You even gave us your word.
Tina

Gander:

That makes

no

sense

to me.

He

can't

build

in

the

other part of the subdivision, but right next door to me he can
build.
Dan Swidron: You keep shaking your head, Mr. Kissinger, but we've

got a real problem.
President Borries: No, we don' t have a problem.
Dan Swidron: He is in Building Code violation.

Alan Kissinger: Mr. Swidron, I understand that you have a problem.
Everyone on this Board understands that you have a problem.
President Borries: We know that you have a problem, Mr. Swidron.
We are not going to debate it.
We will be seeking-Dan Swidron:

Then why
--Dromise us?

We took you gentlemen on your

word the last time that you said chat.

Bernadette Swidron: One violation, one violation.
Dan Swidron: Right?

We know what happened che last time.

I
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Bernaded.e Swidron: You promised.
Dan Swidron: Everything came down on you so you changed it and gave
his license back.
The man doesn't deserve to have his license
until

all

the

Building

Code

violations

are

corrected.

He

is

building the same home over and after.
Drainage problems...every
day we have to look at this man and Mike knows it. Mike is getting

tired of coming out there.
President Borries:

I'm sure he is.

Thank you, Mr.

Swidron.

Thanks

folks for coming in this evening.
Bernadette

Swidron:
I
have one more question.
(inaudible comments not made from microphone) .

President Borries: Hopefully, we will,

Next

week,

We will definitely be
yeah.
We meet once a month.

considering his response to this letter.

VOIGT ROAD
President Borries: Okay, Voigt Road, do we have some folks here
from Voigt Road this evening?

Kevin Korff: My name is Kevin Korff, I live at 3530 Voigt Road.
What Pat started to say, bus I guess he gave up.
Commissioner Tuley: The other Pat, the other resident, not me.
President Borries: We appreciate you not giving up, Kevin, but we

do have to be fair to all people and be polite.
Kevin Korf : Right, that's true.

President Borries: We had a law enforcement officer here and he had

a special need.

Kevin Korff: I'm just trying to reiterate what he was asking.
Richard and Patrick were more than kind enough to spend a truckload

of time out there with us and listen to all of our gripes and
complaints and all our tales of woe.
Commissioner Mourdock: I'm glad you didn't say a boatload!

Kevin Korff: Yeah.

Commissioner Tuley: John, were you able to get out there and look?

John Stoll: Yes.

Commissoner Tuley: That is the question because I told him that I

would have to get a hold of you. That big ditch that runs parallel
after Voigt swings around that corner and turns into Hedden is that

in the county right-of-way?

That ditch is in bad shape and I know

that as long as it runs along slae chat road at least part of it
may be in our right-of-wav.
John Stol :
southeasc

Are you talking about the one that runs northwest
the end of the road thac runs out into che fields?

Commissioner Tulev:

Yeah,

and as it goes down along Heddon

. that

area where ic runs parallel along Hedden and chen ic makes a hard
right and goes straight back and tri_s to cec into Ferlick Creek,

is that what you guys call that?
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Bill Jeffers: Ferlick Creek, yes.
Kevin Korff: Are we talking about the same one?

The one that T-

bones into Voigt right across the street from it?
Yeah,

Commissioner Tuley:

that's what I am trying to find out.

The

one along the road there, the big section of it, I think is
probably in our right-of-way and I think that we can work with

trying to get that cleared out, but once it makes that hard right
turn and heads, I'm going to call it directly east, I think we run

into a legal problemas you have sat here long enough tonight to
hear that if is on private property-John Stoll: Right.
--.

See,

Kevin Korff:

I've learned something

that wasn't made clear.

tonight.
Commissioner Tuley: We have too, because I know you said that Mr.
Schlensker which I wish...is he here?
No,

Kevin Korff:

I

couldn't get a hold of him tonight.

He is a

hard person to catch.
President Borries: It is probably going to get harder now.

I've also heard stories from folks that have lived

Kevin Korff:

down there-President

Borries:

Why

don' t

you

rret

a

little

closer

to

the

microphone.
Kevin Korff: Excuse me.

I've heard stories from...I've only lived

there six years, but I've got other neighbors that have lived there

since the beginning of time and they said that at one time the
county did come out and clean out that ditch.
Commissioner Tuley: Which part now?
Kevin Korff: The part that we are talking about. The one that is

all grown up.
Commissioner Tuley: ine one back there next to the lovely addition

to your...your neighbor that doesn't maintain his property real
well?
Kevin Korff: Yes.
Commissioner Tuley: When we were standing out there in a mosquito

field?
Kevin Korff: Right, that ditch.

That is the one.

Commissioner Tuley: That is the portion of the ditch where the
problem is.
I don'c think there any question that is where the

real problem is.
Kevin Korff:

Okay.

His wife told us that ch- countv had been out

there before and cleaned that out, but it has been about 15 or 20
years ago.

You can tell ic has been quite a long cime.

President Borries:

was before ne.

Kevin Korf : What we have done i

rhe pasc...vou Anow, the county

2R
...
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cleaned it out before, but I guess things have changed.

President Borries: I can tell you personally that I cannot recall
that.
I can tell you personally that I would never agree to ask
the county to clean up anything on private propercy.
I cannot do
that.
It is illegal for us to do that.
I can tell you that.
I

don't think it has ever been done.
Bill Jeffers: I think the bridge crew did some work down at the end

of the road.
President Borries: It had to be on county right-of-way.

Bill Jeffers: There was a culvert involved.

Kevin Korff: You fellows were out there, that's a big job.
Bill Jeffers: Is there a culvert involved in this?
Commissioner Mourdock: There is a culvert that goes underneath
Voigt Road after it turns and runs north/south and it is probably

a 30 inch culvert.

Bill Jeffers: I think a long time ago in the 80's we did a culvert
replacement out there, but I don't remember cleaning a ditch.
Kevin Korff: Would that have been about right, Jim?
Commissioner Tuley: They named Roman Gehlhausen and who else was
Commissioner when that happened?
President Borries:

It was before me.

They are not on this thing

then.
Commissioner Mourdock:
President Borries:

You've been here since time began.

Well,

no.

Roman Gehlhausen isn't on this one

and this building was built in
Commissioner Tuley:

draw it out here.

69.

They've got several problems and I' ll t* to

But along Hedden Road here if that's ours and we

clean that out that is all fine and good.

When it makes this hard

right and heads due east, which is where you are talking about
where it reroutes into the field, we will see what we can do.

I

think the question was asked is this private Dronertv or is it
county?
-

Kevin Korff: It's probably private pronertv.
-

Commissioner Tuley:

That's where the bottom line is.

That thing

has narrowed down to not a quarter as wide from where I'm sitting

and he's standing and it is grown up with trees and brush and crap,
for the lack of a better word, and the wacer cannot continue east
and then it backs up on them down here.
They' ve got a similar
problem in that there is a huge ditch that comes off of Oak Hill

and runs due east there at about halr way between Hedden and Oak
Hlil that someone has filled up with a bunch of cut brush.

That

water comes down running ease there and ic hics that brush Chen
overflows down there at your house.
inere you go, all that water
Ther;
is no way chat
runs over on them. That wasn't an accident.
.
cne brush pile was an accidenc. That brush oile was deliberatelv
'--t 1

...I

--

-

put in there by somebody.

Bill Jeffers: Those +

the tvoes of thincs char che law on July
--
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1st will address.
Kevin Korff: The original ditch that you were talking about is not

on your map there.
Commissioner Tuley: I don't know.
President Borries: What we can do here is and you've heard a lot of

information being repeated.
Kevin Korff: Yeah, new legislation.
We can
President Borries: We are going to look at this July 1 law.
identify...if it isn't on Commissioner Mourdock's map, which is
very helpful, but if it's not on that map we can't do it. What we

can ask is to identify who the property owner is and send them
notices and there could be, and I want to stress could until we get

a legal opinion on what we can do, some action could be taken to
fine him should he not go through with the request to improve his
property.
A lot of this,
Or you need to talk to him personally.
frankly, is just kind of...you know, whose water is it? Sixteen

inches of water and we've been battling tnis cning forever and
ever.

Frankly,

sometimes it is just a one on one where you go talk

to this person and you say your property is causing the rest of us
a problem will you do something about it?
Commissioner Tuley: Well, they did talk to him.
President Borries: What did he say?

Commissioner Tuley: He was going to give us whatever permission we

needed to cut across his property.
President

Borries:

Oh,

that's

great!

bet

we

get

a

lot

of

permission like that.
Commissioner Tuley: Well, yeah.
Kevin Korff:

I send a lot of money twice a year,

too.

I thought

that was part of my property taxes.
President Borries: No.

Kevin Korff: I guess it is not.
President Borries: No,

this is not property taxes.

Bill Jeffers: That all goes to the school corporation.
President Borries:

This is not property taxes and you wouldn' t want

us to work on someone else's private property ir it was illegal,
-

Kevin.

You know you wouldn't.

Commissioner Mourdock:

Maybe if it was somebodv else's private

property!
Kevin Korff:

Flooding up my house,

President Borries:

T'A
--...

That's why I said i

»-*..»- -- chance on it.
th,r

way.

TAPE CHANGE
Nester Heerdink: I'm Hester Heerdink and I live on Voigz Road. I
want to know when I bourrhz my propercy I goc an easement on one end

~
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of it and it was supposed to be for a right-of-way.

I

give six

.

reet and the ocner person on the other side gives six feet.
It's
a twelve foot right-of-way. Now, who takes care of that right-of-

way?

President Borries: You take care of your six feet and the other guy

takes care of his six feet.
Nester Heerdink: You've been talking like that all night.
President Borries: That's the way it works.

Alan Kissinger: Mr. Heerdink, is there anything built on the right-

of-way?

Nester Heerdink: No.

Alan Kissinger: No road, nothing such as that?
Nester

Heerdink:

No,

we've

stayed

from

it

and

everything.

The

farmers can't get over there with their big machinery to even get
close to where a ditch used to be.
It used to Amos Voigt's
property and he used to keep a ditch through there.
Alan Kissinger:

Then what Mr.

Borries naa told you is

totally

accurate.
Nester Heerdink: Okay, thank you.
President Borries: Does anyone else wish to speak on Voigt Road?
Pamela Costello: My name is Pamela Costello,
Road.

I live at 3636 Voigt

The stream that comes down Oak Hill Road that is blocked by

that big area of brush is there nothing that we can do about that?
That's private property also.

Alan Kissinger: If it is private property then the answer to your--

Pamela Costello: Has that been determined?
Alan Kissinger: We're not sure what you are talking about.
Commissioner Mourdock:

I'm not exactly sure where it is,

is on--

but if it

Pamela Costello: Mr. Tuley was with us.
Commissioner Tuley: I know where it is.
Commissioner Mourdock:

Commissioner Tuley:

--county right-of-way.

I'll show you.

You walked this part with me

and you got as far as this, but if we go down she lives right here

and there is this thing, this bin ditch and it's a good sized dicch
and it comes down off of Oak Hill Road and goes this way and it

does kind of like a little S turn here and it really gets very
small at that point and zime.

I don't know if thar's a legal drain

or not.
Commissioner Mourdock:

Poinc on here where

Commissioner Tuley: The brush is here.

Commissioner Mourdock: Here is Voigz Roa-.

's ar.
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President Borries: Yeah, see there is nothing

here.

Commissioner Tuley: There is nothing back there indicated by color.
This is a situation where--

Commissioner Mourdock: Yeah, the only way we would have the right,

authority and obligation to clean it is, again, if it is a legal
drain, which clearly it isn't or if it is in the county highway
right-of-way, but it sounds like by what you're saying that it is
not.

It is not immediate adjacent to Oak Hill Road.

Commissioner Tuley: Because no one actually saw the person do it,
at least no one, when I was out there that night and maybe this
came up before you left I don't know, really wanted to identify.
That was deliberately done.
Pamela Costello: You can see, too, on that fateful Sunday when all

of the water came that the water was following the stream bed

towards
pretty reasonably and
gone back out
should have
Millersburg, but when it got to that it just sheeted right out over
my yard and the yard next to me. That would not be a...that is not
That is not
heavy equipment that is a match to take care of that.

a big deal.
Commissioner Tuley:

If no witness saw who put it there then maybe

no witness will see who burns it out!
Pamela

Costello:

It's
It's hard to say.
It has grown for years.

mysteriously grows.

been there and it
It is obviously an

obstruction, but what recourse do we have?
President Borries: Find out who owns the property?
-

Commissioner Tuley: They know.
Pamela Costello: I'm not sure because there are so many farmers who

farm down there and some of them own property and some of them
lease and farm.

How do we find that out.

Commissioner Tuley: John, do you know what I'm talking about? I'll
Once you go to where
go out with you and show you where it is.

dedden actually dead-end and you look back toward Oak Hill then you
can't miss it.

That's the ditch that we are talking about.

Pamela Costello: Just look for the one with the big brush pile!

Commissioner Tuley: You can't miss it.

Pamela Costello: Thank you.

Commissioner Tuley: I know I've sat here and said this all night
long.
I don't know if July 1st takes care of this problem because

the word intentional really disturbs me in the way that law was
written.

If a person refuses to keep the ditch cut and cleaned out

is that intentional?
President Borries: That's whv we're--

Commissioner Mourdock: Ic depends on what the court says what it

ls.
If
Alan Kissinaer: Especiallv if thca have been put on notice.
thev duma something in cnere cnen chere is abso-u,-=-y no quescion.
--

Commissioner Tuley:

.L=c' s cne one ov_r here,

-11 '

5- what

is

really

~
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happening in the original creek or ditch or whatever it is has just
been allowed to grow up over the vears.
Commissioner

Mourdock:

Is

the

absence

of

regular

and

routine

may be our answer.

I want

maintenance intentional?
Alan Kissinger:

It certainly is.

Commissioner Tuley:

Then July 1,

The county pays

Kevin,

to say "may be".

Kevin Korff: Okay.
Alan Kissinger:

As a matter of fact,

this Drainage Board pays

thousands and thousands and thousands of dollars every year to
maintain its responsibility for those ditches and every property
owner has that same obligation.
We are doing nothing more than
meeting our obligation.
Yes, it is an obligation to regularly

maintain.
Commissioner Tuley: It has not been maintained for I don't know how

many years.

Commissioner Mourdock: Anyone else on the Voigt Road situation?
President Borries:

Thanks folks. We will do what we can on the

county right-of-way and if you help us identify who the property
owners are, then we'll help you jawbone with them.
Commissioner Tuley:
ground do you know?

Does Mr.

Schlensker actually own that

He does,

it's not leased to him?

farm

Unidentified from audience: He might have leased out to someone

else.
Commissioner Tuley:

But he owns it?

Unidentified from audience: I believe that he owns it, I'll find

out.
We can find out.
We' 11 go» our engineer to
find out who owns that property out there and go from there.
I'm

Commissioner Tuley:

not trying to put you guys ort, i'm Just trying-Kevin Korff: There is only so much you can do.

Commissioner Tuley: Well, legally there is only so much we can do
so what I am trying to do is if we can identlrv who those owners
-

are and that makes me feel better that someone refusing to clear
out...I'm mean,

that is what the obvious problem is.

out that ditch along Hedden,

We can clean

but if there is no place for that

water to go once it goes east then that is not going to help much.
That is why we have got to get that cleared out somehow.

Maybe the

July 1 law change will be the tool rhat we need. We will, in the
meantime, start working on identifv those landowners.
Unidentified from audience:

(inaudible commencs noc made from the

microphone)
Commissioner Tulev: Where is John?

Presidenz Borries:

's here.
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Commissioner Tuley: John, do you have someone on your staff that by

the end of this week can identify who those landowners on?
John Stoll: All around that whole area?
Commissioner Tuley:

Yes.

Can he call you.

President Borries: Thanks.
Radio Road/Walnut Road

President Borries: Radio Road/Walnut Road.

Commissioner Tuley: That's these guys and they've got a different

problem.
Mikki Heck: Good evening gentlemen, it is quite late and all of us
are tired so I'll try to keep this as brief as possible.

been doing some excessive research.

I have

By the way, my name is Mikki

Heck and I'm resident of 11700 Walnut Road and Hillsdale is my
subdivision. The purpose of this meeting today with the Commission
is to express the concerns the residents from the Hillsdale
Subdivision.

The recent rainfall which has brought to Evansville

Our
a total of 18 inches and above normal to today's date.
passing
am
I
waterway.
research has shown that this is a natural
a map out for each of you to observe the elevation this area. The
elevation of 405 is the subdivision of Hillsdale, which you can see
On this orange outline that you can

Radio,

Campbell and Walnut.

area.

Our subdivision has been built in 1927.

see is all the extending areas that we around us that flows to this
We also have gone

back to do research that are area has also been founded in 1840.
This is a natural waterway and due to the higher elevations we are
getting flooded majorly. Not only through the creek banks, but on
This issue
the property lines before the creeks are even filled.
I
also
have a
has been addressed to this Commission in 1977.
This issue addresses
flyers on this when this was address, too.

the safety of this community plus the fast growth of the community
around us. At one time ten years ago this was all a natural wooded
area.
At this time, with our diagram here, you can see all the
This
This is our creek coming here.
development that we've got.
elevation up here is one mile radius from Highway 41, Boonville-New
Harmony, intersection at Browning, Browning Road to Hillsdale,
This subdivision of
Hillsdale back to 41 is a one mile radius.
We've been
old.
years
40
over
are
Hillsdale contains 80 homes that

here longer and I'm noc saying that we have any rights, but we have

nice homes here in this community and we would like to keep them
this way.
The Drainage Board has done something in our creek
I would also like
They only did sections of it.
before in 1977.

to bring to your attention on my map and diagram is that there are
two bridges that are desperately in need.

Thev are only one ton

'

bridges and they were placed in 1960 and farther back then that.
The first one that I would like to show to you is on Radio Avenue.
The second one is on Campbell at the 800 block.
ton bridge.
A BFI trash truck is four tons.

This is also a one
If you order five

tons of gravel for your home the residencs have to cross these
bridges to take cnis rock to there home, a safecy violation for us.
Our concerns are the safety of the residents of this neighborhood

I would ike co ndicate this by
is also deeply to our children.
We are
telling you a few things chat have hassened in our area.
--

not going to give you any sad stories about our personal property
damage. All we are going co do is tell you or cne cnings that we
have seen in our roads floating downscream. I would like to begin

by telling you that we've had railroad

cles

float

100

feet

downs»-=== A-rt -his is on che road 1 bv1 the wav and che creek is not

~

~
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Also, I have indication of neighbors naving an S-10 truck in

their driveway that was moved a foot in their driveway cue co cne
swift current.

Recently,

Avenue

800

in

the

on June 9th we had a house fire on Radio
Scott Township Fire Department was
Lightening had struck an older woman's home.
Due

alarmed to this.

block.

to this we had a massive rainfall going on and tornado warnings

also in the area. We had a two/two and a half angle hose from the
hydrant at Walnut and Campbell to the bridge where the fire truck
was laying. There was 150 foot of hose out.
It was caught in the
current

and

Fox

44

viewed

this

on

live

footage.

We

water

had

rapids going across there therefore the fire engines were not
allowed to cross this water due to dangers to their volunteers and

to their equipment.
I have a video tape here that I would like to
show you. This is of several different floods. This neighborhood
has been flooded out five times and there again I'm not going to
tell you about our personal property damage.
We will take care of
that. We are also willing to work with the community to help them.
I have been coordinating with M&W Concrete to know when the

concrete culverts are to be delivered in our neighborhood to
coincide with the County Highway to have ditches dug in our areas

to help alleviate this problem.

Commissioner Mourdock: The last corrinent

th#»

you just made

Mikki Heck: That I have been coordinating with M & w,

yes?

I have

been doing all that to make sure that the concrete culverts are out

so that the county will do this. At this time they are only doing
rrom Walnut at Radio Avenue to Campbell.

Commissioner Mourdock: The county is onlv doing what?
Mikki Heck:

That section.

There are nine more parts of the road

that needs to be addressed.
Commissioner Mourdock: Doing that section of the road?
Mikki Heck:

Of culverts,

sir.

Okay?

Commissioner Mourdock: Parallel to the road?
Mikki Heck: Parallel to the work, yes, with our easement.

This is

a view here of one of the early spring and you will see that the

trees aren't even budded. This tree that was in the fronc yard was
just planted a week ago and it is laying down.
This is before the
creek is even filled.
The ball diamond behind us is completely
engulfed.
Cindy is going to fast forward so we don't keep your
time.
This is traveling south and we are looking west at this
direction. With this water hose we are scared that one of us, a

vehicle that is going to stall in this water or possibly an adult
is going to be killed and we don't want to be another victim as we
have already had in the tristate.

This is che bridge that I would

like to see replaced.
Also,
It is a bottleneck to the water flow.
cars cannot pass there due to the height of the water. Also, you

see that we have no indication that we have hirth water there.

The

county overlooks us. We are fast zorwarding it and we are going to
take you on the opposite end down here on Walnut/Radio at the

intersection of Camobell.
inl= 1= wnere cne nouse fire was at six
weeks after this.
This is che creek ous of ics bank, as you can
see.
We are not professional pnocograpners, by the way.
Now we
,

are at Walnut and Camobell as the videocape shows you.

Now I would

like you zo observe the bridge thac we are using down here and this
is where che house fire was az and vou will see this in other video

tane tha: we have.

This is where we lost our wacer hose.

We had

to tie iz off to that bridie and kees ic accached to che clug.
-
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truck will not cross the road due to the swift current.
Again, there are no signs inaicazing high water or danger to our
community. In this you are looking west. Here we're looking south
toward the neighborhood off of Campbell Road.
Just a few moments
here you can see the Scott Recreational Ballfield.
The state has
put in two tiles up close to 41 on the easement.
It is on the
other side of the fence and it has not been dug out in years. We
This

are also accumulating the water from this area over in this creek
and as you can see we can't handle anymore water, due to the fast
growing development in our area. This is Hillsdale and you have no
way in or out of this community at all.
By the way, I must say

that down here on that end of the road they do have concrete
culverts and they are up to standards, but there again, due to the
rapid growth and development we are not holding up with the water
coming down to our low lying area.

One of the highest elevations

in this community of the new subdivision is 550 to 600 feet in
elevation, and it does say that on your elevation map, and we are
at 405.

This video here that we have quickly viewed will show you

that the water has filled the streets and has not filled the
creeks. This is on the east side of Walnut. The creek is not even
full. She is walking down through the water through the property
lines there.
Again, I
These are two different separate storms.

will remind you that this neighborhood has been flooded out five
times this year.
We have been trying to pursue this issue since
1994 due to natural rainfalls our streets are flooded. Not on any

abnormal rain which we've had this year with 18 inches above
normal.

There's the creek.

back this way again?

Unidentified from audience: Can you run
Mikki Heck:

Right »hors

&.I-» ».

Okay, that was cleaned
Right there.
(inaudible comments not made Lrom microphone) .

Unidentified from audience:

out in 1977

President Borries: Is it a legal drain?

Mikki Heck: Yes.

President Borries: It can't be.
Mikki Heck: It is a natural waterwav.
Unidentified

from

audience:

I

want

to

ask

you

something.

That

creek is about ten foot deep and it is about six foot across and if
they ain't a natural drain then I would like to know why?

I want

to know whv vou ao down on Boonville-New Harmony Road down past the
--

Hornets Nest down there and clean those damn ditches out that

aren't even a foot deen?
Commissioner Mourdock: The question is whecher--

Unidentified from audience: What?
Commissioner

Mourdock:

The

question

wasn' t

if

it

was

a

natural

drain.
Unidentified from audience:

thar is not a nacural drain, thar's

not a lictle-Commissioner Tulev: You need to listen co che explanation or you

won't learn.
President Borries:

Sir,

nas not..

= co do w .h i
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Commissioner Mourdock: That is noc wnac i was saying.
-

is not whether or not it is a natural drain,
question.

The question

that's not the

Unidentified from audience: Is it the county or us that cleans it?
Is it personal property or private property or county?

I'm saying

it is a county ditch because they've cleaned it before.
Commissioner Mourdock: The question is whether it is a legal drain

and by legal drain what we mean...again, it has nothing to do with
natural or artificial, but what a legal drain is that it is set up
as a taxing authority.
Mikki Heck: Correct.
Commissioner

Mourdock:
Because
the taxing authority of the
watershed then pays to clean that drain.
It is really a tax term
when you say legal drain. Only these colored areas on this map are

legal drains.
Mikki

Heck:

There was work done.
Sir, Mr. Richards or Borries,
there was work done. A resident that has lived there since 1950
saved this literature to present this to the Board.
The work was

completed on that date.
Even though it was petitioned to the
Commission he held on to all of his information and the drawing on

the underneath side shows you the designated areas that were
cleaned. There were two areas that was cleaned.

One was there at

the bridge on Walnut Avenue and that is west of the bridge and then
also behind the General Baptist Church because they felt that it

was bottle necked.
Unidentified from audience:

microphone)
Mikki Heck: Also,

(inaudible comments not made from the

I would like to remind you on vour flood plain

maps if you would like to pull those back to your attention you can
see that we also have Little Pigeon Creek.

You were also addressed

about the subdivision going in over at Darmstadt and this is also

going to effect us because that goes in co our drainage area as
well.

The

lady up on Red Gate,

again,

this

effects

us

in this

small community because this creek comes by our homes.

Bill Jeffers: How long did it take that creek to actually fill up

with water?

You showed us how the vard flooded--

Mikki Heck: Correct.

It takes two and a half to zour hours before

the water subsides enough to where there are passable conditions in
the neighborhood.
Bill Jeffers: The question was how long does it take the creek to
fill? How long on June 9th did it take trat creek to fill all the

way up out of its banks?
Mikki Heck: The video does show ic Iron the time it begins till the
-

time it ends because if vou document the time and she rewinds -ir

oack...

Bill Jeffers: Keep runnini ic uncil we see

banks.

= dicch out

U-

1. Lb

Mikki Heck: This is also due co the higher elevatinn Af develooment
that is going on.

h =un

, ,
a waterfaii
going

un here ac the

elevation and it is drowninc us also in the lower elevation at 405.
This orooeriv owner has nouninc.

He doesn' z ever. wanc co nelo us.
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Erosion,

suet, there is a drainaae tile that goes underneath this

that is not holding the volume of water that he is protruding on
US.

Mike Wathen: Is that O'Riskey's property?

Mikki Heck: Yes, sir it is.
Mike Wathen: He has water coming from another property going onto

his and through him-Mikki Heck: No, it's up on the back where he is digging it out.
Mike Wathen: My point is this.

Assuming that the high bank is his

property, and I understand that it is, the water that we saw in the

pictures comes from a third party onto him, through his property
and then on to another property so the part behind him, this where
the water is moving from he doesn't own.
Unidentified from audience: Well, I'm not for sure.
Mike

Wathen:

Obviously,

somebody owns

simply

I

it.

saying

the

person who owns the property-Mikki Heck: If you give me just a few moments,
and I'll share that with you.
Mike Wathen:

I doubt

I've got a plot map

(inaudible comments not made from microphone) .

Unidentified from audience:

I agree and I realize there is nothing

that you can do about the water (inaudible comments not made from
microphone).
Bill Jeffers: Which road is that?

Unidentified from audience: This road here that is coming down and

going across is (inaudible comments not made from microphone).
Bill Jeffers: Down there where this gentleman here lives, I want to
know how long it took to get the water to come out of Little Pigeon
Creek?

Did it every come out of the banks?

Unidentified from audience: Yes.
Unidentified from audience: A couple two or three hours.

Unidentified from audience: On a normal rain (inaudible comments

not made from microphone).
President Borries: Could you sum up,

please,

it is very late.

I'm

sorry, but we just-Mikki Heck: I understand perfectly.

President Borries: Folks, we've really got to--

Mikki Heck: Thank you for viewing the tapes because the tapes
really say more than whac we could ever say Co you. Also, in the
conclusion of unls there is current work oeing cone, as I spoke
earlier. Nine of the areas need to be addressed and only two have
so far.
Not including the bridges or anything where che state

could helD us with the overflow of this creek or natural waterway.
If so,

is

the county going to guarancee thac zhe rest of the

subdivision will be taken care of?

If nor, is chis water going to
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go straight to the creek or is it going to flood us in the
community where we are isolatea and can not get emergency help or
any further assistance lE an emergency should arise during these
.-

rainfalls.
The last thing that I would like to close with is our
petitions.
We have 80 residents and we have 60 names on this
This is
wanting something done because they cannot enter as well.
also on the higher elevations to the lower elevations. Gentlemen,
thank you for your time.
If you have any questions or comments,
feel free to contact me and I'd be glad to answer any further

questions.
President Borries: Ms. Heck, thank you for an excellent report.
What we will need to do is certainly to take everything that you
have here under our examination. You've heard this so many times
Frankly, bridges are
that I know it sounds like a broken record.
very expensive to do and we have to budget for those.
We don' t

have unlimited funds and we will do as much as we can as quickly as
we can there.

I don't have an exact time line for you,

but if you

will please leave all of your information to give it to the County
Engineer's Office--

Mikki Heck: Sir, I wish not to leave it with the County Engineer.
In 1995 he was out to view this and there was noe further action

done, the tape was never returned and therefore we had start from
scratch again.
President Borries:

If

you would prefer

to make

copies

than,

but

whatever you can leave with us in order for us to, for example, to
look at the nine areas and see if those are along county right-ofways.

We

can

look

at

what

cost

we

are

talking

about

and

we

certainly will.
Mikki Heck: Okay.

When should I come to address the Board again to

find a final decision, sir?
President Borries: Well,

you are going to have to give us a few

weeks as you heard, we've had three and a half hours here of
testimony here tonight, ma'am.
I wish I could give you an exact
time line, but I think it is going to take us a counle of months to
do this.
Again, you can help us ir you can...we will try to
identify those areas.
I can tell you that whatever this petition
-

is may have been a petition that has to do in terms of forming a
legal drain, which as Commissioner Mourdock talked about, is a
taxing area and it doesn't indicate that rhorn
...»-- was any work done on
that drain?
Do you see anything on that Bill, other than a

petition of that.
Bill Jeffers: We need to find the minutes of that meeting.
Mikki Heck: Yeah, there is minutes.
President Borries: Yeah, we'11 have to look at thac.

Mikki Heck:

It is documenced,

there is signatures on there and

everything like this.
Bill Jeffers:

The Board either took an accion co adopc it as a

legal drain or not to.
President Borries:

That

s whac we need co -ind «

Commissioner Tuley: What thev are saying is thac we have got to the
December 19th minutes and oull whatever ascion chev cook.
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Mikki Heck: Yes, because like I said, we've got the signatures and
This is
everything on there for further document research.
information that I cannot get into.

I don't think so,

I've tried.

I've been at the Civic Center for hours and hours researching this

project.
President Borries:

I

You've done excellent work.

appreciate all

you've done.
Commissioner Tuley:

We need to coordinate something though.

They

are getting conflicting information from different departments
about what is going to be done.
Mikki Heck: Yes, because I'm having to coordinate when the concrete
I' ve go t
tiles are to be delivered so that the work can be done.

residents that signed this petition saying,
taking care of me?
President Borries:

But that's our problem.

you're only

well,

We can't take care of

everybody at once, we cannot do it.

Mikki Heck: I understand that.
President Borries: If it has to do with culvert and that thing then
that's our County Highway and that is John Stoll.

If it's erosion

it has to do in terms of certain development then it has to do with
Mike Wathen,

Soil

and Water Conservation.

If it has to do with

legals drains-Mikki Heck: This is all the easements next to the roadway, sir.
President Borries:
--legals drains and subdivision review then
that would be Bill Jeffers.
If it has to do along with the roadway

then that would be our County Engineer's Office.

Mikki Heck: I also have a copy of my deed that says that you have

so much access of county access on my road for an easement for
electrical, sewer or any type of drainage tiles, okay?

So that is

not going to be a problem.
President Borries: The problem is that we have to find out where
the right-of-way is on that. An easement isn't good enough, okay?
Public easements, just as you heard the other gentleman, you can

have a wide swath of public easement, but unless the county has
done something in that area there that is part of what we call a
right-of-way then we really can't do any work in that.
Mikki Heck: Okay.
Commissioner Tuley: My point is tell me what you told me in the
break room earlier. Remember you said that one guy said they were

going to do it all the way down this road this far and then another
department says no.
Neta Smith: Mr. Morphew said they were going to do the whole
When a
neighborhood and thac it would take four to six weeks.
neighbor farther down on Walnut Road called Mr. Higgins to find out

what cype of concrete culvert he needed thev said that it wasn't
going to be done there.
Commissioner Tulev: That is whac i a* talking about.

President Borries: It is a lot like we'v» got a whole bunch of
4;n· vou tnat nere
people telling different people chings.
...rt-r... -nl
» ... .- 1-- ,-..».
-
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is a department head, John Stoll, and he will talk with another
department nead, Bill Morphew, and those are the zwo gentlemen who
can help prepare us reports.
You are going to get conflicting

reports from a lot of people.

Mikki Heck: Like I said, the neighborhood is united as you can see
in this petition.

We

are

keeping annual

visits

up with

them so

that they do know what is going on and they are aware or wna: Is
-.

happening.

Like I said,

we are just wanting some response back so

that we can work with this community effort to get this project
taken care of.
President Borries: We will give you that response and we appreciate
what you've done this evening.
Thank you very much for all your

work.
Neta Smith:

I'm Neta Smith,

11715 Walnut Road.

You keep talking

about private property owner and whether it comes to whether it is

county or half and half or whatever.

We do have a volunteer list

of people that are willing to help if that will help us.
President Borries: We just can't work on private property.

Neta Smith: Right.
President Borries: It is just that simple.
Neta Smith: That is what you were going to find out whether it was
private property. We were told that it was a county road ditch.
President Borries:

work on it.

If it is a county road ditch,

then we can do

Neta Smith: Okay.
Commissioner

Mourdock:

What

you

are

saying,

Ms.

Smith,

if

I

understood you is even the volunteer group that you are talking
about is willing to work volunteer in the county road ditch.

that what you are saying?

Is

Neta Smith: Right.

Commissioner Tuley: Whatever it takes to get there.
Neta Smith: We were told about a law that might go into effect July

1st to where the property owner would be taxed for...not taxed, but
charged for and because of the elderly folks out chere that can't

do it themselves we got

President Borries: Okay,

.hn
U....

volunteer list.

I see where vou're headed now.

Neta Smith: As far as the water.
I understand chat nobody can stop
the water.
If they could just stop the mud, che gravel, the
debris.
Thank vou.

President Borries: I think we all probably oughc to say a prayer as
we end this meetin,-r.

Commission-- Tulev: We still got one more co go.
Commission

Commission
control 16

Mourdock: At least one more.

Tuley:

The

A- n

hes of war -

g that we ca..
can cell you .hat.

do,

we

cannot
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Harry Ledford: My name is Harry Ledford and I live next door to
Neta here or across the street from her and I'm at 11711 Walnut
Road.

The only comment that I have and I see it we've had five or

six subdivision that have went in the last three or four years and
I think it should be the responsibility of city government or
Drainage Board or whatever--

President Borries: County.
--the county to curtail some of these subdivisions
until they get a water drainage report.
Just like with us we have

Harry Ledford:

so many that have went up out there in our neighborhood across Old
State that they can't foresee what is going on until it is too
late. I'm not against development, but I am against development in

places where we have no storm drains and we have nothing to curtail
water.

That is what is happening in our community right now out

there with us.
We have no place for it to go and they keep
building and keep building. Eventually, we get all of it because

we are the low part of the neighborhood and they are planning
another,

I

understand,

going to be even worse.

That is
on the other side of Hillsdale.
That' s my comments and I would appreciate

if they would just stop and look at our city and say , look , we
can't have anymore of these developments unless we know where it is
going to go to.
When is the last time that we updated our sewer
board, or drainage downtown here? Have you ever built on to it to
make it bigger to handle all the sewer? I don't think so, so where

is all the money going to that we keep paying sewer bills to
improve and handle all this water and building these storm drains
should be going down there to take care of the water.
President Borries: It's a tough problem, but real quickly you are

not paying sewer bills.
Harry Ledford: Yes we are.
President Borries: Well, if you are paying water and sewer then you

are paying for city water and you may be paying for some sewers
that have been installed in that particular area, but insofar as
paying city taxes, you're not paying that.
Harry Ledford:

We don't pay refuge pickup.

We pay city water and

city sewer.
President Borries: Thanks.
Nikki Smith:

Gentlemen,

try to get an early night!

President Borries: Yes, sir.

Scott Hurt:
Helfrich.
I
Subdivision,

Hi,

my name is Scott Hurt and I live at 1113 North

orooertv in the Moss Creek
just recently purchase
Lot 14.
I would like to tell the Board that I am
-

requesting permission to put in a pipe that would cover a ditch
from a lake in the subdivision. The lake overflow runs shrough my
A few short
property and it is my intention to pur a pipe.
comments.

I was told by Mr.

Jeffers thac he wanted an engineer to

take a look at that and Give him an eszimate or how much water
would be going through thac pipe.
The engineer that
I did chat.
I hired also gave a recommendation of che size of pipe that needed
to be in there.
When I approached
This was sent co Mr. Jeffers.

him and asked him about that he cold me chac he lost it.
the paper chat mv engineer had sens him.

He lost

I believe at that point,

he called my engineer and asked for a second conv co be sent over.
--

I have a cuestion.

Will I have zo pav for that second copy?

i

~
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Bill Jeffers: I'll pay for iE.
Scott Hurt: I was also told to be here tonight that I would be on
the agenda and we could discuss the pioe that I wanted to put in.
--

I can see that I wasn't on the agenda.

My paper that my engineer

made, I guess that would be a site plan, a large white piece of
paper. I did get a chance to see it at my engineer's office and I

apologize that you don't have that.
President Borries: Who is your engineer?

Scott Hurt: Veach Nicholson on Franklin Street.
President Borries: Okay.

Scott Hurt: But Mr. Jeffers didn't bring that tonignc.
lose the second one did you?
outside that basically I came

You didn't

Thank you.
Anyway, I was
here for nothing tonight.

told
MY

questions from you are what do I need to do to get this moving to

proceed and what kind of time frame are we talking about.
President

Borries:

I

would

suggest

that

you need

to

call Mr.

Jeffers tomorrow to verify that he has ail cne papers that he needs
,.

and if he does than we can take action on this at next months
meeting.
Scott Hurt:

Okay,

have called Mr.

Jeffers--

President Borries: If he does not have the information that he

needs then we cannot take anv action.

Scott Hurt: I have called Mr. Jeffers six times in the last three

working days and he has not returned any of my calls. The day that
I went up there early last week I even left him mv work number and
my home number and I've still not had anv response from him.

President Borries: Well, your comments are duly noted.

Scott Hurt: That is another reason why I stayed so late tonight.
I do want that on record for an* future legal proceedings.
President Borries: We will ask Mr. Jeffers if he can talk with you

tomorrow to Get the intormation chat he needs and we can, again,
maybe take action next month if Mr. Jeffers has all the information
he needs to make the recommendation.
-

Scott Hurt: Can I ask Mr. Jeffers is there anvcning else he might
need that I can give you?

Bill Jeffers: I heard mention of some legal proceedings so I have

nothing further to say.
Scott

Hurt:

Yes,

sir.

nave

done

everything

that

I

told.
Bill Jeffers:
Scott Hurt:

have

been

have nothing furcher to sav.

Thac's the problem,

you haven't said anyihing.

I would

also like to teli the Board chat rhe first dav char I went up there
S-»Sr

I had done everything that I was suoposed co I asked Mr.
uerrers ir no nad mv oaoerwork from Veach Nicholson and he told me
--

---

unac ne hadn' t looked ac ic and chat it would do me no good to come
nere and ask to put in a Dice on mv orosertv because he knows thac
in a few years I am going zo come back cn him and lE is going to be
-
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his fault because my pipe doesn't handle the amount of water that
it is supposed to.

you naven't looked at my paperwork,

I told him,

you haven't viewed my property and you don't even know what I want.
He had so many complaints, so many people from subdivisions have
been calling and complaining that I was going to be one or Enose
-

people in a few years. Again, I think that is very unprofessional
and maybe even an abuse of authority here. He is the one that I am
going to have to go to get permission or a recommendation to put
this pipe in.
If I don't get it then it is pretty obvious that I'm
not going to have any luck with my property here. We have really

started on a bad note already.
President Borries: Well, maybe we can rectify this by saying that
Mr. Jeffers has heard your concerns and complaints and we have.
can

we

Hopefully,

this

resolve

within the next month.

I'm not

clear either though, Mr. Hurt, as to exactly, again, the nature of
this pipe.
I guess I would need a whole lot of information myself

so again maybe we can get all this...again, our contact person and
our technical advisor is Mr. Jeffers so you just need to do that.

I don't know exactly what the purpose or tne pipe is and wnose
creek this is and so I guess we are all just going to need more
-

information.

Maybe,

I can't express things for Mr.

Jeffers here,

but maybe he is expressing some concerns to you that he might have
about the project that you and him are going to have to talk about.
TAPE CHANGE
President Borries:

Thank

you

for coming.

think you have very

I

clearly stated your concern and your requests.
Bill Jeffers: Anything else?

Scott Hurt: No.
President Borries: Appreciate it very much.

Scott Hurt: Thank you very much.
Bill Jeffers: When Mr. Hurt came to the office he was dressed in
his police uniform and was armed.
When I told him that I wasn't
prepared to recommend to the Board that the plan be instituted he
turned to another person in the office and said,

"Do you want to

draw this or should I?".

Scott Hurt:

smiling.

I would also

like to add thac

I was

laughing and

It was all in good nature ana i alan' c roresee any

problems until, again, I was told that I haven't seen your piece of

property-Bill Jeffers:

I wouldn't have brought this up at all until he

brought into question my professional or lack of professional
performance. Then he offered to take me...chen he said, "You will
I said, "Yes, I' ll go out and look at
t?".
go out and look at
I said,
your lot". He said, "You will go look at ic, won' c you?".
~Yes, I'll go look at it". Then he orzered me a ride in his police
cruiser, a city police cruiser I suppose?
--

Scott Hurt: Yes, it is.

Bill Jeffers: Out to a location six miles out in the county because
he said thac he could vet me chere faster than anything I had to

drive.
r- rh r r ar· Scott Fur - · 742 * -3
i - .-I./---V-/

A . rl

+-#.

Vol

=--- 4 to - ake him out

1
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there and help him in anyway that I could and I got nowhere.
Commissioner Mourdock: Okay, guys, it's late and--

Bill Jeffers: Would you like to repeat any of the expletives that

you uttered out here in the hallway.

Scott Hurt: Those are personal opinions and I believe as we go on
that the Board would probably agree with me.

Commissioner Mourdock: Guys, I've had my butt in this chair almost

for seven hours--

Bill Jeffers: Just wanted to have my,

you know,

as long as he is

going to court with this I just wanted it on the record myself.
Scott Hurt:

hope I don't have to.

Thank you,

again.

President Borries: Thank you, Mr. Hurt and we will try to resolve
this issue with you.
I appreciate you staying here this evening
sir. Well, it looks like we've done about all the damage we can do
here this evening. No, I'm out of here.

Bill

Jeffers:

I'll

apologize,

guys,

but

unbearable.

some

things

are just

President Borries: If you wouldn't mind to either give us a yeah or

nay or some kind of...you have a lot of work to do so maybe between
now and next...I'm not really clear about the nature of this pipe
and I don't understand.
Commissioner Mourdock: I'm not either and that was the plan would
be

for

and

I

thought

you were

going

to

address

lt.

Let's wait

until we see what the plan is and I'm sure both sides--

Bill Jeffers: It is sized to handle half the water that is expected

to come down through there and the other half of the water will go

over the top of the pipe to a swale that I told him would erode out

and cast dirt and rock on other people downstream and possibly back

four feet water up on the people upstream and I just didn't want to
go through that again.
I'm going through it every day.

President Borries: Okay,

chae's cool.

to--

Well, may I have a motion

Commissioner Tuley: Just one second.
Commissioner Mourdock: If this is new business you ain't going to

get out of here!

Commissioner Tuley: What I would like to know is if you have
reviewed that and you know that is not going to work somehow and I

don't know how we need to communicate to him whac he really needs
to do.
Commissioner

Mourdock:

would

say

directly

through

Veach

Nicholson.
Bill Jeffers:

I

talked to Billy Nicholson ror about 20 minutes

asout it this afternoon and I thou=hc hs wn= n~ing
to contact Mr.
3...-6Hurt who told me tnat cne only reason I shouia call nim afcer last
Thursday was to apologize.
diAn 'r 01 11 him
-

I didn'c have an apolocv co ozzer so I
--
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President Borries: If you could get some of your thoughts, and,
again I know that you have been awfully busy, down in writing then

that probably would-Bill Jeffers: That is the second time this year that I have been
threatened to have a gun pulled on me, so I'm just about fed up to

tell you the truth.
Blue Claims
Commissioner

Tuley:

There

are

blue

claims

on

here.

Can we

let

those go or do we need to sign those?
President Borries: Is there anything else we need tonight?
Bill Jeffers: These blue claims were signed by Mr. Brenner for work
done on regulated drains in Vanderburgh County in the Spring of
1996.

They are signed by Mr. Brenner and inspected by the
inspectors and are recommended for approval by the County Surveyor.

Commissioner Mourdock: I'll move approval of the blue claims.
Commissioner Tuley: Second.
President

Borries:

So

ordered.

Is

there

other

business

this

evening?
Comnissioner Tuley:

I will move for adjournment.

Commissioner Mourdock:

I will second.

President Borries: So ordered.

P.m.

Lec the hour reflect here at 10:50

The meeting was adjourned at 10:50 p.m.
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THOSE IN ATTENDANCE:
Richard J. Borries
Patrick Tuley
Richard E. Mourdock
Alan Kissinger
Suzanne M. Crouch
Charlene M. Timmons

Bill Jeffers
John Stoll
Mike Wathen
Roger Steinkuhl

Keith Poff
Peggy Bauer

Jessica Mezo
Elaine Effinger
Daniel Rohner
Nick Balbach
Randy Chapman
Monty Gross
John Kessler
Tim Bickel
Terry Zahn
Pat McComas
Jennifer Fuchs
Pat Lindauer

JoAnn Gannon
Bill Wittekindt
Dan Swidron
Bernadette Swidron -

--

Bart Gander

Tina Gander
Kevin Korff
Nester Heerdink
Pamela Costello

Mikki Heck
Neta Smith
Harry Ledford
Scott Hurt
Others unidentified
Members of the media
VANDE
URGH COUNTY
. AINAG BOARD

/RichardgJ. B~p*ied,

President

Pa'trick Tuley, Vice45_nae<dent

Richard E. Mourdock, Member
Recorded anc :ranscribed by Charlene

AGENDA

~

VANDERBURGH COUNTY
DRAINAGE BOARD MEETING

I

JUNE 24, 1996

1.

Meeting opened

2.

Approval of minutes:

a.
b.
3.

May 28, 1996
June 10, 1996

Review and accept the following drainage plans:

a.
b.
c.
d.

Shadow Bluff Estates
Seasons Subdivision
Malibu Park, Section 4
Fazoli's site drainage in Expressway Subdivision

4.

Any person wishing to address the Drainage Board

5.

Approval of Blue Claims

6.

New business

7.

Old business

8.

Meeting adjourned

LAW OFFICES OF

JEFFREY A. BOSSE
522 MAIN STREET

EVANSVILLE, INDIANA 47708
JEFFREY A

BOSSE

TELEPHONE (812) 423-4216

ALLISON K. COMSTOCK

FAX (812) 421-4077

June 20, 1996
Mr. Roger Steinkuhl
13425 North St. Joseph Ave.
Evansville, IN 47711

Ms. Teena Preske
1106 W. Boonville-New Harmony Road
Evansville, IN 47711

Mr. Brad Korff
1822 W. Boonville-New Harmony Road
Evansville, IN 47711

Mr. William Smith
745 W. Boonville-New Harmony Road
Evansville, IN 47711
Mr. Gene Koch
1821 Boonville-New Harmony Rd.
Evansville, IN 47711

Dear Ms. Preske and Gentlemen:

I was contacted Wednesday by Alan Kissinger, the attorney
for Vanderburgh County.
He said Vanderburgh County believes that the Vanderburgh
County Commissioners, acting as the Drainage Board, have the
authority to review drainage plans in Vanderburgh County,
The
including those for subdivisions in the Town of Darmstadt.
and
power
that
sh
County also believes that it may relinqui
authority and if Darmstadt so requests, the County will
relinquish this power to the Board of Public Works of the Town of
Darmstadt.
Vanderburgh County also believes that it has enforcement
authority over all drains in the Town of Darmstadt which
eventually lead into drains in Vanderburgh County.

There are several steps to obtaining final approval of
drainage and Vanderburgh County does do follow-up work in regard

to final approval of drainage plans.

The Vanderburgh County Surveyor has the right to inspect
drainage construction anywhere in Vanderburgh County (including
the Town of Darmstadt).

Where appropriate,

the Vanderburgh

County Surveyor will make recommendations to the Vanderburgh

County Commissioners regarding enforcement of drainage plans.

this regard, recently the County Commissioners suspended the

In

right to issue building permits for a certain subdivision because
there was insufficient compliance with the previously-approved
drainage plans.

Mr. Roger Steinkuhl
Ms. Teena Preske

Mr. Brad Korff
Mr. William Smith
Mr. Gene Koch

June 20, 1996
Page -2If anyone has complaints about the drainage situation in the
Town of Darmstadt, those complaints should be directed to the
Vanderburgh County Surveyor or Bill Jeffers of the Surveyor's

Office.
In conclusion, Vanderburgh County considers the current
situation established and is planning to act Monday on the

drainage plans of a subdivision currently before it.
Accordingly, at the present time, Vanderburgh County, and
not the Town of Darmstadt, will approve drainage plans, even in
the Town of Darmstadt, unless you make a determination to request
the County to relinquish this authority.
I am taking the liberty of sending a copy of this letter to
Alan Kissinger to be sure that it accurately reflects the
position of Vanderburgh County.

As you know,

we wish to continue

the Town's excellent relationship with Vanderburgh County.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Very/tr~uly yours,

-11 J OF\ A

.

#C*7 3-21 7

JAB/jjs
CC:

Alan Kissinger

(by fax and U.S. mail)

I

Seed Restaurant Group, Inc.
2470 Palumbo Drive
RO. Box 55905
Lexington, Kentucky 40555-5905
Phone: (606) 268-1668
Fax: (606) 268-2263

June 19,1996

VIA OVERNIGHT COURIER

Mr. Bill Jeffers
Vanderburgh Co. Drainage Board
Rm 325 Civic Center
#1 Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd.
Evansville, IN 47708
Re:

Fazoli's Restaurant
#5232 Weston Road, Lot 3
Expressway Commercial Subdivision
Evansville, IN

TRG #96095
Dear Mr. Jeffers:

Fazoli's Joint Venture of Indiana, Ltd. ("Fazoli's"), is the Tenant under that certain
Ground Lease Agreement ("Lease") dated May 31, 1996, between Jack Rogers and
Robert L. Jarrett, as the Landlord, wherein Fazoli's is leasing certain property as
described in the Lease (the "Leased Premises"). As the Tenant, Fazoli's seeks approval
from the Vanderburgh Co. Drainage Board to pave over an ex 15" RCP within a platted
15' drainage easement. The County shall retain all easement rights as\granted by this
easement while Fazoli's shall be responsible for maintaining or repairing the ex. storm
system located within the Leased Premises.
If you have any questions, please let me know.

Sincerely yours,

Paul S. Newman
Director o f Construction
CC:

Jeff Ames

PSN/gf

314 STRAWBERRY HILL ROAD
FLOODED BASEMENT COMPLAINT

June 24, 1996

TO: Vanderburgh County Drainage Board
FR: Vanderburgh County Surveyor
RE: 314 Strawberry Hill Rd. -- Chapman Rei

Residents 314 Strawberry Hill Road reported basement flooded three (3)
separate events -- April 28 - 29, 1996; May 4 - 5, 1996; and June 9, 1996.

Residents Randy and Leann Chapman reported that their basement was
flooded by sanitary sewer back flow on April 28; and flooded again by

sanitary sewerage plus surface flow from rainstorms on May 5, and June 9,
(all 1996.)
The source of surface flow into the basement was over the top step of a

doorwell entry to the rear of the home's basement.
314 Strawberry Hill Road is Lot 9 of Old State "One" subdivision a plat of
which was given final approval November 10, 1976. No drainage plan is on
file in our office as we do not have any drainage plans from the administration
pnor to 1977.

Street and grading plans were done by Sam Biggerstaff for Guthrie May, the
developer. The plans now are in the possession of James Q. Morley who
purchased Mr. Biggerstaff' s records at auction.
Mr. Mortey loaned us the plans from which we will copy pertinent
information to build a file. The plans show exact details of drainage

structures and street grades as well as details of the large corrugated metal
pipe in front of 314 Strawberry Hill Road.

The elliptical pipe is sized approximately seven (7) ft. vertical by eleven (11)

ft. horizontal with a note stating it is sized to handle a so called ten (10) year
rain. Therefore the pipe is not adequate to handle the storms on the dates
listed above

Data shown on U. S. Weather Bureau rainfall charts available in 1976 is as
follows:
10 year storm equals two (2) inches rainfall in one (1) hour; or three and one
half (3.5) inches in six (6) hours.
On April 28, 1986, it rained three and three fourths (3.75) inches during the
six (6) hours between 4:54 p.m. and 11:54 p.m. which approximates a
twenty-five (25) year rain.
In fact, during the seventeen (17) hours between 6:54 p.m. and 11:54 p.m.
April 28,1996, it rained over six (6.04) inches; representing rainfall excess of
the one hundred (100) year rainfall intensity.
For the twenty-three (23) hour period beginning 4:54 p.m. April 28, 1996,
and ending 5:54 a.m. April 29, 1996, a total of seven and ninety-two

hundredths (7.92) inches is reported to have fallen; which also exceeds the
one hundred (100) year event.
The County Surveyor' s office currently is gathering field data on the storm
which occurred Sunday, June 9, 1996. According to preliminary local
climatological data from the National Weather Service approximately three
and three quarters (3.67) inches rain fell over a period of about one (1) hour.
Our office is awaiting additional data to confirm the exact time and amount of
rain. If the preliminary data are correct however, the rainfall on June 9,
1996, exceeds the five hundred (500) year event.
The storm water left plenty of evidence with regard to its height and extent
which our office is recording along with eye witness accounts. A preliminary

report is presented on the following pages.

Excess storm water which the large elliptical pipe under Strawberry Hill Road
could not handle in the June 9 storm crossed over the north sidewalk at
398.69 feet above sea level; or nearly two (2) feet deep over the top of the

road.
On the plan the elevation the design engineer assigned as the lowest
recommended finished floor elevation for Chapman residence at 314
Strawberry Hill Road is 398.70 or essentially the same elevation as high
water on June 9, 1996.
The Chapman residence has a finished basement. The top step of the outside

entrance to the basement is 398.33 or about four (4) inches lower than high
water on June 9, 1996. The outside stair well to the basement door is the
route flood water took into the Chapman's home.
The basement floor is about 395.33 which is about three (3) feet and four (4)

inches below June 9 high water.
Downstream of the Chapman's home and on the south side of Strawberry Hill
Road, the creek flows southeastwardly out of Old State One subdivision. At
the south line of the subdivision, the creek is joined by a drainage ditch
serving the rear yards and street drainage of homes from 405 through 605
Strawberry Hill Road.
The large open ditch along the south line of the subdivision is designed so
that during normal or moderate rains it flows from the east end of the
development to the west where itjoins the creek.
During extremely heavy rains that cause general flooding, the flow in the
ditch is reversed and the flood water travels eastward the same as the

direction of flow in the creek.
It is obvious that the design engineer intended the reverse flow to occur in
flood conditions because of the designed width of the ditch, the fact that it is
housed in a thirty (30) feet wide easement, and other details of the grading
plan.
We assume the drainage system was designed as shown because the

developer was unable to acquire easements across land to the south of Old

State One to extend storm sewers to the creek in a direction more closely
following the natural terrain.
The grade of the street and storm drainage systems was overcome by the
storm on June 9, 1996. Flood water forced out of the creek channel by the

undersized culvert in front of the Chapman' s residence and traveled east
along Strawberry Hill Road all the way to the eastern end of the development
where it spilled out into open fields and rejoined the creek.
All along the south side of Strawberry Hill Road flood water traveled in low
areas between houses and through the back yards to the creek. Because of
the artificial grade in the street and front yards, water stacked up as much as
two (2) feet deeper in front of the homes than behind the houses where it

could run more freely in the floodway of the creek.
For example, the high water directly across the street from the Chapman's
home fell off immediately to an elevation two (2)feet lower than in the
Chapman's yard. The high water mark left on the garage door at 409
Strawberry Hill Road is ten (10) inches higher than the mark left on the fence
behind the house.
What this indicates basically is that Strawberry Hill Road with its undersized
culvert represents a dam, and we can expect flooding anytime rainfall exceeds
the designed capacity of the system.

The County Surveyor recommends:

1. Replacement of the corrugated culvert with a open bridge structure sized
to handle the one hundred year storm.
2. Lowering the elevation of the pavement over the new structure at least one
(1) feet below existing elevation to allow high water to pass over the road
without backing up into houses on the north side of Strawberry Hill Road.
3. Discovery and prevention of all sources of infiltration of the sanitary sewer
system by surface water. This may include downspout connections and other
unauthorized private connections.

4. Replacement of all loose manhole castings with machined and gasketed
manhole lids anchored into concrete cone sections at any location within the
creek's obvious floodplain defined by the June 9, 1996 storm.
5. Installation of check valves, and/or other devices to prevent back surges of
sewerage into homes wherever the finished floor elevation is lower than
shown on the grading plans.

5. Regular maintenance of the waterway by property owners to remove trees,

brush, silt accumulation, and other obstructions that block or displace water.
The County Surveyor will continue to gather information on Old State
Subdivision in order to address problems related to recent flooding not
addressed in this report. This report deals mainly with 314 Strawberry Hill
Road.

Browning Road Estates and Hunters Ridge
Erosion and Siltation Complaints

June 24, 1996

TO: Vanderburgh County Drainage Board
FR: Vanderburgh County Sun'eyor
RE: Off site siltation in Browning Road Estates

Sirs:
The Chief Deputy Surveyor accompanied Mr. Mike Wathen on a visit to
Hunters Ridge Subdivision and Browning Road Estates Monday, June 17,
1996, and again on Wednesday afternoon, June 19, 1996 from about 2 p.m.
until about 4:45 p.m.
We determined the source of the soil washed downstream onto others
property this spring to be building lots both in Hunters Ridge and Browning
Road Estates.

The heaviest erosion is occurring on lots with houses presently under
construction or lots being filled or cut in preparation for house construction.
A lesser source of siltation are lots with finished homes where tightly turfed

lawns have not yet been established.
We found the eroded hillsides to be made of soil that is a mixture of sand and
very fine clay particles. When the soil was suspended in storm runoff it was

separated into sand and clay.
The sand dropped out in large drifts wherever the rushing torrent was slowed

down by road culverts or other obstructions, and the clay only settled out in
thin layers when the water was pooled for a longer time.
At first we mistakenly identified the sand as building material. We now know

it to be native to the studied areas.

The most serious damage as a result of the silt deposits we viewed exists
from the Gannons' driveway west to Red Gate Road. The Gannons'
driveway culvert is substantially clogged and the ditch from their drive to Red
Gate Road is partially obstructed.

We feel the clean up and repair of the Gannons' drive culvert and roadside
ditch should be accomplished or paid by the developer of Hunter's Ridge, the
subdivision identified as the source of the soil up to that point.

We feel that the clean up and repair of other deposits of soil identified in
Browning Road Estates downstream of Red Gate Road should be shared by
the developers ofHunters Ridge and Browning Road Estates.
We also discussed several options with the developers to prevent future
erosion and off site siltation.
Both developers will be forwarding
commitments and plans to your board with regard to our discussions.

In addition, the Surveyor's office will provide your board and the County
Commissioners with some recommendations to improve existing drainage
facilities on accepted roads crossing the creek in Browning Road Estates.
We already have sent a request for more details of drainage structures in the
proposed addition to Browning Road Estates which we hope will prevent the
costly repairs and revisions that were needed on Red Gate Road.

In closing we wish to notify the Gannons that their yard barn at the dead end
of Pine Gate Road is in or near enough to a natural watercourse to sustain
damage from flood water. They may wish to move it to another location or
consider raising it in such a way that high water will pass under it in case we
experience more rainstorms like we had this spring.
No guarantees against flood damage, however, are given or implied so long

as the shed remains in its current location.

Bill Jeffers, Chief Deputy Surveyor

• 130 ACRES FOR DEVELOPMENT

• EXCLUSIVE HOME SITES

BROWNING ROAD ESTATES
ON BROWNING AND BOONVILLE- NEW HARMONY ROADS

McCUTCHANViLLE AREA

12431 Red Gate Road

WM. J. WITTEKINDT, JR.

EVANSVILLE, INDIANA 47711

June 20, 1996
Vanderburgh County Commissioners
City County Building
Evansville, Indiana 47708
Re:

Meeting with Mr. Mike Wathen

@12 noon on 6/20/96
Gentlemen:

Please be advised that I will clean the sediment off lot #18 in
Browning Road Estated West Section #1 as soon as possible.

We also talked to Mr. Noel McDonald owner of Lot # 31 in Browning
Road Estates West Section #2 and he agreed to have his lot straightened

up and the erosion fence repaired by noon 6/21/96 or as soon as possible.
Sincerely,

' 111

Wm. 1. Wittekindt, ~9/

cc:

Mr. Mike -Wathen
Mr . Bill Jeffers

1

/

FUQUAY CONSTRUCTION. INC.

215 FIRST AVENUE

EVANSVILLE. INDIANA 47710

June 20. 1996
Vanderburgh County Commissioners
Civic Center Complex
City County Building
Martin Luther King Jr, Blvd.
Evansville,

Ind iana 47708

Dear County Commissioners:
Pat Tuley
Rick Borries

Richard Mourdock

-

On June 19. 1996 I met with Mr. Mike Wathen. Mr. William

Jeffers . and Mr . John Hahn at Hunter ' s Ridge Subdivision .

At

that time we developed the following action plan and time

table to solve any "silt problems" coming from Hunter's Ridge

Subdivis i on

that is depositi ng silt downstream on other

Drooerty.
1.

The additional silt tencing that has been installed
since 69 letter to Mr. Mike Wathen on June 10, 1996.

has beAn compleced and will be maintained until
vegetation is established and these fences are no
longer required.
2.

Lor

12 in Hunter '« Ridge

( 1222 Hunter ' s Ridge

3.

The silt that is deposited on Pine Gate Road to the

south ot the Gannon property will be cleaned up and
removed .
The silt in the ditch on the north side of
Pine Gate Roadiand south of the Gannon property will

be cleaned up and this area reseeded and strawed.

This will be completed by July 8, 1996.

4.

Th- sila that is deposited further downstream West
of Red Gate Road that follows the same creek is

coming from Browning Road Estates Subdivison as well
as Hunter's Ridue Subdivision.

Fuquay Construction.

......

Court) that is temporarily seeded and strawed is
sold and will be finished graded. landscaped. a
sprinkler system inslall ed . and permanently seeded
and strawed by July 8. 1996.

.
Inc. is willing to jointly clean up and remove this
silt with Mr William Wittekindt. Jr.. the developer

Provided that Mr .

of Browning Road Estates .

Wittekindt is willing to participate. this will be

completed by July 24. 1996.
5.

The disturbed area of Lot 14 in Hunter's Ridge

Subdivision will be leveled, seeded. and strawed.
allow vegetation to be established.

This back fill

be graded in " li fts ", then seeded and strawed .

The

work to be performed on these lots is of a greater

......

and the culvert 6n Lot 19 Hunter ' s Ridge Subdivision
will be extended and back filled in a manner to

-

magnitude and will be completed by September 24.

1996.
Upon completion of the above. all the lots in Hunter's
Ridge Subdivision will have vegetation well established. and
if any silt shows up downstream it will have to be coming
from some where other than Hunter's Ridge Subdivision.

s t (7 e 1%1

-

CC :

John Stoll
William Jeffers
John Hahn
William Wittekindt. Jr.

J,~,IF:dw

./.7/Iri,/''

'B a*et-M. -1(31uay f
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Willow Creek Section D
Final Drainage Plan

June 24, 1996

TO: Vanderburgh County Drainage Board
FR: Vanderburgh County Surveyor
RE: Willow Creek Drainage Plans

Sirs:
We are not able at this time to present your board with a positive

recommendation on the final drainage plan for Section D.
The plan attempts to address your board's concern that surface storm water

runoff be controlled so that it does not cross over into downhill lots in a
manner which would pose a threat to the lower properties. The plan
presented to our office for review, however, requires earth grading in some
areas which appears to be very difficult and impractical to accomplish.
We have serious reservations about such difficult land grading. We worry
that it might not be finished when the difficulty is realized by the developer.
We also are concerned about the eventual home buyers' ability or desire to
maintain the grading plan.

In addition we agree with Mr. Mike Wathen that the best solution to continual
erosion problems along the east line of Lot 60 in Section C and the east line
of Lot 39 in the Replat of Section B is to connect the drain tiles from Meghan
Court south to Marfield Drive.

Pictures submitted to the County Commissioners by our office show the
lower detention basin relatively clear of suspended silt on 6/19/96. One can
view the green reflection of trees in the water. The water condition shows
there is very little silt leaving Section A.

At the same time the water in the upper detention basin is very muddy as
witnessed by the color of the tree reflections shown in the photo. The water

condition in the upper basin shows a substantial amount of silt leaves
Sections B and C.
We have not received plans showing the connection of the storm sewer line
recommended by Mr. Wathen and our office. If a connection is made it will

require correct pipe sizing, substantial fill over the pipes, a beehive inlet
midway along the line to drain the back yards, the raising of utility
installations already in place, and exact grading of the fill to assure proper
drainage.
We are in agreement with Mr. John Stoll that the continuation of the pipe
noted above should extend south from Marfield Court and into the upper
detention basin area to protect the back slope of Marfield Court roadbed.

The extension of the pipe from Marfield Court is in progress, but the
suitability of the bedding and fill should be examined.

There also is a question now about the ability of the upper detention basin to
handle the additional load of storm runoff from Section D. We need a new
set of calculations from the developer's engineer to determine what effect
Section D will have on the detention basin and whether a discharge pipe
larger than ten (10) inches in diameter is needed.
We intend to forward a copy of this memo to the developer of Willow Creek
along with our request for certain additional information to be added to the
final drainage plan for Section D.

Bill Jeffers,

-WV

ler Deputy Surveyor

VANDERBURGH COUNTY DRAINAGE BOARD
ROOM

325 ADMINISTRATION

BLDG.

CIVIC CEN-ZER COMPLEX '
EVANSVILLE. INDIANA 47708

November

16, 1977

Tax Code No .

9-/13 - 13

Dear Sir:
Re:

IN THE MATTER OF THE HILLSDALE DRAINAGE PETITION.

After, the filing of the Hillsdale Drainage Petition, a
hearing has been set for December 19, 197.71 -0.Monday -) at
10:30 a.m. in Room #305, City-Couidy Adiainistration Building,
Civic -&.'.

V.

.

-

The general route of the proposed drain is described as follows:
beginning at a point in the S.E. Corner of N.W. 1/4-1/4 Section of
the N.E. 1/4 Section of Section 8 Township 7 South - Range 10,
which is 220 Feet West from the East Line of said 1/4-1/4 Section
and 140 Feet North of the South Line of said 1/4-1/4 Section.
Going from this point in a South-Easterly direction around the
Ridgeview Heights Subdivision, thence Southerly to Boonville-New
Harmony Road, thence South-Westerly through the Western half of the

1

Hillsdale Subdivision between U.S. Highway 41 and Walnut Road, ending
at the fork in Little Pigeon Creek located 360 Feet North of Hillsdale
Road. Total length of ditch is approximately 9850 Feet, and including
two laterals going in a North-Easterly direction.

Lateral "A" begins

approximately 2800 Feet South of beginning of main ditch and runs
approximately 2500 Feet.

Lateral "B" begins approximately 6590 Feet

South of beginning of main ditch and runs approximately 5000 Feet.

( See enclosed sketch )
The Vanderburgh County Drainage Board
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H/LLSDALE DRAINAGE

JUNE 1996
The undersigned on this petition are seeking the help and assistance from the Drainage
and County Commissioners in solving the drainage and flooding problems that are
occuring in the areas bordered by Campbell, Park, Hillsdale and Walnut Roads.
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VANDERBURGH
SURVEYOR' S

COUNTY
OFFICE

Rcom 325 Civic Center Camplex

One Northwest Martin Luther King, Jr, Boulevard
Evansville, Indiana 47708-1833

(812) 435-5210
SURVEYOR'S

To:

REPORT

The Vanderburgh County Drainage

Board

This report shall serve as notification to the Yanderburgh

County Drainage Board that the work required by a certain
contract

for

[k]

between

the

annual

--

Board and:

[

]

-7-->w,g~/

Ditch,

in Vanderburgh County,

[A] approved

,

199 ~ ,

Jun '. il
--

[

a

to

legal

drain

Indiana, was completed on

'

our staff on

JA Joy;,1/

additional maintenance

kKi u
& 1 1 U-

S.

inspected by

and was

,

19 -95--,

and is

] disapproved for payment per the

contracted price indicated on the claim herewith attached.

Respectfully submitted by:

/3, 1

51 1( 3bl .#

C
*(/#, \1 L.

Robert

W.

Brenner,

Vanderburgh

Additional Comments:

County

Surveyor

4 -(9-9L
Date

Form Prescribed by the
State Board of Accounts

Revised County

1245

Form No. 17
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,
I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due. after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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SURVEYOR'S

Room 325 Civic Center Ccmplex

One Northwest Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,
I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amou'nt claimed is legally due. after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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One Northwest Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard
Evansville, Indiana 47708-1833

(812) 435-5210
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TO:
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,
I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due, after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,
I hereby ceMify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due. after

allowing all just credits, and that no part ot the same has been paid.
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One Northwest Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,

I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due, after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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VANDERBURGH COUNTY

DRAINAGE BOARD MEETING
JUNE 24, 1996
Please print name below:
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VANDERBURGH COUNTY
DRAINAGE BOARD MEETING
JULY 22, 1996
Opening of Drainage Board Meeting

1

Approval of minutes

1

Shadow Bluff Estates - Final approval

1

Browning Road Estates, Section 3 - Final approval

6

Clear Creek Village,

7

Section 1

Final approval

Emergency repairs to Sonntag Stevens & Keil Ditches

15

Repairs to Wabash-Erie Ditch
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VANDERBURGH COUNTY
DRAINAGE BOARD MEETING
JULY 22, 1996
The Vanderburgh County Drainage Board met in session on July 22,
1996 at 8:15 p.m. in the Commissioner's Hearing Room 307 with
President Richard Borries presiding.

Opening of Drainage Board Meeting
President Borries:

Okay,

we are ready to begin.
I would like to
I hope we provided you with a little

wish everyone a·good evening.

educational thought for you to consider as our earlier meeting

transpired.

Now the three of us get to reconvene this meeting in

the joyful position of members Af the Drainage Board which is a
separate part of our duties as the County Cgmmissioners.

We are

responsible for the legal drains in the county and for approving
final drainage plans -that will appear before us this evening and

certainly to hear what is on your minds. Our technical advisor is
the County Surveyor's Office and in this particular instance is Mr.
Bill Jeffers, who is the Chief Deputy to the County Surveyor.

Bill

is the person who, as our technical advisor, kind of sets the table
for us.

He is the person who we rely on to provide us with the
information that we need to make decisions. We welcome everybody
and will at this point turn the program over to Mr. Jeffers.
There

is an agenda, I believe, available for folks this evening and we'll
go from there. Bill.

Approval of minutes
Bill Jeffers: Do we have any minutes to approve?
President Borries:

We do.

was a lengthy one.

We have minutes of June 24,

1996 which

Commissioner Mourdock: Seems like it was yesterday!
President Borries: This one was 60 pages long!
Commissioner Mourdock:

I'll move

approval

June 24th meeting.

of

the minutes

of

the

Commissioner Tuley: I will second.
President Borries: So ordered.

Shadow Bluff Estates - Final approval
Bill Jeffers: If there are no further minutes to approve, then our
agenda was amended.
I amended it because I thought that persons
who would want to speak about Clear Creek needed additional time to

prepare and I had no idea that they would have been given ample
opportunity to prepare during your Commissioners' meeting.
President Borries: And then some!
Bill Jeffers: We'll go ahead with the amended version anyway which
puts

Shadow

:Bluff

requesting approval

as , the

of 'the

first

final

subdivision

drainage plan.

on

your agenda
Shadow Bluff

Estates is located on-Commissioner Tuley: Bill, could I interrupc you before you...you

I
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said something about Clear Creek that made me think of something.

Somebody called me today about the terms of notices on these
drainage plans when they are submitted.
Is there a requirement in

the ordinance that says that the abutting neighbors or anybody like
that has to be notified when these are going to be presented?
Bill Jeffers: Not in the drainage ordinance, no.

Commissioner Tuley: Is there anywhere that says that they have to

do that when a drainage plan is going to be submitted?
Bill Jeffers: Not to my knowledge.

Commissioner Tuley: This person thought that for some reason they

had to be advised prior to the #reliminary, but then they didn't
have to be advised during the final which doesn't make sense.
Bill Jeffers: Well, -what has happened is that the Area Plan
Commission, starting - at the first o f the year, or I believe
starting in December of 1995, began notifying adjacent property
owners of Drainage Board meetings as well as Area Plan Commission
meetings. So they have been notified of the first Drainage Board
meeting and then those who have asked me about it I tell them to

check back with me month by month because it could...a subdivision

such as Shadow Bluff or any other one could come up for final
approval at any one of our monthly meetings after the Area Plan
Commission meeting depending on how long it takes the developer's

engineer to prepare the plans.

Commissioner

Tuley:

Typically

speaking,

and

this

is

from

my

understanding and from the media's understanding and hopefully a
blip will be in there, but if a plan is approved on a preliminary
in

the

month

of

June

through

the

Drainage

Board,

typically

speaking, it should go then to that next July meeting, the first

Wednesday of July,

of Area Plan.

Barring any major

complicated

changes or anything like that and the timeliness of getting back to
you, it could still be heard in July for final approval, correct?
Bill Jeffers: That is pretty much the way it happens every time.
Commissioner Tuley: Okay.

Bill Jeffers: If we give preliminary approval on the fourth Monday
of the month, then it always seems to go to Area Plan Commission on
the

first

Wednesday of

the

very

following month.

It

could be a

week later.
If it passes Area Plan Commission at the Wednesday
monthly meeting of Area Plan Commission, it almost always comes

back to us at the end of that month for final approval.

Commissioner Mourdock: During the APC meetings, since I've been on
that Board since the beginning of this year, the Chairman or
President of that Board always notes at the outset when plans that

are being acted on that night would be heard by the different

Boards.

While

it

wouldn't

necessarily

suffice

as

legal

notice

because I know a lot of people who might otherwise want to
remonstrate to the Drainage Board wouldn't be there for APC, there
is at least that statement made. What you are saying, Bill, if I

heard you correctly is that there is no publication whatsoever for
the drainage plans required by the ordinance?
Bill Jeffers: That statement is correct.

Commissioner Mourdock: Really, I didn't know it.

I
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Commissioner Tuley:

interrupt.

I didn't have an answer.

Okay,

I'm sorry to

Bill Jeffers: Shadow Bluff is located in the Town of Darmstadt on
Boonville-New Harmony Road about equal distance between Darmstadt

Road and Martin Road.
It is on the north side of Boonville-New
Harmony Road.
You will recall that this is the subdivision about
which
there was a lot -n *f discussion whether the County

Commissioners and the Drainage Board should approve the drainage
plans and I believe we decided that we would review it.

Since the

preliminary approval was given in June, Mike Wathen and myself, on
behalf of the county, met with the developer, his representative
from his engineering company and his dirt contractor, Mr.
Biggerstaff, on the site and particularly on the west side of the

subdivision along a little private lane where there were several

neighbors who were concerned about the effects of the watershed off
the west side of the development onto this pkivate lane which has
a ditch alongside of it that is not in very good condition.

Mr.

Wathen and myself made several suggestions and the developer made
some commitments to the neighbors and, basically, what we have come
up with along that side is a supplementary report that shows in a
nutshell that approximately half of the water that would be shed
off the west side of this development to that lane during a ten
year event will be diverted over into the drainage system of the

subdivision.
During a 25 year event...I'm trying to get too
complicated here. The calculations are based on what is required

by the ordinance and it shows the undeveloped site during a ten
year event discharges 13.04 cubic feet per second over onto those
adjacent properties and then after development the engineer has
taken a substantial amount of that watershed and brought it over
through the street system into the detention basin for this

subdivision. During a 25 year storm after development with all the
houses in place there will be 5.83 cubic feet per second.
Let's
just round that off to make it simple. Before development it is 13

cubic feet per second, after development 6 cubic feet a second.
Just about half of that water will be taken over through the
subdivision into the detention basins rather than being cast off to
the west onto the adjacent property owners.

Commissioner Mourdock: That retention basin, Bill,

is the one on

the west side that the concerns were about with the adjacent land
owners, is that right?
Bill Jeffers: The detention basin is on the east side of the road.

Commissioner Mourdock: The east side of the road, but the west side

of the development?

Bill Jeffers: No, it's all over to the east side of the development

and the water is being held over there and then taken down through
adjacent property owners towards the 4-H Center.

They have been in

close contact with those adjacent property owners and they are in
agreement with receiving that water after it comes out of the

detention basin.

Also,

we

asked

for

a

50

foot

grass

strip

all

in

new

along the west boundary again so that those adjacent property
owners along the west side who had the most to lose would have a 50
foot grass buffer strip across which no piped outlets, whether
those piped outlets be from street systems or if a pipe outlet was
coming

from,

for

example,

a

house

that

is

built

a

suoalvision might want tp pipe their down spouts underground like
,

a

lot of

folks do,

but·:they have to stop 50

feet

short of the

property line so that the water coming ouc of these down spouts
will filter through this last 50 feet and will not come off onto
adjacent property owners in a channel of water. We explained all
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that to the adjacent property owners on the site out there on that
lane and the language has been added to the plat to the effect
that:
"Piped drainage outlet restriction line

(that is that 50

foot line) including building down spouts are prohibited
in this area."
President Borries: That's kind of a

Commissioner Tuley: We're laughing, but
President Borries: We're not laughing at you, but it is kind of a
quaint way you are doing with your glasses.
Is this a--

Bill Jeffers: This is one of my distracting techniques.

President Borries: You're about ready to usher in a whole new style

in eyeglass wear.

-

Bill Jeffers: They go like this here and for storage purposes they
go like this here!
The developer is in the audience for any
questions

you

have

of

him,

that

is

Mr.

John

His

Elpers.

dirt

contractor, Mr. Bruce Biggerstaff, is in the audience if you have
any questions for him and his engineer, Mr. Keith Poff, is also in
the audience along with his attorney. There is ample manpower here

to answer just about any question you might have of this developer.
The Vanderburgh County Surveyor' s recommendation for this drainage

plan is that you pass the final drainage plans for Shadow Bluff
Estates.

They will be presenting a very detailed erosion plan to

Mr. Wathen with Soil and Water Conservation.
Commissioner

Tuley:

Bill,

I've

talked

to Mike

since

the

last

meeting and he has been out there involved in all this with you,
right?
Bill Jeffers: Oh yeah, we've been right there.

He called and asked

if he should be here tonight and I told him, hey, take tonight off

because the questions about erosion control will be coming to him
soon enough.
Greg Cahrey: My name is Greg Cahrey, I'm the attorney for the
developer. Just one clarification or modification with regards to
the representation made by Mr.

Jeffers.

They were accurate as was

presented at that time, however, in reviewing the plans for Lots 1,

2 and 3 which adjoins the landowner's property to the west by the
name of Bill Smith.

We discovered after making those plans that it

required actually in order for us to construct buildings on those
three lots, that we could not indulge the luxury of a full 50 foot
drainage restriction on that area.
President Borries: The easement, you mean?
Greg Cahrey:

remainder

of

The easement that was shown on the plans.

the

property

configuration of the lots
accommodate that full 50 feet.
restriction for Lots 1,

to

is

the

north,

no

Now,

problem.

the
The

such that we can go ahead and

However, we believe that a 25 foot
2 and 3 would be acceptable.
This would

only be with the approval, however, of the adjoining landowner, Mr.
Smith.

That i's the only one that it affects and it wasn' t until

this evening when we got together and were
that we discovered that was the case.

ooking at the plans

We would like

to go ahead

and, if possible, have any approval subject co the condition that
we go back co Mr. Smith and get his acquiescence to the fact chat

I

I
I

'
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we can go ahead and reduce this 50 foot restriction to 25 foot only
as to Lots 1,

which is where

The remainder to the north,

2 and 3.

I believe most of the problem concerns, the landowners to the north

were the ones that were most concerned about that and that was the
location where most of the water runoff occurs. We would like to
go ahead and modify that or at least make the Drainage Board aware

that is something that we are requesting the opportunity to go
ahead and change at this time.-.

Commissioner Mourdock: Mr. Cahrey, before you leave and just to
make a point here. When this came before us for the preliminary,

you will recall it was a crowded room that night and there was a
question regarding the jurisdiction regarding the Town of
Darmstadt, and one of the conditions that I put on voting for this
for future approval and it has COIBe before me since I have been on
APC since then, but I had requested that a letter be received or
sent from the Town Board of Darmstadt specifying that they, in
fact, did not wish to have this Board relinquish our authority and
control over drainage:

Did you receive such a letter?

Greg Cahrey: I have not received such a letter, but I have been
advised that the letter had, as I understood, been directed to the
Drainage Board from Mr. Steinkuhl of the Town Board.
Alan Kissinger:

The letter was received.
I believe it may be in
Basically, the letter said

the minutes of one of our meetings.

exactly what you asked, but it didn't say...it wasn't asking
Vanderburgh County not to relinquish.
It said, basically, that the
Town of Darmstadt did not want the authority.
It was very clear

and to the point and we may have already received in our minutes in
a public meeting because I have seen the letter.
Greg

Cahrey:

Perhaps

a

clarification,

Mr.

Mourdock.

I

did not

receive the letter, however, I have seen a copy of it and I think
it is the same one that Mr. Kissinger is referring to.
Commissioner Mourdock: I have not seen a copy of it, but I will
accept that it was received. The other question that I would have

is for Bill Jeffers ,

if

I may .

I

you have

know

had some

discussions out there with adjacent property owners, or you and
Mike, individually or together,
I believe, David Rohner said
meeting because he was working.
or Mike get a chance to meet
concerns that he had? I think

but at the APC meeting, Mr. Rohner,
that he was not able to make that
Do you know,

did either you

Bill,

with him or talk to him about the
his concerns were primarily on the

west side.
Bill Jeffers: He is up at the end of the lane where the 50 foot
strip will be in effect. A 25 foot strip would be sufficient down
adjacent to Mr. Smith's property and Mr. Smith is very amicable to
this development anyway.

meeting

and

we

Mrs.

expressed

to

Rohner was at the site during the

her

that

if

Mr.

Rohner

had

any

additional comments or would like for us to meet with him to
contact us.

That was three weeks ago and I have not heard from Mr.

Rohner in that three week period.

Greg Cahrey:

I believe

that Mr.

Poff,

the

engineer,

has

some

additional information in that regard as well, too.
Keith Poff: I'm Keith Poff, Sitecon, Incorporated.
There was an
additional meeting with Br. and Mrs. Rohner held with John Elpers
and his sewer contractor and myself.
It was held one afternoon at

nis residence and they discussed in detail the drainage plan,
particularly for the west side of the property.

I believe that Mr.
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was

Rohner

at

least

aware

made

of

the

attempts

that

were

incorporated in the plan from the very beginning and he was

understanding

to

what

we

provided.

I

if

know

don't

necessarily looking forward to it, but he understood.

he

was

Commissioner Mourdock: Okay, but you did at least follow-up from
the APC meeting and the request that the conversation take place?
Keith Poff: Yes, we did.
Commissioner Mourdock:

Okay.

I appreciate that,

thank you.

President Borries: Further questions at this time?

Mr. Jeffers has

made a recommendation...are there other persons at this time who
wish to

comment on the Shadow Biuff Estates drainage plan?
Mr.
has made a recommendation.
Do you want to consider a

Jeffers

motion at this time?

Commissioner Tuley: I will move for the approval of final drainage
plans

for

Shadow

Bluff

Estates

as

recommended

by

the

Deputy

Surveyor.
Commissioner Mourdock: I will second.
President Borries:

So ordered.

Motion is approved.

Browning Road Estates West, Section 3 - Final approval
President Borries: Browning Road Estates West, Section 3.
Bill Jeffers: This is a continuation of Browning Road Estates West.
Section 2 received final drainage approval several months ago and

the houses in there are under construction at this time and it is

my understanding that most of the lots have been sold in there.
The streets have been constructed.

Do you all need a copy of the

plan to look at? I think you have seen it several times.
I have
had several conversations with the developer, Mr. Bill Wittekindt,
as well as his engineer, Mr. Fred Koester, of Fort Branch, Indiana.
We have requested several additions to the drainage structures
throughout this subdivision. In particular, we asked for concrete
head walls at each end of the corrugated metal pipe under Stargate
Court which you can find,

it runs between Lots 36 and 39.

We asked

for those concrete head walls because the soil in this particular

area is extremely unstable. Those are shown and we also asked for
several other erosion control/drainage improvements. What we are

trying to avoid here and we agreed with the developer that it needs
to be avoided is the total denuding of this forested area and a
total reconstruction of all of the natural creeks that flow through
it because that is where we have experienced the most problems in

Hunters

Ridge which is

immediately adjacent

to

this

and has

the

same type of soil.
We've experienced some problems in Browning
Road Estates when we've tried to impose manmade improvements on the
natural creeks.
There is a type of soil there, and I don't know

the name of it, but it basically consists of very, very fine clay

mixed with coarse sand.
separates from the clay

As

soon

and

you

as

get

water

big

hits

it

the

sand

deposits

of

sand

immediately downstream of the erosion and then that clay silt just
spreads out over the streets and all down...well, you know what
we've had to ga through in the last couple of months to clean that
UD.

We are leaving the:Uaterways as natural as possible,

but we

are imposing some additional requirements on the developer wicn
regards to head walls and so forth.

Also, Mr. Wittekindt is goinrr

to turn over the maintenance or the detention oasin outlet and
,
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other pipes and so forth outside the right-of-way to the county
under Plan B so we have asked him to make some improvements to the

existing
detention basin down here on Lot 43 and that is shown on
the
attached plan.

The

smaller

sheet

is

where

he

shows

some

additional improvements to be made to that before we inspect it and

accept the maintenance of the pipe on that.
I sent about 10 or 15
different items that I wanted added to these plans to Mr. Koester
earlier in the week and he -has added every one of them. The only
reservation that our office has about this plan at this time is Lot
39 at the end of the cul-de-sac called Stargate Court is a severely

restricted lot because nearly 50 percent of
floodplain and the house which is shown at
location is sandwiched between the building
floodplain and then you have this natural

through

the

middle

of

the

lots:

There

it is in the 100 year
its typical proposed
line and the 100 year
creek running right

is

nothing

there

that

violates the ordinance, nor the spirit of the-ordinance or anything
else.

I just want to go on record as saying Chat whoever buys that

lot, number one, is going to have to be very, very careful as to

where they build the -house and how they grade the dirt away from

the foundation to protect that house and they have a whole lot of

ditch bank and channel to take care of on their own.

The county

will
not go in there and I want it known ahead of time that the
county is

not going in to those easements and improving or
maintaining those creeks except in the case where an obstruction
would occur and the new state statute would require us to go in

there.
The maintenance of those two open waterways will be the
responsibility of the owner of Lot 39.
I don't want there to ever
be any question about that.
I made those comments to
the

developer and the engineer earlier, but I just wanted to go on the
record as making them at this time.
With those comments, I will
say that the Vanderburgh County Surveyor's Office recommends
approval of the final drainage plan for Browning Road Estates West,

Section 3.

The owner,

Mr.

Bill Wittekindt,

is

in the audience.

His legal representative is here and his engineer, Mr. Fred Koester

is here if you have ahy questions of those three men.

President

Borries:

Thank

you,

Bill.

Questions from anyone in the audience?

Questions

from

the

Board?

Commissioner Mourdock: I'll move approval of the Browning Road
Estates West, Section 3 final drainage plan as recommended by the
Surveyor's Office.
Commissioner Tuley: Second.
President Borries:

Bill,

you

guys

So ordered.

have

already

comments that Bill has?

that.

The plan is approved.

gotten

together

Thank you very much

with

Thank you.

all

of

the

for agreeing to all

Clear Creek Village, Section 1 - Final approval
President Borries: Third, is this a final, Bill?
Bill Jeffers: Yes, sir this would also be a final for Clear Creek
Village, Section 1, which is now composed of...I think they trimmed
one lot out of it, let me make sure.
It is 97 lots rather than
what previously appeared to be 99.
What they have done is they
have

enlarged .Lots

1,

2

and 3

at the

entrance

Road to actommodate a la'rger detention basin,

to Mount

Pleasant

to store more water

that would otherwise go out onto Mount Pleasant Road.

In order to

get a house onto Lot 1 they had to enlarge it and it kicked a bunch

of lots up through there and they lost one lot that way and they
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have

eliminated Lot

87

up

in

the northeast

corner.

I

just

put

before you the final plat. There are only two corrections required
on it. Up on Lot 86 you will see a little red arrow. A very minor

mistake was made showing a five foot easement to be ten foot wide.
That will be corrected before the plat is recorded.

Then we asked

that they add along the east side of the entire subdivision, and
you can see it noted on Lot 80 and again on Lot 77 and again on Lot
16, the words floodway easement. What they did there is that they
contacted...you can also see it on Lot 83 and again on Lot 85.
What I asked for was a definable easement line that either followed
or exceeded the floodway that would be designated by the Department
of Natural Resources so that the entire floodway would either be

followed exactly or that the easement line would be even farther
They contacted the
out to the west than the actual floodway.
Department of Natural Resources w40 sent them a computer disk with

the information on it that they were able to plot out as exactly as
possible the extent of the floodway of Litt14 Pigeon Creek. The
engineer drew that easement line to match it or exceed it. There
will be some wording added to the plat. The notice that they will

add to the plat with regard to the floodway will simply state that
the Department of Natural Resources does not allow any fences,

buildings, structures, cuts, fills or other obstructions or changes
All the people who buy

within that natural area without a permit.

those lots will be notified that they can do nothing inside that
It will
easement without a Department of Natural Resources permit.
I would anticipate what the people will

be left basically natural.

do is go out there and mow the weeds, plant some grass and turn it
The
into a natural area and that is what we want them to do.
have
I
county will not do any work within that floodway easement.

made that clear to everyone that is a part of the development at
this time.

Any of the water courses that come down the hills and

from the streets any emergency overflows that we've added and we've
requested several emergency overflows...they have added everything
that we have asked them to do, but when it gets down to that
It
floodway easement line, the county will not go into that area.
will be left natural. The owners will be notified that if they go

into that area with any alterations then they will have to obtain
a DNR permit themselves.
We feel that is the way it should be,
That area is set
that is the intent of statutes governing DNR.

aside for the flood waters that come down out of the Highlands and
run

through Little

Pigeon Creek.

Like

I

they have

said,

everything to the drainage plan, which I have here,

added

that we asked

for including finished floor elevations for every house in the
subdivision,

Phase One.

There is a finished floor elevation for

every single house in there plus what is called LAG and that is the
lowest adjacent grade next to the foundation. In other words, that
is what FEMA wants to see, what the dirt grade in the yard next to

the foundation is and then the house should be at or approximately
two feet above that.
They have all the emergency overflows to
carry the water from the streets. All the streets are set at or
The retention basin is
above the 100 year flood elevation.

designed to detain not only the water from che new subdivision of
Phase One,

it handles that adequately, but it also handles water

that will be channeled around the outside of the subdivision
through this area along the north side of the subdivision and into
the

drainage basin before

Creek.

So

there will

it

is

discharged

into

also be a detention of water

Little

Pigeon

that will be

traveling out of the undeveloped portion which Mr. Sterchi only has
an option on. He will be taking that water and channeling through
the detention basin. The detention basin is builc at or above the

100 year flood elevation.30 the rains that we had in May and June,

like June 9th, will not top over this dezention basin as it has
some other detention basins that were built oe_ow the 100 year
1

flood elevation.

The only variance

.

unac we are asking

rrom the
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drainage ordinance is that some of the easements that would have
Deen required at say 16 feet would have caused the eaves and the
gutters of some of the houses to overlap the easement lines so we
asked them to submit designs showing the maximum amount of easement
that they can get between those houses.
In a couple of the cases
that was 14 feet.
After examining their design,
14 feet was

sufficient , for say , this piped easement between 84 and 85 , 14 feet

would be sufficient for thi-. pipe as well as for an emergency
overflow swale on top of the pipe and still allows Mr. Sterchi to

build two houses without the eaves hanging over into the easement.

We did that because if for some reason we had to go into those

easements and the eaves were overhanging and our backhoe hit the
eaves, those people wouldn't have a recourse...we would have said
that their eaves were on our easements and I don't think that is
fair.
I think we can work in ld feet if we have to go in there.

These are very big houses.
are the engineers for Mr.

Again, Mr. Morley. and Mr. Daryl Helfert
Brad Sterchi and they are here in the
audience to answer any of your questions. The Vanderburgh County

Surveyor's Office recommends approval of the final plat for Clear
Creek Village, Section 1, final drainage plans.
Commissioner Mourdock: A couple of questions, Bill, to make this
jibe with what my recollection was and I do have some concerns
here.
For Section 1, the other part is both north and west, is

that right?

Bill Jeffers: Yes, sir.
Commissioner Mourdock:

Okay.

The area that is southeast of this

development, when we saw this map last time was there not more
development or more of the subdivision planned in this area than
what we have here?
Bill Jeffers: Not to the southeast.

Commissioner Mourdock: Okay, so the one retention basin which you

show right in this area, that has always been there and it did not
extend clear down into this section?

Bill Jeffers: Oh, I think the extension of this main detention
basin, which is in the northeast corner of Section one, is that
correct?

Commissioner Tuley: Yeah.

Bill Jeffers: In the northeast corner of Section 1 is the detention
basin.
That will be expanded up to the north and wrap slightly
around where the railroad tracks are.
Do you all have an overall
that shows all three hundred and sixty something lots?
I think
that will refresh Mr. Mourdock's recollection a little.

the entire 363 lots.

This is

Commissioner Mourdock: This is what I remember.
Commissioner Tuley: That is not a part of Section 1.
Commissioner Mourdock: Well, yeah it is, but it is just not as--

Commissioner Tuley: Oh, I see, it is condensed on here.
Commissioner Mourdock: Right, exactly.

Bill Jeffers: The ditch itself is the boundary of the subdivision,
or the creek.
They are only building the detention basin up to
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about here.

The

detention basin will

be

continued

all

the

way

around the railroad track to about here.
Commissioner Mourdock: I've lost track of some of the dates when
this came to us additionally, but when it came to US for
preliminary I know I voted for it and after that date, I guess
after it came to Area Plan, we had, I guess it was May 28th, was

that one of our big precipitation events, Sunday evening?

Bill Jeffers: April 28th, May 4 and 5, and then June 9th.

Commissioner Mourdock: Okay, it would have been June 9th then. I
drove through this area and out here on Mount Pleasant Road there

was water to the base of my fairly high sitting pickup truck.

Bill Jeffers: Right.
Basically, the water...here is your floodway
limit.
The water was from about here, and here is the railroad

track embankment and this was all flooded.

We have marks on the

pavement out there as to the extent of that flooded portion of
Mount Pleasant Road and it is from about 50 feet west of the bridge

and then on the east side of the bridge it goes almost to the

railroad tracks where the grade starts going back up.
That is
pretty much what the Corps of Engineers' study shows would cross

that road during a 100 year storm.

Commissioner Mourdock: The most pertinent part, of course,

isn't

that the water was across the road, but the water was clear back
up, well through a lot of this.
Bill Jeffers: Right,

it pretty much followed the outline of the

floodway that is shown there and there was some fringe water

outside that floodway that would be considered backwater.

Water

waiting to get into the floodway.

Commissioner Mourdock: Given everything that you've seen out there
this year, Bill, and I know you've been astounded, a couple of
times I've heard you use the phrase that you never imagined that

water could get to places that it did get.

Bill Jeffers: Right, I didn't believe it would happen.
Commissioner Mourdock:

I

agree with you.

I

saw mailboxes

under

water over in this area that I never thought I would see under
water.

Can you tell us

in good faith,

and I'm not asking

prediction here, but I just want your gut feeling,

for a

if this were

fully developed out here right now and we had those same types of
events, would we be seeing an identical effect here along this road
that was under water?

Do you think there would be housing out here

that would be as adversely affected as some of the other housing
out in this general area?
Bill Jeffers: You are asking me to generalize on that and I want to
be more specific like I was with a lady who called me about this
today. I asked her was there any water in any house in Copperfield
which is directly across the street from here.
The answer was no,
there was no water in any house in Copperfield.

TAPE CHANGE
Bill

Jeffers: ,'We had watsr

right

up

to

the back patio

of houses

right across the street in Copperfield, but on the plat for
Copperfield is a clearly delineated floodway that says no

construction within 200 feet, basically, of the top of the bank of
this same creek.

That is what we are trying to nocify neoole of.

1
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Hey, you want to live out in the country, you want to live on a

creek bank, you want to build a house here, but please be aware
that when a severe deluge occurs, there will be water in your
backyard and please don't put any yard barns, swimming pools,
fences, etc., in such a way that it will negatively cause you
property damage.
Commissioner Mourdock: I understand that answer, but my question is
a little bit different. If this were fully developed out here and

what is all farm field now were replaced with the streets, with the
hard surfaces, with the driveways, with the grass, do you think the
effect of this subdivision in Sections 2, 3 or 4 or whatever, what
is that effect if this were all done? What is the effect? Would
people in Copperfield, do you believe, have water in the house?

Bill Jeffers: We are only dealing with Section 1 and my answer on
Section 1 is that it will be an improvement. What they have shown
me in Section 1 to review with the houses set at the elevations

they are set at and with the drainage system as it is shown taking
all that water down to this detention basin and storing it in the
method that they show they are going to store it and releasing it
over a long period of time rather than immediately and that will
have a net positive effect downstream.
I haven't seen the rest of
the plan for the other two hundred and forty something lots.
I
can't answer your question until I see that plan.

plan,

yes,

I

could

say not

unequivocally,

but

The conceptual

generally

from

looking at the conceptual plan it appears that there will be no net

negative effect downstream, but I'm not going to say positively,
absolutely that I am sure of that until I see each phase come in

step-by-step and have the opportunity to pick it apart the same way
I've picked these 97 lots apart.

I have already looked at some of

the conceptual plans and seen some of the problems that could
arise, but we haven't got there yet and we haven't got up to

Section 2,

3,

4 and 5 and so I'm not ready to make that kind of

commitment at this time.

Commissioner Mourdock: In 2, 3, 4 and 5 or whatever, are they all
relatively higher than these in this one? This is the lowest of

them?

Bill jeffers : This is the lowest , this is in the floodplain .
Commissioner Mourdock: So the question regarding those to me isn't

so much a matter of...well, it is simply a matter of runoff.

Bill Jeffers: I would like to see detention up on the hills, but
I'm sure that is a battle that we are going to have to fight when
we get there. I think the higher you go up in the hills the better

place for a detention basin is, but that is just not how our system
seems to operate. It is the most undevelopable land that gets the
detention basin, but in this case, Section 1, I believe will have
a net positive effect downstream. Those 97 lots as it is shown on

those plans there.

Commissioner Mourdock: I just know full well, and I know you don't
either, want to go through the experience of seeing houses with

water in them that they have had here recently.
Bill

Jeffers:

We are going through some kind of change.

I don't

know what it i$. I heard that Chicago had 16 inches of rainfall in
24 hours.
They are not subject to as much rainfall as we are

because they are farther north away from the Gulf and the cold air
as you go farther north draws the precipitation out so 16 inches in
24 hours for them is like 24 inches in 24 hours for us.
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Commissioner Mourdock: I thought it was interesting that the town
that got the worst flooding was called Orland Heights.

I wonder

how high the "Heights" were because they were the place that got

all the flooding!
Bill Jeffers: From a lady in our office who has relatives in
Chicago that called her, there was water in the second floor of
dwellings.
Like I said -that one time in here,
our maximum
theoretical rainfall on the computer is 36 inches in 24 hours. Of
course, everybody says that it will never happen, but I bet that 16
inches up there was damn close to their theortical maximum.
SO,
something is happening and I don't know what it is.

Maybe it is

just a cycle that we will cycle out of and go back into a dry
period.
I think you've seen about as bad as it can get.
Alan Kissinger: That "El Nino" word again!

Bill Je ffers:

Yeah,

President Borries:

"El Nino".
I have expressed some concerns.

I think your

comments have addressed those, but I just want to be real clear
that I indicate that before I would vote to approve this that the
Department of Natural Resources would...what should we say?
I

guess either approve or we would get some kind of communication
from them regarding the placement of those lots.

In your opinion

here, that has been done by the model that they sent down?

Bill Jeffers: I made the consulting engineer aware of your comments
which I quoted to him directly from the minutes and asked him to
address that. He has addressed it to me and I understand what he
is telling me about his communication. He showed me a letter from
DNR, but if you think, Mr. Mourdock, that I can waffle around...you
haven't seen waffles until you've seen a letter from DNR!
Commissioner Mourdock: I've seen them and I agree.

Bill Jeffers: Okay, I'm going to let this engineer over here tell
you what DNR told him.
Jim Morley: My name is Jim Morley and I'll briefly say as we talked
with Bill, but what they sent to us was the computer disk that they
did on the study, to plot on that.
That computer disk caused
Daryl, who ran the computer program, caused us to move back the
floodway right where it came under the railroad and Highway 41
bridge to match up with it. It now does that and they gave us that

raw information and then by this plat we are hereby certifying that

we now have that exact information. So, I guess what you have as
an answer is we have DNR's transmission of the raw data and their

computer model of where the floodway is and then you have our
certification that, yes, we certify and we have placed that

accurately on the map.
It did cause us to move back and move the
basin, but we have done that.
I think that is the kind of...it's

not exactly worded the way you asked for it in the meet ng, but the
end product is the same.
President Borries: Further questions to the Board?

Jim Morley: Mr. Mourdock, would you want me to respond a little bit

further to the question you were asking of Bill?

Commissioner Mourdock: Sure,

if you like.

Jim Morley: Your question really related to will water come across

Mount Pleasant Road in the future as it has...will it come across
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any worse?
Commissioner Mourdock: No,

let me better phrase the question.

The

question was, am I going to be out there on a Sunday night as I was

on June 9th with people watching water pour into their houses when
they build in an area that they didn't think was supposed to get
flooded?

The water that was out there on June 9th gave me concern

that both the people on this-side in Coppesfield and the folks here

might experience that.

Jim Morley: This subdivision,

and on June 9th you may have seen

water across the field throughout all that area where water was

across the field, is to be elevated. The basin is excavated from
that.
Within Copperfield, as Bill stated, there was no water in

any houses and all of the people who were along the creek had water
in their backyards and there was some water in the streets out

front also. In this subdivision it has been Esked of us to elevate
the streets. Now, we don't want to elevate them too much so that
the street acts as a ~dam and prevents this big storm that comes
that is bigger than the 25 year that is in your ordinance.
You

asked us to count our sewer sizes all for the 25 year and now we
have taken into this, the first time it has really been emphasized,
the idea that we will do surface water overflows for those 50 year

storms or those 100 year storms. Those storms that are larger than
your ordinance says is the minimum that we size our pipes for. Our
pipes may be oversized a little bit, but I certainly would not say

that they are sized for that 100 year storm. Our basin is sized to
carry more than that 25 year storm so that offsets this increase in
runoff from the residential development, the new streets and the

new roofs.

That goes into the basin and the basin is elevated so

that it does not wind up coming into the stream.

As Bill has said,

we've given all of the details so far and those details for the
next phase will be coming with that also.
We have to separate
existing ditches from the development.
In many ways the layout of

this enables us to do relatively easy things that are necessary.

We are not offsetting by doing detaining over here and letting
something over here go. This development is sloped in such a way
that we actually capture all of the water on our property.
The

only thing that we had early on asked about was to let a small

portion that was down by Mount Pleasant Road continue to run that

way and then through our preliminary stage we were asked to detain
that also. We added that and we lost a lot out of it. We gave up
a lot, we made it larger and added that lot.
So, the answer to

your question is that there will not be any negative effect in

Copperfield on this development.

President Borries:

Further questions of Jim or does anyone else
Further comments from

wish to speak on this? This is Section 1?
the Board at this time?

Commissioner Tuley: I'll move for approval of Clear Creek Village,
Section 1, as recommended by the Surveyor's Office.

Bill Jeffers: That is the final.
Commissioner Tuley: Yeah, that doesn't change your recommendation

does it?

Bill Jeffers: No.
Commissioner Mourdock: With some reservations, I will second.
President Borries:

I will say so ordered.

I will say that Section

1 has been approved and we wish for fair weather.

Certainly, Mr.
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Morley and his group is one that has

extensive experience with

drainage plans of all sizes and I'm confident that this one will

work as stated.
Commissioner Mourdock: It is not a small point to me and one of the

people who spoke here several weeks ago made the comment, too, that
she was concerned about the water in Deerfield and then she added
that the water didn't get in--hier house in:Deerfield.
I understand

that people don't like it when the water is in the backyard, but
that is not the problem that water in the house is.
President Borries:

I

agree with you.

I

think that

sometimes we

also see water in the streets and we think, oh, what a shame, after
we've had a two inch rainfall in an hour, but frankly, with rolled
curbs and gutters and the streetsr lower than where the houses are,
that is the only place for the water to go .for a while there as
well.
house.

I would rather have water in the strdet than I would in my
We attempted tp design that.
My concerns, and that is why

I had to ask Bill for the record, I guess those would be put on the

plots some way that this is in the floodway, as you have said,
there is not going to be any structures at all or any kind of
impediments in that as per DNR.
Bill Jeffers: Here is a copy of what will be on the plat with
regard to the floodway.
I'm sure that Mr. Sterchi knows that we
are going to be watching Phase 1 very closely to make sure that we
haven't overlooked something and that his performance in Phase 1

will have a lot to do with how we look at the rest of the phases.
President Borries: What this says is:
"Strips or areas of land marked "floodway easement" are

hereby dedicated for conveyance of surface water and
maintenance of the Little Pigeon Creek Channel and its
defined floodway. Flood Control Act I.C. 13-2-22 states

that it is unlawful to erect, make, use or maintain any
structure, obstruction, deposit or excavation in or on
any floodway without obtaining prior approval from the
Department of Natural Resources."
Bill Jeffers: That will be on the plat and do I understand that

will be in the covenant and restrictions that are handed out to the
residents as well?
Jim Morley: Yeah.

gets a copy of it.

We are going to add that so that each individual

Sometimes things on the plat don't get read by

the people buying it.
Bill

Jeffers:

Mr.

Morley is

saying that

those will be

in the

convenents and restrictions of each lot affected as well.
Jim Morley: We have certain things in your drainage plans that are

essentially not on record to the individual homeowner so things
like how to slope the ground away from the house, how to create a
drainage plan, backyard swales, those 84x 11 sheets that we had
prepared for you before, we are attaching them and making those

exhibits to the convenents that attach to each of the lots.
Hopefully, that will, as Mr. Sterchi says, make sure that every

person gets a copy of that so that they will see how the lot is

properly drainad to allow for good drainage away Trom the nouse.

Commissioner Mourdock: Before we leave that subject,

I might also

ask that you consider adding to that language for the subdivision
provisions that restrict individual landscaping on the home lots
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that would impede drainage. A lot of the problems that we had off
of Bob Court, the provisions within the plan, I think, were good,

but basically when individual contractors got in there and built
some homes and wanted to dress them up with a little bit of
landscaping and raise a little bit here and a little bit there and
then the neighbor gets a little higher and as the houses were built
they obviously didn't want drops in the driveways so they would

backfill a little bit more and, pretty soon all the drainage way was
flooded off.
The drainage plan was right.
It was right as

approved, but I think there was just enough individual landscaping

that a foot of soil in the wrong place means a foot of water in

somebody else's place.
Perhaps that can be addressed and added
too. You have very low ground out there.
Jim Morley:

One of the things t*at

I

especially like about your

part of the ordinance dealing with concrete in the drainage way and
flat slopes where there is less than eight-tehths of a slope, when
you place a concrete ribbon down that swale, then you essentially

have established for -all time what the elevation is and you can

deal then with neighbors (inaudible) and it seems like all of their
answers, instead of going out there with a shovel and cleaning out
the silt, is for him to dump a little soil where his is ponding and
it is a never ending cycle.

One of the great benefits that I see

in this concrete ribbon is that original survey of what that drain
is supposed to be is thereby preserved for the future.

comments not made from microphone)
Bill

Jeffers:

It

is

also very clear

that

all

(Inaudible

these emergency

overflows between these houses and back to the creek are what the
statute now calls natural watercourses and any obstruction in there
can be removed under the new statute.

President Borries: We might want to add the word landscaping
because I think, just as Commissioner Mourdock clearly pointed out,

you can get pretty fancy with some of that and a berm here or there

can really change the movement of water.
Really, what we are
asking for here is just grass that is going to be back there. It

will be allowing a lot of mowing, but we just don't want a lot of
elaborate landscaping in that area, too, because it could change
the...
Jim

Morley:

(inaudible

comments

not

made

from

microphone)

...perhaps the covenants are the way to get the information out to

the home buyers.

A great deal of the problems that you are beset

with are as a result of ignorance on the part of the person who
built the home and dealt with it and did not understand what they
were doing. We have to find some way to convey the information and
that seems to be the problem. It is not that we don't approach it

right from the first part of it, it is just that there is no

follow-up.

We

have

no

vehicle

by

which

we

can

tell

these

homebuilders and homeowners what they have to do and a creation of
a berm can cause somebody else damage.
President Borries: Okay, thank you, gentlemen.

Bill.

Bill Jeffers: Pardon me?

Emergency repairs - Sonntag Stevens & Keil Ditches
President

Borries:

Item'L- B,

alphabet quickly now.

hopefully

we

can

cruise

through

the

Bill Jeffers: What happened June 9th is that we had some damage to
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Keil Ditch which amounted to a washed out bank obstructing the

waterway and exposing a footer for an overhead electrical structure
that carries electricity into Whirlpool and the possibility that
further erosion would cause that standard to fall over. We deemed

that to be an emergency and obtained two sealed bids from two
contractors who have satisfactorily completed work for us in the
past.

In this case Terry Johnson Construction was the low bid.
The figures were given here.-7- .Also, the balance in the account was

given along with what we expect to pay out for normal annual
maintenance showing that there is surplus in the account to pay for

the work.
The emergency work was completed July 18,
1996
satisfactorily.
On Sonntag Stevens we had a culvert that goes
under the railroad track by Hitch-Peters Road completely obstructed

with debris that was washed downstream, just debris, brush and etc.
Another heavy rain would have caused the backup of storm water that
could have flooded the Sports Park, Oaklynn Subdivision, Cloverlawn
Subdivision and the industrial area out there:
Again, we obtained
a low bid from Terry Johnson Construction.
These were all sealed

bids and it shows the higher bid from Scotty Boiler and the work
was
completed
July
15th
by
Johnson
Terry
Construction
satisfactorily.
I've given the account balance showing that we

have plenty of money to pay for it and then the drainage statute
that requires the Surveyor to:
"Immediately remove the obstruction and repair the damage

when a regulated drain is obstructed by..."
It then tells what kind of stuff and that matches what was there.
The obstruction damage was caused by a natural act, not by an act

of a person, therefore, we are taking the money out of the drainage

account rather than billing it to a property owner.
This was just
a natural act.
I do have the blue claims here and when we get
done, I will be asking you to approve the blue claims for this
work.

If you want me to sign a copy of that

for Mr.

Brenner,

I

Will.
Commissioner Mourdock: So this is just informational at this point

since you've got blue claims?

Bill Jeffers: Right.

Well,

I'm asking you to approve the emergency

work that we did because the state statute allows us to do so.
Commissioner Mourdock: So moved.

Bill Jeffers: We never want to do anything without notifying you.

Commissioner Tuley: Second.
President Borries: So ordered.

Repairs to Wabash-Erie Ditch

President Borries: Item C.
Bill Jeffers: Mr. Kissinger, myself, and the City Engineer, Mr.
Herb Butler have been trying to come up with a plan to fix the

problem in front of Rudolph ' s plant out on Stockwell Road .

We do
have a complete set of plans that has been checked by a consulting
engineer for us who is aregistered civil engineer and who will be
stamping those plans. ·.'He has also supplied us with a set of

specifications for placing gabion revetmenc along that bank.
i naa
a meeting with Mr. Butler, ch* City Engineer, -hi
--c morning and 1
.

had already prepared an advertisement for vou to sign and have us,

1
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as the Drainage Board, advertise and let the contract and Mr.
Butler said, look, what you guys are going to do is let the

contract and then turn around and bill the city because it is a

part of city property so why not just let the Board of Works let

the contract and we will bring you a set of plans to sign off on

like the original plans for this that were done back in '77.
I
said, hey, if you want to do it that way, that is fine. He said it
will avoid a lot of red tap-*0. So, he is going to take the plans
that have been approved by Mr. Morley, he is going to add a cover
sheet to it for the Board of Works to be the primary agency, he is
going to take it to the Board of Works and obtain the funds to do
the work.
He wants a couple of more weeks to do a final field

check so that he feels assured that the work that we have done , the
survey work that we have done and the plans that we have drawn , are
sufficient and then he wants meito get together with a draftsman
from his department and put the final details on it and bring the

sheet back to you to co-sign with the Board of Works.

The Board of

Works will advertise apd let the contract and pay for it with city
money.
He feels that will go a lot better than the other way
around.
That is the way the original ditch was constructed and
that's the way he wants to do this.
If that is okay with you, I

will be coming back to you with a title sheet to co-sign.
Commissioner Tuley: Sounds fine.

Petition from Johnnie Crick
Bill Jeffers: We have a petition from Johnnie Crick who owns a
house at 6905 Darmstadt Road which he feels is in danger of being
damaged by an obstruction in a natural watercourse.
That
obstruction being about 15 inches of gravel that was placed on New
Maple Lane is holding water back onto his lot and he feels that it

may have caused flooding of his basement and it may cause flooding
in the future. Here is your first petition under the new statute
which causes you to order the County Surveyor's Office to go out

and make an investigation,--

Commissioner Tuley: So moved.
Commissioner Mourdock: Second.
Bill Jeffers:

--bring you a report and then at that time you will

have to set a hearing date.

Alan Kissinger: Bill, as you go through this, please check with the
County

Engineer

and

the

County

Garage.

There

is

apparently

a

legitimate question as to the ownership of that road, past
maintenance of that road and the various improvements that have
been made on that road by the county.

The finger could very well

point back to the county, so please take that into consideration as
you make your investigation.
President Borries: We have authorized you to do that check that you

have mentioned and to report back to us.
Bill Jeffers: Okay.

Correspondence
Bill Jeffers: Under correspondence, I had some letters, but I'll
save them for next month; they were nothing important. One of them
you might be interested in. We have a lady out in the 8400 block
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of Birch Park Drive who has had a long standing complaint about the

way her backyard was graded and was holding water and this, that
and the other. Mr. Bill Higgins has been struggling with that for
some time and I wrote a letter to W. C. Bussing, who you guys know
as Bud Bussing, Jr., mentioning that if there was anything that he

could do to help us with that, since he was the developer of the

subdivision, we would appreciate it.
He is no longer under any
responsibility to correct an.ything out there. The problem is being

caused by individual house builders who buy lots and they are
building spec houses and just ruining the grading work that Mr.
Bussing's contractor did for him originally.

I got a phone call

out of the blue from Mr. Bussing that said he will be sending Bruce
Biggerstaff out to install an additional drop basin at the
southwest corner of Myra Peak's lot to take the puddle out of her

yard .

I thought this was extremnly . . . what do you call it ?

Alan Kissinger: Above and beyond the call of duty?

President Borries: Extraordinary?
Bill

Jeffers:

Damn nice guy, Mr. Bussing is.
I just couldn't believe that

trying to say.

That's what I'm
he would do that

because that is going to cost him several thousand dollars and he
is taking care of a situation which we can't take care of and he is
not responsible for, but apparently the individual homeowners were
just going to let it lay.

Kudos to Mr. Bussing there.

Blue claims
Bill Jeffers: The blue claims include the two emergency claims that
I spoke of earlier, plus a regular spring mowing maintenance claim
by Jim Axton on Kolb Ditch.

All of them are accompanied by the

bills and the necessary paperwork signed by the Surveyor with his
recommendation to approve these claims for payment.
Commissioner Mourdock: I'll move approval of the blue claims.

Commissioner Tuley: Second.
President Borries: So ordered.

Individuals wishing to address the Drainage Board

Bill Jeffers: Under others wishing to speak, there is Mr. Gannon in
the audience. Do you wish to speak, Mr. Gannon?
Unidentified

from

audience:

(inaudible

microphone)
Bill Jeffers:

Okay,

comments

not

made

from

basically what I had told Mr. Gannon after Mr.

Wathen and I visited his property, which is at the intersection of
Red Gate and Pine Gate Road immediately adjacent to Hunters Ridge,
and he is still experiencing some water coming down out of Hunters
Ridge and crossing the dead-end of Pine Gate Road and causing him

some problems either washing through his yard barn or washing
gravel off the end of a parking area that he has created there.

What we are trying to do is to acquire some dirt,
Mr.

Wittekindb,

who

expressed to me

tonight

I had hoped from

that he has

quite

a

shortage of dirt right,how or possibly from the County Highway
Department as they clean out some ditches if we could come up with

some suitable fill to build an earth berm along the property line
than separazes Mr. Gannon's lot from Mr. Fuauav's develooment.
-

Mr.
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Fuquay has said that if we can come up with the dirt, he will put

it in place and construct this earth berm that would direct this
water down into the roadside ditch rather than across the end of
the road and that would help Mr. Gannon's situation in that
specific location.
We also have a situation out there that we
think we are going to be recommending to the Highway Department

that they install a concrete head wall at the two pipes at the
intersection of Oak Gate and- Red Gate Road because it is starting

to erode into your roadbed and it is exposing a sewer line.
we really have out there, like I said earlier when we

What
were

reviewing that subdivision, is a very erodible type of soil that is
extremely unstable and we are going to have to take a lot of extra

precautions out there anytime that we disturb any dirt.
I don't
have to go into Hunters Ridge and all that, you've seen it happen

and we are just trying to clean it up once and for all, little by
little.

I think Mr.

Gannon may be here to make sure that I made

that brief report and if he has anything else to add or wants me to
add anything else, then now is the time.
President Borries: Mr. Gannon, why don't you come forward and
identify yourself and address for the record.
You've sat here

patiently, so we would like to get your name and address for the
record, please.

Tim Gannon: Tim Gannon and I live at 12701 Red Gate Road.

been proposed we will go along with.

That

What has
is not a problem.
I

know that you will have to acquire permission from the adjacent

homeowner behind me to get on his property.
If he won't do that,
I will give some of my land back there so that you can build that
wall so that we can stop that water.
We will do anything and we

appreciate the help that you gentlemen have given us.

Commissioner Tuley: We should have some dirt because they are
cleaning out ditches on Walnut Lane and Radio.

Bill Jeffers: Right, I thought it was a good time to ask you guys.
That dirt on Walnut Lane is pretty good dirt.

trash or anything, it is pretty good dirt.

It's not filled with

Commissioner Tuley: Yeah.
Commissioner Mourdock: How many cubic yards are you looking for?
Bill Jeffers: We are looking for about four single-axle loads which
would be what? About 40 cubic yards or so.

Commissioner Mourdock: It wouldn't be that much, 30 maybe.
Bill

Jeffers:

Yeah,

30

to

40

cubic yards of dirt.

Probably not

even that much. I just want to have enough to get the job done and
compacted in place. Mr. Fuquay has agreed to do the work and when

he gets his equipment on site, we will start bringing the dirt, and
when he has enough, we will telling them to stop hauling it.
Commissioner Tuley: Can you coordinate that through Bill, out at

the garage?

Bill Jeffers : Morphew ?

I ' ll be happy to

try that .

Commissioner Tuley: Tell him that we said to go ahead and give it

to you, but coordinate *here you want it at and everything until
you get it in place.

President Borries: Just one final item on chat and I think that
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will be a good idea as we have talked about berms here and how that

moves water. You'll inspect it or someone will inspect that when
it is going on, but who will maintain that? The property owner?

Bill Jeffers: Mr. Gannon's neighbor, Mr. Gardner, has planted some

cypress trees and pine trees back there and he doesn't mow
anything, but it is very grassy and then he has planted those trees
there and has become very stable and that is why we don't want to
go in there and dig out that waterway because he has stabilized it.
I believe that if we build a berm and seed it with some good grass

and get a good grass growth on it, then it will just take care of
itself.
President Borries: Alright.

Bill Jeffers: Of course, Mr. Gannon is free to mow his side of it
and any part that is on his property.
HZ does have a little

vegetable garden back there and around that he does mow and
maintains his yard very well.
President Borries: Okay.
Bill

Jeffers:

But

between

the

two,

whether

it

is

maintained

naturally or with a lawnmower, if we put it in place correctly and
seed it and get a good growth started on it I think it will take

care of itself.

Commissioner Mourdock: Alan, just a question and I hope this works.

I'm not trying to throw a roadblock into it, but do we have any

problem if we are digging that from the county right-of-way,

putting it in a county truck, which I assume we would be doing the

hauling under your scenario,

private property?

and hauling that dirt over onto

Do we have any problem with that?

Alan Kissinger: No, not as long as it is pursuant to an agreement
or an arrangement approved by the County Commissioners.
Commissioner Mourdock: Okay, I trust then that we would need an
entry agreement from the landowner, in this case Mr. Gannon, saying
that we have the right to drive that truck on there. We could rut

up the yard or something and we don't want to be responsible for
that.
Alan Kissinger: It is not the same as paving a private drive.
Bill Jeffers: There is actually an asphalt roadway that goes back

to the area where they would be dumping and all we are asking the

County Highway Department is to dump it and go.

Commissioner Mourdock: Actually, I was thinking of another dispute

in another county--

Alan Kissinger: Ah, I beg your pardon.

Commissioner Mourdock:

--regarding county property being used.

President Borries: Okay, Bill, we've gone through...thank you, Mr.

Gannon.

Commissioner Taley: Sorry you sat through such a long meeting for

that.

bident Borries: We' ve gone through che alphabet here.
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Alan Kissinger: I have one last thing here and I promise to be as
brief as possible.
There is going to be major reconstruction of
the ditch which parallels Burkhardt Road.

Bill,

is that Burkhardt

Ditch?

Bill Jeffers: That is called Crawford-Brandeis Ditch.
Alan Kissinger: The Crawfofa-<Brandeis Ditch.
President Borries: I've always called it East Side Urban for some
reason.

Bill Jeffers: Well, all together it is called East Side Urban
Drain, but that particular part of East Side Urban, that particular
ditch

is

Crawford-Brandies.

But,

Urban.

yes,

it

is

part of East

Side

Alan Kissinger: Mr. Jeffers and I have discussed this previously
and

I've

also discussed it with Mr.

Stoll.

There

is

a hearing

process that is required any time the County Surveyor issues a
report indicating that a regulated drain is in need or

construction.
What I am going to request is that the Surveyor's
Office issue a report indicating that Crawford-Brandeis Ditch,
where it parallels Burkhardt Road, is in need of construction.
There is also a requirement that a hearing be held and there are

specific time requirements for notifying property owners who will

be
assessed, who's assessment will be increased as a result of this
reconstruct
ion.

Now,

we do not have that situation because there

will be no property owners whose property will be assessed
additionally because all of this is going to be in county right-of-

way·

However, this statute is written in such a way that, I think,

intelligent people could disagree, but it appears that still a
report is necessary and that a hearing is required.
I don't think
30 and 45 day time limits for notifying assessed owners is

required. The reason that I am bringing this up is that I am going
to be on vacation and I am going to miss the next two meetings, but
I am going to talk to John Stoll and I think that John Stoll and
Mr. Jeffers will, in the very near future, be requesting that the
Commissioners hold this hearing on the reconstruction of this ditch

so that the process of letting the contract and so forth on this

project can proceed.
I think that Bill suggested earlier what is
a very good suggestion, that a special Drainage Board meeting be
set.
I think that would be the best procedure.
I will talk to

John Stoll about that and I am sure that John will communicate with

Mr. Jeffers and I will communicate with Mr. Jeffers and hopefully
at next week's meeting someone will notify the Commissioners as to
when the Special Drainage Board Meeting ought to be set.
I think
it will be a very perfunctory thing.
There will have to be an

advertisement,

but

I

don't

think

that

you will meet with

any

remonstrances and I believe that we can comply with the statutes

with perhaps a ten minute meeting.
It needs to be done so that we
have dotted the I's and crossed the T's toward our bidding process.
Commissioner Tuley:

quit?

Let's quit.

Do you want to change the tape or

Alan Kissinger: Let's quit.

Commissioner Mourdock: I move for adjournment.
Commissioner Tuley: Second.

President Borries: So ordered.
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The meeting was adjourned at 9:40 p.m.
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VANDERBURGH
SURVEYOR'S

COUNTY
OFFICE

Room 325 Civic Center Complex
One Northwest Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard
Evansville, Indiana 47708-1833

(812) 435-5210
SURVEYOR'S

TO:

REPORT

The Vanderburgh County Drainage

Board

This report shall serve as notification to the Vanderburgh
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contracted price indicated on the claim herewith attached.
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A PETITION TO REMOVE AN OBSTRUCTION

IN A NATURAL SURFACE WATERCOURSE

By this Instrument, Johnnie R. Crick does petition the
Vanderburgh County Drainage Board to cause a certain obstruction to be

removed from a natural surface watercourse which obstruction has caused or
may cause damage to the petitioner' s property.

The obstruction is the top course of gravel on the surface of a
roadway known as New Maple Lane which course of gravel is established at
a grade and elevation high enough to block the overland flow of surface storm
water runoff so that the water has and may again be backed up into the house
owned by Johnnie R. Crick at 6905 Darmstadt Road.

\S« ji, llck

Joh~nie R. Crick, Petitioner
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Vanderburgh County Surveyor
MEMO: July 22, 1996

TO: The Vanderburgh County Drainage Board
]RE: EMERGENCY WORK IN LEGAL DRAINS

Sirs:
Heavy rainfall June 9, 1996, caused damage in two separate areas of our
regulated drains which the County Surveyor determined constituted

emergencies requiring immediate action.
1. Keil Ditch: The dirt bank eroded away from a concrete footer supporting
an overhead structure which carries electricity to the North 41 Whirlpool
plant.
The earth washed out of the bank obstructed the waterway. If the damaged

ditch bank were undercut further, the footing supporting the electrical
structure may have collapsed.
The County Surveyor determined that the ditch bank should be repaired
immediately and revetted with rip rap.
We obtained sealed bids from two (2) contractors who have satisfactorily

completed similar work for us in the past.
Terry Johnson Construction submitted the low bid of $1,133.04 and
completed the work July 18, 1996. Scotty Boiler Service submitted
$2,360.00 as the other bid.
The account for Keil Ditch has a balance of $7,263.96. Regular annual
maintenance work to be completed on Keil Ditch will cost $3,716.20 leaving
a balance of $3,547.76 from which to pay the $1,133.04 emergency contract.

2. Sonnta2 Stevens Ditch: The culvert carrying the ditch under the rail line
east of Hitch Peters Road became nearly completely obstructed with mixed
debris washed downstream during the June 9, 1996 storm.
Heavy rain would have caused a back up of storm runoff sufficient to flood
property including the sports park, Oak Lynn Subdivision, Cloverlawn
Subdivision, and industrial properties in the area.

The low bid from Terry Johnson Construction for the removal of all debris
blocking the culvert was $300.00, The bid from Scotty Boiler Service for the
same work was $480.00.
The work was completed on July 16, 1996 by Terry Johnson Construction.

The current balance in the Sonntag Stevens account is $28,249.72; and
contracts for annual maintenance require $9,617.14 for 1996.

I. C. 36-9-27-46 requires the County Surveyor to"...immediately remove the
obstruction and repair the damage... when a regulated drain is obstructed or
damaged by logs, -trees, brush, debris, excavating, filling... or in any other
way."
As the obstruction and damage was caused by a natural act rather than an act

or omission of a property owner, the County Surveyor recommends the costs
of the repairs be paid from the accounts for the drains as given above.

_Pcs143*(4~«AcH

Robert W. Brenner, VanSrburgh County Su err
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Board of Commissioners
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The Vanderburgh County Drainage Board met in session this 26th day
of August, 1996 in the Commissioners' Hearing Room of the Civic
Center Complex at 7:55 p.m. with President Richard Borries

presiding.
President Borries:
I would like to call
Vanderburgh County Drainage Board to order.

the meeting of the
This Board also has

the distinction in serving as your Commissioners;
Board is another of our duties.

the Drainage

We welcome you and appreciate your

attendance this evening and would like to get started at this time.
I will make one change on the agenda after we consider approval of
the minutes.

I think this group that had spoken earlier,

there is

one person who has to be...there is a medical emergency and we need
to perhaps change the order for some brief comments there.
Approval of minutes
President Borries: At this time, our last meeting was held on July
22, 1996, could I have approval of the Drainage Board minutes from

that meeting, please.
Commissioner Tuley: So moved.

Commissioner Mourdock: Second.
President Borries: So ordered.

Hillsdale Housing Association/Little Pigeon Creek
President Borries: The item that I was referring to, and there are

agendas that are available for everyone and they should be over on
the table near the door, is item F, Hillsdale Housing Association.
Someone wants to make some comments regarding Little Pigeon Creek.
I think this group had spoken earlier, yes.
Mikki Heck: Good evening,

gentlemen.

It is nice to see you.

I am

Mikki Heck, from the Hillsdale Housing Association, one of the
three presidents. Commissioners, on the Drainage Board meeting I

spoke to you on June 24 in regards to the safety issue of the
Hillsdale Subdivision.
In returning, as you suggested to return in
two months.
Ms. Smith, Ms. Clements and myself have done our
This
homework on looking up the minutes from the 1977 meeting.

meeting was a Drainage Board meeting and also in the Commissioners
meeting. We have tried a number of times to contact the engineer

at the time of this project, but have had no success in contacting
this person. There are a lot of unanswered questions and missing
information. At this time, we would like to submit the documents
from the Commissioners meeting and also the Drainage Board meeting
in making this a legal drain.

President Borries: Do you know who the engineer was at that time?

Mikki Heck: Mr.

Commissioner Tuley: No, it wouldn't have been Brenner.
President Borries: Mr. Brenner would have been the Surveyor, but he
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would not have been the engineer.
We have been trying to contact
Mikki Heck: We are not sure, sir.
We have everything
the Engineer's Office on this situation.

highlighted, as you can see, pertaining to this subject.

It has

reached the Commissioners meeting to be ordered as a drain, a legal
drain of some sort.

like I said, we have a lot of

We are not sure,

missing information that we would like to find out how to go about
getting this.
President Borries: Well, Ms. Heck, in the interest of time I will

refer this over to the Surveyor's Office and see if they can assist
I believe that some of the Board
in providing some information.
Members, of this group are still
Board
the
of
all
perhaps
Members,
Perhaps, in
these years.
through
alive, but have aged a bit
think that
would
I
contacting them we can also get information.

these probably came from some transcribed tape, although they look
like they are abbreviated minutes, they are not verbatim as what

Charlene

takes

impossible

It may be

from this meeting.

to

get

information beyond that other than some individual recollection of

some of the members who served on that Board at that time.
Mikki

Heck:

Okay.

Also,

gentlemen,

from the recent

information

that we have just passed out to you we would like to make this a
legal drain, as you can see. Our information that we have given
Do we
you we would like to know a few questions in closing.
are
we
as
continue
we
Do
continue where this was left from 1977?
What type of petition does
Who is in this watershed?
Approximately how much would
it take to make this a legal drain?
this cost the homeowners? We do have a volunteer service that is

right now?

set up in September, from our community, that will be going in and

cutting some of the excess trees and taking care of some of the

debris. Also, we have large trucks, backhoes and such that will be
helping with this project.
We are hoping that when the county
takes over it is not going to be a large expense.

We are trying to

submerge the expense the best way that we know how with working
with the associations here.
What we'll say is that we'll
President Borries: Thank you, again.
We will have to
again have to refer this to the Surveyor's Office.

look and see if there have been any changes in the statute and I

know that the one major hurdle is always defining the area of the
watershed and who is inclusive in that.

Then,

how those persons

all have to be contacted and I am not clear either as to exactly

how many of those persons have to-Mikki Heck: It's 51%, sir, 51%.
President Borries: Okay, well, it sounds like to me that you've
It sounds a lot like it would be on
done your homework on that.
the Barrett Law that we have reviewed earlier.

Commissioner Mourdock:

Is

it

51%

of the people or

51%

of the

acreage of the watershed, do you know?
Mikki Heck: Acreage,

sir.

It's is the acreage,

51% of the acreage.

Commissioner Mourdock: So conceivably, 99% of the people could say

yes, but one large property owner says no and it isn't going to
happen.
Mikki Heck: That is exactly right.
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Alan Kissinger: The biggest problem encountered is that if it is

accepted as a legal drain for maintenance by the county there is a
significant increased ditch assessment.

That is usually where the

objections are.
Commissioner Mourdock: Right, because that assessment is also made

on a per acre basis.
Alan Kissinger: Yes, it is.
President Borries: An account is set up and then that money is put

into that account and, in effect, as it accumulates that is how the
county continues the maintenance of the ditch.

It is scheduled for

maintenance from that standpoint.
Mikki Heck: Gentlemen, thank you so much for your time and your
Thank you, again and have a
courtesy on the emergency tonight.

nice evening.
President Borries: Thank you, Ms. Heck.
Bill Jeffers: Before they leave I want to hand out some information

that they might want to look at before they pursue this any
further.
President Borries: These comments are from Mr. William Jeffers, who
will be conducting the meeting. Mr. Jeffers is the Deputy County

Surveyor.
Bill Jeffers: The reason that I want to hand it out now is just in
case I die, retire or am terminated, all three which are distinct
possibilities before the next meeting. The first thing is a color
coded map.
The green boundary is the watershed for the area of
Little Pigeon Creek which Ms.
Heck informed me that their
to a legal drain. That part
converted
be
to
wanting
is
association
of Little Pigeon Creek is lined in orange and extends from several
hundred feet south of Hillsdale Road upstream northward to
Boonville-New Harmony Road.

That is the area that she expressed to

me on the telephone that she would like to see converted to a legal
drain. I have the community of Hillsdale, basically, outlined in
yellow.
The Scott ballfield is highlighted in blue because they

come up frequently in the conversation about this and some roads to
give you an idea where you are at there. As you can see, we merged
11 sections of ground on our AutoCad to provide you with this map
and of those 11 square miles I would estimate just by looking at

this at least half of that 11 square miles is within the watershed.

I would like for everyone to note at this time that to the point of
study down there south of Hillsdale Road where we would be

beginning construction there is greater than one square mile of

Even up at Boonville-New
watershed area entering the creek.
project, there is
proposed
the
of
Harmony Road, at the upper end

greater than one square mile of watershed area crossing under
Boonville-New Harmony so the Department of Natural Resources will

have to give their blessing to this project whether it is done by
volunteers or done by county forces or done by contractors or
whatever.

That adds

six months

to a year to

just leave that information at that.

the project.

I'll

Her other questions were, do

we continue this petition forward from its presentation to the

Commissioners in 1977?
That is a legal question that I can't
answer. Number two, who is in the watershed? All those properties
inside that green boundary. Each one of those itsy-bitsy squares

is a house.

Then of course, the big acreage that doesn't have the
Like I say ,

little squares in it is still basically agricultural .
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there is probably at least five or six square miles there at 640
acres a mile. What type of petition, was Ms. Heck's next question,
what type of petition must be presented to the Commissioners? It

is found somewhere in this eight or nine pages of statutes from the
What pertains to the request from the

Indiana Code on drainage.

Hillsdale Housing Association begins at the bottom of the first
page, Section 54:
one

"When

or

more

persons

wants

to

new

a

establish

regulated drain..."
...blah, blah, blah.

You might want to note as you go through here

that at one point in time it says that the petitioner may file an
appeal to the order of the Board.
Well, it keeps referring to the
petitioners attorney, okay? Your attorney, the attorney for the

petitioners shall within a seven day period mail a copy of the
notice and a five day return envelope to each owner named in the
petition.

So,

when

you

get

through

identifying

the

several

hundreds of owners in this five miles, then your lawyer will be
Then it
mailing a three dollar letter to each of those owners.
goes on to explain the rest of it.
We can discuss that when we
come back at our next discussion of this. How much will it cost?
The initial costs would be substantial to remove all the trees,

stumps, lay the banks back, etc., to convert this area into a legal
drain.

I'm not sure how everyone is going to...I'm not even sure

if under the statutes you can go in to an existing waterway at a
point somewhere five miles upstream of the mouth and then only work
one mile of that and then stop.

I don't know if that is allowed or

However, if we do this one or one and a half mile of waterway
you can expect a substantial assessment the first year or so. We

not.

can spread the initial reconstruction costs out over three years
only.
It all has to be collected within three years of the
completion of that. Very little of Bluegrass drains into it. How

much it would cost would be determined during this entire process,
but reconstructions generally are going to run anywhere from $50.00
to $500.00 per acre depending on how extensive the work is.

The

billing would go down, probably, after the initial reconstruction
the billing might go as low as $5.00 a parcel or $1.50 to $2.00 per
acre for the farm ground. Just dipping out the silt down in Union
Township one year some people who were used to receiving $15.00 and

$20.00 annual bills got $1,500.00 bills for three years, just
dipping silt out of the bottom of the ditch.

I

just wanted to

throw that in there so these folks can take a look at that and see
if they really want to pursue it as a legal drain.
Mikki Heck: As we were just addressed, we are going to have a
If we
difficult challenge, but we are going to succeed in this.

would

have

known

about

this

prior

to

this

on

the

Darmstadt

construction we could have helped them make this a legal drain at
some of the feeding areas that they were going to be putting in.
At this time it is too late because you have already approved it.
We were here in the June 24th meeting and we were emphasizing to
you gentlemen that this would affect us. If you go back to the 77

meeting you can find out on page 293, which is the second to the
end, where they went through with the Hillsdale drainage and they
were talking about this. I will bring your attention to the second
to the last page. To show you of the development that we have had
since then.
It is the second to the last paragraph:
"Mr.

Ed Johnson:

He had 150

feet of

swath through his

land and he was scared that it was going to damage."
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This is the Redgate area at this time.

You also heard from these

people at the June 24th meeting about the areas of them being

flooded out.
Where they wanted to stop it and did not want to
pursue it any further. Also, when you research these minutes you

will find out that they wanted to go back all the way to the mouth.

We felt that was so expensive for the Commissioners that they would

not probably be able to allot that into their budget, or into the
county budget, or into the homeowners out there in this residential
area.

The reason why we went to the areas that we did is for the

new development that is going on which was at one time in '77 all

wooded area. It is all roofs and asphalt at this time. As we also
showed you, gentlemen, in the prior meeting of the higher
elevations. We are at the lowest point of elevation. We know that

we will be flooded, but do we have to be flooded to the extent that
the fireman, the ambulance and the rescue equipment cannot get into
our community?
President Borries: Thank you, again, for your comments.

Mikki

Heck:

You

are

very

welcome.

Thank

you

for

listening,

gentlemen.

President Borries: Bill Jeffers at this time I think we can proceed
through our agenda.

We have final drainage plans presented at this

time.
Q.C.D. Packaging, Inc. - Final drainage plan

President Borries: Presented at this time, the first listed is
Q.C.D. Packaging, Inc., St. Joseph Industrial Park.
Bill Jeffers: I gave you gentlemen an annotated, or however you say

it, agenda so that you would know a little bit of the background on

each one of these. Q.C.D. Packaging drainage plan is prepared by
Project Associates, Incorporated and there are two representatives.
One of whom designed this, Raaf Stevens, here in the audience.
Basically, it is a small industrial lot at the end of St. Joe

They're extending Industrial Park Drive a
short distance to the lot. They will be constructing that street.
They will be
I have outlined to proposed building in green.

Industrial Park Drive.

building that immediately upon approval and then also outlined in
green dashes is a proposed expansion or future expansion once they
get kicked off. If things go well at what they are doing...right
now I think they are employing 40 or so employees. When they start

hiring new employees and need new warehouse space that dashed area,

The parking
footage of, will be added.
things in
these
outlined
I
The reason
area is outlined in blue.

which I

show the

square

blue and green for you is to show you the additional hard surface.

The drainage will be taken through subsurface roof drains to the

There is also an
drainage basin that is outlined in yellow.
They
lot.
parking
the
of
line
north
the
along
basin
additional

will route some of the drainage through that and release it at the

slower rate into Locust Creek or into a ditch that flows into

Locust Creek.

Stevens
The
him.

It is a very nice plan and like I said, Mr.

is here to answer any questions you may have of
Surveyor's Office recommends approval of the final drainage plan

for Q.D.C. Packaging, Incorporated in St. Joe Industrial Park.
Commissioner Mourdock: On the recommendation of the County Surveyor
I'll move approval of the Q.D.C. Packaging final drainage plan.

Commissioner Tuley: Second.
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President Borries: So ordered.

Keystone Estates Subdivision III & IV - Final drainage plan
I

If

Commissioner Mourdock:

may

interrupt

for

a

second.

Bill,

Charlene, for the purpose of the minutes, needs also a copy of the

handouts that you gave the folks here a moment ago with Hillsdale.
Bill

Jeffers:

I

will

be happy to

give her

However,

those.

the

color coding won't show up on your black and white reproduction.

Commissioner Mourdock: Okay, you gave them the same thing that you

gave us?
Bill Jeffers: Yes, sir.

Alan Kissinger: She can have mine.
Commissioner Mourdock: She can have my copies on it.

Bill Jeffers: Basically, what you are looking at is a copy of
Keystone Estates Subdivision, Sections III and IV with some review
notes that I was writing to myself on there, but I handed you that

because it was color coded so you can see the separation of the
two.

Actually, you have approved the final drainage plan for all

that area outlined in yellow a month ago when it came through as
Keystone,

The area within that yellow outline that is

Section III.

labeled Section IV-A, the developer chose to put another street
through there. I think it is called Rolling Rock Drive and he did

that so that he could rearrange the lots for better marketability.

It didn't change the drainage design although he is routing some of
his pipes slightly a different direction. The calculations...well,

maybe there is a little bit of additional water, but as you know
those huge lakes out there are capable of handling all the water
they can give it. It was a very slight increase in cubic feet per
second. Since he was doing that, he had to come back through our
Board and he decided to go ahead and add another ten lots over

That is why it is called
there in what is labeled Section IV-B.
That brings him all the
Keystone Estates Subdivision III and IV.

way between the two lakes to the east boundary of what he has
originally

shown

to

as

us

Keystone

Estates.

I

believe

he

has

optioned some ground farther east and that he plans to extend that
road over there eventually.

He has shown the Area Plan Commission

and other members of your Board etc., an overall conceptual plan he
We have reviewed the drainage
is going to be continuing east.

The emergency
supplied by Morley and Associates.
overflow channels are there. The note that I scratched out in red
calculations

was that I didn't quite understand what he was doing there at the
time, but what he has done is added an additional emergency

overflow for the storm such as we had this spring where you kick in
over a 100 year event.

He has added a 24 inch pipe that is set so

that the invert elevation is above the 100 year storm and will take
that if the other pipe becomes blocked or something it will take it

off on down to Firlick Creek through the common area rather than
With those comments and what you see
through someone's yard.

written on that sheet, all of which has been conveyed to the design
engineer,

the

Surveyor' s

Office has

Keystone Estates Subdivision,

reviewed the

final plan

for

Section III and IV and recommends

approval.
Commissioner Tuley: With revisions or recommendations?
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Bill Jeffers: Well, those things written on there are just things
that I am going to be looking at when he brings the plat in for
recording. I am going to make sure that everything is on the plat
those little notes that I was writing to myself there.

Commissioner Tuley:

Okay,

so your recommendation is

still

for

approval?
Bill Jeffers: Yes, sir.

Commissioner Tuley: So moved.

Commissioner Mourdock: Second.

President Borries: So ordered.
Windemere Farms, North Ridge - Final drainage plan
Bill Jeffers: You will notice that I have moved Windemere Farms,
North Ridge up from preliminary on your annotated first handout to
the agenda that was available over here on this table. I moved it
up into final drainage plan. I had made the mistake of having it
in preliminary.
As you know, we reviewed that back in May as a
preliminary and it is ready for final approval. The developer is
Basically,
here in the audience along with his design engineer.

our concern on this one was to get the houses along the south side
of Kansas Road up at an elevation where if water were to cross the

road from the north and come downhill into the subdivision that
those houses would not have their foundations flooded or their
finished floor elevation flooded and they not only raised them to
what we had originally asked, but after consulting with the
Building Inspector they were raised even higher.

The blue shaded

area that appears to pass through the entire project,

the way I

colored it in there, is the route of the excess storm water which
a 25 year storm system required by the ordinance can't handle.
After

those

floods

this

spring

we

are

starting

to

ask

the

developers to provide emergency overflows for these huge storms
that exceed the design storm and he has done that and I am showing
you the route it will take through the subdivision.

Again, I have

written some notes to myself on here so that when I review the
final plat as it comes to Area Plan Commission for recording there

is some dashed red lines where we don't want any fences so on the
plat I will be looking for a little note that says no fences in
these emergency overflows. The detention basin is shaded in green

just to show you the location of it and you can see the other notes
there.

We had originally handed to the design engineer a letter

and it might have been four pages long, I believe.

Here is a copy

of it.
I don't know if it got in the minutes or not, I can't
remember.
It is three pages long and there were 20 items that I

wanted addressed by the engineer and here is his reply back that he
has addressed them all and we met this morning and went through
them again.

He has either incorporated each of those 20 items into

the plan or has come up with an alternate that satisfies the intent
of each of the 20 items.
After reviewing his design and his
calculations in our office the Vanderburgh County Surveyor's Office
recommends approval of the final plan for Windemere Farms, North
Ridge.

Commissioner Mourdock: I'll move approval of the final plans for
Windemere.

Commissioner Tuley: Second.
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President Borries: So ordered.
Fox Hollow Subdivision, Phase II - Final drainage plan
Bill
Jeffers: The next
Subdivision, Phase II.

on

one

your

agenda

is

Fox

Hollow

This is a situation where Fox Hollow

Subdivision was divided into two phases and the first one, Phase I,
was approved prior to your 1984...well, actually the entire

drainage plan for the entire subdivision was approved under your
1986 Drainage Ordinance, but they broke it into two phases and they
have completed Phase I.

Somehow or another some technicality was

I don't know what the
lapsed, some time 15 months or whatever.
but they lapsed and
Commission,
Plan
deal is over there at Area

they had to come back and reconfirm that this was an approved plan.
So now you are looking at Phase II which is outlined in orange.
Phase

I

is

outlined in yellow.

The drainage plan

for Phase

II,

within the orange area, will be upgraded to meet the requirements
of the 1994 Ordinance.

asked for.

That is the only additional thing that we

Just make sure that you conform to the 1994 Ordinance.

The basin is

already in place.

Probably the only difference of

what is going to happen there is if any of those earthen drainage
channels are flatter than .8% grade they will have to have the
concrete ribbon in the bottom. That is about the only difference
that comes up. The only other problem that I have with it is that
I am unclear as to whether the drainage basin which is already
constructed and functioning, it is operating properly, I am
confused as to whether it is in Phase I or Phase II.

Did you look

at that?
Unidentified from audience: It was constructed under Phase I.

Bill

Jeffers:

Okay,

and it

says

that

it

is maintained by a

Homeowners' Association which under the 1986 Ordinance you also had
a choice of Plan A, Homeowners' Association, or Plan B, 50 cents a

lineal foot for underground pipe and then the county would take
care of the pipe. So, I would just like for the developer or his
engineer to clarify those four questions that I have at the bottom.
I don't have any problem with his drainage plan, I just want to
know is this going to be a hybrid deal where there is a Homeowners'
Association over in Phase I and a Plan B, county maintenance, in
Phase II.
Commissioner Mourdock: So, Bill, are you basically telling us that

we need to take this under advisement until you get the answers
back to those four questions?
Bill Jeffers: No, I'll recommend approval of the plan if I know.
Commissioner Mourdock: If the developer goes on record tonight
answering those four questions? Is the developer here?

(Inaudible comments made from audience)
President Borries: Could we have someone come forward please and

identify themselves for our record.
Bill Jeffers: I am sorry to do this at the meeting tonight this
way, but I got a call and I had to go out into the field on a
flooded basement at 3:00 p.m. and I didn't get back to the office

until about 5:30 p.m. or 6:00 p.m.
Commissioner Mourdock: Gentlemen, please identify yourself for our
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sound system here.
Bill Kattman: Bill Kattman.

Lee McClellan: Lee McClellan.
Bill Kattman: The lake was originally in the total thing because it

was originally laid out as one phase and the second part of it
didn't get recorded,

okay?

It

laid out

originally

was

for

the

whole subdivision in the plan.
Lee McClellan: It was constructed under Phase I.
Bill Kattman: Right, there hasn't been a Homeowners' Association
formed, but there is in place a provision for a Homeowners'
Association.
Bill Jeffers: Do you all want to take a look at that and we will go
Basically, what I am
on to the next one and come back to that.
asking you here is that you say that you've got a Homeowners'
Association taking care of that lake.

If it

Has it been formed?

hasn't been formed-Bill Kattman: We're taking care of it.

Bill Jeffers: Then you are still taking care of it, okay.
Bill Kattman: Correct.
Bill

Jeffers:

Okay,

but

do

YOU

want

to

have

Homeowners'

a

Association for this half which that indicates and then have the

county maintain that half which is what you are asking for over
here because on your plat you are asking the county to take care of
Phase II?
Bill Kattman: Why didn't you ask us these questions earlier?

Bill Jeffers: Why didn't you get me the plan earlier?
Bill Kattman: I don't know, we were sitting outside you could have

asked us then.
Bill Jeffers: Okay, we can go on to Knob Hill Estates and come back

to that if you like.
President Borries: Okay,

for the record, Fox Hollow, Phase II is

being continued temporarily.
Knob Hill Estates - Final drainage plan

President Borries:

We are on to item 4, Knob Hill Estates.

Bill Jeffers: Okay, Knob Hill Estates came to you about a year ago
and you are all familiar with it so I won't go into any great
detail except to say that the engineer is now Morley and Associates
rather than Sitecon.

That is a drawing of the basin that Morley

and Associates has modified slightly from
in that they took the bottom drain out.
with a grate over it and Mr. Morley
obstructions.
So, rather than having a

Sitecon's original design
There was a bottom drain

felt

that

would

gather

12 inch pipe drain in the

bottom with a grate over it he has put the 12 inch pipe in there
vertically and put a rebar across the front so a dog or a small
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child couldn't crawl inside, if you will remember that discussion.
Commissioner Tuley: A cat, actually.
Bill Jeffers: Yeah,

A cat could probably still

a cat did come up.

get in there, but it will come shooting out the other end P.D.Q.
Hey,

are

take a risk!

they've got nine lives so what the heck,

some

slight modifications

the

to

final

plat

and

There

those

They will come
modifications are shown in red on that drawing.
on that red
shown
as
through Area Plan Commission on the final plat
line drawing. We have reviewed the calculations and they conform,

basically, with the original plan other than the fact that he is

The County Surveyor's
changing the set up for the drain there.
plan for Knob Hill
drainage
final
the
of
Office recommends approval
Estates Subdivision.

Commissioner

Mourdock:

Just

clarify

one

thing.

When

this

originally came up a year ago, or a year and a half ago, there were
some questions raised by the residents and then it came back with
some changes made that seemed to pacify most, if not all, of the
neighbors, is that right?
Bill Jeffers: That's right.

Commissioner Mourdock: I thought we acted at that point on the
final drainage plan. You just said that this is the final drainage
plan. I am missing something. What changed?
Bill Jeffers: I don+t think we ever passed the final drainage plan.

Jim Morley: The detailed elevations of all the physical things were

not on there at that point and time.
Commissioner Mourdock:

Are you saying,

Okay.

Jim,

that the only

thing that has changed between the last discussion that we had in

this room when all the neighbors...well, I shouldn't say all, but
when most of the neighbors seemed in agreement with the

modifications that had been made the only thing that has changed
since then is the elevations?
Jim Morley:

Yes,

that is correct.

The contours on the plan that

you had was off of county aerial contours and what we did here was
complete that actual on the ground shots, location of the trees,
actual physical location of the pipe, shooting the inverts of the
pipe and getting the exact elevations so what you have in front of
you is the exact numbers.

It

is,

for all

intents

and purposes,

exactly the same thing that you approved except now these are the
exact details and that is what we construe a final drainage plan to
be is the actual elevation of every part of the system.
Commissioner Mourdock: Okay.
Bill Jeffers: I believe you also added some improvements to those

blocked inlets?
Jim Morley: Yes.
Bill Jeffers: There are some inlets along Knob Hill Road that were

actually blocked and no one knew where they went and he has
designed some corrections.

Jim Morley: We found the other end of the pipe and have located it

on there.
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Commissioner Tuley: That is good.
Commissioner Mourdock:

Okay.

One

last

question

then.

Is

this

structure that is at Knob Hill and Ward Road is that essentially

going to be a dry basin then most of the time?
Jim Morley:

Yes,

it is just a dry basin.

It

is not only a dry

basin, but it sits back off of the right-of-way, too, and that was
the difficult part to get it in to that space off of the right-ofway and still cut into the hill so it would work.
Commissioner Mourdock: Okay, with that clarification, I'll move
approval of the final drainage plan for Knob Hill Estates.
Commissioner Tuley: Second.
President Borries: So ordered.

Columbia Sussex Subdivision - Preliminary drainage plans
President Borries: We are moving into the section on preliminary
drainage plans and we have two items listed, Columbia Sussex
Subdivision is the first.

Bill

Jeffers:

Okay,

Columbia

Sussex

Subdivision

is

owned

by

Columbia Sussex Corporation.
It is a development corporation that
This land is
I believe is somehow connected with the Marriott.

south of and immediately adjacent to the Marriott parking lot and
the Marriott Hotel formerly known as the
Columbia Sussex- Subdivision that they are

Radisson Inn.
asking you to

The
give

approval of a preliminary drainage plan for is outlined in yellow.
That

is

the

Subdivision.

what is known as Columbia Sussex
I have just kind of outlined the Marriott Hotel in

boundary

of

Then there is this common roadway

green so you know where it sets.

that enters...right now when you drive up Highway 41 it looks like
it goes into the Marriott, but it will also be used as access to
this commercial subdivision to the south of it known as Columbia
They have one long dry basin along the south line
That will handle almost
approximately where Mr. Tuley's pen is.

Sussex.

all of the excess storm water off the parking lots and driveways to
be built.

There is just a very slight,

I believe it is around one

and a half to two cubic feet of water that they are asking you to
waive the retention of because you just can't get it over there.
It is a very, very slight amount.

Commissioner Tuley: Where does it go?
Bill Jeffers: It just goes to U.S. 41 Highway right-of-way.

Commissioner Tuley: That big ditch?
Bill Jeffers:

That big ditch.

It is an insignificant amount.

Commissioner Mourdock: That ditch was flooded this Spring and 41

was flooded.
Bill Jeffers: We have reviewed those calculations and find that
they have done everything that they can other than what I just
They are in compliance and we recommend approval of the
preliminary drainage plan for Columbia Sussex Subdivision.

noted.

Commissioner Mourdock: You may not be able to answer this question,*
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Bill, but when 41 was largely under water this year right in this
area was most of that backflow?
It was probably coming out from

the west side of the road wasn't it?
Bill Jeffers: Basically, what happens to that is that the Highway

Commission has a practice of sizing the openings under state
If you
highways for existing conditions not for future expansion.
will look at the study of Little Pigeon Creek done by the Corps of
Engineers you will see that there is like three or four foot

difference on the east side of 41 for the 100 year flood as there
is plotted on the west side.

Once it comes through the openings

for the highway, and the railroad that is adjacent to the highway,
that 100 year flood elevation drops off as much as six feet and
that is due to the undersized openings.

This is just a practice of

the Indiana Department of Transportation and they do it all the
time.
It is unfortunate and it
They did it on Lynch Road.

requires a lot of detention, but before 1994 detention was not
absolutely required and you have some industrial subdivisions along
the east side of 41 that have contributed more water than the pipes
were sized to handle.
Even after they built that new bridge up
there north of Mount Pleasant, you still have a gradient difference
in the 100 year flood.
We are doing all we can there, but we've

just got that problem.
Commissioner Mourdock: The waiver that they are asking for here

is...what did you say?
Bill Jeffers:
second.
I

left

From a half to one foot per cubic foot.

I think it showed as much as 2.3 cubic feet per

Isn't that what it was?
Let me see if I can find that.
This is a
that drainage report down in the office.

preliminary study and what I was going to try to do is that there
is a drainage basin along the north side of the Marriott on someone
else's property.
It is a wet basin.
Have you ever seen that one
up by Anchor?

Before the final plan comes through I was going to

try to see if it was possible to arrange for some of that water to
go through that basin.
I wasn't too concerned about it as a
preliminary. There is still some talk in the Area Plan Commission
and EUTS and so forth, some sort of access down to Old 57 so it may

require some changes in the drainage plan before final approval.
President Borries: This just basically gets it to what?

Subreview?

Bill Jeffers: It takes it up to Area Plan Commission on Wednesday
the 4th for review by the entire Area Plan Commission and then it
comes back to you for final drainage approval. Between that time
I was going to try to see if some water couldn't be routed through

that other basin.
Commissioner Mourdock: With that understanding, I'll move that a
motion of approval for the preliminary drainage plans for Columbia

Sussex.
Commissioner Tuley: Second.
President Borries: So ordered.

Bill Jeffers: I don't want to lead you to believe that it can be

done because it is on someone else's property.
Commissioner Tuley: No, I understand.

Bill Jeffers: Okay, it goes from .55 to 2.2 in that area that can't
It's
be routed through there, so that is a difference of what?

Vanderburgh County
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1.65 cubic feet per second.
Glenwood Hills Estates, Section B
Bill

Jeffers:

Glenwood Hills.

The

last

item on

your

drainage

plan

agenda

is

Due to some lack of information our office is not

ready to recommend approval of the preliminary plan for Glenwood
Hills.

I am asking for some additional information at this time.

I left it on the agenda to give the applicant an opportunity to be
here if he has something to say. His engineer is here, but at this
time I am just not ready to make a recommendation on it.
President Borries:
Let
the record show that item 2 under
preliminary drainage plans, Glenwood Hills Estates, Section B will

not be heard this evening.
Jim Morley: We would like an opportunity to address part of that so

that we can seek direction.

President Borries: Sure, Jim Morley.
Jim Morley: What we have here is a situation where Bill has shown

us a letter from a number of years ago in which we were not
involved with this subdivision.

It is my understanding that with

additions to the plat there is nothing wrong with our prepared
drainage plan.

I

think that

is

correct,

Bill,

you have all the

corrections that go on the plat on our portion of the prepared
drainage plan?
Bill Jeffers: I saw some corrections.
Jim Morley:

Okay.

Mr.

Jeffers

found in the file a letter to the

Commissioners from Dan Hartman telling them that he was concerned
that the dam was too high relative to jurisdiction of the Indiana
Department

of

Natural

Resources.

The

Department

of

Natural

Resources says that a dam falls under their jurisdiction if the

height from the lowest part of the stream bed under the center of
the dam to the top of the dam, and that is defined as the elevation
of the open spillway or the emergency spillway, if that exceeds 20
feet. Under 20 feet normally the Soil Conservation Service, Daryl
Rice's office and Mike Wathen, will assist developers and farmers
with construction and design of such a dam. Over 20 feet requires

a professional engineer and submission of a significant amount of
data to the Indiana Department of Natural Resources.

The Engineer

for the developer at that time was Andy Easley and I have spoken
with Andy about the records at that time.

He told me that he had

staked the dam out in such a manner...his original drawings,
apparently following what the developer wanted to put in, was
staked out in such a manner that the dam would be 25 feet high

which exceeds the 20 foot requirement.
I couldn't determine from
him whether or not that had to do with Dan Hartman's warning to him

or exactly how it came about, but Andy told me that he then
presented Mr. Hunter with this concept that he should lower his
expectations of the dam.
Move it or do something to bring its

height below the 20 feet unless he wanted to go through all of the
engineering

analysis

procedures

Department of Natural Resources.

and

permits

to

the

Indiana

The particular problem that we

have here...now I spoke then with Mr. Hunter who said that he
believed that dam was moved.
I asked Mr. Hunter to contact his
contractor, Mark Weber, who is here in the audience tonight and get

information about how that dam was moved, if it was moved what the
difference in elevation between where it was originally going to be
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located by Mr. Easley and where he finally put it.

The particular

problem that we have in this is that Mr. Jeffers is asking for some

kind of proof that the dam now complies...either the dam should go
to DNR for approval or we should have some kind of evidence that

the dam does fall within the 20 foot maximum for nonsubmission to
DNR.
I

The particular problem with answering that question is that

cannot personally attest to

that.

I

can never,

ever give him

that answer that he is asking for because I was not there and did
not move the dam so I am at a problem.

We can go on forever and I

can't be the determining person on that.
I attempted to get
evidence from Mr. Easley. Mr. Easley indicated that, well, he had
a meeting with them.
What I would like to do now is to have you
listen to the owner, John Hunter, who is here; the contractor, Mark
Weber and if there is some resolution or some statement of fact
that can be developed. John contacted Mr. Atkinson to try to work
up whatever documentation is necessary to satisfy the Drainage
Board so that this can go on and be heard.

We are here not really

talking about the details of the drainage plan for the next
section, but how to resolve an open ended question out of the Phase
I construction.

Commissioner Mourdock: May I ask a question or two just to make
sure that I can understand what you are asking us to move on? Mr.
Easley designed the dam-Jim Morley: Yes.

--whenever in '77 or whatever, depending on
the height of that dam, if it is over 20 feet DNR has jurisdiction?

Commissioner Mourdock:

Jim Morley: Yes.

Commissioner Mourdock: If it is less than 20 feet they do not?
Jim Morley: They do not.

Commissioner Mourdock: Subsequent to the design of the structure,

apparently the structure was moved?
Jim Morley: Yes.
Commissioner Mourdock: So it was placed somewhere other than where

it was designed to be?
Jim Morley: Yes.
Just a quick follow-up here to where
Commissioner Mourdock is headed, who approved that design change?
President

Borries:

Jim Morley: It is my understanding from my conversation
President Borries: Not you and not Mr. Easley?
Jim Morley: No,

no.

It is my understanding that Mr.

Easley simply

related to following Mr. Hartman's letter which he obtained a copy

of,

if the correspondence doesn't indicate that Mr.

Hunter was

given a copy of this, but following that warning, Mr. Easley
indicates... he told me that he met with Mr. Hunter and Mr. Hunter
and Mark Weber say that they were present at the meeting and they
can tell you so. I really, I guess what I am saying is that I have
gone as far as I can go.

I can't go forward and resolve it,

have to come to some kind of agreement of how we go forward.

so we

You

see, the actual ground elevation underneath the center of the dam
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We can only go from what
is now not able to be determined.
evidence we might have from Mr. Easley and from testimony because
when they construct a dam, even if we were to take borings, if Mr.
Weber did the correct type of job that he should have done he digs
a keyway trench right down the center of it, and I'm sure Mr.
Mourdock is aware how they key a dam in, so there is no technical,

physical way now to get exactly what that height was other than
testimony.

Commissioner Mourdock: From where the dam was originally located
Easley drew it up to the present

when Mr.

location,

how much

distance is there between those two spots?
Jim Morley: I can't tell you that for sure, but I think that Mr.
Weber can.

I have asked him if he could describe to us where the
Therefore, I

stakes were in the field and where he moved it to.

need you to ask directly rather than pass along hearsay.

President Borries: One final item that I am looking for on the

staff field report. There are no plans to put a road on this dam
is there? In other words, the dam has been moved--

Jim Morley: That is correct.
President Borries:

--and the road plans are going to be located

off the dam, is that correct?
Jim Morley: This dam is an existing lake of approximately six acres
near the western border of the property. There is no road anywhere

in the vicinity and it is out there and been there for some five
years.

No,

there is no road whatsoever.

President Borries: Okay.
Jim Morley: In fact, from Daryl Helfert's inspection, an engineer
from our office, Mr. Helfert told me that he feels that it is a
The dam
very...you know, the slopes are in very good condition.

itself is not nearly as steep as many and that it appears to be a
very sound dam.

Jerry Atkinson: My name is Jerry Atkinson and if I can offer,
maybe, an insight that will take us a little closer to a
understanding of what really happened here. What I believe you can
establish through Mr. John Hunter, the owner, and Mark Weber, his

contractor, is that in 1990 there were plans that were submitted

There was a rock shelf at that
for the construction of the dam.
location.
The contractor at about the same time that Mr. Easley
received a communication from the Drainage Board with regard to the

height of the dam the three people met and a decision was made to

move the dam further to the east, further, I believe, to be
upstream. Mr. Mark Weber shot the elevations himself for that and
had
Easley
the difference between the elevation that Mr.

established for the 1990 plans at 480 feet was raised by five feet.
That gives us the bottom elevation if,

Weber.

in fact, you believe Mark

It is my contention that there is no reason not to believe

Mark Weber and he is here for you to talk to and develop an
The top elevation, as established by Mr.
understanding from.
The 485
Morley's office,
currently as built is 502.9 feet.

subtracted then from the 502 leaves us a 17.9 foot dam which does

not require DNR approval.

It does not require permitting,

it does

not require anything other than perhaps having Soil Conservation
Service people take a look at it and tell us if there is anything
The dam then being an
that needs to be done to make it better.
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okay dam shouldn't really be a reason to delay any consideration,
if you will.

The drainage program, because the drainage program is

being presented, hopefully, tonight simply drains into a lake that
is an established lake that has a functioning dam and Mr. Morley's

office can tell us about their inspection of it and in some greater
detail. The difficulty in establishing, now that the dam is built,
how high it was from its base elevation is an impossibility. The

best evidence that we have possible as to what is real out there is
Mr.
first person evidence from the person who constructed it.
was
he
that
Hunter had no idea that he was supposed to follow-up,
supposed to contact the Drainage Board, that he was supposed to
come back and have design approval or anything like that. He had
a suggestion from Mr. Easley that the dam should maybe be moved to
be within this 20 foot requirement and that is what they did. When
he explained to Mr. Easley what had happened, Mr. Hunter was told
by Mr. Easley, in some words, that I will take care of it or
whatever and you can have first person testimony, also, from Mr.
Hunter.

Mr.

Hunter is not trying to get away with anything.

He

plans to be out there in this development and future sections,
perhaps, of development in that area.
He doesn't want to do
anything to get crosswise with anybody. He apologizes if he had an

obligation to communicate that he didn't follow through on and he
wants to make the very best out of this situation. He also really
doesn't want to be delayed into the Fall rains in terms of going
forward with the preliminary portion of the drainage approval. Mr.
Hunter, could you come up for a moment? Would you state your name?

John Hunter: John Hunter.

Jerry Atkinson : Have you heard what I related about meeting with
Mr. Easley?
John Hunter: Yes, sir.

Jerry Atkinson : Who all was present at that meeting ?
John Hunter: Mark Weber and myself.

Jerry Atkinson : Could you tell in your own words what it was that
happened at that meeting?
John Hunter: At the meeting, Mr. Easley had indicated to us that

the lake dam would exceed 20 feet if we didn't make some changes.
He

said that he would make the changes

and Mr.

Weber followed

through on it.

Jerry Atkinson : Was the dam , in fact , moved ?
John Hunter: Yes, it was.

Jerry Atkinson : Do you have an idea yourself how far it was moved
upstream?
John Hunter: It was 30 to 40 feet.
Jerry Atkinson: Okay.
The dam as it is constructed now and
existing today is not where Mr. Easley designed it?

John Hunter: No,

sir,

it is not.

Jerry Atkinson : What do you know about the rock shelf ?
John Hunter: The rock shelf we tried to avoid installing the keyway
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in the rock shelf, moved the dam back 30 to 40 feet and raised the
elevation up five feet.
Did you have intention

Jerry Atkinson: Do you have any questions?

to hide the fact that you were moving the dam in any way?
John Hunter: No, sir.
Jerry Atkinson: Did you think you were doing the right thing, what

you were supposed to do?
John Hunter: Yes, sir.
Jerry

Atkinson:

Is

this

dam

one

that

has

been

working

and

functioning adequately since it was constructed?
John Hunter: Yes, it has.

Jerry Atkinson : Have you had any problems with it ?
John Hunter: No, we have not.
Jerry Atkinson: Do you have an intention to put a road on top of

it?
John Hunter: No, we do not.

Jerry Atkinson : Would you be willing to submit to an inspection of
the dam by the

Soil

Conservation Service

and comply with any

requirements or suggestion they might have?
John Hunter: Yes.

Jerry Atkinson : Are you trying to cooperate any way you can ?
John Hunter: Yes, sir.

Jerry Atkinson: Do you have any questions?

President Borries: Commissioners?
Commissioner Mourdock:

The original dam height was what?

It was

over 20 feet?

Jerry Atkinson : The original dam , I understood , to be 23 feet
rather than 25.
Commissioner Mourdock: The sole purpose of moving it upstream was

to get beyond or get below the 20?
Jerry Atkinson: Two purposes.

One purpose was to get below 20 feet

the keyway at that location.

The contractor is here and can tell

and the other one was there was a rock ledge at the location where
the dam was going to be constructed and it would be difficult to do
you about that.
Commissioner Mourdock: What was the top elevation of the original

plan?
Jim Morley:

It's 25.

I have a copy here,

a file copy.

Commissioner Mourdock: Okay, the original top of the dam was to be

505?
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Jerry Atkinson : That ' s what Andy told me .
Commissioner Mourdock: Okay, and what is it now?

Jim Morley: Ah, 502.9.

Commissioner Mourdock: Okay, 502.9.
Jim Morley: The top is 2.1 feet lower than those plans from Mr.
Easley.

Commissioner Mourdock: Okay, so the only question then is if it was

originally designed at 23 feet, is that correct?
Jim Morley: Well,

it changed.

The top came down and the bottom

came up.
Commissioner Mourdock:

I know and that is my point.

We know he was

going upstream.
Jim Morley: Yes.

Commissioner Mourdock: It absolutely had to go up because he was

going upstream and the question is that difference enough to make
it less than 20 feet?
Jerry Atkinson: If you add the five foot to the 17.9 that we have
that comes to 23 feet. Would you like to hear from the contractor?

President Borries: Let me just ask some questions after everybody

is finished here.
Commissioner Mourdock: Go ahead.
President Borries: Maybe I am a little confused on the whole issue
of the dam.
Is this part of the drainage plan that would serve
Glenwood Hills, Section B?

Jerry Atkinson : The drainage .. the water flows into the lake that is
by the dam.
President Borries: Okay.

Jerry Atkinson : It is not a part of the drainage plan at all .

The

drainage plan itself is a simple question and should be dealt with
simply and should not be delayed by this dam question!
Commissioner Mourdock: Very well said, I might add.
President Borries: I'll agree with you there, Counselor, it is a
dam question! Let me rephrase that one again.
Is this portion of
Glenwood Hills Estate, Section B draining into the lake which is

created by the dam?

Jerry Atkinson : Yes .
President Borries: Okay, well, then it is part of it.

Jim Morley: Some of it does, yes.
President Borries: Our problem is, and we are not going to be mad

at you...you know, that is why you hire top professionals, people
like Jim Morley and others to do this and your attorneys.

We are
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not out and I am not an engineer and we are not out there on the

site so the problem is, despite your intentions and no one is going
to castigate you here for what has been done, Mr. Hunter, but we
I would say if we
have got to have some way to check this out.
could get the County Engineer, the Surveyor's Office and the Soil
Conservation group to maybe certify that this dam-Commissioner Tuley: What are they going to certify to?

The height

of the dam?
President

Borries:

I

really...I

don't

is

there

unless

know

something that I am missing about the height of it whether or not
it

goes

I just want to

to DNR or whether or not it goes to us.

feel comfortable that the dam is going to work and is going to be
there.
I don't know if we are arguing over something that I am
missing, but if it is going to have to go to DNR it is going to

take a while.
Commissioner Tuley : The whole question , as I understand it , Jerry ,

is that there is no way to verify the total height of the dam to
know whether or not it needs to go to DNR?
President Borries:

That doesn't even bother me anymore.

It is just

if the dam is going to work and is it checked out? Normally, when
a situation like that happens and Jim Morley signs on it, hey, Bill

Jeffers reviews it , he ' s got the credentials .

You ' ve got your

licensed engineers and all the things like that and it works.

We

sign off on it.
Commissioner Tuley: What do you want them to verify then?
President Borries:

That it is okay.

I mean,

it is working now,

I

don't know?
Commissioner Mourdock: The question that I hear is that it isn't

even,

although that is a proper question, isn't whether it is

working or not it is simply how do we get passed this
jurisdictional matter to decide whether or not the Drainage Board

proceeds with the entire plan?
Jerry Atkinson: The only way-Commissioner Mourdock: You need to move near the microphone.

Jerry Atkinson : The only way that I understand that it can be done
that we can establish this by competent proof is for me to bring
Mr. Mark Weber up so we have him testify the elevation he shot when
he raised the bottom of the dam. You subtract the elevation on the

bottom from the elevation that exists on the top and you have 17.9
feet.

There

has

to

be

a

forum somewhere

for

us

to be

able

to

demonstrate by the proof that we do have that this dam is less than
20 feet and I think that this works and I think if I can have him

testify that you can reasonably find that the dam is not a
jurisdictional block to your going foward with the preliminary
approval. If you go forward with preliminary approval and send it
to the City Engineer, the Surveyor, or whoever to see if the dam

works you are going to find that the dam works, it is well
constructed, it is well maintained and that we don't really have a
problem here.
The
only way that I can help
jurisdictional problem is to have Mr. Weber testify.

solve

the

Commissioner Mourdock: Let me just ask on question before then to
make sure that we don't go down a dead-end here. Bill, earlier you
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said

you

particular

weren't

willing

to

subdivision because

make

a

recommendation

of questions

you had.

on

this

Is

this

question the sum total of those questions or if we go through this
whole exercise are you still going to say to us, as our technical
advisor, there are questions that you don't have answers to beyond
this

jurisdictional

question

SO

you

that

can't

make

a

recommendation to us.
Bill Jeffers: There are other questions, but while we are on this
subject I might and before Mr. Weber comes up because I surely
wouldn't want him to waste his time, but when Mr. Atkinson says

that the elevation of the
according to Mr.

Weber was

flow line of the original valley
480

feet above

sea level where he

finally set the dam, is that from memory or does he have field
notes?
Jim Morley: The
Mourdock has.

drawing that Mr.

Easley provided me

that Mr.

Jerry Atkinson : If I might to eliminate confusion , Andy Easley set
the floor, if you will, at 480 at the original location. As it was
moved upstream Mr. Weber is going to testify that he shot the
elevation.
He raised the bottom of the dam, actually the floor,
That is what
was raised by five feet from its original location.

we are talking about.
Bill Jeffers: You'll note that drawing doesn't have any dates or
signatures on it so I was asking whose field notes it came from,
etc. Another question that I would have is this was the design for
the dam that Mr. Easley turned in or developed for the dam and when

it was moved 30 to 40 feet or however far up the valley was it
built according to these plans at that new point?

In other words,

other than the fact that the dam...allegedly the height of the dam
was lowered by a number of feet, other than that was it built
according to the plans that were developed by Mr. Easley's office?

(Inaudible comments made from audience)

Bill Jeffers: So the questions that I have are was the only purpose

of moving the dam 30 to 40 feet up the valley to get it down below
the jurisdiction of DNR or were there other motives because this is
not how the dam looks in the field now?
It does not look like
this.
This one has a drop tube that controls the crest elevation

at 500 feet above sea level with the spillway at 503, so you have
three feet of storage there until it hits the spillway and then the
spillway is set over here in virgin dirt way over to the side of
the dam and is protected with a certain width, this, that and the
other.

I won't go into details.

Then the top of the dam is 505

which gives you a total of five feet in elevation between the drop
tube and the top of the dam before it goes over the top of the dam
and from folks out there in the field just through the grapevine,
I haven't been there myself, but they say there is not anywhere
near that kind of freeboard in this dam.
Then it goes through 36

inch steel pipe or a 42 inch corrugated pipe down through the
middle of the dam, that is the outlet and on the plans that I have

seen turned into our office the existing dam has what, like an 18
inch or a 24 inch pipe?
A 24 inch pipe
smaller than 36 inch.
It is a corrigated
a steel pipe.
It empties out right on to
fill, not into virgin soil as shown on

which is

substantially

plastic pipe, it is not
the backside of the dam
Also, the
the plans.

general notes say all fill shall be compacted in six inch layers
with mechanical compaction equipment. I guess we are going to have
The plans
to have somebody come up here and testify to that, etc.
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that were sent to my office, some of the plans showed water from
the subdivision going through the lake, other plans showed water
going around the backside of the lake so I don't know...I mean, the

report that was turned in is about the size of a phone book and it
shows all the routing from lake to lake.

They are going to end up

building three lakes, this isn't the only lake.
Commissioner Mourdock: In short, the answer to my question, do you
have other questions? The answer is, yes.
Bill Jeffers: Yes,

yes.

As to the roadway question,

there is a dam

that is proposed to be built directly upstream of a roadway that
they will be asking for county approval and county acceptance of
that roadway and that dam appears to be somewhere between 15 and 20
feet in height.

In other words, your road will be here and you'll

be looking up at an embankment 17 to 20 feet high and information,
to my knowledge, hasn't been given to our office whether that dam
exceeds 20 feet at this time.
Commissioner Mourdock: Given the outstanding questions that we have

here, testimony as to other facts notwithstanding that even if we
made a jurisdictional decision that there is still a lot of things
that have to be worked through.

Jerry Atkinson : If I may make a slight indulgence , could I have Mr .
Weber present his testimony so that you have that and he doesn't

have to come back.

Might

I

ask you

to

conditionally consider,

after he speaks, that you pass this on with instructions to have
this dam reviewed by the Soil Conservation Service, the County
Engineer and see if there is anything that needs to be done to

bring it into compliance so that when we come back on final
approval perhaps we can have all of this together.
If it is a
dam...I don't mean to do this to you twice, but if it is a dam

problem, if we segregate that from the drainage problem and proceed
a pace to resolve the problem with the dam then we don't delay the
project and we do satisfy the drainage requirements and we do
resolve any outstanding issues that are going to be generated by
the mishandling of the construction of this dam.
Weber?
President Borries:

May I call Mr.

If Mr. Weber could be very brief.

We've got a

number of individuals who have patiently sat here.
In all due
respect, Mr. Atkinson, I mean there are just so many questions and
we have to defer to our technical advisor here who is Mr. Jeffers.
I can't think of many occasions where...in other words, if he
doesn't recommend it I personally feel uneasy doing that without
his recommendations and questions answered.
I know that there are

certain time lines and good times where people want to develop and
do things of this nature and in the interest of time we can hear
from Mr. Weber if the other Board feels we should do so, but I must
tell you that I believe that there must be a list of questions

developed between your client and the Surveyor's Office and perhaps
our County Engineer because Mr. Morley, at this point, since he has

indicated that he is just not able to certify that and perhaps
between

the

Surveyor,

the

Engineer

and

the

Soil

and

Water

Conservation we can get all of this worked out before next month.
We would be happy to hear from Mr. Weber at this time.
Commissioner Mourdock: Yeah, Mr. Weber, wherever Mr. Weber is.
President

Borries:

Is

Mr.

something at this time, sir?

Weber

here?

Would

you

like

to

say
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Commissioner Mourdock: Let me just ask a couple of questions if I

may?
Mark Weber: My name is Mark Weber.
Andy Easley was aware of these
problems. We did move the dam 40 feet forward. We shot elevations
which raised the bottom level five feet.
We did this to avoid a

rock layer of cutting the keyway into any rock and disturbing it.
Andy was aware of this.

We straightened the dam out and as far as

the spillway pipe goes he knew of this. The expense was going to
be too great to build that kind of spillway.
It's a 30 inch pipe

and it does run on undisturbed soil and the emergency spillway is
next to it, but it is silted in and we need to lower it back down.
That is the best that I can tell you is that Andy was aware of it

and knew of all this.
President Borries: He was not there at that time?
Mark Weber:

He was at the meeting that me and Mr. Hunter had.
He
He pulled out
He said 19 feet then.

brought it to our attention.

a book and he said we staked the dam just go ahead and move it
forward and I will take care of it.

By that I assumed that he was

going to redesign it or whatever he had to do to get it through the
Drainage Board or whatever.

That is the last that I can tell you

about that.
Commissioner Mourdock: Do you have any plans of the dam that was
actually constructed? Either you or Mr. Hunter?
Mark Weber:

No,

I don't.

Easley had a set of original plans

Mr.

showing that we did change it at one time.
Commissioner Mourdock: You haven't gotten those from Mr. Easley?
Mark Weber:

I haven't.

I mean,

he knew of everything that we did.

Commissioner Mourdock: Is that a fairly steep area out there where

the dam was located?
Mark Weber: No, in fact, the reason that we moved it the bottom of
the keyway was going to be cut through a ditch.
That is why we

moved it forward was to avoid the rock in the bottom of that ditch.
Commissioner Mourdock:

But the terrain itself isn't very steep

where this is then?
Mark Weber:

Yeah,

it is pretty steep.

We sloped the back of the

dam even further than what it required for Mr. Hunter to maintain

mowing it.
Commissioner Mourdock: Yeah,

I don't mean the dam itself,

I mean

before the dam was built the valley that you were putting this
across was fairly steep?
Mark Weber: Yes.

Bill Jeffers: There is like 16 to 18 percent grade level out there.
Commissioner Mourdock: Okay, thank you.
Jerry

Atkinson:

Any

other

questions?

If

I

might,

Mr.

Morley

advises that the dam is a stable, functioning dam and the only
thing that they recommended be done to it is the lowering of the
spillway which I am sure can be accomplished.

What I would like to
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ask, in light of your reservations about going forward, is that if
you would please decide among yourselves whether or not the proof
that we have offered to you solves the jurisdictional problem and
then send it on back to the drainage folks so that we can work out
the drainage plan.
Commissioner Mourdock:

Speaking for myself,

the best that I am

willing to do at this point having heard the comments that were
made, and I don't mean to impugn anyone's character or integrity or
anything else, but as Rick was saying we need to rely on our
technical folks. I am willing to take on faith everything that was
said here tonight that it probably is less than 20 feet, but I

would still hinge my formal acceptance on that fact on a review of
our engineering and surveying people and ask that they report back
to us, basically, to verify the toe elevation of the dam today and
what the top of it is.

Jerry Atkinson : We have at least established a record from which
they now can function.
Commissioner Mourdock: That is true.
President Borries:

Thank you very much.

Mr.

Helfert.

Daryl Helfert: Can I talk for just a minute (inaudible comments not

made from mike)
President Borries: Sure, come up.

Daryl Helfert: I am Daryl Helfert, with Morley and Associates. I
was the design engineer for the report that was given to Bill and
the first thing, I guess, I know one of your concerns, Rick, is
this a functioning impoundment,

is it safe?

When you look at the

kind of rain that we had a couple of months ago who knows what to
say you should design by, but we got good information in the field

as

far

as

the

elevations

on

the

dam,

the

elevations

on

the

spillway, the size of the spillways and we pretty much got some
shots around the surface of the area of the lake so we can match
that up with the topo maps and get something we can work off of.
We've got a big lake out there with not really a very big watershed
considering the size of the lake.
The pipe spillway that is out

there now is only a 30 foot section of pipe much different than
what was on Andy Easley's plans, but as far as the capacity of that
pipe it is more than adequate because I ran a number of storm

routings on this thing for a 25 and 100 year storm and the pipe

doesn't even get close to its own capacity.

It is a little over

half maybe, so the large surface area of the lake tends to knock
the peak down quite a bit.

You've

got

a

lot of

storage volume

there and like they said, the emergency spillway is too high now.
If they lower it to the elevation that we proposed you would have
the minimum required by county ordinance which is a foot, I
believe, over the 100 year storm. The issue of whether it is DNR
jurisdiction aside, that impoundment, I think, is functioning the
way it should. It has the storage required and I have no problem
with anything with that dam.
I looked at the dam out in the field

like Jim referred to as a lot flatter slopes than you normally see

on the slopes of the dam.

It has got good vegetative cover.

The

piped spillway outlet into a narrow channel which is rip rap lined

down into the woods.
I didn't chase it all the way down to the
channel, but I assume that there haven't been any problems down
there. As far as the other two dams, we had some parameters from
the client as far as what he would like to see out there.
They
were designed in the same manner as I checked the capacity of the
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existing impoundment and I intentionally kept them just under 20

feet or a little bit lower than that as far as the size goes to

stay out of DNR jurisdiction.

I mean,

that was our intent,

are not trying to put anything out there that is illegal.

but we
All of

these dams were designed with a similar type spillway system and
they all have the kind of capacity that they need and the kind of
adequate freeboard for the design storms that we have to meet the
county ordinance. As far as...Bill made a reference to plans that
didn't jive with each other. The drainage plan that we had showed
the dam where it is now based on our field survey.
There were a

couple of ditches coming from a proposed roadway which in the
original location of the dam they would have drained into the lake.

That was shown that way on the plat and Bill brought it to our

attention and we said that we would make the corrections on the

plat to show that those were no longer draining into the lake and
that is not a problem.

We have

the

capacity to offset

that.

I

think as far as the drainage plan design meeting the ordinance

requirements, it is all there. Like Jim and Mr. Atkinson had said,
does the jurisdiction of DNR on this existing impoundment, should

that hold up a preliminary approval on this plan if it meets the

county requirements?

Since

it

is

an

existing

impoundment,

an

existing dam, we've seen that it can function properly and if this

issue should be resolved as to whether DNR should be involved
really doesn't have any bearing on whether this plan works or not,

I think. I don't know where I am going from here, but I just felt
like I had to, as a design engineer, come up here and let you know

that this plan was put together in accordance with the ordinance.

The only that this issue came up because existing impoundments to
be used are supposed to be used in the plan. Because of the lack

of information, the best information that we had was the county
topo maps which as we all know are not necessarily accurate all the

time. So, based on those elevations, yes, it looks like the dam is
above 20 feet and like Jim said, we may never know for sure. There
is not any concrete information anywhere.
All you have is the
testimony of the contractor and the developer, but I think purely
from a standpoint of what the Drainage Board should be considering

on this plan everything is in place and meets the requirements.
The jurisdictional dispute can be settled at a later time. As soon
as possible, but I don't think it should really put a hold on

whether or not this preliminary plan is going to be approved or not
tonight.

Thank you

President Borries: Thank you, Daryl.

Commissioner Mourdock: Did I hear you say at one point, Daryl, that

you think it is over 20 feet?

Daryl Helfert: No, I don't think I said that I think it is, I just

said that you can't tell if it is or not.
Commissioner Mourdock: Oh, I thought you said that you thought it
was.

Daryl Helfert: Based on the county topo maps and the elevation that
we shot on the top of the dam you would say, yes, it is. But, they
don't match the previous topo maps either.
They are off by about

five or six feet.

TAPE CHANGE

Jerry Atkinson : There can ' t be evidence that it doesn ' t exceed 20
feet.

If I can say this in a less unintelligible way,

we have to

demonstrate somewhere to somebody that this dam is less than 20
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feet and I think that the evidence that you have before you is that
it is less than 20 feet.
Since you don' t have to consider the
issue of DNR or not DNR in determining what to do with the drainage
plan I am asking you to not decide that issue based upon evidence
that the dam is less than 20 feet high. You don't have to inject
yourself into that jurisdictional question. You don't have to send
if off to DNR to have DNR make some finding.

My view is that the

County Engineer, the Soil Conservation folks and the testimony here
will be enough to solve the problem. There can't be a mechanically

accurate or precise determination because if you drill down through
you are going to come to that five, six or seven foot cut that they
made for the keyway and you are still going to come up with a wrong
number even if the soil is different when you drill through where
the fill is where the keyway was cut.

You have

to

rely on the

testimony of the contractor that they keyway was six feet, that he
moved it 40 feet upstream and it was five feet higher.

It

is

consistent with your own technical information as to the grade of
the slope out there. I would ask you not to inject yourself into
the jurisdictional question, but just look at the drainage. Thank

you.
I thank all of you for
President Borries: Thank you, Mr. Atkinson.
your testimony. I am confident that we can resolve this. Daryl,
and certainly Jim, are competent people.
It seems to me what we

have here on the bottom line is just a lack of documentation and
information on certain points.
As well as all of you know Bill
Jeffers I am sure that we ought be able to get these concerns
resolved, but, again, speaking personally, too, I would just be
reluctant to
approve
anything at this time without his
recommendation on that.
I would suggest that as soon as possible
we could get with Bill Jeffers, the County Engineer and the Soil
and Water Conservation Service would be the three technical parts

that we would need to provide just the information back and forth
and I think we can resolve it and perhaps along with that the
Thank
jurisdictional dispute will take care of itself in this.
We hope that we can maybe hear from you at our meeting next
month.
We have other persons this
Let's set that for our goal.
YOU.

evening.
Fox Hollow Subdivision - Final drainage plan
Bill Jeffers: I think they are ready for Fox Hollow.
President Borries: Oh, okay, alright.
Lee McClellan:

I will try to answer Bill's questions here.

Number

one--

President Borries: These comments are from Mr. Lee McClellan.
Lee McClellan:

McClellan,

yes,

from Morley and Associates.

The

lake was constructed under Phase I of the infrastructure design and
on July 25, 1994 the developer petitioned the County Commissioners
and Drainage Board for acceptance of the storm water retention

facilities and the storm sewer systems that were outside of the

right-of-way and that was approved for maintenance by the
Commissioners, Mr. Tuley, Mr. Borries and Mr. Hunter and also
approved

by Mr.

Stoll

on

July

25,

1994.

In

that

request

for

maintenance it listed the lineal footage of the storm water pipes
that were outside of the right-of-way and it also showed here that

there was no monies going to be incurred for the shoreline of the
retention basin.

Mr. Kattman went and got a copy of the recorded

I
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restrictive covenants for this project which defines that there is
a Homeowners' Association set up and that Homeowners' Association

is responsible for the maintenance of that storm water retention
basin.
Commissioner Mourdock: Having heard that,

Bill,

did that answer

question number two of one through four or did that answer all
four?

Bill Jeffers : That answers all my questions and then there is the
one correction up here which I believe is a typo.

There is another

correction which is a typo that Mr. McClellan is aware of and with
that the Surveyor's Office recommends approval of the final plan of
Fox Hollow Subdivision, Phase II.

Commissioner Mourdock: So moved.
Commissioner Tuley: Second.

President Borries: So ordered.

Lee McClellan: Thank you.
President Borries: Thank you, gentlemen.

Report on petition from Johnnie R. Crick
President Borries: We are at that point in our agenda where we will
hear from...Bill, I guess, the petitions are in the order that you
received them so we would take the first petition from Mr. Johnny
R. Crick, is that correct?
Bill Jeffers: Right, which you received and I don't know if you
have the Surveyor's report on that, but I will give it to you at

this time.
Commissioner Tuley: We've got one.
Bill Jeffers: It basically says that there are some problems out
The primary problem is that over the years the gravel in
there.
the roadway known as New Maple Lane has, by various applications of

new gravel, risen to an elevation that is higher than the basement
door sill of the home owned by Mr. Crick and during torrential

downpours the water backs up behind that roadway surface and
Upon
his basement door.
the
inside
go
not
did
I
Office,
inspection by the County Surveyor's

according

to

Mr.

Crick

it

enters

house to see any water damage, but the elevations that we shot in
the field show that what he is alleging to have had happen can
happen and most likely did during those heavy rainfalls this Spring

depending on whether his door was sealed or whether water was able
to leak underneath the door sill. Also included in the report is
several other suggestions that Mr. Crick might pursue to improve
his situation out there. The bottom line being that the height of
the gravel on the private roadway commonly known as New Maple Lane

be lowered to an elevation that would allow the excess storm water
that builds up behind the roadway to pass over and down through the
natural valley as it used to years ago.

Since making this report

to you and now entering it into the record or since typing the
report up and mailing it out to the various individuals and now I

am entering it into the record, we all have received some words of
wisdom from Barber and Hamilton, Attorneys-at-Law, all of which I
have read.

That is from Steve Barber,

who I assume is here in the
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audience representing Mr. Bender, who is an owner of the property
known as New Maple Lane.

It is true that after rereading several

times the new statute, I agree that the notification to Mr. Bender
should have first come in writing from Mr. Crick as a request to
lower the roadway. I have no absolute proof that it occurred. Mr.
Crick says that he spoke with Mr. Bender about it, but I was not
present at that discussion so I can't attest to what was said or
what was requested by Mr. Crick to Mr. Bender.

Also,

I spoke with

Mr. Bender on the phone and he asked me to send any letters or
whatever, notices or whatever I send to him to send to the P.O.
Box, which under item B, Mr. Barber notes that I sent it to his
P.O. Box and that was at the request of Mr. Bender.

I took it upon

myself to send it to his home address to make sure that if he
didn't go down to see his P.O. Box he still might get it, so forth
and so on.
We might just take this as a preliminary hearing and
ask the Benders and the Cricks to get together and see if they can
work this thing out. If they would rather not do that at this time
to let us know then we will set a hearing date.
I will tell you

that the statute does say that the hearing date should be no sooner
than 30 days after the receipt of the petition.

The petition has

to be resubmitted and that would be 30 days from the time of its
resubmitting and that the meeting or the hearing be held no greater
than 90 days after the Drainage Board receipt.

Unidentified: Unconstitutionality.
Bill Jeffers: And, yes, I hope it is declared unconstitutional.
That is just a personal feeling.

President Borries: Why, Mr. Jeffers?

Bill Jeffers: Because this matter traditionally has been settled in
a court of law and I think it is asking a lot of the Drainage Board

to play judge and jury over disputes that are of a civil matter.
I am sure that the intention of the legislature were well intended,
but I don't think they thought this all the way through so, yes, I

hope it is declared unconstitutional, but until it is we are going
to have to take these petitions and act on them in accordance with
the statute because that is our duty.
President Borries: I think, Mr. Barber's comments are helpful.

I

think that what also makes this difficult is that, in effect, it is
a private road.

We have these persons here tonight,

what is our

next step?
Commissioner Mourdock:

One gentleman has raised his hand and I

don't think you can see him.

Alan Kissinger: If I may, it is appropriate for the Commissioners
tonight to accept documents from the Surveyor's Office for the

record, but it would be totally inappropriate tonight for the
County Commissioners to consider any testimony that was not offered
by the Surveyor's Office to merely be made a part of the record.
This petition is improperly drawn.

There was improper notice and
If there is a hearing

there should not be a hearing tonight.

tonight and the results of that hearing are appealed we will lose.
So, we are spinning our wheels, we're wasting our time and we
should not have a hearing tonight.
There should be a new petition
submitted.
All property owners of record should be notified and
then we can follow through again with the procedure. As far as the

constitutionality of the statute is concerned, in consideration of
the fact that this could be considered to be an ex post facto law,
I think that once again is an appropriate comment at this point.
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I think this statute comes closer to putting the Drainage Board in

a judicial position as opposed to quasi-judicial as described
before, but I don't think that a decision of the Drainage Board as

the constitutionality of the statute is even appropriately raised
at this point except to preserve that issue for appeal to a court
of jurisdiction. I guess my comments have gone into rambling, but
If
we should not hear testimony tonight on this petition, period.

you want to accept documents for the record, those documents should
be reintroduced into the record at the time the hearing is
appropriately noticed and scheduled.
Commissioner
everything

a problem at
Mourdock:
don't have
I
that you just said, Alan, legality wise.

all
The

with
only

problem that I have with it is that we've had some people who sat
here extremely patiently for four hours and I noticed that one of
them stuck their hand in the air.
I guess, let me add one other
thing, your comments regarding the hearing, I think, are implying

a hearing that would lead to a decision without a properly held
hearing giving consideration to the other things with notice and
all that needs to be given.
I mean, I agree with that so I guess
having said that the gentleman who raised his hand a moment ago I

hope

you bear with us patiently where we are

situation.

I mean,

this meeting

is

open

to

at with this

any member of

the

public and you can say what you want to say, but as far as what you
are telling us now, what our attorney just told us is that the
information that you provide to us you may well have to give it to
us again at a hearing for it to impact us in the decision making

process.
Unidentified: What is the purpose of this here tonight?
President Borries:

Well,

here is what has happened.

There was a

new law that became effective on July 1, 1996 which is when the
state's fiscal year starts.

That is why and what this does is that

whenever there are disputes between adjoining property owners over
drainage this law sets out a way in which this Board, as Attorney
Kissinger has described, ends up, in effect, in a judicial position

which is different from, basically, a recommending body and an
approval body.
It puts us into a situation according to the way
certain portions of this law read that, in effect, this Board could
If
order certain things done from one property owner to another.

you decide to make any comments, and we hope they will be brief
this evening, what Commissioner Mourdock is saying and what I am

saying at this point is very, very clearly this is not a hearing.
We cannot
There will be no decision made tonight.
We can't do it.
do it.
The thing that I would suggest is something extremely
simple.
That the disputed groups would simply work this out

outside of this meeting.
Commissioner Mourdock: Was your question that you started to ask a

minute ago, was it, why is this not a hearing for this matter?
Unidentified: Yeah, what is the purpose of all of this?

that Mr.

Kissinger,

I thought

he was the one who directed us to go this

route.
Alan Kissinger: Sir, rather there be some misrepresentation here,
I told you to go this route, I did not advise you on the procedure
for getting to this route and what I just explained to the Board

was the improper procedure...an improper procedure was employed to
get notice of this hearing.

We don't control the statute as to how

notice is supposed to be sent out.
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Unidentified: I talked to the man himself on the road and he denied

even raising the road.
Alan Kissinger: Sir, that is all information that is appropriate
when a properly called hearing has been scheduled.
I understand

your confusion and your frustration with the procedure, but this
statute sets out a specific procedure for notifying persons of
these types of hearings.
That procedure was not followed and if
this Board has a hearing tonight, hears your testimony, accepts

documents into evidence and exhibits and so forth and makes a
decision, those people with their attorney very appropriately walk
over here to this court building and file an appeal because the
improper procedure was filed and everything that we have done has
been for naught.
Unidentified: Okay, so what you are saying is that I need to write
a letter to Mr. Bender about this problem notifying him of the
problem, is that correct? And then if he refuses to do something,
I

refile my petition to this Drainage Board,

is

Is

that right?

that what you are saying?
President Borries: You need to get a copy of Indiana Code, which
can be provided, 36-9-27.4-12, Subsection E, Paragraph 1 which as
I understand becomes the law and there is a procedure in there as

of July 1, 1996.
Alan

Kissinger:

Don't

get

the

wrong

impression,

I

am

not

recommending that you do anything, but with the type of information
that you have and the problem that you have and the way this
statute is written,

and I won't apologize for the way that the

statute is written, but this statute is designed to cause trouble
for the average property owner trying to deal with a drainage

problem.

Not intentionally,

but the design of this statute makes

you function as an attorney as far as understanding the procedure
for notice, the hearing, etc.

The average individual who has no

legal background cannot follow this statute and properly get a
petition before this Board without legal assistance. Like I say,
we didn't write that statute. They just dumped it on us and said,

here, here is this doggie, now you pet it.
Unidentified: It doesn't matter that people who have lived in that

area for 30 years can testify that the road has been raised to an
elevation that is unacceptable dumping water into another persons
basement?

None of that matters?

Alan Kissinger: None of that...at this point, all of that matters,
sir. The way you are characterizing this is inappropriate. Yes,

it all matters, but until you have properly notified...are you
aware that only one owner of this road has been notified?

Are you

aware that there is another owner?
Unidentified: Right.
Alan Kissinger: Are you aware that this statute says all owners are
to be notified. They weren't notified. You see this Board can't
proceed .
This Board cannot proceed or if it does then , yes ,

nothing that you say matters because that hearing will be void.
Commissioner Mourdock: Excuse me, one thing, if you state your name

please.
John Crick: My name is John Crick, I am the owner at 6905 Darmstadt
Road,

okay?

If we go through all this and it drags on and there is
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water damage and it continues what about the liability there?
Alan Kissinger: I am not here to give you legal advice as far as
that is concerned. The only thing that I can advise you on is the
procedure that must be employed by this Board and that procedure
I can't
was not properly applied in this case.
As I said,
apologize for what the statute requires you to do.
I can tell you

it is a poorly written statute and it is going to cause a lot of
problems and I understand your frustration, but by the same token

the fact that you are frustrated cannot be used to convince the
Board to have a hearing that is going to be void.

President Borries: I guess what we are saying, too, that because of

the confusion concerning this new law and the change of this new
law, frankly, what does matter is your claim can still be decided
in a civil court in a civil suit.
John Crick: You mean to tell me that you guys can't decide to lower
the elevation of that road? It still has to go-Alan Kissinger: This Board can decide not necessarily to lower the

elevation of the road merely because that is the way you think it
ought to be done, but to follow the recommendation of the County
Surveyor's Office or the County Engineer's Office as to how to

remedy the problem and then if certain findings are made we can
order the owner to employ that type or remedial action.

Also,

you

have to understand, however, if it is found that the problems that
have been caused were not caused intentionally by the owner or
owners you could become responsible for the payment of that repair.
I am sure that you are absolutely convinced that everything is
going to work out your way, but funnier things have happened. Yes,
the Board can do that.

However,

you must go back to square one and

start over with the notice procedure and before you go through that
notice procedure, you must make the proper notification to the
owners.
Randy Cates:

I have one quick question.

I am Randy Cates and I am

part owner of the property.
Alan Kissinger: Are you part owner of the road or the
Randy Cates: The property, John Crick.

Alan Kissinger: The property that is being affected?
Randy Cates:

Yes.

These recommendations were made by Mr.

Jeffers

and basically what I am seeing here on these suggestions this is
going to remedy the problems. Mr. Bender is here tonight and if he
is willing to take these suggestions from Mr. Jeffers and say he

will do it then the matter can be resolved tonight if he is
willing.
Alan Kissinger: It is also my understanding, after having talked
briefly with the County Engineer, that the County Engineer had some

recommendation for the owner as to how to remedy the problem short
of lowering the road.

If that can be done I think that whichever

Commissioner made the comment that you folks need to get together
and talk constructively towards solving the problem, I agree
completely. When you get to this point it is pretty well conceded

that all else has failed.
Cates:
I worked in site works for 20 years now with
Industrial Contractors and J.E. Shekell and Deig Brothers and that

Randy
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is what I do is site work.

I have shot everything with a laser and

Jeffers can correct me, but the road
if it overflows on the pipe
elevation is the critical problem.
if

I

am

Mr.

mistaken,

It
culvert on Darmstadt Road it is going to go down to that road.
large
a
on
The problem occurs
is all going down to that road.

amount of rain and if the road is lowered according, correct me Mr.

Jeffers if I am wrong, to him just 20 feet each side of that drain

to below our door sill the problem will be rectified and none of
If Mr. Bender will accept that tonight then all

this will happen.

of this can be resolved right now.
Alan Kissinger: Well, the Drainage Board cannot put Mr. Bender into
a position that he has to accept or reject that tonight. However,
I think that Mr. Bender has an attorney who understands that to get

a reasonable compromise or solution to this problem is going to be
much less trouble for his client than the procedure that might

follow.
I feel like you have certainly taken the first step to
I think if a calm
some kind of a settlement to this matter.

discussion of the problem and suggestions for remedying it are

presented I think they will certainly be given appropriate
everybody, when the owners of the
consideration.
As I say,

property get here and when the people affected by the bad drainage
get here for this type of hearing on this type of petition that

means that all else has failed.

Obviously,

the actions of this

body are going to be appealed to another court which may merely
delay the remedying of the problem.
Randy Cates: You mean to tell me Mr. Bender...the way I understand
it, correct me if I am wrong, he owns the property adjacent to our

property and he owns the entire easement so the only person that
actually affects us and the only person that we have to notify is
Mr. Bender.

Alan Kissinger: My understanding is that there is another owner.
I don't know that to be true, but I understand that he is not the

only one.
Randy Cates: So, can we make this a record that if I would ask Mr.
Bender to come up he would be more than welcome to come up and

solve this problem right here and now you couldn't hear us out.

Alan Kissinger:

No,

we can't.

We have no authority to do that.

Randy Cates: Okay.
Alan Kissinger: By the same token, sir, if you want to discuss it

in the hallway there is nothing that we can do to stop you.
Bill Jeffers: I apologize for overlooking Rule 4.1 of the Indiana
Rule of Trial Procedure to serve notice on each respondent.

I am

going to tell you right now guys, I am not going to go down to the

Recorder's Office and spend a week every time one of these comes in
trying to find who every owner of that property is, I am not going

to do it.
Alan Kissinger: Bill, that is not your responsibility.

Under the

statute, that is not your responsibility.
Bill Jeffers: You know, they say that there is another owner, but

they haven't told me who it is.
Alan Kissinger: I understand.
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Bill Jeffers: I go down to the Assessor's Office and it says that
These
it is him. The way we look up deeds, that is the way it is.
knew
I
time
first
the
if
bought...this
pieces of property are being
this fellow was one of the owners in Mr.

There

Crick's property.

is no deed on record that these two guys own that.
Alan Kissinger:

Bill,

I understand what you are saying.

We have

discussed this before. You knew it was going to be a significant
problem, I knew it was going to be a significant problem and we
There is nothing
looked at each other and said what can we do?

that we can do.
Bill Jeffers: I am going to tell the petitioners from now on, you
go out and find out who to notify.
Every other thing in the

drainage law says that the petitioner must notify those folks.
It has put the
Alan Kissinger: Bill, this statute is very unusual.
Now,
Drainage Board in the position of becoming a judicial body.

if you or anyone else is going to file an action before a judicial
body it is customary and accepted practice to hire an attorney to
take you through that minefield and it is not unreasonable to
believe that petitioners under this statute are going to have to
hire an attorney to get a petition appropriately on file.
Bill Jeffers:

One is that

I am going to make two recommendations.

the Drainage Board seriously consider a filing fee, a considerable

filing fee, from any petitioner from this point on.
Alan Kissinger: The statute makes provision for a filing fee.

Bill Jeffers: So that we can hire an abstractor to find out who all
the respondents are and I would also recommend at this time under
Section 13 that the Drainage Board may postpone the hearing if it

appears that a respondent has not been served, which it does.
Alan Kissinger: This hearing should not be postponed.

Bill Jeffers: It doesn't exist or something like that.
Alan Kissinger:

There was not proper notice and therefore this

hearing has no life.
John Crick:

If you want to start over,

I have one more thing to say.

I

fine.

don't

know that

it

matters, but the lady, Ms. Heard, she has lived out there longer
than anyone. Last year it was the county out there dumping gravel
on that road.
Here is a private road with the county out there
doing work on it.
I am curious of that.

Alan Kissinger: I have talked with the people at the County Garage

who have indicated to me that in the past years this has happened
on somewhat of a...not a regular basis at all.

We have

actually

paved roads that were not county accepted roads and found out after
the fact that they were not county roads. Someone said that there
was a county truck out there putting gravel on the road and I don't

have any reason to believe that you would make up that story, but
if so it was done mistakenly.
John Crick: That is fine, I don't doubt that, but what about taking
the gravel off?
Once you have made a mistake, correct that
mistake.

Do you just go on and live with it?

President Borries: Except that if this is a private road the county
cannot do work on it.

That

is what Attorney Kissinger has

just
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told you.
Alan Kissinger: The thing is that if we have mistakenly trespassed

and caused a problem we cannot intentionally trespass to remedy
that problem.
John Crick: Would the county not be liable though for creating part

of this problem, mistaken or otherwise?
Alan Kissinger: Now, Mr. Crick, do you think I am going to sit here
as County Attorney and tell you that the county is going to be
liable? I don't know, really, and I would really have to look into
the records of the County Garage as to what happened out there. I
do know that was suggested previously and someone from the County
Garage indicated that it could of happened, but I don't have any

confirmation of that.
President Borries: Thanks folks.

John Crick: For what?

Receive petition from Heerdink & Rose
President Borries:

I

feel that this next one may be

the same

situation?
Bill Jeffers: They are just going to present you with a petition.

President Borries:

Is

this petition not in line with...it has

nothing to do then with the previous matter in this ordinance?
Where are those persons?

Bill Jeffers: The petition that the next petitioner would like to
present the Drainage Board with is on a separate matter and on a

different piece of property.
Alan Kissinger: Bill, is it a petition filed under the new statute?
Bill Jeffers: Yes, sir.

Alan Kissinger: Was there service by certified mail?

Do you have

proof that the respondent was notified? *
Bill Jeffers: Well, have you seen the petition?

Alan Kissinger: No.
Bill

Jeffers:

Okay.

It

is

accompanied

by

letters

from

two

different attorneys.
Comissioner Tuley:

That tells you that somebody has been notified

of something!
Commissioner

Mourdock:

I

guess

the

logical

response

to

your

question, Alan--

Commissioner Tuley: Is it legal notice?

Commissioner Mourdock: --of Bill a moment ago you said have the

proper people been notified and going back five minutes in the
conversation it is not Bill's question to determine that.
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Alan Kissinger: We have a real mess here.

Commissioner Mourdock: I know.

Alan Kissinger: I would like to thank the guy up in Indianapolis
that sponsored and saw that this thing was written because I am

sure that he is creating this same confusion throughout the entire
state.

Bill Jeffers,

the County Engineer,

myself,

all of us who

looked at this thing said this is going to be trouble.
Commissioner Mourdock: Agreed, and it is going to be trouble and it
will only get worse not better. Let me just ask you, procedurally

the comment that you made a little bit ago about the fact that we
could rule on this and it could end up in court, how is that
different than any other action the Board ever takes?

It seems to

me that whether we like it or not-Alan Kissinger: I don't mean to interrupt, it isn't any different
except that I am here to advise you when you are doing something
that is wrong and I am telling you that you are doing something
that is wrong, so if it goes to court and I know that we are going
to lose, then I need to tell you that up front so you don't engage

in a futile exercise.
Commissioner Mourdock:

Fair enough.

That is a point well taken,

but let's go back to the specific question that was addressed to
Bill just a moment ago.

You asked him a good question,

have the

proper respondents been notified?
Bill

Jeffers:

By whom?

Who are they supposed to be notified by?

We're way back up here.
President Borries:

That is the heart of the matter.

It is not a

matter of just ruling it, I think what Alan is saying is that this

thing is so confusing that it could be thrown out from word one on
a legal technicality on misservice to certain people-Alan Kissinger: Certainly.
President Borries:

--that has, literally, nothing to do with the

heart of the matter as to whether or not somebody is obstructing a
drain or whose has done what, but on a simple technicality that the
legal process here, the legal service has not been done.
Alan Kissinger: Filing this petition is very little different from
if I filed a lawsuit against someone.

You either follow steps one,

two, three and four without jumping from one to three and skipping
two or they say there is the door partner, you don't get to come in
and play our game.
Bill Jeffers: What is step one?

President Borries: I understood that all affected owners, and that

is the difficult thing, property owners have to be notified by the

grievee or whatever.
Bill Jeffers:

I'm at a point now where I can't even talk!

Before or after the petition is filed?

President Borries: Huh?

Bill Jeffers: Is that before the petition is filed?

Commissioner Tuley: Before isn't it?

~
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Alan Kissinger: Before.

Commissioner Tuley: Asking them to remove it and then-Bill Jeffers: Up here on Page 4 here it says:
"A person who owns a tract of land seeks removal of an

obstruction."
So he is here and the owner of the tract of land on which the

obstruction is alleged to be located upon request does not remove
it.
Kissinger:
No,
Only if the owner
no,
no,
back off.
intentionally caused the obstruction.
Now, if the owner didn't
intentionally cause the obstruction, the owner could say I didn't
do it, I don't have to remove it and there is no remedy in this

Alan

statute for that.
Bill

Jeffers:

But we have a situation here now where there is

someone who would like to be a petitioner who is seeking the
removal of an alledged obstruction from a drain that was located
outside his property and he seeks this in order to promote better
drainage of his own property and according to the documents that he
has brought with him, the owner of the property on which the
obstruction is alledged to exist has been notified.
Alan Kissinger: Was he notified exactly as the statute requires?

Bill Jeffers: It doesn't require that up here.
Alan Kissinger: The statute-Bill Jeffers:

It only requires that for the hearing.

This isn't

the hearing.
President Borries: It says that the hearing notice must be served
in the manner prescribed in Rule 4.1 of the Indiana Rules of Trial
Procedure.

Bill Jeffers: Notice of the hearing.

Alan Kissinger: What are we having here then?
Bill Jeffers:

He wants to give you a petition.

He wants to hand

you a petition.
Alan Kissinger: And if he wants to hand us a petition then the only

instruction we can give him is fine, your petition may or may not
be in order, but the only way that we can find out is for you to
serve

the

appropriate

parties

and

before

you

serve

those

appropriate parties you have to go to those parties and request the
removal of those obstructions.
Bill Jeffers: I think there is a letter indicating that he's done

that.
Commissioner Mourdock: Got no problem there, right?
(Inaudible comments from the audience)

President Borries: Okay, to move this forward and, again, sir if

you would like to come forward and give your name for the record,
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what we will do is to acknowledge the receipt of your request, take
this matter under advisement, seek a legal opinion according to the
correct aspect of this statute and communicate back with you at

that point.
Commissioner Mourdock:

And

the

correct

aspect

of

his

actions

pursuant to the statute.
President Borries: Yeah, okay.

Commissioner Tuley: I understood that like mud!
Commissioner Mourdock: What I just said?

Commissioner Tuley: Say it again.
Commissioner Mourdock: We want to make sure from the best of our

knowledge that the document that he is giving us was prepared
pursuant to the statute.
President Borries: Is it your feeling that it was?

Unidentified: The petition itself?
President Borries: Yes.

Unidentified: Yes.
Commissioner Mourdock: State your name, please.
Tom Heerdink: Tom Heerdink.

In the packet,

if you will look at it,

there is a letter from myself and William Rose from 14 West Mill
Road requesting that she remove the obstacle from a culvert.

We

received a letter back, which there is a copy there, that says she
doesn't have to

and she won't do

it.

About

a

week

later

she

brought in a minimum of five loads of fill dirt and filled in this
ditch that we asked that she clear the culvert.
I also have a
letter from her...we used to maintain this ditch for her.
I have
lived there for 10 years.
I have a letter from her lawyer asking
us not to come on her property especially in the ditch area. SO,

as you can see, it escalated from us doing to work for her, to her
telling us to stay off the property, to us asking her to maintain
it herself, to her filling in the ditch. This ditch does not drain
our water.
This ditch drains water coming from a property on
Stringtown Road, comes across her property and we are at a lower
elevation. Our water does not run uphill.

Commissioner Mourdock: So, you live below her property?
Tom Heerdink: I've got a little drawing.
Commissioner

Mourdock:

Just

yes

no?

or

You

live

below

her

property?
Tom Heerdink: Yes.
Commissioner Mourdock: So the backing up of this

Tom Heerdink: This is where her house is and she owns this tract of
land

and

it borders...and my house

is

on Mill

Road.

The

water

comes down, she installed a culvert in 1994 here and it runs into
this ditch into another culvert.

It is in our letter asking her to

clean this culvert because it is clogged.
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Commissioner Mourdock: Where is your property?
Commissioner Tuley: Right next door.

Commissioner Mourdock: So the water runs back up on you?

Okay, I

thought you were saying you lived below her.
Tom Heerdink: This is why we were asking her to clear it because
she wouldn't let us do anything. She sent us a letter back saying,
no, tough luck. Now she has filled this ditch from here to here.
Commissioner Tuley: So it has no place to go?
Tom Heerdink:

She left it open here.

Mr. Rose is cleaning mud out

of his yard tonight.
Commissioner Tuley: From today?
Tom Heerdink:

From the storm and it only rained for a couple of

hours.
Commissioner Mourdock: Take some pictures.
President Borries: He's got some.

Alan Kissinger: If I may make a suggestion on this, I don't know if
Mr. Shively, who wrote the letter of response, was aware of this
statute and I will personally contact Mr. Shively tomorrow and make

him aware of the statute.

I'll tell him that a petition has been

filed and ask him if he will accept notice for his client.
Tom Heerdink: Apparently he doesn't because the day that they began
filling the ditch, which was August 5th I believe, I went out to
her and Bob Staub, who was filling the ditch, and told them that I

believed there was a law prohibiting this and she expounded on how
Mr. Shively had told her that she could do anything she wanted on

her property.

Alan Kissinger:

Ah!

I

see your point,

he probably doesn't know

about it.
Tom Heerdink:

It

is not our water.
We are lower than everybody
We are at the bottom of Mill Road hill off of

else on the street.
Stringtown.

Alan Kissinger: I'll contact Mr. Shively tomorrow, but any action

on this has to be deferred until proper notice is given.
Tom Heerdink: All we are asking is that the Surveyor is allowed to

come out and look at it and determine that there is an obstruction.
Alan Kissinger: Oh, the Surveyor can come out and take a look at it

based on what is here tonight.
President Borries: Is this in the city, sir?
Tom Heerdink: Yes.
Commissioner Mourdock: Yeah,

it is right on Mill Road.

It is right

next to the church.
Tom Heerdink: That is correct.
Right across from Stringtown
School.
I was under the impression that once he determined that
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there was an obstruction and this is obviously intentional here,
then all parties would be notified to come to the hearing where you
gentlemen decide whether she has to clean it or not.

That is the
I thought we had followed it to the

impression that I was under.

T so far.
Alan Kissinger: That is a good thumbnail sketch.

You are,

at this

point, still properly where you should be, yes.
Tom Heerdink: Am I right to assume that Mr. Jeffers will be allowed

to come out and survey the obstruction?
Alan Kissinger: Yes.
Tom Heerdink:

Can

I

ask

you

who

would

be

responsible

if

he

determines that this five loads of dirt is an obstruction and it is
intentionally placed, who will notify us and Ms. Rasche?
Alan Kissinger: Number one,

he doesn't make that determination.

He

just goes out and assesses the situation and then he comes back and
reports

to

the

Drainage

Board.

It

is

the

Board,

Drainage

ultimately, that has to make those final decisions.
Tom Heerdink:

Okay,

I

understand that.

So whose

responsibility

would it be to inform Ms. Rasche, the respondent, that there will
be a hearing? I assume that is the way it is supposed to be. All

of the people will be notified of the hearing and so far everything
is in order, right?
Alan Kissinger: So far and as to who serves notice, etc., I think

we are probably going to have some discussions on that in the very
near future and we are going to have to establish a procedure,
publish it, be it arbitrary or not, that everyone has to follow.
We will certainly advise you of that procedure so that you don't

lose your opportunity to process your petition.
Tom Heerdink: Okay,

that is all we are asking.

Like I said,

it is

not our water, we are lower than her and this is pretty well a no
brainer to me.
Commissioner Mourdock: The law seldom allows no brainers!
Tom Heerdink:

I understand.

I know my problems seem petty compared

to what all has gone on here tonight.
Alan Kissinger: No,
President Borries:

(inaudible).
No,

no it's not.

You've done a nice job.

are in the middle of a terribly complicated change here.

We

We will

proceed from here.
Tom Heerdink: So we can expect Bill Jeffers to come out then?
President Borries: Yeah.
Bill

Jeffers:

I will

go out

if

I

am ordered by the Board to

investigate it.
Commissioner Tuley: So moved.
Commissioner Mourdock: Second.

President Borries: He will report back to this Board and we will
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also ask legal counsel to suggest further steps here at this point.
Alan

Kissinger:

I

will

also,

although

it

is

probably

not

necessarily required, contact this lady's legal counsel and advise
him that he better read this statute before he proceeds any
further.

Perhaps that will get the job done.

President Borries: I guess my only question here...no it isn't my
only question here, but it is going to be my last, I will assure

you, since this matter is inside the corporate limits of the city
of Evansville does this statute indicate that we are also doing
this inside the city, I mean, the City's Engineers Office, since

they have taken over the jurisdiction of several drains since we
don't maintain drains in the city?
Bill Jeffers: It doesn't make any distinction.
President Borries: Oh, man.
Alan Kissinger:

know!

There is not distinction.

This is Godzilla,

you

It's bad.

Bill Jeffers: That is what I was referring to earlier about
voluntary retirement or death! Those are my choices right now.
President Borries: This is also getting to be, Mr. Heerdink, why
Mr. Kissinger once referred to this as "tell on your neighbors or

snitch on your neighbors statute" because then if it is founded
that it is groundless you have to pay certain costs or something,
too.

I mean,

this thing really gets crazy.

Alan Kissinger: Yeah.

Commissioner Mourdock: Several days ago, at least I think it was
several days ago, Keith Rounder gave us a nice little cookbook on
how to deal with the Barrett Law.

I think we are going to need the

same type of thing...
Commissioner Tuley: Several days ago?
Commissioner Mourdock: It seems like several days ago.
Commissioner Tuley: I was going to say it only seems like it was

several days ago.
Commissioner Mourdock: But we are going to need that same type of
thing from you Alan, or Keith, or one of the County Attorneys.

Commissioner Tuley: The first time it comes up and I want to file

a petition-Alan Kissinger: The nice thing about the Barrett Law is that it is

well written.

Bill Jeffers: And refined over many years.

Alan Kissinger: Refined over many years and they are going to be

refining this doggie when we are all in the rest home!
Commissioner Tuley:

Sounds like tax sale laws to me!

every year whether it needs it or not.
Tom Heerdink: Can I ask one more question?

Rewrite it
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Commissioner Mourdock: Be that as it may,

we still need to save

ourself-Alan Kissinger: I agree.

Tom Heerdink: The law mentions that whether it is intentional or

unintentional that you can asked that it be cleaned,
correct?

is that

President Borries: If the Deputy Surveyor determines that there is

an obstruction.
Commissioner Mourdock: As I recall reading it, and it has been
since early July that I read it, but if it is unintentional it can

be cleaned, but you could be held for the cost of it.
Tom Heerdink: Even though I have been ordered off her property?

Commissioner Mourdock: Yes,

if you are the one who initiated the

petition.
Jeffers: If it is unintentional but it is
determined that it benefits everybody along the

Bill

removed and
drain, then

everybody helps pay.
Which is

Commissioner Mourdock:

to

say the people who did the

petition.
Bill

Jeffers:

Yeah,

it

also

says

the

petitioner.

If

it

was

unintentional all of the costs could be the petitioner or the
petitioners.
Tom Heerdink: That would be fine if they would just allow us to

clear it.
Commissioner Mourdock: That right there is the context of what the
If it
law really meant to do, although it has done it very badly.

is such a problem that the person who is affected is willing to
say, I'll pay to solve the problem, that is what the goal was, to

solve the problem, but the mechanism that they have put in place
has obviously raised a lot of questions.
Tom Heerdink: Ideally, I would have kept it clean, but, obviously,

she won't allow that.
Commissioner Tuley: This is because you have people who have never

served in government being the ones who enact the laws!
Tom Heerdink: Thank you.

Bill Jeffers: One of them is a well digger.
Commissioner Tuley: He was a well digger?
Bill Jeffers: So he knew something about water.

Alan Kissinger: Mr. Heerdink, we will keep you advised.
Commissioner Mourdock:

Thank you, Mr. Heerdink.

We appreciate your

patience for sitting through all this.
President Borries: Bill, how short can we make the rest of this

here?
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Blue claims
Bill Jeffers: I am presenting some blue claims that simply need
your signature to be applied to all of them. All of the paperwork

is in order.
Commissioner Mourdock: I'll recommend approval of the blue claims.
Commissioner Tuley: Second.
President Borries: So ordered.
Acknowledgment of published notice announcing special hearing

President Borries: The acknowledgment that we have already done of

the published report.
Bill Jeffers: Right.

I have the report and it is revised from the

one that I earlier gave you only because an engineer told me that
I

had

one point

that

needed

a more

exact

description.

I

have

adjusted the legal description so that point is more exactly

described and I have attached to the back of the report a copy of
the notice that appeared in the Courier, Friday, August 23, 1996
announcing that there will be a hearing by the Vanderburgh County
Drainage Board regarding the proposed reconstruction of CrawfordBrandeis Ditch in this room on September 3, 1996 on or about 7:00

P.m.
Alan Kissinger: Is there a special Drainage Board meeting?
Bill Jeffers: Yes, a called one.

Alan Kissinger: Oh, we haven't done it yet?

Commissioner Tuley: We've got to call one just to hold that for 5

minutes to make up for what we didn't get paid for in this war zone
tonight!
Commissioner Mourdock: Yeah, big money.
President Borries: This has to be advertised and then we have a

special meeting, is that correct?

Bill Jeffers: It has been advertised that you are having a special
meeting on September 3rd.
President Borries: And that meeting will be held on...?

Bill Jeffers: September 3rd at or about 7:00 p.m. in this room.
President Borries: That is the only purpose...
Commissioner Tuley: Purpose for that meeting.

Bill Jeffers: The only purpose for holding the meeting is to
receive and hear this report and anyone who might want to come and
make comment on it.
Commissioner Tuley: I will so move for a special meeting.

Commissioner Mourdock: Second.
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President Borries:

So ordered.

Is that it?

Commissioner
and
Tuley:
Correspondence,
miscellaneous memos
reports. I know there isn't anybody here to speak. They do at the

risk of their own life.
President Borries:

I think we chased them all out!

Are you okay,

Bill?

Bill Jeffers: As soon as you turn the microphone off I might have

something else to say.
Commissioner Mourdock: I'll move that we turn off the microphone

and adjourn.
Commissioner Tuley: And the tape!
President Borries: So ordered.

10:19 p.m.

So moved,

or second.

The meeting is adjourned and it is
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THOSE IN ATTENDANCE:
Richard J. Borries
Patrick Tuley
Richard E. Mourdock
Alan Kissinger
Bill Fluty
Charlene M. Timmons
Bill Jeffers

Mikki Heck
Bill Kattman
Lee McClellan
Jim Morley

Jerry Atkinson
John Hunter
Mark Weber
Daryl Helfert

John Crick
Randy Cates
Tom Heerdink

VANDERBURGH COUNTY
OARD

*St/»s
Richard J. Bopties, President
f
r

Patrick

u

r

Ide t

Richard E. Mourdock, Member

Recorded and transcribed by Charlene Timmons

AGENDA
VANDERBURGH COUNTY DRAINAGE BOARD

AUGUST 26, 1996

A.

APPROVAL OF PREVIOUS MINUTES: JULY 22, 1996

B.

FINAL DRAINAGE PLANS:

1. Q. C. D. PACKAGING, INC.; ST. JOSEPH INDUSTRIAL PARK
2. KEYSTONE ESTATES SUBDIVISION III & IV

3. WINDEMERE FARMS, NORTH RIDGE

4. FOX HOLLOW SUBDIVISION, PHASE II

5. KNOB HILL ESTATES

C.

PRELIMINARY DRAINAGE PLANS:

1. COLUMBIA SUSSEX SUBDIVISION
2. GLENWOOD HILLS ESTATES, SECTION *'B"

D.

REPORT ON PETITION FROM JOHNNIE R CRICK

E.

RECEIVE PETITION FROM HEERDINK & ROSE

F.

HILLSDALE HOUSING ASSOCIATION / LITTLE PIGEON CREEK

G.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF PUBLISHED NOTICE ANNOUNCING

SPECIAL MTG. FOR HEARING SURVEYOR'S REPORT -- 9/3/96
H.

BLUE CLAIMS PRESENTED FOR PAYMENT.

I.

CORRESPONDENCE / MISC. REPORTS / MEMOS

J.

OTHER BUSINESS /OTHERS WISHING TO SPEAK

Surveyor's Report To the County Drainage Board
In the iMatter of a Petition by Johnnie R. Crick

August 26,1996

Sirs:
Mr. Johnnie R. Crick alleges that a portion of the gravet surface of a private
roadway commonly known as New Maple Lane represents an obstruction to a
natural surface watercourse, and petitions the Vanderburgh County Drainage
Board to order the alleged obstruction removed or to have it removed.

The portion of the gravel roadway alleged to be the obstruction is located

approximately twenty (20) feet east and west of a six (6) inchclay tile which
runs north and under said private roadway. Said clay tile drains a part of Mr.
Crick' s property including his north side yard, his house foundation drains,
approximately half his roof gutter drains and a part of his back yard.
Mr. Crick's property, which is known commonly as 6905 Darmstadt Road, is
described in a deed recorded on Card 1917 in Deed Drawer 4 in the office of
the Vanderburgh County Recorder.

Said clay tile also drains a substantial part of the surface of said private
roadway for a distance of approximately two hundred seventy-five (275.0)
feet adjoining Mr. Crick's property along its north line. An open ditch in
poor condition exists along the south edge of said roadway leading to said
tile, and the surface of said roadway is tilted south and toward the open ditch
thereby carrying surface water off the roadway and into said clay tile.
Said private roadway is on land owned by John F. Bender of 110 Hartin
Drive, Evansville, Indiana. The roadway leads from Darmstadt Road to
property Mr. Bender owns east of the properties fronting on Darinstadt Road.
Mr. Bender's property on which said road,vay exists is described by a deed
recorded on Card 648 in Deed Drawer 4 in the office of the Vanderburgh
County Recorder.

Inspections by the Vanderburgh County Surveyor of the properties described
on deed records noted above reveal that:

1. Abovesaid inlet and clay tile leading from it and under New Maple Lane

are too small to handle the volume of storm water runoffdirected to said tile.
2. Said clay tile appears to begin on Mr. Bender' s land and extend north
through other properties and eventually empties into a lake. There are several
mature trees growing along the route followed by the tile. so there js a
possibility that root growth inside the tile is reducing its capacity.
3. During heavy rainstorms the tile becomes overloaded and excess storm
runoff not passing through the tile stacks up in the roadway and on Mr.
Crick's property. When the backed-up water gets deep enough it crests the
gravel roadway and runs off northward and dowlihill through a natural valley.
The overland route taken by overflowing water is the same as the tile's route.

4. The "sag" or lowest elevation of New Maple Lane road surface js about

three (3) inches higher than the basement door threshold of the home at 6905
Darmstadt Road owned by the petitioner, Johnnie R. Crick.
5. Therefore, storm water stacking up south and behind the crest of the
gravel surface of the roadway enters the basement door before crossing over

the *'sag" in the road surface.
6. There is evidence that the gravel surface of New Maple Lane roadway has
been raised by periodic applications of additional gravel apparently in the
attempt to stabilize and improve the travel surface of said roadway.

7. There is evidence that additional surface storm water drainage has been
directed to tile clay tile drain over the years by roadside ditching along the
east side of Darmstadt Road in front of 6805 and 6905 Dannstadt Road.
8. There is evidence that recent work on the petitioner's house and yard at

6905. Darmstadt Road has directed roof drainage more quickly to said clay
tile.

9. There is evidence that said recent work has generated soil sediment that is
partially blocking the open ditch along the south edge of New Maple Lane.

alld that sediment has entered the clay tile from the petitioners work site.
10. The valley leading from the north side yard of the petitioner s property at
6905 Darmstadt Road may be seem clearly in the field and appears clearly oil

recent and older topographical maps. Tile valley has served the petitioner' s
land as a --natural surface watercourse" for at least as long as Dannstadt Road
has been built.

Conclusion: The height of the gravel surface of the private roadway
commonly known as New Maple Lane has attained an elevation due to

periodic addition of gravel that blocks a natural watercourse sufficiently to
cause flooding of the basement at 6905 Darmstadt Road during heavy rains.

The primary action which must be taken to resolve alleged and potential
flooding of the basement at 6905 Darmstadt Road:
Lowering road surface of New Maple Lane within an area approximately

twenty (20) feet either side (east and west) of the clay tile crossing said
roadway. Then excess storm water can crest the road surface without
backing up into the basement of 6905 Darmstadt Road.
A good rule ofthumb is the finished floor elevation of a home be two (2) feet

higher than the crest of the roadway.

[f the road surface cannot be lowered as mitch as two (2) feet below tile
basement floor elevation, the lowering should result iii ati elevation equal to
what existed when the home was constructed.
A lowering of the road surface by one (1) foot below its current elevation

should be considered as a minimal improvement.
The emergency overflow thus created should be broad enough iii width so

excess storm water crosses the road in a shallow sheet thereby minimizing or
prer*enting erosion damage tq the road surface anct property downhill owned
bv Mrs. R. C. Heard of 6911 Dannstadt Road.

Other actions which would improve tile inadequate drainage facilities serving
the petitioner's land and the land known as New Maple Lane:
A. Rodding tile clay tile to remove all roots and sediment.

B. Routing as much surface drainage and roof drainage to the roadside ditch
iii front of 6905 Darmstadt Road as was routed there prior to alterations
apparently made over the past ten (10) years.

C. Replacing the ten (10) inch ductile iron culvert at the entrance of New
Maple Lane onto Darmstadt Road with a culvert sized and approved by the
County Engineering Department.
D. Directing all storm drainage along the front of 6805 and 6905 Darmstadt
Road through the new culvert described just above.
E. Improving the side ditch along south side of New Maple Lane.

F. Stabilizing earth surface of work site at 6905 Darmstadt Road to prevent
all future off-site siltation.

Maintaining improvements and preventing future alterations and
G.
obstructions which might cause a recurrence of same stonn water problems.

Copies of this report have been mailed to the following persons who are
invited to give pertinent information to the Vanderburgh County Drainage
Board at the hearing of this report on Monday evening about 7:00 P.M.
Aligust 26,1996, in the County Commissioners' Hearing Room on the Third
Floor of the Civic Center, Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard, Evansville, IN:

Mr. Johnnie R. Crick: mailed to 8004 Pine Creek Drive: 47710
Mr. John F. Bender: mailed to P. O. Box 1534: 47706-1534
alid to 110 Hartin Drive; 47711
Mrs. R. C. Heard: mailed to 6911 Darmstadt Road; 47710
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RECEIVED

AUG 0 7 1996
Vand2rbul* County Commissioners
August 7, 1996

Vanderburgh County Drainage Board
Board o f County Commisioners of Vanderburgh County Indiana
Petition to Remove a Drainage Obstruction
Room 305 Civic Center Complex
#1 NW Martin Luther King, Jr. Bbd.
Evansville, In 47708-1833

RE: Senate Bill Number 336 Removal of Drainage Obstructions
Dear Board,
The residents of 13 W. MH Road and 14 W. Mill Road are petitioning the Drainage Board to

inspect and order the removal of obstructions from a natural surface watercourse owned by

Catherine Rasche, 20 W. Mill Road. This watercourse has been in existence for at least

fifty years. Our properties fie to the north of and adjacent to Ms. Rasche's property, and

at a lower elevation.

Obstructions in the watercourse causes the culvert which Hes to the south and west of our
properties to become blocked, causing drainage water to back up and overflow onto our
properties. This overflow causes unnecessary flooding and damage to our land.
On August 5, 1996 Ms. Rasche employed Floyd I. Staub, Inc. to intentionally backfill this

watercourse with soil. If Ms. Rasche is allowed to fill in this watercourse, drainage water
win be funnelled directly onto our properties causing ever, greater damage. Flooding is
already a problem in this area, without changes being made to a watercourses that has been
in place for so many years. We are asking you to order the watercourse be restored and

maintained to allow for proper drainage.

We are enclosing copies of letters requesting the watercourse be kept clear and free of debris,
and her response to our request. Also we are enclosing photographs of watercourse with

debris and blockage, and after watercourse has been intentionally backfilled.
Sincerely,

~il.~ 1 ~A~,12-c_

r,

\

.L 7M */Q~,t,4*-,2~ a&2*& 79(-2-22Thomas L. and Rose M. Heerdink
18 W. Mill Road
Evansville, IN 47710
423-5330

Wiliam and Wilma.Rose
14 W. Mill Road
Evansvilie, IN 47710
426-0226

NEWMAN, TROCKMAN, LLOYD, FLYNN & RHEINLANDER
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
HOWARD P TROCKMAN. P C
JAMES F FLYNN

20 NORTHWEST SIXTH STREET

MORTON W NEWAAAN

POST OFFICE BOX 3047

RUSSELL G. LLOYD

EVANSVILLE, INDIANA 47730-3047

(1932-1980)

AOBEAT E. RHEINLANDER
BERNARD G WINTNEA
WAYNE S. TROCKMAN

( 1905-1984)

TELEPHONE (812) 425-3353
TOLL FREE (8001 338-7568
FAX (812)421-3170

May 23, 1996

Ms. Karen M. Heard
Price, Bradley and Collins
101 Plaza East Blvd.

Suite 230
Evansville, Indiana
Re:

47715

Katherine Rasche

20 West Mill Road
Evansville, Indiana 47710
Dear Ms. Heard:

I represent Rose Heerdink and Thomas Heerdink who reside

at 18 West MillMillRoadRoad.
and Wilma
Rose and William Rose who reside
The Heerdinks and the Roses are
at

14

West

neighbors of your client, Katherine Rasche.

Part of your client's property at 20 West Mill Road lies

s'
south of and adjacent to the south lines of my client
has
e
Rasch
rine
Kathe
ts,
properties.
According to my clien
refused to keep the ditch that runs across this adjacent

All of this
property clear of dirt, leaves and other debris.
to the West
lies
material ultimately blocks the culvert which

of my clients' properties. When this occurs, the water backs
up and overflows onto my clients' properties, as well as your
client's property and causes damage to my clients' properties.
Your client's actions constitute a nuisance, private and
unreasonable
an
constitute
and
also
public,
possibly

interference with a natural water course.

My clients are not interested in unnecessarily elevating
the level of conflict with your client. They merely want this

ditch to be kept clear of debris so that the downstream culvert

will not be clogged, creating a dam-like effect.

ditch clear will also benefit your client.

Keeping this

Ms. Karen Heard
May 23, 1996
Page 2

Please contact your client to discuss this matter with

her, and then contact me as soon as possible to discuss your
client's response to this letter.
Sincerely yours,

Robert E. Rheinlander
RER/dc
CC:

Thomas and Mary Heerdink

William and Wilma Rose

SHIVELY & KENT
Attorneys at Law
915 MAtN

P. 0. BOX 3117

LESLIE C. SHIVELY

TELEPHONE 812 425-4555
FAX 812 464-1007

EVANSVILLE, INDIANA 47730

DAVID W. KENT

AOBEAT A. FAULKNER

July 3, 1996

Robert Rheinlander
Attorney at Law

P.O. Box 3047
Evansville,

IN

47730-3047

Re: Catherine Rasche
20 West Mill Road

Evansville, IN

47710

Dear Mr. Rheinlander:
Please be advised the undersigned represents Catherine Rasche.
I have reviewed your letter of May 23, 1996.

is as follows:
1.

My client's position

There is no public easement of any type which runs across

any portion of my client's property which would give your clients
the right to drain surface water.
2.

My client is under no obligation to maintain any drainage

facilities which may benefit your clients' property.

3.
MY client has conducted no activities which would
constitute a nuisance.
In fact, conversely, your clients have
continuously harassed Ms. Rasche with regard to interfering with

her quiet enjoyment of her property.

The purpose of this letter is to demand that your clients refrain
from any interference with Ms. Rasche's use of her property.

All

future correspondence and communications regarding this matter must

be forwarded to the undersigned.
If

you

should

have

any

further

inquiries

or

need

any

further

information regarding my client's position, please feel free to
contact me at your convenience.

Very tru

SH

OU

/ 1
s'

LCS/ps
CC: Rasche

Sh

ely

830

nore than
aring, the

a five (5)
ied in the

831

(3) The objector is the owner of land damaged
by the reconstruction, and:

.

(A) the board failed to find that his land is
damaged; or
(B) the (1:images assessed to his land are
inadequate.

.

in accor'tion:

ncern and
as mailed
d undeliv-

·#

te county
ages and

been filed.,j·
on in the

Each objector may file written evidence in super to
port of his objections, The failure of an own
to
right
file objections constitutes a waiver of his
subsequently ol,ject. on the grounds stated in this
subsection, to any, final action of the board.
(0 On or before the day of the hearing. the
county surveyor shall, and any owner of land
affected by the proposed reconstruction may,
cause written evidence to be filed in support of or
in rebuttal to any objection filed« under subsection
(e).
(g) The board shall consider the objections and

evidence filed, may adjourn the hearing from day
to day or to a day certain,and may issue an order
permitting additional written evidence 6 be filed
in support of or in rebutkni to the objections and
evidence pfeviously filed.

board on
the time
~ns of the

(h) After considering all of the objections and

111 of the
uction or
ard shall

evidence. the board may amend the schedules of
damages and assessments, and the county surveyor may modify his report,. as justice may

require.
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(i) Before final adjournment of the hearing, the
board shall determine in writing whether the

:tate that
the con-

costs, damages. and expenses of the proposed
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accruing to the owners of land benefited by the
construction. If the board answers this question
gs.
in the negative·it shall-dismiss the proceedin
affirmathe
in
I f the board answers the question
rt of
tive. it shall adopt the reconstruction repo
the county :uneyor and the schedule of damages
and assessments, including annual assessments
for periodic maintenance, as'originally filed or as
amended. into its findings, and issue an order
declating the proposed reconstruction established. The board shall mark the findings and
order filed and publicly announce the firrdings
and order at the hearing. Immediately after
that. the board shall put)lish a notice in accordance with IC 5-3-1. The notice must identify the

drainage proceedings and state that the findings
and order of the board have been filed and are
available for inspection in the office of the survey-

or.
(j) If judicial review of the findings and order
of the board is not requested under section 106 of
this chapter within twenty (20) days after the
and
date of publication of the notice, the findings
1981.
order become conclusive. As added by Acts
P. L..109. SEC. 101. A„,c·,ided by .4cts 190'1. P./..1 7.
SEC. 78.
36-9-27-53

Reconstruction proceedings; combination of drains; procedure
Sec. 53. (a) Whenever:
(1) the board has initiated, or is considering
initiating, a proceeding to reconstruct a regulated drain under this chapter;
(2) one (1) or more other regulated drains in
the same watershed are in need of reconstruc-

i

tioh;
(3)the board finds that no substantial injustice
would result from treating the drains as a
single drain; and
(4) the board has given notice and a hearing to
the owners of affected land:
board may issue an order combining [he
, the
drains.
(b) The notice shall be published:
(1) at least once: and
(2) not less than ten (10) nor more than thirty
(30) days before the date of the hearing:
in a newspaper of general circulation in the area
affected. Notice shall al:so be given to an attorsection
ney of record in the manner provided in
1 10 of this chapter.
(c) After an order is issued under this section.
this chapter applies to the combined drains as if
they were a single drain. As added·b#Act.9 1931.

P. L../09, SEC. 161.
36-9-27-54

Construction of (trains: petitions

See. 54. (a) When une (1) or more persons
u-:int to est:il,lish a new regulated drain. and that
drain cannot be estal,lished in the best and

~
j
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cheapest manner without affecting land owned by
other persons. the person or persons seeking to
establish the drain must file a petition with the
board. If the proposed drain will affect land in
two (2) or ~more counties, the· petition shall be
filed in each of the affected counties. The
petition shall be entitled "In the Matter of the

11

Drain Petition".

(1) the owners of:

( D) be of public utility.
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petitioner in the drainage petition.
(7) A statement that· the petitioner shall pay
the cost of notice and all legal costs. if the

pointing out in what respects the petition fails to
comply with t.liis chapter. The attorney may
then amend the petition and refile ~ it with the
sun*eyor. .4 .s added by Acts 1!}31. P. L.3111}.
SEC101.

36-9-27-55 Construction of drains: inspection

(3) The general route of the proposed drain.

and preliminary report by
county surveyor
Sec. 55. When the county surveyc,r has accepted a petition and marked it filed under
section 54 of this chapter. he shall make a
personal inspection of the land described in the
petition and file with the board a written preliminary report stating:
(11 whether the proposed drain is practicable:

(4) A statement that in the opinion of the
petitioner the costs. damages. and expenses of
the proposed drain will be less than che

(2) whether the proposed drain will improve
the public health, benefit a public highway in a
county or a. public street in a municipahty.

record of transfers of the county. However. a
public way owned by a county or by'the state
shall be described hy its name or number. and
the right-of-way of a railroad may be described
as the right-of-way of the owner through secLion, township, and range. The petition must
describe an area of land equal to three·fourths
(A) or more in area of all the affected land.

(3)

(6) The name of the attorney representing the

petition is dismissed.
The petitioner shall post a bond sufficient to pay
the cost of notice and all legal costs if the petition
(2) a county executive that wants to provide for
is dismissed.
'
the drainage of a public highway;
(d) The petition must be signed by each peti(3) a township executive or the governing body tioner and filed in duplicate with the county
of a. school corporation that wants to drain the, surveyor, who shall receive it on ·behalf of the
grounds of a public school: or
board. The sun'eyor shall examine the petition
if itis in proper form he shall mark it filed,
and
to
s
(4) a ·municipal legislative body~*at·want
the date of filing, and give it a distinshowing
the
of
provide for the drainage of the land
by insertion in its caption. If the
name
guishing
municipality.
petition is not in proper form, the surveyor shall
(c) The petition must include the following
return - it to the attorney for the petitioner.
qualified to file the petition.
(2) The legal description of each tract of land
that a petitkiner believes will beaffected bythe
proposed drain, and the name and address of
each oumer, as shown by the tax duplicate or

dra

public street in a municipality;

(C) drain,the grounds of a public school: or

(1) A statement showing that each petitioner is

2.j•)

-, ·benefits accruing to the owners of land likely to
be benefited by the drain.
(5) A statement that in the opinion of the
petitioner the proposed drain will:
(A) improve the public health:
(B) benefit a public highway in a county or a

(b) The petition may be filed by:(A) ten percent (109 ) or more in acreage; or
(B) twenty-five percent (25%) or more of the
assess'ed valuation:
of the land that is outside the corporate boundaries of a municipality and is alleged by the
petition to be affected by the proposed drain:

r
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under section 56 of this chapter, finds that the
report concerning each of the three (3) subdivisions o f section 55 0 f this chapter should be in the
affirmative, the surveyor shall determine if any
land other than that described in the petition will
be affected by the proposed drain. 1 f the surveyor finds that additional land will be affected, he
shall make a Mrritten report to the board, setting
forth the boundary of the additional area of
affected land.
( b ) After receiving the county sun'eyor's re Port under subsection. (a), the board shall determine if the petition describes an area of land
36-9-27-56 Construction of drains; negative equal to three-fourths (%) or more of all the
findings by surveyor; procedure affected land.
Sec. 56. (a) If the county sun-eyor's report
(c) If the board's determination under subsecconcerning any. of the three (3).subdivisions· of tion (b) is iri the negative, the board shall enter an
section 55 of this chapter is wholly in the nega- , order dismissing the petition, unless within a time
tive, the board shall have a copy of the sum'eyor s specified by the board a supplementary petition
prelirninary report served upon the attorney for describing a sufficient area contiguous to the area
drain the grounds of a public school, or be of
public utility: and
(3) whether· the costs, damages, and expenses
of the proposed drain will probably be less than
the benefits accruing to the owners of land
likely to be benefited.
In determining whether the proposed drain is
practicable, the Surveyor mhy consider changing
the route of the proposed drain from that set
forth in the petition to conform with sound
engineering principles. As added by Acts 1981,
·
·
P. L.309. SEC.101.

the petitioner.
.
(by - Within twenty (20) days after service is
made under subsection (a).the petitioner may. file
with the board written objections to the report, '

des=ibed in the original Letition,·with: the signatures requited to qualify the supplementing petition, is lited· with· the board. The board .shall
serve A copy-of the report of the bounty survejor

along with written evidence in support of the
objections.
(c) The board shall consider any objections and
written evidence filed by petitioner, and may then
adopt the surveyor's preliminary report as filed
or amend it as justice may require. However, if
the board finds that the report concerning any of

and order of dismissal upon the attorney for
petitioner. The dismissal does not prohibit the
subsequent filing of a proper petition.
(d) If ,the county surveyor determines that
additional land uill be affected by the proposed
drain, and that the petition described a sufficient
area of land, he shall prepare a written repoM
describing the boundary of the additional area
and have a copy of the report served on the
attorney for the petitioner. The petitioner, within thirty (30) days after service of the report upon
his attorney, shall file- with the surveyor an

P.11309.

the three (3) subdivisions · of section · 55 of this
chapter should be wholly in the negative, it shall
disrniss the petition, whether or not the petitioner

,pection

has filed objections and evidence.
(d) The board shall,servea copy of itsfindings

.,rt. by

and the notice of dismissal, if any, on the attorneY
fur the petitioner. The petitioner may file an

has aci under
make a
d in the

prelimiicticable;
improve
way in a

icipality,

appeal from the order of the board under section
10(i of this chapter within twenty (20) days after
serfice of the order on his attorney. As added by

.
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Acts 1981. P. L. 309, SEC. 101.
36-9-27-37

Construction of drains; affirmative findings by surveyor; procedure
lit) i f the county :uneyor. in his

Hee. 57.
preliminary report. or the board, after a hearing

amendment to the petition, including:

(1) the names and addresses of the oulers of
all land within the additional area described in

the surveyor's .report; and
(2) a legal description of each owner's land.
The names, addresses. and legal descriptions
shall be described in the manner prescribed by
section 54(c)(2) of this chapter..If the petitioner
fails to file the amendment to the petition within
the thirty (30) clay peri,4 or uithin any :ulditional time granted to the petitioner by the sun-eyor

36-9-27-57
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or the board, the surveyor shall report that fact
to the board at its next meeting. The board shall
then enter an order dismissing the petition and
serve a copy of the order on the attorney for
petitioner.
(e) If the county surveyor determines that the
petition described all of the land that may be
affected by the proposed drain, or if the sun·evor
determines otherwise and a proper amendment
to the petition is filed under subsection (d): the
surveyor shall immediately fix a date, hour. and
place for a hearing before the board on the

petition and shall have written notice of the
hearing served on the attorney for the petitioner.
The date of the hearing may not be less than
thirty (30) nor more than forty <40) days after the
date of service of notice upon the petitioner's
attorriey. The sun'eyor shall call a special meetihg of the board for the date. time, and place fixed
in the notice unless a meeting of the board is
already scheduled for the date, time. and place.
As added by Acts 1981, P. L.309, SEC. 101.

36-9-27-58 Construction of drains; notice of
hearink 6[1 petition
Sec. 58. (a) Within seven (7) days after the
attorney for the petitioner is served with notice of
a hearing under section 57(e) of this chapter, he
shali prepare a *-1-itten notice settbg forth:
(1) the fact of the filing and pendency of the
petition;

(2) the name and identifying number bv which
th* petition is known;
(3) the general route of the proposed drain;
and

(4 ) the date, hour. and place of the hearing
before the board.

(b) The attorney for the petitioner shall, within
the seven (7) day period, mail a copy of the notice
in a five (5) day return envelope to-each owner
named in the petition.
(c)· The attorney for the petitioner shall have a
copy of the notice published in accordance with
IC 5-3-1. The published notice shall:~be directed to
u-horn it may concern and to the·addressee on

each letter that was mailed under subsection (b)
and was returned undelivered.
(d) On or before the day of the heazing, the
attorney. for the petitioner shall file uith the
board affidavits.showing the mailing of the notices under subsection lb) and the publication „f
notice under subsection (c). The mailing and
publication of the notice under this .ection constitute public notice to all oumers of the pendency of
the·petition; whether or not they were individually named and notified. and are suMcient to give
the board jurisdiction over those owners.

A.,

added by Acts 1981, P. L.309. SEC.:01. A),Lend,·(1
by Acts 1984.P.L.45, SEC. 79.

36-9-27-59: Construction of drains: remonstrances and objections to petition Sec. 59. (a) At least five (5) days before the
board's hearing on a petition to escablish-a new
regulated drain. one (1) or more persons who own

two-thirds (%) in the area of the acreage and fiftyone percent (51%) of the assessed valuationofthe
land named in the petition, or that maybe
,
-affected by an assessment of bene6ts ordamages;
may fle with the board a written remonstrance,
signed by each temonstrator against the construction of the proposed drain.
. (b) At least five (5) days before the board's
hearin~ on a petition to establish a~er<- replated
drain.. any person named in the pecition as the
owner of land likely to be affected by the proposed drain may obiect to any member of the
board acting in the proceedings to establish the
drain. if that member has an interest in any of the
land described in the petition. The objection
must be in writing, filed with rhe board, and
verified by the signer. Aa added by Acts 1981.

P. L.309. SEC. 101.
36-9-27-60 Construction of drains: hearing
on petition; consideration of remonstrances and objections
(a) At its hearing on a petition to

Sec. 60.
establish a new-regulated drain. the board shall
consider:
(1) any remonstrance filed under section 59(a)
of :his chapter: anci

.>*

834
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(2) any objection filed under section 59(b) of
this chapter.
(b) If the board finds that a proper remonstrance has been filed, it may dismiss the petition.
[ f the board does not dismiss the petition, it shall
fonvard the petition to the county surveyor for a
final report.
(c) If the board finds that a proper objection
has been filed.= ·the person against whom the
objection is made shall disqualify himself from

:, the

h the
ie no-

ion ot

: and
·onstincy of
idrial-

3 give

any further action in the proceedings to establish

As
,')1(1('(i

the drain. As added by Acts 1981, P. L. 309,
SEC.101. Anic,uied. by Acts 1981, P.L.317.
SEC.26.
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Construction of drains; final reportby county surveyor
the board refers a petition to
When
Sec. 61.
the county survejor for a tinal report urider
sestion 60(b) of.this chapter, the. surveyor shall
do the following:
(1) Make the necessary survey for the .proposed drain.
(2) Prepare plans for structures other than
bridges or culverts crossing a railroad right-ofway or a highway owned by the state. In
preparing the plans, the surveyor shall include
all appurtenances needed to complete the proposed drain.
(3) Prepare maps showing the location 6f the
land proposed to be assessed.
(4) Prepare profiles showing the cuts and gra-

36-9-27-61
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36-9-27-62

(F) converting all or part of a tiled drain to an
open drain;

(G) constructing a new drain as a part or the
whole of the work: or
(H) any combination of these methods.
(6) Determine and describe the termini. route,

location, and character.of the pro#osed work,
including grades, bench marks, and all necessary ams. The surveyor may vary the line of
the work from the line described in the petition, and he may fix the beginning and outlet so
as to secure the best results.
(7) Divide the proposed drain into sections of
not more than one hundred (100) feet in length,
and compute and set out the number of cubic
yards of excavation in each section.
(8) Estimate the cost of the proposed drain,
including construction, seeding. Qr sodding.of
disturbed areas and the banks of open drains,

. notices, ad*ertising. and the att*jrn«fs fee:for
the petitioner's attorney. The amount of the
attorney's fee is computed as fillows: " ·

($25,000), the fee is two hundred twen[*five

IS

water(B) diverting a natural or artifcial
·
course from its channel;

on to

(C) deepening, widening, or changing the

36-927-62 Construction of drains; prepara-

1 f/,4, 1.

. ..,.

dient of the proposed work.

(5) Determine the best and cheapest method of
drainage. which may be by:
(A) removing obstructions from a natural or

aring
of re-

shall

artificial watercourse;

channel of a natural or artificial watercourse;

(I)) constnicting an artificial channel, with or

u-ith„Lit arms or branches;
(E) tiling all or part of an open drain;

L

'1

~

:

(A) If the estimated cost of constructing the
drain is less than one thousand five hundred
dollars ($1,500), the fee is fifteen percent (15%)
of that cost.
(B) If the estimated construction cost is one
thousand five hundred dollars ($1,500) or more,
hut less than twenty-five thousand dollars

dollars ($225) plus five percent (5%) of the
amount by which that cost exceeds one thousand five hundred dollars ($1.500).
(C) if the estimated construction cost is twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000) or more. the
fee is one thousand four hundred dollars
(31,400) plus one percent (192) of the amount by
which that cost exceeds twenty-five thousand
dollars ($25,000).
As added bN Acts 1981. P. L.309. SEC. 101.

jetion
, and

r
.1

tion of schedule of asiessments;
determination of damages
(a) When the county survep.,r has

Sec. (;2.
completed the maps. profiles. and plans required

~
4

3
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by section 61 of this chapter, he shall meet with
the board, and the board shall take the following
actions:
( 1 ) Prepare a schedule of assessments containing a description of each tract of land determined to be benefited by the proposed drain
and the name and address of the owner of the
land. The name, address, and description shall
be taken from the petitiori. The board'shill
enter in the assessment schedule the percent-

age of the total cost of the drain to be assessed
against each tract of land. The percentage
allocated to all lands benefited must be at least
one hundred percent (100%) and as near to one
hundred percent (1009) as is practicabfe.
(2) Determine the amount of damages sustained by all owners as a result of the proposed
drain, and prepare a schedule of damages
containing:

(A) the name and address of each owner determined to be damaged and a description of the
owner's land,· as shown by the petition;:. .
(B) the amount of each owner's damages; and

(C) an explanation of the injury upon which the
determination was based.
The surveyor shall add the damages to alllands

I

as determined by the board to the estimated
costs and expenses contained in his report, and
the result- constitutes the total estimatkd cost
of the proposed drain.
(3 ) Set forth the amount of each owner's assessment based on the total estimated cost. of
the proposed drain.
(4) Set forth the amount of each-o-Wher's annu-

1

al assessment based on the estimated periodic
maintenance cost of the proposed drain. The
percentage used in computing the -annual as- ·
sessment may, but need not, be the same for
each tract of land as the percentage used in
computing the general assessment.
The board may consider the factors listed in
section 112 of this chapter in preparing the

schedules.

837

536

issess

(b) IT land that was no€ included in the petition
is determined to be benefited or damaged. the
names of the owners and a description of the land
shall be taken from the tax duplicates or record of
transfers of the county . As add:d by Acts IPSI .
P. L.309, SEC. 101.
36-9-27-63 Construction of (trains; notice and
hearing on surveyor's report and
schedules of assessments and
damages
When the schedules of assess(a)
63.
Sec.
ments and damages prepared under section 62 of
this chapter *re:completed and marked filed. the
board shnil fix the date. time. and place for a
hearing on the county survejor's report and on
the schedules of assessments and damages. The
board shall serve notice of the hearing. along with
a copy of the schedules. upon the attorney for the
petitioner. The date fixed by the board for the
hearing may not be less than thirty (30) nor more
than .forty (40) days after service of notice upon
the petitioner's attorney.
- (b) Within five·<5) days after service upon him
of the notice of healing, the attorney for the
pet:itioner shall mail a notice in a five :(5) day
return envelope addressed to each owner named
in the schedule of benefits and damages. The
notice must statef
(1) the name and identifying number by which
the proposed drain is known:
(2) that the report -of the surveyor and the
schedules of damages and benefits as determined by the board have been filed and are
available for inspection in the office of the
county surveyor;
(3) that the land of the owner is shown by the
schedule of damages to be damaged in the sum
dollars:
of.
(4) that the land of the owner is shown br the
schedule of assessments to be assessed
percent of the total cost of the
percent of the
~
drain, and that
is in the sum of
drain
the
of
cost
total
estimated
dollars;
(5) that the lanil of the owner i: shown bv the
schedule of assessments to be annually

the e
drain;
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' the land

assessed in the sum of
.dollars for
the estimated periodic maintenance of the
(6) the date, hour. and place of hearing on the
:un~evor'.: report a.1,1 on the schedules of
damages and assessments.
(c) The attorney for the petitioner shall publish
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a notice in accordance with IC 5-3-1. The notice:
(1 ) shall he entitled "In the matter of the
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(b) When an owner is entitled to damages

under subsection (a). he may, in lieu of accepting
damages awarded by the board. file with the
board his writren consent to the construction of

the crossing as part of the construction of the
drain. The county suiveyor shall then include
the construction of the crossing in his plans. and
specifications for the drain. but the future maintenance of the crossing will then be the responsibility of the owner. As added by Acts 1931,

and to che addressee on each letter that was
mailed under subsection (b) and was returned
undelivered: and
(3) must state that:
(A) the report of the county surveyor and.the p.6309. SEC.101:
schedules of damaies and assessments made
by the board have been filed and are available 36-9-27-65 Construction of drains; written
. · for public inspection in the 9ffice ofthe survey=·.... . 5.j': ' objettions: to ·sur*eyoF'Breport
or: ind
'
-i
and schedules; findings and fi(B) a hearing will be held before the board on
nat
order by board
the report and schedules. specifying the time
Sec. 65. (a) Not less than five (5) days before
and place of the hearing.
the board's hearing on a petition for a new
(d) When the plans and specifications of the regulated drain. any owner of land affected by
county sun'eyor disclose that part or all of the the report of the county surveyor·or·by the
proposed drain will involve the construction of an schedules of damages and assessments may file
open drain. the attorney for the petitioner shall with the board written objections to the report,
mail a notice to the Indiana departmdnt of schedules. or both. The objections may be for
natural resources. The notice must give the one· (1) or ·more of the following causes:
tillie. date. and place of the hearing and state that
(1) The proposed drain, as reported by the
the proposed drain will involve the construction of
surveyor. is not practicable and will not adean open drain. As added by Acts 1981. P. L. 309.
quately drain the affected land . An objection
SEC. ll, i . At,le ,ldcd by Acts 1981. P. L45, SEC.30.
on this ground must point out the iropracticable
aspects of the proposed drain and describe the
36-9-27-6-1 Construction of drains depriving
specific lands that will not he adequately
propirly owners of ingress and
egress: damage awards

*.
+
~4.

Sec. 64.

this chapter: and

across the (train.

~

,

'
1

(2) The costs, damages. and expenses of the
drain uill exceed the benefits that will result to
the cumers of all land benefited.

(1) a new open drain is to be constructed under

tri.,1 :Ii:.':>:4 :i 1 ,!-1','.it,· ct'(,S:·lng 1: Constructe,(i
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Vanderburgh County Surveyor's Report
East Side Urban Drain -- Crawford Brandeis Ditch

Reconstruction

Drain Classified '4 In Need of Construction"

The Vanderburgh County Survevor files this Report to the

Vanderburgh County Drainage Board in the matter of the proposed

reconstruction of a certain portion of Crawford Brandeis Ditch, a lateral in the

East Side Urban Drain, which portion of Crawford Brandeis Ditch the
Surveyor hereby classifies as in need of reconstruction.

Portion of Drain in Need of Reconstruction

The

portion

of Crawford

Brandeis

Ditch

in

need

of

reconstruction shall be described generally as existing either side of the
centerline of said ditch beginning at a point on the east side of Burkhardt
Road which point is found nine himdred forty-nine (949.0) feet more or less

South of the North Line of the Fractional Northwest Quarter of Section
Thirty, Township Six South, Range Nine West thence extending Northward

and generally parallel with the centerline of Burkhardt Road a distance of

three thousand five hillidred ninety (3,590.00) more or less to a point at or
about the North Line of the Fractional Southwest Quarter of Section
Nineteen. Township Six South. Range Nine West.

The portion of Crawford Brandeis Ditch described above is

depicted as existing between Station 0+710.00 and Station 1+805.00 on a set
of plans titled <'Burkhardt Road Plans, Project No. VC96-08-01' on file and

available for public viewing at the office of the Vanderburgh County

Surveyor.

Survevor's Classification of Drain

The Vanderburgh County Surveyor determines the portion of

Crawford Brandeis Ditch described above is in need of reconstruction
because it can no longer serve the land which it drains without extensive

repairs and alterations made necessary by expansive commercial development
alongside said drain.

The intense commercial development and resulting volume of
vehicular traffic demand converting all or part of the open drain to a tiled
drain in order that Burkhardt Road may be widened along the project area

herein described.

The best method of reconstruction of the described portion of
Crawford Brandeis Ditch is to tile the presently open ditch.

The major change proposed by this report will be of public

utility iii that it will enable construction of a safe and adequate pliblic highway
to sent the developing commercial area along both sides of Burkhardt Road

north of Lloyd Expressway.

Survevor's Determination of Affected Land

The Vanderburgh County Sun'eyor finds that the land affected
by the proposed reconstruction lies within right-of-way of Burkhardt Road a

thoroughfare constructed, owned and maintained by the Board of County

Commissioners of Vanderburgh Colility.

The property affected by the proposed reconstruction of

abovesaid portion of ditch is all that part of Blirkliardt Road, Crawford
Brandeis Ditch and associated public rights-of-way located within an area of

land the bolindan' of which is described as follows:

Beginning at a point on the West Line of the Fractional

Northwest Quarter of Section 30, Township Six South. Range Nine West

which point is found South one (01) degree. seven (07) minutes, twelve ( 12)

seconds West a distance of nine hundred forty-eight and seven tenths (948.7)
feet south of tile Northwest Corner of said Northwest Quarter of said Section
Thirty: thence North one (01) degree, seven (07) minutes. twelve (12)
seconds East a distance of nine hundred forty-eight and seven tenths (948.7)

feet to said Northwest Corner and the Southwest Corner of the Fraction
Southwest Quarter of Section Nineteen, Township Six South, Range Nine
West: thence North zero (00) degrees, thirty-three (33) minutes, zero (00)

seconds East and along the West Line of said Fractional Southwest Quarter of
said Section Nineteen a distance of two thousand six hundred forty-one

(2641.00) feet to the Northwest Corner of said Fractional Southwest Quarter

of said Section Nineteen; thence East and along the North Line of said
Fractional Southwest Quarter of said Section Nineteen a distance of eighty
(80.00) feet; thence South and parallel with the West Line of said Fractional
Southwest Quarter of said Section Nineteen to the South Line thereof and the

North Line of said Fractional Northwest Quarter of said Section Thirty;

thence contiti,ting South and parallel with the West Line of said Fractional
Northwest Quarter of said Section Thirty a distance of three hundred twenty-

four and ninety-five hundredths (324.95) feet: thence Southwesterly to a point
which is located South one (01) degree, seven (07) minutes. twelve (12)
seconds West a distance of nine hundred forty-eight and seven tenths (948.7)
feet South of the Northwest Corner of said Fractional Northwest Quarter of

said Section Thirty and seventy-five and five tel*hs (75.5) feet along a line
East a parallel with the North Line of said Fractional Northwest Quarter of

said Section Thirty: thence from just said point West and along a line parallel

with the North Line of said Fractional Northwest Quarter of said Section
Thirt> a distance of seventy-five and five tenths (75.5) feet to the point of

beginning of this described area of land ancl which area of land exists within
rights-of-way acquired by - or to be acquired by the Board of County

Commissioners of Vanderburgh County Indiana for the purpose of
constructing and maintaining Burkhardt Road anct improvements thereto.

The Schedule of Assessments

The Engineer's Estimate provided by the Vanderburgh County

Engineer for the proposed reconstruction of the described portion of
Crawford Brandeis Ditch initially shall be the amount of the assessment of

costs assigned to said ditch reconstruction. The final costs of the finished
improvement as determined and presented by the Vanderburgh County

Engineer for payment by the Board of County Commissioners of
Vanderburgh County shall represent one hundred (100) percent of the

assessment due to be paid for said ditch reconstruction.

Notice of Public Hearing

NOTICE
Pursuant to I.C. 36-9-27-40, notice hereby is given that the

Vanderburgh County Drainage Board will hold a special meeting at or about
7:00 P.M. on the Third Day of September, 1996, in Room 307 Administration

Building, Civic Center Complex, Evansville, Indiana, for the purpose of
holding a public hearing on the Vanderburgh County Surveyor's Report

regarding the proposed reconstruction of Crawford Brandeis Ditch, a
regulated drain within Vanderburgh County, Indiana. The Sun,eyor's Report

is on file for public inspection at the office of the Vanderburgh County
Surveyor, Room 325 of said Administration Building. The Sun-eyor's Report

assigns all costs for the proposed reconstruction to the Board of County

Commissioners of Vanderburgh County as all land affected b>- the proposed

reconstruction lies within tile right-of-way of a highway constructed, owned
and maintained by said county commission; and no increased ditch
assessments to individual private property owners will result from the
proposed reconstruction.
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VANDERBURGH COUNTY BOARD OF
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Patrick Tuley, President
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Alan Kissinger. County Attorney
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State Board of Accounts

A claim to be properly itemized, must show: Kind of service, where performed, dates service rendered.

by whom, rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per hundred, per pound,
per ton, etc.
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I hereby cerrity that the foregoing account is just and correc:. that the amount claimed is legally due. after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155. Acts of 1953,
I hereoy certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due. after

allcwing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,

I herecy certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due. atter
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RE:

.. 4 to i 2 .
--

I

REAL ESTATE TAX LIEN MATTER

The Pen,t Cen,Otal Ra,6£/load Co. Went into bank/ulp·tc!/ ·ECLst gecit and ·thia matte,t Was

di,5 Cu.33 ed ' tait week.

~lt. John said he had keceived a Zetter 6·tom the Countg Atto,tneg, stating that theg
have to put in a ctaim to a bank in Chicago dor a portion due the Couhtg in tax¢4:
County Atto/tneg Smith daid »46 has been taken cake 06.

RE:

RESOLUTION ON STOP SIGNS - IN VALLEV DOWNS

Countg Atto/Lneg Smith wab .tequeated to prepake a Re,60&14£on, Zabt week, 604 3.top
sig,1,5 to be posted, as /cecommended bg ·the T/la66·Ec Eng,l.yteek, and app,towed b, the
Commissioneks, in the 1/atleg Downs and VaLLey Downs I I Subdivisions.
Countg Atto.tneg submitted the ReAoiu.Uon, Amendment -#18.1, at th.£6 time.»

Commissioner Schaad moved tfult the Resotution be approved. - Comm.Udione,t pLUner
deconded the motion. So o.td*ted.

RE:

ABSENTEE REPORT

Mk. Siebeking dubmitted the Abs entee Repott on the emptogee,3 at the County:Highway:
Gatage 604 the pa<st week.
Repott received and 6£Zed.

RE: AUTHORIZED TO ADVERTISE FOR BIDS
Mt. Stennet submitted a Road Project and requested the app/Loval 06 the Commissione/U
to adve/Ltue 60/l bid,5 on Otd Princeton Road Bkidge.

He Jaid thete a/Le th,tee keaons 604 keplacing the bkidge, that it 14 exttemelg na/Moul.

and that it has been hit exttemetq ha/Id in the center and on the end 06 » it and - ha,6
been 8 eve/Let<f damag ed, that he ha,5 been aging to 6.Old out who h.it Lt, dince theq
Would have a Leg*Onate claim agalmst the Indukance company, that Lt ats a- -hangs doan,-

re,5·06£cting dome 06 the watek 6Zcw in Pond FLat Alain Ditch.
He daid theg ake going to Lue the *ame abutme,La, but put· in a new 6€004 ana bide,5, r.
that he ha.5 money .61 his repael account, that Lt ·65 a 50 doot budge and *houtd be -

akound $50,000.

He said he has had ve/4/ t,Lette Luck with the She/6£66'3 Department in 6»rling out who

hit it, that it has been within the paAE geak, but they 6ile accident 42.potta :bg date

and not bg the name 06 the /Load where the acciden,t occutted.

Conmusione,t Schaad moved that the spec,£6ications be appeved and that ,the. Aucittok .

be authotized to adve,te.Ge 604 bids. Commasionet W.ULne/L *ecortded the motion.

So obde/ted.

The bids wiLE be adve/Lt£6 ed 604 on Ju.60 28-th. 6 Augu,st 4.th, u:Uk the bid* to be opened

on August Sth. 1977.
RE:

-

COMMENT ON PIGEON CREEK CONTRACT

Mt. Stennek daid a contract was Let 60/C the creaning 06 Pigeon Oteek and' the conttactor

haS yl ' t been there 60,t .tough.£9' tjptee weed to work on the Zog jam ,.that ·he has 90

days '

V AL,4,11, inw ·Co- do 42* tz#t1*60!,·Lt. dolyl# iatit/¢j;,4*g.. i ...F W :*13.,·14!1;! i.iN,41*4 8,4Ii 64.»,6040:#,11~,IU¢14, lili1004,;.2*4841#7100,1
'-4:·

Comir:adione/l Schaad said that itt. Stennet had better notidg the bonding comparg and

M/L. Brenner daid he u:CU then p,toceed to do <So.
RE:

LITTLE PIGEON CREEK DRAINAGE PROSLEM

Petition der Legal d,tairt

Mt. Stenner 6 aid the,te wes a pelition ct the Za.Jt Drainage Sca,td mez,ting to take in

an a/Lea 06 little Pigeon Creek and in realing .Che citainage Law, theu have to have

*tea d.tained, on a petition, thet tilete CULe 330 ac/tes and theg have 19 on
the
06
10%
the petition, thet the petition:,spetts out p.tecU ett; how Lt U duppeded to be and 'Chet;
He <said in ge.tting 33 ackes U ge,cy:g tc be a' p.'toblem, tha
Ottle/l people that petttion, id thev w.£55, to do th,63 , .68 -thcLC the Colly!,CY COInni.5,510)le,t.5

coutdn' C accep.t it angle'aj.

patition, based on ketping to d,tain the road which it would de.

Comm,6540,124 Schaad (Uked At. Ste,inet ·66 theu wouldn't have to have hea,ting,5 on i.t

~Lt
a,id ?.Lt. Ste)ine/L <Scud Ves, but the pal*on mu.51 come itut and mLut be. i;: a pa.ttillut
60:m, tbat he Wou«Ed prepcte U.

ilit.
Stephen said thclt 5 Cmee,ze 6126 been disturbing a section of tfuL< ctotch ar.d c.143.0:9
probtem.6 and Corruni.5.1.£Cne,t W.<1<16),-et 66:id the,te a a ttee .0: the/le noW, Catch,(-)Ig {:Liti ·ti!2.
dzb.'
LU and .Cke p.topekt g OW}ze.'U 0,1 Uthet dicie Leon' 2 Zet them in there to even g *t Cke
tted O LLC.

,017un£83.£One,t Willnek said i.t a£60 d/ul,[ns Highway 41 ~and he thought they catted in to

*Ly to get some ketie& on it.
'

Comnatione,t Schaad Jaid that 26 the Commi*dione/u petttion to make it a Legat d/.ain,

a6.ter the petition 6 pkepaked, there witt have to be hea*ings on Lt and 06 cou/ue,
aU thode peopte in the watit3 hed u!.LU pay 604 the maintenance 06 the ditch, but i.t

wouid heip .to dkain OU/L county /load*, duch. as O.Ed State Road and H.Lt£.6date- SubCUV·£3·(Ior.

Adte/L tu/Lthek discousion, Commasionut Wilener moved-that the "Commasione/U petition
11<££3date Pitch to be a Zegat d/~ain. Com,?IUsioner Schaad deconded the motion. - So

okieked.

Mt. Stennek daid that he wiLL pkepake the petition.
RE: ROAD TO BE BUILT BUT NOT MAINTAINED BY COUNTY

Mt. Stephen daid that MT. Andy Easteff want8 to bu.ted a road .that mee.6 the spec,66£cation*,.
in McCutchanvi«Ue Coutt, but the Conunasione/u mag not want to accept it,. that theff
mag want to approve it bat not accept U &04 maintenance,, that there U a 15% stope

which U about one 6oot 06 elevation and because 06 the conditlo,16 when the/le 13 snow

04 ice, the Commibsione/u mag not want to accept it.
He said hib kecommendation woutd be to attow him to buitd the koad 16 he wan,ta to, but

U d houtd be noted that the boad w,LU never be accepted 604 countg maintenance. - 7 j, i
i1

Commiasionek Wiliner wondered why the Comm,Osionuu even have to app/tove it then, and
MA. 8/tenner Jaid the Commusionuu have to .app/tove it becau.6e it ente/u into a-county

A.oad.

1

-

19

:*.~3

,

4

Commibdioner Wittnek Jaid the Comma,*ione/u should then approve the cu/tb cut and that
.66 11, that he can put in his own koad and Let him do what he wantb to and the Comm- '.

issione,u do noth.Glg, in Aact .Lt w.(LE be bette,t i.6 ·the koad 14 guvet becalue >theY

witt have better traction.

Commiuioner Ouenbucg said the Commiuione/u can then jutt approve the Curb -cut,
and Mt. Stephen said theg actuaLLY need a pe/unit 60/un 06 dome type &04 thee ct,A.b cutf.

Mt. 84.enner daid they have the toad cut permit Ao/uns und they could. make up domething
simitak to .thebe 604 curb ct.66, that the gug out on Darmstacit Road,where theg moved
the dhivewag and put it kight where he wanted to, not 20 4eet 64om the one the Comm-

issione/u made him clode, that he was suppose to repo/Lt. back to the CO;71171£.6sione/U and
nothing eve/1 happened.
The CommUdioneu agkeed that Mt. Eazteg be a.Uouted to buitd the *oad but-stated that.
1.
the .toad utiU never be accepted bq the County 604 maintenance.

Mt. 8/Lennek said he wit£ come up ulith dome sugge~tions on curb Cut permit&.
The meeting kecessed at 10:40 a.m.
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14WVEREURGH COUVTY DRAINAGE SOARD
SEPTEMBER 6, 1977

A meeting 06 the (/ande/Lbu,tgk· Cou,utt./. 0/u:Enaqe Bcculd wa3 hetct··on *4416 6.th dag 06
Septenibe/t, 1977, a.t 11:40 a.m. Kliter P/te,51£ter«C Bob Schaad )04£4«2}19 The minute.8 06 the pkeviou,5.meet£,ng wete app,towed cu eng,%03-3 ed- bg the- kidito:t

and the .teading 06 them :ca d.6:sperued Le.664.
The obiginat minitte,6 06 the D,talndge Souuf meeking 06 Jurg lith weze·.a,660 4.Lgned:

at th,66 *ne.
RE:

HILLSDALE DRAINAGE PROBLEM

Comir.03,5,Cone,t Schaad 366£d thclt the H.Ettsda.Ze d,u:Linage p,tobtem wc6 diaccus ed Za.st
week and k{Us Decke,,t ,tueatched the minut*5 .to see 26 dhe could 6ind where the
Comm,63,3.Cone,u petitioned h'£86date Dktch to be a Legat dbain, but dhe cculdiz't

&ind angthing .61 the wineteS 06 the Quinage Board to indic.cLCe the approvak 06
the eng·ineeting O/L whle can be done to make that Culea a Legat diain, 40-he thought.
th.66 3 houtd be made a part O 6 the drute,5.
Comm.£63.Lonek W.66,6,iet said the/Le £6 a petttlon but he unde/utand,5 U doun'£ 7 ve

3,66.£Cient name,5 on Lt, 50 what the D.tainage Board needs to do 6 20 make a'
motion, and;

'114:.1:11

CommUsionek Wi,Unek moved that the 0/tainage Bea/Ld initate the HiLEsdate Cteck
into a Legal d,tain. Comm.63,5.Lone,t (163embetg seconded the motion. So o,tdered.
Ak. 6/Lennet 3 aid that the Commissionuu initiated the petition in the -Commisdionul.5

metting, that this U wity they coutdn' t 60-d it in tiLe Du,Enage Boa/cd mbul.(23.
Comm£63.Loner Schaad daid he *eed tile p/Lobtim, that i.t •un't. a trgat d.tain a;:d

not unden the 0/Lainage Board'* jublidiction.· /He then a.sked] that~ ·th.£6 be /Le*2.a*.ches[.
in the Commasione/u minates.
f.

RE:

MAID LOW EXTENSION

Cornni,66<51.0,ze/L Schaad 666£d ·chat M,t. Buente Wa:5 in on the AICLECUOut Exte,ullon and tie

sald he bideved th.63 belongj in the OraL;zage Soard.. He *skect b.{ld. Ste.n,12/L .66 «
doesm' t.

hk. Stennen s aid th,6 6 the Same ad the othek Caje, that he dug »out .Che petition
and U 6 tile dame wai/, tiltit U WasYL'·C adequcte, that £C (COutd take Ck'aCC-they. -'
to petition, accobding to the Indiana State Law.

Coillrn,Uj.con¢/c Schaad asked ti*Lt this matte,t a,260, be res eakched in the- Coll=£66.Eoneu»
minute,6, dince 26 U Un't, U need&'to be made a pa/Lt'06 the.,Com,11£64.Lone» m,inu<ts

to nlct.112. Ul oidic>LcLE.

~»

~'
,

RE:

EAG LE S L CliGH

f:, 7,1@F<*11 0, 4 "™ --: -«. 44, , 1uls··4·1,1,&. '4 9 , ·. I: ' .I i 111,1 1111 6 , r., 4, 4 „4' 14 1'11*'1,01,1,01,2&44•1*,4,1,1., ki. .~~,11144#01*I!,1,~14 ~,£S,4# fi '4,!,!a##4#,Lf~.**i*il
AUL. 8/tennut scud, in /legutd:taitke- pettodic- maikle,Ici;'lcd' ud Eig·Ze S.Cults h, he /Ld " f- 1-f

tatized to the Commusic,Luu and to .Cke duotle/U, t.'lit ke dellaged ©C a week, Cild
ke hcu a bid &,tom W.CUicim Heppect cd R. R. 7, Evay. st'tile, .to jp,tag Eagte Sic·ug/1

0/l 344 pet 6002, giving ub atotal bid 06 $1,051.40 anc( he *sub,it.Etted a check
604 5% 06 the amount.

He fccommended that th,63 bid be accepted.

Commasione,t Schaad scid ke unde<»utcrvicit t hat th/.3 1,3 to be done 69 p.la42 and he

dossr.'t ever remembe,t. the Commi.56.,Lone,tj having ang expenience o:{ duing U .Ch,65 lea
He 3(zict' 42 jiat wondots how high .the p.Can.e &6£U a,id Li .tile«,12 26 aillf :dor),927·. 06
having damage,6, since tile{/ ma (f have G £ Clu.6 65<'f.

Alt. Elten)124 *aid he has done a Lot O 6 ¢CLZ,%£,Lg to .the pe.opte atong .Che ditch and
the biggest one U Ivan (Cate,en and he .5:-d ke /LCCLOG' d.cdn't cate .d Lt kil.(Rld

6012 06 £563 c,top,5, 6.<.;lce Lt .63 4712. angwa{/ 604 them to be harvated, bit he :Cants
the d,Otch 3*.taged.

Col„t}!03.510,·!UL Schaad c:-3 .ted .d .1{/L. Hepplet suppries a 5:ild and P'4. 6/Le;:;12.'L 6.I:.61 he

does supp,0/ a bond and h.2 05 2,26u.ted.

12. -~~ /ct- 3 (, 871

3-35

e,ted.amount 06 $12,033.12 62. approved.
o,tdthe
the
thot
. So in
moved
ylclaim
io
ot
m
Commusioner Schaad/1.then
e
th
ed
nd
ne deco
ComnLUsione/L (Vi,U
F.Out Avenue, uithM/L. Gui,Ucum daid they CULe *650· 90·019 to have some ovek-ALLYM on

out a doubt,

that th,63 U whae thej coed the 6,te,tch citain, p.€u,5 the. dact that the

deck had mo/Le etten<:sive dete/o,Loution that theg kaci anticipated.

waret came
Comm£36.Lon*t 06,5enbe/Lg asked M/c, Guittaum i,6 theg eva dound where that

dkom that was deeping out.

M/L. Guillaum said that the Lette/L Skom the Water Compang said theg coutdn't. Aind

the pkobtem, howeve,t the work

ckeW dug a Skench dA=in down 3.Exteen deet and it

6/ccm <some
wad puke muck and U wa,3 high,Eg saturated BUL, that the wate/l,U -coming

but her didn 't
place, that the Water Compang daid it wasn't earning &/lom the Une
knOU) where e,632 it coutd be com<ng 6/tom uy!433 there wa,6 an unde/Lg /Lound dp,ting 94

c

:,2

3 Omething

:4
,
ang-.
doing'
in
int:
ant/Po
be
't
wculdn
theke
that,
on the abutment, that without doing
aLL on a time
thing dd e.,16 they couldn't get ang movement, do the# ake taking this
and mate/Lial bc:,6,63, which he thought the 6666[.262 wag to do ict: . u .
He daid theg a£60 had to notch the mud wall to aLLOW. 604 the expansion 05 the *hoe

He 3*Ed that Mt. Nu.63meffek .66 nout Wo,ti661g on ,\{cltgland Stkeet. and .th¢>te *te. a coupLe {
· +
°6 mino·t things they ake going to have to do heke, since they have a' Uttie moke:

dete/tioution on the Wat end eath
than cutheg
had·an*c,Lpated, » 40 that therken't· 3- ~S.
to how theg CL'Le going to· hand,Ze'· it, but he

su/Le about the pat£ng unde/Ln
waybted to te,U the Commasione/u that the, maq pods:<bty' have.a coupte more ove/L- -

/uou on these jobs, that theq juit don't know yet..

Commasione Ouenbetg a,6ked Wl. Guiteaum .£6 he. had, been in co,Ltact with MAL E.66-Ze/t
t .CO' make it Jmooth
in rega/ld to the LSN Rattoad track beiq paved at the CO/Lne/

aZZ the way th,tough.

Guittaum Jaid they weke going to take thei,t-appboack back to. the/Le, that the:

MA.
u,62/load
ttach ake Ze,33 than 100 deet i,tom the appkoach 0,4 the 6/tidge, but they
d-.dotck..eve,ty.
a/Le 2,6.62,1.taUg going to have· a neti, b.tidge becaLue ·thetj: a.tle -ao,£na~--up-an
dqua/Le 6oot, with a jack hammer to tedi where.the /tock and cbnc,/Lete a/Le, bist thei/

kind 06 4.each a poijut in Worid*ting whe,Le ·theg should d/~aw the Une,; 30 8221/ ate
·01 CLU Case.6, ·Chat this TZLE
trging to take U down u,&tEe theg ,teach good COne/Litegoing
to,have a vely good. deck.
cule
theg
mean a Uttte moke money, but it mean,5 that

CommUsioner Quenbetg cuked about .the t/tach.8 there, and said .Char theg asked E.£6.£*t-,
in a meeting, 26 theff cocddn't get that dmoothed out, that it Beem& c/tazy * pet a

and then 'fuLC that Ai*£/toad
new bed on that bbidge and go aLL the ung to the app/Loach
have Jorite moneg 6,1 4 theq could

*tack, and Kt. Ekite,t was to ttff to- 60'd out id theq
get L 5 N to do dome.thing about £t.

\I

Mt. Sten,zek daid that L SN has·no intek¢.6.t in Lt, that he. dinally Euent to .Betty

Lou Jakboe and she *aid that she woutd pick up the ossade and take it to the WobjU

Sca/td.

,» sgid ,«tha,4 Fvurnkblil.S¢,teet·l,wa,34 ,*:40£9#ti¢m,;uei *66* jM#**: W*¢4·14jeei40*0€*RMI'
.Wi.ii. Guidiaumip
' tip*trmi ,i ,:pii,; -CO+bt£nual
iff- duiyti,ig. thtough there, ul·<tk *49 gn,f, if jhwt oafk« them upi i{'j· kL '4
Commissioner Ossenbeg cuked M,t. 8/Lenner to keep in touch vetth Bettg Lou Jo:boe to

see thet ske stait'
d on those tracia, 80102 -th,66 £6 the bigge«.St comptal)'Lt, tjct ·Cjze.g
the 8*Leet ·65 gcing to be i.lzed now, but wkth the bad *lacks, a cut'd
can dee that
44ont end could be knocked out 4 aLignment.
RE:

HILLSDALE DRAIN PETITION

46'L. Stennet submitted 4/12 #6663&(Le P,toin Pe.t6060;i .¢c, the Comm.65,5.Cone.u al·!.d 2.-coozina
, .Co ther,Ls (Eve,5, c.3 .Che
that £t ·63 a do,tmal petttion - d,tom the Ccu,:tif Cornj,LEJ,Sione'u

80*td, that the Comm.63,3.£onet.6 *te inikULtEng the petltion.
Dkainage
The petition kead,5 a.6 &02£0*'6 :

08 1/andetb
In the matte,t 06 the Hitisdale t],tc:En Potalon, The Beard 06 Commbjdione,S

Couttlf, Indiana pu/t«sua>st to the 1965 Indiana D,sinage Code, Chapier 305, Aots 05 196

and cu amendzd 66/ Chap.Cat 257, Acts 06 1969, Liticle 2, Sce. 201-6-2 and Sec. 202- 1 1
Petition the VandeM L -lk Countit DS<nage Bocutd to p,tovide a Zegal d,tain, herein CCLU
H.62,65(iCLU, 60,t Y
1 06 a pub.Uc kig jiwatv known a.5 0/dd St.Lte Road.

Attached U t;

and kecokd 0 6

.

and adcitus 06 eacil Zandotene,t *5 4hown bu the .tax duplicate

jets 06 Vandetbukgh Courtg, Indiana daoribed bj tax code 2.lunbot.

i 3.

5360*ttil,5. (3/4) 04.mo,te·in a/Lea
to th,tee-6
06 Land equal
s an akea addecte
This Zist desctibe
.
me):ts
imp,tove
the
bi
d
whick wilt be
06 aLE LandJ

in Little Pigeon Cteek
The genesE koute 06 the pboposed duln beg.683 Clt«the {o,tk
ing the West b,td,Cil
iottocu
in Cen,te/c Towns/Lip in a subdivision known *5 H.LU~jdate

continuing Notthe/LE* and NO,tthto U.S. Highwag 41 Notthetig to Otd State Road and

eated g to Peck Road, thence Southecute/LEg to Boonvitte-New Ha,unony Road,·-thence

, thence No«hwedte/LEg,
East to Stowning Road , thence Southe/~4/ to the £Utd darm Zar:e

We,St, Scuthwute,/LEg to 60,tk in Uttle Pigeon.Ckeek.

tulgit Couy!.tg thot .the h
It U the opinion 06 the Boa/td 86 Comm.664.Lonuu "06.Vande/Lb
than.'Che -:< , .:
(03£6. damaged and expens e.6 06 the p/Loposed imp/dovement WiLL be Zess

ited thetebu, ic,
.Uizely to be bened
owneta 0 6 -tand
t to the wi.U
wiLL /tesui
43 whichp,topos
bene6
4 4:pubt
bene&4
heatth,<
pubLic
imp,tove the
ed impkovement
that the

and

:

highwag in Vandekburgh Countg, and be 06 public uk<,Uty.

the FkCLEnage
Ed Smith -66 the Attorkey kepre,6 ehting the Board 06 Commissione/u in

Pe,tition.

tbu,tgh Countg.
The cost 06 notice and Zegat cost8 :WUZ be p,tovided bg (/ande

ainage Boa/cd me¢kcng,
be :taken up again at the D,t
E
wiZ
r
tte
ma
3
th,6
id
Ja
r
Mt. Brenne
*ign
and he ajked that the. Commibdion¢/u
it,
iate
init
t
mus
uu
sion
mis
Com
the
04

to do this; 2 :
a
a/le
ge
ina
dra
the
in
te
op
pe
the
GU
t
but that the{/ eithek had to ge

this petttion.

on. · Comm,<4.61.0,;e/t,
Comm.£63.Lone/t Schaad moved that the Conun.683ione/u bign the p*tikd

WULnek 8 econded the motion.

4. J

RE:

So obdut.ed.

PROBLEM ON COUNT!/ RIGHT OF WAY

that a gent,Zeman on Sto'Lertcng Road ]
M/L. Stennek 8*61 tht:Lt £:t has come to hid attention
u anothet
has a £=Age 60££d <Storte maitbox ,fight in the COUntg /Light 06 wag, and the.te
, wouId be *eapon,51.64. 2 the County /tight 06 wag, and 16 icmeone hit them, .the Count

cne that has a btick box CULowld Lt and borne Lead pipej ditted with conc,te,te,_ _ctio~' in

speed 0,1 a given ~
M,t. GuiUatim Jaiti thi:Lt aCCO/Lding to A.O.T. ayid gou/l ave/tage veklcie pkobte
m on Oak
a
had
theg
County kcad, You mujt rnal*tain a ce/Ltain dhoutder, that
thet, he wa*ted dome posts Up *
County the *ight 06 way, but he 36661 in ·te,tlutn dor

the
G/cove and St. George u:Lth guard 4266, thclt the ge,Ltleman out there granted

with people d/Uving.tfulough» ha yakd,
a,to und hiS prepetty becaube he had a p.tobtem utithin two or th,tee deet 06 the edge but whe,te he o/tiginaZZy had them Located was
ck
06 the pavement and he had to te.U the man that theg would have to <puZZ. them-t,a

*pec- ' ·
ing to the 4.tate.
cLU, but accobd
not ct about
nt, 042.Ueved
paveme
06 the
6eetmust
eigh,t
uu,thLYL
]- 6
flhat.
k,
bhouble
600-6
eight
an
,
mabutcL<In, be 6
£61.ca*o,L&, theg

j

it depends on the vehicle speed.
RE:

JUNK TO SE SOLD

-culve,dt«, ti *,uN,
edaondeke
Ze 06--junk
360'lphuat+stockpl.
anhadaw&u.2
getting
a,tetheg
thegthat
daid
ng
Siebeki
hit.
be
and
garage
the
remove
to
1$*Tit.3.*:.
kQve
4
*®
,ULES
6
gucutd
86
posts and
1 3,4 4!
liatp44*0 j&*4%. ~,Rfii(,:.4.A £94;,
„4,
180
,<6
$4
c.*
fie
.
uil
*44*q,Aets q.q
".· ..·.,, ·i
1014*FL vid, th¢.:. Camm
·· talbr.Fund.
e...Gend
'rh,/L
n{
n,lt
t
git-i
-UA
--he
·40
on-C
bid
a
him
give
.to
e
tRuc
out
aff
c
Highe
the
He daid that the money theu make On U wiU go i,LCO
e 06 junk deate/66 qUC the,te and
The Commibsione/u agbeed that Nk. Siebeking ge«t a coupl

Let the highest bidder have it.
RE:

RE:

MR. STEPHENS

the Under-/Uln OR Feiget paving the
Att. Scephens daid they ubed up the mong 6.tom

l/L /Loads, 69 .te.pairing #Clut baLLbo(5ad C,to,5,1·4~Lg,5 and one 64dge and theq 30666 have ~
6oi~ettjjieOktJnsone~,telliziliclion
u,L CL

.to (cile,% to u,5 2 Lt aild tict 65 ou,t ait rk.2 Ced

bad and whide Feiged .63 out the42,
State Subdivision whete one 06 the kcad,6 .66 p.tekty

thcLEtiLLhcuCe,bec/1
Litaawa:52
to smooth
.ithe mate,tid
ke wolied Zike to Gu,seneede
131:63,526,12,
-66 46.theokag
do .64cap26 ovet
Uke toup and
d, ajid he would

/uitted, thit Lt

Harmong and
ad t,tact :C Sconvilie-New
itto
ka
the
ed
di.x
g
the
id
da
Comm.·63,510)12/L W.616%*t

he wonde,'Led 26 theg 6.Exed Ingleiield.
the ££84, .Chal thelf did Hogue 2, cd, ALZe,Lj
on Camp.
U}:'t
,£eld
Ing£26
tj'.at
32.Ed
,1
Stepize
Kt.
Boehne
and
58
Pe.2,12.2,
Road,
Layte, Red Sank
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A meeting of che Var.derburgh County Drainage Board was held en the 31st day'of
October, 1977 at 11:30 a.m. in the Connissioners Hearing Room with President

Schaad presiding.
The rinutes of the previous meeting were approved as engrossed by the Auditcr

and dispensed with the reading.

RE:

AREA PLAN

Mr. Brenner gave a report on the following sub divisions.

,

Gabensee Acre:
The only thing on this is the right of way. They want a 40 ft. right of way ~
on St. Joe and St. Wendell Road instead of a 30 ft. as the plan shows. The
drainage has all been taken care of as far as the Drainase Board is concern.
The others will be red flaged. Commissioner Willner moved thst it be approved.
Commissioner Ossenberg second the :,otion. So order.

Omicrom Industrial Part:
There are no problems. Le dug a ditch between Baumgart Road and Highway 41
north, south of Mt. Pleasrnt Road.

approved.

, sr-11

Commissioner ..illner moved thst it be

Commissioner Ossenberg second the motion.

-

So order.

University Heights 43:
They would like to have a drainage plan and erosion control plan on what they
are going to do. Conllissioner billner Aoved that it be approved. Commissioner

Ossenterg second the motion.

So order.

Gelhausen anc ourman:
-

Commissioner Ossenberg asked if Sam Biggerstaff ever came back. with anything
.

on this?

Fr. Brenner said no.

Commissioner Ossenberg had it defer:eu in the

Area Plan Comission at his request because I told him about the Robinson
Ditth. These lots would be effective if a legal- drain had not- been -abandoned.
Mr. r.c Coy told ze it has been abandoned and you can- not have abandoned that

drain. Mr. Brenner said it would lock out lots 1, 2, & 18. But then decided . ti: .
cn a 36 inch pipe under the road. They would lose'lot 2 and with.a special -- -«:

permit given on lots 1 & 18 to build both a legal drain.
moved that it be approved.

Commissioner Ossenberg.

Commissioner Killner second the aotion.

.

SO orcier.'· j

!·Ic Cullough sub division at Diefenbach Rood. There are six (6) 1 2 acre lots..
No draina€e problems. The only problem. is that we wouldhave to »drive acros#
the dam to get to the sight. Cormissioner I. illner moved that.it be approved.
Commissioner Ossenterg second the .Slotion. SO order.

RE:
r

.

HILLSIDE ZRAIN

Hillside as:a legai drain. The'drainage board has received a request fron: - »
the County Commissioners to est:_llish.it. On October 28, 1977 Xr. Brenner made

a perscnal inspection and found the approval practical and imp:ovdd public health.

Fr. Brenner said he shall file a prelininary report setting forth his finding
whether its practical, ·.:hich he is dcing. i.hether it -„ill improve public health,
which it did. .tr. brenner said it '..ill n.c: be &: expensive project. Tne:e
are 801 acres in the water shed. After :·-r. Brenner found these 3 things set
forth infircative utch he did. 1.e shall make a written report to the bcard
setting forth the boundry of the additional =rea of land. Then zithin 7 days
I have to mail a copy to all the people in the watcr shed to set A public
hearing. Comissicner hill:3: r.ovcd th-t it be appro-.-U. 20..wissioner
Ossenterg second the motion. So order.
3 n A i ,.
01 Lhe
Tr. crenner said one legal notice has to be edvertise .ir.hin iv..0.,5
meeting. Commissioner lillner -r.oved that it be a. rroved. Corrissioner

Ossenberg second the cotion.

So order.

---

1

'

1

6 1:L·,

\'A:DEREURGH CCE
r•\C»V''Mr-.

J _L.C. r c -/

19, 1977

on the 19th
A special meeting of the Vanderhurgh County Orainage Board *as held
with
Hearing Rcom
day of Decer;Jer, 1977 at 11:CO 9.9. in the Commissicners

President Schaad presiding.

This meeting is called to consider the perition cf Hillsdale Drain.
'r. Srenner shcwed us an affidavit from ..:r. Smith which she.. ed

.
were sent out and a legal notice was published in the paper

re are nere ·

-

There

rc the drain.
today to hear remonstrators or things in the affirmative

will have to be another meeting and notices mailed cut.

,

that letters

Tcday we r'ill just

the drain. Then
hear petition for anyone who wants to soeak for or a*ainstThen
the plan we have
plan.
our
ied
modif
as the Drainage Board wishes ze will
s that effect
finger
the
in
take
leyed out would probally be optimum, this will
the main stre27.
of- this, the ones in
Nr. Schaad asked if anyone would like to speak in favor

favor of making part of this a legal drain in Hillsdale area.

Ers. Kastner asked what a legal drain was.

Mr. Schaad said a legal drain is_

in the -watershed
when you hake drainage oroblers and the oecole in-the area
t there

.

Mrs. Kastner said she though

Days for the maintenance of that drain,

Eut she had nothing to enlighten

was some kind of a fund they could use.

Jim Ellis asked if there isn't state road mcney or gasoline -

the hcard with.

a legal drain. Mr.
tax money which is provided to clean ditch other than byof-way
of the rcad.
righta
on
not
Brenner said irs against the law if its

there is allways
~r. Schaad said if we have a county road where the payment ends
then we can
county
and the ditch alcng this belongs to the

scce ri9ht-cf-way

use Highway funds to open ditches,to drain the road.

Mr. Schaad said gasoline 2

owns ·:
tax can only be use to maintain county roads. 5-rs; Kastner asked v.ho
s belcngs
the property where the ditches are? Mr. Erenner said the dirche
ditch but to the people r.here it goes across. Yrs. Kastner said it' s their
our orcoerty.

Nr. Schaad told her it's everybcdy probben, icu need your .

i

It is a community effert that this whole ''. -

neihhbor to drain your water off.
thing is about.

,

Radio -rr. Prenner showed a map and said the real 'Droblem area is down along

To be fair to these .people' 4 :-

Ave and Campbell Road where the flooding occurs.

.it Flean'.- ·.
if they want the ditch to be clean, the oeople at the too pay to have
.i'.
..
hat *his.
at the- bottom. Nothing can ever be fair: Mrs. Kastner· asked how nittch~t
,„
'I:-ind
there
across
g
drainin
acres
800
is
would cost? Mr. Brenner said there
.-.
.
.
even this maintenance .]
would think a dollar an acre a year. ?'r. Schaad said· tban....
program is constructed and if next year the maintenance would cost Inere
fati.~ 9 --4
s.aici:1·
r.
Srenne
ir.
.
hearina
10% of last year :.e would have to have another
lp
rn#inta
and
over
them
I I
if you are incoroorated into the city, the city wculd take
.rs.-

They would assume Our riGht-of-way and its their responsibilty.

-her.

to carry
Kastner said there was a hridae 'on Canobell Road and not bia enouch

i,„'' "f#d»,1''.1***
~ h.„4,1,, ·,rr :the '.:at'&3914*8 ''.]ihbf dould yod290"W66ut *thrt'4bbi'd;?1*,1,1,1?.5.:,f,¢~MId'4,01!glgl"Ii{**~;,.,

,--

-

--- - co~Int-9--Foad and-we can use brld·ne funds tor that.

n:~ffered
Crid7~:dcolphliske:t ahent'iilland klcwthot hache~sish~Cul(]rca]]2i:tillr~~. Tr.

:or zne :rice
to rn, surveyor :or a final resort anc thea I'm demanded
Cssenber€ just reminded everyone that thiy were just Joing to clean the ditch
not reconstruct it.
-

I

..

n..3
Mr. Schaad asked to .,-...
from the people thit 2,0 not in favzr c: this.

,
..C
•
"i '-tekind L Jr. u -r. .,'rto O.ns ISO acres

:Alch is locared near Brc·..nino Road.

:itirc This 150 foor , 2-0 thrs,:?h

their land rill result in a lot of danacjs.

"r. 7:enner asked are yc·.1 efainsu

-,1 1 "
a drain tnit dces not gc on your v rose -ty. "r. ,· 1 0 -:' ..: .. . 0 - -„. ,,»' 4 - .....::
I just don't Nant a legal drain cn our property. ··r. Drenner said thei

r.ould stoo at their property line.
n

,
-.

So ordered.

I 7
»
.,r.1.-1.-I-,
' ---

1

.

1. .0

''--

.-*' .. 4-.-

1

1

4,

,

CS /0 -,

--

r. tchaid said it vill 1,3 defferred 'cack to -5. Brenner for a final report.
Cormissicnnr ··itiner moMe the approv:1 that this be defferred to Fr..Brenner.
Commissioner Osson>' 4 second the· approval. So ordered.

Meeting adjourned at 11:30 a.m.
Poonle Present:

Mrs. Kastner
Jim Ellis
Larry Rudolph

Um. J. Wittekindt, Jr.
Wm. J. Wittekindt, Sr.
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President

Borries:

I

call

to

like

would

the

meeting

of

the

Vanderburgh County Drainage Board to order this day, September 3,

1996 for a special meeting advertised for the one purpose of
hearing the technical advisor, the County Surveyor, make a
recommendation regarding a legal drain in Vanderburgh County which
has been advertised for this particular meeting. That is, again,
the only purpose for the meeting at this time so I will call Mr.

Jeffers to the microphone and have him proceed.
Bill Jeffers: Twice in the last two months we have given you copies
of the Surveyor's report.

The second copy had a slight change to

describe a point within the legal description that needed
clarification. That copy with the Surveyor's signature is in the
possession of the County Auditor.
It has been advertised in the
newspaper in accordance with I.C.
5-3-1 in both newspapers.

Attached to the report that I have given you is a copy of a notice
appearing in the Evansville Courier, Friday, August 23, 1996 which
is ten days prior to today.
The County Surveyor classifies
Crawford-Brandeis Ditch as part of the East Side Urban Drainage
System as described in this report, the portion of it described in
this report, in need of reconstruction. We say that it is in need

of reconstruction so that a public highway can be improved to carry
traffic more efficiently and safely and still drain the lands that
the ditch drains properly.
I am just going through this briefly,
you have read this and it is a matter of record. This is necessary
due to the intense commercial development alongside the ditch. The

Surveyor has determined that the best method of reconstruction is

to pipe that portion of the legal drain shown on the plans that
have been prepared by your consulting engineer and in accordance

with those plans. We have determined that the affected land lies
within the proposed reconstruction right-of-way for Burkhardt Road

and that it is a thoroughfare constructed, owned and maintained by
the Board of County Commission of Vanderburgh County and all the

land that the ditch lies within, basically, is under your control
and, therefore, the assessments to other property owners outside
the boundaries described in here will not be affected and the
Schedule of assessments is that the Board of County Commissioners
Vanderburgh
County
shall Pay 100% of the Cost of the
reconstruction.
Before
final adjournment of this hearing,

of

basically, we are asking you to accept that report and before your
final adjournment of this hearing in accordance with IC 36-9-27-52
Paragraph I:
"The Board shall

determine

in writing that

the

costs,

damages and expenses of the proposed reconstruction as
shown on the plans from your consultant will be less than
the

benefits

accruing

to

the

owners

of

the

land

benefitted by this construction."
The County Surveyor believes

that

is

true

especially when you

consider the period of time over which these improvements will be
used by the public.
By doing that you will be adopting the
reconstruction report of the County Surveyor and the schedule of
assessments that we prepared for you which is that the County
Commissioners

shall

pay

100%.

If

you

do

adopt

that

you

must

publish a notice in accordance, again, with I.C. 5-3-1, basically,

no greater than 30 days from today identifying the drainage
proceedings, the findings of this proceeding here, the order that
your Board has made and that also will be, basically, the minutes

of this meeting

showing your

actions

and that

they will be

Vanderburgh County
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available for public inspection in the office of the Surveyor for
anyone who was unable to attend this meeting.
If there is any

public comment from anyone with regard to the reconstruction of the
portion of Crawford-Brandeis,
between the Lloyd
basically,
Expressway and Virginia Street, now is the time for them to come

forward and make their comments.
President Borries: Do we have anyone at this time who wishes to

make some comments regarding the reconstruction of a portion of
Crawford-Brandeis Ditch, a legal drain in Vanderburgh County?
Alan Kissinger: I believe it is also appropriate for the Board at

this time to make a finding that no formal objections have been
filed.
President Borries: The County Surveyor has made a recommendation
and we have heard that recommendation. Would there be at this time
a motion from our Board?

Commissioner Mourdock: I'll move acceptance of the report of the
County Surveyor regarding the improvement and repair of the East
Side Urban Drain, Crawford-Brandeis Ditch.
Commissioner Tuley: Second.
President Borries: Do we need a roll call vote?

Alan Kissinger: No, a roll call is not required.

President Borries: Okay, it has been moved and seconded that the
Surveyor's recommendation be approved and at this time, hearing no
objections, I will say so ordered.
Alan Kissinger: Also, I think it is appropriate for the Board to

consider moving to make a finding that the cost, damages and
expenses of the proposed reconstruction will be less than the
benefits accruing to the owners of land benefitted by the
construction.

should

That

be

answered

in

the

so

positive

if

someone says, so moved and that is seconded, then that will fill
the requirements of the statute.
Commissioner Tuley: So moved.
Commissioner Mourdock:

Second.

Actually,

third because

I

heard

Bill Jeffers say that!
Alan

Kissinger:

I

will

prepare

the

notice

for

publication.

Charlene is smiling!
Commissioner Tuley: Did you so order our motion and second?

President Borries: Yes, I will so order the second motion and
second. There is discussion in terms of preparation of documents
to advertise the proceedings of this meeting. Again, it was called

specifically for this propose, so at this time, having completed
all requirements, I will say that this meeting is adjourned.
The meeting was adjourned at 7:18 p.m.
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THOSE IN ATTENDANCE:
Richard J. Borries
Patrick Tuley
Richard E. Mourdock
Alan Kissinger
Suzanne M. Crouch
Charlene Timmons
Bill Jeffers
Others unidentified

VANDERBURGH COUNTY
DRAINAGE-~OARD

<ULI»3»

Ridha~d J. Borr»s,

1 ,

President

\

Piftrick Tu<ey< Vic*,Fr~sident

C---@Uj )~~1~ -/--0
r LA-*«- ir--1,<.

'Richard E. Mourdock, Member

Recorded and transcribed by Charlene Timmons

NOTICE
Notice is hereby given that, pursuant to I.C. 36-9-27-52,
at a special meeting of the Vanderburgh County Drainage Board

on September 3, 1996, a public hearing was held on the report
of the Vanderburgh County Surveyor regarding the proposed
reconstruction of Crawford-Brandeis Ditch, a regulated drain
within Vanderburgh County,

Indiana.

The reconstruction report

of the Vanderburgh County Surveyor was adopted by the Board,

and a determination was made that no additional annual assessments for periodic maintenance would be required.

The Board

issued an order declaring the proposed reconstruction established.
The findings and order of the Board have been filed and are
available for public inspection in the office of the Vanderburgh
County Surveyor.

VANDERBURGH COUNTY DRAINAGE BOARD
Richard J. Borries, President
Patrick Tuley, Vice-President
Richard E. Mourdock, Member

(Publication required, pursuant to I.C. 5-3-1-2(i), one (1)
time in the Evansville Courier and the Evansville Press within

thirty (30) days after the date of September 3, 1996.)

7*

Vanderburgli County Suiveyor' s Report
East Side l rban Drain -- Crawford Brandeis Ditch

Reconstruction

Drain Classified "In Need of Construction"
The Vanderburgh County Surveyor files this Report to the

Vanderburgh County Drainage Board in the matter of the proposed
reconstruction of a certain portion of Crawford Brandeis Ditch: a lateral in the
East Side Urban Drain. which portion of Crawford Brandeis Ditch the

Surveyor hereby classifies as in need of reconstruction.

Portion of Drain in Need of Reconstruction

The

portion

of Crawford

Brandeis

Ditch in

need

of

reconstruction shall be described generally as existing either side of the
centerline of said ditch beginning at a point on the east side of Burkhardt
Road which point is found nine hundred forty-nine (949.0) feet more or less

Solith of the North Line of the Fractional Northwest Quarter of Section

Thirty, Township Six South, Range Nine West thence extending Not-thward
and generally parallel with the centerline of Burkhardt Road a distance of

three thousand five hundred ninety (3,590.00) more or less to a point at or
about the North Line of the Fractional Southwest Quarter of Section

Nineteen. Township Six South, Range Nine West.

The portion of Crawford Brandeis Ditch described above is

depicted as existing between Station 0+710.00 and Station 1-805.00 on a set
of plans titled "Burkhardt Road Plans, Project No. VC96-08-01" on file and

available for public viewing at the office of the Vanderburgh County

Surveyor.

Sun'evor's Classification of Drain

The Vanderburgh County Surveyor determines the portion of

Crawford Brandeis Ditch described above is in need of reconstruction

because it can no longer serve the land which it drains without extensive

repairs and alterations made necessary by expansive commercial development
alongside said drain.

The intense commercial development and resulting volume of
vehicular traffic demand converting all or part of the open drain to a tiled
drain in order that Burkhardt Road may be widened along the project area

herein described.

The best method of reconstruction of the described portion of
Crawford Brandeis Ditch is to tile the presently open ditch.

The major change proposed by this report will be of public

utility in that it will enable construction of a safe and adequate pliblic highway
to serve the developing commercial area along both sides of Burkhardt Road

north of Lloyd Expressway.

Survevor's Determination of Affected Land

The Vanderburgh County Surveyor finds that the land affected
by the proposed reconstruction lies within right-of-way of Burkhardt Road a

thoroughfare constructed, owned and maintained by the Board of County

Commissioners of Vanderburgh County.

The property affected by the proposed reconstruction of
abovesaid portion of ditch is all that part of Burkhardt Road, Crawford
Brandeis Ditch and associated public rights-of-way located within an area of

land the boundary of which is described as follows:

Beginning at a point on the West Line of the Fractional

Northwest Quarter of Section 30, Township Six South. Range Nine West

which point is found South one (01 ) degree. seven (07) mitilites, twelve ( 12)
seconds West a distance of nine hundred forty-eight and seven tenths (948.7)

feet south of the Northwest Corner of said Northwest Quarter of said Section
Thirty: thence North one (01 ) degree, seven (07) minlites. twelve ( 12)
seconds East a distance of nine hundred forty-eight and seven tenths (948.7)

feet to said Northwest Corner and the Southwest Corner of the Fraction

Southwest Quarter of Section Nineteen, Township Six South, Range Nine
West; thence North zero (00) degrees, thirty-three (33) minutes, zero (00)

seconds East and along the West Line of said Fractional Southwest Quarter of

said Section Nineteen a distance of two thousand six hundred forty-one
(2641.00) feet to the Northwest Corner of said Fractional Southwest Quarter

of said Section Nineteen; thence East and along the North Line of said

Fractional Southwest Quarter of said Section Nineteen a distance of eighty
(80.00) feet: thence South and parallel with the West Line of said Fractional
Southwest Quarter of said Section Nineteen to the South Line thereof and the
North Line of said Fractional Northwest Quarter of said Section Thirty;
thence colitilluing South and parallel with the West Line of said Fractional

Northwest Quarter of said Section Thirty a distance of three hundred twenty-

four and ninety-five hundredths (324.95) feet: thence Southwesterly to a point
which is located South one (01) degree, seven (07) minutes, twelve (12)

seconds West a distance of iline hundred forty-eight and seven tenths (948.7)
feet South of the Northwest Corner of said Fractional Northwest Quarter of

said Section Thirty and seventy-five And five tenths (75.5) feet along a line
East a parallel with the North Line of said Fractional Northwest Quarter of
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said Section Thirty; thence from just said point West and along a line parallel

with the North Line of said Fractional Northwest Quarter of said Section
Thirty a distaiice of seventy-five and five tenths (75.5) feet to the point of

beginning of this described area of land and which area of land exists „ itlim
rights-of-way acquired by or to be acquired by the Board of County

Commissioners of Vanderburgh Coillity Indiana for the purpose of

constructing and inaintaining Burkhardt Road and improvements thereto.

The Schedule of Assessments

The Engineer's Estimate provided by the Vanderburgh County

Engineer for the proposed reconstruction of the described portion of
Crawford Brandeis Ditch initially shall be the amount of the assessment of

costs assigned to said ditch reconstruction. The final costs of the finished

improvement as determined and presented by the Vanderburgh County

Engineer for payment by the Board of County Commissioners of
Vanderbilrgh County shall represent one hundred ( 100) percent of the
assessment due to be paid for said ditch reconstruction.

Notice of Public Hearing

NOTICE

Pursuant to I.C. 36-9-27-40, notice hereby is given that the
Vanderburgh County Drainage Board will hold a special meeting at or about

7:00 P.M. on the Third Day of September, 1996, in Room 307 Administration

Building. Civic Center Complex, Evansville, Indiana, for the purpose of
holding a public hearing on the Vanderburgh County Sin-eyor' s Report
regarding the proposed reconstruction of Crawford Brandeis Ditch, a

regulated drain within Vanderburgh County, Indiana. The Sun'eyor's Report

is on file for public inspection at the office of the Vanderburgh County

Surveyor. Room 325 of said Administration Building. The Surveyor's Report
assigns all costs for the proposed reconstruction to the Board of County

Commissioners of Vanderburgh County as all land affected by the proposed

reconstruction lies within the right-of-way of a highway constructed, owned
and maintained by said county commission; and no increased ditch
assessments to individual private property owners will result from the

proposed reconstruction.
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Notice to Bidders

result from the proposed reconstruc- - Sealed Proposals, or Bids, for connumber VC96-09-02 Concrete

.
tion:
VANDERBURGH COUNTY BOARD OF
COMMISSIONERS " ·
Patrick Tuley, President
Richard J. Borries. Vce President
Richard E. Mourdock Member
Alan Kissinger. County Attorney
Attest Suzanne M. Crouch, County
Auditor

Recommend: Bill Jeffers. County

Surveyor's Office

·

(Courier & Press August 23, 1996 A/O)

tract
Repair of Larch Lane & Pine Place

in Vanderburgh County, Indiana will

be received at the: officu of the

County .Commissioners,.. Room
305. until 5230 p.m. on September

9th. 1996 local time, as prescribed

by the Acts of the indiana
Legislature in Chapter 172, year

~

1957. at which time all bids will be
opened and read aloud in
publicly
.: .
y Commissioners Hearing
the Count
Room 307.

'

. Anv hick received after the des-

!
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AGENDA
VANDERBURGH COUNTY DRAINAGE BOARD

SEPTEMBER 23, 1996
A.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES:

AUGUST 26, 1996 (Regular Meeting)
SEPTEMBER 3, 1996 (Special Meeting)
Sun'eyor requests additional time to proof read minutes

B.

OLD BUSINESS:

HEERDINK & ROSE PETITION
Receive Surveyor's Report and hear others who may wish to speak

C.

APPROVAL OF DRAINAGE PLANS:

1 . FRETINA ACRES - LOT ONE: FINAL PLAN
FRETINA ACRES - LOT TWO: PRELIMINARY PLAN
2 . REPLAT LOT 4-A - WATERFORD PARK . FINAL PLAN

3. HEARTLAND RIDGE - SECTION II: PRELEWLVARY PLAN

4 . COMFORT INN MOTEL: FINAL PLAN
5 . LOT 10 - DARMSTADT HEIGHTS: ALTERNATE PLAN

6 . GLENWOOD HILLS - SECTION B : PRELIMINARY PLAN

D.

ADDITIONAL DITCH MAINTENANCE 1996

E

OTHERS WHO WISH TO SPEAK BEFORE THE BOARD
Mr. Tom Gretter regarding Browning Road Estates

F.

NOTICE OF RECONSTRUCTION OF CRAWFORD BRANDEIS DITCH

G.

PAYMENT OF CLAIMS
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Big Creek Drainage Association, Inc.
c/o John Bittner
17700 Owensville Road
Evansville, Indiana 47720-7028
Telephone: (812) 963-5647
September 20, 1996

Vanderburgh County Drainage Board
Room 305 Civic Center Complex
One Northwest Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard
Evansville, Indiana 47708

Dear Vanderburgh County Drainage Board Members,
Big Creek Drainage Association respectfully requests funds from the accounts of Buente Upper Big Creek, Pond Flat
Main, and Pond Flat Lateral "IE". Our Association will be continuing work on two ofthese legal drains from 1995, with
work on Pond Flat Lateral "E" to release standing water in a culvert under I-64.

The proposed project on Buente Upper Big Creek will start at the abandoned rail line approximately one-half mile east of
Maasberg Road. This was the ending point ofthe additional maintenance completed in 1995. This year's project will
end at the junction ofBuente Upper Big Creek with Maidlow Ditch, for a total length of approximately four thousand
(4,000) feet. Costs are estimated to be $8,000.00 (eight thousand dollars), based on $2.00 (two dollars) per lineal foot.
The landowners have given their permission. They will be responsible for spreading the spoil. The association proposes
to maintain 2-1/2 or 3 to 1 side slopes.
The area to be worked on Pond Flat Main starts at the bridge on Darmstadt Road then continues east along the south bank
to the bridge at Princeton Road for a distance of approximately three thousand two hundred (3,200) lineal feet. The
property owners have given their permission and will be responsible for spreading the spoil. The association proposes to
maintain 2-1/2 or 3 to 1 side slopes. We are requesting that the Vanderburgh County Drainage Board provide funds for
the project estimated at $6,400.00 (six thousand four hundred dollars).

The area on Pond Flat Lateral "E" is approximately one thousand feet of flow line work to alleviate standing water at a
culvert passing under I-64. This will also facilitate drainage of farm field tiles in the area. The Big Creek Drainage
Association is requesting six hundred dollars ($600.00) for this work.
Time is ofthe essence with all these projects. The weather, cooperation ofthe landowners, and harvesting of crops in the
fields are all major factors that come into play whenever work is to be completed on these legal drains. It has been
brought to our attention by other association members that the time has come for these projects.
All of these projects will heighten the ability to serve the property owners and ease the maintenance of the legal drains.
Our association looks forward to the future development of the Highway 41 corridor. Projects like these should help
facilitate the growth of Vanderburgh County.

u for your consideration,

David Ellison, President
Big Creek Drainage Association, Inc.
cc: Vanderburgh County Surveyor

N

Robert W. Brenner. Vanderburgh County Surveyor

VANDERBURGH COUNTY SURVEYOR'S OFFICE
Room 325 Civic Center Complex
One Northwest Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard
Evansville, Indiana 477084833
Phone: (812) 435-5210

September 23, 1996
Vanderburgh County Drainage Board
Room 305 Civic Center Complex
One Northwest Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard
Evansville, Indiana 47708

Dear Vanderburgh County Drainage Board,
In regard to Big Creek Drainage Association's request for funds to continue work on Buente Upper Big
Creek, Pond Flat Main, and Pond Flat Lateral 'E" legal drains, the Vanderburgh County Surveyofs office

recommends approval.
Balances in each account are as follows:
Account
Number

234-010
234-029
234-034

Name
Buente Upper Big Creek
Pond Flat Main
Pond Flat Lateral 'E"

Est. Year End
Balance
$ 8,111.48

Requested
Funds

$11,163.96

$8,000.00
$6,400.00

766.56

$ 600.00

$

After Requested
Payments
$ 111.48

$ 4,763.96
$

166.56

The balances shown above reflect contracted payments that have not yet been actually paid. Fall

payment credits have been added, based on amounts received in the fall of 1995.
A Surveyofs office employee has inspected the above legal drains. She reported back silt bars,
meandering flow lines, slumped off banks, and an overall need of additional maintenance. These projects
can be completed jn 1996. All projects should be completed within thirty days of starting, barring adverse

weather conditions.
With the Toyota project and further development of the Highway 41 corridor affecting the northern
Vanderburgh County area, the drainage systems need to be carefully maintained and improved whenever

the opportunity presents itself.

Sincerely,

444- 10.0-u~«-6r

Robert W Brenner
Vanderburgh County Surveyor

Surveyor's Report to the Vanderburgh County Drainage Board
This Report Contains Information Gathered in an Investigation of the
Obstruction(s) Alleged by the Heerdink and Rose Petition to Exist in a
Drain or Natural Surface Watercourse on the Catherine Rasche Tract

Submitted to Drainage Board
September 23, 1996

On August 26, 1996, the Vanderburgh County Drainage Board
(hereinafter called '.the Board") received a petition (hereinafter called "the
Petition") from Thomas L. & Rose M. Heerdink and William & Wilma Rose

(hereinafter called ':the Petitioners" when referred to as a group and "the
Petitioner" when as an individual) alleging the existence of an obstruction in a

natural surface watercourse or drain located on a tract of land owned by
Catherine A. Rasche, named as "Trustee," (hereinafter called "the
Respondent") and possibly others named as ':successor Trustee" and 4-next

successor Trustee" in a certain Deed in Trust recorded in Deed Drawer 6 on

Card 972 in the office of the Vanderburgh County Recorder. A copy of the
Petition is attached to this report.

A copy of said Deed in Trust also is

attached to this report.

Submitted with the Petition is a letter dated May 23, 1996,
signed by Robert E. Rheinlander, representing the Petitioners, addressed to
Ms. Karen M. Heard, then representing the Respondent, wherein Mr.

Rheinlander, on behalf of the Petitioners, requests the Respondent to keep a

certain ditch clear of dirt, leaves and other debris in order to prevent blockage
of a culvert which blockage the Petitioners allege causes storm water to back

up and overflow onto property owned by the Petitioners. A copy of said

letter of request is attached to this report.

Also submitted with the Petition is a letter dated July 3, 1996,

signed by Leslie C. Shively, representing the Respondent, addressed to
Robert Rheinlander, representing the Petitioners, wherein Mr. Shively asserts
the Respondent is under no obligation to maintain a drainage facility to

benefit the Petitioners' properties. A copy of Mr. Shively' s letter answering

Mr. Rheinlander' s letter of request is attached to this report.

On August 26, 1996, after receipt of the Petition, the Board

ordered the Deputy Surveyor to inspect the site of the alleged obstruction(s)
and report findings to the Board. The minutes of the Board's August 26,

1996 meeting will reflect said order.

On Thursday, September 5, 1996, at or about 6:00 PM local
time, the undersigned Chief Deputy Sun'eyor (herein called 4'the Deputy
Surveyor") employed by the Vanderburgh County Surveyor (hereinafter
called "the Surveyor") delivered into the hand of Catherine A. Rasche, the

Respondent, at her 20 West Mill Road residence, a letter dated September 4,
1996, signed by the Deputy Surveyor, wherein the Respondent is notified that
representatives of the Board and the Surveyor will enter onto the
Respondent' s tract of land for the purpose of gathering information as a part

of an investigation required by IC 36-9-27.4-12. A copy of said letter of

notification of entry is attached to this report.
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On September 11, 1996, the Deputy Surveyor received a letter

dated September 9, 1996, signed by Leslie C. Shively, representing the
Respondent, wherein Mr. Shively acknowledges his receipt from the
Respondent of a copy of abovesaid letter of notification of entry. A copy of

said letter acknowledging receipt of said notice of entry is attached to this
report.

On September 4, 1996, the Deputy Surveyor sent a signed copy
of abovesaid letter of notification of entry, by Certified Mail, return receipt

requested, addressed to the Respondent at her 20 West Mill Road residence.

A Receipt of Certified Mail showing said certified mail was sent

from the office of the Surveyor is attached to this report.

On Friday, September 13, 1996, between 9:00 AM and 10:00
AM local time, the Deputy Surveyor obtained from the Petitioners, at their 14
West Mill Road and 18 West Mill Road addresses, several photographs of

the watercourse or drain subject of the Petition which watercourse or drain is

located on the Respondent' s tract described in abovesaid Deed of Trust. The

photographs show the waterway in various physical conditions over a period
of time which may be determined by various evidence apparent on the
photographs. Said photographs are attached to this report.
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Photographs numbered one (#1), two (#2), three (#3), and four

(#4) were obtained by the Deputy Surveyor from the Petitioner William Rose,
resident of 14 West Mill Road.

Photograph #1 shows the open waterway subject of the Petition.
A string line can be seen strung approximately along the property line
separating the ReSpOIldent's tract on the south (left) from the Petitioners'

properties on the north (right.) The waterway is shown to be mostly on the
Respondent's tract. A small part of the top of the north (right) bank of the

open waterway appears to be on the Petitioners' properties.

Photograph #2 shows a piece of earth moving equipment front
loading dirt into the subject open waterway. A dump truck is seen in the

background crossing the waterway at a pipe culvert set in the waterway to
allow entry from the Respondent's back yard at 20 West Mill Road to the
Respondent's tract on which the pictured part ofthe subject waterway exists.

Photograph #3 shows the same equipment continuing to load dirt

into the subject waterway.

Photograph #4 shows the same location as

Photograph #3 with a dump truck in the background.

Photographs numbered five (#5), six (#6), seven (#7), and eight

(#8) were obtained by the Deputy Surveyor from the Petitioner Rose
Heerdink at her 18 West Mill Road residence.

Photograph #5 shows the subject open watenvay at its location
parallel to the south line of the Petitioner Heerdink' s land near the southwest

corner of the Heerdink property. The board fence is located along the west
line of the Heerdink property separating that yard from the back yard of the
Respondent. The structure at the end of the fence is a concrete headwall of

the culvert pipe crossing shown with the truck atop it in Photograph #2.

Photograph #6 shows the subject open waterway entering the

pipe crossing at the concrete headwall at the end of the fence also shown in
Photograph #5. Photograph #7 shows the same location as Photograph #6 in

the physical condition it existed, presumably on the date printed in the upper

right corner of the photo, with the pipe opening partially blocked by a small

log.

Photograph #8 shows the same location as Photograph #6 and
Photograph #7 with the subject waterway and pipe partially obstructed with
Silt.

Photograph #7 also shows an area overgrown with vegetation in

the background. Said overgrown area contains the subject waterway at the
outlet end of the culvert pipe which the Petitioners requested the Respondent

keep open to prevent storm water backing up and overflowing onto their
properties.

The Deputy Surveyor viewed the subject open waterway located
in the overgrown background area of Photograph #7 once on Friday,
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September 13, 1996, between 9:30 AM and 10:30 AM local time, and again

on Tuesday, September 17, 1996, between 9:00 AM and 10:00 AM local

time and reports the following:

The subject waterway is filled considerably with various loose

debris including but not limited to cut tree branches, standing live brush, cut
brush, and fireplace-sized logs which appear either to have been placed
intentionally or cut and left to lay within the subject waterway. Said debris
reduce the subject waterway's capacity to convey storm water runoff.

On September 17, 1996, at the time stated just above, the
Deputy Surveyor inspected and measured the the pipe shown in Photographs

numbered 6,7, and 8; and reports the following:

The inlet end of the pipe is a fifteen (15) inch concrete pipe set

in a concrete headwall. The discharge end of the pipe is a ten (10) inch PVC

truss pipe that has been stuffed into the larger diameter concrete pipe possibly
in an attempt to repair or extend the larger pipe. As a result of the insertion

of the smaller diameter pipe into the larger pipe, the volume of flow through
the pipe is reduced. The interior of the pipe (or pipes as it were) is blocked

by silt and assorted debris accumulated to a depth equal to approximately half
the inside diameter of the culvert.

The physical condition of the culvert described just above

severely reduces its capacity to convey storm water runoff.
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Photographs numbered nine (#9), ten (#10), eleven (#11), and

twelve (#12) were obtained by the Deputy Surveyor from the Petitioner Rose
Heerdink at the same time and place as other aforesaid photographs.

Photograph #9 shows the subject waterway filled to capacity

with storm water runoff at the intake end of the pipe shown in aforesaid
photographs and described above in the report. Photograph #10 shows the

same waterway at the same location overfilled with storm water runoff, and
overflowing onto the Petitioner Heerdink' s property along the west line of

said property.

Photograph #11 and Photograph #12 show debris left on the
Petitioner Heerdink's property after the storm water runoff shown in

Photograph #9 and Photograph #10 subsided.

Photographs numbered thirteen (#13) and fourteen (#14) were

obtained by the Deputy Surveyor from the Petitioner Rose Heerdink at the

same time and place as other aforesaid photographs.

Photograph #13 was shot facing nearly due west and shows the
subject waterway entirely filled with dirt. The land on the north (right) side

of the string line in the shady foreground is the Petitioner Rose's property at
14 West Mill Road. The land on the north (right) side of the string line in the

sunny background beginning about where the grass is .freshly mowed thence
to the board fence is the Petitioner Heerdink' s property.

The land on the
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south (left) side of the string line is the tract owned by the Respondent
Rasche.

Photograph #14 was shot facing eastwardly and shows the same

waterway filled with dirt. The land on the north (left) side of the string line in
the sunny foreground is the Petitioner Heerdink's property. The land on the

north (left) side of the string line in the shade is the Petitioner Rose' s
property.

The land shown filled with dirt on the south (right) side of the

string line is the Respondent Rasche's tract.

The last two photographs submitted with this report, Photograph

#15 and Photograph #16, were obtained by the Deputy Surveyor from the

Petitioner Rose Heerdink at the same time and place as other aforesaid

photographs.

Photograph #15 shows a backhoe filling the subject waterway
with dirt near the southwest corner of the Petitioner William Rose' s property.
At the location depicted in Photograph #15 the subject waterway runs
downhill from the south and crosses the Respondent Rasche's tract generally
in the same alignment as the boom of the backhoe.

Thence the subject

watenvay turns due west as shown in Photograph #15.

The concrete blocks shown just to the left of the string line in

front of the backhoe bucket are the same blocks shown in Photograph #13.
The blocks are sitting on a dirt berm, apparently placed to divert the downhill

rush of water or water borne debris directed at the Petitioner Rose' s property.
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Photograph #16 shows the same area of the waterway as

Photograph #15 filled with dirt.

Photograph #16 is shot standing in the

Petitioner Rose's back yard facing southward and looking across the

Respondent Rasche's tract.

The pipe shown in Photograph #16 is a twenty-one (21) inch

concrete pipe placed apparently so lawn care equipment can cross the subject
waterway to an area of the Respondent Rasche's tract that lies east of the

subject waterway. Since the subject waterway has been filled as shown in
Photograph #13 and Photograph #14, nearly all the storm water runoff

discharging from the pipe shown in Photograph #16 runs directly onto the
Petitioner Rose' s property at about the location of the concrete blocks shown

in Photograph #13, or where the backhoe bucket is shown in Photograph #15.

On Thursday, August 29, 1996, the Deputy Surveyor visited the
Petitioners' properties at about 9:30 AM local time and viewed mud and
straw washed across the southwest part of the Petitioner Rose's property and

under a yard barn on that property. The mud and straw were washed onto
Petitioner Rose's property by a storm which occurred Monday afternoon,
August 26,1996, the same day as the Petition was presented to the Board.

The storm which occurred on just said date was intense enough

to generate storm water runoff sufficient to top over the twenty-one (21) inch
concrete pipe shown in Photograph #16.
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The Deputy Surveyor has viewed the photographs obtained from
the Petitioners and has verified the photographs as depicting the properties of
the Petitioners at 14 West Mill Road and 18 West Mill Road and the subject

waterway and the Respondent's tract all described herein above.

The Deputy Surveyor has viewed materials and conditions

existing within the subject waterway in the form of dirt fill, live vegetation,

cut brush, cut tree branches, fireplace-sized logs, other debris, silt, rip rap,
and improperly installed pipe, which together and/or separately may be
defined as '4obstructions" if the Board determines the subject waterway to be

a "drain" as defined by IC 36-9-27.4-1 (refers to IC 36-9-27-2.)

The subject waterway existed or still exists in a well defined

form on two (2) or more tracts of land owned by two (2) or more individuals
or separate parties. The subject waterway appears to have been maintained

intentionally and continually by individual property owners for an
undetermined number of years, although there is no testimony made available
to the Deputy Surveyor confirming the subject waterway was 4'mutually

established."

The subject waterway begins as a natural surface watercourse on

properties in or about the 4500 block of Stringtown Road, and becomes a

well defined open waterway where it crosses under a private lane between
4516 and 4522 Stringtown Road. The subject waterway runs west along the

north side of said private lane then turns northward and crosses property
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addressed as 4522 Stringtown Road, thence the subject waterway enters the
Respondent's tract at the pipe location shown in Photograph #16. The course

described above is drawn approximately on a map of the tracts of land over

which the subject waterway runs. Said map is attached to this report.

Restoration of said open waterway as it existed prior to its filling

with dirt, replacement of the undersized and partially clogged culvert behind
the Respondent's 20 Mill Road address, clearing and cleaning of the part of

the subject waterway downstream of just said culvert, and proper

maintenance of the whole of the subject waterway would promote better
drainage of the Petitioners' properties by effectively intercepting and

conveying storm water runoff away from the properties of the Respondent
and the Petitioners.

,01*Mu«rf-4
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William R. Jeffers, Chief Deputy Surveyor
Vanderburgh County Sun'eyor
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RECEIVED

AUG 0 7 1996
Vandzit:rgh Ccirly Commissicners
August 7,1996

Vanderburgh County Drainage Board
Bcard cf Ccunty Commisioners of Vanderburgh County Indiana
Petition to Remove a Drainage Obstruction
Room 305 Civic Center Complex
#1 NW Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd.
Evansvilie, In 47703-1333

RE: Senate Bill Number 336 Removal of Drainage Obstructions

Dear Board.
The residents of 13 W. Mill Road and 14 W. Mill Road are petitioning the Orainag
e Board to

inspect and order the removal of obstructions from a natural surface waterccurse owned
by

Catherine Rasche. 20 V/. Mill Road. This watercourse has been in existence
for at least
fifty years. Our properties Ce to the north of and adjacent to NIs. Rasche's property, and

at a lower elevation.

Obstructions in the waterccurse causes the culven which aes to the south and west
of our

properties to become b{ocked. causing drainage water to back up and overflow onto our
orcoerties. This overflow causes unnecessary flooding and damage to our land.

On August 5. 1996 Ms. Rasche employed Floyd l. Staub. Inc. to intentionally backlill this

watercourse with soil. If Ms. Rasche is allowed to fill in this watercourse, drainage water

91*Ii be funnelled directly cntc our properties causing even greater damage. Flooding is

already a prcblem in this area. without changes being made to a ~atercourses that has been
in place for so many years. We are asking you to order the watercourse be restored and
maintained to allow for proper drainage.
Vie are encicsing copies of letters requesting the waterccurse be kept clear and free of debris.
and her resconse to our request. Also we are enclosing photographs of waterccu
rse with

debris and blockage. and after watercourse has been intentionally backfilled.

Sincerely,

1 ~-1-7.'sr 4«

l. 1 ..CJLe-

Thomas L. and Rose M. Heerdink
18 V\/. Mill Road
Evansvile. IN 47710
123-5360

12 f' ,-r.

i f iL

1
V/iliiam and Wilma.Rose
14 W. Mill Road
Evansville, IN 47710
426-0226
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CARD q 72.
THIS INDENTURE WITNESSETH, That Catherine A. Rasche CONVEY
AND WARRANT to Catherine A. Rasche, as Trustee, or the Successor
1%+~ day of
Trustee, under a Trust Agreement dated the
1991, known as the Catherine A. Rasche Trust
Agreement, for the sum of One Dollar ($1.00) and other valuable

JANGAP-4

,

consideration paid, my entire interest in and to the following
described real estate located in Vanderburgh County, Indiana, toWit:
Part of the Northwest Quarter of the Northwest Quarter

of Section 8, Township E South, Range 10 West in the
City of Evansville, Vanderburgh County, Indiana, more

particularly described as follows:
Commencing at the Northwest corner of said Quarter
Quarter Section, thence East 78 feet, thence South
246.79 feet, thence West 78 feet; to the West line of
said Quarter Quarter Section at a point 246.9 feet South
of the place of beginning, thence North 246.9 feet to
the place of beginning.
lt>

A strip 30 feet in width off the North 3ide and a strip

25 feet in width off the West side of said real estate
is reserved for highway purposes.

ALSO,

Part of

Northwest Quarter of

the

the Northwest

,

Quarter of Section 8, Township 6 South, Range 10 West in
the City of Evansville, Vanderburgh County, Indiana,

~~ mo,re particularly described as follows:

5117.7
~~
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Beginning at a point in the West line of said Quarter
~1% Quarter Section 306.9 feet South of the Northwest corner
1# 1 thereof, thence East 378 feet, thence North 60 feet,

;

< thence West 378 feet to the West line of said Quarter
~R

Quarter

Section,

thance

South

along the West

line of

said Quarter Quarter Section 60 feet to the place of
beginning.

Full power and authority is hereby granted to the Trustee,
or the Successor Trustee, with respect to the real estate or any

part or parts of it, and at any time or times to: transfer, sell,
lease, mortgage, give options or deal with in every way as would
be lawful for any person owning it, even though different from
the ways above specified.
In no case shall any party dealing with a Trustee in rela-

tion to the real estate be obligated to see to the application of

any purchase money, the necessity or expediency of any act of the

Trustee, or be obliged or privileged to inquire into any of the
terms of the Trust Agreement. Every instrument executed by the
Trustee in relation to the trust property shall be concJusive

evidence in favor of every person relying on or clai•ning under
guch convey,nce, or other instrument that: (1) at the time of the

delivery tnereof the Trust created hereby and by the Trust Agree-

ment was in full force and effect; (b) such conveyance or other
instrument was executed in accordance with the Trust, conditions
and limitations contained herein and in the Trust Agreement and
at.y amendment

thereof

and

is

binding on

all

beneficiaries ;

(C)

the Trustee was duly authorized to execute and deliver overy

instrument; and (d) if the conveyance is made by a successor
Trustee, that such successor Trustee has been properly appointed

and is fully vested with all the title, estate, rights, powers,
authorjties, duties and obligations of the Trust.
/544 day of
According ,to the Trust Agreement dated the
, 1911, upon the death or incompetency of Catherine A.
les\21

Rasche, Robert Knott shall be the successor Trustee, and Laurens
RD
RECEIVED FOR RECO

**3*
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Kempf shall be the next successor Trustee.
4

Also, so
as Trustee of
der property,
ty as Trustee

long as Catherine A. Rasche, as Grantor, continues
this Trust and retains the capacity to fully manage
she shall have the power to act in her sole capaciof this Trust.

4

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Grantor has executed this Deed in
Trust this

)

2

day 0: 1,**?.t,4.4/1/1/\0

,

199*.

Catherine A. Rasche
STATE OF INDIANA, COUNTY OF *]EMQASS:

Before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for *aid,

County and State, personally appeared Catherine A. Rasche *he,-· '
acknowledged the execution of the foregoing Deed in Trust to"'be«.44 -'
her free and voluntary act and deed. SUBSCRIBED AND SWOR*'i#4'0 - g

before me this

/8

day of

24.-A // V

My Commission Expires :
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This instrument prepared by Steven C. Bradley. Attort,ey! '*];~ta/*l,#r~.... -~
NOFFSINGER, PRICE AND BRADLEY, Box 168N Der Buro Komple~Kh#***:f·:,1·<'f
IN 47546.
44« r:.3/44. 5' 2-4
c.

Send tax stat:ements to:

2AUIA,4.Aill Fr,h-lv ;1*AS, 11# ,=CN 47770

..

rasche.dit
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NEWMAN, TROCKMAN, LLOYD, FLYNN & RHEINLANDER
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
HOWARD Z

TROCKMAN. p C.

JAMES
5 FLYNN
ROBERT E. AHEiNLANOER
BERNARD G 'MNT>VER

20 NORTHWEST SIXTH STREET

MCRTON W NEWUAN

POST OFFICE BOX 3027

1905-1984
RUSSELL G. L.OYO

(

EVANSVILLE. INDIANA 47730-3047

WAYNE S TROCK,WAN

(1932-19601

TELEPHONE (3;21 125-3353

TOLL FREE (8001 338-7568
FAX (9121 121 -3170

May 23, 1996

Ms. Karen M. Heard
Price, Bradley and Collins

101 Plaza East Blvd.
Suite 230
Evansville, Indiana
Re:

47715

Katherine Rasche

20 West Mill Road

Evansville, Indiana 47710
Dear Ms. Heard:

I represent Rose Heerdink and Thomas Heerdink who reside

at 18 West Mill Road and Wilma Rose and William Rose who reside
at

14

West

Mill

Road.

The

Roses

the

and

Heerdinks

are

neighbors of your client, Katherine Rasche.

Part of your client's property at 20 West Mill Road lies

south of and adjacent to the south lines
properties.

According

to

my

clients,

of my clients'

Katherine

Rasche

refused to keep the ditch that runs across this

has

adjacent

property clear of dirt, leaves and other debris. All of this
material ultimately blocks the culvert which lies to the West

of my clients' properties. When this occurs, the water backs
up and overflows onto my clients' properties, as well as your
client's property and causes damage to my clients' properties.

Your client's actions constitute a nuisance, private and
possibly

public,

and

also

constitute

an

unreasonable

interference with a natural water course.
My clients are not interested in unnecessarily elevating
the level of conflict Vith your client. They merely want this

ditch to be kept clear of debris so that the downstream culvert

will not be clogged, creating a dam-like effect.

ditch clear will also benefit your client.

Keeping this

Ms. Karen Heard

May 23, 1996
Page 2

Please contact your client to discuss
matter with
her, and then contact me as soon as possiblethis
to
discu
ss your
client's response to this letter.

Sincerely yours,

45Lf Robert E. Rheinlander
RER/dc
CC:

Thomas and Mary Heerdink

William and Wilma Rose

-

SHIVELY & KENT
Attorneys at Law
915 MAIN
P. 0. SOX 3117

LESLIE C. SHIVELY
OAVIO W. KENT
ROBEAT R. FAULKNER

EVANSVILLE. INDIANA 47730

TELEPHONE 312 425-4555
FAX 812 464.1007

July 3, 1996

Robert Rheinlander
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 3047
Evansville,

IN

47730-3047

Re: Catherine Rasche

20 West Mill Road

Evansville, IN

47710

Dear Mr. Rheinlander:
Please be advised the undersigned represents Cath
erine Rasche.
I have reviewed your letter of May 23, 1996. My
client's position
is as follow

s:

1.

There is no public easement of any

type which runs across
any portion of my client's property which would
give your clients
the right to drain surface water.
2.
My client is under no obligation
maintain any drainage
facilities which may benefit your clients' toprope
rty.
1

My client has ccnducted nc activities which would
constitute a nuisance.
In fact, conversely, your clients have
continuously harassed Ms. Rasche with regard to inter
fering with

her quiet enjoyment of her property.

The purpose of this letter is to demand that your clien
from any interference with Ms. Rasche's use of her propets refrain
rty. All
future correspondence and communications regarding this
matter must

be forwarded to the undersigned.

If you should have any further inquiries or need
any further
information regarding my client's position, pleas
e
feel
free to
contact me at your convenience.

Very tru

se,0 LI- C~-«
2>©cv Shwely

LCS\Ps
CC: Rasche

~)

Vanderburgh County Surveyor
Room 325 Administration Building
Civic Center Complex
#1 Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd.
Evansville, Indiana 47708

September 4, 1996

Catherine Rasche
20 West Mill Road
Evansville, IN 47710

Dear Catherine Rasche,

On August 26, 1996, the Vanderburgh County Drainage Board (herein after referred to as
"the Board") received a petition from your neighbors, Thomas L. & Rose M. Heerdink of
18 West Mill Road and William & Wilma Rose of 14 West Mill Road.
In order to promote better drainage of their lands, the petitioners seek the removal of an

obstruction or obstructions they allege to exist in a "watercourse or "drain" on certain
property owned by Catherine A. Rasche and successor trustees as shown on deeds
recorded in Deed Drawer 6 on Card 971 and Card 972 in the office of the Vanderburgh
County Recorder.

The petitioners are requesting the Board act under a new drainage statute, IC 36-9-27.4,

effective July 1, 1996.
The above named petitioners also allege that employees of Floyd I. Staub filled the
'-watercourse" or "drain" with soil on August 5, 1996, presumably at your orders, and the
filling will cause storm water to be directed onto the lands ofthe petitioners.
IC 36-9-274

Section 12 states, "If a petition filed under this chapter alleges the

obstruction of a drain or a natural surface watercourse, the county surveyor of the county
in which the obstruction is alleged to exist shall promptly investigate whether the
obstruction exists."

Under IC 36-9-27.4 Section 25, the Vanderburgh County Surveyor (herein after referred
to as "the Sun'eyor"), a member of the Board, or an authorized representative of the
Surveyor or the Board has the right of entry over and upon abovesaid property (your land)
as it contains a "watercourse" or a "drain" that is the subject of said petition.

Please consider this letter to be written notice to any and all owners of property
assigned tax code 34-179-12, and described in abovesaid deeds, that the Surveyor and the
Board vill exercise said right of entry over and upon said property by sending authorized
representatives of the Surveyor and the Board to enter upon said property from time to
time over the next several weeks to gather information as part of the investigation required
by IC 36-9-27.4.
This notice shall extend to successor Trustees, Robert Knott and Laurens Kempf, to
whom this notice should be given by Catherine A. Rasche as Trustee of said property.

If the Surveyor's investigation finds an existing obstruction in a -'watercourse or a
"drain" located on said property, IC 36-9-27.4 requires the Surveyor to report such a
finding to the Board, and requires the Board to set a date for hearing the petition.
If at the hearing it is determined that an obstruction or obstructions were placed
"intentionally" in a "watercourse" or "drain", and if the Board orders the removal of the

obstruction(s), the cost of such removal shall be paid by the landowner(s) of the property
upon which the obstruction(s) exist.
It is the Surveyor's sincere hope that you and your neighbors can settle all differences in a
friendly and neighborly fashion without the involvement of government boards, officers, or
courts of law.

If you and your neighbors cannot resolve differences prior to the Surveyor's report to the
Board on September 23, 1996, the process of hearing the petition and determining
appropriate actions must go forward in accordance with IC 36-9-27.4.

Z 694 695 032

/William
11. 1 R. Jeffers,£6ieT, Deputy
) Surveyor
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SHIVELY & KENT
Attorneys at Law
915 MAIN

P. 0. BOX 3117

LESLIE C. SHIVELY
DAVID W. KENT
ROBERTA. FAULKNER

TELEPHONE 812 425-4555
FAX 812 464-1007

EVANSVILLE, INDIANA 47730

12eO 9 lic ~96
September 9, 1996

William R. Jeffers
Chief Deputy Surveyor
Vanderburgh County, Indiana
Room 325 Administration Building

Civic Center Complex
#1 Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd.
Evansville, IN 47708
Re:

Petition of Thomas L.

& Rose M.

Heerdink

and William and Wilma Rose

Dear Mr. Jeffers:
Please be advised the undersigned represents Catherine Rasche.

My client has presented me with a copy of your letter dated
September 4, 1996 with regard to the above-referenced matter.

First,

my client denies taking any action or causing any

action to be taken which obstructed a "watercourse" or "drain. "

In

addition, you should be aware that the Petitioners in this matter

have engaged in continuous harassment of my client over several

years.

This Petition appears to be the latest act of aggravation

on their part.

I would appreciate receiving a copy of your report and having

the opportunity to meet with you to discuss this matter in more

det il.

er tr ~1 5, F - i
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Claim No.

hereby certify thal the within bill is true and corr oct; that the supplies and m te rials therein itemized and
or which charge is made were ordered by me and were necessary to Ihe pu lic business; thal each and
every item has been delivered to me al prices mentioned, and was in accordance with contract, except
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Form Prescribed by the
State Board of Accounts

Revised County

1245

Form No. 17

A claim to be properly itemized, must show: Kind of service, where performed, dates service
rendered,

by whom. rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per hundred, per pound.
per ton, etc.
VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA

VENDOR NAME / F(?fl~ R . J n :,143 r .1

On Account of Appropriation for

5Okht:A/, 4-relt¢.JL D, i.:.ii

Invoice No.

9/(-Fl- 39·-15'

Itemized Claim

Amount
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,
I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due, after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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CERTIFICATION OF PAYMENT
FOR MAINTENANCE TO A REGULATED DRAIN
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the Vanderburgh County Drainage Bcard
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drain in Varderburgh County, Indiana, do certify that

I. and/or the

firm I represent, have/has

incurred

paid in full

all

expenses

,

to perform

fer

labor. supplies. and subcantracts except for any unpaid ccsts as
scecified herein under:

AlO Al P
and further, that nei ther I,

nor the firm I represent,

will hold the

Vanderburgh County Drainage Board respcnsible for any ccsts. or any
clairrs arisiner rram such expenses, except for the fifteen (15) percent
of the total cantract price which the Bcard presently holds in
-

retainage pending the
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TERRY JOHNSON'S CONSTRUCTION CO. .. .
GENERAL CONTRACTOR
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A claim to be properly itemized, must show: Kind of service, where performed, dates service rendered,

by whom, rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per hundred, per pound.
per ton, etc.
VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,
I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due, after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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Robert i. 3[Jer, randerburgh Countz Sur72?or
VANDERBURGH

COUNTY

SURVEYOR'S

OFFICE

Room 325 Civic Center Complex

One Northwest Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard
Evansville, Indiana 47708-1833

(812) 435-5210
SURVEYOR'S

To:

REPORT

The Vanderburgh County Drainage

Board

This report shall serve as notification to the Vanderburgh
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A claim to be properly itemized, must show: Kind of service, where performed, dates service rendered.

by whom, rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per hundred, per pound,
per ton, etc.
VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA
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On Account of Appropriation for
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953.
I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due, after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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R.Art W. 3rs:aer, Fanderburgh Calmt? Strle?Or

VANDERBURGH
SURVEYOR'S

COUNTY
OFFICE

Room 325 Civic Center Ccm?lex

One Northwest Martin Luther King. Jr. Boulevard
Evansville, Indiana 47708-1833

(812) 435-5210
SURVEYOR'S

To:

REPORT

The Vanderburgh County Drainage

Board

This report shall serve as notification to the Vanderburgh
County Drainage Board that the work required by a certain
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A claim to be properly itemized, must show: Kind of service, where performed, dates service
rendered,

by whom, rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per hundred, per pound,
per ton, etc.
VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA
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On Account of Appropriation for
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,
I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due.
after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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A claim to be properly itemized, must show: Kind of service, where performed, dates service rendered,

by whom, rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per hundred, per pound.
per ton, etc.
VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,

I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due. after
allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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Robert i. kener, 7$#dirburgh CotmtI Sum?or
VANDERBURGH
SURVEYOR'S

COUNTY
OFFICE

Room 325 Civic Center Complex

One Northwest Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard
Evansville, Indiana 47708-1833

(812) 435-5210
SURVEYOR'S

To:

REPORT

The Vanderburgh County Drainage

Board

This report shall serve as notification to the Vanderburgh

County Drainage Board that the work required by a certain
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contracted price indicated on the claim herewith attached.
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Form No. 17
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A claim to be properly itemized, must show: Kind of service, where performed, dates service rendered,

by whom, rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per hundred, per pound,
per ton, etc.
VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA
VENDOR NAME
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Pursuant to the Drovisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,

I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due, after
allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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VAN'DERBURGH
SURVEYOR'S

COUNTY

OFFICE
Roam 325 Civic Center Compler

One Northwest Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard
Evansville, Indiana 47708-1833

(812) 435-5210
SURVEYOR'S

To:

REPORT

The Vanderburgh County Drainage

Board

This report shall serve as notification to the Vanderburgh
County Drainage Board that the work required by a certain
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Vanderburgh County
Drainage Board Meeting
September 23, 1996
The Vanderburgh County Drainage Board met in session this 23rd day
of September in the Commissioners' Hearing Room at 8:32 p.m. with
President Richard J. Borries presiding.
President Borries: Welcome to the meeting of the Vanderburgh County
Drainage Board.

This is our regular monthly meeting and it occurs

on the fourth Monday of the month which is today,
1996.

In order to move this meeting along,

September 23,

I believe that it might

be appropriate for some persons who have waited patiently to...if
you do not have, let's say, a technical item on the agenda our
Usual procedure is to turn this meeting over to Mr .

Jeffers , who is

our technical advisor and Deputy County Surveyor, and he proceeds
through the agenda. There may be some other persons here who are
not here for a particular technical matter or Drainage Board plan,
drainage plan or whatever. At this time, if there are persons here

who would like to speak, please come forward, give your name and we
will proceed at that point. Mr. Ellison, Mr. Bittner or anyone who
wishes to speak before we go through the technical parts, Bill, if
that is alright because then I think that we can just proceed

through the technical agenda.
Any group or individual wishing to address the Drainage Board
Charlie Bassett:

I'm Charlie Bassett.

Don't

get

excited now,

I

live on Ward Road and you are familiar with the problem.

President Borries: Yes,

sir.

I'm not going to get excited, Mr.

Bassett.
Charlie Bassett: I'm really not here to complain all that much. I
am here pursuant to the new law, I believe it is 239, about the
Surveyor

checking

for

obstructions

to

drains

and

so

forth.

In

other words, I have a petition for you, that is all I've got.

President Borries: Great.
Charlie Bassett: I've got a petition.
I can read it, I can give it
to you.
It is in scribbled handwriting.
I've
I got in a hurry.

been running around for a week trying to find the proper procedure.
The County Engineer, I want you to know, and Morphew there at the
County Garage, these guys have been great as far as cooperation.

President Borries: Thank you.

Charlie Bassett: I wanted you to know that.
President Borries: Thank you.

Charlie Bassett: I finally got down...I don't know how this rule
worked out this way, but I finally got it down to where the
Surveyor, why him I don't know, but he is the one that is supposed
to

check

the way

I

understand this

rule.

He

is

the one who

is

supposed to check and let you know and let the people know.
Anyhow, I have this and if you just want to put it on the record,
I can read it, I don't care, whatever you want.

Bill Jeffers: Have you requested of the property owner, on whose

property the obstruction exists, to remove it?
Charlie

Bassett:

I

can't

talk

to

the

man.

It

is

a

neighbor
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problem. I can't even talk to him. I have been down this road now
for several years and it is just a buildup to like a boil.
You
know, it is ready to pop. I try to stay away from him. I'm sorry.

President Borries: But your petition does this?

Charlie Bassett: Yes.
President Borries: Well, I think if you give it to us, then we will
refer it to Mr. Jeffers and he will probably talk to the man.

Bill Jeffers: I am just saying you may have to file it one more

time to comply with the law, but we will be happy to take it.
Charlie Bassett: Do you want me to just give you a copy of this?

Commissioner Mourdock: Sure.
Charlie Bassett: Do you want me to give you a copy of this?
Bill

Jeffers:

No,

present

it

to the Board and then

they will

forward it to the Surveyor.
Charlie Bassett:

Okay.

I'm sorry,

I didn't have time to type it.

President Borries: That is fine.
Charlie Bassett: I think I have everything.
President Borries: Mr.

Bassett,

I think everything is

fine.

Has

there been anytime...you say you can't talk to him, but there must
have been at some point where you could talk with him, right?
decide, if for nothing else, that you can' t talk to him.

To

Charlie Bassett: Yeah, right.

President Borries: At one point you talked to him.
Charlie Bassett: Well, your men had to call the Sheriff out there
to restrain him!
You know, I mean when they were digging up the

ditch.
Commissioner Mourdock: Was that recently?
Charlie Bassett: I just have to stay away from him.

Commissioner Tuley: Yeah.
Charlie Bassett: Save him and me both from getting into serious

trouble.
President Borries:

Okay.

Thank you,

sir.

We will refer this.

Charlie Bassett: That is all you need?

President Borries: If our attorney feels that we
documentation just please get hold of Mr. Jeffers.

need further

Charlie Bassett: Valerie has been out there several times.

all that I have and I appreciate you letting me go.

President Borries: Thank you, Mr. Bassett.

That is

Vanderburgh County
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Commissioner Tuley: Rick, was this under...?

President Borries: No, this was just to let those folks who have
sat here patiently through the Commissioners to say their thing

first before we start through the technical agenda.
Commissioner Tuley: Oh,

get the meeting done.

I thought I stood outside long enough to

President Borries: Good effort, but it didn't work, didn't work!
Mr. Ellison?

Additional ditch maintenance 1996

David Ellison: This is for additional annual maintenance.

It is
I'm David Ellison, President of Big
Creek Drainage Association.
We have got one on Upper Buente Big
Creek, Pond Flat Main and Pond Flat Lateral E.
As you see, in Pond
Flat...well, we'll start with Buente Upper Big Creek first.
It is

kind of self explanatory.

an estimated 4,000 feet, $2.00 per lineal foot which would be
around $8,000.

We

are

recommending maintaining

24

to

3:1

side

slopes which is something that we have been pushing in the last

five or six years.
It is kind of a standard procedure that we do
this anytime that we go in with continued maintenance.
Pond Flat
Main, we'll start at Darmstadt Road or Mosquito Road, whichever you

want to call it, and go to Princeton Road for 3,200 lineal foot,

the same thing 24 or 3:1 side slopes estimated at $2.00 per lineal
foot for $6,400.

On Lateral E,

which is up by I-64,

we need to

just about dig out 18 inches about 1,000 feet long where it comes

under I-64 and it has got a plug there and the farmers and
neighbors on the other side of I-64 their field tile won't drain
until we get this block out of there.
It is not a big problem or
it is not a big job, but it needs to be done. As we always say,

these projects will heighten the ability to serve the property

owners and ease the maintenance of legal drains. Our Association
looks forward to the future development of the Highway 41 corridor.
Helping us with these projects enhances the 41 corridor and helps

us, also, to make a living.
President Borries:

Well,

we want to do that.

We also,

at least I

have always proceeded with the idea that this is your money anyway.
You all pay into it, so if we've got the money and this is what Mr.

Jeffers recommend, we will do it.

David Ellison: I'll turn it over to Mr. Jeffers.
President Borries: Bill, what is your recommendation?
Bill
Jeffers: You have the letter from Big Creek Drainage
Association signed by Mr. Ellison, the President, and then I just
handed you a letter from the Vanderburgh County Surveyor, Robert W.
Brenner, with the account numbers, the names of the ditches Mr.
Ellison mentioned, the estimated year end balances after payment of
all other claims aside from what he is requesting. The next column

is his requested funds to complete the projects on his estimates
and then what balance is estimated to be at the end of the year
after we make the final payments if this is approved.

It

shows

that all accounts would remain in the black and with other words
from the County Surveyor, along with his recommendation to approve

this request and allow this contractor to do this additional
maintenance as a part of his regular annual contract with us.
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Commissioner Mourdock: Bill, refresh my memory here, but the Big
Creek Association is the contractor right? You are not looking to

fund the $8,000...
Bill Jeffers: Yes,

sir.

On all three of these drains under those

account numbers, Big Creek is the prime contractor for 1996.

Commissioner Mourdock: You are recommending approval?

Bill Jeffers: Yes, sir.

Commissioner Mourdock: I'll move the approval of the requested
funds as recommended by the County Surveyor's Office for Big Creek
Drainage for Buente Upper Big Creek, Pond Flat Main and Pond Flat
Lateral E.
Commissioner Tuley: I will second.
President Borries: So ordered.
The motion is approved, request is
approved. Thanks for coming in. Are there other folks who did not

see their item on the agenda?
Bill Jeffers: There was a Tom Gretler from Browning Road Estates.
Has he left?
Commissioner Tuley:

Yeah,

he left.

I talked to him and he spoke

with Mike Wathen and since Mr. Gretler was here last week and made

a long presentation he asked that the presentation from last week

be added to the minutes of this week.

Just make an attached copy

a part of the record rather than stick around and tell us the same
thing over again and that Mike told him where he was at, that he
had been out there and where he was headed. At this point in time,
he is satisfied with Mike's response to his problem, so we would

just like to have the minutes of last week added tc tonight's
meeting in lieu of him sticking around.
Approval of minutes
President

Borries:

Okay,

so

we

have

covered

those.

I,

at

this

point before I forget, would like to ask for approval of minutes
from our last,

actually,

we had two Drainage Board meetings.

We

had a special one on September 3, 1996 and a regular Drainage Board
on August 26,

1996.

May I have approval of the minutes of those

meetings?
Commissioner Tuley: So moved.
Commissioner Mourdock: I will second.
President Borries:

So ordered.

Having done that, Mr.

Jeffers,

the

agenda is yours.
Old business
Bill Jeffers: Under old business, you have received a petition from
the Heerdinks and the Roses living on Mill Road and you did order
the County Surveyor to go out and inspect the alleged obstruction
named by their petition and I have a report that I would like to
present to you at this time. You had the draft of that report sent
to you and I had neglected to put it through the final spell check
on the word processor and the only changes to what I presented to
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you and all other parties last week is up in the title of the
report you will notice on your copy that in the fourth line,
Katherine Rasche, her name runs up against the word t-h-e, the.
Okay, so I added a space in there and then there was another place
in the report where the word t-h-e was repeated and I omitted one
of the t-h-e. Other than those changes this report is exactly as
I presented it to all the parties involved in this petition and the
only other thing that I have to do is to give you copies of the
pictures that are mentioned in the report. They were laminated and

they will go to the permanent file, all the pictures that are named

in the report.
If the lawyers for the various parties would like
to see the original pictures they are here and then I was able to
use the copier down in the Auditor's Office and get a reasonable
facsimile of those in black and white, so I will hand those out.
That is the report and I would like to submit it at this time.

You

may act as you please on that report.
President Borries: Do you have a recommendation or do we just take

this under advisement tonight?

Commissioner Mourdock: I don't know that there is much we can do at
this point other than take it under advisement, is there, Bill?
Bill Jeffers: The only thing that you could do would be to,
basically, take the advice of your attorney on it. We are saying
that...we are telling you what we saw. Let me find the page number

for you,

just a minute.

Other than all the information that is

mentioned in here with regard to the various letters sent back and
forth between the attorneys and the respondent's attorney and the
petitioner, who might be called the plaintiff, and the mention of
all of the pictures and everything, I do say that the subject
waterway is filled considerably with loose debris and then I name

what that debris is and that the pipe that the petitioners
originally asked the respondent to clean is about half full of silt
and debris and that inhibits the flow of the water through the
Pipe.

Subsequent to the first action by the petitioners requesting

that the pipe be cleaned, the respondent went on to fill the ditch
and I explained that; how the respondent ordered several loads of
dirt placed in the ditch. I do mention, like on page nine, that I

went out and viewed from the petitioners' property the effects of
one or two storms.

After all these alterations to the watercourse

were made, mud and straw were washed directly onto the petitioners'
property which otherwise may not of happened.
Commissioner Mourdock: Bill, your last line in the letter that you
sent to Ms.

Rasche would seem to be very applicable here.

By the
to

way, I thought this was an excellent report and I want
compliment you for it. The last paragraph, basically, says:

you and your neighbors cannot resolve
differences prior to the Surveyor's report to the Board
on September 23, 1996 the process of hearing the petition
"That

if

and determining appropriate actions must go forward in
accordance with IC 36-9-27.4."
What actions,

since you know that act better than we do at this

point, what actions do you see going forward as a result of this

meeting tonight?

I

mean,

accepted the petition.

we

have

accepted

your

report.

We've

Bill Jeffers: The last paragraph in the report does say that it is
the Surveyor's Office opinion that the restoration of an open

waterway, as it existed prior to filling with dirt, displacement of
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the undersized and partially clogged culvert, clearing and cleaning
that part of the waterway downstream of the culvert and then proper
maintenance of the whole of the subject waterway would promote
better drainage of the petitioners' property. The Board needs to
determine whether the alleged obstruction,
exists
in fact,

according to my interpretation.
Commissioner Tuley: We've already done that right there.
Commissioner Mourdock: You have just told us that removing it would

open it up, so doesn't that mean if it is there to be removed that
the obstruction does exist?

I'm not

trying

to

be

cute,

Bill.

You're saying-Bill

Jeffers:

I

understand,

I

understand.

We

are

obligated

to

promptly...under this statute, we are obligated to promptly
investigate and we did that at your orders.
If the County
Surveyor, upon investigation, finds an existing obstruction in a

drain or a natural surface watercourse in the location alleged by
the petition the County Surveyor shall report the existence of this
to the Board. We are doing that at this time.

Commissioner Mourdock: Okay.
Jeffers: If upon receiving the report from the County
Surveyor...or, upon receiving the report from the County Surveyor,
the Drainage Board shall set the date for the hearing on the

Bill

petition and then we go forward with the serving of the notice in
accordance with Trial Rule 4.1.

Commissioner Tuley: So we need to set a hearing date?
Commissioner

Mourdock:

logically--

Set

a

hearing

date,

which,

I

guess,

Bill Jeffers: The tricky part here now we need to determine whether

that is a drain or a natural surface watercourse.
Commissioner Mourdock: Is it?

Bill Jeffers: Whether it fits those definitions.
Commissioner Mourdock: Is it, technical expert?
Bill Jeffers: We better be damn sure we know what we are talking
about when we say that. That is the only tricky part. There is an

obstruction in a waterway in the form of dirt and other assorted
debris which I have named in this report and it does exist on the

land of the respondent named in the petition at the approximate
location that the petitioner has alleged that it existed.

It is

there and it is obstructing the flow of water and diverting it onto
their land, onto the petitioners' land.
Commissioner Mourdock: Right.

Bill Jeffers: That is happening.
Commissioner Mourdock: The last difficult question for you then in

this particular matter is-Bill Jeffers: Is it a mutual drain?
Commissioner Mourdock:

Or is it not?

That's right.
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Bill Jeffers: I have sent a request to the State Senate to ask them
to look at the way I worded that and tell me whether that is a
mutual drain and I have not yet received a reply from the legal
staff of the State Senate.

A mutual drain,

basically,

is defined

as a drain which was established...a drain which exists on two or
more tracts of land owned by more than one person and established
under the mutual consent of all parties.
Commissioner Mourdock: Does that imply that it is not a drainage
way or mutual...what was your other word? Natural watercourse, it

does not, right?

Bill Jeffers: A natural surface watercourse is more of something

that would look like this.
Commissioner Mourdock: Right, but-Bill Jeffers: It doesn't have a definite cut flow line.

Commissioner Mourdock: Right.

Bill Jeffers: A ditch-Commissioner Mourdock: Right, but my point is regardless of whether

it is mutual or not this structure, if it is obstructed, is a
watercourse or a drainage way?
Bill Jeffers: Yes, it is.
Commissioner Mourdock:

Okay.

So that determination is also made,

so we are back to the hearing date.
President Borries: Okay, I will entertain a motion.

Commissioner Mourdock: I'll move that the hearing date on this
petition be at the next regularly scheduled Drainage Board meeting.

Commissioner Tuley: Second.
President Borries: So ordered.
Alan Kissinger: I will prepare the notices...the necessary notices
of the hearing. I would ask that the Drainage Board designate the
Vanderburgh County Auditor as the office that will serve this or be

responsible for the service process through certified mail.
Suzanne Crouch: Who do we notify?

Alan Kissinger: I am going to provide you with that information.
We have to follow specific rules and procedures and they have
designated the procedure for us, therefore, I will ask that the

documents, the notices that need to go out will emanate from your
office, so that if it is necessary for someone to testify, yes, we

do have service.
I don't expect you to understand that, but they
quickly referred us back to a rule of trial procedure. So there is
some point at which some party not a member of the Drainage Board
and not the Drainage Board's Attorney and not the Surveyor, all of
whom will be witnesses, except for the County Attorney, may have to

testify, yes, there was service of process and here is our proof of

service by certified mail or whatever means.
I will provide you
with what you have to do and then ask that the Drainage Board
designate the Auditor as the issuer of process for these purposes.
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Suzanne Crouch: So someone will provide the list of the property

owners that we notify?
Alan Kissinger: Yes, ultimately, if we can figure out who they all

are!
Suzanne Crouch: Some kind of letter that you'll provide for us?
Alan Kissinger: Yes.

Suzanne Crouch: Thank you.
Alan Kissinger: If for some reason because we can't get notice out

in reference to a particular piece of property, if we can't make
our determination in a timely fashion, then I will prepare a notice

that the hearing is vacated until such determinations can be made.
Commissioner Mourdock: When do we get fitted for our robes?

Alan Kissinger: Really, you have really been...you have been
Commissioner Tuley: By god, I want their pay then.
Alan Kissinger:

You have been put

into

a position...you've

gone

from quasi-judicial to absolutely judicial in this particular case.
Commissioner Tuley: I have never understood what they meant by
Commissioners' Court, but I think I am about to find out.
Alan Kissinger: Here you are.
Bill Jeffers: Before you make a motion on that, could we just go
with the motion saying Trial Rule 4.1, or whatever it is because if
you only do it by certified mail...I did send a notice to one by

certified mail and she will not sign.
Alan Kissinger: Understood, understood.

Refusal of certified mail

is considered to be good service under 4.1, nevertheless, yes, we
need to comply with Trial Rule 4.1 and we will need the Auditor's

assistance in doing so.
Commissioner Tuley: Using Alan's recommendation as a motion, I will

so move.
Commissioner Mourdock: I will second.
President Borries: So ordered.

Fretina Acres - Lot One, Final drainage plan approval
Fretina Acres - Lot Two, Preliminary drainage plan approval
President Borries:

We have drainage plans then and the first would

be the Fretina, Fretina?

Bill Jeffers: That is correct.
President Borries: Fretina Acres.
Bill Jeffers:

Fretina Acres,

Lot One.

On this,

Lot One will be a

final drainage plan and on Lot Two of the same subdivision it is a

preliminary drainage--
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Commissioner Tuley: Preliminary...?
Bill Jeffers: --plan because they have not yet decided exactly what

type of structures will be on Lot Two -- apartments,

commercial

property or what, but on Lot One it is the convenience store.

This

is located at the intersection of Hillsdale Road and U.S. Highway
41 North.
I have shown you the flood line, or the floodway line,
marked in pink.
Everything above that in the creek is under the
jurisdiction of the Department of Natural Resources.

The bridge

entering the project from Hillsdale Road known as Walnut Lane, the
lane coming in from the north known as Walnut Lane, or Walnut Road,

whatever it is called, that bridge has been...the permit for that
has been approved by the Department of Natural Resources and the
design is under their jurisdiction.
below that pink
Everything
line comes under Drainage Board jurisdiction in this case.

I have

shown the detention basin in blue, the convenience store in yellow
and they are taking the excess storm water runoff from its current
rough pasture or agricultural use and putting it into that
detention basin and releasing it into Little Pigeon Creek at the
lower rate required by the ordinance. Everything is in order with

the calculations and the Surveyor's Office recommends approval of
the final drainage plan for Lot One of Fretina Acres and with that
recommendation we would say that when Lot Two is shown to us to

have the required detention we will make the same recommendation
for the final drainage plan on it.

However,

at

this

time

the

preliminary drainage plan is that it will have detention.
Commissioner Mourdock:
One, final plan.

I'll move approval of Fretina Acres, Lot

Commissioner Tuley: Second.

President Borries: So ordered.
Bill Jeffers: If you would do a preliminary on Lot Two, they can go
to the Area Plan Commission.
Commissioner Mourdock: Pursuant to the recommendation of the County
Surveyor's Office, I will move preliminary approval for Fretina
Acres, Lot Two.
Commissioner Tuley: Second.
President Borries: So ordered.

Waterford Park - Replat Lot 4-A, Final drainage plan
Bill Jeffers: The second drainage plan is Waterford Park, Lot 4-A,
the final plan. Waterford Park is a large commercial subdivision
at the intersection of Burkhardt Road and Vogel Road and we have

approved a preliminary plan for the entire several acres long ago.
As the individual lots come in, or are subdivided into smaller lots

according to the proposed use, each user or builder has brought us
individual drainage plans for individual lots. This is about the
third or fourth plan that has come through for final approval. It

shows in blue shaded area the areas in the parking lot and in the

grass lawn where the storm water will be stored.

The building is

outlined in yellow and it shows to be about a foot and a half above
any stored water.
Commissioner Tuley: How much?

10
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Commissioner Mourdock: A foot and a half.

President Borries: It's 387?
Bill Jeffers: That is the finished floor elevation, 387.5 and the
highest water is 386.6.
If the water were to exceed that 25 year
storage height it will spill out into the street, Vogel Road, out
through the driveway entrance.
I believe that we are asking for

preliminary approval...
Commissioner Tuley: No, this is final.

Commissioner Mourdock: It's final.
Bill Jeffers: This is final on this one and at the request of the
County Surveyor's Office the engineer raised the dumpster pad and

made some minor adjustments to the details of the plan and we are
recommending approval of the final drainage plan for Waterford Park
Subdivision, Lot 4-A.

Commissioner Mourdock: I'll move approval of the final plan of
Waterford Park, Lot 4-A as requested by the County Surveyor.

Commissioner Tuley: Second.

President Borries: So ordered.
Heartland Ridge - Section II, Preliminary drainage plan
Bill Jeffers: The next set of drainage plans is Heartland Ridge,
Section II, which is a continuation to the west of Heartland Ridge
Subdivision. Heartland Ridge Subdivision had approval, I believe,
about a year ago. Rather than roll out all these plans this is a
preliminary approval and I have examined the calculations submitted
by Veach Nicholson Associates and it does require some alterations
of the final plan of Heartland Ridge, Section I, but what they are

basically doing is taking that storage volume and moving it over to
a larger basin at the northwest corner of Section II and they are

piping it over to that location and discharging it at the required
rate of discharge into a natural creek.

The drainage plans and the

calculations submitted are sufficient for a preliminary plan and
there are only some very minor details that I would like to work

out with the design engineer that,

basically,

involve placing

revetment at a certain point where the water comes out of a pipe
and goes through an earthen channel.
When we work out those

details in about a month he will be back for final...or approval of

a final plan.
At this time,
the County Drainage...or the
Vanderburgh County Surveyor's Office recommends approval of the
preliminary drainage plan for Heartland Ridge, Section II.

Commissioner Mourdock: So moved.
Commissioner Tuley: Second.

President Borries: So ordered.

Comfort Inn Motel - Final drainage plan
Bill Jeffers: Comfort Inn Motel.

Commissioner Mourdock:

The trick to this is always schedule it
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during Colts' Monday night games, hey, Bill?

Bill Jeffers: Or just get started early.
Commissioner Mourdock: Keep it moving!
Commissioner Tuley: We started at 4:00!
Bill Jeffers: Oh,

let's see.

Comfort Inn Motel,

Hotel,

excuse me,

is located on Lot Two of the Wannemuehler Minor Subdivision which
is outlined on that sheet in pink.
The hotel itself is the
rectangle outlined in yellow.
The other two yellow squares are
duplex units.
I think Arby's is directly to the, what?
East of
this along Highway 41 and McDonald's with the semi truck parking

area is located directly to the north of this and then north of
McDonald's you have Rusher Creek which is a legal drain there.

The

entire...basically, all of the drainage plans for all of these
little subdivisions in that area have been approved, at least on a
preliminary basis, and then as they come in for development like
this we give them final approval.

This shows a detention basin up

in the northwest corner of the property and it is going to get
about three and a half feet deep in water during the design storm
and it discharges it out into an existing ditch which has been
effectively carrying the discharge from this area up to Rusher
Creek.

All

of

it

has

been

approved

in

the

past

and

we

are

recommending approval of the final drainage plan for Lot Two,
Wannemuehler Minor Subdivision, also known as Comfort Inn Hotel.

Commissioner Mourdock: So moved.

Commissioner Tuley: Second.

President Borries: So ordered.

Darmstadt Heights - Lot 10, Alternate plan
Bill Jeffers:

Lot 10,

Darmstadt Heights.

The tentative purchaser

of that lot has decided to withdraw the plan from the agenda.
bought Lot 11 instead of messing with the drainage plan there.

that is off the agenda.

He
So

Glenwood Hills - Section B, Preliminary drainage plan

Bill Jeffers : Glenwood Hills , Section B , we discussed at the last
meeting and unfortunately and reluctantly I must report that the
Vanderburgh County Drainage Board...or the Vanderburgh County
Surveyor's
Office
is
Still
not ready to give a positive
recommendation on that plan.
I know this may pose a hardship on

the developer who is chomping at the bit to get started with his
dirt work before winter sets in and I apologize for that problem to
him, but, basically, the Surveyor's Office feels that there

are...that there is evidence of problems, or at least a problem,
with the existing lake that needs to be investigated further.

I

have very little problem with the drainage plan that was submitted
as a preliminary plan from Morley & Associates for Section B.

I

have very little problem with the calculations and the layout other
than it seems to be a continuation of the developer's desire to
present a plan to us that still extends out into areas where we
have no knowledge of how those areas which are not a part of the
plan before us are going to eventually be broken up into a
development.

The new plans shows another dam just like the one we
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have now, another dam extending over into an area that is not a
part of the plat.

It shows a third basin that backs water up into

an area which is not a part of the plat and the problem that we had
with Section One is that we asked the developer over a period of

several months in 1990 to show us what you really want to do here.
Give us an overall plan, show us what you want to do and he was
hesitant to do that at that time. He built a dam that has in the

past held water up to the flow line of the discharge pipe, but is
not doing so now. We have a question as to why that is occurring,
but the biggest problem that I have with it is that what he is

asking to do now to remove all doubt as to the jurisdiction of the
dam, whether it is yours to decide or whether it is the Indiana
Department of Natural Resources to decide, what he is proposing to

do may include lowering the lake level and there are already owners
of lots that extend out into the existing lake who are apprehensive
about the lake level being lowered on property that they have
already purchased and built homes on.

At least one of those owners

has told me that he is absolutely opposed to the lowering of the
lake level and his lot extends out into the lake.

In closing,

I

would say that one of our other major apprehensions is that
originally a Homeowners' Association was supposed to be formed to

take care of part of the street and drainage system out there and
a Lakeowners' Association was supposed to be formed to take care of
the lake.
To the best of my determination, that lake has been

mowed once in the last two years and it requires some additional
maintenance that is not being performed and there is no vehicle or
organization formed at this time to perform that maintenance. SO,
if you were to decide...like I said, I am not questioning the

validity of the calculations or the plan that has been presented by
Morley & Associates, but if you are to...if you end up deciding to

approve the plan, basically, you will be in a position where the
Drainage Board is saying that the impoundment is sufficient to take

on a new drainage system that our office still has some doubts
about its ability to do that.
Jim Morley: I would like to, as I told Bill earlier today, the
problem that I have with what we have done here...we have prepared
a preliminary drainage plan for Phase Two. As Bill said, he agrees
with our computations. Bill has problems with the construction in
Phase One.

Some of his problems relate to things like maintenance,
There was a question last

the grass has not been mowed enough.

month, we heard about well, is it a DNR jurisdiction or is it not
DNR jurisdiction and there was testimony from the man who built the

lake that there was a distinct rise in the valley at the point
where he built the dam and he moved the dam over there to do that.
We

couldn't

prove

that.

You

heard

testimony,

but

we

couldn't

attest to that, but what we could do, and did do, is we went out to
the site we surveyed down at the toe of the dam, shot the
elevations in the swale, we surveyed at the upper end of the lake
and then drew a straight line across that and said, well, this is
certainly the best engineering data of what elevation it might be
at the center of the dam. We presented that to Bill. We presented
that to the owner, John Hunter, and said, John, it appears to us

that if you do a straight-line line that it doesn't support what
Mr. Weber said about how high that was underneath the center of the
dam.
That it wasn't five foot higher, I think, as he testified

last month, but, in fact, was only about three foot higher, not
five, if you draw the line.
Therefore, what we said to John was
that you need to make a decision. You've either got to lower that

lake by two feet from what you have it designed at or you've got to
go through the procedure of soil borings and various other analysis
of the dam safety and present everything to DNR to go over.

Well,

John thought about it for about a week and then called us back and
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I

have

decided

to

lower

the

lake

two

We

feet.

prepared

drawings which we presented to Bill for a new surface spillway and

lowering the lake two feet which then takes it, if you are using

our survey data, takes it out of DNR jurisdiction.
I am,
basically, as an engineer at wits end. We have a preliminary plan
for Phase Two.
If there are certain instructions that John
Hunter...if there are hoops that he must jump through we need to
have those hoops. If John Hunter must mow the dam before we can be
heard, if John Hunter must cut the spillway before we can be heard,
if John Hunter must clean mud off of the road down in the cul-desac before he can be heard, if John Hunter must organize and
Properly record the Homeowners' Association before he can be heard
then fine.
I just need a list to give to John Hunter, but I am at
wits end. There is nothing else I can do. So what I would ask of
the Board is that if there are conditions before we approve the
preliminary plat for Phase Two, then let's verbalize or document
those conditions that John Hunter must go through so he can be
heard on the plat.
I can't do anything more from an engineering
standpoint.
The drawings are finished.
The calculations are
finished, but Bill doesn't want to hear it because he is concerned
that some things under Phase One weren't done correctly.

The plans

were prepared by a different engineer and so I am at wits end.

I

don't know what else to do and it does no good for me to turn and

walk out of the meeting and come back next month. Nothing is going
to change next month.
If there are conditions they need to be
stated.

If that is what it is going to take to get his preliminary

plan heard, then we need to state those conditions.
Commissioner Mourdock: What is the dividing line between what you
are

referring to as Phase One and Phase Two?

Phase One was the

actual construction of the dam, is that correct?

Jim Morley: The phase was actually Section A, Glenwood Hills, there

are homes out there.

Commissioner Mourdock: Okay, so Phase One is the same as Section A;
Phase Two is Section B?
Jim Morley: Right and the next phase involves the other side of the
lake and other homes on out. An additional mile of road going out
into the wooded areas on his property.
It is all off into another

phase.

Commissioner Mourdock: Well, I think, those things that you just

listed are a very prudent way of going about it and certainly on

behalf

of

Mr.

Hunter.

Is

there

a

reason,

Bill,

why

we

don't

proceed in the way that Jim Morley just described, that you give

him a list of what it is going to take to get you there?

Bill Jeffers:

Well,

I guess if I had a day to sit down and go

through all the plans and list, you know, each item, yes, there
would be a list that he could go through.
Commissioner Mourdock: Ultimately, that is what is going to happen
anyway.
It's just whether he is going to get it in advance or get

it after the fact.

Bill Jeffers: Right, but my apprehension is based upon what
happened from 1990 to 1996 which is...you know...I mean, you have

a developer who will come in and show you stuff that he only has an

option on.

He only has an option on that land over there,

but yet

he will show you an overall development plan that he intends to
carry out.

Here,

you have a guy that owns this land and won't show
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you what his ultimate plan is. So we hacked around and dealt with
this in 1990. You can read the minutes. They start off in June of
1990 and they end up in October of 1990.
Drainage Board meeting
after

Drainage

Board meeting.

Why

don't

show us

you

you

what

really want to do here?
Commissioner Mourdock: Okay,

Jim, is that

time out for a second.

something that your client can provide?
Jim Morley: A master plan for overall development of the site?

Commissioner Mourdock: Yes.

Jim Morley: Ah...yes.
Commissioner Mourdock: Okay.
Bill Jeffers: Well, I don't want to drag the meeting out forever,
but...then after he got approval of Section A, their drainage

easements were to drain to the end of a cul-de-sac, but because he
had to cut through a slight rise or pipe through a slight rise to
follow that easement line and get down to the lake with that
discharge

from

the

end

of

the

cul-de-sac,

I

guess,

was

too

expensive, so he went around the end of the cul-de-sac and brought
this back across somebody's front yard and discharged it over into
a different easement and left that natural and that is all eroded
out and everything. Now, in Section B there is the same type of
situation on one of the easements and I wonder if that is going to

be the course that he takes when he gets down in the actual
construction phase?

The easement that Morley & Associates shows as

the place to take the water off the street down to the lake because
he has got a little hill there is he going to do the same kind of
mickey mouse thing and take it through somebody's yard and go down
through a different area?

These are the kind of apprehensions I

have about it if you want to get right down to it.
Commissioner Mourdock: And I understand those
Bill Jeffers:

I mean,

can I list those all?

I mean,

do I have to

list all these or can he commit to showing us an overall plan and
this is the way that I am going to do it, I'm not going to come
back to you later and build a lake. He has got another little pond

in an area where he never showed that he was ever going to have a
pond, there is no easement there for it, you know this...
Commissioner Tuley: Bill, correct me if I am wrong, but this sounds

like this was done in 1990 in which our drainage plan was about one
page and a half long where now we have, I keep using the term "as
built".
If we have the plan and if he violates or deviates from

that plan we do not...I thought we could stop it?

Bill Jeffers: But in 1990 you also had an ordinance that required

the formation of a Homeowners' Association to take care of the

maintenance of the lake.
Alan

Kissinger:

That

is

another

thing.

Was

it

a

Homeowners'

Association or a Lakeowners' Association or both?

Bill Jeffers: Well,
says

Lakeowners'

if you look at one plat that he recorded it

Association will

take

care

of

the

lake.

That

means that all other homeowners in the subdivision are excluded
from that association and can't use the lake. Then on another set
of documents it says that a Homeowners' Association would take care
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of the entrance up there off of Orchard Road, the planters and the

boulevard and so forth, neither one of them were formed.
Alan Kissinger: I would think at the very least he is going have to
form that Lakeowners' Association and get...they are going to have

to have a meeting and there is going to have to be some resolution
as

to whether or not that lake can be lowered two

feet.

Not

whether or not it can be done from an engineering standpoint, but
whether or not the Lakeowners' Association which has jurisdiction

is going to allow it to be done.
Bill Jeffers:

That is where my bottom line comes in.

I've got one

person who is communicating with me who doesn't want to come before
the Board at this time, but wants me to convey that he is already

dissatisfied with the maintenance of the lake.

He owns a house on

the lake, his lot extends out into the lake and he has expressed
his concerns to the developer that the lake stood full of water for
the first couple of years and ever since last year when it rains
and fills up it goes back down to a lower level.

Then when I said,

now, if we go back in with this new plan and fix the dam, put a new
spillway in and a new discharge pipe in that will probably stop
whatever is going on there if the apparent leak is occurring
somewhere in that spillway area, but the result will be that the
lake level may be lower than it is today.

well,

I

have

a

problem

with

Now

that.

That is when he said,
he actually owns the

shoreline and out into the lake a good distance. He is an owner of
property that extends out into the lake.
Can we at this time

approve a plan that would change--

Alan Kissinger: As a consequence, his property rights are going to
be affected and as I say, if a part of this plan is to lower the
level of that lake, I think they're going to...well, I don't know

if they are going to have to show us that they can do it, but if
they can't do it then they are not going to be able to follow their

plan.

It seems to me that they ought to get that done first.

Bill Jeffers: I believe other than the developer himself there may

only be two or possibly three landowners whose land is a part of
the lake.

There may be three individuals other than the developer

involved with the lowering of the lake.
President Borries: Well, I don't know what we can resolve tonight,
but we've got...and I know that you're both very busy people, but,
Bill, could you meet with Jim, Jim Morley, to get this list

together so that perhaps by next month we could vote one way or
another to, you know, upon your recommendation.
Bill Jeffers: Yeah, that is what is going to have to be done and,

yes , that is what we will have to do .
President Borries: Okay.
Jim Morley: That's really all I ask.

If doesn't do it us any good

to leave this meeting if we haven't reach some-Commissioner Tuley: Some accord of what we have to do.
Jim Morley:

--of what we want from Mr. Hunter.

That's fine.

President Borries: I know that you are both busy,

so can we just

leave it to say that you guys will talk and call each other and
arrange a time when you can meet?
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Jim Morley: That's fine.
President Borries: Anything else, Bill?

Notice of reconstruction of Crawford-Brandeis Ditch
Bill Jeffers: We had a special meeting September 3rd, I believe it

was, and as a result you decided that the benefits derived by the
reconstruction

of

Crawford-Brandeis

would

Ditch

exceed

the

estimated cost and the reconstruction would serve the public
interest and utility and here is a notice to that effect that needs
to be published in the newspaper within the next week or so.
It
already has the Surveyor's signature on it and then it would
require the signature of the Board and the Auditor and sent to the

newspaper.

Commissioner Mourdock: I'll move the publication of the notice of
reconstruction of Crawford-Brandeis Ditch.
Alan Kissinger: Didn't we do one of those?

Charlene Timmons: Yes.
Alan Kissinger: I think we have done one of those.

Bill Jeffers: Well, the statute requires that you publish the
findings of the Board and let the public know that the plans are on
file at the Surveyor's Office.
Alan Kissinger: I believe that we have done all of that.
Bill Jeffers: Oh, you've already did that?

After the meeting?

Alan Kissinger: Yes.
Bill Jeffers: Sorry.

Commissioner Mourdock: I withdraw the motion.
Bill

Jeffers:

I

didn't

know

you

all

done

it

for

me.

You're

wonderful!
Payment of claims
Bill

Jeffers:
The
The claims with all paperwork attached.
Surveyor's signature is affixed with the recommendation to pay
these claims in the amount shown on the claims.
I submit them to

you and you may, if you wish, affix your signature or stamp.
President Borries: Do you recommend that they be approved?
Bill Jeffers: Yes, sir.
President Borries: Motion?

Commissioner Tuley: So moved.
Commissioner Mourdock: Second.

President Borries: So ordered.
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Alan Kissinger:

you on that,

Bill,

Jeffers:

I'm sorry.

I should have communicated with

but

I prepared that notice immediately after the

Oh,

okay!

meeting.
Bill
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Great!

I didn't know that.

It didn't

take but five minutes to do that, so it wasn't any big deal.
President Borries: Anything else, Bill?
Bill Jeffers: No, sir.

President Borries: Thank you.
Commissioner Tuley: Motion to adjourn?
Commissioner Mourdock: One quick second.

Bill,

I got a call from

Robert Sachs, of 816 Mels Drive, regarding a drainage issue and
some siltation out there.
Could you either give him a call or
perhaps refer that one to John Stoll? I forgot to mention it to
John earlier.
Are you familiar with it?
It is near University
Heights.
Bill Jeffers: Right, I am going to be out there looking at the
Heartland Ridge Estates that we just went over--

Commissioner Mourdock: Okay.
Bill

Jeffers:

so

I

will

address.

cruise by there

if

you

give me

the

Commissioner Mourdock: Sure, it's 824 Mels Drive.

Bill Jeffers: And his last name is S-a-x?
Commissioner Mourdock: S-a-c-k-s, I believe, and I appreciate it.

Bill Jeffers: It's 824?
Commissioner Mourdock: He is at 816, the obstruction or problem is

at 824.

President Borries: Further business?
Commissioner Mourdock: Move for adjournment.

Commissioner Tuley: Second.
President Borries: So ordered.
The meeting was adjourned at 9:32 p.m.
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President Borries:
_

We would like to begin the regular monthly

October Drainage Board for Vanderburgh County.
We have agendas
that are printed.
They will _ be changed very slightly. _ I

understand that there are some folks here that...Bill Jeffers, who

will be handling the meeting, we might be able to deviate on the

agenda with these folks as well and I think add to our old business
section, but, again, we do have agendas that are printed.
Approval of minutes

President Borries: The first item is to approve the minutes of our
previous regular meeting which was held on September 13, 1996.

Commissioner Tuley: So moved.
Commissioner Mourdock: Second.

President Borries: So ordered.

Old business
President Borries:

Bill Jeffers is Deputy County Surveyor,

our

technical advisor, and I am going to turn the meeting over to him
at this time.

We'll perhaps deviate slightly from our agenda, but

we do have an agenda which we will proceed through at this time.
Mr. Jeffers.

Bill Jeffers: Okay, under old business we're going to add Billy

Nicholson, from Veach Nicholson Associates.

The reason for adding
him there is-that the Area Plan Commission now asks the developer

to notify adjoining property owners not only of the Area Plan
Commission meeting, but also of the Drainage Board meeting so that

those people have the opportunity to come in and have their say on

the

drainage

Commission.

plan

before

Mr. Nicholson,

it

is

forwarded

to

the

Area

Plan

this is the first couple of months that

they have done that and Mr. Nicholson was not able to notify them
the first time you reviewed the plans. He has notified them and

told them that if they have any remonstrances or other comments for

or against Heartland Ridge drainage plan that they should come
tonight and make those statements.
He notified them in a timely
manner and I am asking now if there are any people who would like
to speak for or against or make comments on Heartland Ridge
Subdivision drainage plan.

If there are none then, Mr. Nicholson,

it is always lovely to see you.
Commissioner Tuley: Goodbye!

President Borries: Let the record show that there was no one who

was here to remonstrate, so that will be entered for the official
record.
Bill Nicholson: Thank you very much.
Commissioner Mourdock:

action?

So we don't need to vote on any of the

Bill Jeffers: You have already received the recommendation to pass
that drainage plan in its preliminary form. You have passed it in

its preliminary form.
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Commissioner Mourdock: Right.

Bill Jeffers: If I do get any calls I'll let them know that it has

-

not received final approval and give them an approximate time that
they can come and speak.
Commissioner Mourdock: Okay, thank you.
President Borries: Bill, maybe we can take care of the folks in the

back under old business as well, so they can perhaps...
Bill Jeffers: Okay, I am not familiar with exactly what they have
to say. However, I would like to say that Glenwood Subdivision is
on Middle Mount Vernon Road.
It is out right before you get to
Jobes Lane.
I believe it is almost immediately adjacent to Douglas
Drive.
It is on the north side of Middle Mount Vernon Road.
It
has a drainage plan that was reviewed by the City Engineer.
The
drainage plan was drawn by Three I Engineering.
It received the

recommendation of the City Engineer and was approved by the Board
of Public Works of the city of Evansville.

It is within the city

of Evansville and they are experiencing some erosion and other
drainage problems. Our office did not review the plan and I am not
sure if this Board has any jurisdiction.

President Borries: It is in the city of Evansville?

Bill Jeffers: Yes, sir, it is.
President Borries: What about the road itself?

Is that also in the

city of Evansville then?
Bill Jeffers: The entire subdivision is in the city of Evansville

and the drainage from the subdivision is discharged into the city
of Evansville.

There is some silt built up on the south side of

the road in a public utility easement that is currently being used
as a sewer easement, a sanitary sewer easement, but I believe there

-

may be some feeling that the water should have been carried down
through

that

easement

to

a

creek.

It

is

not...it's

hard

to

describe, but it would take a ditch about four or five feet deep
down through that easement to get the water out and down to the
creek. Right now it is just standing there four or five feet deep.
The culvert under Middle Mount Vernon Road is a four foot culvert

and there is nowhere for the water to go through that cornfield.
That is not by way of trying to cut these people off, I am just
trying to give you some background that it was drawn by Three I
Engineering, approved by the city and it is in the city, just as

background information.
Borries:
We do have a letter from the West Side
Improvement Association and they've asked that this be addressed.
Are you folks aware then that you are...do you have a spokesperson,
President

John, or anyone want to...you know we can forward this matter, it
appears, and express some concerns here to the city of Evansville,
but we can' t repair the road.
It would be on city right-of-way

then?
Bill Jeffers:

Yes,

sir.

It is a city street.

Cindy Kettinger: Okay, whenever I talked to Shirley--

Commissioner Mourdock: You need to state your name and address.
Cindy Kettinger:

Oh,

Cindy Kettinger,

4723 Meadow Crest Court,

'
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-

Evansville, and I live in the Glenwood Subdivision.
The road is
eroding.
I mean, it is not going to last much longer.
The water
is going underneath.
I have sent this to the City Council.
We

came to the meeting about the erosion and we need something done.
There are school buses that come and pick those kids up.

We are

going to have more traffic now that all the roads are going to be

closed on the west side. You know, we are going to have a lot more
traffic there. It is not going to last much longer because you can
see on the sides you can see ground into the concrete. You can see
underneath the road where it is eroded and it is all ate out. It
is only going to continue to get worse now.
We were told that
since we were in Vanderburgh County that we could come to you, too.

President Tuley: Who...can you tell me who told you that?
Cindy Kettinger: I have talked to so many people.
President Tuley: You don't remember, okay.

Cindy Kettinger: I've sent the petition that we signed probably to
ten or fifteen city offices and county offices and I have talked to

so many people and they said first we need to come to these

meetings.

We need to show our support and show our concerns.

I

mean, if we need to go some place else maybe you can tell us who we
need to go to.
Commissioner Tuley: If I heard Bill correctly
Alan

Kissinger:

tonight.

Coincidentally,

Commissioner Tuley:

are in the right--

the

City

Council

is

meeting

That is what I was getting ready to say.

You

Cindy Kettinger: Do we have to be on the agenda, though, to go down

there?

President Borries: Well, we always
Bill Jeffers: Well,

we have done that for years,

tonight we added people to our agenda.

but as you saw

President Borries: We always provide some opportunity for people to
speak here. That is why we always try to get you all up realizing

that you have busy things.

Cindy Kettinger: Are they meeting now?
President Borries: Yes, they are.

Commissioner Tuley: Yeah, they just started.
President Borries: Or they will be by 7:30 or do they meet at 7:00?
Commissioner Mourdock: Toby Shaw just walked by the window,

think they are almost ready to get started.

Bill Jeffers: Theirs starts at 7:30.
Commissioner Mourdock: Yeah, it is 7:15 now.

Bill Jeffers: They are very short.

so I

4
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Alan Kissinger: You might...their meeting room is just right around
the corner and down the hall here.
Mr. Toby Shaw is their
attorney.
You might just tell them that the Drainage Board

referred you to them because of the location of the problem that
you are referring to here and ask if you can be heard briefly
tonight.

President Borries: Here is what
comments of Mr. Jeffers to them.

We will forward
I would assume it would be the
we

can

do.

Board of Public Works that would handle this?
Bill Jeffers: Yes, sir.

President Borries: Particularly the streets.

Bill Jeffers: Everything that I have heard this lady say and
everything that I have heard some of the people that have called
our office say,

I went out and looked at it,

unfortunate that it is in the city.
President

Borries:

By

that,

we

don't

unless...well, we do all the bridges.

it is all true.

work

on

city

It is

property

Unidentified from audience: You're going to need one out there!
Cindy Kettinger:

Yeah,

we're

going to need one

soon.

There

is

going to have to be one installed because we are not going to have
a road pretty soon.
President Borries:

Well,

we have enough to do there.

But what we
Also, we'll
think Mr. Jack

will do is to voice our concern and support for this.
contact members

of the Board of Public Works.

I

McNeely is the-current President of that Board, the City Engineer.

Commissioner Tuley: You guys were at our two weeks ago meeting?

We

could forward a copy of our minutes of that meeting along with a
cover letter from us to the Board of Public Works.

Cindy Kettinger: Okay, that would be appreciated because right now

we need all the help we can get because it seems like everybody
that I talk to it is like well, you need to call this person.
bet I have talked to 25 different people.

I

Commissioner Tuley: He's going to shoot me for this, but if that
truly is in the city, get a hold of Councilman David Mosby.

President Borries: Yeah, I have written his name on here.
Cindy Kettinger:

heard from him.

I have sent him a copy of it and I have never

Commissioner Mourdock: You might grab him before the meeting starts

right next door.

Commissioner Tuley: Go see him face-to-face.
Cindy Kettinger:

I'll do that.

Okay,

I'll do that.

Commissioner Tuley: He'll shoot me tomorrow, but that's okay.

Commissioner Mourdock: Sorry to send you on a chase here.
Cindy Kettinger:

That's

alright.

At least we

know where we are

Vanderburgh County
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going.
-

President Borries: We will definitely forward this information to
them.
You definitely do need -to make contact with your city

officials on this.

Cindy Kettinger: Okay, thanks.

President Borries: Ask to submit something for the record in the

City Council.

The Works Board meets every other Wednesday or is it

every Wednesday?

Bill Jeffers: They meet every Wednesday morning around 9 or 9:30.

President Borries: Yeah, around 9:00 and it is over also in the

Council Chambers.

Every Wednesday,

the Board of Public Works.

Cindy Kettinger: I work 8:00 to 5:00 and there is just no way.
Unidentified from audience: I quit work, so I can go anytime!
President Borries: John, you can make it down.

Cindy Kettinger: Okay, well we'll go down there and see...
Commissioner Tuley: John knows who David is.

Cindy Kettinger: I know who David is.
President

Borries:

Okay,

thank

This

you.

might

clear

up

our

mystery too because I kept looking at Glenwood and then Glenwood
Hills and I thought, man, this was pretty interesting here tonight.
---

Cindy Kettinger: Okay, thank you.
President

-

Borries:

Alright,

the

other

items

here

that

at

this

point, where we are is that, Mr. Jeffers, at this point you have
further items here that will not be heard this evening, I

understand.

Bill Jeffers: Okay, on Glenwood Hills we did, as requested by your
Board, provide the developer and his engineer with a list of items
that needed answers on Glenwood Hills Section B, and they're still

working on that.

Postpone Hearing of Heerdink Petition
Bill

Jeffers:

Under B,

I

believe you may or may not

receive a

recommendation, but basically that's the wording I used because of,
can you help me on this one, Mr. Kissinger?

situation that we're in because of those...?

Is it a notification

Alan Kissinger: In reference to these hearings?

Commissioner Mourdock: The Heerdink?

Bill Jeffers: The alternate trustees that are named in the deed, or
something, for Mr. Heerdink.
Alan

Kissinger:

Oh,

yes.

We

need

to

prepare

notices

property owners regardless of how they may be named and...

for

all
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Bill Jeffers:

It's kind of a complicated deed and it named two

other people in that deed as successor trustees, or something.
-

Commissioner Mourdock: And the Drainage Board needs to do that, not

the petitioner?

Alan

Kissinger:

We

have

to.

It

is

the

Drainage

Board

required to provide the notice to the offending party,
alleged

offending

party.

Well,

they've

definitely

someone, they just may not have committed an offense.

that

is

to the
offended

Bill Jeffers: So we're postponing that in a required statement to
the Board that there is a need for postponing the hearing -Alan Kissinger: Right, and we need to advertise it and we will
advertise it.
I will prepare the notices for the Auditor who has

been designated our clerk for these purposes to send out to the
allegedly offending property owner.
Surveyor's Report - Bassett Petition

-

Bill Jeffers: Okay, and then under new business, you had a Mr.
Bassett, Charles R. Bassett, bring a handwritten petition to you
last month and that's attached to the Surveyor's report along with
some pictures that were provided to me by Mr. Bassett and the
copies are very, I couldn't get the copy machine to give you good
copies.
But take my word for it, they show some very minor and
petty attempts at doing something there in that drain. That's all
explained in the report. I sent copies to all of you folks and the
only person who does not have a copy at this time is Mr. Bassett
and the Traceys and I will take a copy of this report out to them
tomorrow.
It-Ls a very minor situation.
It should be resolved
between the two property owners and that's why I took the liberty
of actually making some recommendations on that last page. There's
four recommendations that, I think, if they just get their heads
together on that, they can resolve that themselves.
I certainly
hope this doesn't go to a hearing. This is a wheelbarrow of dirt.

First Church of God - Final Drainage Plan
Bill Jeffers: The second thing under new business is under your new
Drainage Ordinance just about anything that lays down 20,000 square

feet or more of hard surface has to have a drainage plan now and
the

First Church of God,

to be built on Baumgart Road at the

intersection of Kansas -- is it at the intersection of Kansas Road?
Unidentified: Mt. Pleasant.
Bill Jeffers: Mt. Pleasant, excuse me.
Pleasant and Baumgart Road.
This is

At the intersection of Mt.
a final drainage plan.
I

outlined proposed buildings, the Church and the education building
in yellow.

There's a little utility building also in yellow.

The

parking lot and the driveway are in blue to show you the extent of
the hard surface.

Then they have a very nice plan to carry that

water back to the detention basin which is shaded in pink and the
reason I feathered it out over there to your right is that it does
actually just feather out to lawn there.
Then they discharge it
out of pipe into the natural waterway.
Mr. Lee
It's fine plan.
McClellan from Morley and Associates is here to answer any
questions you might have about it and the Surveyor's Office
recommends approval of the final drainage plan for the First Church

Vanderburgh County
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of God on Baumgart Road.
President Borries: Questions of Bill or of the plan?
Commissioner

Mourdock:

Pursuant

to

the

Okay, motion?

recommendation

of

the

Surveyor's Office, I move approval of the final drainage plan for
the First Church of God on Baumgart Road.

Commissioner Tuley: Second.
President Borries: So ordered.

Willow Creek, Section D - Final Drainage Plan
Bill Jeffers: The next item under new business is the Surveyor is
ready to make a recommendation to the Drainage Board for approval
of the final drainage plan for Willow Creek Section D.

The plan

shows the curtain along the south line of Section D as requested by
the Board that will capture all the runoff from the backyards of
those houses before that runoff would cross over into Section C and

cause the type of bad feelings that may have happened somewhere on

down around Section A & B.

that area shaded in pink,
that rather than have that
has already gone out and
swale along the south line

So the only comment

I have on it is

the natural terrain of the land is such
swale graded to the east, the developer
established that curtain drain or that
and it does continue to flow westwardly

and into the gutter of Willow Creek Drive.

that, the street system can handle that.

There's no problem with
The only problem is that

on the plan itself it shows directional arrows in the opposite
direction and so with that condition, we still recommend approval

of the final plan for Willow Creek Section D as shown before you

there.

President Borries: Questions?

Commissioner Tuley:

-

here?

Your neighbors obviously don't know you're

Bruce Hatfield: We notified them for both sections.

Commissioner Tuley: You must be doing something okay out there now.
Bruce Hatfield:

(Inaudible - comments not made from microphone) --

as far as the other two,

I don't know.

But I had several volunteer

to come down if I needed them.

Bill Jeffers: I've been out there today because it rained over the
weekend.
Mr. Hatfield has the swale in place.
He has erosion

control fences in place along the swale and he has seeded and

mulched it and there is grass coming up.
He's also done quite
extensive work down in Section B replat and Section C, installing

some new pipes and filling the lots, seeding them and mulching
them.

I also viewed the detention basin around which the shoreline

has been graded, dirt laid nice and even and it's been seeded and
remulched.

Other

than some

silt

that was

still

discoloring the

detention basin, which I expected to see when you have water coming

from a construction site into a basin and it doesn't concern me
that much at this time because that basin has been extremely over-

excavated.
It's very deep and that amount
not fill it up in the next year or so.
satisfied with the work that has been done
Wathen, before he left, said that everything

of silt will probably
Everyone seems to be

in that regard and Mr.
out there is okay with
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him at this time.
Excuse me, Mike.
I'd hate to be a little
critter out in the woods with you behind me.
I never saw him!
He's well camouflaged.

We do recommend this...

Commissioner Tuley: Section B?

Bill Jeffers: Right.
President Borries: And the modification that Mr. Jeffers explained

occurs on lot 76, it has been corrected on the plat.
Commissioner Tuley: With those comments in mind, I would move for
approval of the final drainage plan for Willow Creek Section D.
Commissioner Mourdock: Second.

President Borries: So ordered.
Commissioner Tuley: I'd like to commend you, Mr. Hatfield, because

it sure is nice to have you up here under these conditions as
opposed to how we've been before.
Willow Creek, Section E - Preliminary Plan
Bill Jeffers:

The fourth item,

and please don't take this as a

reversal of what you just finished saying, but at this time the
Surveyor's Office is not in possession of sufficient information on
which to base a positive recommendation on Willow Creek Section E
and we do have drawings submitted by Mr. Rodney Young, who is a

professional engineer and land surveyor, here in the audience
representing Mr. Hatfield.

-

Those drawings do show a layout that is

workable of the-lot layout and streets and so forth, but we are
waiting at this time for some information accompanying those
drawings that we need to analyze some of the details required in
the storage basin, the storage capacity, the freeboard available in
the basin, and we really anticipate that the basin he shows on
there may be larger than what is shown right now and our drainage
ordinance requires a little bit more information before we can give
you the positive recommendation.

In other words,

the work so far

looks fine, but we need more information.
President Borries: Okay.

So that means that E will be heard later.

Bill Jeffers: Yes, sir.

Payment of claims for ditch maintenance
Bill

Jeffers:

Okay,

I've

got

some

blue

claims

on

1996

ditch

maintenance where the maintenance work is complete and all the
paperwork is in order. All the claims are recommended for payment
by the Vanderburgh County Surveyor and signed under his name.
Commissioner Mourdock:

I'll move approval of the blue claims.

Commissioner Tuley: Second.
President Borries: So ordered.
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Sign Cover Sheets - Seasons Subdivision & Fox Hollow Subdivision, Phase II
Bill Jeffers: I have two cover sheets of two drainage plans which
you previously gave approval. Morley's office likes to have those

mylars signed by you so that they are complete sets in their files.

If you will affix your signature to those, I'll guarantee you that

you have already approved those plans and we will put the proper
dates on them and take them back to Mr. Morley's office.
President Borries: You say we've already previously approved them?
Bill Jeffers: Yes,

months ago.

sir.

One,

about two months ago,

and one,

three

One is the Seasons Subdivision done by Jagoe, that got

final approval and the other one is Fox Hollow Subdivision Phase II
where Mr. Kattmann came up and explained the situation and you gave
it final approval with our recommendation, I believe that was about

a month ago.

President Borries: Okay, so we will take no action, but simply sign
I'm not sure I have a mylar pen, though, or anything.
John,

here.

do you have a mylar?

Commissioner Tuley: I see my signature on there somewhere, was that

the road plans or drainage?

Bill Jeffers: You signed the roadway plans (inaudible - comments
not made from microphone) Patrick Tuley's name (inaudible) take a

signature here for the drainage plan.

President Borries: Okay.
Bill Jeffers< -Same thing on this one.

three of your signatures,
president, I suppose.

The roadway plans have all

the Drainage plan will just take the

Status report - Rudolph Project
Bill Jeffers: Okay,

a brief report on the Rudolph project.

That's

out at the Rudolph Batch Plant on Stockwell Road which is on a part
of East Side Urban Drain where Harper Ditch intersects the Old
Wabash-Erie Canal and where the Rudolph Company is anxious for us

to make some repairs to the south bank of the ditch to prevent
their driveway access from being washed into the Pigeon Creek.

We

have finished our plans and forwarded those plans to the city
engineer's office, who has agreed to finalize them, draw up the
specifications and take them before the Board of Works, pay for the
repair, and supervise the construction of the repair. But he needs

some more time to get it funded and they're hesitant to do the
construction at this season, they want to wait until spring when
they can get some good dirt work done and get the grass growing and
so forth.

I was asked to bring that report to you to let you know

it's on their table and that they're working on it.
Proposed Project - Carpenter Creek
Bill

Jeffers:

I was also asked to bring this report to you.

The

County Surveyor, Mr. Brenner, was asked to push this idea of
cleaning out Carpenter Creek and we had a nice big map ready to

come with nice big lettering and everything and it got caught in
our plotter and jammed up, ripped and everything, looked like hell,
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so I brought you the draft copy here and

Commissioner Mourdock: That's the kind of thing that comes through

-

just before the budget request for the funding of the new printer!
Bill Jeffers: On your right, the longer of the two yellow lines is
Carpenter Creek.
On your left, for lack of a known name for that
creek, we're calling it Red's Creek.
It runs behind Red Mosby's

house and he's been one of the fellows who has been very active in

pushing this improvement for his neighborhood.
The area of
Carpenter Creek we're going to the city with a request for starts
at Lloyd Expressway up by Schnucks and runs south and downstream

under your new overpass area to Henderson Road in that same general
vicinity. Red's Creek starts on Broadway behind the new school and
runs downstream southwardly until it joins what may be called Bayou
Creek and then goes over and joins with Carpenter Creek also.

The

entire stretch of those two creeks is in very poor shape. The city

has some sort of bond issue coming up, they have a master drainage

plan.
It
includes
improving these two channels.
They're
formulating some cost estimates. I don't have a complete report to
bring you, but due to the West Side Improvement Association's

interest in this and some other just local residents interest in
it, we were asked to bring this up and tell you that it will be
pursued under a city bond issue and they will be drawing up
specifications which hopefully will result in the cleaning of these
creeks up to a condition that would be acceptable to the Drainage
Board to be declared a regulated drain.

In other words,

when they

are done with their project, hopefully, you fellows could go out
and

take

a

look

at

it

and

say

yes,

that

meets

with

the

qualifications for a regulated drain and we will now take it over
and maintain it as a regulated drain.
Commissioner- Mourdock:

You mean as a legal drain?

Bill Jeffers: Yes, sir.

Alan Kissinger: Bill,

-

don't we have to get the property owner's

petition consent, etc., in order for it to be declared a legal
drain?
Bill Jeffers : We would have to go through all those hearings , yes ,
sir.

But

they would have

already acquired,

the city would have

already acquired the right-of-way and done the work so we wouldn't
have -- in other words, we wouldn't be going to people and saying
it's going to cost you $500 a year to pay for the reconstruction.
Its already been done, we'd just be going to them and say we need

$5.00 a year to maintain it.
Alan Kissinger: An annual assessment.

Bill Jeffers: Right.
Commissioner Mourdock: But regardless of the rate that the annual
assessments would be, we still have to have, I thought I heard in

this meeting before, so many percentage of the land owners within

the watershed signing off on it.

Right?

Bill Jeffers: That's correct.

Commissioner Mourdock:

So how could,

I mean,

I understand what

you' re saying as far as funding the part of it to do the physical
clean out, but as far as making it a legal drain for that long term
process, are you saying that through the hearings the city is going
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to have, you think they're going to have sufficient people sign to
get that designation?
-

Alan Kissinger: Bill, let me see if I understood you correctly.- I
think Mr. Jeffers anticipated that one of the big stumbling blocks

for getting the property owners to agree to this petition was going
to be the cost of construction and cleaning out the ditch because
the initial cost would be like some $500 or so the first year,

maybe.

Now,

the city is going to do all of that work so if we can

tell the petitioners or the property owners your annual ditch
assessment is going to be about an additional $5, he thinks the
chances of success during those hearings will be much better.
I correct, Bill?

Am

Bill Jeffers: That's exactly correct.
Commissioner Mourdock: And do we know what the percentage of
landowners is, is it 50% plus one, or by acreage? I presume it's

by acreage.

Alan Kissinger: I don't know if Bill still has it in his head, but
he did cite it to us one night and I read it, but I don't know.
I

don't know what the exact percentages are.

Commissioner Mourdock: You know, I'm not against doing this, I'm

just curious as far as how the mechanism works.

Bill Jeffers: Well, the best scenario would be that over a period

of time, the city will accomplish this monumental task and fund it
and everybody will be so used to the fact that it's happening, that
they'll think it's great and go along with turning it into a legal

drain.
And the worst thing that could happen would be that the
city would jU32- 90 clean it out and it would take another thirty
years to get as bad as it is today. So, either way, you win.

Commissioner Mourdock: Or the city could add it to the water bill.
Bill Jeffers: But anyhow, some folks wanted us to bring that to you

and let you know where it stood because they are going to continue
to push it until it becomes a well-drained waterway.

Commissioner Mourdock: The total irony, will be all the work that's
gone into the wetlands at Howell Park and they have that

designated, and they'll clean this out, and they'll probably dry up
their wetlands, is the way that looks.
Commissioner Tuley: I'm just glad that Alan Julian isn't here,
Bettye Lou is not here, since we're going to call this one Red's
Creek.

We'd be reading about that tomorrow.

Bill Jeffers: I was hoping that they would at least
minutes. You might still get Red's name in there.

read the

Commissioner Mourdock: They are publicly available.
Alan Kissinger:
Creek.

I

think,

Mr.

Tuley,

we should call

it Mosby's

Commissioner Tuley: Let's not be confused by who
Bill

Jeffers:

For all time!

As

call them swamps, didn't they?

far as wetlands go,

they used to
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President Borries: Yes.

-

Commissioner Mourdock: That was a polite term for what they used to

call them.

Bill Jeffers: And wildlife habitat used to be called brush or
jungle.

Commissioner Mourdock: Yeah, enhanced wildlife habitat used to be

called real thick swamp.
Miscellaneous Reports
Bill Jeffers: Okay, where are we at here?
Commissioner Tuley: D.
Bill Jeffers:

The only report that I was requested last month that

I could remember was Mr. Mourdock asked me to go see Mr. Sachs.
I've called Mr. Sachs and been out there and it happens to be a
problem along the street and he's contacted Mr. Bill Morphew and I

believe they're working together and have got their problem about
worked out.
Commissioner Mourdock: Alright,

thank you,

Bill.

I appreciate you

doing it.
Bill Jeffers: And not the least, but certainly the last, Mr. Stoll
has asked you as the Drainage Board to approve the use of 90 to 96"

diameter railroad tank cars, which are made out of steel plate, as
a temporary crossing of Crawford-Brandeis Ditch from Burkhardt Road
into the project that I'm going to call Gershwin,

Gershman?

President Borries: Lloyd Crossing.
Bill Jeffers: Lloyd Crossing,

-

thank you.

This diameter exceeds the

capacity of the pipes that have been in place there for years,
since 1982 widening of Burkhardt Road.

Tank cars have always been

sought after and used for temporary and even permanent crossings of

waterways.

They hold up a long time.

We have no problem with it

and we would be happy to recommend the use of those if placed
properly within Crawford-Brandeis Ditch as a temporary crossing
from Burkhardt Road into Lloyd Crossing.
Commissioner

contractor?

Mourdock:
Is
this
going to be supplied
We do not have any old tank cars, I presume.

John Stoll: No, we don't.
Blankenberger.
That's part

by

a

This is going to be supplied by
of their contract on the Burkhardt

project is to provide this entrance and these tank cars have been
used previously for a temporary entrance up on St. Joe for BFI and

they are just going to reuse the same tank cars.
Commissioner Mourdock: I would, just as a suggestion, tell them
that before we would allow this to be used, you'd like a letter

from the contractor stating that the tank car is environmentally
clean, there's no toxic or hazardous substances that have been in
it that will otherwise get into the creek that it's going through.
John Stoll: Okay.

Bill Jeffers: Those came from a site that was under monitoring by
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Indiana Department of Environmental Management.
Commissioner Mourdock:

That's fine.

Just a letter.

Bill Jeffers: Yeah, but I understand your concerns, yes sir.
President Borries: So do we need to take action here at this point,
then? Can I have a...
Commissioner

Mourdock:
I'll move the approval
for use as a
temporary crossing, the railroad car provided by Blankenberger
Brothers for the Lloyd Crossing project.

Commissioner Tuley: Second.
President Borries:

So ordered.

I think the last thing that I had,

Bill, I appreciate your work here, we've completed a lot this
evening, was one item that Alan Kissinger, our County Attorney,
entered into and discussed in the Commissioners meeting, but we

need to take official action at this meeting regarding selection of

the Christopher B. Burke Engineering Firm for the engineering
services which will include the inspection services for Laubscher

Meadow Landfill stream diversion of Locust Creek.

As discussed in

this meeting, they, meaning Christopher Burke's group, will perform

this service semi-annually for a period of five years for a total
contract of $25,000.

They will bill the Drainage Board for time

and materials, but we have very clearly indicated that those time
and materials will not exceed $5,000 per year and the Drainage

Board has also, per this agreement, will receive the money to pay
Christopher B. Burke Engineering Firm from Browning-Ferris
Industries, the owners of the Laubscher Meadows Landfill. Having
said all that, could we approve this agreement for Christopher B.
Burke Engineering Firm to provide these inspection services?
Commissioner Mourdock:

I' 11 move the approval of the Burke contract

with the Drainage Board pursuant to the receipt of a not to exceed

clause based at $5,000 a year for five years and also pursuant to

-

the reimbursement by BFI for the payment of the Drainage Board for

those services.

Commissioner Tuley: Second.
President Borries: So ordered.
Alan

Kissinger:

Ms.

Timmons,

if

you would,

please,

would you

incorporate our other comments in reference to this contract from
the regular meeting by reference to this meeting?

Thank you.

President Borries: So should I pass these along to Charlene?
I
wrote on there not to exceed. I have not signed it at this time,

but we will sign the final documents when they are amended?
Commissioner Mourdock: Right.

President Borries: I believe that is it. Bill, thank you for your
work and if there is no further business this evening we are
adjourned in time to watch the Chicago Bears.
The meeting was adjourned at 7:50 p.m.
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Richard E. Mourdock, Member

Recorded and transcribed by Charlene Timmons

AGENDA
VANDERBURGH COUNTY DRAINAGE BOARD
OCTOBER 28, 1996

I.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING(S)

A. SEPTEMBER 13, 1996: REGULAR MONTHLY MEETING

II.

OLD BUSINESS
A. RECEIVE RECOMMENDATION TO POSTPONE APPROFAL OF
PREUMINARY PLAN FOR GLENWOOD HILLS SECTION "B"

B. RECEIVE RECOMMENDATION TO POSTPONE HEARING OF
HEERDINK PETITION

III.

NEW BUSINESS

A. RECEIVE SURVEYOR'S REPORT ON BASSETT PETITION
B. RECEWE POSITIVE RECOMMENDATION ON DRAINAGE PLAN FOR
FIRST CHURCH OF GOD -- BAUMGART ROAD -- FINAL PLAN
C. RECEIVE POSITIVE RECOMMENDATION ON DRAINAGE PLAN FOR

WILLOW CREEK SECTION "D " --TDIAL PLAN
D . RECEIVE RECOMMENDATION TO POSTPONE APPROVAL OF
PRELIMINARY PLAN FOR WILLOW CREEK SECTION "E "

IV.

PAYMENT OF CLAIMS FOR DITCH MAINTENANCE

REPORTS AND COMMUNICATIONS
A. SIGN COVER SHEETS FOR TWO (2) APPROVED DRAINAGE PLANS

B . BRIEF REPORT ON

RUDOLF PROJECT STATUS

C . BRIEF REPORT ON CARPENTIER CREEK PROPOSED PROJECT
D. OTHER REPORTS @ REQUEST OF BOARD MEMBERS

VI.

OTHERS WISHING TO SPEAK TO THE BOARD

VII.

ADJOURNMENT

SUBDIVISION
STAFF FIELD REPORT
OCTOBER 24,1996

Docket Number:

27-S-96

Name of Subdivision:

Willow Creek Subdivision - Section E

Location:

East side of McDowell Road, north of Streuh-Hendricks

Representative:

Michael F. Feldbusch

Developer:

Owner:

Willow Creek Development Corporation/Bruce Hatfield,
President
Same

Size of development:

10.727 acres

Number of lots:

35

LAND USE
Existing zoning:

Agricultural

Existing land use:

vacant and undeveloped

Proposed land use:

single-family residential development

Comprehensive Plan:

This area is designated as an area of agricultural and

residential development in the Comprehensive Plan.
GENERAL INFORMATION

FLOOD ZONE:

No portion of this site lies within the floodplain.

UTILITIES:
Water
Sewer
Storm sewer

Requires extension and letter of credit.
Requires extension and letter of credit.
Drainage easements are shown on the plat.

TRAFFIC/STREETS/ACCESS:
The implementation of this 35-lot Section "E" expansion of Willow Creek
Subdivision involves the installation of a new cul-de-sac street (Bonnie Belle Court)
which extends east from McDowell Road, a northerly extension of Willow Creek Drive,
and a new cul-de-sac street which extends west from the northern end of Willow Creek
Drive. County Engineer John Stoll and EUTS have stated that Bonnie Belle Court must

be built as a 29-foot road and that McDowell Read must be widened to 16 feet from
Streuh-Hendricks Road to Bonnie Belle Court to allow for two-way traffic flow (from
Streuh-Hendricks to Bonnie Belle.) Widening of McDowell must be completed prior to
recording of Section E.

DRAINAGE PLAN/APPROVAL:
Approval of the drainage plan by the Drainage Board is required prior to hearing
by the Area Plan Commission
COMMENTS/ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Subdivision Review Committee met October 8, 1996 and reviewed this
subdivision plat. Section "D" must be recorded prior to recording Section «E", and
improvements to McDowell Road must be made prior to recording Section "E".
Sidewalks will be required along the east side of Willow Creek Drive, along the north
side of Allison Court, and along the south side of Bonnie Belle Court connecting to the
sidewalk along Willow Creek Drive, Developer must comply with IDEM Storm
Water/Soil Erosion Regulations and all other State and Federal regulations.
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Docket Number:

27-S-96

Name of Subdivision:

Willow Creek Subdivision - Section E

Location:

East side of McDowell Road, north of Streuh-Hendricks

Representative:

Michael F. Feldbusch

Developer:

Willow Creek Development Corporation/Bruce Hatfield,
President

Owner:

Same

Size of development:

10.727 acres

Number of lots:

35

LAND USE

Existing zoning:

Agricultural

Existing land use:

vacant and undeveloped

Proposed land use:

single-family residential development

Comprehensive Plan:

This area is designated as an area of agricultural and
residential development in the Comprehensive Plan.

GENERAL INFORMATION

FLOOD ZONE:

No portion of this site lies within the floodplain.

UTILITIES:
Water
Sewer
Storm sewer

Requires extension and letter of credit.
Requires extension and letter of credit.
Drainage easements are shown on the plat.

TRAFFIC/STREETS/ACCESS:
The implementation of this 35-lot Section "E" expansion of Willow Creek
Subdivision involves the installation of a new cul-de-sac street (Bonnie Belle Court)
which extends east from McDowell Road, a northerly extension of Willow Creek Drive,
and a new cul-de-sac street which extends west from the northern end of Willow Creek
Drive. County Engineer John Stoll and EUTS have stated that Bonnie Belle Court must

be built as a 29-foot road and that McDowell Road must be widened to 16 feet from
Streuh-Hendricks Road to Bonnie Belle Court to allow for two-way traffic flow (from
Streuh-Hendricks to Bonnie Belle.) Widening of McDowell must be completed prior to
recording of Section E.
DRAINAGE PLAN/APPROVAL:
Approval of the drainage plan by the Drainage Board is required prior to hearing
by the Area Plan Commission
COMMENTS/ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Subdivision Review Committee met October 8, 1996 and reviewed this
subdivision plat. Section "D" must be recorded prior to recording Section "E", and
improvements to McDowell Road must be made prior to recording Section "E".
Sidewalks will be required along the east side of Willow Creek Drive, along the north
side of Allison Court, and along the south side of Bonnie Belle Court connecting to the
sidewalk along Willow Creek Drive. Developer must comply with IDEM Storm

Water/Soil Erosion Regulations and all other State and Federal regulations.
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SUBDIVISION
STAFF FIELD REPORT
OCTOBER 24,1996
Docket Number:

27-S-96

Name of Subdivision:

Willow Creek Subdivision - Section E

Location:

East side of McDowell Road, north of Streuh-Hendricks

Representative:

Michael F. Feldbusch

Developer:

Willow Creek Development Corporation/Bruce Hatfield,
President

Owner:

Same

Size of development:

10.727 acres

Number of lots:

35

LAND USE

Existing zoning:

Agricultural

Existing land use:

vacant and undeveloped

Proposed land use:

single-family residential development

Comprehensive Plan:

This area is designated as an area of agricultural and
residential development in the Comprehensive Plan.

GENERAL INFORMATION

FLOOD ZONE:

No portion of this site lies within the floodplain.

UTILITIES:
Water
Sewer
Storm sewer

Requires extension and letter of credit.
Requires extension and letter of credit.
Drainage easements are shown on the plat.

TRAFFIC/STREETS/ACCESS:
The implementation of this 35-lot Section "E" expansion of Willow Creek
Subdivision involves the installation of a new cul-de-sac street (Bonnie Belle Court)
which extends east from McDowell Road, a northerly extension of Willow Creek Drive,
and a new cul-de-sac street which extends west from the northern end of Willow Creek
Drive. County Engineer John Stoll and EUTS have stated that Bonnie Belle Court must
be built as a 29-foot road and that McDowell Road must be widened to 16 feet from
Streuh-Hendricks Road to Bonnie Belle Court to allow for two-way traffic flow (from
Streuh-Hendricks to Bonnie Belle.) Widening of McDowell must be completed prior to
recording of Section E.
DRAINAGE PLAN/APPROVAL:
Approval of the drainage plan by the Drainage Board is required prior to hearing
by the Area Plan Commission
COMMENTS/ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Subdivision Review Committee met October 8,1996 and reviewed this
subdivision plat. Section "D" must be recorded prior to recording Section 'E", and
improvements to McDowell Road must be made prior to recording Section "E".
Sidewalks will be required along the east side of Willow Creek Drive, along the north
side of Allison Court, and along the south side of Bonnie Belle Court connecting to the
sidewalk along Willow Creek Drive. Developer must comply with IDEM Storm
Water/Soil Erosion Regulations and all other State and Federal regulations.
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WESTSIDE IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION
INCORPORATED

VANDERBURGH

P. O. BOX 6172, WEST WABASH STATION, EVANSVILLE, IN 47719-0172

COUNTY

Exerting influence upon public and private sectors to accomplish those objectives which will enhance
environment of the west side of Vanderburgh County, and serve the common goal of the residents.
natural
the

Telephone:
Fax:

TO:

FROM :

812-422-0564
812-422-8933

Members of the Drainage Board
Shirley James , President
Westside Improvement Association

SUBJECT:

October 26,

(lj rD

1996

rn

-**c€~' £~~22-09*€>'

DRAINAGE PROBLEMS IN THE GLENWOOD SUBDIVISION

Westside Improvement Association thinks the residents of the
Glenwood Subdivision have legitimate complaints about the
drainage difficulties in the their neighborhood. Our

organization also has received complaints in the past about
the developer, Mr. Railey, not following through on his

commitments.
WIA thinks it is very important to repair Middle Mt. Vernon
Road as quickly as possible because we believe it will become
heavily used as an alternate thoroughfare while INDOT is
repairing Highway 62 from Wabash Ave. to Red Bank Rd.
Since none of our members can be available for the Drainage
Board meeting, we are using this letter to express our support

for the neighborhood and request it be read into the record.
CC:

Cindy Kettinger

File

RECEIVED
OCT 2 8 1996
Valdeftlrgh County Commissionera

Surveyor's Report to Drainage Board
Regarding Charles and Alta Bassett's Petition
Alleging an Obstruction in a Drain or Surface Watercourse

Submitted to Drainage Board
October 28, 1996

On September 23, 1996, Charles R. and Alta M Bassett submitted a
petition to the Vanderburgh County Drainage Board alleging an obstruction exists in a
drain or surface watercourse along their joint property line with James and Joyce Tracy.

A copy of said petition is attached to this report.

Charles R. and Alta M. Bassett own the property commonly known as

5800 Ward Road. Joyce S. Tracy owns the property commonly known as 5806 Ward
Road.

Both properties are lots or parts of lots in a residential subdivision known as

Melody Hills Subdivision No. 7.

The undersigned deputy surveyor visited the site of the alleged obstruction

twice between the submittal of said petition and the submittal ofthis report.

On the first visit the deputy surveyor talked with James Tracy who

confirmed he placed a small quantity of soil and sod in the area along abovesaid joint
property line. Said soil and sod is shown in pictures attached to this report.

Mr. Tracy said his purpose in placing the soil and sod is to fill a low spot

where storm water puddled and caused long term dampness in the lawn.

Mr. Tracy also confirmed he set a string line between two upright pins or
wooden stakes. Mr Tracy said the purpose of the string line is to display the location of a

drive entrance for which he wishes to obtain a permit from the county engineer.

The

string line is shown in pictures attached to this report.

On the second visit to the site the deputy surveyor spoke with Charles R.
Bassett. Mr. Bassett confirmed he considers the dirt and sod placed by Mr. Tracy to be an
obstruction of the original direction of' flow of storm water from his back yard and Mr.
Tracy's back yard, between the houses and out to the roadside drainage system.

Mr. Bassett contends Mr. Tracy deliberately set the obstruction so that

storm water which previously traveled along the property line and in the surface

watercourse now is diverted by the dirt fill and sod clumps and onto his property.

Mr. Bassett also contends the iron pin to which the string line is attached is

driven directly in front ofthe outlet of his gutter drain thereby partially blocking that drain
pipe. The location ofthe iron pin is shown in pictures attached to this report.

Mr. Bassett further contends that after the county highway department set

new drain pipes along the west side of Ward Road in front o f both subject properties, Mr.
Tracy deliberately regraded the surface of the lawn at 5806 Ward Road so that storm

water conveyed through the subject watercourse and discharged from abovesaid roof
drain is diverted away from the new inlet set by the highway department to capture said

storm drainage and roof drainage.

Mr. Bassett contends that the diversion of said drainage away from said

inlet causes said drainage to cross his driveway and causes damage by carrying away
gravel.

No pictures are available at the printing of this report depicting the yard

grading and new storm inlet described above. In one of the four pictures attached to this

report the subject surface watercourse can be seen curving from the above described iron
pin thence in a southeasterly direction toward Mr. Bassett's gravel driveway.

The old alignment of said watercourse is approximately recreated by the

new regrading which occurred subsequent to the construction of abovesaid inlet.

After observing field conditions described in this report the undersigned

chief deputy surveyor recommends:

1. Charles R. Bassett and Alta M. Bassett send a written request to Joyce
S. Tracy, owner of 5806 Ward Road, by certified mail (return receipt requested) asking
Mrs. Tracy to remove and/or regrade all dirt fill and sod clumps described herein, shown

in pictures attached hereto, and existing along or nearly along the joint property line
between 5800 Ward Road and 5806 Ward Road so that the original, unobstructed surface

watercourse is recreated as it existed prior to the placement of said dirt and sod (or as
nearly as it can be recreated and still eliminate the damp spot.)

2. Charles R Bassett and Alma M. Bassett include in their request to Mrs.
Tracy that she also remove the iron pin, dirt and sod from in front of above described

outlet ofthe Bassett's roof drains.

3.

Charles R. Bassett and Alma M Bassett finish grading subject

watercourse as any part of it exists on their land so that it conveys storm water into the
inlet provided by the highway department near the north edge oftheir driveway.

~

4. That if the Bassett's requests to Mrs. Tracy are not accomplished prior
to the next drainage board meeting (scheduled for November 25, 1996,) the Bassetts
resubmit their petition with abovesaid written request to Mrs. Tracy attached with some

pictures proving that said request went unanswered.

f~*_ iolze-/96

Bill Jeffers, (2~~fDeputy Surveyor

Sept: 13,/99
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Form No. 17
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A claim to be properly itemized, must show: Kind of service, where performed, dates service rendered,

by whom, rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per hundred, per pound,
per ton, etc.
VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA

VENDOR NAME
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On Account of Appropriation for
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,
I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due, after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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CERTIFICATION OF PAYMENT
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PITCH

Vanderburgh County, Indiana,

firm I represent, have/has

do certify that

paid in full

labor, supplies, and subcantracts
specified herein under:

all

expenses

I, and/or the

incurred

fcr

except for any unpaid costs as

FLAJE
and further, that neither I,

nor the firm I represent,

Vanderburgh County Drainage Board
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will hold the

for any ccsts,

or any

clairrs arising fram such expenses, except for the fifteen (15) percent
of the total ccntract price which the Bcard presently holds in
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Form Prescribed by the
State Board of Accounts

Revised County
Form No. 17

1245

A claim to be properly itemized, must show: Kind of service, where performed, dates service rendered,

by whom. rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per hundred, per pound,
per ton, etc.
VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA
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On Account of Appropriation for
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,
I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due. after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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Form Prescribed by the
State Board of Accounts

Revised County
Form No. 17

1245

A claim to be properly itemized, must show: Kind of service, where performed, dates service rendered,

by whom, rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per hundred, per pound,
per ton, etc.
VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA

VENDOR NAME
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On Account of Appropriation for
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,

I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due, after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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Date 007 54

, 1994

Robert w. Brener, Vande:burgh Couity Survelor

~

VANDERBIJRGH
SURVEYOR'S

COUNTY
OFFICE

Room 325 Civic Center Complex

One Northwest Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard
Evansville, Indiana 47708-1833

(812) 435-5210
SURVEYOR'S
TO:

The

Vanderburgh

REPORT

County Drainage

Board

This report shall serve as notification to the Vanderburgh
County Drainage Board that the work required by a certain
contract between the Board and :
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Ditch, a legal drain
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and was
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contracted price indicated on the claim herewith attached.
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W.

Brenner,

Vanderburgh County
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Form Prescribed by the
State Board of Accounts

Revised County
Form No. 17

1245

A claim to be properly itemized, must show: Kind of service, where performed, dates service rendered,

by whom, rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per hundred, per pound,
per ton, etc.
VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA
VENDOR NAME
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.

On Account of Appropriation for
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,

I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due. after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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Robert W. Brener, Vanderburgh County Survey:r
VANDERBURGH
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COUNTY
OFFICE

Room 325 Civic Center Complex
One Northwest Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard
Evansville, Indiana 47708-1833

(812) 435-5210
SURVEYOR'S

To:

REPORT

The Vanderburgh County Drainage

Board

This report shall serve as notification to the Vanderburgh
County Drainage Board that the work required by a certain
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Form Prescribed by the
State Board of Accounts

Revised County
Form No. 17

1245

A claim to be properly itemized, must show: Kind of service, where performed, dates service rendered,

bywhom, rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per hundred, per pound,
per ton, etc.
VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA

VENDOR NAME
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On Account of Appropriation for
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,
I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due, after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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CERTIFICATION OF PAYMENT
FOR MAINTENANCE TO A REGULATED DRAIN
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firm I represent, have/has
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all

expenses

incurred
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labor. supplies, and subcantracts except for any unpaid costs as
specified herein under:

NO,42
and further, that neither I, nor the firm I represent. will hold the
Vanderburgh Coutity Drainage Board respcnsibl e for any ccsts, or any
clairrs arising fram such expenses, except for the fifteen (15) percent
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it is apparently correct / incorrect.
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Revised County
Form No. 17
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A claim to be properly itemized, must show: Kind of service, where performed, dates service rendered,

by whom, rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per hundred, per pound,
per ton, etc.
VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,
I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due, after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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CERTIFICATION OF PAYMENT
FOR MAINTENANCE TO A REGULATED DRAIN
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drain in

(Signature in Ink)

Vanderburgh County, Indiana,

firm I represent, have/has

do certify that

paid in full

labor, supplies, and subcantracts
specified herein under:

all

expenses

to perform

, a regulated

I, and/or the

incurred

for

except for any unpaid costs as
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and further, that neither I,

nor the firm I represent,

Vanderburgh County Drainage Board

respcnsibl e

will hold the

f or any costs,

or any

clairrs arising fram such expenses, except for the fifteen (15) percent
of the total cantract price which the Board presently holds in
retainage pending the receipt of this Certificaticn of Payment.
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Form Prescribed by the
State Board of Accounts

Revised County
Form No. 17

1245

A claim to be properly itemized, must show: Kind of service, where performed, dates service rendered.

by whom, rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per hundred, per pound,
per ton, etc.
VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA
VENDOR NAME

5-08.qv ff-p~.ws

5 8/06. 140

On Account of Appropriation for

9.< / 1 <18,ri-1 '1-v-
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,
I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due, after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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CERTIFICATION OF PAYMENT
FOR MAINTENANCE TO A REGULATED DRAIN

IX J-Uy«,-~1 Kj 0324-c»~t)£k ,

By this Instrument ,

(Signature in Ink)

representing
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under cantract wi th

, and presently

the vander}~cgh County Drainage Board
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to perform

I

certain maintenance ca YArT l,ni //0,18.·, 31.,-,4 '4/, a regulated
t.,P }-vii, 1 9 - V . .1
drain in

Vanderburgh County, Indiana, do certify that
fim I represent, have/has paid in full all expenses

I, and/or the
incurred

for

labor, supplies, and subcantracts except for any unpaid costs as
specified herein under:

and further, that nei ther I,

nor the firm I represent,

will hold the

Vanderburgh County Drainage Board respcnsible for any ccsts, or any
clairrs arising fram such expenses, except for the fifteen (15) percent
of

the

total

retainage

cantract
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Form Prescribed by the
State Board of Accounts

Revised County
Form No. 17

1245

A claim to be properly itemized, must show: Kind of service, where performed, dates service rendered,

by whom, rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per hundred, per pound,
per ton, etc.
VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA

VENDOR NAME

51·410(. L¢ rl

On Account of Appropriation for
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,
I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due, after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.
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CERTIFICATION OF PAYMENT

FOR MAINTENANCE TO A REGULATED DRAIN
Sy this Instrument,
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the Vander. gh County Drainage Board
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Vanderburgh County, Irxiiana,

firm I represent, have/has

do certify that

paid in full

all

expenses
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, a regulated
I, and/or the

incurred

for

labor, supplies, and subcantracts except for any unpaid costs as
specified herein under:
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1·•Land further, that neither I,

nor the firm I represent,

will hold the

Vanderburgh County Drainage Board respcnsible for any ccsts, or any
clairrs arising fram such expenses, except for tne rirteen (15) percent
of the total cantract price which the Board presently holds in
retainage
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Form Prescribed by the
State Board of Accounts

Revised County
Form No. 17

1245

A claim to be properly itemized, must show: Kind of service, where performed, dates service rendered,

by whom, rate per day, number of hours, rate per hour, price per foot, per yard, per hundred, per pound,
per ton, etc.
VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA

VENDOR NAME

5c.(;nAi ¢.fl

On Account of Appropriation for

#135/
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Pursuant to the provisions and penalties of Chapter 155, Acts of 1953,
I hereby certify that the foregoing account is just and correct, that the amount claimed is legally due, after

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has been paid.

Name
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Date
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CERTIFICATION OF PAYMENT
FOR MAINTENANCE TO A REGULATED DRAIN
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drain in Vanderburgh County, Indiana,
fim I represent, have/has
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labor, supplies, and subcantracts except for any unpaid ccsts as
specified herein under:

and further, that neither I,

nor the firm I represent,

will hold the

Vanderburgh County Drainage Board respcnsibl e for any costs,

or any

clairrs arising fram such expenses, except for the fifteen (15) percent
of the total cantract price which the Board presently holds in
retainage

pending
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receipt
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this., Certi ficaticn
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